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Preface 

The aim of this book is to give a systematic and self-contained presentation of the 
Mathematical Scattering Theory within the framework of operator theory in Hilbert 
space. The term Mathematical Scattering Theory denotes that theory which is on the 
one hand the common mathematical foundation of several physical scattering theories 
(scattering of quantum objects, of classical waves and particles) and on the other hand 
a branch of operator theory devoted to the study of the behavior of the continuous part 
of perturbed operators (some authors also use the term Abstract Scattering Theory). 

EBBential contributions to the development of this theory are due to K. FRIEDRICHS, 
J. CooK, T. KATo, J. M. JAuCH, S. T. KURODA, M.S. BmMAN, M.G. KREiN, L. D. FAD
DEEV, R. LAVINE, W. 0. AMREIN, B. SIMoN, D. PEARSON, V. ENss, and others. It 
seems to the authors that the theory has now reached a sufficiently developed state 
that a self-contained presentation of the topic is justified. 

The authors themselves in the seventies contributed to the theory on the one hand 
by solving open problems and on the other hand by giving new aspects for the structure 
of the topic. Therefore some parts of the book may be considered as a synoptical pre
sentation of results of the author's research within this area in the last few years. It 
contains numerous results either not published or not to be found in any other book 
on scattering theory. Additional important features of this book are: 

(I) The book uses the two-space formulation, several limit processes on the real line 
(mainly the so-called Absolute Abelian Limit) and the theory of asymptotic constants. 
It is devoted to the operator-theoretical aspect of the theory. 

(II) Applications of the general results to special scattering systems, for instance deri
vation of the essential results of potential scattering, are treated mainly for the purpose 
of illustration (examples and counterexamples). Therefore in the Examples and Appli
cations we prefer simplicity to generality, 

(III) The connection with the physical source of the theory is not a direct topic of 
the book. 

These features distinguish this book from others on scattering theory whose main 
emphasis is the concrete quantum mechanical (also classical) scattering, e.g. the investi
gation of SCHRODINGER operators (see AMREIN/JAUCH/SINHA (1 ], REED/SIMoN (3]). 

It is hoped that this book will be useful to advanced students in mathematics, mathe
maticians interested in this field of operator theory, and theoretical physicists paying 
attention to mathematically rigorous methods in scattering theory. 

The mathematical foundations of the theory belong to Functional Analysis, in parti
cular to the Theory of Operators in Hilbert Space. The reader is assumed to have a 
basic knowledge of these topics. As general references to them we shall use KATo [1 ], 
REED/SIMON (1, 2], WEIDMANN (1], and YosmA (1]. 

To establish a common language, the essential notions and facts of operator theory 
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and measure theory (needed in the text) are described in Part I. There are five parts 
each prefaced by a summary. The chapters are divided into paragraphs, and paragraphs 
into sections. Theorems, propositions, corollaries, lemmas, examples, and remarks are 
numbered consecutively within each chapter, as are formulas. Reference to a theorem, 
lemma, etc. from another chapter is done by adding the number of the chapter to the 
number of the theorem, lemma, etc. For example Theorem 10.2 means Theorem 2 of 
Chapter 10 and formula (5.1) (or shortly (5.1)) means formula (1) of Chapter 5. The 
symbol • will denote the end of a proof. 

At the end of each part there is an appendix entitled Notes and Remarks. It contains 
additional materia.!, historical remarks, and references to the literature of this field. So 
far as it was possible we tried to include all essential papers on scattering theory on the 
abstract level of operator theory. Papers with more concrete methods as the theory of 
partial differential equations are included in the Notes and Remarks if they are con
cerned with the applications of the abstract theorems given in our examples. 

There are a bibliography, a subject index, and a list of symbols. 
It is a pleasure to thank here the people who in one way or another have contributed 

to the preparation of this book. 
In particular we express our thanks to Professors M.S. BmMAN and M.G. KREIN, 

and also to Professor B. SIMON, whose suggestions greatly stimulated our work. We 
are especially grateful to Dr. W. 0. AMREIN and to Professors C. CHANDLER and A. G. 
GmsoN who were so kind to go through some parts of the manuscript, correcting in
numerable errors, mathematical as well as linguistic. We are also grateful to Professor 
R. S. PmLL:!Ps who red Chapter 12. We are particularly indebted to our colleague 
Dr. H. NEIDHARDT for going through the whole manuscript and correcting many 
mathematical errors. 

We wish to thank the Akademie-Verlag, especially R. HELLE and G. REmER for 
their careful work in preparing the print. 

Berlin, Octobre 1982 The authors 
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Introduction 

1. Mathematical Scattering Theory today denotes a branch of operator theory devoted 
to the study of the existence properties and the calculation of several kinds of limits 
of operators of the form 

eiiHJ e-itHo, t E lR. (1) 

Here H, H0 denote selfadjoint operators on Hilbert spaces :/1', :/1'0, and J is a bounded 
operator from :/1'0 into :/e. These limits are considered on certain subspaces tf/0 of :/1'0• 

Historically physical theories have often been strongly motivated by the process of 
idealization of real phenomena, in order to put importantfeatures of nature in a very 
clear light. It frequently happens that such idealizations can be represented mathe
matically by some sort of limit processes, where the transition to the limit is the crucial 
step of the idealization. Actually this method is a primary source of mathematical 
physics. For example such an idealization makes it possible to speak mathematically 
of velocity (differentiation process of Newton). Other limit processes of this kind are 
encountered in statistical physics (limit of infinite degrees of freedom, of an infinite 
number of particles, of an infinite volume). With respect to scattering theories the 
crucial limit is the time-limit t-+ ±oo, which is mathematically the center of every 
sort of scattering theory. 

The simplest motivation for the importance of the special expression (1) can be 
given by the scattering problem of quantum mechanics in which a · noninteracting 
(unperturbed) system {H0, :/1'0} is perturbed by an interaction producing the new 
system {H, :/1'}. Further, in general, some rule is given which provides a connection 
between unperturbed and perturbed states at fixed time, say t = 0. Mathematically 
this rule is represented by an (identification) operator J acting from :/1'0 into :/1' which 
is for simplicity assumed to be bounded; the simplest case is :/1' = :/1'0 and J = 1. Then 
the quantum mechanical evolutions in :/1'0 and :/1' determine the identification operator 
J(t) for an arbitrary time t, 

J(t) = eiiHJ e-IIHo. 

Now the above mentioned idealization leads one to investigate the time limits 

W ±u : = Lim eitH J e-itH,u, 

1-+±00 

u E lf/0 , 

(2) 

(3) 

on certain subspaces q[ 0• These operators W ± are called wave operators. Further the so
called scattering operator 

(4) 

2* 
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is of special interest. If the wave operators exist on an a priori given subspace (in many 
cases the subspace of absolute continuity of H 0), the system {H, H 0 , J} is called a 
scattering system. 

2. Historically Mathematical Scattering Theory has two sources, one of them is 
purely mathematical, the other is more physically oriented. 

2.1. The mathematical source is the spectral theory of perturbed selfadjoint operators. 
This theory has been largely developed, in particular after the appearance of the famous 
spectral theorem of selfadjoint operators in its abstract formulation, the creation of 
the theory of unitary invariants of selfadjoint operators, and the classification of 
several unitary invariant parts of the spectrum. 

At first a rather complete spectral theory of the perturbation of isolated eigenvalues 
(of finite multiplicity) was established (see RELLICH [1]). Subsequently the behavior 
of the continuous spectrum upon perturbation was systematically studied. Pioneering 
work in this direction is due to FRIEDRICHS [1938a], [1948a], see also PUTNAM [1954a] 
and ARONSZJAN [1957 a]. 

In this connection it should be noted that the development of an abstract operator 
theoretical spectral theory (including perturbation) was influenced in an essential way 
by the construction and establishing of the abstract quantum mechanical formalism 
(see J. V. NEUMANN [1]). 

It is a remarkable fact that already in the spectral theory of selfadjoint operators H, 
without any contact to physical questions, one can easily verify strongly different 
behavior of vectors belonging to different spectral parts of H with respect to the 
"time" limit t -+ ± oo, where t is the parameter of the unitary group eiiH generated by 
H. If u is an eigenvector of H, then 

(5) 

is independent of t, and hence [(u, e11Hu)[ -+ 0 as t-+ ±oo cannot be true. If, on the 
other hand, u is from the absolutely continuous subspace of H, then 

[(u, eiiHu)[-+ 0, t-+ ±oo. (6) 

Also the mean ergodic theorem 

T 

EH(IA.}) =s-lim T-1 J dt eii(H-Al, 
T-+co 0 

(7) 

where EH(Ll) denotes the spectral measure of H, expresses some internal connection 
between spectral theory and "time-like" limits. Therefore, in retrospect, it is not 
surprising that the methods used by FRIEDRICHS for the investigations in his paper 
[1938a] are based on the construction of wave operators. Thus a definition of wave 
operators from purely spectral theoretic sources could have been given at this stage of 
development. But this did not happen. 

2.2. In some contrast to pure spectral theoretical investigations the notions of wave 
and scattering operator were introduced by physicists (MaLLER [1945a], HEISENBERG 
[1943a)). This is the physical source of the theory, the importance of the idealization 
t -+ ± oo in scattering theories mentioned above. The development which arose from 
these notions was purely heuristic for a long time, and in particular was not strongly 
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connected with the mathematical foundations of quantum mechanics given by J. v. 
NEUMANN. For example there were no proofs of existence of the proposed limits of 
MOLLER. 

The first step in the direction of a mathematically rigorous theory of the ideas of 
MoLLER and HEISENBERG was made by CooK [1957a] who gave the first exact proof 
of the existence of wave operators for a physically interesting example (two-body 
scattering with a potential V E L2(1R.3, dx)). After that JAUCH [1958a] formulated and 
developed the quantum mechanical scattering theory in a mathematically precise 
language on the level of abstract operator theory. The wave operators W ±(H, H 0) (in 
the simple case of single channel scattering) were defined (with a slight modification) by 

W ±(H, H 0) : = s-lim eifH e-iiHo P"'Ji.. 
l~±oo 

(8) 

where P~ denotes the projection onto the absolutely continuous subspace of H 0 and 
the 8-operator (or scattering operator) was defined by 8 := W+*W_. The important 
notion of asymptotic completeness, W+W+* = W_W_* = P'H, which implies the 
unitarity of the 8-operator in .P"'J,;tt' 0 was introduced at that time. In this connection 
see also the important work of KURODA [1959a]. 

Since that time the problems of existence and (asymptotic) completeness of the wave 
operators have turned out to be the main topic of the mathematical scattering theory. 

Also at that time the more mathematically oriented branch of the theory was greatly 
enriched by the famous result of RosENBLUM [1957a] and KATo [1957a], [1957b] which 
says that the absolutely continuous parts of selfadjoint operators H, H 0 where H - H 0 

is a trace operator are unitarily equivalent. The methods of the proof of this result, 
already influenced by the physical notions, were based on the existence of the corre
sponding wave operators. 

Independently of this development towards a rigorous theory of wave and scattering 
operators there was a successful attack upon the inverse scattering problem for spheri
cally symmetrical potentials in the fifties (for details see AGRANOVIO/MARCENKO [1], 
ClrADAN/SABATmR [1 ]). This problem was solved with the help of more concrete methods 
(solutions of certain integral equations, use of eigenfunctions for special Schrodinger 
operators). 

2.3. At the end of the fifties the two directions, the mathematical (oriented towards 
spectral theory) and the physical one (oriented towards scattering theory), came together 
to form a unified topic of mathematical physics that has been a strong source for further 
development. This area is now called Mathematical Scattering Theory (on the operator 
theoretical level) and has the two aspects: (I) Spectral theory of perturbed selfadjoint 
operators; (II) Scattering theory of physical models (exact theory of wave operators, 
scattering operators, scattering cross sections, and other important physical notions). 
Thus, scattering theory arises in purely mathematical monographs devoted to spectral 
theory (of abstract operators or of perturbed partial differential operators), where it is 
used as a technical tool (see for example KATo [1], WEIDMANN [1]), and it is the object 
of works by mathematically oriented physicists (as an example see AMREIN/JAUCH/ 
SnmA [1]). 

3. Now we sketch the most important points in the further development of the theory. 
They include new methods for studying scattering systems, generalizations of the 
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basic notions of scattering theory, applications to concrete systems, and the solutions 
of certain central problems. 

(I) The trace class theorem of RosENBLUM and KATo was extended to the case where 
the difference of the resolvents of the unperturbed and perturbed operator is a trace 
operator (see e.g. BmMAN/KRElN [1962a]). These results were further developed and 
reached a culmination in the theorem that the wave operators 

W±(H, Ho; J) :=s-lim eitH J e-itHopaH, 
t-.:l:co 

exist if HJ- JH0 is a trace operator (see PEARSON [1978a]). 

(9) 

(II) Also under trace class conditions on Hand H0 (.71' = .Tt'0, J = 1) BmMAN [1962b] 
showed that the wave operators W±(!1>(H), !1>(00)) (see (8)) exist and are independent 
of !1> for a broad class of functions !1>. This remarkable feature of the wave operators was 
called the invariance principle of the wave operators and was extended to a wider 
class of functions by KATo [1965a]. The conjecture that the existence of W±(H, H0) 

always implies the existence of W±(!1>(H), !1>(00)) (in sense of (8)) was shown to be false 
by WoLLENBERG [1975a]. However in the same paper it was proved that the existence 
of both W±(H, H0 ) and W±{!1>(H), !1>(00)) implies their equality. 

(III) Scattering theory for many particle systems was already developed by JAUOH 
[1958b). A precise existence proof of the corresponding wave operators was made by 
HAoK [1959a) under the assumption that the potentials qi;(xi- x;) are square inte
grable in X; - x;. The first complete analysis of scattering for a many particle system 
was given by FADDEEV [1963a]. Following this work, scattering theory 
for many particle systems has been developed by many other authors (see e. g. GINIBRE/ 
MOULIN (1974a], THOMAS (1975a], and SIGAL [1978a]). 

(IV) DoLLARD [1964a] showed that the wave operators W ± (H, H0) do not exist in 
the physical important case of the scattering by a Coulomb potential; here H0 =-A, 

c 
H =-A+-, .;tt'0 = L 2(1R.3, dx). However he was able to prove that generalized 

lxl 
wave operators 

W±,z(H, Ho) :=s-lim eitH e-UH,-ix, 
1->-:l:oo 

(10) 

with X, = cH0 -l/2 log It I exist and have the same properties as the usual wave operators 
defined by (8). His results were extended to more general long range potentials (see 
e.g. HoRMANDER [1976a]). Another way to overcome the difficulties of the scattering 
theory for long range potentials was proposed by LAVINE [1970a], AMREIN/MARTIN/ 
MisRA [1970a], and others. The essential idea is to assume that for all elements of a 
certain 0*-algebra d of operators which commute with the unperturbed operator 0 0 

the limits 

A± := s-lim eitH Ae-itHpaH 
t-±oo 

(11) 

exist and that the operators A± give the necessary information about the scattering 
process. AMREIN/MARTIN/MISRA [1970a] showed that this also implies the existence 
of generalized wave operators of the form (10) if dis large enough. 

(V) There was further important progress in the so-called stationary theory of scat
tering in which the wave operators W ±(H, H 0) are constructed via limits of operator 
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spectral integrals 

J En(dA.) (1 - (H- H 0) Rn,(A. ± ie)) (12) 

or 

J (1- (H- H0) Rn(A. ± ie))-1 En,(dA). (13) 

These spectral integrals were interpreted directly (see BAUMGARTEL [1967a], AMB.Em/ 
GEORGEscu/JAUCH [1971a]) or with the help of auxiliary spaces IE ~ Jlf0 (see especially 
KATO/KURODA [1970a]). The abstract stationary theory on the basis of (12) was re
formulated, refined and essentially finished by BAUMGARTEL/0BERMANN/WOLLENBERG 
[1979a). 

(VI) The theory of smooth operators was created by KATO [1966a], (1968a). It was 
further developed and applied to some scattering problems for Schrodinger operators 
by LAVINE (see e.g. [1971a), [1972a]). 

(VII) The development of the trace class, smoothness, and stationary methods made 
it possible to improve greatly the results on potential scattering and to obtain results 
on the spectrum of more general differential operators. For instance, it has been shown 
that the wave operators W±(H, H0) (see (8)) for H0 = -LI and H = -LI + q(x) on 
Jlf0 = L 2(1R.3, dx) exist and are complete if q(x) is real and iq(x)l ;;;;; e(1 + ixi)-Y, y > 1 
(see KATo [1970a]). This is in a certain sense optimal because of the result of DoLLABD 
for the Coulomb potential q(x) = elxl-1 (see (IV)). For more general differential operators 
see e.g. BIRMAN [1969a), SCHECHTER [1976a). 

(VIII) The mathematical two-space scattering theory was initiated by KATo [1967a]. 
This was a very important step because it allowed a more natural formulation of certain 
classical scattering problems, for example scattering by electromagnetic and acoustic 
waves (see e.g. WILcox [1966a] and REED/SIMON (1977a]). From our present point 
of view the theory is also motivated by the following additional arguments. 

(a) Very simple formulations of quantum scattering problems are also possible in this 
language (e.g. multi-channel scattering, see CHANDLEB/GmsoN [1973a]). 

(b) Technically it is often easier to prove the existence of wave operators with the 
help of some auxiliary operator J which is asymptotically equivalent to the identity. 
For example, this is the essential idea of the proof of the KUPSCH/SANDHAS result [1966a] 
that local singularities are unessential for the existence of wave operators in potential 
scattering. 

(c) In relativistic quantum scattering theories the interacting and the unperturbed 
states are best considered as elements of completely distinct spaces. Then the identi
fication operator is naturally defined by equation (2) (see e.g. CoESTER [1965a]). 

(d) The theory can also be applied to problems in quantum field theory, in particular 
the Haag-Ruelle scattering formalism can be usefully reformulated in terms of the 
two-space scattering theory (see REED/SIMON [3]). 

(IX) A different approach to scattering theory was developed by LAx/PH:rLLIPs [1 ]. 
Here the main objects of study are the so-called outgoing and incoming subspaces of 
the Hilbert space of the perturbed system. This theory applies to classical wave equa
tions, for instance to scattering of acoustical waves by obstacles. The Lax/Phillips 
theory can be embedded into the two-space scattering theory. 
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(X) In connection with the abstract characterization of wave operators (see KREiN 
[1964a]), BAUMGARTEL [1973a] undertook the first systematic investigation of the 
algebra of asymptotic constants, that is those operators A for which the limits (11) 
exist. The theory of asymptotic constants was greatly refined, developed, and applied to 
some scattering problems by WoLLENBERG [1979a], [1979b]. 

(XI) New kinds of limit processes such as 

T 

lim T-1 J dt !IeitH J e-itH,u - W+ull2 = 0 
T__.oo 0 

(14) 

instead of (3) were introduced in scattering theory by OBERMANN [1977a]. One can 
interpret this limit as an average-time-limit. These limits are related in concept to the 
well-known Cesaro limit 

T 

lim IIT-1 J (eitH J e-itH,u- W+u) dtl! = 0 
T~oo 0 

or Abelian limit 

00 

lim lie J e-et(eitH J e-ItH,u- W+u) dtl! = 0 
.__.+0 0 

often used in physical literature (see e.g. GELL-MANN/GOLDBERGER [1953a]) but do not 
have its disadvantages. They are natural extensions of the strong limit. With the help 
of these limits the theory allows a much smoother formulation and leads to nice new 
results. For example, it was possible to solve the problem of the general validity of the 
invariance principle for wave operators affirmatively (see OBERMANN/WOLLENBERG 
[1978b]). 

(XII) Last but not least there was a renaissance of Cook's method. ENss [1978a] 
introduced a new approach to the completeness and spectral problems for Schrodinger 
operators. Roughly speaking, it proves the existence and completeness of the wave 
operators W ±(H, H 0 ) under the assumption 

where rp are certain smooth functions, P+ + P_ = P,J,, and P± satisfy some asymptotic 
relations. This approach was also applied to scattering problems for more general 
differential operators (see especially SIMON [1979a]). 



Part I. 
Selfadjoint Operators in Hilbert Spaces 

The main objects of this book are selfadjoint operators in Hilbert spaces and related 
concepts. Also some special Banach spaces are of interest, for example Banach spaces 
consisting of operators in Hilbert spaces. Further the analysis of vector- and operator
valued functions (integration, differentiation etc.) defined on the real line or on the 
complex plane plays an essential role in this book. Therefore the reader is assumed to 
be familiar with Hilbert and Banach spaces (including the elementary theory of opera
tors in such spaces) and with the analysis of vector-valued functions (including the 
fundamental concepts of measure theory, in particular on the 1R.11). General references 
will be given in the Notes and Remarks to this part. 

The purpose of this part is - for the convenience of the reader - to collect basic 
results concerning our central objects and results frequently used in what follows, to 
fix our notation and to call special attention to facts of particular importance for the 
topics to be presented later. No proofs are given if they can be found in the mentioned 
references. For convenience of the reader proofs will be given, in general, if the stated 
results are crucial but the proofs are available only in original papers. 



1. Preliminaries 

1.1. Fundamental concepts 

1.1.1. Banach spaces and Hilbert spaces 

Omnplex linear manifolds are denoted by !l', .,I(,!», ••• , and their elements, called 
vectors, by f, g, ••• , u, v, ... H M is a set of vectors, the (linear) suhmanifold generated 
by M is denoted by spa M. A sesquilinear form s(f, g) on !l' is a complex-valued function 
which is linear in the second argument and anti-linear (conjugate linear) in the first. 
The corresponding quadratic form is denoted by s(f). The relation 

s(f, g) = (1/4) (s(f +g) - s(f- g) +is(/- ig) -is(/+ ig)) (1) 

is called the polarization identity. A sesquilinear form s is called symmetric if s(f, g) 
= s(g, f). A (symmetric) sesquilinear form is called nonnegative if s(/) > 0 for all/ E !l' 
and positi'l.'e if s(/) = 0 implies I = 0. A nonnegative sesquilinear form is called a semi
scalar product, a positive sesquilinear form is called a scalar product. Recall Schwarz' 
inequality 

Is(/, g) 12 < s(f) s(g), f, g E !l', (2) 

for semiscalar products. Usually we denote scalar products and semiscalar products 
by ( ·, · ), sometimes with an index. 

A seminorm p(f) on !l' is a real-valued function which is nonnegative and satisfies 
p(tx/) = ltxl p(/), tx E CC, IE .!l', and the triangle inequality 

p(f + g) ~ p(f) + p(g). (3) 

A seminorm p( ·) is called a norm if p(/) = 0 implies I = 0. Usually norms and semi
norms are denoted by 11·11, sometimes with an index, but also Ill ·Ill and 1·1 are used in 
this book. Note that llfll : = (/, /)1' 2 defines a seminorm or a norm if ( ·, ·) denotes a 
semiscalar product or a scalar product, respectively. 

Let (.,.) be a semiscalar product. Then the set of all/ with (/, /) = 0 defines a sub
manifold .,I( of !l', the so-called kernel of ( ·, · ), denoted by .,I( = ker ( ·, ·) or .,I( = ker ll·ll· 
Recall that on the factor space !l' mod .,I( (quotient space !l' / Jt) a scalar product can 
be defined uniquely by (j, g),..,:=(/, g) where the equivalence class off E !l' is denoted 
by J E !l' mod .,I(. In the following other notations for equivalence classes are also used; 
sometimes, if no confusion is possible, we omit a special indication for the classes. 

A complex linear space !l' equipped with a scalar product is called a pre-Hilbert 
apace. !l' equipped with a norm is called a normed space. In a normed space the norm 
defines a (locally convex) topology, the so-called strong topology. A sequence/,. E !l' is 
called strongly convergent with strong limit I E !l' if lim II/,. - Ill = 0. The strong limit f 

fl-+00 

is denoted by f =s-lim/,.; sometimes we write /,.-sf· Recall the notion of a Cauchy 
11-+00 
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&equence with respect to ll·ll· A normed space is called complete if each Cauchy sequence 
is (strongly) convergent. 

A complete normed space is called a Banach apace. Banach spaces are denoted by 
!E, f?l, ••• A complete pre-Hilbert space is called a Hilbert space. Hilbert spaces are 
denoted by .lit', :f, . . . Recall the canonical completion of a normed space (e.g. pre
Hilbert space) by Cauchy sequences. 

A closed (linear) submanifold of a Banach space !E is called a 811hspace. If .!l' is a 
submanifold of !E, then the closure of .!l' is denoted by clo !&' or clo11.11 !&'; clo !&' is 
called the subspace generated by .!l'. If M is a set of vectors, then clo spa Miscalled the 
subspace generated by M. In a Hilbert space .lit' the orthogonal complement of a subspace d/1 
is denoted by o/f.L. 

The Banach space consisting of all continuous linear functional& l of !E is denoted by 
!E*. Recall .lit'* =.lit' for Hilbert spaces (canonical identification by l(f) = (l, f)). 

The system p,(u) = l(f, u)J of seminorms on ,;It' defines a (locally convex) topology, 
the so-called weak topology. A sequence In E ,;It' is called weakly convergent with weak 
limit I if lim (h, fn) = (h, /)for all hE .lit'. The weak limit f is denoted by f = w-lim In; 

n~ n~oo 

sometimes we write In -;v+ f. 
A set M of vectors from ,;It' is called dense (in .lit') if clo M =,;It'. For example, if ,l/t'0 

is a pre-Hilbert space and if .lit' denotes the (canonical) completion of ,l/t'0 (such that 
.llt'0 is canonically embedded within .lit'), then .llt'0 is dense in ,;It'. Miscalled generating 
(with respect to .lit') if clo spa M =,;It'. 

A Hilbert space is called separable if there is a countable dense set or, equivalently, 
if there is a countable generating set. Note that in separable Hilbert spaces there exist 
countable orthonormal bases B = 1 e~o e2, ••• } ; note further that the dimension of a Hilbert 
space ,;It' is defined by dim ,;It' : = card B (card M denotes the cardinal number (power) 
of a set M). Thus the dimension of a separable Hilbert space can take the values 1, 2, 3, ... 
and oo ( = ~0). In this book the Hilbert spaces are assumed to be separable. 

The Cartesian product of two Hilbert spaces ,;It', :f is denoted by ,l/t' X :f, the direct 
sum of two subspaces :f1, :f2 c: ,l/t' by :f1 Ef> :f2• The tensor product is denoted by 
.lit'® :f. Sometimes we use the notations X £'«, EB ~"'®£'«for finite index sets . .. 

Examples. The simplest example of a Hilbert space with finite dimension n < oo is 4::11 where 
II 

(/,g) := .E i;g; with f = {/u /2, ••• , fnl• g = {g1, g2, • •• , g,.}. An easy example for the case dim .Jf' 
1=1 

= oo is given by the spa~e l~, that is, the setofa.llsequences I= {/1 , 12, ••• }, I; E «:,with}; JI;J2<oo; 
in this case (/,g) := E f 1g1• 

1.1.2. Borel measures and integrals 

Let r be a set. A set /Ji of subsets of r is called a Borel field if: 0 E /Ji, the union of any 
countably many members of /Ji is a member of /Ji, and the complement of a member 
of /Ji is a member of /Ji. The members of /Ji are called Borel sets. A Borel space is a set r 
equipped with a Borel field /Ji. A Borel field /Ji is called generated by a set ..II of subsets 
of r if it coincides with the smallest Borel field containing all members of ..II. 

A measure p. on a Borel space is a map p. : &I -114 u I oo} = [0, oo) u I oo} with the 

properties: p.(0) = 0 and P.(.u A1} = 1: p.(A;) for mutually disjoint Borel sets A1, 
1=1 

A; n A 8 = 0 for all i =I= s. A measure p. is called a-finite if there exists a sequence {A;} 
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co 

of Borel sets with the properties r = U A; and fJ(A;) < oo for all j; it is called finite 
if fJ(T) < oo. i-1 

Measures on topological spaces are of special interest. We restrict ourselves to topo
logical spaces r which are metrizable, separable, and locally compa,ct. To r there are 
associated the Borel fields generated by the open subsets of r, by the compact subsets 
of r, and by the compact G6-sets of r (a G6-set is a countable intersection of open sets). 
Note that under our assumptions on r all these Borel fields coincide. We call this 
Borel field the Borel field generated by tke topology and denote it by f!l r in the following. 

Further under our assumption on r the so-called Borel measures and Baire meusures 
coincide (see the Notes and Remarks); thus in our framework Borel measures .fl. can 
be characterized as measures on f!lr satisfying the condition: 

(I) fJ(O) < oo for all compact sets 0. 
Then also 
(II) fJ(B) =sup {!J(O); 0 c B, 0 compact} = inf {!J(O); B c 0, 0 open} is valid. 
Note that a Borel measure fJ is a-finite and separable (that is, the metric space de-

fined by dis (A, B) := 1-'((A "'-B) u (B "'-A)), A, BE f!lr, is separable). The support 
supp fJ of a Borel measure is defined by supp fJ :=In ,1; ,1 closed, fJ(T'- .1) = 0}. 

The most important example for r in the following is 1R n with the usual topology 
defined by dis (x, y) = Jx- yJ, x, y E 1R.11• The Lebesgue measure on JR.n is a Borel 
measure. It is denoted by JAJ, A a Borel set. 

In order to prepare some definitions and properties centered around the concept of 
vector-valued functions, we collect some facts on nonnegative functions f: r 1-+ JR.+ 
= [0, oo). f is called a Borel function, if the inverse image /-1(B) is a Borel set for all 

m 
Borel sets B of JR.+. f is called a step function, if /(x) = E cxeXtJe(x) with cxe E JR.+, 

e=l 
.111 E f!lr; XM(x) denotes the characteristic function of a set M, which is defined by· 1 
if x EM, and by 0 elsewhere. Note that all step functions are Borel functions. 

H a Borel measure fJ is given on r, then two functions /, g are called !-'-equivalent, 
f = g(mod !J), if /(x) = g(x) a.e. with respect to !J; we also use the notation 
f(x) = g(x) (mod!-') in this case. This relation defines equivalence classes of functions. 
Note: iff is a Borel function, then a function g with g ==/(mod!-') is not a Borel func
tion in general. 

A function f is called !-'-measurable, if there is a sequence t, of step functions such that 
f(x) =lim t,(x) (mod !J). Note that together with f all functions g with g =/(mod!-') 

11-0'00 

are wmeasurable. 
A function f is !-'-measurable iff there is a Borel function g with I== g(mod !-')· 
For nonnegative functions I the integral 'with respect to a Borel measure fJ can be 

Ill 

defined as follows: For a step function t(x) = E CXeXtJe(x) the integral is defined by 
m Q-1 J t(x) !J(dx) := E cx11~J(L1 11 ). For a !-'-measurable function l(x) =lim t,(x) (mod!-') the 

r e=1 n-o-co 

integral is defined by j f(x) !J(dx) =lim J t,(x) !J(dx). Note that this definition is in-
r n-+eo r 

dependent of the special sequence t. and that J l(x) !J(dx) = J g(x) !J(dx) if 
r r 

f = g(mod !J)./ is called !-'-integrable if J l(x) !J(dx) < oo. 
r 
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1.1.3. Lebesgue decomposition of Borel measures 

Let 1'1> ft2 be Borel measures on r. ft1 is called tibsolutely continuOU8 with respect to 1'2 
or simply 1'2-continuous, ,_,1 ~ 1'2• if ft2(LI) = 0 implies ft1(LI) = 0 for all Borel sets Ll, 
or, equivalently, (Radon-Nikodym-property), if there exists a nonnegative Borel 
function e such that ft1(LI) = J e(A.) ft2(dA) (e is uniquely determined mod ft2). H ,_,1 ~ 1'2 

Ll 

and 1'2 ~ ft1, then ft1 and ft2 are called equivalent, ft1 = 1'2· ft1 and ft2 are called disjoint, 
ft1 ..lft2, if there is a Borel set Ll such that ft1(LI) = ft2(F"'-. Ll) = 0. 

H ft, v are Borel measures on r, then there exist two Borel measures ,_,1, 1'2 with 
t-t1 ~ v, 1'2 ..l v such that t-t = t-t1 + t-t2 (Lebesgue decomposition); 1-'1> t-t2 are uniquely 
determined. A point x E r is called a pure point with respect to 1-' if t-t({x}) > 0. I' is 
called continuous if there is no pure point. I' is called a pure point measure if ft(LI) 
=}; ft({x}). Note that there is a unique decomposition I' = l'o + /'p where l'c is con-

zeLI 

tinuous and t-tp is a pure point measure. 
In particular, if r = 1R and v( ·) = J·J, then we obtain according to LEBESGUE's 

decomposition ftc = 1-'ac + 1-'sc• where 1-'ac is absolutely continuous (with respect to the 
Lebesgue measure) and where 1-'sc is continuous and disjoint to the Lebesgue measure. 

1.2. Vector-valued functions and vector measures 

1.2.1. Borel functions, measurable functions, and other types of functions 

Let !!£ be a Banach space. A function I: r 1-+- !!£ is called a Borel function (or Borel 
measurtible) if for each open set B from!!£ the inverse image j-1(B) is a member of f16r. 

m 

f is called a step function if /(x) =}; YiXLic(x) with Ll; E fflr, g; E !!£; note that all step 
i=l 

functions are Borel functions, furthermore the set of all step functions is a linear mani-
fold. 

H a Borel measure ,_, is given on r, then two functions j, g: r r-+- !!£ are called !'-equi
valent, f = g(mod ft), if f(x) = g(x) (mod!-')· This relation defines equivalence classes 
of functions with respect to I'· In the following (as usual in functional analysis) asser
tions are often to be interpreted in the sense that there is a representer of the equi
valence class with the described property. 

A function f: r ~--+- !!£ is called ft-rneasunible (or strongly ,_,-measurable) if there is a 
sequence of step functions tn such that s-lim tn(x) = f(x) (mod ft). Note that if I is 

n--->-oo 

!'-measurable and g =/(mod ft), then also g is ,_,-measurable, that is, this property is 
compatible with the equivalence relation I == g(mod I'); whereas the property of a 
function to be a Borel function is not compatible with the equivalence relation. 

A function I: r 1-+- !!£ is called weakly ,_,-measurable if for each l E !!£* the scalar func
tion l(/): r r-+- <C is !'-measurable. 

Note that strong ,_,-measurability of f implies the existence of a Borel function g 
with g =/(mod I'); in other words, iff is strongly ,_,-measurable, then there is a repre
senter in the equivalence class of f mod 1-' which is Borel measurable. 

Furthermore, if I is a Borel function, then I is also weakly !'-measurable. H !!£ is 
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separable, then the weak ,u-measurability off implies the strong ,u-measurability of f. 
In other words, in this case the three definitions of measurability are equivalent mod ,u. 
This will be used very often in this book because ,u-null sets are unimportant in most 
cases. Measurable functions (all types) are stable (mod ,u) under linear operations, 
multiplication with scalar measurable functions, sup, inf and pointwise (mod ,u) limits. 

nEJN nEIN 
According to the strong (weak) topology in!!£ we have strongly (weakly) continuous 

functions/: r-+ !!£. Strongly continuous functions are strongly ,u-measurable and weakly 
continuous functions are weakly ,a-measurable. 

If r = 1R (or r =<C), then the strong derivative s-lim h-1(/(x +h) - /(x)) of I at 
h--+0 

the point x is denoted by f'(x). The strong differentiability at x implies strong conti-
nuity at x. Sometimes also the weak derivative w-lim h-1(/(x +h) -/(x)) is used. 

h--+0 

If r = <C, we have the concepts of strong or weak holomorphy for functionsf(z) defined 
on open sets in <C. Note that these notions coincide. 

1.2.2. Boehner integral 

A ,u-measurable function /: F-+ f!l' is called Bochner integrahle (with respect to ,u) if 
there is a sequence of step functions t. such that J Jlf(x) - t.(x)l[ ,u(dx)-+ 0 as n-+ oo. 

r 
In this case J f(x) ,u(dx) :=s-lim J tn(x) ,u(dx). A ,a-measurable function f is Bochner 

r •~ r 
integrable iff llf(x)l[ is integrable; note that 

II j f(x) ,u( dx) II ~ [ 11/(x)l[ ,u( dx). 

If L1 E fllr, we put J f(x) ,u(dx) := J XJ(x) /(x) ,u(dx). Let the functions /n and f be 
.II r 

,a-measurable. The sequence In is called measure-convergent (with respect to ,u) with 
measure limit f := m-limfn if lim,u(.An,e) = 0 for all e > 0 where .An·• = {x;: 11/n{x) 

ft-?00 ~00 

- /(x)l! ;;;::::: e}. By Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, we have 

J !lf(x) -/.{x)l[ ,u(dx)-+ 0 as n-+ oo if /(x) = m-lim f.(x) 
r n~oo 

and if 11/n(x)ll ~ ~(x) (mod ,u) where ~ is integrable with respect to ,u. 
Strongly continuous functions are Bochner integrable on compact sets. If r is com

pact and f is Bochner integrable, then there is a sequence of strongly continuous func
tions g,. on r such that lim J l!g,.(x) -/(x)l! ,u(dx) = 0. It is even possible to choose g,. 

R-+COr 
m(n) 

as polynomials, f!n(x) =I: u •• 1x1 with Un,l E !!£. 
1=1 

1.2.3. Banach and Hilbert spaces of vector-valued functions 

Let ,YtJ be a separable Hilbert space and p ;:s 1. The Banach space of all (equivalent 
classes of) ,a-measurable vector-valued functions /: r-+ £ with J llf(x)i[P ,u(dx) < oo 

r 
is denoted by LP(F, ,u; £) and its norm by II ·l!p,,. or II·IIL,· If p = 2, then it is a Hilbert 
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space with the scalar product (/,g) = J (f(x), g(x)) ,u(dx). The Banach space of all 
r 

essentially bounded ,a-measurable vector functions is denoted by L 00(T, ,u; £'). Recall 
that here the different notions of measurability coincide in the sense of ,a-equivalence. 
The Banach space of all bounded strongly continuous vector functions is denoted by 
O(T, £'). The norms in L 00(T, ,u; £') and O(T, £') are denoted by l·loo.l' and 1·1· Occa
sionally, we shall write/(·) or {/(x)} for elements f from these spaces of vector functions. 
Note that for each/ E L 00(T, ,u; £') thereexistsasequencefn E O{T, £')with supl/nl <oo 

n 
such that s-lim /n{x) = f(x) (mod ,u). If r is locally compact, then the Banach space of 

n-+oo 
all strongly continuous vector functions vanishing at infinity equipped with the norm 1 ·I 
is denoted by 0 00(T, £');the normed space (norm 1·1) of all strongly continuous vector 
functions with compact support supp f = clo {x; f(x) =1= 0} is denoted by 0 0(T, £'). 
Note that 0 00(T, £') = cloH 00(T, £').In case£'={! we drop this symbol in general. 

H r ~ lR" and ,u( ·) = 1·1, we write LP(T, dx; £'), II· IlL,. and L 00(T, dx; £'), l·loo for 
the corresponding LP- and L00-spaces. The set of all infinitely strongly differentiable 
functions f: 1R" ~ £' for which 

(4) 

with p = {PI• ... , p,.}, p; E lN, and l E lN, is called the Schwartz space 9"(1R.", £). Cor
respondingly, we define the spaces 0 00(1R.", £') (infinitely strongly differentiable func
tions) and 0000(1R.", £') c: 0 00(IR", £') (compact support). 

In the Hilbert space £2(1R", dx; £') the Fourier transformation F is defined by 
(F/) (k) := (2:n)-nf2 J e-i(k,zl /(x) dx on the dense subset 9"(1R", £') where 

n 
(k, x) := E k;x;. Note Parseval's equality 

i=I 

(Ff, Fg)L'IJR..",dk,Jt"> = (/, g)L'IJR.",dx,Jt'l" 

The inverse F-1 of the Fourier transformation is given by 

(F-Ig) (k) = (2:n)-nf2 J eilx.klg(k) dk. 
JR." 

Sometimes we write f for the Fourier transform Ff of /, f(x) = (F/) (x), and J for the 
inverse Fourier transform F-1/ of/, /(x) = {F-1/) (x). 

The Hardy class consisting of all functions/:{!±~£' which are holomorphic in{!± 
{upper or lower halfplane without the real line) and satisfy sup J 11/(A. ± ie)!lP dA. < 00 

•>0 
is denoted by£' ±P(JR., dA.; £'), p ~ 1. In particular, we are interested in the case p = 2. 
Note that the theorem of Paley-Wiener is valid: If f E £+2(IR., dA.; £'), then 
s-lim f(A. + ie) =:/(A. + iO) exists a.e. mod 1·1, /( · + iO) E L2(IR., dA.; £'), and 
<-++0 
lim J llf(A. + ie) -/(..1. + iO)Ii£'2 dA. = 0. Further /(z), z E {!+,is uniquely determined by 
-+o 
its boundary value function /(A. + iO) (Cauchy's integral formula). Thus we may under-
stand £' ± 2(1R., dA.; £') as the space of the boundary value functions. Note that the 
Hardy classes £' ± 2(1R., dA.; £') are Hilbert spaces; further note that the Fourier trans-
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formation F maps L2(Jl4, dx; .11') onto .1('_2(lR, dA.; .11') and L2(1lL, dx; .11') onto 
.1('+2(lR, dA; .11'), but F-1 mapsL2(lR+, dx; .11') onto .11'+2(lR, dA; .11') and L2(1lL, dx; .11') 
onto .11' _2(JR, dA.; .11'). 

1.2.4. Vector measures 

A vector measure is a map <!>: fflr-? PI' with the properties <1>(0) = 0 and <!> (U A;) 
=I; <P(A1) (with respect to the strong topology of PI') where the Borel sets A1 are pair
wise disjoint. The variation of <!> is defined by J<l>J (L1) =sup 1: l[<l>(A)Jl where the 

n AEn 

supremum is taken over all partitions n of L1 into a finite number of disjoint members 
of fflr. l<l>J is a nonnegative measure. If J<l>J (L1) < oo for compact sets, then<!> is called 
a measure of bounded variation. 1<1>1 (F) is called the total variation of<!>; if 1<1>1 (F)< oo, 
then <!> is called a measure of finite total variation. <!> is called absolutely continuous with 
respect to a nonnegative Borel measure fL, or simply #-continuous, if /L(L1) = 0 implies 
<!>(A) = 0 or, equivalently, if UrP(L1)1l- 0 as /L(L1)- 0. Then we write<!>~ fL· 

If a measure <!>is of bounded variation, then l<l>J is a (nonnegative) Borel measure 
with <!> ~ J<l>J; hence <!> itself is a Borel vector measure in the sense that for each Borel 
set L1 and e > 0 there are a compact set K and an open set G with K c L1 c G such 
that U<l>(A 0)1! < e if L1 0 ~ G "- K. This is in agreement with the notion of a Borel mea
sure for nonnegative measures fL (see 1.1.2). 

If a function f: F 1-+ PI' is Bochner integrable with respect to fL on compact sets, 
then <l>(L1) := J f(x) /L(dx) is a #-continuous vector measure of bounded variation 

Ll 

where 1<1>1 (L1) = J llf(x)ll#(dx). 
Ll . 

In particular, if r = JR.• and fL (.) = I·J, then the strong derivative property 
s-lim ILtl-1 J f(x) dx = f(J..) (mod I· I) is valid where A E L1 and L1 is an n-dimensional 
JLII--+0 L1 

interval. 
Note that if <!> is #-continuous and of bounded variation, then a representation 

<!>(L1) = J f(x) /L(dx) (Radon-Nikodym property), with a function f which is Bochner 
Ll 

integrable on compact sets, is not valid in general. But there are many special Banach 
spaces where this property is valid. For example, if PI' is a separable dual (PI' separable 
and fl' = !W'*), then to each #-continuous vector measure<!> of bounded variation there 
exists a function f: F-? PI' which is Bochner integrable on compact sets such that 
<!>(A) = J f(x) fL(dx) . 

.II 
Let F = JR., let PI' be a separable dual and <!> be a Borel vector measure of finite total 

variation. Then there exists a nonnegative Borel measure fL (!L = I <PI) such that f/> ~ fL 
and we have the representation <l>(L1) = J f(x) ,u(dx) where 1<1>1 (F) = J llf(x)ll /L(dx) is 

.<~ r 
valid. Moreover, <I>( A.) : = <!>( (-oo, A)) is strongly differentiable a.e. with respect to 
1·1; that is, s~lim h-1<P([J.., A. +h)) exists a.e. and equals f(J..) ,u'(A.) a.e. (mod 1·1). (/L'(A.) 

11--+0 

denotes the derivative of /L(J..) := IL(( -oo, J..)) which exists a.e. on lR(mod 1·1)). 
If PI'= !W'* and tW' is separable, then a vector measure of bounded variation has a 

weak * differentiation property with respect to all nonnegative Borel measures ,u on lR: 
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There is a vector function g: lR--* !!£,defined a.e. mod p, such that for all A., where g(A.) 
is defined, the relation 

lim ,u([A., A.+ h))-1 ((])([A., A.+ h)))(/)= (g(A.)) (/), f E OJ/ 
h->0 

is valid. 

1.2.5. Vector-valued Cauchy-Stieltjes integrals 

Let $: ~JR. --* !!£ be a vector measure of finite total variation. If t: lR H> <C is a step 
m 

function, t(A.) =}; CeXAe(A.), then J t(A.) (])(dA.) is defined by 
e=1 

m f t(A.) (])(dA.) :=}; C/P(Lle)· 
JR. e=l 

Iff: lR ~<Cis 1(])1-measurable and Bochner integrable with respect to 1$1, that is, if 
there is a sequence tn of step functions with lim J 1/(A.) - tn(A.)II(])I (dA.) = 0, then 

n->-oo J f(A.) (])(dA.) is defined by J f(A.) (])(dA.) :=s-lim J tn(A.) (])(dA.). 
n->-oo 

The Cauchy-Stieltjes integral with respect to (]) is defined by 

00 1 
f(z) := J z- A. (])(dA.), Imz > 0. (5) 

-00 

The function f: <C+ --* !!£ is holomorphic in <C+. We put 

y,(x) = x(x2 + e2t1' ~.(x) = e:n-1(x2 + e2t1. (6) 

Then (x + ie)-1 = y,(x) - i:n~.(x). Further we put 

00 00 

g,(x) = J y,(x- A.) $(dA.), h,(x) = J ~.(x -A.) (])(dA.). (7) 
-00 -oo 

Then f,(x) := f(x + ie) = g,(x)- i:nh,(x). Let!!£ be a separable dual. Then, according 
to 1.2.2, there are a nonnegative Borel measure ,u and a function g; E D(lR, ,u; !!£) such 
that 

(])(Ll) = J g;(x) ,u( dx), 
Lf 

hence f(z) = J (z - x)-1 g;(x) ,u(dx). We are interested in the behavior of j,(x), g,(x), 
h,(x) as e--* +0. 

Proposition 1. s-lim h,(x) exists a.e. mod 1·1 and equals g;(x) ft'(x) a.e. mod 1·1· 
.-++0 

Proposition 2. If!!£ is a Hilbert space, then s-limf,(x) exists a.e. mod 1·1· 
~+O 

If (])(.) is absolutely continuous with respect to 1·1, but not necessarily of finite 
total variation, we have f(z) = J (z- xt1 g;(x) dx. Further let !!£ = :/1' be a Hilbert 
space. 

3 Baumgiirtei/Wollenberg 
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Proposition 3. Let p E LP(1R., dx; .J'e), p ::2! 1. If q)'(x) = p(x) at the point x, then 
s-lim g,(x) =: Y+(x) and s-lim k.(x) =: k+(x) exist and we have 
~+O ~+O 

co 

Y+(x) = J (x- A.t1 p(A.) dA :=s-lim J (x- A.t1 p(A.) dA, h+(x) = p(x). (8) 
-co ~-•+o lz-AIOl:~ 

For p = 1·1, Prop. 2 is a special case (p = 1) of Prop. 3. Concerning LP-properties 
of f,(x) and f+(x) we note the following results where it is convenient to treat g,(x) and 
k,(x) separately. 

Proposition 4. Let p E LP(1R., dx; .J'e), p ~ 1. Then h, E LP(lR., dx; .J'e) for all e > 0, 
llh.lb, :::;; l[pll,, and Ilk, - Plb -+ 0 as e -+ +O. 

Proposition o. Let p E LP(1R., dx; .J'e), p > 1. Then g, E LP(JR., dx; .J'e) for all e > 0, 
Y+ E LP(1R., dx; .J'e), and llu+lb ~ M71 llPib (M, independent of p). 

H p = 1, then Prop. 5 is not true in general. For example, for p(x) = (x2 + 1)"'"1 one 
obtains f(z) = n/(z + i), hence g,(x) = nxf(x2 + (e + 1)2} which is not a member of L1 

for e ::2! 0. The results concerning l!g. - Y+lb -+ 0 as e -+ +O seem to be meager for 
arbitrary p ::2! 1. But in case p = 2 we have stronger results. According to Prop. 4 and 
Prop. 5, we have f, E L2(1R., dx; .J'e) for all e > 0. Let fp = Fp and/.= Ff,. 

Proposition 6. f. is given by 

e ~o. (9) 

and 

e ~o. (10) 

is valid. 

Proof. According to the convolution theorem the Fourier transform of f,(x) is given 

by (2n)1 ' 2 F (~) tp. But · + Ie 

F (-1-. ) (t) = -i(2n)112 x1o,col(t) e-". 
· + Ie 

By Parsev'al's equation, 

is obtained. • 
From (10) it follows that f(x + ie) is a member of the Hardy class Jt"+2(1R., dx; £); 

(9) gives the explicit form of its Fourier transform as a member of L2(1R+> dt; £). 
According to the general properties of the Hardy class (see 1.2.3), we have llf. -1+11 -+ 0 
as e-+ +0. 
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1.3. Linear operators 

1.3.1. Elementary properties 

Linear operators from .71' to fare denoted by A, B, ... , T, ... etc. The domain of A 
is denoted by dom A, the image (range) by ima A, the kernel by ker A. We use the 
notation supp A = (ker A)l.. An operator A is called bounded if dom A = .71' and 
IJ.Ail : = sup (JlA/Jl/ll/1[) < oo; I[AJl is called the norm of A. The set of all bounded operators 

Ho 
from .71' to f is denoted by 2(.?/t', f). With respect to the operator norm 2(.71', f) 
is a Banach space. The topology given by the norm is called the norm topology. We 
write n-lim A; =A or A; 7 A, if l!A; -All -+ 0 as j-+ oo (norm convergence). The 

j-+oo 
system !!J(A) := I[A/1[, f E £', of seminorms defines a locally convex topology, the so-
called strong topology. We write A = s-lim An or An 8 A if s-lim Anf = Af for all 

n~oo n~oo 

f E .71' (strong convergence). The system e1g(A) = l(g, Af)l of seminorms defines a locally 
convex topology, the so-called weak topology. We write A = w-lim An or An Iii A, if 

n-+oo 
w-lim Anf = Afforall f E .71' (weak convergence). If .71' = f we write 2(.71') for 2(.71',.?/t'). 
n-+oo 

2(£') is a Banach algebra, I[ABJl ~ liAllllBJl. Note that the principle of uniform bounded
ness is valid: if An is weakly convergent, then {l[A11 il} is bounded. 

The set of all closed operators is denoted by ~(.?It', f). If B is an extension of A, then 
we write A ~B. The closure of an operator A, if it exists, is denoted by clo A. If 
clo B =A, then dom B is called a core of A. Note that A E ~(£',f) and dom A =.?It' 
imply A E 2(.71', .::f') (closed graph theorem). If dom A is dense in .?It', the adjoint of A 
(from .71' to f) is denoted by A*; one has (A*f, g)=(/, Ag) for all g E dom A. 

If T; E 2(.71';), j = 1, 2, an operator A E 2(£'1, .?lt'2) is called an intertwining operator 
(with respect to T1, T 2 ) if AT1 = T 2A. An operator A is called relatively bounded with 
respect to B or simply B-bounded, if dom B ~ dom A and llA/Jl ~ a 11/ll + b JlBfll for 
all/ E dom B. The greatest lower bound b0 of all b in this inequality is called the B-bound 
of A. 

1.3.2. Operator-valued functions 

A function A: r-+ 2(.71', .::f') is called norm ~t-measurable if it is ~t-measurable with 
respect to the Banach space 2(.?/t', .::f') and the Borel measure ft· It is called strongly 
It-measurable if A(·) f is It-measurable for all f E .?It' with respect to .::f'. It is called 
weakly It-measurable if A(·) f is weakly ~t-measurable for all/ with respect to .:YC. Note 
that strong and weak measurability coincide. Similarly we define norm 'continuity, 
strong continuity, and weak continuity and, if r = lR or r = <C, norm, strong, and 
weak differentiability for operator functions. Note that the three types of holomorphic 
operator functions coincide. 

1.3.3. Selfadjoint, unitary, and other special operators 

A densely defined operator A from .71' to .71' is called selfadjoint if A* =A. If A E ~(£', .::f') 
and dom A is dense, then A* A is selfadjoint. A is called normal if A* A = AA*. A self
adjoint operator A is called nonnegative, A ;:;:;; 0, if (/, Af) ;:;:;; 0 for all f E dom A. The 

3* 
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square root of a bounded nonnegative operator A 2:: 0 is denoted by A1 / 2(> 0) .. A is 
called accretive if Re (/,A/) 2 Ofor all/ E dom A. We use the notation lA I :=(A* A)1/2. 

A projection Pis always an orthoprojection (P2 = P, P* = P) in this book. A unitary 
operator is always an operator from !l'(.Yt') with U*U = UU* = 1. An isometric operator 
V from .Yt' onto.Jf'is defined by V*V = 1~, VV* = 1.%". An operator V E !l'(JlJ, Jf') 
is called partially isometric if V*V is a projection (then also VV* is a projection). 
P := V*V is called the initial projection (imaP the initial subspace) and Q := VV* 
is called the final projection (ima Q the final subspace) of V. 

The polar decomposition of T E !l'(.Yt', Jf') is denoted by T = sgn T ITI where 
ITI E !l'(.Yt'), sgn T E !l'(.Yt', Jf'). sgn T is partially isometric; ker (sgn T) = ker T, 
that is, the initial subspace of sgn T is given by supp T = clo (ima ITI); ima (sgn T) 
= clo (ima T), that is, the final subspace of sgn Tis given by clo (ima T). 

Projections P, Q with PQ = QP = 0 are called orthogonal, we write P .l Q. Further 
we use the notation PL := 1 - P. 

If T E CC(.Yt'), then a subspace.,(( with T (Jt n dom T) ~.,((is called an inV£triant 
subspace. If P denotes the projection onto Jt, this is equivalent to TP = PTP. If.,(( 
and .,(( L are invariant subspaces, .,(( is called a reducing subspace and P a reducing 
projection, PT ~ TP. If .,(( is reducing, then the part of T in .,(( is denoted by T I .,((. 

Two operators TI E !i'(.Yt'I), T2 E !l'(.Yt'2) are called unitarily equivalent if there is an 
isometric operator V from .Yt'I onto .Yt'2 which is intertwining for TI, T2 : VTI = T2 V, 
or, equivalently, T2 = VTI V*. 

If H 1 and H 2 are selfadjoint on .Yt'I and .Yt'2 , respectively, an operator A E !l'(.Yt'I, .Yt'2) 
is called intertwining with respect to HI, H 2 if H 2A ~ AHI. In case HI= H 2, A is 
called commuting. Note that if A is intertwining with respect to HI, H 2, then sgn A is 
also intertwining; further the initial projection PI of sgn A and lA I commute with H 1• 

On the other hand, IA*I and P 2 (the final projection of sgn A) commute with H 2• 

Finally, the parts HII P 1.Yt'1 and H 2 1 P 2.Yt'2 are unitarily equivalent (via sgn A). 

1.3.4. Compact operators 

The set of all compact operators of !i'(.Yt', Jf') is denoted by !l' 00(.Yt', Jf'). If A E !l'(.Yt'', .Yt'), 
BE !l'(Jf', Jf''), K E !l' 00(.Yt', Jf'), thenBKA E !l' 00(Yf', Jt"'). If A E !l' 00(.Yt', Jf'), then 
A* E !l' 00(Jf', .Yt'). In particular, !l' 00(.Yt') := !l' 00(.Yt', .Yt') is a two-sided *-ideal in !l'(.Yt'). 
The set of all finite-dimensional operators of !l'(.Yt', Jf') is denoted by !l'un(.Yt', Jf'). 
!l' 00 is closed with respect to the norm-topology and cloll·ll Znn (.Yt', Jf') = !l' 00(.Yt', Jf'). 
A compact operator K has a Schmidt representation K = E 1X;(e;, ·)x /; where 
IX1 > IX2 2 •• • 2 0, IX;--+ 0 as j--+ oo, and where the systems {e;}, {/;} are orthonor
mal in .Yt',. Jf', respectively. The numbers IX; are the eigenvalues of (K*K)I/2, the 
so-called singular values of K. 

The set of all Hilbert-Schmidt operators is denoted by !l'2(.Yt', f), the Hilbert-Schmidt 
norm is denoted by 11Ail2 := (E I[A~;Il2)1'2 (which is independent of the choice of the 
orthonormal basis {e1}). Note that 1lA2Il = llA*II2 and lfBAOib :$; lfBI[ IIAII2 1l01l where B, 
0 are bounded. Further, !l'2 c::: !l' 00 and IIAII ~ IIAib are valid. !l'2(.Yt', Jf') is the closure 
of .!l't;n(.Yt', Jf') with respect to ll·lb· In particular, .!l'2(.Yt') := !i'2(.Yt', .Yt') is a two
sided *-ideal in !i'(.Yt'). !i'2(.Yt', Jf') is a Hilbert space with respect to the scalar product 
(A, B):= E (Ae1, Be;)· An operator K E !i'"" is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator iff 
I; IXl < oo; in this case 11Kil2 = (}; 1Xl)112. 
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The set of all trace operators is denoted by .!l\(.7/t', f), the trace norm is denoted by 
I!A.Ih := lliAI1' 21l22• Note that I[A.Ih = I[A.*i[1 and I[BA.Oi[1 ~ I[BI[ IIA.i[1 j[Oj[ifB, Obounded; 
further, .!l\(.7/t', f) c .!!'2(.?/t', f) and j[A.I[2 ~ I[A.i[1 • .!l'1 is a Banach space with respect 
to ll·lh and .!l'1 = cloll·ll· .!l'nn is valid. In particular, .!l'1(.?/t') :--: .!!'1(.?/t', .?/t') is a two
sided *-ideal in .!l'(.?/t'). Note also that i[A.Bih ~ I[A.I[2 j[BII2 (if A., B E .!l'2 , then A.B E .!l'1 

and the inequality is valid). Conversely, any operator A. E .!l'1 may be written as the 
product of two .!l' 2-operators. An operator K E .!l' 00 is a trace operator iff I: IX; < oo; 
in this case I[Kih = I: IX;· 

Further we denote by .!l'11(.?/t', f) the set of all compact operators K with I: IX/'< oo 
and put I[KII11 :=(I; 1Xl)11P, 1 ~ p < oo . .!l'11(.?/t', f) is a Banach space with respect to 
11·1111 ; .!!'11(.?/t') := .!!'11(.?/t', .?/t') is a two-sided *-ideal. Note that I[A.BI[1 ~ i[A.If11 IIBIIq, 
where p-1 + q-1 = 1 (if A. E .!l'11 , BE .!l'q, then A.B E .!l'1 and the inequality is valid). 
H A. E .!l'11 , p:;;::: 1, then there exist compact operators K, K' and operators B, 0 E .!l'p 
such that A. = BK = K'O. 

The trace of a trace operator A. is denoted by tr A. :=I; (e1, A.e1) (which is indepen
dent of the choice of the orthonormal basis {e;}). Note that tr A.B =(A.*, B).!l'. for 
A., BE .!l'2 and tr A.B = tr BA. if A E .!l' 00 , BE .!l' such that A.B, BA. E .!l'1 ; in particular 

this is valid if A. E .!l'p, BE .!l'q, p-1 + q-1 = 1. Further tr A.*= tr A., tr A. is linear 
with respect to A. and invariant with respect to A.-+ S-lA.S where S, s-1 E .!l', that is, 
tr (S-1A.S) = tr A.. H A., B ;;;;; 0, then tr A.B ;;;::: 0. The trace is continuous with respect 
to 11·11~> jtr AI < I[A.Ih; if A. :;;::: 0, then tr A. = i[A.j[1• 

Note that .!l'1 = (.!l' 00)* in the sense that A.-+ tr (A. ·) establishes an isometric iso
morphism from .!l'1 onto.!l' 00 *·Further .!l' = .!l'1* in the sense that B-+ tr (B ·) establi
shes an isometric isomorphism from .!l' onto .!l' 1 *. 

The trace can also be understood as spectral trace, namely we have tr A. =I; A;(A.), 
where A1(A.), A2(A.), ... denote the eigenvalues of A.. Because of I; jA1(A.)j ~ I[A.jh, for 
trace operators the determinant det (1 - A.) can be defined by det (1 - A.) 
:= fl (1 - A;(A.)). Note that det (1 - A.B) = det (1 - BA.) if A. E .!l' 00 , BE .!l' such 

1 
that A.B, BA. E .!l'1• det (1- A.) is continuous with respect to 11·11~> det (1- A.*) 
= det (1- A.) and 

det {(1- A.) (1- B)} = det (1- A.) det (1- B). 

Further 1 - A. is bounded invertible iff det ( 1 - A.) =1= 0. 
Relative compactness of an operator A. with respect to a closed operator H is defined 

by A. E .!l' 00{!!E H• f) where dom H ~ dom A. and g( n denotes the Banach space dom H 
with respect to the norm[/]:= ll/ll + IIH/il; :f is the image space of A.. 

For later application we need the following lemma. 

Lemma 7. Let Tn E .!l'2, T E .!l', Tn w T, and 

IX =sup IITnll2 < oo. (11) 
tl 

Then T E .!l'2 and lim IIB(Tn- T) Olk = 0 for all B, 0 E .!l' oo• 
ti~OO 

Proof. At first we prove T E .!l'2• Let A. = (f, ·) g, then we have 

(T, A.).!l'. = tr T* A. = tr AT* = (f, T*g) = (Tf, g). 
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Correspondingly we obtain (T,., A).se. = (T,./, g). Thus (T,., O).se. converges for all 0 E !l'nn 
which is dense in !1'2• Because of {11) we obtain: T,. is 9'2-weakly convergent, but the 
limit is T, hence T E !1'2 and IITII2 ~"'follows. Now we prove the second assertion. We 
define the operator ffn E !l'(!l' 00(£'), !1'2 (£')) by .9",.{0) := B(T,.- T) 0. Then we 
have 119"',.1! ~ IIBIIIIT,.- Tlk ~ 2tX IIBI[, that is, llffnll is uniformly bounded. Further, 
for 0 = (/, ·) g, we obtain llff,.(O)JI2 = 1!(/, ·) B(T,. - T) glb = 11/lliiB(T,.- T) gJI -+ 0 
as n -+ oo, because of B E !l' 00 • By the uniform boundedness of .r 11 , this can be extended 
to all compact operators 0. • 

1.8.5. Spectra and resolvents 

If T E <jf(£'), the resolvent set of Tis denoted by 

res T : = {z E <C; (z1 - T)-1 E !l'(Jf")}. 

The spectrum of T is denoted by spec T : = <C '\. res T. The resolvent is denott:ld by 
Rp(z) := (d - T)-1. Rp(z) is holomorphic on resT which is an open set and ima Rp(z) 
= dom T. The identity 

Rp(z) - Rp(z') = (z' - z) Rp(z) Rp(z') 

s called the first resolvent identity, the identity 

Rp(z) B - BRT.(z) = Rp(z) (TB - BT0 ) Rp.(z) 

(12) 

(13) 

is called the second resolvent identity where T E <jf(Jf"), T0 E <jf(Jf"0), B E !l'(£'11, £'), 
and B dom T 0 ~ dom T. spec T is closed and 

JIRp(z)l[ > (dis {z, spec T})-1. (14) 

Further spec T* =spec T and Rp.(z) = R7 (z)*. If T E !l'(£') then spec Tis nonempty 
00 

and compact. The series Rp(z) = E Tllz"+l, which is norm convergent for lzl > spr T 
11=0 

:=lim JIT"W'" = sup 1z1, is called the Neumann series, spr T is called the spectral 
,.._.oo aespecT 

radius; Note that spr T ~ JITII. 
If A is normal, then spr A = IIAJI. If A =A*, then spec A ~JR. and IIR..t(z)ll 

=(dis {z, spec AW1 ~ lim zl-1. If U is unitary, then spec U ~ {z; izl = 1} =: 8 1, the 
unit sphere in <C. 

1.8.6. Dunford's functional calculus 

If T E !l'(Jf"), then polynomials ofT can be defined elementarily, namely by 

p(T) := tX01 + rx1T + .. · + IX11T" 

II 

if p(A.) = E "'iA.I, rxi E <C. If /(z) is complex-valued and holomorphic in some s-neigh
j=l 

borhoodN. of spec T, thenf(T) := (2int1 J f(z) (z- Tt1 dz, where LliesinN. '\.specT 
L 

and consists of finitely many positively oriented closed curves, is a bounded operator 
(the integral may be considered as a Bochner integral with respect to !l'(Jf")). The 
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operator f(T) satisfies the following properties (Dunford's calculus): 

(I) (Ot/ + {Jg) (T) = Otj(T) + {Jg(T), £¥, {J E CC, 
(II) (/·g) (T) = /(T) g(T), 
(III) if /(z) = I; Ot,Z8 for !zl > spr T + e, e > 0, then /(T) = I; Ot8T 8 with respect 

to the norm convergence, 
(IV) spec {f(T)} =/(spec T). 

Thus this calculus is compatible with the elementary formation of polynomials and 
also with the formation of A112 for selfadjoint operators A ;;;:: Ott, IX> 0. 

Example. Let A E !l' and 1 E res A. Take a positively oriented simple closed integration path 
L c: res A such that spec A lies in the interior of Land 1 in the exterior of L (see the figure): 

Take /(z) := log (1 - z) and use that branch of /(z) which is defined by /(0) = 0. Then log (1 - A) 
:= (2in)-1 J log (1 - z) (z - A)-1 dz is well-defined according to Dunford's calculus. 

L 

Proposition 8. If A E .!l't(~) and det (1 -A) =I= 0, then log {1 -A) E .IR1 and 
tr log (1- A)= log det (1- A). 

Proof. Because of /(0) = 0 one has /(f) = (2in)-1 J z-1/(z) A(z - A)-1 dz. But 
L 

A(z- At1 E .IR1 and this operator function is continuous with respect to ll·l!t· Hence 
Dunford's integral can be interpreted as a Bochner integral with respect to .IR1(~). 
thus /(A) E .!R1(~). Further, according to (IV), 

spec log (1- A)= {log (1- A.); A. E spec A}. 

spec A consists of eigenvalues A.1(A), A.2(A), ••. only. Hence tr log (1 -A) = 
=I; log (1 - A.;(A)). On the other hand log det (1 -A) =log fl(l - A.;(A)) 
= E log (1- A.;(A)). • 

1.4. C*- and W*-algebras 

1.4.1. •-algebras 

A set .r;l ~ .JR(~) which is closed under addition, multiplication, and multiplication 
by complex numbers is called an algebra (of operators) . .91 is called an *-algebra if 
A E .91 implies A* E .9/. Two *-algebras .911 ~ .IR(~1 ), .912 ~ .IR(~)2 are called spatial 
isomorphic, .r;/1 ~ .r;/2, if there is an isometric operator V from .Jft'1 onto ~2 such that 
A2 = V A1 V* is a bijection from .911 onto .912• 

A *-algebra which is closed with respect to the norm topology is called a 0*-algebra. 
The intersection of 0*-algebras is a 0*-algebra. If Jt denotes a set of operators, by 
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G*(.A) := n d (d 0*-algebras) we denote the 0*-algebra which is generated by .,If. If 
.9/2J{ 

A is normal, then the famous theorem of Gelfand-Neumark (on Abelian 0* -algebrai3) says 
that O*(A, 1) is isometrically isomorphic to O(spec A), O(spec A) ;l f--* /(A) E O*(A, 1) 

(Gelfand's isomorphism), where /(1..) = 1.. corresponds to A, /(1..) = ~ to A*, /(1..) 
- 1 to 1, and where 1/1 = 1!/(A)I[. If A is selfadjoint, f ~ 0 implies /(A) ~ 0. If /(z) is 
holomorphic in some e-neighborhood of spec A, then /(A) coincides with Dunford's 
/(A). 

A *-algebra d which is closed with respect to the weak topology is called a 
W*-algebra. The intersection of W*-algebras is a W*-algebra. If .A denotes a set of 
operators, by W*(.A) := n d (d W*-algebras) we denote the W*-algebra generated 

.91~.,1{ 
by .A. Obviously W*(.A) ~ O*(.A). 

A W*-algebra d with unit operator 1, 1 Ed, is called a v. Neumann algebm. On€ 
aim of the spectral theory is to characterize W*(A, 1) for a selfadjoint A. 

1.4.2. Commutant and equivalence of projections 

If .A denotes a set of operators from !l'(£'), by 

com Jt := {0; 0 E !l'(£'), OM= MO for all ME .A} 

we denote the commutant of .A. com .A is a v. Neumann algebra. If .A1 ~ .A11 then 
com .A2 ~com .A1. 

If dis a *-algebra with 1, then obviously d ~ clo8 d ~ clow d ~com (com d). 
Note that in this case com (com d) ~ clo8 d, hence d ~ clo8 d = clow d 
= com (com d). Thus for *-algebras with 1 weak and strong closure coincide and the 
v. Neumann algebras can be characterized by the equation d =com (com d) (double 
commutant theorem). Note that an operator T E clo8 d, where dis an *-algebra with 1, 
can be "reached" by sequences of d, that is, there is a sequence An E d such that 
s-lim An = T (Kaplansky's lemma). 

n 

If d 1, d 2 are v. Neumann algebras, then com W*(d1, d 2) =com d 1 n com d 2• 

The center d n com d of a v. Neumann algebra d is denoted by cen d; it is an Abelian 
v. Neumann algebra (AB = BA for all A, BE cen d) and cen d = cen com .r#. A 
v. Neumann algebra d is Abelian iff d ~ com d or, equivalently, if d = cen d, 
then also d = cen com d. d is called maximal Abelian if d = com d. 

The equivalence of projections P, Q of a v. Neumann algebra d is denoted by 
P ,....._ Q (mod d); P ,....._ Q means that there exists a partial isometry U E d such that 
U*U = P, UU* = Q. Note that in an Abelian v. Neumann algebra there are no differ
ent equivalent projections, that is, P "'Q implies P = Q in this case. 

If P E com d is a projection, then we denote the part of d with respect to the Hilbert 
space P£' by dIP£', that is, dIP£' is the v. Neumann algebra consisting of all 
6perators A I P£', where A Ed. 

If d 1 and d 2 are v. Neumann algebras on£1 and £ 2 , respectively, then the Carte
sian product of d 1 and d 2 on £ 1 X£2 is denoted by d 1 Xd2 and the tensor product 
W*(A1 ® A2, A1 E d1, A2 E d2) on £ 1 ® £2 by d 1 ® d 2• 



2. Multiplicity Theorie 

In this chapter we collect the necessary facts. centered around the concept of multi
pliciiy which is connected with the simple process of "doubling" A X A E .!R(.Yt' Xff') 
of an operator A E .!R(ft'). yr/e are mainly interested in selfadjoint operators but it is 
quite natural to deal with v. Neumann algebras at first. Multiplicity theory is one of 
the decisive foundations for an understanding of the unitary invariants of selfadjoint 
operators. The other foundation is the spectral theory to be presented in the next 
chapter. Multiplicity theory is decivise for the transition from the spectral theorem 
(see Chapter 3) to the spectral representation of a selfadjoint operator, that is, to a 
representation where the unitary invariants of the operator become evident. In prin
ciple multiplicity theory is independent of spectral theory (but usually technical tools 
of spectral theory appear in certain proofs of multiplicity theory). 

2.1. Simple algebras and algebras with multiplicity 

2.1.1. Simple algebras, simple and disjoint projections 

A v. Neumann algebra d is called simple if there are no projections P, Q E com d 
with P, Q =!= 0, PQ = QP = 0, such that P"' Q (mod com d). This definition is a 
"geometrical" one, but a simple algebra can be characterized algebraically by the 
property "com d is Abelian". Thus if d is "large" (hence com d is ,small"), then 
there is a chance that dis simple. For example, .!R(ff') is simple. 

Correspondingly, a projection P E com d is called simple if d I P £ is simple. 
Equivalently, P is simple if there is no resolution P = Q1 + Q2 with Q1, Q2 =!= 0, Q1Q2 

= Q2Q1 = 0, Q1, Q2 E com d such that Q1 "' Q2 (mod com d). A crucial point in 
connection with this definition is the question whether there are (enough) simple pro
jections in a given v. Neumann algebra d. In the case of our interest (Abelian algebras) 
the question can be answered affirmatively. 

H projections P, Q E com d are given, it may be that certain parts dIP'£, 
d I Q'ft', where P':;;;; P, Q' ~ Q, are spatial isomorphic. H there are no such parts, 
then the projections P, Q are called disjoint, P (! Q. In other words, P d' Q if there are 
no projections P', Q' E com d, P' :s;; P, Q':::;;; Q, such that P' "'Q' (mod com d). 
Again this definition is a "geometrical" one, but there is also an "algebraic" charac
terization, namely P (! Q iff PTQ E com d implies PTQ = 0 for each T E .!£(£'). In 
other words, P d' Q is valid iff there is no nontrivial intertwining operator between the 
algebras d I P.Ye and d I Q.Jf' (with respect to single operators see 1.3.3). 
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Two v. Neumann algebras are called disjoint if there are no (nontrivial) parts being 
spatial isomorphic. 

2.1.2. Central covers 

The projections of cen d are called central projections. The central cover of a projection 
P E com d is denoted and defined by cov P := inf E, that is, cov Pis the minimal 

B<;;,P,Becens;/ 

central projection E with the property E ~ P. This algebraic definition can be trans
formed in a geometrical language: cov P is just the projection onto the subspace 
:K = clo spa {Of; 0 E com d, f = Pf}. Note the following simple properties of cov P: 

1. P ,....._ Q (mod com d) implies cov P = cov Q and. 
2. p d' Q iff cov p .l cov Q. 

Further, note a crucial property giving a link between the concepts of simple pro
jection and central cover: H P, Q E com d are projections with cov Q ~ cov P and 
if Q > 0 is simple, then there is a projection P' E com d, 0 < P' < P, such that 
Q ,....._ P' (mod com d). 

2.1.3. Algebras and projections with multiplicity 

A v. Neumann algebra d is said to have multiplicity n, n ~ 2, if there is a system 
P 1 , P 2, ••• , Pn E com d of n simple and pairwise orthogonal projections with 1 = P 1 

+ P2 + .. · + Pn such that P; ,..._, P; (mod com d) fori =I= j. The algebraic counterpart 
to this geometrical definition is the proposition "d has multiplicity n iff d ro.J d 1 ® 111 

where .Tt' .-..J .Tt'1 ® :;('n, dim:;(',. = n and d 1 is simple". Note that this concept of 
multiplicity n is justified by the fact that d 1 ® 111 ro.J d 1' ® 1m with simple algebras 
d 1 , d/ implies n = m. 

Correspondingly, a projection P E com d is said to have multiplicity n if d I P.Tt' 
has multiplicity n or, equivalently, if there is a resolution P = Q1 + Q2 + · · · + Qn 
with n simple and pairwise orthogonal projections such that Q; ,....._ Q1 (mod com d) for 
i =1= j. The multiplicity of a projection P is denoted by mul P. The terms simple and 
multiplicity 1 are used synonymously. We collect some properties of "multiple" pro
jections: 

1. Let P E com d be a projection with mul P = n and let E be a central projection 
with 0 < E < P. Then mulE= n. 

2. Let E 1 , ••• , E,. be a system of pairwise orthogonal central projections and let 
P 11 .. • , Pn E com d be a system of projections with 0 < P1 < E; and mul P; = 1. 
Then also mul (I) P;) = 1. 

3. Let E 1, ... , Em be a system of pairwise orthogonal central projections with 
mul E1 = n. Then also mul CE E;) = n. 

4. Let E 1 ~ E2 ~ • • • be a sequence of central projections with sup E1 = E and 
mul E1 = n. Then also mul E = n. 
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2.2. Algebras of type I, decomposition theorem 

2.2.1. Algebras ol type I 

According to the material collected in 2.1 the crucial question connected with the 
concept of multiplicity (of a projection) is whether there exist a number nand a central 
projection E such that mul E = n. The answer is affirmatively if there are enough 
simple projections. 

A v. Neumann algebra .91 is called of type I if every nonvanishing central projection 
E contains a nonvanishing simple projection P, P ~ E and P E com .91. With respect 
to algebras of type I we have the following deep result. 

Theorem 1. If .91 i8 of type I, then there are a number n > 1 and a central projection 
E =l= 0 such that mul E = n. 

With the help of this theorem the resolution of .91 according to different multiplicities 
easily follows. H n = oo, 1, 2, ... is given, denote by tff,. the system of all central pro
jections E with mulE = n and put E,. = sup E; En is the maximal central projection E 

BEG,. 
with mulE= n. The system E 00 , E1, E2 , ••• is pairwise orthogonal and E En= 1 is 
true. 

2.2.2. Abelian v. Neumann algebras 

We introduce a special class of projections of com .91. HIE .Tt', f =l= 0, then the pro
jection Q = Q1 onto clo spa {.Af; .A E .91} belongs to com .9/. A projection Q of this type 
is called a cyclic projection. The corresponding subspace clo spa {.A/, .A E .Jaf} is called 
a cyclic subspace. 

A set Jt of vectors is called generating with respect to :;It' and d if clo spa {.AI; f E Jt, 
.A E .Jaf} =:;It'. Thus, if Q = Q1 is cyclic, then I is generating with respect to Q.Tt' and 
d I Q.Tt'. Note that this terminology is in agreement with the term generating set with 
respect to a Hilbert space £' (see 1.1.1). In the latter case the corresponding algebra 
is d = {).1}. 

A v. Neumann algebra dis called cyclic if there is a single generating vector f =l= 0 
(or equivalently, if 1.;t" is a cyclic projection, that is, if£' itself is cyclic). 

The set of all cyclic projections is a subset of com d. A simple projection is auto
matically cyclic, but the conversion is not true in general. But if d is Abelian, the 
conversion is true. 

Proposition 2. If d i8 .Abelian, then a projection Q E com .91 is simple iff Q i8 cyclic. 
I 

Thus for Abelian algebras the concepts of simple algebra and cyclic algebra coincide. 
Obviously, Prop. 2 implies 

Proposition 3 • .Abelian v. Neumann algebras are of type I. 

Let .91 be an Abelian v. Neumann algebra. Then, according to 2.2.1, d can be re
presented as a direct sum, which is uniquely determined by .91, of the algebras d I E 11£' 
which have multiplicity n. The algebras dIE .. £ are called the parts of homogeneous 
multiplicity or simply the homogeneous parts of d. Note that two Abelian v. Neumann 
algebras don :;It' and d' on£'' with corresponding maximal central projections E 11 , 
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E.,' of multiplicity n are spatial isomorphic, d ~ d', iff d I E.,:Yt'"' d' I E.,':Yt'' for 
n = oo 1, 2, ... In particular, if d = W*(A, 1), d' = W*(A', 1') where A, A' are 
selfadjoint in :Yt', :Yt'', we have: A is unitarily equivalent to A' iff A I E.,:Yt' is unitarily 
equivalent to A' I E.,':Yt'' for all n = oo, 1, 2, ... Thus, in order to investigate the un
itary invariants of an operator A, it is sufficient to investigate the unitary invariants 
of its homogeneous parts. 



3. Spectral Theory 

3.1. Spectral measures, scalar spectral integrals, and the spectral 
theorem 

3.1.1. Spectral measures on Borel spaces and the Banach space L""(r, E) 

Let ;e be separable and r be a Borel space with a Borel field f!J. A spectral measure 
E: f!J 3 Ll-+ E(LI) E .2'(.1!') is a projection-valued function on f!J with the following 
properties: 

(I) E (.u Ll;) = 't E(LI;) where theBorelsetsLI; are pairwise disjoint and .E means 
1=1 ]=1 ]=1 

strong convergence, 
(II) E(0) = 0, 
(III) E(F'-. Ll) = E(LJ).L, 
(IV) E(LI1 n Ll2) = E(LI1) E(LI2). 

Then also E(LI1 u Ll 2) = E(LI1) + E(LI2) - E(LI1) E(LI2) and "LI1 ~ Ll2 implies E(LI1) 

::;;;: E(LI2)" are valid. 
Simple examples of spectral measures are given by r = {1, 2, ... }, f!J: all subsets, 

E({n}) := P,. where the projections P,. are pairwise orthogonal and E P,. = 1; or by 
r = JR, f!J = &#R, .1l' = L2(1R, dx), E(LI) :=XLI (the multiplication operator by the 
characteristic function of Ll). 

A Borel set Ll E f!J is said to have E-measure zero if E(LI) = 0. The Banach space 
of all E-essentially bounded Borel functions ex: r-+ CC is denoted by L""(F, E); it is 
equipped with the norm IexlE = ess sup lex(A.)I := inf sup lex(A.)I. Note that all step 

Aer LI,B(LI)=l AELI 
functions belong to L""(F, E) for all E( · ). Moreover the linear manifold of all step 
functions is dense in L 00(T, E) for all E( · ). H r is compact, then the Banach space 
O(F) is a proper subspace of L""(F, E). 

3.1.2. The spectral integral and the v. Neumann algebra T(L"") 

The complex-valued measures ,u1,g(LI) := (/, E(LI) g), f, g E £', are finite, i,u1,g(LI) I 
~ IIIII l[gl[, and they have a finite total variation, l,u~.gl (F) ~ 4 sup l,u1,g(LI)I. 

LIEO/r 
The spectral integral for step functions T is defined and denoted by 

m m J 't(x) E(dx) := E cpE(Lip), T(x) = E CuXAe(x), cP E CC. 
r p=l e=l 

!;cause of II [ 't(x) E(dx) II~ 41TI 8 thespectralintegralcan be defined for all ex E L""(F,E) 

!l'(£') 3 T(ex) := j ex(x) E(dx) := n-lim J 't'q(x) E(dx), [ex- Tq[E-+ 0 as q-+ oo. 
r q-+oor 
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If L1 E fJIJr, then we define J tx(x) E(dx) := J x"(x) tx(x) E(dx). The spectral integral is 

" r countably additive (with respect to strong convergence), it is linear with respect to tx 
and depends only on the equivalence class of tx (with respect to E). Further we collect 
the properties: 

(I) T(tx{J) = T(tx) T({J), 
(II) T(tx)* = T(iX), that is, all T(tx) are normal, 
(III) (u, J tx(x) E(dx) v) = J tx(x) ,U11,11(dx) and 

r r 

(J tx(x) E(dx) u, J {J(x) E(dx) v) = J tx(x) {J(x) ,U11, 11(dx), 
r r r 

(IV) I[T(tx)ll = ltxiE' 
(V) T(tx) has a bounded inverse iff 1/tx is essentially bounded on r, 
(VI) spec T(tx) = n clo ima (tx I L1). 

",B{")=l 

Obviously the set of all T(tx), tx E L""(F, E), is an Abelian 0*-algebra d with 1. 
Note that d is a v. Neumann algebra and d = W*(E(LI); Ll E fJIJ). 

If r is a topological space (metrizable, separable, locally compact), then all measures 
.Uu( ·) are nonnegative Borel measures and all,u1,11( ·) are complex-valued Borel measures. 
As usual we define the support of E( ·) by 

supp E := In Ll; E(LI) = 1, Ll closed}, 

that is, supp E is the smallest closed set Ll 0 such that E(LI0 ) = 1. Obviously, E( ·) may 
be considered only on supp E in every case, that is, we can choose r = supp E. There 
are two essentially different cases: 

(I) supp E is compact, 
(II) supp E is noncompact. 

If supp E is compact, then 0 (supp E) c L"" (supp E, E) =d. Then the 0*-algebra 
<c of all T(tx), tx E 0 (supp E), is a subalgebra of d and d = clo8 <c = clow <c. 

If r = <C and supp E is compact, then the bounded normal operator A = J A.E(d.A) 
generates an Abelian 0*-algebra O*(A, 1), consisting of all T(tx) = J tx(x) E(dx), 
£X E 0 (supp E), such that the spectral integral realizes the Gelfand isomorphism (see 
1.4.1). The spectral theorem to be presented in the next section states that the Gelfand 
isomorphism can be always implemented by a spectral integral. 

3.1.3. The spectral theorem for bounded normal operators 

The spectral theorem states a one-to-one correspondence between bounded normal 
operators A and spectral measures E( ·) on fJIJcr; with supp E compact such that supp E 
=spec A and 

O(spec A) ~ tx-? tx(A) = j tx(x) E(dx) E O*(A, 1) (1) 
cr 

is a realization of the Gelfand isomorphism between 0 (spec A) and O*(A, 1). Note 
that the spectral theorem is an easy consequence of Riesz' theorem on the charac
terization of (O(spec A))* by Borel measures on spec A. Via the spectral theorem we 
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are able to define the function ~X( A) ofa bounded normal operator A = J AE(<U) for all 
essentially bounded Borel functions IX E L00(spec A, E) by 

1X(A) := f ~X(x) E(dx). 

Note that W*(A, 1) coincides with W*(E(LI), Ll E ~cc)· Thus W*(A, 1) consists of all 
essentially bounded Borel functions of A, whereas O*(A, 1) consists of all continuous 
functions of A. Note that the spectral projections E(LI) of the spectral measure coincide 
with the central projections of W*(A, 1). 

If IX E L00(spec A, E), then the spectral measure F( ·) of ~X(A) is given by F(LI) 
= E(1X-1(LI)), Ll E ~ <Ce 

3.1.4. The spectral theorem and the functional calculus 
lor unbounded selfadjoint operators 

The spectral theorem for an unbounded selfadjoint operator A states a one-to-one 
correspondence between these operators A and spectral measures E( ·) in ~IR with 
noncompact support aupp E such that spec A = aupp E and 

(I) dom A={/; j ).2(/, E(dA) /) < oo}, 
oo II 

(II) Af = j AE(d).) I:= a-lim j AE(<U) I 
-oo ~00 -n 

are valid. Note that this theorem can be proved with the help of the correspondence 
between A and R.t(i) = (i - A )-'-1 , which is bounded and normal, where). E spec A u { oo} 
corresponds to I-' E spec R.t(i) via I-' = (i - At1 and). = oo corresponds to I-' = 0 which 
always belongs to spec R.t(i) because A is unbounded. 

The spectral theorem implies a general functional calculus for (bounded and un
bounded) selfadjoint operators. Let A be selfadjoint, E( ·)be ita spectral measure and 
let IX denote a complex-valued Borel function on R. The function ~X(A) can be defined if 
J I~X(A)I 2 (/, E(dA) /) < oo for a dense set of vectors IE .¥t' (note that this implies that 
IX(.) is a.e. finite with respect to E). The set of all such vectors I is dom ~X( A). On its 
domain ~X(A) is defined by 

00 II 

~X(A) I= J ~X(A) E(<U) I:= a-lim J ~X(A) E(d).) f. 
-oo .-.oo -• 

We collect the following properties of the closed operator ~X(A): 

(I) (a!X + b{J) (A)= a~X(A) + b{J(A), a, bE <C. 
(II) (~X{J) (A) = ~X(A) {J(A). 
(III) (.X) (A) = ~X(A)* in particular, if IX is real-valued, then ~X(A) is selfadjoint. 
(IV) H 1X11(A) -')-IX(A) a.e. with respect toE and sup I~XniE < oo (hence also IX E L 00(1R., E) 

II 

and ~X11(A), ~X(A) are bounded), then a-lim 1X11(A) exists and equals ~X(A). 
lt-+00 

(V) ~X(A) is bounded iff IX E L 00(1R., E). 
(VI) If B is bounded and BA ~ AB, then B~X(A) ~ ~X(A) B. 

In the following EH(LI) will denote the spectral measure of a selfadjoint operator H. 
The concepts of generating set, aimple(cyclic),multiplicity n, introduced in Chapter 2 

for v. Neumann algebras, are used in the following also for a single selfadjoint (bounded 
or unbounded) operator H. 
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A set .,I( of vectors is called generating with respect to :/1' and H if .,II is generating 
with respect to :/1' and W*(En(L1); L1 E a1JR)· Sometimes .,II is called generating with 
respect to :/1' and En( · ) in this case. 

His called simple if W*{En(L1); L1 E a1lR) is simple (note that the concepts of simple 
and cyclic coincide with respect to H because W*(En(L1), L1 E a1lR) is Abelian). 

His said to havemUltiplicityn if W*(En(L1), L1 E a1lR) has multiplicity n. Sometimes 
this property is expressed by saying "the spectrum of H has multiplicity n". 

3~1.5. Spectral integrals and Bochner integrals 

For applications it is useful to transform spectral integrals into Bochner integrals. In 
this direction we have the following result. 

Proposition 1. Let A be selfadjoint with spectral measure EA( · ), let r c 1R. be compact 
and let tx(x, y) be a complex-valued Borel function: JR.xr 3 {x, y} ~ tx(x, y) E cr:. Assume 
the existence of a dense linear set ~ of vectors f E :/1' suck that for almost all y E F(modl·l> 
and allf E ~. J ltx(x, y)l 2 aJ(dx) < oo and 

J ltx(x, y)l2 a1(dx) dy < oo (2) 
)Rxr 

where aJ(L1) = (/, E..t(L1) f). Then: 

(i) tx(A, y) exiBts a.e. on r (mod 1·1> where dom tx(A, y) ~ ~. 
(ii) {J(x) = J tx(x, y) dy is a.e. finiie (wiik respect to E..t) and {J(A) exists with dom 

r 
{J(A) ~ ~. 

(iii) tx(A, y) f, f E ~. is strongly measurable and the Bochner integral J tx(A, y) f dy 
exists, r 

(iv) J tx(A, y) I dy = {J(A) f, IE~-
r 

Proof. (i) is obvious. 

(ii) We have J ltx(x, y)l dy ;;::;;; IFI1' 2 (jitx(x, y)l2 dyt2• Thus from (2) follows that 

J ltx(x, y)l dy is finite a.e. with respect to all a,(·), f E ~. and we have 
r 

J at(dx)( J ltx(x, y)l dy)2 ~ IFI J a11(dx) J ltx(x, y)l2 dy < oo. 
lR. r lR r 

This implies (ii). 
(iii) The scalar function(/, tx(A, y) /) = J tx(x, y) a,l(dx), f E !'), is Borel measurable 

because of 

J ltx(x, y)l a,(dx) dy ~ IFI1' 2 aJ(lR.) ( J ltx(x, y)l2 at(dx) dy)1' 2 < oo. (3) 
)Rxr )Rxr 

Namely according to Fubini's theorem, (3) implies that J ltx(x, y)l aJ(dx) is Borel 
measurable and a.e. finite mod 1·1· According to the polarization identity we obtain 
that (g, tx(A, y) /) is Borel measurable for all f. g E ~- But ~ is dense in :/1', hence 
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tX(A, y) f is weakly measurable for f E {g, hence strongly measurable. Further we obtain 

J iltX(A, y) /ll dy = J { J jtX(x, y)J 2 o:r(dx))1' 2 dy ~ JFJI/2 { J jtX(x, y)J 2 o:J(dx) dy)1/ 2 < oo, 
r r IR IR.xr 

hence tX(A, y) I is Bochner integrable on r. 
(iv) It is sufficient to prove (h, j tX(A, y) f dy) = (h, {J(A) f) for a dense set of vectors h, 

for example, for hE {g. Because of the polarization identity it is sufficient to prove ('·J tX(A, y) f dy) = (1, {J(A) /) for all/ E {g. But the latter equation explicitely means 

J (j tX(x, y) o:J(dx)) dy = J ( J tX(x, y) dy) o:1 (dx), 
r IR IR r 

and this is true according to Fubini's theorem which is applicable because of (3). • 

3.1.6. Spectral measures and resolvents 

As an application of the functional calculus and the transformation of spectral integrals 
into Bochner integrals we consider the calculation of the spectral measure E11 ( ·) from 
the resolvent R11(z) for a selfadjoint operator A. 

Proposition 2. Let A be selfadjoint and let (a, b) be a bounded open interval. Then 

b-~ 

E11((a, b)) =s-lim s-lim (2in:)-1 J (R11(x- ie)- R11(x + ie)) dx. 
6~+0 e~+o a+6 

Proof. We consider 

b-
6 

( 1 1 ) tX(x; b, e):= (2int1 J 0 - 0 dy 
a+6 y - IE - X y + IE - X 

( b-b-x a+b-x) = n:-1 arctan e -arctan e 

and obtain jtX(x; b, e)J ~ 1, 

lim 1X(X; b, e) = X!a+6.b-o)(x) • 
~+O 

lim lim tX(x; b, e) = X!a.bl(x) ; 
H+O ~+0 

x =j= a + b, b - b, 

(4) 

that is, we have pointwise convergence and uniform boundedness. Hence according 
to 3.1.4 (IV), we obtain s-lim s-lim 1X(A; b, e) = E11((a, b)). The remaining assertion is 

6~+0 e~+O 

b-6 
tX(A; o, e) = (2in:)-1 J (R11(x- ie) - R11(x + ie)) dx. (5) 

a+6 

4 Baumgartei/Wollenberg 
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The function p,(x, y) := (y - ie - x)-1 - (y + ie - x)-1 is holomorphic and uni
formly bounded for (x, y) E 1R. X [a+ d, b- 6]. Hence Prop. 1 is applicable and (4) 
is proved. • 

3.2. Unitary evolution groups 

3.2.1. Stone's theorem 

The unitary evolution group generated by the selfadjoint operator H is always denoted 
by 

00 

U(t) := e-itH = J e-iiAEu(d.A), t E JR. (6) 
-oo 

Note that U(t) is a strongly continuous one-parameter unitary group. U(t) is norm
continuous iff H is bounded. dom H can be characterized by 

dom H =If; s-lim t-1(U(t)- 1) f exists} 
t-->0 

and in this case s-lim t-1(U(t) f- f) = -iHf is valid. 
t-+0 

The famous Stone theorem states that to each strongly continuous one-parameter 
unitary group U(t) there exists a selfadjoint operator (the generator of the group) such 
that U(t) = e-1m. Note tba.t weak measurability of a group U(t) already implies its 
strong continuity. 

3.2.2. Operator Fourier transformations 

The representation (6) of a strongly continuous unitary group by a spectral integral 
with respect to the spectral measure of its generator can be used to represent functions 
of H by operator Fourier integrals. As an example we state 

Proposition 3. Let rp E L1(1R, dx) n L2(1R., dx) and let H be selfadjoint. Then 

00 

~(H) = (2nt1' 2 J rp(x) e-U:H dx (7) 
-oo 

where ~ denotes the Fourier transform of rp and the integral on the right-hand side is defined 
as strong limit of Bochner integrals on compact intervals. 

Proof. Let r c: 1R. be compact and ~r(.?.) = (2n)-112 J p(x) e-Uz dx. Then according 
r 

to Prop. 1 we have ~r(H) = (2n)-112 J rp(x) e-U:H dx. This Bochner integral is strongly 
r 

(even with respect to the norm) convergent if r-+ JR. On the other hand, we have 
~(H) = s-lim ~r(H) because ~r(.?.) -+ ~(.?.) pointwise on JR., l~r(.?.)l is uniformly 

F-+]R. 

bounded and hence 3.1.4 (IV) is applicable. • 
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As an example we consider the special case q>(x) = X!-co.oJ(x) eu:, s > 0. In this case 
we have 

0 

~(A) = (2nt1' 2 J e-ib e•z dx = (2nt112 i(A + ist1 , 

-co 

0 

hence from (7) we get i(2nt112 (H + ist1 = (2nt112 J e•z e-izH dx or, if we substitute 
HbyA -H, -co 

0 

i(2nt112 R0(A + is) = (2n)-112 J e-Uz e•z elzH dx, s > 0. (8) 
-co 

Formula (8) can also be considered as the calculation of the vector-valued Fourier 
transform of the vector-valued function/.(x) = X!-co.oJ(x) e•z elzHf, f E .;It'. This point of 
view can also be used with respect to the general formula (7) if we replace H by A. - H. 
Then we obtain 

(9) 

that is, the Fourier transform of the vector-valued function g(x) = q>(x) elzHg is given 
by ~(A- H) g. Since q> E L 2(1R., dx), we have Parseval's equation 

co 
j II~(A- H) Yll22 dA = l[gl[2 j I~J>(x)l 2 dx. 

-co 

For (8) this gives 

co 
(2nt1 J llRn(A + is) gl[2 dA = (2s)-1, llgl[ = 1, s > 0. (10) 

-00 

H (8) is multiplied from the left by an operator X, then we get 

0 

i(2nt112 XR0 (A + is) = (2nt112 J e-Uz e•z X eizH dx. 
-co 

Applying now Parseval's equation, we obtain 

co co 
(2n)-1 J ![XRH(A +is) gl[2 dA = J e-2st IIX e-110gl[2 dt. (11) 

-co 0 

3.2.3. The v. Neumann algebra generated by e-lm 

The algebra W*(e-IIH; t E JR.) is the v. Neumann algebra generated by e-UH. Obviously, 
one has W*(e-UH; t E JR.) ~ W*(E0 (LI); Ll ~ 911R.) since e-IIH is a spectral integral. But 
(8) shows that all resolvents R0 (z), Im z =I= 0, are members of W*(e-110 ; t E 1R.), hence 
according to Prop. 2 all E0 ((a, b)) are members of W*(e-IIH; t E 1R.) where (a, b) is an 

4* 
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open interval. Therefore W*(e-IIH; t E lR) = W*(En(L1); L1 ~ ~R) is valid. Note that 
in particular this implies 

clo spa {En(L1) I; L1 E ~R} = clo spa {e-UHI; t E lR}, IE Jt'. 

Thus there is always a sequence of trigonometrical polynomials T,.(A.) such that s-lim 
11-+00 

-r,.(H) I = En(L1) I, L1 compact. Note that if two selfadjoint operators H 1 , H 2 on £ 1, 

Jt'2 and two vectors 11, 12 are given, then it is possible to choose one sequence l',.(A.) to 
approximate En1(L1) 11 and En,(L1) Ia· H His bounded, then there is a positive number 
a such that even 

clo spa le-itHI; t E lR} = clo spa {e-lmaHI; m = 0, ±1, ±2, ... } 

is validforalll E Jt', for e-itHI = J e-itA E(dA.) I maybe approximated by J g,.(A.) En(dA.) I 
with g,. continuous functions of compact support, and g,. may be approximated by 
trigonometrical polynomials I; Cm e-imaA where a depends on spec H (for example 
a IIHII ~ 2n is possible). 

3.3. Classification of selfadjoint operators and their spectra 
by properties of their spectral measures 

3.3.1. The spectrally discrete subspace 

If I E dom H and HI = A.l, then I is called an eigenvector of H with the corresponding 
eigenvalue A.. Every eigenvalue belongs to spec H. The set of all eigenvalues is at most 
countable and is called the eigenvalue spectrum denoted by eig H. A. E 1R is eigenvalue 
iff En({A.}) =!= 0; in this case En({A.}) Jt' is the subspace of all eigenvectors belonging to A. 
iand dim En( lA.}) Jt' is called the multiplicity of A.. The subspace 

Jl'p(H) := clo spa{/; I is eigenvector of H} = clo spa {En({A.}) Jt'; A. E eig H} 

s called the spectra.lly discrete suhspace of H. The projection onto Jl'p(H), the spectrally 
discrete projection, is denoted by Pft.. A vector I belongs to Jl'p(H) iff there is a countable 
set L11 such that (/, En(lR. "- L11) I) = 0. Actually, L11 can be chosen as eig H uni
formly for all I E Jl'p (H). The projection Pft. is given by P1f = .E En({A.}) 

AeelgH 
= En(eig H), thus Pft. E com (com H) = W*(H, 1) is a spectral projection. Further 
we use the notation specp H :=spec (HI PlJiJI') = clo eig H. Note that eig H itself 
is not a spectrum, in general. The operator H I P1fJI' is called the spectrally discrete 
part of H. 

3.3.2. The spectrally continuous subspace 

The subspace Jt' c(H) : = Jt' p(H) J. is called the spectrally continuous , suhspace and the 
projection P'ii := (Pft.)J., the spectrally continuous projection. Note that IE Ji'0(H) iff 
(/, En({A.}) I) = 0 for all A. E JR., that is, iff liEn((- oo, A.)) /112 is continuous on lR or, 
equivalently, iff En(( -oo,A.))Iisstronglycontinuous onlR. Obviously P'ii E com (comB,) 
that is, P'ii is a spectral projection, namely P'ii =En (spec H"-eig H). The operator 
H I P'iiJI' is called the spectrally continuous pxrt of H and its spectrum spec0 H 
= spec (HI P'iiJI') is called the continuous spectrum of H. 
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3.3.3. The singularly continuous subspace 

The singularly continuous sUbspace .rt'80(H) is defined by the set of all vectors f E £ 0 (H) 
such that there is a Borel set L11 with /LI1/ = 0 and E H(LI1) f = f(f E .rt'sc(H) iff Jlt( ·) j_ /·/). 
Obviously .rt'80(H) is a subspace of .rt'0 (H). The projection PW onto .rt'80(H) is called 
the singular continuous projection. 

Proposition 4. P'H is a spectral projection, that is, P;[ E com com H. 

Proof. If 0 E comB, thenEH(LI) 0 = OEH(LI) for all L1 E a1IR: Let f E .rt'80(H), that 
is, EH(L11) I= f for some L11 with /L11/ = 0. Then Of= OEH(LI1) f = EH(L11) Of, hence 
Of E P'H£. Thus we obtain P;['O = OP;['. • 

By P;[ E com com H, there is a Borel set LJsc such that P;[ = EH(LJsc). Note that 

LJsc is not unique. For example LJsc u {.u A;} with A;~ eig His again such a set. 
•=1 

Proposition 5. There is a set LJsc such that eig H n LJsc = 0 and jLJsc/ = 0. 

Proof. The first assertion is obvious. Because of .rt'80(H) ~£,the subspace .7{'80(H) 
is separable. Let / 1, / 2 , ••• denote a dense sequence and Ll1o Ll 2, ••• the corresponding 

sequence of null sets withEH(LJ;) /; = /;. LetP = EH (.u L1;) and LJsc = .U L1;. Then we 
•=1 1=1 

have P/; = /; and therefore Pf = f for all/ E .rt'80(H). Thus P;[' s P. On the other 
hand Pf = f implies EH(LI86) f = f with /LI86 / = 0 by construction. Thus P ~ P;[. • 

A consequence of this statement is that the null set Ll1 appearing in the definition 
of .;t'80(H) can be chosen independently off E .Tt'80(H), namely Ll1 := LJsc. The operator 
H I P'H.?/1' is called the singularly continuovs part of H and its spectrum spec80 H 
:= spec(H I P'H£) is called the singularly continuous spectrum (of H). Note that 
spec86 H ~ clo LJsc. In general /spec80 Hi > 0 despite of /L186 / = 0. The operators H 
with /spec80 H/ = 0 are of special interest. 

3.3.4. The absolutely continuous subspace 

The alJsolutely continnous sUbspace .Tt'ac(H) is defined by the set of all vectors f E .1!' 
such that ,ut{LI) = (/, EH(LI) /) = 0 for all Borel sets Ll with ILl/ = 0. In other words, 
f E .1!'ac(H) iff ,ut( ·) is absolutely continuous (with respect to /· 1), ,u1 ~ /·/ . .1!'a0(H) is 
a subspace and .1!'80(H) ~ .1!'0(H). The projection PJ onto .rt'ac(H) is called the ab
solutely continuous projection. 

Proposition 6. P'H is a spectral projedion, ps_: E com com H, and the relations 
.1!'ac(H) _l .?/t'sc(H) and .1!'ac(H) EB .Tt'sc(H) = .1!'0(H) are valid. 

Proof. At first we prove .Tt'sc ..L .Tt'ac: let f E .Tt'ac• g E $ 80 , that is g = EH(L186) g, 
where /LJsc/ = 0. Therefore we obtain (/,g) = (/, EH(LI86) g) = (EH(LI86) f, g) = 0. Since 
ps_: ~ P'if we obtain P'iJ ~ P'if - Py. Now we prove P'if - P'H ~ PJ. Let 
f E (P'if- P'H) $,then f E .Tt'0 and P;['f = 0, hence 

P;[EH(LI) I= EH(LJ) P'Hf = 0, Ll Borel set. 
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Therefore UEn(A) 1112 = (1, En(A) I) = 0 if !AI = 0, because in the opposite case 
En(A) I=!= 0 (for some null set A) we obtain a contradiction to the above relation. 
That is, we have I E ?;Jt' and finally PJ = P'JI - PJ, hence PJ is a spectral 
projection and the last assertion is valid too. • 

The operator H I ?;Jt' is called the absolutely continuous part of H and its spectrum 
specac H : = spec (H I PJ.Yt') is called the absolutely continuous spectrum of H. According 
to Prop. 6 there is a Borel set Aac with PJ = E n(Aac). Aac is not unique and specac H 
~ clo Aac. Furthermore, because of P'JI = PJ + Pji, p&JPji = P.rfP.H = 0, we 
obtain Asc n Aac is an En-null set and spec .1't' '\. eig H = Asc u Aac(mod En)· An 
operator H is called absolutely continuous if PJ = 1. 

3.3.5. The essential spectrum 

The set of all isolated eigenvalues of H with finite multiplicity is denoted by dis H. 
The closed set spece H = spec H '\.dis H is called the essential spectrum of H. Note 
that A. E spece H iff dim En((A.- e, A. +e)) = oo for all e > 0. spece H consists of all 
accumulation points of spec H and of all eigenvalues of infinite multiplicity. The 
projection P'H := 1- E En(IA.}) is called the essential projection and the operator 

AEdlsH 

HI PH.Yt' is called the essential part of H. Note that spece H =spec (HI P'HJt') and 
spec0 H ~ spece H. 

3.3.6. The spectral core 

H His selfadjoint, we call a Borel set A0 ~spec H a spectral core of H if En(A0) = 1 
and lAo! is minimal. Let in£ !AI = m;;::::: 0. Note that there is always a Borel set A0 

Ll,B(Ll)=l 

with En(A0 ) = 1 and lAo! = m (take a sequence Ae with En(Ae) = 1 and !Ael ~ m and 
co 

put A0 = n Ae)· Note further that the condition "lAo! is minimal" may be replaced 
e=l 

by the condition "if A'~ A0 andEn(A') = 1, then lAo '\.A'l = 0". Obviously a spectral 
core of H is not unique. Despite this fact we use the notation specc H for a spectral 
core of H. Note that clo (specc H) =spec H. 

H PS: = En(A80) with jAscj = 0, Asc ~ spec80 H, and P.rf = En(Aac) where Aac n Asc 
= (/J and if Aac is a spectral core of HI PJ.Yt' then A0 = eig H u Asc u Aac is a spectral 
core of H. Thus the concept of a spectral core is essentially related to the absolutely 
continuous part of H. 

In order to illustrate the difference between spectrum and spectral core, take a Borel 
set A ~ [0, 1), IAI > 0 with clo A = [0, 1), but lclo A '-AI> 0. Now consider the 
multiplication operator H"' A. on the space L2(A, dA.). Then A is a spectral core of H, 
but spec His not a spectral core. Note that His absolutely continuous. 

Example. 7. An example for a Borel set L1 mentioned above is 

co 
L1 = U (rn - s", rn + s") n [0, 1], s = 1/4, 

n=l 

where {r1, r2, r3, ••• ) denotes the set of all rational numbers from (0, 1). Obviously, IL11 > 0 and 
IL11 < 2 E s" = 2/3 hence !olo L1 '\. AI > 0. 

" 
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We call an absolutely continuous operator H absolutely continuous on its spectrum 
if spec His a spectral core of H. 

Example 8. Here we consider an example where H is absolutely continuous and spec H = specc H). 

n ( 02) Let .7t' = L 2(R", dx) and let H denote the natural selfadjoint extension of -Ll =.1: --8 .z 
7=1 XJ 

(Ll the Laplacian) defined on C0""(1R"). H restriced on C000 (1R.) is essentially selfadjoint, that is, 
C000(1R") is a core of H. Further, we have that the Fourier transform FHF-1 of His multiplication 
by k2 on L2(1R", dk). This leads to the well-known fact that His absolutely continuous and its 
spectral core is [0, oo) which coincides with its spectrum. 

3.4. Spectral properties of evolution groups and resolvents, 
and "sandwiched" resolvents 

3.4.1. Characterization of the spectrally discrete and 
the spectrally continuous subspaces 

Proposition 9 (Mean ergodic theorem).. For any real;. 

b 

E 8 ({J.}) =s-lim - 1-Je-ii<A-Hl dt. 
Jb-aJ-+oo b - a 

a 

b 

(12) 

Proof. Because (b - a)-1 J e-tt<A-Hl dt is uniformly bounded, it is sufficient to prove 
a 

the limit relation for a dense set. Because of £' = E 8 ({J.}) £' EB clo ima (J.- H) one 
can choose E 8 ({J.}) £' EB ima (J. -H). For f = E 8 ({J.}) f, (12) is obvious. If/= (J. - H)g, 

then e-ii(A-Hl f = i :t (e-tt<A-Hlg), hence (b- a)-1 j e-it(A-Hlfdt =i(b- a)-1 (e-lb(A-H)g 
·a 

- e-la(A-Hlg) which tends to 0 for lb- al-+ oo. On the other hand, E({J.}) f = 0 
in this case. • 

Proposition 10. A vector f E £ belongs to P'H£ iff 

T 

lim (2Tt1 J l(f, e-itH/)1 2 dt = 0. 
T-+oo -T 

Proof. We have(/, e-ltHf) = J e-itA.u,(dJ.). According to WIENER's theorem, 

T 

lim (2Tt1 J 1(/, e-118/)1 2 dt =}; .uf{{J.}) 
T-+oo _ T A EIR. 

is valid. But f E P'H£ iff .u,({J.}) = 0 for all J. E JR. • 
If f E P'i!£ and g E .71', then also 

T 

lim (2Tt1 J l(g, e-iiH/)1 2 dt = 0 
T-+oo -T 

(13) 

(14) 

is valid. This follows easily from the polarization identity and from g = P'ifg + (P'if)l. g. 
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3.4.2~ Convergence properties of the resolvent 

At first note that if one drops the outer limit s-lim in the general formula (4), one 
obtains the formula cl--++0 

1 b 

- (En([a, b]) + En((a, b))) =s-lim (2intl J (Rn(x- ie)- Rn(x + ie)) dx. (15) 
2 ..--++0 IJ 

The reason for this is that (see the proof of (4)) 

{ 
1 X E (a, b), 

limiX(x;O,e)= 1/2 x=a,x=b, 
..--++0 

0 x ~ [a, b]. 

Thus, if neither a nor b is an eigenvalue of H, then from (15) we obtain 

b 

En((a, b)) =s-lim (2in)-1 J (Rn(x- ie) - Rn(x + ie)) dx. 
..--++0 IJ 

Note further that the formula 

00 

(2in;t1 (Rn(A- ie)- Rn(A + ie)) = J ~.(A-x) En(dx) 
-co 

is valid. ( 17) follows easily from the functional calculus. 

(16) 

(17) 

Formulas such as (17), (16) or (15) express connections between resolvents and spec
tral measures where there is an averaging (integration) with respect to the spectral 
parameter x. Of course the question arises if there are connections between resolvents 
and spectral measures in the pointwise sense (a.e. mod 1·1 with respect to x). In the 
following we present propositions in this direction which are useful in the other parts 
of this book. 

3.4.3. The "sandwiched" spectral measure 

Lemma 11. Let E(·) be an arbitrary spectral measure on 1R. and let A, BE !1'2• Then 
4>(Ll) := AE(Ll) B is a !1'1-valued Borel measure with finite total variation. 

Proof. According to 1.2.4 it is sufficient to show that AE(Ll) B is an !1'1-valued 
measure with finite total variation. Concerning the property of AE(Ll) B to be an !1'1-

valued measure we use factorizations A = 01A1 and B = 0 2B1 with A1, B1 E !1'2 and 
0 1, 0 2 E !l' oo• Then 0 1(A1E(Ll)) 0 2 is an !1'2-valued measure (according to Lemma 
1.7) and 4>(L1) is an .sf1-valued measure. Further, we obtain 

e 
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but E 11AE(t1e)ll22 = E 11E(t1e) All22 = 11Aib2• Thus we get E IIAE(t1e) Bll1 ;;;;; 1!A21fi!BII2• • 

e e e 
According to the fact that .P1 = .P co* is a separable dual and according to 1.2.2, 

Lemma 11 yields 

Proposition 12. <l>(t.1) is absolutely continuous with respect to a certain nonnegative Borel 
measure!-'(·), that is, there is an.P1-valued Bochner integrable function K E L1(1R., 11-; .P1) 

such that 

AE(t1)B = j K(A) f.'(dA). (18) 
~ 

From Prop. 12 and again 1.2.2 we easily get 

Proposition 13. The .!l'1-valued measure AE(t1) B is !Rrdilferentiable a.e. (mod I·D 
on 1R where the derivative is given by K(A) 11-'().) a.e. (mod 1·1), that is, we have 

!~II AE([J., Ah +h)) B - K(J.) 1-''(J.) Ill = 0 (19) 

for almost all A E 1R. (mod I· I) (if h < 0, we put E([J., i. +h)) = -E((J. + h, -"]). 
Note that the .P1-differentiability of AE(t1) B a.e. (mod 1·1) can be proved also 

independently of formula (18) using the facts that .P co is separable, .!l'1 = .!l' co* and 
that there exists a weak derivative (see 1.2.2). The transition from weak derivatives 
to .P1-derivatives can be performed with the help of the principle of uniform bounded
ness and of Lemma 1.7. The .P1-derivative of AE(t1) B is denoted by (AE(dA) B)fdA. 

3.4.4. The "sandwiched" resolvent 

According to (18) we have 

co 

ARH(z) B = J (z- }.)-1 K(A) f.'(dA) (20) 
-co 

where K E V(R, 11-; .P1). This formula leads to 

Proposition 14. The limits of ARH(A ± ie) B exist as e- +O with respect to 11-112 a.e. 
mod 1·1· They are denoted by ARH(A ± iO) B. The limii of ARB( A - ie) B -ARB( A + ie) B 
exists as e- +O even with respect to II ·1[1 a.e. mod 1·1· The equation 

ARH(A- iO) B- ARH(A + iO) B = 2i:n: AEH(dA)B 
d). 

is valid a.e. mod 1·1· 

(21) 

Proof. Because of IIKII2 ;;;;; IIKII1 we have K E V(1R., 11-; .!l'2), but .!l'2 is a Hilbert 
space. Hence the first result follows from Prop. 1.2. From (17) we get 

co 

(2i:n:t1 (ARH(A- ie) B- ARH(J. + ie) B) = j ~.(A-x) K(x) f.'(dx). 
-co 

Hence the second result follows from Prop. 1.1. • 
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Now we consider the expressions ARn(A ± ie) I and AEn(L1) I for IE ;te, A E .!l'2 

and obtain 

Proposition 15. For allf E Jle the strong limits s-lim ARn(A ± ie) f exi&t a.e. mod 1·1· 
.,_..+0 

Further, the function AEn((-oo, A)) I i8 strongly dilferemiahle a.e. mod 1·1, that ill, 
(AEn(dA) !)fdA:= s-lim h-1AEn([A, .il +h)) f exi&ts a.e. mod 1·1 and the equation 

/J-+0 

ARn(A - iO) /- ARn(A + iO) I= 2i.n(AEn(d.il) /)fdA 

i8 valid a.e. mod 1·1· 

(22) 

Proof. The assertion follows easily from Prop. 13 and Prop. 14 if B is chosen such 
that Bf =f. • 

H we choose A = (/, ·)/,that is, if we consider(/, Rn(A ± ie) /) and(/, En(L1) /),we 
co 

have (2in)-1 ((!, Rn(.il- ie) /) - (/, Rn(A + ie) f)) = J ~.(.il- x) (1, En(dx) /) and we 
obtain -co 

Proposition 16. For any f E Jle and for each point .il where (f, En(d.il) f)fd.il exi&ts, we 

have: lim J ~.(.il- x) (1, En(dx) /) exi&ts and equals (1, En(dA) !)fdA. 
e-++0 

Proof. It follows again from Prop. 1.1. In this case we have fli(A) = 1 and we use 
additionally the fact that the limit exists at that points where the derivative exists. • 

3.5. Properties of the absolutely continuous subspace 

3.6.1. V-properties and implications 

Proposition 17. Let f E P'H.Te, g E .Te. Then 

(i) (g, En(L1) /) i8 ahsolutely continuous and 

I 
(g, En(dA) /) 12 < (1, En(d.il) /) (go, En(d.il) g0) 

dA - dA d.il 

i8 valid a.e. mod 1·1 ; Yo = PJg, 

(ii) (g, En(dA) !)fdA E Ll(lR, dA) and 

co co 

(23) 

J I (g, E~dA) /)IdA;:;;;; 11/IIIIP'Hgll; J (g, E~~dA) /) dA = (PJg, /). (24) 

-~ -® 

Proof. (23) follows from l(g, En(L1) /)12 ::::;: (1, En(L1) /) (g, En(L1) g) (SCHWARZ' in
equality for the sesquilinear form (g, En(L1) /)); (24) follows from (23) and 

j ((f, En(d.il) /)/d.il)1' 2 ((go, En(dA) Yo)/dA)1' 2 dA;:;;;; (J ((f, En(dA) /)/<U)112 

(J ((go, En(dA) Yo)/dA) <ll}112• • 

In particular{(/, En(dA) /)fdA} E £1(1R, dA) for all f E PJ.Te. Thus Prop. 16 may be 
supplied by the following 
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Proposition 18. Iff E Pjj~, then 

!~o _[ ,_z ~.(;.- x) (/, En(dx) /) - ((!. En(<U) /)/<U) I d). = 0, (25) 

_l \ _[ ~.(;.- x) (/, En(dx) /)I <U::;;; ll/112 , e > 0; (26) 

in other words, the convergence of J ~.(;.- x) (/, En(dx) /) to ((!,En( d).) /)/<U) is valid 
al&o in the .V{IR, <U )-senae. 

Proof. It follows immediately from Prop. 1.4 for p = 1 because of (/, En(<U) f)/d). 
E L 1(1R., <U) and J d,(A - x) (1, En(dx) /) = J d,(A- x) (U, En(<U) /)/<U) <U. • 

3.5.2. Some L 00• and LP-properties (p > 1) 

We introduce a linear submanifold Jt 00 of Pjj~ which is very useful in the following. 
We put 

(27 

and define the subset J/00 ofP;~ by J/00 = (/; lllfllloo < oo}; if necessary, we write 
JI00(H) and lll·llloo,H· Then we have 

Proposition 19. Jt 00 is a linar submanifold of Pjj~ which is dense in Pjj~. 111-llloo 
is a norm on Jt oo• 

Proof. If/, g E pa;~. then we immediately obtain from (23) 

I (I+ g, En(<U) (/+g)) I ::;;; (/, En(<U) /) + (g, En( d).) g) 
<U - <U dl 

+ 2 e'· E;:A) /)r2 ((g. E~~<U) g)r2 
a.e. mod 1·1, hence Ill/+ gllloo ~ 111/llloo + lllgllloo· Thus J/00 is linear and lll·llloo is a 
seminorm. Butfrom 111/llloo = 0 also I= 0 follows, that is, lll·llloo is a norm. Now we 
show that Jt 00 is dense in pa;~. Let IE PJ~. We put <¥(A) := (/, En(<U) f)f<U. 
Because of J <¥(A) d). < oo the function<¥ is finite a.e. mod 1·1· Let A,. be the Borel set 

00 

defined by the inequality ~¥(A) > n. Then L1 1 ~ .12 ::J • ••• Put .1 00 = n .1,.. Then 
n=l 

lim JA,.J = IL1ool = 0. Put further u,. := En(JR. "- .1,.) f = /- En(L1,.) f. Then we obtain 
-00 

11En(L1,.) /112 = (1, En(L1,.) /)-+ 0 as n-+ oo since f E PJ~. Moreover, 

(u,., En(L1) u,.) = f (1 - X-1,.().)) ~¥(A) <U, 
,1 

hence (u,., E( <U) u,.)/<U = ( 1 - X.1,.(l) ~¥(A) ~ n a.e. (mod 1·1), that is, u,. E Jt"" and 
u,.,...f. • 
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Similarly we may define the linear submanifold Jtp, p > 1, of P"j'j.?JP by 

{ ( 
oo )l/2P } 

Jtp = f; 111/111P := _£ ((f, En(dA.) /)/dA.)P dA. < oo . (28) 

Note that 11\·1\\p is a norm on Jt p· Note further that for p = 1 one obtains 1\\11\\1 = 11/11 
and Jt1 = PJj.?IP. If p > 1, we have the inclusion Jt 00 c Jtp which is obvious because 
of the inequality 

(29) 

In particular, Jt P is dense in PJj.?JP for p > 1. Note that the set of all I E Jt 00 with the 
property I= En(Ll) I where Ll is some compact Borel set is dense in Jt 00 • 

For convenience we mention the following identity which is often useful: If u E .liP, 
then 

(2in)-1 (u, (Rn(A.- ie) - Rn(A. + ie)) u) = !....1\Rn(A. + ie) ul[2 
n 

= -n-1 Im (u, Rn(A. + ie) u). (30) 

We introduce the following subset of .?/P: 

.Af 00 := {1; sup (e/n) IIRn(A. + ie) /1\2 < oo}· 
AE]R.,•>O 

(31) 

Note that .;V 00 is a linear submanifoldof £.Comparing .;V 00 with J{00 and P"j'j.?IP, we 
obtain 

Proposition 20. We have Jt 00 c .;V 00 c Pjj.?IP, in particular .;V 00 is dense in P'H .liP. 

Proof. Let (a, b) be an open and bounded interval. Then (see (15)) 
b 

(u,En((a,b))u) ~lim j(e/n)I[Rn(A.+ie)ul\2 dA., uE.?IP. 
•-+-+o a 

If I E .;V 00 , we obtain 

(/, En((a, b)) I) ~ sup (e/n) \IRn(A. + ie)J[2 (b- a). 
]R.~A,e>O 

(32) 

From (32) immediately the absolute continuity of (1, En(L1) /) follows. Thus IE PJj.?JP. 
Now we prove the first inclusion: We have Rn(A. + ie) u = J (A.+ ie- x)-1 En(dx) u, 
hence for u =IE PJj.?IP 

00 

IIRn(A. + ie) 11\2 = J ((A.- x)2 + e2)-1 ((!, En(dx) /)/dx) dx (33) 
-00 

follows. If I E Jt 00 , then we obtain 

00 

(e/n) \IRn(A. + ie) 11[2 ~ ll\ll\loo2 J d,(A.- x) dx = llllll1oo2• • 

-oo 
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Similarly we can assert a LP-analogue of Prop. 20. For this reason we introduce the 
following subset of :Yf': 

p~l. (34) 

Note that for p = 1 we have .Af1 = :Yf' because of (10). The subset .Alp has the following 
property: 

Proposition 21. For p > 1 the inclusion .A P c: .Alp c: P'H:Yf' is valid, in particular .Alp 
is dense in P'H :Yf'. 

n 

Proof. For abbreviation we put £X,(A.) = en-1 IIRn(A. + ie) 1112. Let L1 = U (ai, bi) be 
j=l 

a finite union of pairwise disjoint and open intervals. Then we obtain, using HoLDER's 

inequality lllgllt ~ lllllP IIYilq, 

(1, En(L1) I) ~lim J cx,(J.) dA. ~sup ( J cx,(J.)P dA)l/P JL111/q 
..-++0 tl •>0 tl 

where p-1 + q-1 = 1. If I E .AI P' then from this inequality again the absolute conti 
nuity of (1, Eu(L1) I) follows, that is, we have IE P"';£. Now we prove the first in
clusion: According to (33), we have £X,(A.) = J lJ,(l- x) ((!, E(dx) 1)/dx) dx. Let f E .Ap 
and put gJ(x) = (1, E(dx) l)fdx. Then, using again HOLDER's inequality, we get 

( 

00 )pfq ( 00 ) 

£X,(A.)P ~ _£ lJ,(J. - x) dx l (J,(J. - x) gJ(x)P dx , 

hence 

follows. Thus IE .At p· The last assertion is obvious because of .A 00 c: .Ap c: .Alp. • 

3.5.3. L2-properties 

Proposition 22. Let IE .A 00 , g E £'. Then 

(i) {(g, En(dA.) 1)/d.l.} E L2(1R, dJ.) and J l(g, En(dJ.) 1)/dAI2 dJ. ~ JIJIIIIoo2 l!P"';gl[2 , 

(ii) {(g. e-11HI)} E L2(IR, dt) and 

00 00 

J J(g, e-IIHI)12 dt = 2n J !((g, En(dJ.) 1)/d!.)l2 d). 
-oo -oo 

are valid. 

Proof. (i) follows from (23). Further, we have 

00 

(g, e-iiHI) = J e-ItA((g, En(dl) 1)/d.l.} dJ.. 
-00 

( 35) 
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Hence {ii) follows; (35) is just Parseval's equation for {2.n)l/2((g, EH{<U) 1)/<U) and its 
Fourier transform (g, e-11HI)· • 

The next proposition plays an important role in the abstract scattering theory. 

Proposition 23. The relation w-lim e-IIHpHac = 0 is valid. 
1-+:l:oo 

Proof. Because of n~-itHpH"'cll = 1 it is sufficient to prove the assertion for a dense 
set of vectors I from P HacJt. By Prop. 19, we can choose Jl 00 • Then because of Prop. 17 
and Prop. 22, we obtain{(g, EH{<U) 1)/dl} E L2(1R., <U) n .V(1R., <U). Therefore (g, e-11HI) 
is from 0 00(1R). • 

Also the following proposition is decisive for some proofs {see for example Part IV, 
Chapter 18). Note that according to Prop. 15 the vector-valued function (TE(dl) 1)/<U 
is defined a.e. mod 1·1 if T E 9'2. 

Proposition 24. LetT E .ft'2(Jt') and IE Jl oo· Then 

00 

J IITe-IIHf1[2 dt ~ 2n I[Ti122 lll/llloo2 , (36) 
-oo 

that is, in particular we have {T e-11HI} E L 2(1R., dt; Jt'). Further, {(TE(dl) 1)/<U} 
E L 2(1R., dl; Jt') and 

00 00 

2.n J II(TE(dl) I)/<UII2 dl = J IITe-UHf112 dt (37) 
-oo -oo 

is valid. 

Proof. We have J[Tgll2 = I!ITI gl!2 where ITI 2::: 0, ITI E .ft'2(Jt'). ThusiTI = J: Ce(Ye• ·)g, 
where J: ce2 < oo and {g1, g2, ... } denotes a certain orthonormal system. Then 

00 

IITg1[2 = (g, ITI2 g) = J: Ce2 l(ge, g)l2· (38) 
e=l 

Further, setting g = e-11HI and integrating over the whole real line, we obtain, using 
(23) and the definition of lll·llloo, 

_[I!Te-i1Hf1[2 dt e~ Ce2_[1(ge, e-UHI)I 2 dt = 2ne~ Ce2_ll (ge, E~dl) I) r dA 

00 

< 2n lllfllloo2 J: c,?·. 
e=l 

Further, from (38) it follows that 1'EH(LJ) I is an absolutely continuous vector measure 
with respect to 1·1, hence TEH(LJ) I= J ((TEH(dl) 1)/<U) <U. Therefore we obtain 

~ 

00 

T e-ltHf = f e-11A(TEH(dA) 1/dl) dA, 
-oo 

that is, (2.n)112 (TEH(dA) 1)/dl is the inverse Fourier transform of T e-iiHI, hence 
{(TEH{<U) 1)/<U} E L2(1R., dl; Jt') follows. (37) is just PARSEVAL's equation for 
(2.n)1/2 (TEH(dA) 1)/<U and T e-11HI. • 
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Now we consider TR8 (z) f = J (z- x)-1 ((TE8 (dx) /)/dx) dxfor T E 9'2 and f E ..II oo· 

According to (8) and (10) we have 

00 

i(2n)-112 TR8 (J. + ie) = (2n)-112 J e-IAzX(-oo,oJ(x) e•zT elzH dx, e > 0, 
-00 

00 

-00 

and, correspondingly, 

00 co 

J l!TR8 (J. + ie) /112 d).= 2n J e- 2' 1 I[Te-118fJJ 2 dt, e > 0, (39) 
-co 0 

co 0 

J IJTR8 (J.- ie) /1[2 d).= 2n J e2tt I[T e-181/1[2 dt, e > 0. (40) 
-co -oo 

Therefore we can assert the following Hardy-class properties of TR8 (J. ± ie) f. 

Proposition 25. If T E 9'2 and f E .A 00 , then {TRn(J. + ie) /} E £' +2(IR, dJ.; .n") and 

co 00 

sup J IITR8 (A + ie) /112 d). ;;;;;; 2n J liT e-118/11 2 dt. 
•>0 -co 0 

(41) 

Further, {TR8 (J.- ie) /} E ,n"_2(IR, dJ.; .n") and 

co 0 

sup J l!TR8 (J.- ie) /1[2 d).;;;;;; 2n J J[T e-11HfJ[2 dt. 
•>O -co -co 

(42) 

Proof. It follows immediately from (39) and (40). • 

Remark 26. From Prop. 25 it easily follows - according to the Hardy-class theory -
that the limits TR8 (J. ± iO) f whose existence was already proved in Prop. 15, are func
tions from L2(IR, dJ.; .n") and that the convergence of TR(J. ± ie) f to the limits is 
simultaneously a convergence with respect to II·IIL,(JR.dl.Jt"l. Further, note that the equation 
{TEn( d.?.) f)/d.?. = (2in)-1 (TR8 (J.- iO) f- TRn(J. + iO) /) can be considered as the 
resolution of (TE8 (dJ.) f)fdJ. E L2(IR, d).; .n") into the sum of mutual orthogonal compo
nents with respect to the direct sum resolution 

Proposition 27. Let H be absolutely continuous and let c:x E L2(JR, dt). Then ~(H) is 
densely defined, ..II oo c dom &(H), and ..II co is a core of &(H). Further 

co 

&(H)/ = (2ntl/2 J 01.(t) e-118/ dt, 
-co 

co n 

where J dt rneans s-lim J dt. 
_ 00 n~oo _,. 
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Proof. Let f E .A00 • Then J J&(A.)j 2 ttt{<U.) ~ lll/llloo2 J J&(A.)j2 dA. < oo and 
J[&(H) EH(il) /112 ~ J j&(A.)j 2 dA. JJJ/JIIoo 2• Hence .A00 ~ dom&(H). Now let f E dom&(H) . 

.1 
Then there exists a sequence iln c: IR such that In:= EH(il 11 ) f E Jt 00 and s-lim In =f. 

n-+-oo 

Since &.(H) In =&(H) EH(iln) f = EH(il,.) &(H)/, &(H) In converges strongly to &(H) j, 
that is, &(H) restricted on Jt 00 has the closure &(H) and .A 00 is a core of &(H). Further, 

n 

because of <XX(-n,nl E L1(IR, dA.) and Prop. 3 we have &11(H) = (~ti/2 J tx(t) e-IIH dt 
n -n 

where &,.(A.) = (~)-1/2 J tx(t) e-ill dt. But for f E .A 00 we have I[&( H) f - &11(H) /11 2 

-n 

= J J&(A.) - &11(A)j 2 (U, EH(dA.) /)fdA.) dA. ~ llifllloo 2 J J&(A.) - &,.(A.)j 2 dA.--+ 0 as n--+ oo. • 

If T E .!l'2(£') and EH(il) is an arbitrary spectral measure, then J[TEH(il)J[22 is a non
negative Borel measure (see the proof of Lemma 11). Concerning the absolutely con
tinuous part EH(il) P"'0 , we obtain 

Proposition 28. If T E .!l'2 and EH(il) denotes a spectral measure, then the nonnegative 
Borel measure tt( il) = ll T E H( il) P"fi 11 2 2 is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue 
measure. 

Proof. Recall the measure property of# which comes from the relation 

where il = u ile and {ile} denotes a system of pairwise disjoint Borel sets. Now assuming 
Jill = 0, EH(il) P"'0 = 0 and the assertion follows. • 

3.5.4. The absolutely continuous subspace lor functions a(H) 

Let tx( ·) be real-valued on IR and let tx(H) be selfadjoint and defined according to the 
functional calculus. We formulate some properties which relate the absolutely con
tinuous subspaces of H and tx(H). For this reason note that 

tx-1(tx(il)) ~ il (43) 

and 

Ea(H)(il) = EH{tx-1(il)), (44) 

hence 

EH(il) :S Ea(H){tx{il)) (45) 

is valid. 

Proposition 29. If Jill = 0 implies Jtx(il)l = 0, then P!~m ~ P~. 

Proof. Let f E P!fm£' and il such that Jill = 0. Then, according to ( 45), (1, EH(il) f) 
~ (1, Ea1m(tx(il)) /) = 0, hence j E P"'0£'. • 

Proposition 30. If Jill = 0 implies Jtx(il)l = 0 and further Jill = 0 implies 
jtx-l(il) n specc (HI P~£')1 = 0, then P:fm = P~. 
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Proof. Let f E Prf:;tt' and ILl I = 0. Then according to (44) we have 

(f, E•(H)(LI) /) = (f, EH(1X-1(L1)) /) = (f, EH(1X-1(L1) n specc (HI P'fj;;tt')) f). 

Hence f E P:rH,:;tt' follows. The second assertion is proved in Prop. 29. • 

Remark 31. If 1X(A) is continuously differentiable on spec H, then the assumption of 
Prop. 29 is fulfilled. If, additionally, 1X'().) > 0 on spec H, then also the assumptions 
of Prop. 30 are satisfied and thus Prf = P:(Hl· 

3.5.5. Spectral manifolds 

A linear manifold f c:: Prf:;tt' is called spectral if there is a spectral core specc (H I P~ ;;tl') 
= F(clo r = specac H) such that (1, EH(d).) f)/dA exists for all/ E f and for all). E r. 
Note that a finite-dimensional manifold f is always spectral: If e1, e2, ••• , em is an 
Qrthonormal basis off, then there is a Borel set L10 with ILiol =Osuch that (e;, E(d).) ei)/ 
d). exists for all i, j = 1, 2, ... , m and for all). E specc (HI PJ;;tt') '\. L1 0 (E( ·) = EH( · )). 
But this set is also a spectral core. By a similar argument it is easy to show that the 
following is true : 

Proposition 32. There exist spectral manifoliJB whiCh are generating with respect to 
Prf:;tt' and H. 

Proof. Take a basis e1, e2 , ••• in P~ and put f =spa {e1, e2 , ••• }. • 

Let f be a spectral manifold with a corresponding spectral core r. Then, according 
to Prop. 17, 

(k, k') 8 ,A := (k, E(dJ.) k')fdA, ;. E r, k, k' E f, 

is a semiscalar product in f. Thus we can form the Hilbert spaces :%. := cloHE.A 
f mod (ker 1·1 8 ,A) where lkiB.A = (k, k)~~A for all ;. E r. For later application we in
troduce the following linear manifolds. Let ;. be an arbitrary point of IR.. Then we in
troduce the notation 

[IJ~.A :=lim sup (f,E([J.,). +h)) f)jh. (46) 
h->0 

Thus [!Jb < oo means that the set of all derivative numbers of the function 
(/, E(( -oo, J.)) f) is bounded at the point J.. We denote the set of all vectors f E PJ;;tt' 
with [IJB,A < oo by flh. Note that an arbitrary I E Prf:;tt' necessarily belongs to P}, 

for almost all;. with respect to 1·1, because (/, E(d).) /)fdA exists a.e. mod 1·1· 

Proposition 33. P}A is a linear manifold and [·]8,A is a seminorm on P},. 

Proof. We have IIE(Ll) (f + g)l[ ~ IJE(LI) Ill + llE(LI) gl[; hence 

1Lti-112 i[E(Ll) (f + g)ll ~ ILII-112 IIE(L1) Ill+ IL11-112 11E(L1) gil 

and 
lim sup h-112 IIE([J.,;. +h)) (f + g)ll ~lim sup h-1/2 IIE([J.,;. +h)) !II 
11_,.0 11->0 

+lim sup h-l/2 IIE([J.,). +h)} gil 
11->0 

5 Baumgll.rtel/Wollenberg 
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for k > 0 (and correspondingly for k < 0). Hence [/ + g]B.A ~ [f1B.A + [g]B,A' [cf]B.A 
= lei [f1B.A• c E CC, is obvious. The linearity of !i)A then follows. • 

According to Prop. 33, !i)A mod (ker [ · ]B.A) is a linear normed space and we can form 
the Banach space 1JA = clo[-)B,A!i)A mod (ker [ · ]B.A)· 

H :$' c:: P';j£' is a spectral manifold with spectral core r, then f c:: !i)A for all 
A. E F and 

1/IB.A = [!];,:{, /E f. (47) 

Obviously ker I·I~.A = ker [ · ]B,A n f. Hence for vectors f E f the equivalence classes 
with respect to !i)A are larger than those with respect to f, but there is a canonical 
embedding 

(48) 

because from [/1 -/2]B,A = 0, /1> /2 E f, according to / 1 -/2 E :$'and (47), immediately 
l/1 -/2 IB,A = 0 follows. (48) implies the following diagram 

~ !i) A mod (ker [ · ]B,A) ~ 

f mod (ker I·IB,A) 1JA. (49) 

The operator of the canonical embedding (identification operator) of !i) A c:: Jt' in !i) A mod 
(ker [ · 1B.A) is denoted by DA. 



4. Direct Integrals and Spectral Representations 

4.1. Direct and maximal integrals 

4.1.1. Preliminaries 

Let r be a topological space (metrizable, separable, locally compact) as before and let I' 
be a nonnegative Borel measure on r. Further, let £ 2 be a family of separable Hilbert 
spaces indexed by A. E r. We call a subsystem !/' of the Cartesian product X £ 2 ad-
missible if the following properties are satisfied: •er 

(I) !/'is linear and closed with respect to multiplication by functions from L'",(F, !')· 
(II) Iff E !/',then II/(.A.)il?f"2is Borel measurable and J 1[/(.A.)II~, l'(dA) < oo. 

(III) clo,.n~1 spa {/(.A.); f E !/'} = £. (mod!')· r 
(IV) H llf(.A.)II~1 f'(dA) = 0 for all/ E !/', then I'(L1) = 0 . 

.d 

The functions f from!/' are called admissible functions. Often we write II·II.~A =: 11·11•· 

Example 1. We put ~A==~ and 9" := { E 1Xe(J.) X<~e(.A.) fe;Aecompact,IXe E L 00(F, p.), feE~}· 
e=l 

Then obviously the conditions (1)-(IV) are satisfied. 
Example 2. Let % be an arbitrary linear manifold and let 8(.A.; ·, ·) be a family of semiscalar 

products indexed by A. E r. Assume that for all IE% the following conditions are satisfied: 

(i) 8(.A.; I) := 8(i.; 1, I) is Borel measurable and I 8(i.; f) p.(di.) < co. 
r 

(ii) I 8(i.; I) p.(di.) = 0 for all I E :£ implies p.(A) = 0 . 
.d 

Put (k, k'h := 8(.A.; k, k') and llkll,2 := 8(i.; k). Now form the Hilbert spaces :i"A := cloii·IIA 
(spa. :£ mod ker 11·112). We denote the canonical embedding of :£ into :i"A by 
JA: ;£ ~ k-+ JAkE :i-2• In other words, J 2k denotes the equivalence class of k with respect to 
II·IIA· Now we define 9" by 

9" := { i 1Xe(.A.) JAie; feE:£, 1Xe E L""'(F, p.)}· (1) 
e=l 

Obviously, (I) is satisfied. Concerning (II) we can restrict ourselves to /(i.) = JAk. But IIJAkliA2 

= 8(i.; k), hence (II) is satisfied. (III) is obvious, because {JAk} is dense in :i"A. (IV) is satisfied 
because of (ii). Note that condition (ii) expresses a certain minimality of r in the following sense: 
If there is a A with p.(A) > 0 but I 8(i.; k) p.(di.) = 0 for all k E :£, then roan be replaced by 

.d 
r' = r ""A because of I 8(A, k) p.(di.) = I 8(i.; k) p.(di.). 

r"-,.d r 

4.1.2. Direct integrals 

Let [/' be admissible. We call a function f E X .Yt' A strongly measurable with respect to [/' 
ler 

if there exists a sequence t,. E !/'such that lim 1[/(.A.) - t,.(.A.)ilA = 0 (mod!') is valid. Then 
n-+oo 

the direct integral of the family .;te 2 with respect to r, I' and !/' is defined by the set 

5* 
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of all strongly measurable functions f such that J 11/(..1.)1[12 p(dl) < oo. In the direct 
integral we introduce a semiscalar product by r 

(/,g) := J (/(..1.), g(A.))A ,U(dA.). (2) 
r 

This definition is justified because (/(A.), g(A.))1 is Borel measurable according to the fact 
that (/(A.), g(A.))1 =lim (t,(A.), s,(A.)) where 

11-->-00 

lim 11/(A.) - t11(A.)II• = 0 and lim lig(A.) - S11(A.)II• = 0 (mod ,u). 
11-->-oo 

Then as usual the norm is defined by 11/112 := (/,/)and one obtains 11/ll = 0 iff /(A.) = 0 
(mod ,u). As usual we take the corresponding factor space, then(/, g) is a scalar product 
and the direct integral is obviously a pre-Hilbert space. Moreover 

Proposition 3. The direct integral is a Hilbert space. 

Proof. It is standard and omitted here. • 

The direct integral is denoted by L 2(F, ,u; .71'1 ; 9'). If 9' is chosen as in Example 1, 
then the direct integral is nothing else than L 2(F, ,u; .71') because in this case the strong 
measurability with respect to 9' coincides with the usual p-measurability of a function 
with values in .71'. H 9' is chosen as in Example 2, then we drop the symbol 9' in the 
notation and write L2( r, ,u ; $' 1) for the direct integral in this case. These direct integrals 
are important in the following. They are generalizations of Example 1, namely if 
s(l; k, k') = (k, k') is independent of ). and it = clo Jt'" mod 11·11, then we obtain again 
L 2(F, ,u; it). 

4.1.3. Maximal integrals 

Let 9' be admissible. Then acco.rding to ZoRN's lemma, which is applicable in this 
situation, there are maximal admissible subsystems 9' max of X .71'1 containing 9'. 

Aer 
.9"max has the property: If 9''isadmissibleand 9'' E1 Y'max• then 9'' = Y'max· We call 
a maximal system 9' max ~ 9' a maximal integral with respect to 9'. In general, 9' max 

is not uniquely determined by r, ,u, .71'1, 9'. In 9' max a semiscalar product is defined as 
before by (/,g) = J (/(A.), g(A.))• ,u(dl), and 11/11 = 0 iff /(A.) = 0 mod ,u. As before we 

r 
take the factor space and obtain 

Proposition 4. A maximal integral 9' max ~ 9' is a Hilbert space. 

Proof. It is standard and omitted here. • 

H 9' is chosen according to Example 1, then L 2(F, ,u; .71') is maximal. Namely let 9'' 
be admissible and 9'' ~ L 2(F, ,u; .71'). Let s E 9''. Then 1\s(A.)I\1 is measurable and 
J l[s(A.)I[12 p(dl) < oo. Further s(A.) + cxLl(A.) h, h E .71', are functions from 9''. From the 
r 
polarization identity we obtain that (s(A.), XLI( A.) h)1 is Borel measurable for all compact 
sets L1, hence (s(A.), h) is Borel measurable for all hE .71', and thus s(A.) is strongly ,a
measurable, that is, s E L 2(F, ,u; .71'). Moreover in this case there is only one maximal 
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system containing[/': H [/'max ~ !/',then !/'max = L 2(F, ft; Jt') for if s E !/' max• then as 
before we obtain that (s(l), h) is Borel measurable, hence s(l) is p-measurable, that is, 
s E Y(F, p; Jt'). In general we have 

Proposition 6. If!/' is admissible and !/'max~!/', then L2(F, p; Jt'l; !/')~!/'max· 

Proof. Let f E L2• Then there is a sequence 811 E !/'with II/- s1111-+ 0 as n-+ oo; but 
[/'max is a Hilbert space, hence f E !/'max· I 

Remark 6. It seems to be difficult to give explicit counterexamples which show that 
!/'max:;:) L 2(F, p; Jt'l; !/')is possible. In 4.3~we present a large class of admissible systems 
where direct and maximal integrals coincide. 

4.2. Direct sums and tensor products 

The following properties are valid for direct and also for maximal integrals; the formu
lation is for direct integrals. The proofs are obvious and will be omitted. 

H !/' is admissible and r = F1 u F2, F1 n F2 = (/J, then also !/' I F1 and !/' I F2 are 
admissible. 

Proposition 7. Let !/' and r as above. Then 

L 2(F, p; Jt'A; !/') "'L2(rl, p; Jt'A; !/'I F1) X L2(r2, p; Jt'l; !/'I F2), (3) 

where X denotes the Cartesian product and the isomorphism is given by/++ {/I F 1, /I F2 }. 

The second possibility for direct sums is related to subspaces ;rl if Jt'A· We denote 
the projection onto ;rA by Pl. We call!/' closed with respect to Pl iff E !/' implies 
g E !/' where g(l) = PA/(..1). 

Proposition 8. If!/' is closed with respect to PA, then 

L 2(F, p; Jt' l; !/') ~ L2(F, p; fA; Pl!/') X L 2(F, p; f A.L ; PA.L !/') ( 4) 

where the isomorphism is given by/++ {PA/(..1), PA.L/(..1)}. 

H !/' is admissible and f is a Hilbert space, we define the following admissible 
system!/'® f with respect to the family Jt'A ® f: !/' ® f =spa{/(·)® k; IE !/', 
k E f}. It is easy to verify the properties (I)-(IV) for !/' ® f: (II) Let /., / 2 E !/', 
k., k2 E f, then 

hence this function is Borel measurable and 

j (/1(l) ® k1,Ml) ® ~)Jt'A®%1-'(dl) = (/1,/2) (k1, ~)%; 
r 

thus (II) follows. The other properties are obvious. 

Proposition 9. We have 

L 2(F, p; Jt'A ® f; !/'®f)~ L 2(F, p; Jt'A; !/') ® f (5) 
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where the isomorphism is defined by f(J.) ® k -.f ® k and /().) ® k means the vector
valued function F 3 ). -+/().)@ k E .1'1'1 @ f. 

Example 10. We consider a special case, namely ft'1 = ft' and choose 9' as in Example 1. 
Then we obtain 

£2(T, p; ft' ® Jt'") ~ Y(F, p; ft') ® Jt'", (6) 

where the isomorphism is given by f(J.) ® k- f ® k. In particular, if ft' = «:!, then we obtain 

Y(T, p; Jt'") ~ L 2(T, p) ® Jt'" 

where /(A.) k- f ® k. 

4.3. Direct integrals for separable admissible systems 

4.3.1. Generating sequences of functions 

(7) 

Let [/ be admissible. A sequence /1, / 2, ••• of functions from the direct integral 
L2(F, I'; .1'1' 1 ; f/) (not necessarily from [/ itself) is called generating if the relation 
.1'1'1 = clo spa {it().), MJ.), •.. } (mod#) is valid or, equivalently, if the sequence ft(A.), 
/ 2().), ••• is generating in j/'1 for almost all). (mod#)· An admissible system[/ is called 
separable if the corresponding direct integral contains a generating sequence. 

Concerning Example 1, let {hi> h2, ••• } be a generating sequence for j/'. Further, let 
tX E L2(F, #) and tX(A) =l= 0 a.e. mod I'· Then tX(A) h1, tX(A) h2, ••• is an admissible sequence 
and generating. Thus the admissible system [/ of Example 1 is separable. Recall that 
in this case we have the equality L 2(F, I'; .1'/') =[/max- The next proposition shows that 
this equality is a consequence of the separability of [/. 

Proposition 11. If !/'is separable, then L 2(F, I'; 2 1 ; !/') is maximal. 

Proof. Let[/ max ~ L 2(F, fA; 2,; !/')be maximal. Take a function f from[/ max 8 L 2, 

that is, we have f j_ s for all s E L2 or, equivalently, 

J (/().), s(J.))1 #(d).) = 0, 
r 

Together with s also X.1S belongs to L2, hence J (f(J.), s(J.))1 f.'(dA) = 0 follows for all 
.1 

Borel sets Ll. Thus (/().), s(J.))A = 0 (mod#)· Now put s(J.) = ee(A) where el> e2, ••• is a 
generating sequence. Hence we obtain 

e = 1,2, ... (8) 

Let Ae be the Borel set where (8) is not valid. Then Ae is a !-'-null set and so is U Ae. 
ll 

Thus we have (/(J.), ee(J.))• = 0, e = 1, 2, ... , for all ). E F(mod #)· Because of 
clo spa {ee(A)} = .1'1'1(mod #) we obtain /(J.) = O(mod #)· • 

4.3.2. Some properties of direct integrals with separable admissible systems 

In this section we collect some properties for L 2(F, I'; ;It' 1 ; f/) where [/ is separable. 
Some proofs are omitted (see the Notes and Remarks). At first note that m(J.) :=dim 2 1 

is Borel measurable if[/ is separable. 
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Proposition 12. Let 9' be Beparal>le. Then there iB a Bequence e1(A.), e2(A.), ... of vector
valued functionB from F to 3l'A with z;jee E L 2(F, p; ft'1; 9') for compact L1 BUck that 
e1(A.}, ••. , em(Al(A.) iB an orthonormal baBiB in ;e. a. e. mod p and ee(A.) = 0 for (! > m(A.). 

Proposition 13. Let 9' be Beparable and e1(A.), e2(A.), ... a pointwiBe orthonormal baBiB 
mod p according to Prop. 12. Then f E L2(F, p; ;e,; 9') ilfl(ee(A.),/(A.))•I2 iB integrable 
with reBped top and .E J l(ee(A.),/(A.))112 p(dA.) < oo. Moreover 

r 

II 

/(A.) =s-lim .E (ee(A.),/(A.))A ee(A.) 
11-+00 Q=l 

and 

00 

(g,/) = .E J (ee(A.),/(A.))A (ee(A.), g(A.))A p(dA.). 
e=l r 

Proposition 14. Let 9' be Beparal>le. Then L2(F, p; l/t',; 9') iB Beparal>le. 

Proof. Let e1(A.), e2(A.), ... be a pointwise orthonormal basis mod p. Further L 2(F, p) 
is separable. Let (X1, (X2, ••• denote a dense sequence in L 2(F, p). Then the functions 
(Xm,(A.) e1(A.) + · · · + (Xm.(A.) e,(A.) are dense in L 2(F, p; ;e,; 9'). • 

There is a basic isomorphism with respect to direct integrals with separable admissible 
systems[/'. Put Ae ={A.; m(A.) = e}, (! = oo, 1, 2, ... Further, let fe be a fixed Hilbert 
space with dim :% e = (!· Then 

Proposition 15. L 2(Ae, p; ;e,; 9' I Ae) iB iBomorphic to V(Ae, p; fe} Buck that the 
iBomorphiBm iB compatible with the multiplication by functionB (X E L 00(Ae, p). More pre
ciBely: There iB an iBometry V from L 2(Ae, p; ;e,; 9' I Ae) onto L 2(Ae, p; fe) BUCk that 
V((X/) = (X Vffor allf E L 2(Ae, p; ;e,; 9' I Ae) and all (X E L 00(Ae, p). 

Proof. Let e1(A.), e2(A.), ... be a pointwise orthonormal basis in ;e, mod p. Further, 
let kl> ks, ... be an orthonormal basis in fe· Now we define V,: ;e, :;:l e;(A.)-+ k1 E fe, 
A E Ae, j = 1, 2, ... , (!· Hence V, is isometric from 3l'1 onto fe· Now let IE L 2(Ae, I'; 
3l'1 ; 9'). Then (e;(A.),/(A.))• is Borel measurable, hence 

(V,*k1, /(A.))• = (k;, V./(A.))Jt", 

is Borel measurable, that is, VA/(A.) E L 2(Ae, I'; fe)· Conversely, if k(A.) E L 2(Ae, p; fe), 
then V1*k(A.) E L 2(Ae, p; ;e,; 9') because (e;(A.), V,*k(A.)) 1 = (k1, k(A.))Jt"e is Borel measur
able and 

.E J l(e;(A.), V,*k(A.))•I2 p(dA.) = .E J l(k;, k(A.))~el2 p(dA.) 
Ae Ae 

= J llk(A.)i~e p(dA.} < oo. 
At 

Hence V: L 2(Ae, p; ;e,; 9' I Ae) :;:l/-+ {( V/) (A.}} = { V./(A.}} E L 2(Ae, p; fe) is an isometry 
from L 2(Ae, p; ;e,; 9' I Ae) onto L 2(Ae, p; fe)· The property V((X/) = (X Vf is obvious. • 
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4.4. The algebra of scalar operators and its commutant 

Throughout this paragraph [/' is separable. 

4.4.1. Scalar operators 

A scalar operator La with respect to a direct integral L2(F, p,; .¥/'A; !/') is defined by a 
scalar function <X E L""(F, p,) and the equation 

(La/) (A) = <X( A) /(A), (9) 

Proposition 16. La E .!l'(L2) and llLall = l.xloo· 

Proof. Only the last assertion has to be proved. We have 

IILa/112 = J l[.x(-1) /(-1)11.!2 p,(d-1) ~ ess sup l.x(-1)1 2 J llf(-1)11•2 p,(d-1) = l.xloo 11/112, 
r • r 

that is, I!Lall ~ l.xloo follows. Assume I!Lall < l.xloo· Let c be defined by IJLall < c < l.xloo· 
Then there is a Borel set A', p,(A') > 0, such that l.x(-1)1 > c for;. E A'. Hence 

J J.x(.1)J211f(.1)1J,2 p,(d-1) > c2 J 1[/(.1)1!,2 p,(d-1) 
8 8 

follows for all IE L2, but this is a contradiction to IlL.!! < c. • 

The set of all L. is denoted by A. 

Proposition 17. A is a v. Neumann algebra and L.* = L". 

Proof. Only the assertion that A is weakly closed has to be proved. It is sufficient 
(see 1.4.2) to prove that A is strongly closed. Let L ... be strongly convergent, La .. 8 A 
E .!l'(L2). Then I[L.,.Jl < 0, that is l.xnloo < C. Further, 

J J.xn(A) - <Xm(A)I 2 ll/(.1)J[A2 p,(d-1)--* 0 
r 

as n, m--* oo. If L1 is a compact set, then there is a function IE L2 such that ll/(A)I!4 

= Xlf(A) (mod p,). Hence J J.xn(A) - <Xm(A)I 2 p,(d-1)--* 0 as n, m--* oo. Thus <Xn is locally 
il 

L 2(F, p,)-convergent. Hence there is a subsequence <Xn• which is convergent a.e. mod p, 
on r. We denote the limit by .x0(.1). Because of l.x0(.1)1 ~ l.xn•(A)I + l.x0(A) - <Xn·(-1)1 for 
all n', we obtain ess sup l.x0(.1)1 < oo, hence La, E A and 

IIL.n,f- La,IIJ2 = j I<Xn•(A) - <Xo(A)I 2 JI/(.1)JlA2 p,(d-1)--* 0 
r 

as n' ->- oo because J.xn•(A) - .x0(.1)J2 is uniformly bounded in n' and ;., Therefore 
La, =A. • 
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4.4.2. The commutant of the scalar operators 

An operator function A(A.): r 3 A.-+ A( A.) E .!F(.Tt'1) is called ailmism"ble if for every 
f E L2 also A(A.) /(A.) is from L2• For admissible operator functions an operator A from L2 

into L 2 can be defined by 

(A/) (A.) :=A( A.) /(A.)' (10) 

H A(A.) is admissible, then 1[..4(A.)II1 is Borel measurable. This is an easy consequence 
of the separability of f/. Namely take a generating sequence ft(A.), MA.), .•• and put 

m 
g(A.) = E t¥ae<A.) fe(A.). The set of all g is countable (see the proof of Prop. 14). Then 

e=l 

II.A(A.)ilA :=sup IIA(A.) g(A.)IIA , 
u+o l!g(A.)IIA 

hence 11..4(A.)II1 is Borel measurable. The operator A, corresponding to an admissible 
operator function A( A.), belongs to .!L'(L2) iff ess sup 11..4(A.)Il1 < oo (the proof corresponds 

A 

to the proof of Prop. 16 and is omitted). We denote the set of all A such that A is 
defined by (10) and A E .!L'(L2) by d. 

Proposition 18. d is a v. Neumann algebra and d =com .A. If ..4 carrespooiJ.s to 
A(A.), then A* carresponds to A(A.)* 

Proof. d ~ com .A is obvious. Only com .A ~ .91 has to be proved. Let OE com .A. 
The aim is to construct a corresponding family O(A.) E .!L'(.Tt'1 ) with ess sup 1JO(A.)Il1 < oo. 
We have 1 

£¥ E L 00(F, p). (11) 

For convenience let us assume that p(F) < oo. Take a pointwise orthonormal basis 
(mod p) in .Tt'1, e1(A.), e2(A.), ... Then e1, e2, ••• E L2• We put (Oee) (A.) = fe(A.), e = 1, 2, ... 
Because of (11) we obtain with £¥1, l¥t• ••• , ~¥m E £s(F, p) 

H A. is fixed, then L~ ~¥e( A.) ee( A.)} is dense in oTt' A a.e. mod I'· Now we define an operator 

O(A.) for fixed A., by 

O(A.) c~l Ceee(A.)) := ,E cefe(A)' 

m 
O(A.) is for almost all A. mod I' defined on a dense setin.Tt'1• Then for allg(A.) = E ~¥e(A.)ee(A.), 
which are dense in L 2, already the equation e=t 

(Og) (A.) = O(A.) g(A.) (12) 
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is obtained. Now we assert: O(A.) is bounded on .;tt>, a.e. mod p and ess sup I(O(A.)II• < oo. 
Because of 0Lxt1 = Lxt10 we have A 

f II(Og) (A.)Il•2 p(dA.) ~ 110112 f llg(.:t)ll•2 ,u(dA.) 
t1 d 

for all Borel sets L1. Thus we obtain 

IIO(.:t) g(.:t)lf• ~ IIOIII!g(.:t)ll• 

a.e. mod p for g fixed. Now we choose a sequence g1(A.), g2(A.), ... such that for fixed A. 
the sequence is dense in fi'J(mod p). Then we obtain 

j = 1,2, ... , 

hence I!O(A.)IIA ~ 1[01[ for almost all A., that is, ess sup I!O(A.)IIA :S:: !lOll· Thus the equation 
( 12) can be extended to all/ E L2• • A 

Note that the conclusions of this proof can also be used to prove the following 

Corollary 19. Let L 2(F, ,u; fl'.; 9') and L 2(F, ,u; :%2 ; 9'') denote two direct integrals, 
where [1', [I'' are separable. The scalar operators corresponding to IX are denoted by La, L~'· 
If 0 is an intertwining operator for La, La', that is, La'O = OLa, IX E L00(F, ,u), 
0 E .!R(L2(F, ,u; .;tt>2 ; 9'), L 2(F, ,u; :%2 ; 9'')), then there is a family O(A.) E !R(.Tt'2, :%A) 

W'iih ess sup i[O(A.)I[A < oo such that (Of) (A.) = O(A.) /(A.) a.e. mod ,u for all f E L 2(F, ,u; 
ft' A' [I')A. 

4.4.3. A special case 

Let dim fi'A = 1, that is fi'A = CC. Then from Prop. 18 we obtain in this case Jl =com Jl, 
that is, J( is maximal Abelian (hence J( is cyclic). A case of particular interest is: 
r c 1R., r compact, ,u a finite Borel measure on r. Then Jt = Jt,.. is cyclic. A special 
operator in Jt,.. is (L2f) (A.)= A.f(A.); Jt,.. = W*(LA> 1). A special generating vector for 
L 2(F, ,u) with respect to Jt,.. isf(A.) == 1. 

A very important question is the following: Let L 2(F, ,u), L 2(F', ,u') be given. One 
asks for conditions on ,u, ,u' such that J( ,.., J( ,.. are spatial isomorphic and in particular 
LA in J(,.. and L/ in J( ,.. are unitarily equivalent. 

Lemma 20. The correspondence J(,.. 3 La ++ La' E Jf ,.. is a spatial isomorphism (that 
is, La and La' are unitarily equivalent) iff ,u and ,u' are equivalent measures, ,u = ,u'. 
J(,.. and J( ,.. are disjoint iff ,u and ,u' are disjoint measures, ,u .l ,u'. 

Proof. Let La and La' be unitarily equivalent, that is, we have an isometry from 
Y(F, p) onto L2(F', ,u'), L2(F, ,u) 3/- g E L2(F', ,u') such that ~X(A.) /(A.) -IX(A.) g(A.). In 
particular X;~(A.) /(A.) - X;~(A.) g(A.) is valid. Let L1 be compact and take /(A.) = X;~(A.), then 
X.l(A.)- zA(A.) g(A.), hence ,u(L1) = j Jg(A.)J 2 ,u'(dA.), that is ,u ~ ,u'. Correspondingly ,u' ~ ,u, 

;I 

hence p == p' follows. H ,u = ,u', then p(L1) = j e(A.) ,u(dA.) and ,u'(L1) = j e(A.)-1 ,u(dA.). 
;I ;I 

If IE L 2(F, ,u), then f lf(A.)I 2 ,u(dA.) = f I/(A.)J 2 e(A.) ,u'(dA.) that is, L 2(F, ,u) 3/(.) 
r r 
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--+ f(.) e(. )112 E L 2(F', p,') is an isometry from L 2(F, p,) onto L 2(F', p,'). Obviously 
lX(A) f(J.) --+ lX(A) f(J.) e(J.)l/2 is valid, that is, L. and L.' are unitarily equivalent. The 
proof for the second part of the lemma is omitted. • 

4.5. Unitary invariants and spectral representations 

4.5.1. Spectral forms, the corresponding direct integrals, 
and spectral representations 

In this section we start with a special kind of Example 2. Let p, be a Borel measure 
on r, let £' be a Hilbert space and E ( · ) be a spectral measure defined on fJIJ r· Assume 
that E(Ll) = 0 implies p,(Ll) = 0. Further, let:% be a generating linear manifold for£' 
with respect to E( · ). 

A family of semiscalar products s(J.; k, k'), J. E F; k, k' E:% is called a spectral form 
with respect to E( ·) if 

J s(J.; k, k) p,(d.l.) = (k, E(Ll) k'), k, k' E :%, L1 E f!IJr (13) 
L1 

is valid. Then the condition (i) of Example 2 is satisfied. If 

f s(J.; k, k') p,(d.t.) = IIE(Ll) kll2 = o 
L1 

for all k E :%, then E(Ll) f = 0 for all f E £' because :% is generating. Hence E(Ll) = 0 

and p,(Ll) = 0, that is, (ii) is satisfied. In this case we can form the direct integral 
L 2(F, p,; $'1 ) where !7 is chosen according to Example 2. Then it turns out that there 
is an isometry from£' onto L 2(F, p,; f 1) such that E(Ll) corresponds to the character
istic function XA(J.) or, equivalently, that W*(E(Ll)) corresponds to Jt. More precisely, 
we have 

Proposition 21. Let s(J.; ·, ·), J. E F, be a spectral form with respect toE(·) defined on:% 
where:% is generating with respect to£' and E( · ). Then there is an isometric operator V 
from L 2(F, p,; f 1) onto£' such that 

V((XA(J.) J,k}) = E(Ll) k, 

V(lX/) =I lX(A) E(dJ.) Vf, 
r 

k E :%, L1 E fJIJp 

lX E L""(F, p,)' I E L 2(F, ft; .i'",). 

Proof. First we define V for the functions lX(A) J 1k from /7: 

{1X(.I.) J 1k}--+ V({£X(J.) J 1k}) := f lX(J.) E(dJ.) k, k E :%, £X E L""(F, p,). 
r 

Now we calculate the corresponding scalar products. On the one hand we have, 

I = {lX(.I.) J,k} and g = IP(.t.) J,h}, 

(/,g) = f (lX(..l) J1k, p().) J1h)1 p,(d).) 
r 

= j £X(J.) /3(.1.) (J;.k, J;.h);. p,(d.l.) = J £X(.I.) [3(.1.) s(J.; k, h) p,(dJ.). 
r r 
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On the other hand we obtain (see 3.1.2) 

( j .x(J.) E(dJ.) k, j {J(J.) E(dJ.) h) = j .x(J.) {J(J.) (k, E(dJ.) h). 
r r r 

But from (13) it immediately follows that (k, E(LI) h) is absolutely continuous with 
respect to p.. and that the two integrals coincide. Hence 

(VI, Vg) = (f, g), (14) 

that is, the scalar products are invariant under V. Thus by linearity we may extend V 

to the whole .9' = L-E <Xe(J.) J,~ke} as an isometric operator. Furthe:, by continuity this 

operator may be extended to the whole Hilbert space L2(F, p..; f,~) as an isometric 
operator. But ima V =£'because f is generating. The relation V(.xl) = J .x(J.) E(dJ.) VI 

r 
follows immediately from V({J,~, k}) = k and V({.x(A.) J,~k}) = J .x(J.) E(dA.) V({J,~k}). • 

r 

Remark 22. A representation of a spectral measure of the form presented in Prop. 21, 
namely by the characteristic function with respect to a direct integral, is called a spectral 
representation of the spectral measure. 

Note that if£' and E( ·) are given, then it is always possible to choose a linear mani
fold$", a Borel measure p.. and a family of semiscalar products such that this family is 
a spectral form. It is even possible to choose :tt in such a way that it is the linear span of 
a countable set of vectors (that is, the so-called algebraic dimension of :tt is countable): 
Let e1, e2, • • • be an orthonormal basis in £1. Put p..;(LI) = (e;, E(LI) e;) and 
p..(LI) = 1: 2-"P..n(LI). Then the Borel measures p..1 , fl2, ••• are absolutely continuous 
with respect top... Put :tt =spa {el> e2, ... }.Then (e;, E(LI) e;) = J e;;(A.) p..(dA.) and one 

r 
can choose a Borel set F0 c r with p..(F0 ) = 0 such that e;; is defined on r '\. F0 for 

m " 
all i, j. Put e;;(J.) = 0 on F0• Now let I= 1: c;e;, g =I: a;e; and define s(A.; I, g) by 

i=l i=l 
s().;l, g)= l:c;a;e;;(A). Then s(J.; ·,·)is a spectral form of :tt. If E(LI) = 0, that is, 
(1, E(LI) I) = 0 for all I E £1, than P..;(LI) = 0, j = 1, 2, ... , hence p..(LI) = 0. 

In other words, the method described in Prop. 21 leads to a spectral representation 
for every spectral measure. Thus, in particular, we can associate to every bounded self
adjoint operator A a spectral representation with respect to its spectral measure where 
r = supp E c 1R is compact and A itself is represented by L,. 

4.6.2. Simple operators 

If A is simple, then the construction of 4.5.1 is very easy. In this case one can choose 
:tt = {ce; c E <C} where e is generating with respect~ A, r =spec A, p..(LI) = (e, E.t(LI)e) 
and s(A.; ae, be) = iib. Hence in this case L 2(F, p..; f,) is nothing else than L2(spec A, p..) 
and the isometric operator V of Prop. 21 is defined by 

L""(spec A, p..) 3 .x-+ V .x = .x(A) e E ;;te. 

Hence we obtain 
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Corollary 23. Let A be simple in Yt'. Then there is a finite Borel measure p, defined on 
spec A such that A is uniiarily equivalent to LA in L 2(spec A, p,). The measure class {p,} 
is a complete system of uniiary invariants of A. The invariant spec A is given by spec A 
=suppp,. 

Proof. The first part is obvious. The second part follows from Lemma 20. • 

4.5.3. Unitary invariants of an arbitrary bounded selfadjoint operator 
and the corresponding spectral representations 

First we reduce the problem of the construction of a complete set of unitary invariants 
of a selfadjoint bounded operator to the case of a simple operator. According to 2.2.1 
and 2.2.2, there is a resolution of the identity 1 =.I; E,. corresponding to a given 
operator A (where the E,. are uniquely determined) such that A I E,.Ye is of multi
plicity n. Moreover two operators A, A' are unitarily equivalent iff A I E,.Jft', 
A' I E,.'Yt'' are unitarily equivalent for all n = oo, 1, 2, ... Note that theE,. are spectral 
projections with respect to A, hence E,. = E(LI,.) with Borel sets Ll,., Ll,. n Lim = ~ (modp,), 
U Ll,. =spec A( mod p,), Ll,. are unique mod E. If A is of homogeneous multiplicity n, 
" then, according to 2.1.3, we have: A is unitarily equivalent to A1 ® 1Jt'" in Ye1 ® :f 
where A1 is simple and dim :f = n. Thus according to 4.5.2 we obtain the following 
result: 

Proposition 24. Let A be bounded selfadjoint in Yt', let A,. denote iis lwmogeneous parts 
of multipliciiy n, let A,. be uniiarily equivalent to B,. ® 1,. where B,. is simple and let 
(p,.} be the corresponding measure class. Then the sequence {p,00}, {p,t}, ... of pairwise dis
joint measure classes (of finite Borel measures on JR.) is a complete system of uniJary 
invariants of A. 

The invariant spec A can be derived from this system by 

spec A = clo {supp #oo u supp p,1 u supp p,2 u ···}. 

With the help of a special spectral representation of A, which we will derive from 
Prop. 24, the complete system of unitary invariants can be transformed into a slightly 
changed form: 

First we can renormalize each measure 1-'i such that .I; #;(1R) < oo. Then 
,u(LI) := p,00(LI) + p,1(LI) + ···defines a finite Borel measure on JR. We choose a sequence 
of pairwise disjoint Borel sets Ll 00 , Ll1, ••• with U Ll; =JR.( mod p,) such that p,(LI n Ll;) 

j 
= p,;(LI), j = oo, 1, 2, ... where the Ll1 are unique mod p,. Now we define a family of 
Hilbert spaces Yi'A by Yi'A := :f,. for A. ELl,. where :f,. is a fixed Hilbert space of dimen
sion n, and put 

[/' := {E 1Xe(A.) XEen.de(A.) kn,e; 1Xe E Loo (JR., p,), k,.,e E .Ytn}· 
n.e 
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Then we can form the direct integral L2(1R, p.; ;;tt'1; .9'). According to 4.2 we have 

co 
L2(1R, p.; ;;tt'A; .9') "" X L 2(LIII, 1-'11; f 11) • 

II=CO,l 

We obtain 

Proposition 25. (i) There is an isometric operator V from ;;tt' onto L2(1R, p.; ;;tt'1; .9') 
8'l.tCh that V(EA(LI) f) (A.) = z4(A.) ( Vf) (A.), that is, L 2(1R, p.; ;;tt'1; .9') is the direct integral 
of a spectral representation of EA( ·); the relations VAV* = L 1 and VEA(LI) V* = Lz 11 

are valid. 
(ii) The direct integral L2(1R, p.; ;;tt'1; .9') (where .9' is separalJle) is uniquely determined 

by this property up to equivalence of the measure p. and equality of dim ;;tt' 1 a. e. mod p.. 
That is: if L 2(1R, p.'; ;;tt'/; .9") denotes a second direct integral (.9'' separable), then L 1 

and L/ are unitarily equivalent iff p. == p.' and dim ;;tt'i. =dim ;;tt'/ a.e. mod p.. 

Proof. (i) We have ;;tt'"" EB E11;;tt' ""X ;;tt'11 ® f 11 ""X L 2(LI,., p.,.) ® f 11 
II ll II 

"" X L 2(LI.., f.'n; :£ 11 ) ""L2(1R., p.; ;;tt'i.; .9'). By the unitary equivalence of ;;tt' and 
L2(1R, p.; ;;tt'•; .9'), the operator A on ;;tt' is transformed into L1. on L 2(1R, p.; ;;tt'•; .9'). 
(ii) H L 2(1R, p.; ;;tt'1; .9') is given where .9' is separable, then according to 4.3.2 (basic 
isomorphism) we have L 2(1R, p.; ;;tt'•; .9') ~ L 2 X(Ae, f.'e; fe) where the Borel sets Ae 

are pairwise disjoint and f.'e(LI) = p.(LI n Lie)· This direct sum resolution corresponds 
simultaneously to the resolution of the identity, which is due to the multiplicity theory, 
with respect to L •• Thus,if a second direct integral L 2(1R.,p.'; ;;tt'/; .9'') ""X L 2(Ae' ,p.e' ;:£ ,') 
is given, then L« and L.' are unitarily equivalent iff L1.l L 2(Ae, f.'e; :£1) is unitarily 
equivalent to L/ I L 2(Ae', 1-'e'; :£ e') and this is the case, according to Lemma 20, iff 
fE~ == 1-'e' hence also Ae = Ae'(mod f.'e)· • 

Remark 26. According to Prop. 25, a complete system of unitary invariants of a 
bounded selfadjoint operator A, in terms of L 2(1R, p.; £ 1 ; !/'), is given by the measure 
Class {p.} and the so-called multiplicity function m(A.) :=dim£ •. 

The following technical lemmas are often useful. 

Lemma 27. Let H be selfadjoint and alJsolutely continuous on ;;tt'. Then there are a 
HillJert space ;;tt'l> a selfadjoint absolutely continuous operator H0 on ;;tt'0 := ;;tt' X ;;tt'1 
with H0 I ;;tt' = H and a set ~0 c::: Jt co(H0), generating with respect to ;;tt'0 and H0, 8'l.tCh 
that ior each u E ~0 there is a positive number c with the property that {elrncHou}, m = 0, =f:l, 
±2, ..• ,is an orthonormal system which is generating in clo spa {eUHou; t E 1R}. Further
more, the set~ = P Jft'~O• where P .rt' is the projection onto ;;tt', is contained in J( co(H) and 
is generating with respect to :J't' and H. If £ 0 runs through all pos~n"ble extensions of :J't', 
with the properties above, then the union of all corresponding sets !i) is generating in Jt co( H) 
(with respect to III·IIIH,co)· 

Proof. If suffices to take a part of H which is bounded and has multiplicity 1. Thus 
we can assume that H is multiplication by A. on ;;tt' = L2(LI, dA.), ILl I < oo. Let 
Ll = Ll1 u Ll 2 with disjoint Borel sets Lll> Ll 2• Assume [c1, d1] ~ Ll 1 and [~, d2] ~ .12• 

Then we put 

£ 1 = L2([cl, d1] '-. Ll1, dA.) X L2([~, d2] "- Ll 2, dA.) 
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and can identify .Tt'0 = .Tt' X .Tt't with L2([el> dt], dA) X L2([~, d2], dA). Set ~0 =lui>~} 
with Ut( ·) = let - dtl-t/2 z1c,,d,J( ·) E L2([et, dt], dA) and ~( ·) = I~ - d2l-1' 2z1c,,d1J{ ·) 
E L2([~, d2], dA.). It is a straight-forward calculation to show that ~0 has the desired 
properties. Further, we have that ~ = lv1 , v2} with vt{ ·) = let - d1 l-1i2z.:~,{ · ), v2{ ·) 

= I~ - d2 l-1'2z.:~.( • ). Clearly, ~ c:: ,/1 00(H) and is generating with respect to .Tt' and H. 
By varying the set Lit we obtain all functions z.:~,( ·) a0 with L1 0 ~ L1 arbitrary and .ao 
some positive number. This set of functions is evidently generating in ,/1 00{H) with 
respect to the norm lll·llln,oo· • 

Lemma 28. Let H be simple and let Q~o Q2 E com H be projections. Then Q1 = Q2 iff 
specc IH I Q1.Tt'} = specc IH I Q2.Tt'}. 

Proof. The "only if"-part is obvious. Let specc IH I Q1.Tt'} = specc IH I Q2.Tt'}. We 
denote this Borel set by L1 0• Because of W*(En(Ll); L1 Borel set)= comB (note that 
W*(En(Ll); L1 Borel set) is maximal Abelian, see 4.4.3) we have Q1 = En(L11), 

Q2 = En(L12), where L1 1, L1 2 can be taken as spectral cores of HI Q1.Tt', HI Q2.Tt'. Thus 
QI = En(Llo) = Q2. • 

At the end of this section let us make some remarks to the spectral representations 
of a selfadjoint operator given by Prop. 21 and Prop. 25. In both cases A is represented 
by L1 with respect to a direct integral. The direct integral of Prop. 21 is constructed 
by a spectral form on a certain linear manifold:£, and the direct integral of Prop. 25, 
by a separable !/'. It seems to be difficult {and we could not decide this question) to 
prove that the special admissible system [/' of Prop. 21 is separable, in general. This 
gap has the consequence that we cannot apply Prop. 25 to this special case; thus we 
do not know, in general, if the measure I' of Prop. 21 is from the measure class 1!-'..t} 
and if dim $"1 = m(A.) a.e. mod I' where 1!-'..t}. m(A.) are the unitary invariants of A. 

H :£has a countably algebraic dimension(:£ =spa lk10 k2, .. • }),then[/' is separable 
since $"1 = clo spa IJ2k1, J1k2, •• • } and the sequence J1k1, J 1k2 , ... is generating. 
Thus, in this case we can apply Prop. 25. 

Note that when:£ is given where:£ is generating with respect toE(·), then there 
is always a submanifold :£0 c:: f with a countably algebraic dimension such that :£0 

is already generating. Hence we may restrict a spectral form, given an:£, to :£0• Then 
!/' = {.f'IXe{A.) J 2k,;1Xe E L 00 , ke E fo} is separable and Prop. 25 is applicable. 

The advantage of the spectral representation in Prop. 21 is its explicit construction. 
This representation is especially very useful in the stationary scattering theory. The 
advantage of the spectral representation in Prop. 25, which was constructed in a more 
abstract way via the multiplicity theory, is to contain the unitary invariants explicitely 
and also that the direct integral contains a generating set{/;}· Both representations will 
be needed in this book. For convenience in the following parts we use sometimes for 
L2{L1, I'; .Tt'1 ; !/') the shorter notation L2{L1, I'; .Tt'1) without explicit referring to the 
admissible system !/'.Further it should be noted that in most cases we use separable 
admissible systems[/' (the only exception is Chapter 14). 



5. Operator Spectral Integrals 

5.1. Operator spectral integrals defined by Biemann-Stieltjes sums 

5.1.1. Definitions and connections to scalar spectral integrals 

Let E( ·) be a spectral measure with a compact support supp E c [a, b), -oo < a 
< b < oo. Let A(A) be an operator-valued function defined on [a, b). We consider 
partitions .8 of the interval [a, b) of the form [a, b) = [Ac,, .A1) u [AI> A2) u · · · u [.An_1, An) 

n 
where J.o =a, An = b, and put Llm := [.Am_1, Am), m = 1, ... , n. Thus [a, b) = U Lie and 

1,1=1 
the Lle are pairwise disjoint. Put 1.81 =max ILlel· We define an operator Fg(A) by 

e 

n 
Fg(A) := E A(x,) E{Ll,), 

e=l 
(1) 

{1) is a so-called Riemann-Stieltjes sum with respect to A(·) and E{ · ). H there is an 
operator F 0 E .!Z'(.Tf) such that lim I[Fg(A) - F 01l = 0 independent of .8 and {xe}, then F 0 

181->0 
is called the operator spedral imegral of A( ·) with respect to E( ·) and is denoted by 

II 

F 0 =: f A(A) E(dA). 
IJ 

Obviously the operator spectral integral is linear with respect to A( ·) and we have 
b II 

B f A(.A) E(dA) = f BA(A) E(dA) forB E .!Z'(.Tf). 
IJ IJ 

b 

Proposition 1. If A(A) = tX(A) 1 where £X E O([a, b)), then J A(A) E(dA) exists and 
b IJ 

coincides with the scalar spedral integral J tX(.A) E(dA). 
IJ 

n n 
Proof. We haveFg(A) = E £X(x,) E(Ll,) = J tg(A)E{d.A)where t8(.A) = E tX(x,) 'Z~m(l..). 

e=l e=l 
Because of ltg(A)I ~ I£XI and ltg(.A) - tX(A)I -+ 0 a.e. mod 1·1 we obtain the existence of 

b 

n-lim Fg(A) independent of .8 and fxe} and its equality with J tX(.A) E(dA). • 
181->0 IJ 

In particular Prop. 1 ensures the existence of the operator spectral integral for 
,. b 

operator polynomials P(.A) = E A,J.e, Ae E .!Z'{.Tf). If we put H = J AE(dA), we obtain 
b • e=l 11 J P(l..) E(dA) = E AeHe. 

a e=l 
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b b 

Proposition 2. If J A(A.) E(cll) exists and ex E O([a, b]), then also J cx(A.) A(A.) E(dA.) 
exists and we have a a 

b b b 

f cx(A.) A(A.) E(dA.) = j A(A.) E(cll) j cx(A.) E(cll). 
IJ IJ IJ 

Proof. Let Fg =}; cx(xe) A(xe) E(Lie)· Then Fg =}; A(xe) E(Lie) }; cx(x.,) E(LI.,), 
b 

but E cx(x.,) E(LI.,) is norm-convergent to J cx(A.) E(dA.) and }; A(xe) E(Lie) is norm-
b IJ 

convergent to J A(A.) E(cll). • 
IJ 

b 

Remark 3. Similarly the operator spectral integral J E(cll) B(A.) can be defined for 
IJ 

operator-valued functions B(A.) as a norm-limit of Riemann-Stieltjes sums of the form 
}; E(Lie) B(xe)· 

b 

H .LI is a Borel set, we define J A(A.) E(cll) or J E(cll) B(A.) by J z.:!(A.) A(A.) E(cll) or 
b d d IJ 

J E(cll) X<~(A.) B(A.). If supp E is noncompact, we define J A(A.) E(cll) or J E(dA.) B(A.) 
a n n 

by s-lim J A(A.) E(cll) or s-lim J E(cll) B(A.). The operator spectral integral is countably 
-co-n ..-..co_• 

additive with respect to the strong convergence. b 

H f(A.) denotes a vector-valued function, then the vector spectral integral J E{cll)/{i.) 
II 

can be defined similarly. This integral will be considered in 5.2 from another point of 
view. 

Also the operator .spectral integrals J A(A.) E(cll) and J E(cll) B(A.) can be defined 
with respect to strong convergence with the help of Riemann-Stieltjes sums 
}; A(xQ) E(Lie) f and }; E(Lie) A(xe) f. Then {j A(A.) E(c.U)) I = J A(A.) E(dA.) I and 
Q e (J E(cll) B(A.)) f = J E(dA.) B(A.) f. The latter type is a special case of a vector spectral 

integral. 

5.1.2. Existence of operator spectral integrals 
Let again E( ·)be a spectral measure with compact support supp E c [a, bJ. There is 

b 

a large class of operator functions A(i.) such that J A(A.) E(cll) exists. 
IJ 

Proposition 4. Let A(A.) be defined on [a, b) and assume the existence of the derivative 
A'().) with respect to the operator norm a.e. mod 1·1 on [a, b). Further, let A'().) be Boehner 

l b 

integrable on [a, b) and assume that A(i.) =A( a) + J A'(x) dx. Then J A(A.) E(dA.) exists 
and the estimate a a 

I j A(A) E(d.l) :> IIA(a)ll+ j IIA'(A)Il d.l (2) 

is valiiJ,. 

6 Baumgil.rtel/Wollenberg 
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Proof. First we derive an estimate for IIF,s(A)I[. We put E(.l) := E((-oo, .t)). Then 
we obtain, putting Xn = b, 

11 n 

F,s(A) = E A(x@) E([.te-1, .l@)) = E A(xe) (E(.l@) - E(.le-1)) 
e=l e=l 

n 
= A(x.) E(.ln) - A(x1) E(.l0) - }.; (A(xe) - A(xe-~)) E(.le) 

e=2 
n 

= A(b) - E (A(xe) - A(x@_1)) E(.le)· 
e=2 

Hence 
n b 

IIF.s(A)II ~ IIA(b)ll + E IIA(x@) - A(xH)i[ < IIA(b)l[ + f IIA'(.l)ll dA (3) 
e=l a 

follows. Now we choose a sequence of operator polynomials Q,.(.l) such that 

b 

J IIA'(,l) - Q.(.t)[[ dA-+ 0 as n-+ oo 
a 

A 

(see 1.2.2) and put P 11(.l) := J Q.(x) dx + A(b). Then P 11'(,l) = Q.(.l) andP11(b) = A(b). 
b b 

Applying (3) to F8(A- P.), we obtain IIF.s(A- P,.)ll ~ f IIA'(.l)- Q.(A)il dA. Note 
a 

that Fg(A) is linear in A. Finally we choose partitions .8 and .8' of [a, b) and obtain 

llF,s(A) - Fg.(A)Il:::;;; IIF,s(A- P.)ll + IIF.s(Pn)- Fg•(Pn)ll + IIF,s·(Pn- A)l!. 

Let e > 0 and fix n such that I[Fg(P11 - A)ll < e/3 uniformly with respect to g. Then 
b 

because J P 11(A)E(dA)exists,thesecondtermUF.s(P11)- F 8.(P.)Il<e/3ifl.81, 1.8'1 < 15(e). 
a 

Hence n-lim Fg(A) exists independently of .8 and moreover (2) is valid. • 
1.81-->-0 

Remark 5. A similar existence theorem can be proved also for the other types of 
spectral integrals. As a consequence we note that (for example) the vector spectral 
integral exists if /(A) is strongly continuous on [a, b], strongly differentiable on [a, b] 
and if /'(A) is also strongly continuous. Further, the operator and vector spectral inte
grals exist if the integrands A(A), B(A), /(A) are holomorphic in [a, b]. 

It is easy to derive from (2) a convergence property of the operator spectral integral 
for sequences A11(A). 

5.1.3. Integration by parts 
b 

In this section we consider J A(.l) E(dA) f as an operator spectral integral with respect 
a 

to strong convergence and assume that the conditions of Prop. 4 are satisfied (with 
respect to the operator norm). Note that E(A) f is Borel measurable for all f E .1(", 
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hence A'(A.) E(A.) f is also measurable. Further, 

b b 

f llA'(A.) E(A.) Ill dA. ::::; IIIII f IIA'(A.)II dA. < oo, 
a a 

hence A'(A.) E(A.) f is Bochner integrable in the vector sense. The operator spectra.l 
b b 

integral J A(A.) E(dA.) f can be transformed into the Bochner integral J A'(A.) E(A.) fdA. 
a a 

by the formula of integration by parts. 

Proposition 6. Suppose the assumptians of Prop. 4 are satisfied. Let [c, d] S [a, b]. 
Then 

d d 

j A(A.) E(dA.) / + j A'(A.) E(A.) / dA. =A( d) E(d) /-A( c) E(c) f. (4) 
c 

Proof. It is sufficient to prove 

(g./ A( A.) E(dA.) I) + (g. i A'(A.) E(A.) / dA.) = (g, A( d) E(d) /- A(c) E(c) /) 

for all g E £1. Further it is sufficient to prove the assertion for polynomials P(A.) (recall 
the convergence property). Thus, it is sufficient to prove the assertion for the case 
A(A.) = 1X(A.) 1 where 1X(A.), IX'(A.) are continuous on [a, b]. In this case we have to prove 

d d 

J IX{ A) (g, E(dA.) /) + J IX'(A.) (g, E(A.)/) dA. = (g, IX( d) E(d) /-IX( c) E(c) /). 
c c 

But this is nothing else than the formula of integration by parts for scalar Stieltjes 
integrals which can be applied in this case. • 

Remark 7. Formula (4) is valid also for the other integrals under the conditions of 
Prop. 4 (or the corresponding ones for vector functions). In the case of a vector spectral 
integral we have 

d d 

j E(dA.) /(A.)+ j E(A.) /'(A.) dA. = E(d) /(d)- E(c) /(c). (5) 
c 

6.1.4. An intertwining formula 

In this section we derive another transformation of certain operator spectral integrals 
into Bochner integrals via an intertwining property. This formula will be given for 
vector spectral integrals. 

Proposition 8. Let [a, b], (c, d) be intervals where [a, b] is compact. Let the vector-valued 
d 

function g(t) be strongly continuous on (c, d) and assume J l[g(t)l[ dt < oo. Let 1X(A., t) be 
c 

a scalar function defined for {A., t} E [a, b] X (c, d), assume 1X(A., t) to be continuous and 

6* 
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unifurmly bounded on [a, b] X (c, d) and let_!_ ex(A., t) be continuOUB and 
a;. 

iII :A ex( A., t) g(t) II dt < oo. 

b b d 

We put ex(H, t) = J ex(A., t) E(d.A) where H = J AE(dA) and /(A.) := J ex(A, t) g(t) dt. 
II b II C d 

Then the vector spectral integral J E(dA) /(A.) and the Bochner integral J ex(H, t) g(t) de 

exist and caincide, that is, d c 

b d d b 

f E(dA) f ex(A., t) g(t) dt = f dt f ex(A., t) E(dA) g(t). 
II C C II 

Proof. Recall the formula llex(H, t)ll = lex!(-, t). Hence we have llex(H, t1) - ex(H, t2)11 

= lex(·, t1} - ex(·, t2)1 =sup lex( A., t1} - ex( A., t2)1, that is, ex(H, t) g(t) is strongly con

tinuous on (c, d) and le[a,bl 

d d 4 

J llex(H, t) g(t)l[ dt :5: sup IJex(H, t)l[ jl[g{t)ll dt :5: sup lex(A., t)l J l[g{t)ll dt < oo, 
c IE(c,d) c l,l c 

d d 

hence J ex(H, t) g(t) dt exists. Further, f'(A.) = J _!___ ex(A., t) g(t) dt is strongly continuous 
c c a;. b 

on [a, b] and according to Prop. 4 this implies the existence of J E(dA) /(A.). The coinci-
11 

dence of these two integrals can be proved by integration by parts. We have 

b b 

f E(dA) /(A.) = [E(A.) f(A.>J: - f E(A.) /'(A.) dA, 
a a 

further 

f E(A.) /'(A.) d.A = f E(A.) f _!... ex(A., t) g(t) dt dA. b b ( d ) 

a a c a;. 

The vector-valued function E(A.) _!_ex( A., t) g(t) is strongly measurable on [a, b] x (c, d) 
and a;. 

j i II E(A.) :,t ex( A., t) g(t) II dt dA :5: j iII ~ ex( A., t) g(t) II dt dA < 00 • 

Therefore we can apply Fubini's theorem and obtain 

f E(A.) /'().) dA = f dt f - ex( A., t) E(A.) g(t) dA . d b ( b a ) 
a c a a;. 
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Applying integration by parts to the Bochner integral j [~ IX( A, t)] E(-1) g(t) d-1, we ob-
~ a ~ 

b[ a ] b j - 1X(A, t) E().) g(t) dJ. =[a( A, ·) E(J.) g(t)]ab - j 1X(A, t) E(dJ.) g(t) 
a a;. a 

hence 

b d d 

j E(J.) f'(J.) dJ. = j [1X(A, t) E(J.) g(t)]ab dt- j a(H, t) g(t) dt. 
a c c 

d d d 

But j [1X(A, t) E(J.) g(t)]ab dt = E(b) j 1X(b, t) g(t) dt- E(a) j 1X(a, t) g(t) dt = E(b) f(b) 
c c 

b d 

- E(a) f(a), thus finally we obtain J E(dJ.) f(J.) = J 1X(H, t) g(t) dt. • 
a c 

5.2. Vector spectral integrals for absolutely continuous spectral 
measures 

In the following E( ·) denotes an absolutely continuous spectral measure with compact 
support supp E ~ [a, b]. This paragraph is devoted to a definition of the vector spectral 
integral which is more closely related to the definition of the Bochner (Lebesgue) 
integral. 

5.2.1. Step functions 

Let .11, Ll 2, ••• ,Lim denote a partition of [a, b] into a finite union of pairwise disjoint 
m 

Borel sets. For step functions t(J.) = .E X<1 (J.) te the vector spectral integral is defined 
b m e=l e 

by J E(dJ.) t(J.) := .E E(Lle) te =g. Note that (te, E(dJ.) te)/dJ. exists a.e. mod 1·1 for 
a e=l 

e = 1, 2, , , m, hence (t(J.), E(dx) t(J.))/dx lx=A exists a.e. mod 1·1 and we obtain 

further 

i[E(Ll) g1[2 = J (t(J.), E(dx) t(J.))I dJ. = J (g, E(dJ.) g) dJ., 
dx x=l d). 

,j ,j 

hence 

(g,E(dJ.) g)= (t(J.), E(dx) t(J.))I (mod I· 1). 
d). dx x=l 
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Web put IYI12 := (g, E(dil) g)/dA, then IYIA = lt(il)IA(mod 1·1) and i E(dA) t(.:t) 1
2 

= f 1t(il)IA2 d.:t. 
IJ 

5.2.2. A general class IF of functions 

The vector spectral integral may be extended to a larger class of vector-valued functions. 
We consider a class /F of functions /(.l) such that the following conditions are satisfied: 

(I) /F is linear, 
(II) all step functions belong to IF, 
(III) for all f E /F the function lf(.l)l1 is defined a.e. mod 1·1 and this function is 

Borel measurable on [a, bJ. 
For example, we can choose /F such that all absolutely continuous functions (on [a, b]) 
belong to /F. For this purpose we have to show that an absolutely continuous function 
f satisfies condition (III) and, further, that (g, E(dx) /(.l)}jdxlz=A existsa.e. mod 1·1 and 
is Borel measurable for all g E ;te. 

Proposition 9. If(·) is absolutely continuous on [a,b ], then lf(A.)I< and (g, E(dx) /(A.))jdxlz=A 
exist a.e. mod 1·1 (the latter for all g E Jfe) and these functions are Borel measurable. 

Proof. First we show that IIE(.:t) /(A.)II2 is a function of finite total variation on [a, bJ. 
II 

Let [a, bJ = U [.:t,-1> .:t,] and put E, = E(.:t,), fe = /(.l,), Ll, = [A.e-1> il,]. Then 
e=1 

II II II 

E I11Eefell2 - IIEe-~/e-11121 ~ E l(f,, E(Ll,) /,)1 + 2 sup 11/(A.)II E life -fe-111 
e=1 e-1 A e=1 

and (see the proof of Prop. 4) 

Hence 

follows, that is the total variation of liE( A.) /(il)ll2 is finite, 

(6) 

Thus ~ (/(il), E(.:l) /(.:l)} exists a.e. mod I ·I on [a, b]. Further, we have 

:il (/(A.), E(.:l) /(il)) = (/(.:l), E(dx) /(A.))/dxiz=A + (/'(.:l), E(.:l) /(il)) + (/(.:l), E(il) /'(il)). (7) 
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(/'(A.), E{J.) /{A.)) exists a.e. mod 1·1· Hence from (7) we obtain the existence of 1/(A.)I• a.e. 
mod 1·1 and the Borel measurability of this function. In order to prove the second 
assertion we consider (g, E(A.) /(A.)) and we show that also this function has a finite 
total variation. We have 

.. .. 
}; l(g, Eufu) - (g, Eu-du-1)1 = }; l(g, Eufu - Eu-1/u-1)l 
e=1 e=1 

II 

=}; l(g, (Eu - Ee-d fu) + (g, Ee-1Uu -fe-1>)1 
e=1 

.. .. 
~ J: I(E(L1e) g, E(L1e) fu)l + 11!711 J: life -fe-111 

u=1 u=1 

( .. )1/2 ( .. )1/2 b 
~ u~ IIE(L1e) !7112 u~ IIE(L1u) lell2 + 11!711! 11/'(A.)II dA 

~ 11!711 II eE E(L1u) fell + 11!711 /11/'{A.)II d). ~ 11!711 (11/(b)ll + 2 j 11/'(A.)II d).), 

that is, 

var (g, E(J.) /(A.)) ~ 11!711 (11/(b)[[ + 2 j f'(A.)II d).). 
a~A~b a 

Hence~ (g, E(A.) /(A.)) exists a.e. mod 1·1 on [a, b] and is Borel measurable. Further 
d). 

we have 

d 
d). (g, E(A.) /(A.))= (g, E(dx) /(A.))jdx lz=A + (g, E(J.) f'(J.)). (8) 

From (8) we obtain the existence of (g, E(dA.) f(x))jdA.[A=z a.e. mod [· [ and its Borel 
measurability. • 

In the following we assume that ~ contains all absolutely continuous vector-valued 
functions. Further we assume ~ to be closed with respect to multiplication by scalar 
functions(¥ E L""([a, b], dA.). 

6.2.3. Vector spectral integral for functions from ~ 

A function f E ~ is called integrable with respect to the spectral measure E( ·) if there 
is a sequence of step functions t .. ( ·) such that 

b 

J J/(A.) - ln(A.)JA2 d).-+ 0, n-+ oo. (9) 
a 

The sequence t .. (.) may be chosen such that lf(J.) - t,.(A.)J1 -+ 0 as n-+ oo a.e. mod 1·[. 
Namely, (9) implies the measure convergence of lf(A.) - t,.(A.)\ 1 to 0, hence there is a sub-
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sequence which converges a.e. mod 1·1· If (9) is satisfied, we define 

b b 

f E(dA) /(A):= s-lim f E(dA) tn(A). 
a ~00 a 

(10) 

This strong limit exists because of 

II j E(dA) tn(A) -I E(dA) tm(A) 
2 b 

= J ltn(A) - tm(A)I~ dA ~ 0 
a 

as n, m ~ oo. Obviously, the limit is independent of the special sequence tn( ·).Further 
we define 

b 

f E(dA) /(A):= f E(dA) X<~(.l.) /(A). 
<1 a 

The set of integrable functions is linear. We have 

Proposition 10. Iff E :F is integrable, then 

IIi E(dJ.) /(A) 11 ~ u !/(All·· d). r 
b 

in particular J I/(A)I,2 d). < oo . 

• 

(11) 

(12) 

Proof. We put for abbreviation[!]:= (j I/(.A)J,2 d.Ar
12

.Iffisintegrable,then there 

isasequencetn with [f- tn] ~oasn~ oo.Now[tn] < oo,hence 1[/]- [tn]l ~ [f- tn] ~ 0 

that is,[/]< oo and moreover[/] n~n:, [tn]· Now we have II j E(d.l.)tn(A) II = [tn], hence 

II I E(d.l.) /(A) II = !~~ II I E(dA) tn(J.) II = [/]. • 

Proposition 11. Let f E :F be integrable and let £X E L 00 ([a, b ], d.l.). Then £Xj is also inte

grable and 

b b 

f E(d.l.) £X(.I.) /(A) = £X(H) f E(d.l.) /(A) (13) 

• • 
is valid where H = J AE(dA). 

Proof. Let <n be a sequence of scalar step functions with ess sup Ja(A) - <n(.A)J ~ 0 
A 

as n ~ oo. Further, let tn(A) be a sequence of (vector-valued) step functions with 
[/ - tn] ~ 0 as n ~ oo. Then we obtain 
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Hence 

(j J~(J.) f(J.) - •,.(J.) t,.(J.)J,2 dJ.) 
112 ~ ess :up l~(J.) - •,.(11)1 (j l/(t1)J,2 d.tr

2 

+ s~p {ess ,sup I •,.(tl)J (j /J(tl) - t,.(J.)J~· d).) 
11

] ~ 0 as n ~ oo, 

that is, ~( ·) f( ·) is integrable and we obtain 

b b b b 

j E(dJ.) ~(J.) f(J.) =s-lim j E(dJ.) •n(J.) t,.(J.) =s-lim j •,.(J.) E(dJ.) j E(dJ.) t,.(J.) 
0 n~oo a n~oo a a 

b b b 

= s-lim J •,.(11) E(dJ.) s-lim J E(dJ.) f(J.) =~(H) J E(dJ.) f(J.). • 
n~oo 0 n-+oo 0 a 

According to Prop. 11 and (11), we have 

b 

j E(dJ.) f(J.) = E(Ll) j E(dJ.) f(J.). (14) 
A a 

Thus we further obtain: 

(I) The vector spectral integral is absolutely continuous, that is, II J E(dJ.) /(.t)ll 
~ 0 as JLlJ ~ 0. A 

00 

(II) It is a-additive, that is J E(dJ.) f(J.) = J: J E(dtl) /(11), Ll = U Lle, where {Lie} is 
A e=1Ae e 

a family of pairwise disjoint Borel sets. 

From Prop. 11 it also follows that vector polynomials are integrable. From Prop. 10 
and Prop. 11 we obtain 

b 

Corollary 12. Let f E ~ be integrable and put g = J E(dtl) f(tl). Then (g, E(dtl) g)/dtl 
= lf(J.)J,2 (mod I·J). a 

Proof. We have (g, E(Ll) g)= J ((g, E(dtl) g)/dt1) d).= J lf(J.)J,2 dJ. for all Borel sets, 
hence the assertion follows. I A A 

Proposition 13. If f E ~ and if there is a sequence t,. of step functions with 

( 
b )1/2 

1/(J.) - t,.(tl)l• ~ 0 as n ~ oo a. e. mod I·J, then f is integrable iff [f]: = j lf(J.)J,2 dJ. < oo. 

Proof. Only one part has to be proved. Let [f] < oo. Further let 

( 1 _ { tn(tl) if Jt,.(J.)I• ~ lf(J.)I• (1 + 1/n), 
s,. 11.)-

0 otherwise. 

Then s,.( ·) is a sequence of step functions and lf(J.) - s,.(J.)J, ~ 21/(tl)J, (1 + 1/n). 
Hence the integrability off follows via Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem. • 

Finally we show that absolutely continuous functions on [a, b] are integrable. 
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Proposition 14. Let f be absolutely continuous on [a, b]. Then I is integrable. 

Proof. First from (7) 

b b b 

f lf(J.)I,2 d). :S:: f ~ (f(J.), E(J.) /(J.)) d).+ 2 sup llf(J.)Iljllf'(J.)I[ d). 
a a d). A a 

follows. If T(J.) denotes the total variation of (/(J.), E(A) f(J.)) with respect to [a,).] and 
if we put for abbreviation p(J.) =(/(A), E(J.) f(J.)), then p(A) = T(J.)- (T(J.)- p(J.)) 
where T(J.) and T(J.) - p(A) are monotone functions. Hence 

I b I b b ! p'(J.)dJ. = ! T'(J.) d). -J (T(J.)- p(J.))' d). 

:S:: IT(b)- T(a)l + IT(b)- p(b)- (T(a)- p(a))l ~ 2T(b) + p(b) 

follows, that is, we obtain with the help of (6) 

/lf(J.)I•2 d). ~ 2 ( (ll/(b)l[ + j l[f'(J.)Il dAr + 2 s~p ll/(J.)i[ jllf'(J.)Il dA) 

b 

+ lf/(b)lt2 + 2 sup ll/(J.)I[ J llf'(J.)II d).. 
A a 

(15) 

b 

Now we choose a sequence of polynomials qn( ·) such that J llf'(J.) - qn(A)Il dA-+ 0 and 
A a 

put Pn(A) = J qn(x) dx + f(b). Then 
b 

b 

sup 1[/(J.)- Pn(A)Il ~ J llf'(J.) - qn(A)Il d).-+ 0 as n-+ oo, 
A a 

b 

and from (15) we obtain J 1/(A) - Pn(A)I•2 d).-+ 0, n-+ oo. Because Pn is integrable, 
b a b 

also f is integrable and J E(dA) /(A) =s-lim J E(dJ.) Pn(A) follows. • 
a n--)ooo a 

Note that for (piecewise) absolutely continuous functions f(J.) on [a, b] the spectral 
b 

integral J E(dA) f(J.) (defined according to (10)) coincides with the spectral integral 
a 

defined according to 5.1.1. (the existence is ensured by Prop. 4). 

5.2.4. A spectral representation by vector spectral integrals 

The vector spectral integral g = J E(d).) f(J.) for piecewise absolutely continuous func
tions can be used for the construction of a special representation of E(LI) which turns 
out to be a spectral representation if a spectral manifold is given. In the following 
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supp E is not necessarily compact, but E( ·) is an absolutely continuous spectral measure 
as before. 

The class of all piecewise absolutely continuous vector-valued functions such that 

J E(<U) /(1.) exists is denoted by $ 0• H /E:F0, then /(I.)E!?IA a.e. mod 1·1 and 

IIJE(dl.) /(..t)JI = J I/(A.)IA2 dA (for the definition of the linear manifold !?lA see 3.5.5). 

Note that J E(<U) g = g, that is, each vectorg E l/1' can be represented as a vector spec
tral integral by "itself", /(1.) ==g. We define a map (/J from 9'"0 into l/1' by 

:Fo 3/-+ (]Jj = j E(d..l) /(A.) E l/1'. 

We have ima (/J = ;/1' and ker (/J = {/; 1/(I.)IA = 0 a.e. mod 1·1} Recall the identification 
operator DA from !idA into !?lA mod (ker I·IA)· 

Now we consider the map tP from the set# 0 of all functions {DA/(A.)}, f E $ 0, into ;/1' 
given by 

00 

# 0 3 {DA/(1.)}-+ t.f>(IDA/(A.))}) = f E(d..l) /(A.) E l/1'. (16) 
-co 

The map tP is bijective from # 0 onto;/!'. Further, therepresentation of l/1' given by tP 
is "almost" a spectral representation because 

but the value-spaces of the functions DA/(A.) are Banach spaces ~A· 
Now let .Yt be a linear manifold in l/1' which is spectral and generating with respect 

to E(Ll). Then :J'A c: ~A (see 3.5.5). Note that this implies Dlk E :J'Ao k E .Yt. Further
more, according to 4.5.1, by s(A.; k, k') := (k, E(d..l) k')/dl., I.E r, (F spectral core of 
H = J AE(<U)), k, k' E .YI", is defined a spectral form with respect toE(·) and 1·1 (note 

that E(Ll) = 0 for Ll c: r implies ILl I = 0 because r is a spectral core), that is we have 

J s(A.; k, k') dA = (k, E(Ll) k'), k, k' E .Yt, Ll E t!lr. 
;! 

Hence (according to Example 4.2) we can form the direct integral L2(F, d..l; :i'A)· Then 
we obtain 

Proposition 15. Let DA/(A.) be the representer of g E l/1' with respect to (16) and let y(l.) 
be its representer with respect to L 2(F, <U; :i'A)· Then we have 

g(l.) = DA/(1.) (mod 1·1). (17 

Proof. It is sufficient to prove (17) for the representer D1g, g E l/1'. Then we have 
to prove iDAg - g(A.)IA = 0 a.e. mod 1·1 or J iDAg - g(I.)IA2 d). = 0. Now we choose 
g11 E spa {E(Ll) k, k E .YC} such that llYn - gil -+ 0 as n-+ oo. Then we obtain 
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that is, it is sufficient to prove (17) for g =kEf. But in this case D,k = k(A.) = J,k 
is obvious (see 3.5.5., where the "enlarging" of equivalence classes with respect to f 

mod (ker 1·1•) and ~.mod (ker 1·1•) was pointed out). • 

5.2.6. Vector spectral integrals and Hilbert-Schmidt operators 

Let A E !l'2(.?1t') and let E( ·)be an absolutely continuous spectral measure. We consider 

vector-valued functions /(A.) of the form /(A.) = Ag(A.). The corresponding vector spectral 
integral is given by J E(dA.) Ag(A.), which maps the vector-valued function g(A.) into a 
vector from Y/'. The question arises if there is a simple condition on A such that 

f E(dA.) A{·} is a bounded operatorfrom L2(1R., dA.; Y/')intoY{'. Recall that(A*E(dA.) A)/ 
<U E !l'1(.?1t') a.e. mod 1·1 (see 3.4.3). 

Proposition 16. If 

ess :up II A*E~A.) A II< oo, (18) 

then j E(dA) A{.} E !l'(L2(1R., dA.; Y/'), .?It'). 

Proof. We obtain for piecewise absolutely continuous functions f E L 2(1R, dA.; .Jf') 
that 

Ill E(dA) Af(l) II' ~ _z (A/(A). E:) A/(ll)l._ • .u 

_[ (/(A.), A*~~x) A/(A.)) lz=• dA. _z (t(A.), A*E~x)A /(A.)t=• dA.. 

Recall that (A*E(dx) A)fdx exists a.e. mod 1·1 as an !l'1-derivative. Further, we get 

Finally note that the piecewise absolutely continuous functions f with f E L2(1R. dA.; .?It') 
are dense in L 2(1R., dA.; Y/'), that is, the vector spectral integral J E(dA.) Af(A.) can be 

extended continuously to a(bounded) operator defined on the whole spaceL2(1R, dA. ;.Jf').• 

5.3. Approximate operator spectral integrals 

For applications in the stationary scattering theory we introduce spectral integrals for 
approximate spectral measures. If E( ·) denotes a spectral measure, we put 

E,(LJ) := (2i~)-1 j (Rn(A.- ie)- Rn(A. + ie)) dA. = j !5,(A.- H) d.A (19) 
A A 

where <5,(A.- H) = J ~.(A.- x) En(dx). Recall that s-lim E,((a, b)) = En((a, b)) if 
<-++O 

neither a nor b are eigenvalues of H. According to (19), an operator spectral integral 
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with respect to the approximate spectral measure E,( ·) can be defined by 

b b 

j E,(ell) /(A) := j ~.(A- H) /(A) ell, e > 0, (20) 
a a 

where the right-hand side is a usual Bochner integral. The following proposition states 
a convergence property of an approximate spectral integral to a usual spectral integral 
when the spectral measure En(·) is absolutely continuous. 

Proposition 17. If En(·) is an absolutely continuous spectral measure and if f i8 an 
absolutely continuous vector-valued function on [a, b], then the convergence relation 

b b 

s-lim j E,(dA) /(A) = j En(dA) /(J.) 
<-++0 a a 

(21) 

is valid. 

Proof. Integration by parts leads to 

b b 

j En(dA) /(J..) = [En(J..) f(J.)]ab - j En(J.) f'(J.) dJ, 
a G 

and 
b b 

f E,(ell) /(J.) = [E,(J.) /(J.)]ab - f E,(J.) f'(J.) d)., 
a a 

where En( A) =En(( -oo, J.)) and E.(J.) = E,(( -oo, J.)). Then s-limE.(b)/(b) =En( b) /(b) 
e-++0 

and s-lim E,(a) /(a) =En( a) f(a). Further we have sup IIE,(J.)II < oo, hence UE,(J..) f'(J.) 
•-•+O •>O,A 

- En(J.) f'(J.)II :::;; (::;,
1 

UE,(J.)II + 1) 11/'(J.)I[ follows. Therefore we obtain, because of 

s-lim E,(J..) /'(A) = En(A) f'(J.) for almost all A mod 1·1, 
~~--++0 

b b I b 
lim f E,(J.) f'(J.) ell - f En(J.) f'(J.) d). ;;a; lim j I[E,(J.) /'(J.) - En(J.)f'(J.)i! ell = 0 

<-++0 a a s-++0 a 

according to Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem. • 

Notes and Remarks to Part I 

For functional analysis, in particular the theory of Hilbert spaces and their selfadjoint operators, 
we refer to AcBlESER/GLASMAN [1], BmMANjSoLOMJAK [1], DuNFORD/SCHWARTZ [1, 2], KATo [1], 
REED/SIMON [1, 2], TRmBEL [1], WEIDMANN [1], and YosmA [1]. See also Al.mEIN/JAucHjSINI!A 
[1]. For real-valued functions, see NATANSON [1]. For standard measure theory, the reader may 
consult HALMOS [1]. For vector measures, we recommend DIESTEL/UHL [1]. 

1.1.2. Concerning our terminology Borel field, Borel set, Borel space, we refer to TAKESAKI [1]. 
For the various types of Borel fields, Baire sets, Borel measures, Baire measures and their relations, 
see HALMOS [1]. 
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1.2.1. PETTis' measurability theorem, the relation between strong and weak p-measurability, 
can be found in DIESTEL/Um. [1, p. 42]. For the connection between Borel and p-measurable 
functions, see REED/SIMON [1, p. 116]. 

1.2.3. The theory of the Hardy classes can be found in STEIN/WEISs [1, Ch. III]; for Jt'~ and 
the Paley-Wiener theorem, see also YOSIDA [1, p. 161]. 

1.2.4. The Radon-Nikodym property is extensively discussed in DIESTEL/UBL [1]. The re
presentation 4>(LI) = J f(J.) 14>1 (dJ.) with the properties described in this section is proved in DIESTEL/ 

ll 
Um. [1, p. 79]. The weak differentiation property for a vector measure 4> of bounded variation is 
proved in GELFAND/So:HILoW [3, p. 154]. 

1.2.5. The proofs of Prop. 1 and 2 are given in ASANO [1967 a]. For Prop. 3, 4, and 5, the reader 
may consult STEIN/WEISS [1, Ch. II and VI]. The convolution theorem may be found in YosmA 
[1, p. 160] or REED/SIMON [2, p. 6]. It says 1f = 1• f with(/ • g) (y) = (2n)-n/2 f f(y - x) g(x) dx. 

1.3.2. Theequalityofthevarious types ofholomorphis operator functions is proved in YOSIDA 
[1, p. 218]. 

1.3.4. For trace operators, trace, and determinant, see GoHBEBG/KBElN [1]; see also DUNFORD/ 
ScHWARTZ [2], Lemma 7 is due to BmMAN(ENTINA [1967a]. 

1.3.6. For DuNFORD's calculus, see Du:N'FoRD/SoUWARTZ [1]. 
1.4.1. For the theorem of GELFAND-NEIMA:BX: (= NEuliiARX:), GELFAND's isomorphism, see 

NEUMARK [1, p. 228]; see also REED/SIMON [1]. 
1.4.2. KAPLANSKY's lemma, the double commutant theorem, and related facts are proved in 

ARVESON [1]. 
Chapter 2. A general reference is ARvESON [1]. In particular the famous Theorem 1 is proved 

there. The material presented in Chapter 2 is organized according to this reference. 
3.1.3. There are many references for the famous spectral theorem, see e.g. KATo [1, p. 360] and 

DUNFORD/ScitWARTZ [2, p. 48]. 
3.2.1. A proof that weak measurability of a group implies strong continuity can be found in 

REED/SIMON [1, p. 268]. 
3.3.6. The concept of spectral core (not the term itself) is due to KATo [1968a]. 
3.4.1. WIENER's theorem is proved in REED/SIMoN [3, p. 340]. 
3.5.2. The relation between .ff oo(H) and Pj{Jt' has been noticed first by GusTAFSON/JOHNSON' 

[1974a]. 
3.5.3. The inequality (36) is due to RosENBLUM (RosENBLUM's lemma), see for example AcHlE

snfGLASliiAN [1, p. 300]. 
3.5.4. Remark 31 is an easy consequence of the fact that absolutely continuous functions map 

null sets into null sets (see NATANSON [1, p. 277]), Prop. 29, 30 and that "'-1(x) exists and is abso
lutely continuous on ~X(spec H) when ~X'(x) > 0 on spec H (see NATANSON [1, p. 308]). See also 
KATo [1, p. 547]. Note that even continuous functions, in general, do not map null sets into null 
sets and therefore P:'ln1 ;'£; .P"Ji is not true for arbitrary continuous functions "'· For example, 
let ~X(x) = x + ~X0(x) on [0, 1] where "'cis the Cantor function (see NATANSON [1, p. 239] or REED/ 
SIMON [1, p. 21]). ~X(x) is strictly monotone increasing on [0, 1] and continuous. Thus "'-l(x) exists, 
is continuous and monotone on [~X(O), ~X(1)]. Put Jt' = L2([0, 1], dx), Jt'' = £2([~X(O), ~X(1)], dx), 
H = x on Jt' and U: Jt'....,. Jt'' the unitary map defined by (U/) (x) = /(~X-1(x)). Then we have 
that U transforms ~X(H) on Jt' into H' = x on Jt''. Thus ~X(H) is absolutely continuous, but H has 
asingularcontinuouspartsince~X(x) has the singular continuous part ~Xc(x). Therefore 1 = P":n > Pj}. 

Chapter 4. General references for direct integrals are lliXliiiER [1] and NEmARK/FoMIN [1955a]. 
The proofs of Prop. 12 and 13 can be found in DIXMIER [1]. For 4.4, see e.g. NEmARK/FOMIN 
[1955a]. Lemma 20 is given in ARVESON [1]. 

Spectral forms were introduced by KATo and KURODA (see KATofKURODA [1970a], [1971a]). 
Also Prop. 21 is essentially due to KATofKuRODA [1970a]. The arguments in the remark after 
Prop. 21 can be found for example in GELFAND/WILENKIN [1, p. 125]. 

Chapter 5. Operator spectral integrals were introduced, in the form presented here, by DALEmd 
KBElN [1965a]. The first application of such operator spectral integrals to scattering theory is 
due to BAUliiGARTEL [1967a]. Other definitions of operator spectral integrals, applications, and 
related problems are to find in GALINDO-TIXAIRE [1959a], BmMAN/SOLOMJAK [1966a], [1967a], 
[1973a], PRuGOVECKI [1969a], [1971 b], PEARSON [1971a], AliiREIN/GEORGEsoufJAUCH [1971a], 
and THOMAS [1975a]. 



Part II. Algebras of Asymptotic Constants 

This part is devoted to the study of asymptotic constants, that is, those operators X 
for which XH(t) = eitH Xe-ltHp'J{ tends to a limit X+ as t ~ oo (H denotes a fixed 
selfadjoint operator on a Hilbert space ~). The restriction to the absolutely continuous 
subspace P:J~ of H is suitable in many applications and makes the theory suffi
ciently rich in useful mathematical results. With each of both limiting processes de
scribed in the introduction of this book, s-lim and absolute Abelian limit, the set of 
asymptotic constants forms an algebra, also called wave algebra (for H). 

Sometimes one is also interested in the asymptotic behavior of XH(t) for large negative 
values of the parameter t. But since XH(t) = x_H( -t), this is equivalent to the asympto
tic behavior of x_H(t) fort~ oo. Thus, to ask whether XH(t) tends to a limit as t ~ -00 

means to ask whether X is an asymptotic constant for -H. 
Here the main motivation for the investigation of these algebras is the fact that the 

wave operators - or some other objects connected with them - are asymptotic con
stants. Thus we study such properties above all which are important in the theory of 
the wave operator. For instance, projections and partial isometries are considered in 
detail. Further, we deal with topological properties of wave algebras. It is remarkable 
that by introducing a suitable topology one gets that every asymptotic constant X 
is a limit of a sequence X,. = A,. + 0,. where A,. E com H and 0,. are finite-dimensional 
operators. In particular, we also discuss the problem to determine the set of all self
adjoint operators H' which generate (in the sense of the asymptotics of XH.(t)) the 
same algebra of asymptotic constants as H. This problem is completely solved in the 
special case of operators H' which commute with H. 

Another motivation to study asymptotic constants comes from the so-called algebraic 
approach to scattering problems. Physically one can interpret H as the Hamiltonian of 
a quantum mechanical system, Pa;}~ as the set of scattering states (at least in many 
physically interesting cases) and XH(t) as the time evolution of an observable X on the 
scattering states in the Heisenberg picture. If H represents the Hamiltonian of an 
interacting system and H 0 that of the corresponding free system, then the usual scat
tering theory compares the evolutions e-itH and e-UH, asymptotically. From a physical 
point of view it is more natural, in quantum mechanical scattering situations, to compare 
the corresponding time evolutions of certain observables (characteristical for scattering 
experiments), i.e. XH(t) and XH,(t). In particular, if one only considers observables 
characterizing the free motion (e.g. functions of momenta and angular momenta), then 
one expects that these observables are asymptotic constants for Hand for -H, i.e. the 
time evolutions XH(t) of these observables X tend to limits X+ and X_ when t ~ oo 
and t ~ -oo, and that the limits X+ and X_ provide information on the scattering 
process. This is the physical background for the algebraic scattering theory, partly 
studied in Chapter 10 (Part III). 
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In this part :Ye denotes a separable Hilbert space and H is a selfadjoint operator 
acting on it. To avoid trivial cases, we assume P:;i > 0 throughout this part. Further, 
we shall often use the notations pac := P:;i, R(z) := R8 (z) and E( ·) := E8 ( • ). When 
d is an algebra of operators and Q E d is a projection, then we sometimes write d I Q 
for the subalgebra {A E .91; A= AQ = QA}. 



6. General Theory of Asymptotic Constants 

6.1. Special limiting processes for vector- and operator-valued 
functions 

As a preliminary to the study of limits of operator-valued functions eiiB'Xe-liB we 
here collect some facts about different limiting processes for functions from L00(lR+, dt ;£). 

6.1.1. .A class of equivalent limiting processes 

Let u E L 00(lR+, dt; £). Then besides the strong limit, s-lim u(t), we consider other 
t-+oo 

limiting methods which are defined by means of certain nonnegative functions g.(t), 
e > 0. First we define a special class of such functions. 

Definition 1. The function OJ, E L00(lR+, dt), e > 0, is called an averaging fu'l'tetiun 
if it satisfies the following conditions: 

{I) OJ,(t) ;;;::: 0, 

(II) OJ,(t) := etp(et), 

(III) f k(t) dt = 1 with k(t) : = e-'tp( e-1); i.e. OJ, E D(IR+> dt), 

(IV) !:(p) := (2n)-I/2 J k(t) e-ipt dt =F 0 for all p E IR. 

Now we have the following important statement. 
00 

Lemma 2. Let u E L00(lR+> dt; Jl!'). A88Ume that the stronglimitu+ :=s-lim J OJ,,1 (t) u{t)dx 
.-++Oo 

exists for some averaging function OJ,,1• Then for any other averaging function OJ,,2 the 
00 

strong limit s-lim J OJ,, 2(t) u(t) dt also exists and is equal to u+ (the integrals are Bochner 
.-..+o o 

integrals with respect to £'). 

Proof. First we use the special structure of the averaging functions OJ,,i to obtain 

00 00 00 

J OJ,,i(t) u(t) dt = J etpi(et) u(t) dt = J e-Etpi(e-~t) u(t) dt 
0 0 0 

00 00 

= J e-Etpi(e~-E) u(e~) e~ drJ = J kj(e - rJ) u(e~) drJ, 
-oo -oo 

where we have made the transformations e = e-E and t = e'~. Thus the limite~ +0 
is equivalent to the limit ~ ~ oo. That means that the limits in the lemma correspond to 

00 

u+ =s-lim J kM -rJ) u(e'~) drJ. 
<~oo -oo 

(1) 

7 Ballillllirtei/Wollenberg 
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Now we use the following theorem (see I!ILLE/PH!LLIPs [1, p. 156]): Let k1( ·) E L1(1R, dt) 
and let its Fourier transform be different from zero for all real arguments. Let Tc:!( ·) 
E L1(1R, dt) and let v(x) be a uniformly bounded and J·J-measurable function from 1R into 
a Banach space!!/,'. Assume s-lim J k1(y - x) v(x) dx = v+ J k1(x) dx exists with v+ E [E. 

,-..oo 
Then s-lim J k2(y - x) v(x) dx exists and equals v+ J k2(x) dx. 

,-..oo 
Applying this statement to our situation and using the properties of ki, we get that 

(1) for j = 1 implies (1) for j = 2, and this proves the lemma. • 

Remark 3. This lemma shows that all limiting processes generated by averaging 
functions are equivalent. Thus it is sufficient to consider one special averaging function 
and the corresponding limiting process. 

Our next goal is to deduce that the class of averaging functions is wide enough to include 
many different means. 

00 

Example 4 (Abel mean). The Abelian limit is defined by s-lim e I e--e1u(t) dt. Thus ro.(t) = e e--et 
.-..+o o oo 

and VJ(t) = e-f in this case. Further, k(t) = e-1 e-(e-•). Then we get I k(t) dt =I e-1tp(e-1) dt = I VJ(X) 
00 0 

X dx = I e-t& dx = 1; i.e. condition (III) of Definition 1 is satisfied. The Fourier transform 
0 

of k(t) is given by ~(p) = (2n)-112 T(1 + ip) (see GRADiiTEfN/RY~IK [1, p. 322]) and therefore 
different from zero for all real p. Thus all assumptions of Definition 1 are fulfilled, that is, e e ..... t is 
an averaging function. 

T 
Example 6 (Cesaro mean). The Cesaro limit is defined by s-lim T-1 I u(t) dt. Setting T = e-1, 

oo T~oo 0 
we get the standard form s-lime I X[o,11(et) uO) dt. Thus ro,(t) = EX[o,11(et) and tp(t) = x10,11(t) in 

.-..+o o 
00 00 

this case. Further, k(t) = e-1x1o,oo)(t) and I k(t) dt = I e-1 dt = 1. The Fourier transform of lc(t) 
-oo 0 

can be easily calculated to ~(p) = (2n)-112 (1 + ip)-1 =I= 0 for all real p. All together we have that 
the function ex10,11(et) representing the Cesaro limit is an averaging function. 

Example 6 (second Holder mean). The second Holder limit is defined by 

T f 
s-lim T-1 I dt t-1 I u(t') dt'. 
T-+co 0 0 

This can be transformed into 

T T T 
s-lim T-1 I u(t') dt' I t-1x1o,oo)(t - t') dt = s-lim T-1 I f.r(t) u(t) dt 
T~ o o T~ooo 

with fT(t) = log (Tft). Setting T = e-1 we get the standard form 

00 

s-lime I X[o,11(et) log (1/Et) u(t) dt • 
.-..+O 0 

Thus ro.(t) = "Xro,11(et) log (1/Et) .. and tp(t) = x10,11(t) log (t-1). Further, k(t) = X[o,ooJ(t) e-'t, 
f k(t) dt = 1. Then (see GRAD!ITEIN/RYm [1, p. 324]) ~(p) = (2n)-111 (1 + ip)-B, and this proves 
that (III) and (IV) of Definition 1 are fulfilled. Hence the function ex10,11(et) log (1/et) representing 
the second Holder mean is an averaging function. 

From these examples of averaging functions we see that one can take the Abel mean 
as a representer for all limiting processes with averaging functions. Thus we are led to 
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Definition 7. Let u E L 00 (1R., dt; £'). 

(a) The vector u+ E £'is called Abelian limit of u(t), denoted by u+ =A-lim u(t), if 
oo t-+oo 

for some (and thus all) averaging function w., s-lim J w,(t) [u(t) - u+] dt = 0 exists. 
e-++O 0 

(b) The vector u+ E £' is called absolute Abelian limit of u(t), denoted by 
00 

u+ = IAI-lim u(t), if for some (and thus all) averaging function w., s-lim j w,(t) llu(t) 
t-+oo e-++Oo 

- u+ll2 dt = 0 exists. 

Later we shall see that for abstract considerations the Abelian averaging function 
w,(t) = e e-tl is very useful whereas for concrete calculation the Cesaro averaging 
function w,(t) = ex[o.t1(et) is more important. An essential property of the limiting 
processes which we consider is that they are invariant with respect to translations, 
this means that they are invariant means. 

Lemma 8. The strCYIU), Abelian, and absolute Abelian limit are invariant with respect to 
translations, that is, when u E L 00(1R., dt; £') and ua(x) := u(x + a), a E JR., then 
s-lim u(t) = u+, A-lim u(t) = u+ or IAI-lim u(t) = u+ implies s-lim ua(t) = u+, A-lim ua(t) 

t-+oo t-+oo t-+oo t-+oo t-+oo 
= u+ or f-AI-lim ua(t) = u+, respectively. 

t-+oo 

Proof. For the strong limit this is trivial. A straightforward calculation shows that 
the Cesaro mean is invariant with respect to translations, and so are the Abelian mean 
and absolute Abelian mean because of Lemma 2 and Definition 7. • 

Next we prove that under additional assumptions on u(t), IAI-lim u(t) = 0 implies 
1-+oo 

that a certain discrete mean of u(t) vanishes, similar to the trivial fact that s-lim u(t) = 0 
implies s-lim u(t,.) = 0 for each sequence t,.-+ oo as n-+ oo. t-+oo 

n-+oo 

Lemma 9. Assume that u E L 00(1R.+> dt; £'), u(·) is uniformly continuous in t E ~ 
N 

and that IAI-lim u(t) = 0 exists. Then for each a E JR.+> lim N-1 E llu(a(n- 1))112 = 0. 
t-+oo N-+oo n=t 

N 

Proof. First we show that uN(t) := N-t E llu(a(n- 1) + t)W• 0 ~ t ~a, is equi-
continuous with respect to N. We have n=t 

N 

!uN(tt) - uN(t2)1 :5: N-t E lllu(a(n.- 1) + t1)lj2 -llu(a(n- 1) + t2)1j2l 
n=t 

By the uniform continuity of u(t), we get that each summand tends uniformly inn to 
zero as Itt - t21-+ 0. Thus the left side vanishes uniformly inN as Itt- ~I-+ 0. 

7* 
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T 

Now we have lim T- 1J \lu(t)\12 dt = 0. Set T =aN. Then 
T-7oo o 

aN N an 

(aNt1 J llu(t)1[2 dt = (aNt 1 J: J \lu(t)\12 dt 
0 n=l a(n-1) 

a N 

= a-1 J N-1 J: liu(a(n- 1) + t')ll2 dt' 
0 n=l 

a 

= a-1 J uN(t) dt--* 0 as N--* oo. 
0 

By the equicontinuity of uN(t), this implies uN(t)--* 0 as N-+ oo for each t E [0, a] and 

proves the lemma. • 

Occasionally, we shall also need 

Lemma 10. Let f E L00(1R.+, dt) and f(t) ~ 0 a.e. (mod 1·1). Then A-lim /(t) = 0 is 

equivalent to A-lim /(t)2 = 0. Hoo 

l--700 

Proof. The proof is a consequence of the estimates 

T T 

T-1 J j(t)2 dt ~ 1/( · )loo T-1 J f(t) dt, 
0 0 

T T 

T-1 J f(t) dt = J (T-1' 2) (T-1i2j(t)) dt 
0 0 

( 
T )1/2 ( T )1/2 ( T )1/2 

~ ! T-1 dt ! T-1/(t)2 dt = T-1! /(t)2 dt . • 

Sometimes it is useful to formulate the absolute Abelian limit with the help of a 

family of semiscalar products and seminorms on L""(1R+> dt; £). Let u, v E L00(1R.+, dt; £). 

Then we define a semiscalar product [ ·, · ], by (w, averaging function) 

00 

[u, v], := J w,(t) (u(t), v(t)) dt, e > 0. (2) 

0 

The corresponding seminorm [ · ], is given by [u], := [u, u],1i2• Some elementary pro

perties and the relation to IAI-lim are collected in 

Lemma 11. Let u, v E L""(1R.+, dt; £). Then: 

(i) l[u, v],l ~ [u], [v]., 

(ii) [u ], ~ luloo, 

(iii) [ u, v ], = ( u0 , v0) for functions u( t) : = u0, v( t) : = v0 for all t E 1R.+. 

(iv) IAI-lim u(t) = u0 is equivalent to lim [u - u0], = 0, where u0 denotes the vector 
l--700 E--7+0 

function u0(t) : = u0 for all t E 1R.+. 
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Proof. The proof is elementary and is omitted. • 

By means of this definition of the absolute Abelian limit, we prove 

Lemma 12. Let u, v E L00(1itt, dt; £').Suppose thatu+ = JAJ-lim u(t) andv+ = JAJ-lim v(t) 
t-;oo f-';-OO 

exist. Set w(t) := (u(t), v(t)) and w+ := (u+> v+)· Then A-lim w(t) = w+ exists. 
l---700 

Proof. By Lemma 11, we have 

J[u, v], - (u+, v+)l = J[u, v], - [u+, v+]el = J[u- u+> v], - [u+, v - v+]el 

< [u- u+]e [v], + [v- v+]e [u], ~ [u- u+]e Jvloo + [v- v+]e Juloo 

with u+(t) = u+ and ii+(t) = v+ for all t E JR.+. This estimate proves the lemma. • 

6.1.2. Strong, Abelian and absolute Abelian limits 

In this section we establish the relations between the three different limits: strong, 
Abelian and absolute Abelian limits. The next lemma is basic for this. 

Lemma 13. Let u E L00(lR+, dt; £'). Then "IAJ-limu(t) = u+ exists" is equivalent to 
the existence of a Borel set L1 ~ JR.+ such that l-7oo 

I 

(i) lim t-1 f XA(t') dt' = 0, 
l---700 0 

(ii) s-lim u(t) = u+, that is, for each e > 0 there is T(e) > 0 such that llu(t) - u+ll ~ e 
IEIR+ ,Lf.l---700 

fortE JR.+"-. L1 and t ~ T(e). 
T 

Proof. 1. First we prove that (i) and (ii) imply lim T-1 J llu(t) - u+ll2 dt = 0 i.e. 
T-7oo 0 

JAJ-lim u(t) = u+. By (ii), for each e > 0 there is T(e) > 0 such that llu(t) - u+ll ::;: e 
l---700 

for all t ~ T(e) and t E JR+ "-. L1. Thus, forT> T(e), 

T T 

T-1 J JJu(t) - u+ll2 dt = T-1 J XA(t) llu(t) - u+ll2 dt 
0 0 

T(s) T 

+ T-1 J (1- XA(t)) Jlu(t) -u+ll2 dt + T-1 J (1- XA(t)) llu(t) -u+J!2dt 
o n~ 

Then (i) and the arbitrariness of e > 0 prove that the left side vanishes as T -+ oo, and, 
therefore, jAj-lim u(t) = u+ exists. 

l---700 
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T 

2. NowweassumelimT-1 jllu(t) -u+ll2 dt =0. Then there is a zero sequence{e,.} suchtha.t 
" 7'-o-ao 0 

e, :;;::: n-1 J llu(t)- u+ll2 dt and e,. ~ en+t· Now let ln,. = {t e JR.+; t e [0, n), llu(t)- u+ll2 

0 "" :;;::: fe:}, m,. = ln, n [n - 1, n) and m = u m,.. Clearly m n [0, n) ~ ln,.. ThllB we get, 
UBing the definitions of e, and ln,., n=t 

T N 

T-1 f X!DI(t) dt ;:;;;; T-1 f X~nN(t) dt + (T - N)/T 
0 0 

N 

~ (T- N)/T + N-1 J x~nN(t) llu(t)- u+ll2 BN-112 dt 
0 

N 

< (T - N)/T + ((e; N)-1 j !lu(t) - u+ll2 dt 
0 

~ (T - N)/T + (;;- 0 as T- oo (thus N- oo) 

where N is the greatest natural number contained in (0, T]. Setting Ll = IDl, this proves 
(i). By construction, it is immediately clear that on the set JR.+'\. 9Jl the function 
llu(t) - u+ll tends to zero as t-oo. This shows that (ii) is also satisfied. • 

From this statement if follows easily that the absolute Abelian limit is a regular 
extension of the usual strong limit. 

Corollary 14. Let u E L""(JR+> dt; ~). Assumeu+ =s-lim u(t) exists. Then IAI-lim u(t) 
also exists and is equal to u+. t-+ao t-+ao 

Now we describe the relation between the Abelian and the absolute Abelian limits. 

Lemma 15. Let u E L""(~, dt; ~). Then the following two conditions are equivalent: 

{i) u+ = IAI-lim u(t) exists, 
t-+ao 

(ii) u+ = A-lim u(t) and llu+ll2 = A-lim Uu(t)ll2 exist. 
1--+ao 1--+ao 

Proof. 1. First we show that (i) implies (ii). The first assertion of (ii) follows from the 
estimate 

co "" J w,(t) llu(t) - u+ll dt ~ J w,(t) (u(t)- u+) dt 
0 0 

and Lemma 10. The second assertion of (ii) is a consequence of Lemma 12. 

2. Now we prove the other direction. We have 

"" "" J w,(t) liu(t) - u+ll2 dt = J w,(t) (llu(t)ll2 + llu+ll2) dt 
0 0 

"" - J w,(t) [(u(t), u+) + (u+, u(t)] dt. 
0 
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A-lim u(t) = u+ implies that the second term on the right side tends to -211u+ll2• By 
t--+oo 

the second condition in (ii), the first term tends to 211u+ll2• Thus the right side of the 
equation above vanishes as e-+ +O and this proves that IAI-lim u(t) = u+ exists. • 

From this statement we obtain that the Abelian limit is a regular extension of the 
absolute Abelian limit. 

Now we consider these limiting methods for operator-valued functions. 

Definition 16. Let X(t) be a uniformly bounded, strongly !·!-measurable function 
from 1R.+ into !l'(.Yt', .Yt'') (.Yt'' a separable Hilbert space). 

(I) H there is a bounded operator X0 such that for all u E .Yt', IAI-lim X(t) u = X 0u 
1--+oo 

exists, then we write IAI-lim X(t) = X0 and say X0 is the absolute Abelian limit of X(t). 
t-+oo 

(II) If there is a bounded operator X0 such that for all u E .Yt', A~lim X(t) u = X 0u 
1--+oo 

exists, then we write A-lim X(t) = X0 and say X0 is the Abelian limit of X(t). 

We use the same notations as in the case of vector-valued functions because it is 
convenient and cannot give any confusion. Obviously, the limit X0 is uniquely deter
mined by both limiting processes. 

Lemma 17. Let X(t) be a uniformly bounded, strongly !-!-measurable function from 1R.+ 

into .!l'(.Yt', .Yt'') (.Yt'' a separable Hilbert space). Tken IAI-lim X(t) = X0 i8 equivalent 
to the existence of a Borel set Ll c 1R.+ suck tkat t--+oo 

t 

(i) lim e-1 J X<~(t') dt' = 0, 
t-+oo 0 

(ii) s-lim X(t) = X0 • 
IEJR+ ,<1,1--+oo 

Proof. 1. Assume that (i) and (ii) are satisfied for X(t) and X0• Then X0 is bounded, 
and an application of Lemma 13 proves IAI-lim X(t) = X0• 

1--+oo 

2. Now assume IAI-lim X(t) = X0 exists. Let {u11h 00 be dense in the unit sphere llull = 1 
1--+oo 

of :Jt' and define s(t) = £ 2-11 11(X(t) - X0) U 11 112• Then II(X(t) - X0) Unll2 ~ 2Rs(t). Further, 

T oo T oo 

T-1 J s(t) dt = £ 2-np-1 J II(X(t)- X0) U 11 112 dt ~ E 2-n sup IIX(t)- X 0 112 • 

O 11=1 O n=l IE]R+ 

Since each term under the sum (in the middle) tends to zero as T -+ oo and since the 
series is uniformly convergent in T E 1R.+, we get that the left side tends to zero as 
T-+ oo. Thus we can apply Lemma 13 to s(t) (.Yt' = CC in this case) and get that 

t 

there is a set Ll c 1R.+ such that lim t-1 J X<~(t') dt' = 0 and lim s(t) -+ 0. Because of 
t-+oo 0 IElR+ ,<1,1--+oo 

II(X(t) - X0) unll2 ~ 2Rs(t) this implies s-lim X(t) U 11 = X0 U 11for all n. Since X(t) - X0 is 
IE]R+ ,<1,1--+oo 

uniformly bounded, this can be extended to all vectors u E .Yt' which proves (i) and 
(ii) .• 
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Remark 18. Lemma 17 shows that the absolute Abelian limit does not differ very 
much from the strong limit and that they have common properties. For instance, when 
X 1(t): JR.+ ---? !l'(£, £') and X2(t): JR.+ ---? !l'(£', £") are strongly continuous, are 
uniformly bounded and have the limits X 1 = IAI-lim X1(t) and X2 = IAI-lim X2(t), 
then the limit IA!-lim X2(t) Xl(t) = x2xl also exists.t->-oo Hoo 

1-->-oo 
Since we shall often get the same results for both s-lim and IAI-lim, we introduce the 

common symbol Lim if the statements are valid for both limiting methods. 

6.2. Definitions and general properties 

6.2.1. The definition of asymptotic constants 

Before turning to the definition of our main objects, the asymptotic constants, we 
present some simple features of operatorfunctions X(t) = e11H'X e-ltH where H, H' are 
selfadjoint on the separable Hilbert spaces 71', 71'' and X E !l'(£, £'). Since e-ItH, 
eitH' are strongly continuous and X is bounded, X(t) is also strongly continuous and 
uniformly bounded. The following statement shows that the domain of the limits of 
X(t), as t ---? oo, is given by a subspace :£ invariant under H. 

Proposition 19. Let X(t): lR.---? !l'(£, 71'') be as above. Then the set of all f E £' such 
that Lim X(t) f = f+ exists is a subspace :£ invariant under H; that is, the projection P 

t-+oo 

onto:£ commutes with H. 

Proof. 1. Obviously, :£ is linear. Let In E :£ and f =s-lim fn· Then f E :£ follows 
n->-oo 

from the uniform boundedness of X(t) and the estimate II(X(t) - X(t')) !II 

~ II(X(t) - X(t')) /nil + IJX(t) - X(t')IJII/- fnll· 
2. To prove that :£ is invariant under H, by clo spa {E(LI) f; Ll Borel set) 

= clo spa {e-11Hj; t E JR.} (see Section 3.2.3), it is sufficient to verify that f E :£implies 
e-ltHI E :£for all t E JR. But this follows from X(t) e-IsHj =e-lsH'X(t + s) 1. the fact 
that Lim X(t) f =I+ implies the existence of Lim X(t + s) I = f+ (Lemma 8), and 

t->-oo 1-+oo 
Lim BX(t) I= B Lim X(t) I forB E !l'(.J't', £"). • 
t-+oo t-+oo 

From the proof of this proposition we immediately obtain 

Corollary 20. Let X(t) and :£ be as in Prop. 19. Let .A be a subset of :£. Then 
clo spa {E(LI) f; f E .A, Ll Borel set} ~ :£. 

This technical corollary reduces existence considerations of limits of X(t) to the 
corresponding ones on certain subsets. Recall the definition of a generating set with 
respect to a subspace Q£' and H (see Section 3.1.4). Then this notion and Corollary 20 
leads immediately to 

Corollary 21. Let X(t), P and :£be as in Prop. 19. Let .A be a generating set with respect 
to Q;te and H (Q a projection) and assume .A~:£. Then Q ~ P. 

After these preliminaries we can now define the main objects of this part. Recall 
that always pac > 0 is assumed. 
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Definition 22. The symbol ,.,a denotes the map from the set of all X E .!l'(Jt') for 
which X 0 : = Lim e11a X e-uapac exists into .!l'(Jt') defined by p.a: X~ X0 shortly 

1--+oo 

written X 0 = p.a(X). The domain, image, and kernel of the map ,.,a are denoted by 
dom ,.,a, ima ,.,a, and ker p.a, respectively. The map p.8 is called the wave morphism. In 
case Lim= IAI-lim we write p.3 8 and in case Lim= s-lim we write p.88 • 

Sometimes we shall say X is an aaymptotic constant when X belongs to dom p..a. The 
next statement asserts that f.'aa is a regular extension of the wave morphism f.'s a· Thus 
we can also use the notation asymptotic constant for operators X E dom f.'s a· Occasion
ally, we shall also say strong aaymptoticconstantin this case to emphasize that e11a X e-ua pac 
even tends strongly to its limit. 

Theorem 23. If X E dom p.8a, then X E dom f.'aa and f.taa(X) = p.8a(X). 

Proof. The proof is a simple consequence of Corollary 14. • 

An easy consequence of Corollary 21 is the following useful result. 

Proposition 24. Let X E .!l'(Jt') and let Jt be a generating set with respect to pac,;t> 
and H. Then the existence of Lim e118X e-uapacu for all u E Jt implies X E dom ,.,a. 

t--+oo 

6.2.2. Simple properties of the wave morphism 

First we collect some basic facts on the wave morphism p.8 • 

Theorem 25. The map p.8 has the following properties: 

(i) If X E dom ,.,a, then p.8 (X) E !l'(Jt') and llp.8 (X)II ~ lfXI!. 

(ii) dom p.8 is a linear space and p.8 (a1X 1 + a2X2) = a1p.a(X1) + a2p.a(X1), a1, ~ E «:: 
and X1, X2 E dom p.a. 

(iii) imap.a ={X; X E comB, X= pacX = xpac} =(com H) I psc. 

(iv) dom ,.,a = ima ,.,a E9 ker p.8 and p.8 (X) = X iff X E ima p.a. 

(v) If X E ker p.8 , then BXO E ker ,.,a for all B E .!l'(Jt') and 0 E com H. 

(vi) dom p.a is an algebra and p.a(X1X2) = p.a(X1) p.a(X2) for all X1, X 2 E dom p.a. 

(vii) If X E dom p.8 and X is selfadjoint, then p.8 (X) is also selfadjoint. 

(viii) If X E dom p.a and X is a projection, then p.a(X) is also a projection. 

Proof. (i). This follows easily from the fact that p.a(X) is a strong limit of 
eit,.ax e-u.apsc for a certain sequence tn ~ oo as n ~ oo (see Lemma 17} and 
l[eu .. ax e-u,.apsci[ ~ IIXI[. 

(ii) The linear properties are obvious for the strong limit, that is f.tsa. For f.'aa this 
follows from the fact that we can define IAI-lim via the seminorms [·].(see Lemma 11) 
and have 

(e11a(a1X1 + a2X2) e-itHpscu - a1p.8 (X1) U - a2,ua(X2) u], 

~ [eua(aiXI) e-unpacu - p.a(aiXI) u]. 

+ [e11a(a2X2) e-uapacu- ,ua(~X2) u] •• 
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(iii) The relation ima ,uH ~{X; X E com H, X= xpac = pacX} follows directly 
from the definition of ima ,u8 • It remains to show Ima ,uH ~ {X; X E com H, ·x = xpac 
= pacx}. Let X 0 E dom ,uH and ,u8 (X0) =X. Let u E ;Tt'. Then Lim e118X0 e-118pacu 

1-+oo 

=Xu and Lim eill+slHX0 e-iCI+slHpacu =Xu for each s E 1R., by Lemma 8. Thus 
1-+oo 

e188X e-188u =Xu for all u E :Jft' and s E 1R. and this implies X E com H (see Section 
3.2.3). The relation X= pacx = XPac follows from the definition of X= ,u8 (X0) 
and the fact that pac is a spectral projection and thus PacB = Bpac for all BE com H. 

(iv) The proof is simple and we omit it. 

(v) The proof is an easy consequence of the definition of ker ,uH and the estimate 
tle118BXO e-itHpacull ~ IIBIIIIX e-unopacull = 11BIIIIe118X e-unpacu'l[ with u' = Ou. 

(vi) Let X1, X2 E dom ,u8 and X;= X;,o + 0; the corresponding decompositions 
with respect to dom ,u8 = ima ,uH ffi ker ,uH, i.e. 0; E ker ,uH and X;,o E ima ,uH. Then 
xlx2 = Xl,OX2,0 + Xl,Oo2 + olxl,O + 0102. The first term on the right side belongs 
to ima ,u8 (see (iii)) and the other terms belong to ker ,uH because of (v). By (iii) and 
(iv), we then obtain ,u8 (X1X2) exists and equals ,u8 (X1) ,uH(X2). 

(vii) Assume X= X* E dom ,uH. Then, by (vi) and (iii), ,uH(X) = ,u8 (pacX). Now 
,u8 (pacX) is a strong limit of a sequence of selfadjoint operators e11•HPacX e-u,.npac 
= eii..Opacxpac e-ii,.H (see Lemma 17), thus ,uH(pacX) is also selfadjoint. 

(viii) We must prove that X E dom ,uH with X = X* = X 2 implies ,uH(X) = (,uH(X))* 
= ,u8 (X) ,u8 (X). By (vi), ,uH(XX) = ,uH(X) = ,uH(X) ,uH(X) when X2 = X. According 
to (vii), X* =X implies (,uH(X))* = ,uH(X). Thus ,uH(X) is a projection. • 

Remark 26. This theorem states among other things that dom ,u8 is an algebra, that 
ker ,u8 is a left ideal with respect to .!l'(:Tt') and that ker ,uH is an ideal with respect 
to dom ,u8 • The algebra dom ,uH is called wave algebra and the ideal ker ,uH is called 
wave ideal. Sometimes we shall also use the notation algebra of asymptotic constants 
fordom,u8 • 

Remark 27. In the language of operator algebras this theorem asserts that ,uH is a 
homomorphism from dom ,uH onto ima ,uH"' com HI pac:Jft'. Moreover, (i) says that ,uH 
is continuous in norm and dom ,u8 is a Banach algebra. 

Theorem 28. Let AI> A2, ••• , A,. be selfadjoint operators bel07UJing to dom ,u8 . Further, 
suppose that the operators A i pairwise commute. Then for every complex-valued function 
f(x1, ••• , x,.) which is continuous on the set L1 =spec A1 X ••• X spec A,. the normal 
operator /(Au ... , A,.) belongs to dom ,uH and 

(3) 

Proof. Since ,u8 is continuous in norm, X a E dom ,u8 and x8 n X imply X E dom ,uH 
and ,uB(X,) -n ,uB(X). /(A1, ... , A 11 ) is the norm limit of a sequence of polynomials 
Pm(Au ... , A,.) = .I; a!!:~···•,. A;:•A;• ... A~·· From Theorem 25 it follows that 
Pm(Al, ... , A,.) E dom ,u8 and ,u8 (Pm(Au ... , A,.)) = Pm(,uB(A1), ... , ,u8 (An)) pac. This 
together with the remarks above leads to the desired result. • 

If X E dom ,uH is arbitrary, then all polynomials in X are elements of dom ,u8 • The 
behavior of the resolvent (z- Xt1 is investigated in the next theorem. 
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Theorem 29. Let X E dom p.H. Let res00 X denote the maximal connected subregion of 

res X which contains the Bet {z; !z! > spr X} (i.e. a neighborhood of oo). Then: 

(i) For all z E res00 X the relation (z - X)-1 = Rx(z) E dom p.H i8 valid, furthermore 

res00 X'\. {0} ~ res p.H(X), in particular spr p.H(X) ~ spr X, and 

p.H((z- X)-1) = (z- p.H(X))-1 pac, z E res00 X'\. {0}. (4) 

(ii) res00 X ~ res {p.H(X) I pac,n"} and 

(z1pacJF. _,. p.H(X) I pac,n"t1 = p.H((z- Xt1) I pac,n", z E res00 X. 

Proof. (i) First, let !zl > spr X. Then (see Section 1.3.5) 

00 

(z- Xt1 = L z-ll+llXI 
1=0 

in the sense of operator norm convergence. Because of X 1 E dom p,H for l = 2, 3, ... 
and because dom p..H is a Banach algebra we obtain (z - Xt1 E dom p..H and 

00 

p.H((z _ X)-1) = z-1p.H(1) + 1: z-U+l>p.H(XI) 
1=1 

00 

= z-1pa.c + L z-U+l>{p.H(X))I pac = (z _ p.H(X))-1 pa.c. 
1=1 

This implies spr p.H(X) ~ spr X, z E res p..H(X) and 

(z _ p.H(X))-1 = z-l(.Pac).L + p..H((z _ X)-1). 

Now let z E res00 X. Then there is a point C with ICI > spr X such that Rx( ·) can be 
holomorphically continued (by repeated Taylor expansion) from C to z along a smooth 
curve f = res00 X (recall that Rx( ·) is holomorphic in res X). But from 

00 

Rx(rJ) = L (n!)-1 Rxlnl(C) (rJ- C)n' Rxlnl(C) = ( -1)n n! Rx(C)n+l 
n=O 

we immediately obtain that Rx(C} E dom p..H implies Rx('YJ) E dom p..H for all 'YJ such that 
the series is norm convergent. Repeating this procedure, we get Rx(z) E dom p..H. If 

additionally z =l= 0, then we obtain 

(z _ p.H(X)) {z-1(pac).L + (p.H(z _ Xt1)) 

= {z(Pac).L + p..H(z- X)) {z-1(.Pac).L + p.H((z- X)-1)) 

= (Pac).L + p..H(1) = 1, 

hence z E res p.H(X) and 

(z _ p..H(X))-1 = z-1(pac).L + p..H((z _ Xtl), 

that is, (4) follows and (i) is proved. 
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(ii) If z E res00X, then by (i) we have (z - X)-1 E dom p.H, hence 

(zlp••Jf'- p.H(X) I pacdf') (p.H((z- X)-11 pacdf') 

= (p.H(z - X) I pacdf') (p.H((z - Xt11 pacdf') = 11 pacdf', 

that is z E res {p.H(X) I pacdf'} and (ii) is proved. • 
Using Dunford's functional calcrilus, we get from this statement 

Corollary 30. Let X E dom p.H and let f(z) be kolomorpkia in a neighborhood ,AI" of 

(! '- res00 X. Then /(X) E dom p.H and f(p.H(X)) pac = p.H(f(X)). 

Proof. Let r c: res00 X n ,AI". Then /(X) = (2mt1 J /(A) (A - Xt1 dA. exists as a 
r 

Bochner integral (Fis a closed curve). By Theorem 29, the integrand belongs to dom p.H, 
N 

and so does /(X) as a norm limit of finite sums }; /(A;) (A.; - X)-1 s1, s1 E (!. The last 
i:::=l 

assertion follows from the corresponding result for polynomials. • 

Examples for functions satisfying the assumption of Corollary 30 are e"', sin aA., 
cos aA. etc. with a E JR. 

Another immediate consequence of Theorem 29 is the following interesting assertion 
on the relation between the spectra of X and p.H(X). 

Corollary 31. Let X be selfadjoint and X E dom p.H. Then res X'- {0} ~ res p.H(X), 
that is, 

(5) 

Proof. For selfadjoint operators res00 X= res X, and this together with Theorem 29 
implies (5). • 

Relation! (5) suggests the investigation of points A with the property "A E spec X 
but ;. (£spec p.H(X) I pacdf'". In other words, (5) suggests the possibility of the dis
appearance of parts of spec X if the wave morphism acts on X. Later (Chapter 7) we 
shall see that with the help of such disappearing parts of the spectrum it becomes 
possible to construct special projections belonging to ker p.H. 

6.2.3. Some properties of wave ideals 

The wave idealkerp.H is defined to be the set of all X E9'(dt"')withLime1tHXe-i1Hpac = 0. 
1-+oo 

In case p.H = P.a H it is possible to give a characterization of elements of ker P.a H in terms 
of the resolvent of H. This is the content of the next statements. A corresponding 
simple characterization of elements of ker p.8 H does not seem to exist. 

Proposition 32 • .A bounded operator X belongs to ker p.3 H iff 

00 

lim s J llXR(A. + is) pacul[2 dA. = 0 for all u E df'. 
~+0-oo 

(6) 
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00 00 

Proof. According to (3.11), (2n) J e-2•1 I[X e-itHpacull2 dt = J IIXR(J. +is) pacull2 d} •. 
0 -oo 

00 

This and the fact that X E ker fJaH iff lim J w,(t) [[X e-itH pacu[[2 dt = 0 with co,(t) = e e-El 
imply the desired result. • .-++o o 

Proposition 33. The wave ideal ker /Jan consists of all bounded operators X satisfying 

the following condition: For each u E .Yt', the function y; XR(J. + is) pacu is (strongly) 
measure-convergent to 0 as s -+ +0. 

Proof. 1. Assume X E ker /JaH· Then, by (6), the function f,(}..) = y; XR(}.. +is) pacu 
converges in L2-sense to zero as e-+ +O. Now L2-convergence implies measure con
vergence. This proves the condition in Prop. 33. 

2. Conversely assume that y; XR(}.. + is) pacu is strongly measure convergent to zero 
as e -+ +O for all u E .7('. From the results of Section 3.5.2 we get that there exists a 
dense set!» in pac.Y(' such that for all e > 0, u E !», 

According to a well-known theorem of Lebesgue, measure convergence of a sequence 
f,(}..) to j(}..) and 1/.(A)I :S $(}..), <P E LI(IR., d)..), imply f E LI(IR., d.'.) and lim J f,(}..) d.'. 

e->+0 

= J f(}..) d)... Applying this to our situation, we get (6) for all u E !». Because of 

00 00 

2s J [IXR(J. +is) pacui[2 = 4sn J e-2<1 [IX e-itHpacu[12 dt ~ 2n llX112[1u[[2, 
-oo 0 

this can be extended to all u E .Yt' proving X E ker flaH· • 

Remark 34. Note that measure convergence in e implies the existence of a sequence 

en-+ +0 such that {e:- XR(J. + ien) pacu is a.e. (mod 1·1) strongly convergent to zero 
as n -+ oo. The sequence en may depend on u. 

Obviously, wave ideals contain all bounded operators X with XPac = 0. Our next 
aim is to show that also the class of all compact operators belongs to every wave ideal. 

Theorem 35. The compactoperatorsarecontained in every wave ideal, i.e. !l' 00(.7(') ~ ker JtH. 

Proof. From dom fJsH ~ dom fJaH and ima fJaH = ima fJsH (see Theorems 23 and 25) 
it follows ker fJsH ~ ker /JaH· Thus it is sufficient to prove !l' oo(.Yt') ~ ker f.tsH· Further, 
since f.tsH is linear and continuous in norm and since every compact operator is a norm 

n 

limit of finite-dimensional operators of the form I: fMi• ·) with fi, Yi E .Yt' it suffices to 
i=l 

prove that for arbitrary f, g E .Yt', lim [[e11H f(g, e-itHpacu)[[ = lim [[/[[ [(g, e-iiHpacu)[ = 0 
1-+oo t-+oo 

for all u E .7('. But this follows from Prop. 3.23. • 

We have already seen that wave ideals are left ideals with respect to !l'(.Yt'). The next 
statement extends this to the assertion that they are the greatest left ideals contained 
in the corresponding wave algebras. 
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Proposition 36. Let X E !l'(Jif'). Then BX E dom ,_,n for all B E !l'(Jif') if and ordy if 
X E kerpn. 

Proof. That X E ker ,_,n implies BX E ker ,_,.n was already proved (see Theorem 25). 
Now we prove the converse direction. For this aim we first show that dom ,_,.n is a proper 
subset of !l'(Jif'). 

There is a Borel set Ll c specc H such that E(Ll) and E(JR. '-.. Ll) are different from 
zero and dim E(LI) Jlf' = dim E(JR. '-.. Ll) Jlf' = oo. Therefore there is a unitary 
operator U on Jlf' such that UE(LI) = E(JR. '-.. Ll) U. Now assume U E dom ,_,.n. Then 
we obtain pH(U) E(Ll) = ,_,n(UE(LI)) = pH(E(JR. '-.. Ll) UE(LI)) = E(JR. '-.. Ll) pH(U)E(Ll) 
= pH(U) E(JR. '-.. Ll) E(LI) = 0 since pH(U) E com H, and similarly pH(U) E(JR. '-.. Ll) 
= 0; that is pH(U) = 0. On the other hand we have l[e11HU e-itHpacfll = llpac/IJ and 
this implies pH(U) =F 0 leading to a contradiction. Thus U ~ dom ,_,.n. 

Now we assume BX E dom pH for each B E !l'(Jif'). First, set B = 1, then it follows 
X E dom ,_,n. Set X 0 = pH(X) and let E be the projection onto clo spa (E(LI) u; 
u E XoJIF, Ll Borel set}. Then E commutes with Hand the set XoJ'f' is generating with 
respecttoEJ'f'andH. Further, wehaveE ~ pac. By BX E dompH and X -X0 E kerpH, 
we get BX0 E dom ,_,.n for all B E !l'(Jif'), and according to Corollary 21, we obtain that 
Lim eiiHB e-11HE exists for all BE !l'(Jif'). 
t-+oo 

Set H' =HI EJ'f'. Then this implies Lim e11H'B e-iiH' exists for all BE !l'(EJ'f'), 
t-+oo 

i.e. dom pH' = !l'(EJ'f'). However, we have proved above that dom pH' c !l'(EJ'f') 
when P'Jt > 0; in our case P'H~ = 1 BJf'• Thus E = 0 is only possible and this gives 
X 0 = 0. Therefore X E ker ,_,.n proving the assertion. • 

Remark 37. In the course of the proof we have verified the additional assertion that 
dom ,_,n is always a proper subset of !l'(Jif'). 

The next point is to prove a spectral property of elements of wave ideals (for non
selfadjoint operators X the essential spectrum of X is defined to be spec X '-.. dis X 
where dis X is defined as in Section 3.3.1). 

Proposition 38. Let X E ker ,_,.n. Then the point zero belongs to the essential spectrum of X, 

Proof. Assume X E ker ,_,nand X has zero at most as isolated eigenvalue of finite 
multiplicity. Let Q be the Riesz spectral projection belonging to the eigenvalue 0. Then 
QX = XQ and 0 E res (X I (1 - Q) J~F), that is, X I (1 - Q) Jlf' is bounded invertible. 
Then Y = X(1 - Q) + Q is bounded invertible in Jlf' and we have Y E dom ,_,n and 
pH( Y) = pH(X) = 0. On the other hand, Y E ker ,_,n implies Y-1 Y = 1 E ker ,_,n since 
ker ,_,n is a left ideal, but this is obviously false. Hence, when X E ker ,_,n, zero must be
long to the essential spectrum. • 

Remark 39. This spectral propeFty of elements from wave ideals also expresses the 
fact that wave ideals are "disjoint" to the class of Fredholm operators because 
"spec X '-.. dis X ~ 0" is one of the assumptions of the definition of Fredholm ope
rators X. 
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6.3. Relations between the algebras9' co(.;eo), 9'(Jt"), dom,.,.8 and dOmfl.H 

6.3.1. Some technical criteria 

The aim of this section is to establish some statements which are useful in proving 
X E dom I'H· We begin with a statement saying that certain linear transformations 
of H do not change the wave morphism I'H· 

Proposition 40. Let a> 0 and b E JR. Then l'aH+b = J.'H, that means dom l'aH+b = dom I'H 
and I'H(X) = l'aH+b(X) for X E dom I'H· 

Proof. The assertion follows easily from the definition of l'aH+b and the fact that the 
transformation H -+ aH + b corresponds to the one t -+ at in the expression 
eifHX e-iiHpac. • 

Occasionally it is easier to work with some discrete versions of the strong and the 
absolute Abelian limit. 

Lemma 41. Let H, X E 9'(Jt") and let u E Jt". Further, let a E (0, oo) such that 
clo spa {e-inaHu; n = 0, ±1, ... } = clo spa {e-iiHu; t E JR.}, e.g. if 0 <a IIHII ~ 2n (see 
3.2.3). Then 

(i) s-lim e11H X e-iiHu = 0 iff lim nx e-inaHull = 0, n E lN' 
n-+oo 

N 
(ii) IAI-lim e11H X e-itHu = 0 iff lim N-1 E IIX e-i(n-l)aHul[2 = 0, N E lN. 

t-+oo N-+oo n=l 

Proof. (i) The nontrivial part is to show that lim !IX e-inoHul[ = 0 implies 
n-+oo 

lim nx e-itHull = 0. Obviously, we obtain lim I[X e-inaH e-iNoHull = Oforall N = 0, ± 1, ... 
t-+oo n-+oo 
Hence lim I[X e-inaH/11 = 0 is valid for all f E clo spa {e-iiHu; t E JR.}. Therefore 

sup !IX e-inaH e-iraHull also tends to 0 as n -+ oo because [0, 1] is compact. Now 
O~t~l 

t = [t] + • ([t] natural number, 'l' E [0, 1)). Hence we have 

IIX e-ltaHull = IIX e-l[l]aH e-lroHull ~ sup IIX ~-l[t]aH e-!toHull, 
O~t~l 

and this implies the assertion. 

(ii) Since eltHX e-itHu is uniformly continuous in t, we can apply Lemma 9 and get 
that IAI-lim eltH X e-ltHu = 0 implies 

1-+oo 

N 
lim N-1 E IIX e-iln-l)oHull2 = 0, N E lN. 
N-+oo n=l 

N 

Now we assume that lim N-1 E IIX e-Un-l)aHull2 = 0. Then it is an easy calculation 
to show that also N-+oo n=l 

N 
lim N-1 E IIX e-lln-l)aH elmoHull2 = 0 

N-+oo n=l 
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N 
for each integer m. Since N-1 I: IIX e-iln-l)aHf1[2 ~ 11Xi[2 11/112, we thus obtain 

11=1 
N 

lim N-1 £ IIX e-Hn-l)aH/112 = 0 for all f E clo spa {e-lmaHu; m = 0, ± 1, ... } = clo spa 
N-+oo n=1 
fe-UHu; t E JR.}. N 

Thus aN(-r) := N-1 I: nx e-lln-l)aH e-i<Hull2 -+ 0 as N-+ 00 for all T E [0, a]. Further, 
we have 11=1 

aN N an 
N-1 J IIX e-l1Hu[[2 dt = N-1 I: J IIX e-i1Hull2 dt 

0 n=1 a(n-1) 

= /(N-1 J: IIX e-lln-1)aH e-i<Hull2) d-r = /aN(-r) d-r. 
0 11=1 0 

That this expression tends to zero as N-+ oo follows immediately from II aN( -r)ll ~ 11XII2 1full2 
and Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem. The extension to the assertion 

T 

lim T-1 J IIX e-11Hull2 dt = 0 is obvious. • 
T-+oo 0 

Corollary 42. Let H arul a be as in Lemma 41. Let j( be a generating set with respect to 
pac~ arul H. Then: 

(i) X E ker !'&H ilf X E 2(~) arullim IIX e-lnaHull = 0 for all u E j/, 
n-+oo 

N 
(ii) X E ker PaH ilf X E 2(£-') arullim N-1 I: [[X e-Hn-l)aHull2 = 0 for all u E j/. 

N-+oo 11=1 

Proof. The proof follows immediately from Lemma 41 and Prop. 24. • 

At the end of this section we come to two simple, but often very useful, statements. 

Proposition 43. Let XI and x2 be two bounded nonnegative operators on £-' 8'lJ..Ck that 
xl :5:: x2. Then x2 E ker pH implies XI E ker pH. 

Proof. From X1 :5:: X2 immediately IIX11/2ull2 ~ IIX2ulli[ull follows for all u E £-'. 
Hence we get IIX11i2 e-UHpacui[2 :5:: l[ullllX2 e-ltHP&cull for all t E JR., u E £-'. Using 
x2 E ker pH, we obtain Xll/2 E ker pH and therefore xl = X11i2X11i2 E ker I'H because 
ker 1-'H is a left ideal. • 

Proposition 44 • . Let fQnl!'=t be a set of mutuallydisjointprojections (N::::;; oo) suck that 
N 

Q. E com H, n E {1, ... , N} and I: Q11 ~ pac. Then a bounded operator X belongs to 
n=I 

domi'H iff XQ11 E domi'H for each n E {1, 2, •.. , N}. 

Proof. XQ. E dom I'H for each n E {1, 2, ... , N} implies that Lim eit8 X e-itHpacu 

N N 

exists for all u E !l) = U pacQ • .JF. By I: Q. ~ pac, !l) is a generating set in pac.JF and 
n=I 11=1 

thus, by Prop. 24, X E dom I'H· The other direction is trivial. • 
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6.3.2. Wave ideals and compact operators 

We have already seen that the set of compact operators belongs to each wave ideal. 
Now it is a natural question to ask whether the inclusion ,fR 00(;;tt>) ~ ker p,H is always 
proper or not. This is answered in 

Theorem 46 • .fR 00(;;tt>) c: ker p,8 . Moreover, there is an operator X E ker p,H with 
X = pac X = xpac and X ~ .fR 00(.Jf). 

Proof. By pac > 0, Jspecc (H I pac_;f)J > 0. Thus there is a sequence of Borel sets 
Ll,. such that Ll,. n LJ,., = fJ for n =l= n', Ll,. c spec 0(H I pac.Jf), and JLI,.J > 0. Then the 
projections Q,. = E(Ll,.) pac > 0 for all n E N and they are mutually disjoint. Further, 
let P,. be a sequence of projections with P,. < Q,. and dim P,..;r = 1. Thus X:=}; P,. 
is a projection and XQ,. = P,. is compact and XQ,. E .fR 00(;;tt>) for each n. Now we can 
apply Prop. 44 and we get X E dom p,8 • Clearly, p,8 (X) Q,. = p,8 (XQ,.) = 0 and there
fore X E ker p,8 • By construction, X Et .fR 00(.;f) and X= xpac = pacx. • 

Remark 46. Notice that the operator X constructed in the proof even satisfies a 
stronger statement, namely that it belongs to the intersection of all wave ideals ker I'~IHl 
where IX runs over all real-valued Borel functions such that 1X(H) is a well-defined 
operator and P:f81 ;;::;:; PJ. 

Remark 47. Since the wave ideals are closed in norm and containproperlythe set of 
compact operators, they cannot be (two-sided) ideals with respect to .:R(.Jf) because 
.fR 00(;;tt>) is the largest norm closed ideal in !'R(;;tt>). 

Whereas Theorem 45 states that every wave ideal, and also the intersection of certain 
wave ideals, is wider than the set of compact operators, the next assertion says that the 
intersection of all wave ideals coincides with .fR 00(;;tt>). 

Proposition 48. Let d denote the set of all selfadjoint operators H' on .;It' whiCh are 
~tnitarily equivalent to H. Then n ker p,H' = .fR 00(;;tt>). 

H'E.Jil 

Proof. Suppose on the contrary there is an operator X with X ~ .fR 00(;;tt>) and 

X E n ker p,8 '. Since {ker ,u8 '} are left ideals, JXJ has the same properties as X. By 
H'E.Jil 

JXI Et .fR 00(;;tt>), there is a number e > 0 such that Q := E1x1([e, oo)) is also not compact. 
Further, because of eQ ~ JXJ, we get Q E n ker fA8 ' from Prop. 43. By construction, 

H'e.!!l 
dim Q.;r-' = oo and Prop. 38 gives dim (1 - Q) :;tt> = oo. Now let P be a projection 
from com (com H) with the properties P < pac, dim P .;f = dim ( 1 - P) .;f = oo. 
Clearly such a projection exists. Then there is a unitary operator U on .;It' with UP = QU 
and thus U(1 - P) = (1 - Q) U. Now we define H" = UHU*. Then H"Q = UHU*Q 
= UHPU* = QH", and, since P < pac, Q < Fy ... This gives 

IIQ e-liH"PJ .. uJJ = Jle-IIH"QuJ[ = IJQuJ[. 

Thus Q ~ ker ,u8 ". This contradicts Q E n ker p,8 ' because H" E d. Therefore the 
H'Ef'( 

assumptions X Et ,fR 00(;;tt>) and X E n ker fA8 lead to a contradiction. • 
H'E.Jil 

8 Ba11Ulgirtel/Wollenberg 
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To illustrate the class of operators which are not compact but belong to the wave 
ideal ker p,H, we consider a ~imple example. 

Example 49. Let H be the natural selfadjoint extension of -idfdx on the Hilbert space .Jft' 
= LZ(JR, dx). His absolutely continuous, i.e. pac = 1. The action of e-itH on vectors u = u(.) E .Jft' 
is given by (e-iiHu) (x) = u(x - t). Further, let F be the multiplication operator by the charac
teristic function XA( ·)where L1 c[ -M, M],M < oo. We want to show that FE ker p,8H n ker p,8-H. 
Let u( ·) E L2(lR, dx) with a finite support contained in [a, b]. Then 

M 

iie1tHFe-itHuii2 =I dx XA(x) iu(x- t)l 2 ~I dx iu(x- t)l2 

-M 

M-t 

= f dx iu(x)lz. 
-M-t 

The right side vanishes if M - t < a and if -M - t > b. The first case is fulfilled for all suffi
ciently large t and the second, for all sufficiently large -t. Thus !iF e-itHul!-+ 0 as t-+ ±oo for 
such vectors u and thus for all u E Jf since these vectors are dense in Jf. This proves FE ker p,8H 

n ker p,,-H. Clearly, F is not compact, spec0 F = {0, 1}. 

6.3.3. The difference between ker ttsH and ker fta.H 

It was already remarked that P,aH is a regular extension of p,8H andhencekerp,8H ~kerp.aH· 
Now we want to verify that the inclusion is proper. 

Theorem 50. ker Ps H c ker Pa H, that is, there is an operator X such that X E ker P-a H 

but X Et ker p,8H. 

Proof. 1. For each H on .Yt' there is a decomposition .Yt' = .Y/'1 EB .Y/'2 such that .Y/'1 
reduces H, HI .Y/'1 is absolutely continuous, and HI .Y/'1 is simple. We shall construct 
the operator X in the form X= x1 EB 0 corresponding to the decomposition .Yt' = .Y/'1 
EB .Y/'2• Now HI .Y/'1 is unitarily equivalent to the multiplication operator by x on a 
Hilbert space L 2(L1, dx), IL11 > 0. Furthermore, this operator is unitarily equivalent to 
the operator H 0 I En,(L1) .Y/'0 where H 0 = -i d/dx on .Y/'0 = L2(IR., dx) (see Example 49, 
and note that the Fourier transformation transforms H 0 , .Y/'0 into x, L 2(IR., dx)). Thus, 
to prove this theorem, it is enough to find an operator X 0 on .Y/'0 with the following 

properties : 

X 0En,(iJ) = En,(iJ) X 0 = X 0 , X 0 E ker P,aH•, X 0 Et ker p8H•. 

The operator x1 (from X = x1 EB 0) can then be formed from Xo via the described 
unitary equivalences. 

2. The next step is to construct an operator F with FE ker P,aH• and F Et ker p,8H•. 
00 

We define F as multiplication operator by XJ( ·)where L1 = U [n2, n2 + 1] and show 
that F has the desired properties. It is easy to verify that n=1 

T 

lim T-1 f xA(t) dt = 0. 
T-'>co 0 

(7) 
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Now let u E :/t' with supp u( ·) c [c, d] (finite interval). Then 

T T d 

p-1 J i[F e-itHui[2 dt = T- 1 J dt J XA(x + t) ju(x)l2 dx 
0 0 c 

T 

~ llull2 sup T-1 J XA(x + t) dt 
ZE[O,d] 0 

T+Jdl 

~ llull2 T-1 J XA(t) dt-+ 0 as T-+ oo 
-lei 
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because of (7). Since the set of such vectors is dense in :/1'0 this prqves F E ker !1-aH•. 
Now lett,. = n 2 and u E :/1'0 with supp u( ·) c [0, 1]. Then 

n'+l 
IIF e-itnH•ull2 = J XA(x) iu(x- t,.)[ 2 dx = J [u(x - n 2)1 2 dx = l!u[[2 

n' 

because of the fact that the support of u(x - n2) lies in [n2, n2 + 1 ]. Thus F ~ ker 11-sH'. 

3. It remains to construct from F the operator X 0 with the properties described above. 
Set A = WFEH,(L1) where W is a partial isometry with W*W = 1 and WW* = EH,(L1). 
Because of Theorem 25 (v), A E ker ftaH'. Now let u E :/1'0 such that f := En,(L1) u =F 0. 

m+l 

Then there is an integer m such that J l/(x)[ 2 dx = a> 0. Take the sequence t,. =n2 -m. 
Then m 

I[A e-itnH•ull2 = IIF e-1tnH•f1[2 = J XA(x) lf(x- t,.)[2 dx 
n'+l m+l 

~ J lf(x - n2 + m)[ 2 dx = J lf(x)l2 dx =a> 0, 
n' m 

and therefore A ~ ker 11-sH•. By construction, A = AEn,(L1) = En,(L1) A and thus 
X 0 = A has all desired properties. This concludes the proof. • 

Remark 51. The operator X in Theorem 50 can have the additional property to be a 
projection. Namely take an operator X with X E ker P-aH and X~ ker 11-sH· Clearly, lXI 
has the same properties and so has [X[ E 1x 1([s, oo)) for some sufficiently small s > 0 
because of [Xi E 1x 1(L1) ~ [XI (use Prop. 43) and [X[ E 1x 1([s, oo))-+ IX[, s-+ +0, in 
norm (ttH is continuous in norm). Then the projection P = E 1x1([s, oo)) has also the 
properties P E ker !1-aH, P ~ ker 11-sH· This follows from the estimates sP ~ [Xi P, 
IIXI[P ~[Xi P, and Prop. 43. 

An example for an operator X which belongs to ker P-aH but not to ker 11-sH was con
structed in the course of the proof of Theorem 50: :/t' = L 2(IR, dx), H = -i d/dx and 

00 

X= xA ·)with L1 = u [n2, n2 + 1]. 
11=1 

6.3.4. Some relations between ~(:/t') and dom (LH 

First we want to illustrate the fact that wave algebras are properly included in !l'(.:/t') 
with the help of the following simple example. 

8* 
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Example 62 Let Hand Jft' be defined as in Example 49. Further, let F denote multiplication 
00 00 00 

by XJ( ·) where Lf = U (2n, 2n + 1). Put .11 = U (2n + 1, 2n + 3/2) and .12 = U (2n, 2n + 1/2). 
n=l n=l n=l 

Let u E Jft' with supp u( ·) c [0, 1/2]. Then we see that 

(eitHF e-ltHu) (x) = Xt~(X + t) u(x) = (eltHzJ(.) u( · -t)) (x) 
T 

equals 0 for t E .11 and equals u(x) fort E .12• Since neither .11 nor .11 satisfies lim T-1 f X.di(t) dt = 0, 
we get from Lemma 13 that IAI-lim eiiHF e-liHu cannot exist. T-oo O 

1-+co 

On the other hand, the following assertion says that already the sum of the wave 
ideals for Hand -H coincides with the set of all bounded operators. 

Proposition 53. ker pH+ ker p-H = !l'(JI!'), i.e. for each X E !l'(JI!') there is a de
composition X= X++ X_ with X+ E ker pH and X_ E ker p-H. 

Proof. 1. For the proof we deduce that there e:Dsts a decomposition of the identity 
1 = P + + P _ such that P + E ker pH and P _ E ker p-H. Assume for a moment that we 
have such a decomposition. Then X= XP+ + XP_ for each X E !l'(JI!'). Since the 
wave ideals are left ideals, the relations for P+ and P_ imply X+:= XP+ E ker I'H and 
X_:= XP_ E ker 1'-H. Thus every bounded operator has the desired decomposition. 

2. Note that it is enough to prove the existence of the operators P+, P_ in the special 
case: His bounded, is absolutely continuous, and is simple. The generalization to arbi
trary His standard. Because of Prop. 40, we can even assume (without loss of generality) 
that spec His contained in [0, 2:n]. All together this implies that we can identify H, .1!' 
with X, L2(Ll, dx) where Ll ~ [0, 2:n]. 

3. Now L 2(Ll, dx) may be regarded as a subspace of L2([0, 2:n], dx). Denote by H' 
the multiplication by x on .1!'' = L2([0, 2:n ], dx) and denote by P the projection onto 
.1!' = L2(Lf, dx). Let Um n = 0, ±1, ... , be defined by u,.(x) = (2:n)-112 e-lnz. These 

-00 00 

vectors form an orthonormal basis in .1!''. Set P + = J; ( u,., ·) u,. and P _ = J; ( u,., ·) u,. 
= 1- P+. By e-inH'u0 = u,., we obtain n=O n=l 

-oo 

liP+ e-lnH'u0 1[2 =I; i(u, u,.)l 2 = 0 for n :2': 1, 
8=0 

00 

nP- elnH'Uoll2 = E l(ua, u_,.)l 2 = 0 for n ~ 0. 
B=l 

Since .1!'' = clo spa {e-lnH'u0 ; n = 0, ±1, ... },Corollary 42 leads to P + E ker l'sH' and 
P_ E ker l's-H'. NowwedefineP+' =PP~andP_' = PP_P. ThisgivesP/ + P_' = P, 
P/ E ker PsH' and P_' E ker 1-'s-H' if we use that P commutes with H'. Now we can 
identify ker pH' I PJI!'', ker p-H' I PJI!'' with ker pH, ker p-H. Thus the operators P+' 
and P_' correspond to operators P+ and P_ with the desired properties. • 

6.4. Topological characterizations of wave algebras 

6.4.1. Definitions of special topologies 

Wave algebras are Banach algebras with respect to the operator norm. However the 
topology generated by the operator norm does not reflect the special properties of these 
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algebras. Now we introduce other topologies whose definitions are more connected with 
the structure of wave algebras. 

Let X E ..cl'(£') and u E £'. Define 

p 5(X; H, u) :=sup I[X e-itHpacuJ[ + J[X(1- pac) ul[, (8) 
t<::;o 

00 

Pa(X; H, u) :=sup e Je-d IIX e-iiHpacui[ dt + J[X(1- pac) ull, 
t>O 0 

(9) 

and let p(X; H, u) denote the common symbol for both p 5(X; H, u) and Pa(X; H, u) 
which will be always used when the statements are true for both. 

Proposition 54. The functions p(·; H, u): ..cl'(£')-+ JR+, u E £', satisfy the following 
relations: 

p(A + B; H, u);;;; p(A; H, u) + p(B; H, u), A, BE ..cl'(£'), 

p(AB; H, u);;;; J[Ai[p(B; H, u), A, BE ..cl'(£'), 

p(cA;H,u) = lclp(A;H,u), A E ..cl'(£'), c E <C, 

p(A; H, u) = 0 /or all u E £' implies A= 0. 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

Proof. The only part of the proof which is not quite trivial is (13) for Pa(A; H, u). 
00 

(13) implies JlA(1- pac) uJl = 0 for all u E £'and sup e J e-•t IJA e-!tHpaculJ dt = 0 for 
t>O 0 

all u E £'. The first relation implies A(1 - pac) = 0 and the second implies that the 
integrand is zero (a.e. mod 1·1) for each e > 0, i.e. I[A e-itHpacul[ = 0 for all1t E £' and 
almost all t. This gives APac = 0. • 

This statement says that the functions p( ·; H, u) with the index set£' :OJ u are semi
norms separating points. 

Definition 65. The topology generated by the family of seminorms p(·; H, u) with 
the index set £' 3 u is called the pH-topology. The sequence on, On E ..cl' (£'), is called 
pH-convergent with the limit 0, 0 E ..cl'(£), if p(On- 0; H, u)-+ 0 as n-+ oo for each 
u E £' with \lull = 1. 

Note that the limit 0 is uniquely determined by the pH-convergence of the sequence On. 
An easy consequence of this definition is 

Proposition 66. The pH-topology is not weaker than the strong operator topology on ..cl'(£'). 

Proof. In case pH = p5H this follows from the estimate p.(O; H, u) ~ IIOPacull 
+ 1!0(1 - pac) u\1 ~ \IOull (see (8)). In case p,H = fl-aH we can get the same estimate 
from (9). Namely we have 

00 00 

sup e J e-ttiiO e-itHpacu\1 dt ~ sup e J e-.e IIO(e-ltH- 1) pacu\1 dt -IIOpacu\1 
•>0 o t>O 0 

00 

=sup 1\0Pacuj[- Je-t 1\0( e-Ht/elH- 1) Pacu\1 dt ~ I!OPacul!. 
•>0 0 

By (9), this implies Pa(O; H, u) ~ I!Ou\[. • 
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A first insight into the connection between the new topology and the set of asymptotic 

constants is given by 

Theorem 57. The wave algebra dom ,uH is closed with respect to the ,uH-convergence, 

that is, if Xn E dom ,uH and if Xn is ,uH-convergent to X, then X E dom ,uH and s-lim ,uH(X,.) 

=~~· -
Proof. We prove this theorem only for ,u.H. For .UaH the proof is similar. Let u E Jt' 

with Hull= 1. For s > 0, t > 0 we have 

lleltHX e-itHpacu _ elsHX e-lsHpacull ~ l[eitH(X _ Xn) e-itHpacull 

+ l[elsH(X _ Xn) e-lsHpacull + l[eitHXn e-11Hpacu _ eisHXn e-lsHpacul[ 

~ 2p.(X- Xn; H, u) + l[eitHXn e-itHpacu- eiBHXn e-isHpacul[. 

The right side tends to 2p.(X - Xn; H, u) as s, t ~ oo for each n. Since n E lN is arbi

traryandp.(X- Xn; H, u)~Oasn ~ oo, wegetthatthestronglimitofe11HX e-itHpacu 

exists. Thus X E dom ,u.H. 

Further, fort> 0, we have that 

lle1tH(X - Xn) e-itHpacull ~ sup I[(X - Xn) e-itHpacull ::::;;: p.(X - Xn; H, u). 
160 

By our assumptions on X - Xm this implies 

lim lim l[e11H(X- Xn) e-itHpacull = 0 
n-+oo t----+-oo 

and therefore s-lim ,u.H(Xn) = ,u.H(X). • 
n--+oo 

Since dom ,uH contains the set of all compact operators and dom ,uH is a proper subset 

of !l'(£), it cannot be closed with respect to the strong convergence (the strong closure 

of the set of compact operators is !l'(£)). Thus this theorem together with Prop. 56 

says that the ,uH-topology is properly stronger than the strong operator topology. 

An easy consequence of Theorem 57 is 

Corollary 58. The wave ideal ker ,uH is closed with respect to the ,uH-convergence; that 
is if Xn E ker ,uH and Xn is ,uH-convergent to X, then X E ker ,uH. 

6.4.2. .A dense subset in dom pH 

It is often desirable to have a subset of an algebra d which is dense in .s;1 and has a 

simpler structure. Then one can extend certain properties of elements of this subset to 

their limits. Such a subset is given by the next statement. 

Theorem 59. The wave ideal ker ,uH is the closure of the set of finite-dimensional operators 
with respect to the ,uH-convergence. This means that for every operator X E ker p,H there is 

a sequence of finite-dimensional operators Xn such that Xn is ,uH-convergent to X. 

Proof. 1. First we note that it is sufficient to consider the convergence of the se

quence Xn on the subspace pac£ because the statement is well-known on (1 - pac) .Yf' 
(,uH-convergence coincides with the strong convergence on this subspace). 
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Now let Pn be a sequence of projections with s-lim Pn = 1 and dim Pn.Yt = n. Let 
n__..., 

u E pacyt, Then for each finite-dimensional operator Q, we have lim llPnQ- Qll = 0. 
n--+oo 

Now e-11Hu is strongly continuous in t E JR., and thus, for each e > 0 and finite interval 

[0, T], we can find a finite-dimensional projection QT.• such that 

i[QT,• e-itHu - e-11Hui[ ~ e for all t E [0, T]. 

Therefore 

1[(1- Pn) X e-ltHui[ ~ 11(1- Pn) XQT.• e-itHull + 11(1-Pn) X(1- Qp,,) e-ltHull 

~ 11(1 - Pn) XQT,ellllull + e\IXII for all t E [0, T], 

where the first term on the right side tends to zero as n -+ oo since XQT,e E 2nn(Jt"). 

This implies that, for a given 'fJ > 0, 

11(1- Pn) X e-ltHull ~ 'fJ for all t E [0, T] and n > N(rJ). (14) 

2. Next we consider the case X E ker p,8H. Then there is for each e > 0 a number 

T > 0 such that i[X e-itHu\1 ~ e for all t > T. This together with (14) leads to 

sup 11(1- Pn) X e-iiHull ~ e for n > N(e), 
t~O 

and this means Ps((l- Pn) X; H, u)-+ 0 as n-+ oo. Hence Xn = PnX is such a 

sequence of finite-dimensional operators which converges to X because P n does not 

depend on the vector u. 

3. Let X E ker P,aH· Then there is for each 'fJ > 0 a number e0 > 0 such that 
00 

e J e-El IIX e-11Hull dt ~ 'fJ for e E (0, e0). Using this together with (14), we can easily 

0 
calculate that 

00 

e J e-El 11(1 - Pn) X e-ltHu\1 dt ~ 'fJ for all e > 0 and n > N(rJ). 
0 

This implies Pa((1- Pn) X; H, u)-+ 0 as n-+ oo and thus the approximation of X 

by PnX in {-taB-convergence. • 

Remark 60. Since dom p,H = ima p,H EB ker p,H and ima p,H = (com H) I pac, this 

theorem leads to a characterization of the wave algebra as the closure (with respect to 

the p,H-convergence) of the set .91 = ,s;IH EB 2nn(.Yt) where ,s;IH is strongly dense in 

ima p,H. 

6.4.3. Compatibility of the algebraic properties with the r-H·topology 

By definition the p,H-topology makes dom p,H to a locally convex space. Now the 

question is whether or not this topological structure is compatible with the algebraic 

structure of dom p,H, in particular whether the product XY is continuous with respect 

to the p,H-topology. Clearly, XY is continuous in Y for fixed X, this follows from (11). 
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Unfortunately, XY is not continuous in X for each Y from dom p.H, and thus dom p.H 
is not a topological algebra with respect to the p.H-topology. This is the content of 

Proposition 61. There exi&t8 an operator Y E dom p.H BUCk that the map Ty: dom pH ~ 
domp.H given by Ty(x) = XY is not wnJinuO'UIJ wilh respect to the pH-topology. 

Proof. 1. To prove this statement, we use that Ty (as a map from a locally convex 
space~ into~) is continuous iff for each seminorm p(·; H, u) there is a finite set of 
seminorms p( ·; H, v1), p( ·; H, v2) ••• , p( ·; H, v8 ) and a number e > 0 such that 

8 

p(Ty(X);H,u) ~ e J: p(X; H, v;) for all X E dom pH. 
i=l 

(15) 

We shall construct a special operator Y E dom p.H such that (15) is not true. For simpli~ 
city we restrict ourselves to the special case in which .1'1' = L2([0, 2n], dx), and H is 
multiplication by x. The extension to arbitrary H on .1'1' can be done in a similar way 
as in the proofs of Theorem 50 and Prop. 53. 

2. First we give the proof under the assumption that for some u0 E .1'1' there exists a 
sequence of finite-dimensional projections Q,. such that Q,.Q,.. = Q,..Q,. = 0· for n =F n' 
and p(Q,.; H, u0) ~ e > 0 where e is independent of n. This assumption will be proved 
later. Now we define a compact operator 0 by 

IA,.I ~ 0 as n ~ oo and fniA,.I ~ oo as n ~ oo. 

Further, let P,. be a sequence of projections satisfying: P,.P,.. = P,..P,. = 0 for n =F n', 
P,. E com H, and P,. =1= 0. Clearly, such a sequence exists. Further, let W be a partial 
isometry with WQ,. = P,. W for all n. Then we define Y = WO. By definition we get 

p(P,.Y; H, u0) = p(A,.Q,.; H, u0 ) ~ IA,.I e. (16) 

On the other hand, when {v;}j=1 is any finite set of vectorsfrom.Tt' with l[v;ll = 1, then 
00 

1: 1!P,.v11!2 ~ l!v;l!2 = 1 and thus IIP,.,.v11! < e1 ln,l-1' 2 (for a subsequence {n11}.00) with a 
•=1 8 

number e; depending only on v1• Hence we obtain the estimate (set a:= J: e1) 
j=l 

8 8 

1: p(P,.,.; H, v1) = 1: I[P",.v;ll ~a ln,l-1' 2 • 
i=l i=l 

This inequality and ( 16 )show that ( 15) cannot be true for all X = P ""and any fixed set 

{v;}/=1 because fn!J,,.I ~ oo as n ~ oo. Therefore the special map Ty is not continuous. 

3. It remains to verify the existence of such projections Q,.. First, consider the case 
pH= p.8H. Set Q,. := U71(u,., ·) with U71(x) = (2nt1' 2 e-l•z. Then, by e-lt1Hu0 = U71 , we 
obtain 

Ps(Q"; H, Uo) =sup IIQ" e-UHUoll ~ lfQ" e-lnHuol! = IIQ,.u,.ll = 1. 
t;<:O 

Thus this sequence of projections Q" satisfies the required assumption for the vector Uo· 
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2n 2" 

Now consider the case f'H = f'aH· Define Qn =I; us(u8, ·).Then 2-n}; i[Qnusll = 1/2. 
Set en = 2-n. Then 8 =2"-'+1 s=1 

00 

Pa(Qn; H, Uo) = sup e J e-et i[Qn e-ltHuoll dt 
e>O 0 

.~ .~ 

~ en j e-•,.t i[Qn e-IIHuoll dt ~ e-1 en j i[Qn e-iiHuol[ dt 
0 0 

2" 1 

= e-12-" E J llQn e-isHu11l dt 
a-1 0 

with u1 = ~itHu0• Using this and the elementary estimate iiu1 - u0 11 ~ ct, we get for 
all sufficiently small1J > 0, 

2" ~ 

Pa(Qn; H, Uo) ~ e-12-n }; J dt ji[Qn e-isHuoll - IIQn(e-lsH(u,- Uo)l!j 
8=1 0 

with some number a > 0 independent of n. Here it was used that 

~ ~ ~ 

J IIQn e-isH(ut- u0)1[ dt ~ J Hut- u0 j[ dt ~ J ct dt = (c/2) 1]2 • 

0 0 0 

This concludes the proof of the existence of such projections Qn. • 

Instead of having the continuity of XY in the left factor, one has a weaker state
ment. 

Proposition 62. The product X Y is sequentielly continuous in X for each fixed Y from 
dom f'H with respect to the 1-'H-topology; that is, if Xn E dom f'H is 1-'H-convergent to X, 
then XnY is f'H-convergent to XY for each Y E dom f'H· 

Proof. Suppose Xn is 1-'H-convergent to X and Y E dom f'H· Then Y = Y 1 + Y2 

with Y 1 E ima f'H and Y2 E ker f'H· Thus we get 

p((X- Xn) Y; H, u) ~p((X- Xn) Y1;H, u) + p((X- Xn) Y 2 ; H; u) 

= p((X- Xn); H, Y1u) + p((X- Xn) Y2; H, u). 

The first term on the right side tends to zero as n ~ oo by assumption. Therefore we 

have to consider only the second term. By Theorem 59, Y2 can be approximated by 
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finite-dimensional operators Y2,m· Then 

p((X- Xn) Y2 ; H, u) 

~ p((X- Xn) (Y2 - Y2,m); H, u) + p((X- Xn) Y2,m; H, u) 

~ IIX- XniiP(Y2- Y2,m;H,u) + p((X- Xn) Y2,m;H,u). (17) 

According to Prop. 56, pH-convergence implies strong convergence, and therefore, by 

the principle of uniform boundedness, [[X - Xnll ~ c < oo with c independent of n. 

Thus the first term on the right side of ( 17) tends to zero as m --+ oo uniformly in n. 

The second term obeys the estimate p( (X - Xn) Y2,m; H, u) ~ II(X - Xn) Y2,mll 

x p(1; H, u), and it goes to zero as n--+ oo for each m because Xn 8 X and Y2,m is 

finite-dimensional. These considerations show that the right side of ( 17) is smaller than 

every e > Ofor all n > N(e) and a sufficiently large m. This proves p((X- Xn}Y2 ; H,u) 

--+ 0 as n --+ oo. • 
From the proof of this statement we see that the product XY is continuous on uni

formly bounded subsets of dom ,uH. 

6.5. Generalizations 

In the preceding paragraphs the study of the asymptotic limits of eiiH X e-ltH was re

stricted to the absolutely continuous subspace of H. Now we want to make some 

remarks to this choice and possible generalizations. 

6.6.1. Universal spectral projections 

Let us fix some property which determines a map Jt from the class of selfadjoint 

operators H into the class of projections PH with the following properties: 

(I) Pn is a spectral projection, that is, PH E com com H, thus PH= EH(iJH) with 

some Borel set iJH. 

(II) If U is isometric from :/e onto another Hilbert space£' and H' = UHU*, then 

PH'= UPHU*. 

(III) If H' =HI Q:/e where Q is a reducing projection for H, then PH' =PH I Q:/e. 

The spectralpropertywhichdetermines the map H ~PH is called universal spectral 

property and the projections PH given by the fixed map Jt are called universal spectral 

projections. Note that in general iJH depends on Has we will see later. 

In what follows we shall often use the phrase "let P_4 be a fixed universal (spectral) 

projection" instead of saying that we fix a map from the set of selfadjoint operators A 

into the set of projections PA determined by a universal spectral property. 

The properties {II) and (III) are compatible. We have 

Lemma 63. If H is unitarily equivalent to HI Q:/e, that is, HQ = UHU* with 

U*U = 1, UU* = Q and U E com H, then PHJQ.;tt' =PH I Q:/e = UPHU* I QJe. 

Proof. Because of U E com H we obtain PHU = UPH. Then we also have PHUU* 

= UPHU*, hence PHQ = QPH = UPHU*. This, (II) and (III) imply the statement. • 
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The next result expresses a certain feature of the projection PH which is immediately 
connected with the unitary invariance of the corresponding spectral property. 

Proposition 64. Let H 1 be selfadjoint on Jlt1• Further, let Q1 be a reducing projection 
for H1 and let Q0 be a reducing projection for H. Assume Q0 ~ Pn and H1 1 Q1£'1 is 
unitarily equivalent to HI Q0£'. Then Q1 ::S:: Pn,· 

Proof. We have Pnro.;f' = Pn I Q0Jit = 1o.;f'· Further, there is a partial isometry 
U:Jit-+ Jlt1 with U*U = Q0, UU* = Q1 and H 1 1 Q1£'1 = U(H I Qo£) U* I Q1£'1. 
Hence we obtain 

Pn,ro.£', = (UPnro.Jf'U*) I Q1Jit1 = U10.£'U* I Q1£'1 

= UU* I QtJitt = Qt I Qt.7l't = 10,£',· 

But Pn,1Q,£', = Pn,l Q1Jit1, hence Pn,l Q1Jit1 = Q11 Q1£'1. In every case we have 
Pn,Q1 = Q1Pn, ~ Q1. Thus we obtain Pn,Q1 = Q1Pn, = Q1 and Q1 ~ Pn,· • 

Simple examples of universal spectral projections are P~, P'if, P"k, En(L1) (where 
L1 is fixed), and En,1 + En,2 + ... + En,m where En,m denotes the spectral projection 
of (homogeneous) multiplicity m. To obtain other examples, we introduce for each H 
a system d n of bounded operators with the properties: 

(I) Each operator A E d n is bounded, A E !l!(£', £'A) where the Hilbert space £'A 
may depend on A. 

(II) d H has the left ideal property, i.e. A E d H and B E !l!(£' A• Jlt B) imply BA E d H 

(III) If A E dn and K E com H, then AK E dn. 
(IV) If H' = UHU*, U: £' -+ Jlt' is isometric, then d w = d nU* 
(V) If H' = HI QJ!t, Q a reducing projection for H, then d H' = d H I Q£. 

The properties (IV) and (V) are compatible: Let U E com H and U*U = 1, UU* 
= Q, A E d n· Then AQ = AUU* and AU Ed n· On the other hand, AU* = AU*Q. 

The simplest example is obtained when we take d H = U !l! 00 (Jit, £'') i.e. d H is 
£'' 

chosen as the set of all compact operators with arbitrary image space. The properties 
(I)-(V) can be easily verified. 

Definition 65. Let d H be given. Then we denote by P .91 8 ,8 and P .91 8 ,8 the projections 
onto the subspaces of all u E Jlt with 

lim I[A e-itHull = 0 for all A E d H (18) 
t-+oo 

and 
T 

lim T-1 J IIA e-ltH ul[2 dt = 0 for all A E d H• 

T-+oo 0 

(19) 

respectively. 

Proposition 66. The projections P .91 8 ,8 and P .91 8 ,8 are universal spectral projectionB. 

Proof. (I) For convenience we write P .9/s for P .9/s,s or P .9/H,a" It is sufficient to prove 
that P .91" commute with all reducing projections for H. Let Q be a reducing projection for 
H and f = P .91 Hf. Then llA e-ItH Qfll = IIAQ e-ltH /II· Hence, by (III) of d H• P .91 H Qf = Qf 
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and P dH QP dH = QP dH = P dH Q follow. (II) Let A' E dH'• Then, by (IV) of dH 
we have A'= AU* with A E dH· Hence we obtain 

IIA' e-iiH' /'II= I[AU*U e-ltHU*f'll = IIA e-ltHU*/'11, 

that is, I' E P dH·;t'' iff U*f' E P dH;t' or P dHJ' = I' iff P d 8 U*f' = U*f' or 
P d 8 ,/' = I' iff UP .918 U*f' = f'. Hence, P .918 , = UP .918 U*. (III) We have 
I[A' e-UH'/'IlQJt" = I[AQ e-ltHf'i[. Thus f' = P .9111'1' iff I' = P .918 Qf, that is, P dH' 
= p .JiiH I Q;t' . • 

Example 67. Let .91 H = U ~ 00(Jt", Jt"') and PH= P .Jil8 ,a. In this case we obtain that the uni
Jt"' 

versal spectral projection PH = P .91 8 ,a is equal to P"H· Namely, if I = P'HI, then A E ~ 00(Jt", Jt"') 
T 

implies lim p-1 J IIA e-1tH1112 dt = 0. This follows easily from Prop. 3.10 by similar arguments as 
7'-+oo 0 

n the proof of Theorem 35. However, when IE P'JJJt" = (1 - P"H) Jt", i.e. I= E c11u11 where 
u11 are eigenvectors of H, then take the compact operator A= u8(u8,·) with c8 =I= 0. Thus 
IIA e-IIHIII = jc,l > 0 as a simple calculation shows. 

Example 68. .91 H = U ~ 00(Jt", Jt"') .and PH = P .91 8 ,s· In this case we get PH ~ Pj1 since 
.;t" 

lim IIA e-ltHIII = 0 for all IE Pj1Jt" and all compact operators A (see Theorem 35). On the other 
1-+oo 
hand, the same reasoning as in Example 67 proves that PH ;:;:;;; P'H. Thus, Pi'J ;:;:;;; PH = P .Jil8 ,8 

~ P"H. Often P".J = P"H such that PH= Pi'J = P'H. But there exist operators H such 
that Pi'J < P"H and PH is different from both projections. For instance, there are operators H 
(even Schrodinger operators, see the Notes and Remarks) such that P}; =I= 0 and there is a 
vector u E PjjJt" with lim (u, e-UHu) = 0. This implies by a simple calculation that for the 

t-+oo 
projection Pu onto clo spa {e-IIHu; t E JR.}, wehavew-lim e-UHpu = 0. Thus we gets-lim 0 e-itHpu 

t-+oo 1-+oo 
= 0 for all 0 E .91 H (the same proof as for Theorem 35), and this implies PH= P .Jil8 ,s ~ .Pi'J 
+ P 11 > Pj1 for these special oper~tors H. On the other hand, there are operators H with 

Pji =I= 0 and a vector u E Pl;Jt" such that lim (u, e-IIHu) does not exist. Thus, this implies by 
t~oo 

similar arguments as above that PH= P .JiiH,s < P"H for these operators H. From these two 
examples of operators H we see that the universal spectral projections determined by (18) via the 
set U ~ oo(Jt", Jt"') may considerably vary, in dependence of H, between P'H and Pi'J. Thus 

Jt"' 
P .91 H•s leadS to universal spectral projections different from the ones given after Prop. 64. 

6.6.2. Wave algebras with universal spectral projections 

Checking the proofs of Theorem 23 and Theorem 25, on finds that they remain true 
if one replaces the projection PJ in Definition 22 by a projection EH E com com H, 
i.e. EH = EH(LJH) with some Borel set LJH. Further, if H' is unitarily equivalent to H, 
i.e. H' = UHU* with U*U = 1 and UU* = 1, then it is reasonable to require that the 
corresl!onding wave algebras are also unitarily equivalent, i.e. dom pH' = U( dom pH) U*. 
Thus, if one wants to generalize, the notion of wave algebra with the help of another 
projection EH determined by any universal property, one comes necessarily to the 
concept of the universal spectral projection (the third property of PH can also be 
motivated in the framework of wave algebras). This means that a reasonable generali
zation of Definition 22 is given if we replace PJ by a universal spectral projection PH. 
Clearly, the important fact that the set of compact operators belongs to the wave 
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ideal (see Theorem 35) and the important characterization of ker ftH by compact (even 
finite-dimensional) operators and by the corresponding topology (see Theorem 59) 
remain true only under additional assumptions on Pn. For instance, in case of the 
JAJ-lim this remains true when Pn ~ P'i! (see Example 67). In case of the s-lim this 
remains true when Pn:::;;: P.J (for Pn > P~ there are counter-examples, see Example 
68). In particular we note that the topological characterization of the wave algebra 
dom I' a H is also true when P.J is replaced by some universal spectral projection 
Pn :5: P'k. 

However it should be noticed that in almost all practical interesting cases pcH = P.J 
and generalizations of the type PiJ-+ Pn < P.J are trivial. Moreover, most of the 
results in the following chapters use essentially the fact that we restrict ourselves to 
vectors from the absolutely continuous subspace of H. 

In the remainder of this section we introduce some useful notations. 

Definition 69. Let PH be a universal spectral projection. Then !l' H,p8 (.Tt', £'') denotes 
the set of all bounded operators X from £' to the Hilbert space £'' which satisfy 
Lim X e-unpH = 0. We use the notations !l' n,/>8 (£, .Tt'')s and !l' n,p8 (.Tt', .Tt'')a if 
t->-oo 

Lim= s-lim and Lim= JAJ-lim, respectively. 

Proposition 70. (i) !l' n,p8 (.Tt', £'')is a linear space closed in operatar norm. 

(ii) If X E !l'n,p8 (.Tt', £'')and A E !l'(£'', £'"),then AXE !l'n,p8 (.Tt', £'"). 
(iii) If Pn ~ P'l!, then !l' 00(£', £'') C: !l' H,P8 (.Tt', .Tt'')a 
(iv) If Pn ~ PiJ, then !l' oo(.Tt', £'') C: !l' H,P8 (£', .Tt'')s· 

Proof. (i) and (ii) are easy consequences of Definition 69. (iii) follows from Example 
67 and the definition of JAJ-lim. (iv) was proved in Example 68. • 

Because of !l'n,Pj'j(.Tt', £') = ker ftH and (ii) of Prop. 70, we see that in case Pn = P.J 
the study of !l'n,Pj{(.Tt', £')reduces to the study of the wave ideal ker ft8 • 

Special cases of interest are when an operator is asymptotically isometric or equi
valent to another operator. 

· Definition 71. Let X E !l'(£', £''). Suppose there is a partial isometry W such that 
X- WE !l' n,p8 (;t', £''). Then X is called asymptotically partially isometric with 
respect to HPn (in case !l' H.PH(;t', .Tt'')s we say stronglyasymptoticallypartiallyisometric). 

Definition 72. Let X, X' E !l'(£', £''). Assume X - X' E !l' H,P8 (.Tt', £''). Then we 
say X is asymptotically equivalent to X' with respect to HPn. (In case !l' n,p8 (.Tt', .Tt'')s 
we say strongly asymptotically equivalent). Sometimes we use the short notation X ~ X' 
or X - X' E !l' H,PH(.Tt', £'') if Pn is fixed. H 
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7 .I. Projections 

7 .1.1. Spectral projections of selfadjoint asymptotic constants 

Let A E dom p.H be selfadjoint. Then it is a natural question to ask which spectral 
projections of A belong to dom I'H· The next statement gives a partial answer. 

Proposition 1. Let A E dom I'H be selfadjoint and set A 0 = ,uH(A). Suppose L1 is an 
open neighborhood of a Borel set L10 and suppose dis (clo Lf, (spec A0)"L10) > 0. Then 
E.t(clo Ll) E dom ,uH and ,uH(EA(clo Ll)} = EA,(clo Ll) pac. 

Proof. Let f E 0(1R) with f(x) ~ 0, /(x) = 1 on clo L1 and f(x) = 0 on spec A 0 "L10• 
Then (see Theorem 6.28) 

I'H(f(A)} = f(A 0 ) pac = EA,(clo Lf) pac. 

Further, let g E O(IR) with g(x) ;;:::: 0, supp g n spec A 0 = f/J and 0 ~ /(x) - XcloLI(x) 
< g(x). Clearly, such a functiongexists. Then,uH(g(A)) = g(A0) pac = 0, i.e. g(A): E ker ,uH. 
Thus, by f(A)- EA(clo Lf) ~ g(A), /(A)- EA(clo Lf) E ker ,uH. Since /(A) E dom f.'H, 
this implies EA(clo Lf) E dom p.H and 

1-'H(EA(clo Lf)} = 1-'H(/(A)) = EA0(clo Ll) pac. • 

For example, if Lf 0 is an isolated closed part of spec ,uH(A), then there is always an 
open neighborhood L1 of Ll0 such that the assumptions of Prop. 1 are satisfied. Note that 
in this case Ll0 is not necessarily also an isolated part of spec A (see (6.5)), that is, some 
parts of spec A may disappear under p.H. If this happens, then certain spectral pro
jections of A necessarily belong to ker ,uH, as is shown in the following corollary. 

Corollary 2. Let A E dom ,uH be selfadjoint. Assume A E spec A but A~ spec ,uH(A). 
Further, assume A E [a, b] c res !'H(A). Then EA([a, b]) E ker p.H. 

Proof. Set L1 = (a, b) and Ll 0 = {A}. In this case A ~ spec !'H(A) and 

dis (clo Lf, spec p.H(A)"{A}) =dis ([a, b], spec p.H(A)) > 0 

since [a, b] c res ,uH(A). Applying Prop. 1, we get EA([a, b]) E dom p,H and p,H(EA([a, b])) 
= E,.H(AI([a, b]) pac = 0. • 

In particular, if A is selfadjoint and A E ker p,H, then Corollary 2 implies that 
EA(Lf) E ker ,uH for each closed set L1 with L1 n {0} = f/J. 

Later we shall see that there are asymptotic constants X (selfadjoint) and Borel 
sets L1 such that E x(Lf) ~ dom p.H. 

7.1.2. Projections P with r-H(P) =!= r--H(P) 

In scattering theory one is interested in operators X for which X(t) = eiiHX e-itHpac 
tends to different limits when t -+ oo and t -+ - oo. Since the asymptotics for large 
negative values oft corresponds to the wave morphism ,u-H, this means that we have to 
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look for operators X E dom p,H n dom p,-H with p,H(X) =l= p,-H(X). In this section we 
consider projections X with these and other properties. 

First we need a technical lemma. 

Lemma 3. LetP E domp,H n dom p,-H be a projection with p,H(P) = pac and p,-H(P) = 0. 
Let Q E com H be a projection with Q ~ pac. Then there is a projection F ~ Q with 
FE dom p,H n dom p,-H, p,H(F) = Q and p,-H(F) = 0. 

1 

Proof. Consider A =QPQ = J AEA(dJ.). Thenp,H(A) =p,H(QPQ) = Qandp,-H(A) = 0. 
0 

Hence, according to Prop. 1, one can choose F = EA([s, 1]) with s E (0, 1). • 

Theorem 4. ThereisaprojectionP+ E domp,H ndomp,-H with p,H(P+) = pac,p,-H(P+) = 0 
andP+ < pac. 

Proof. We can decompose pacff into a direct sum of subspaces ;/f' n with the proper
ties: Each subspace ;/f' n reduces H, HI ;/f' n is simple and absolutely continuous. Since 
it suffices to construct the projection P +in each subspace .# n separately, we can restrict 
ourselves to the special case that pac = 1 and His simple. By the spectral representation 
theorem we can further assume ;/f' = £2(LI, d.?.) and His multiplication by A. According 
to Lemma 3, it is sufficient to assume Ll = lR. (L2(LI, dJ.) can be regarded as a subspace 
of L 2(lR., d.?.) when Ll c JR.). Since H =A on L 2(lR, d.?.) is unitarily equivalent to 
II = -id/dx on £2(lR., dx) (via Fourier transformation), it is sufficient to find a pro
jection P+ on L2(lR., dx) with P+ E dom p,fl n dom p,-fl, p,fl(P+) = 1 and p,-fl(P+) = 0. 
We claim that P+ = x1o,oo)' where X!O,ool is multiplication by X[O,oo)(x), has these pro
perties. Namely (see also Example 6.49), 

(eitftp+ e-ilflu) (x) = X[O,ool(x + t) u(x) = X[-t,ool(x) u(x) 

and X!-t,ool tends strongly to 1 as t-+ oo and to 0 as t-+ -oo. • 

An example for such a projection was already constructed in the course of the proof. 
Another example is given by: Jl't' = L 2([0, 2:n:], dx), H = x and P+ = E un(um ·) with 
un(x) = (2:n:)-112 e-inx (see the proof of Prop. 6.53 where P+ = P _). n~l 

With the help of such a projection P + one can easily construct operators P from 
dom p,H n dom p,-H which have arbitrary operators Q+, Q_ from ima p,H as limits: Set 
P = P+Q+ + (1- P+) Q_ then P E dom p,H n dom p,-H and p,H(P) = Q+, p,-H(P) = Q_ 
as a simple calculation shows. 

7 .1.3. Equivalence relations between projections 

In the set of projections belonging to a fixed wave algebra one can introduce a special 
equivalence relation. 

Definition 5. Let P, Q E dom p,H be projections. P is called equivalent to Q, denoted 
by P ~ Q, if P - Q E ker p,H. 

It is easy to verify that ~ is an equivalence relation. First we show that there is a 
lot of special equivalent projections. 
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Proposition 6. Let Q E dom flH be a projection with dim Q.Yt' = oo. Then there is a 
projection P such that: P < Q, dim (Q - P) .Yt' = oo, P E dom flH and flH(P) = flH(Q). 

Proof. 1. Assume flH(Q) = 0. Then every projection P < Q belongs also to dom flH 
and pH(P) = 0. This follows from Prop. 6.43. Now Q = J: un(Um ·)where {un} is some 
orthonormal system in .Yt'. Set P := J: u2n(~m ·). Clearly P < Q and dim (Q- P) .Yt' 
= oo. The other properties of P follow from the remarks above. 

2. Assume Q0 = pH(Q) > 0. Then Q0 ~ pac, Q0 E com H and dim Q0.Yt' = oo. The 
projection Q0 satisfies the relation Lim (Q e-itHpact- e-ltHQ01) = 0 for all IE .Yt'. By 

t-..oo 

Lemma 6.17, there is a sequence tn ~ oo such that 

lim I[Q e-lt.Hpacl- e-ltnHQolll = 0, IE .Yt'. (1) 
,.-..oo 

Now we introduce a sequence of disjoint projections F 8 with 

00 

F 5 E comH 
8=1 

(for example F 8 = E(L1 8 ) Q0E(L1 8 ) where {Ll 8 } is a suitable resolution of IR). Further, let 
D8 < F 8 be finite-dimensional projections. Then from (1) we get lim llQ e-itnHD. 

n-..oo 
- e-ii.HD.II = 0 for alls E lN. Setting D8 (n) := e-1tnHD8 eitnH, we obtain 

lim llQD.(n)- D.(n)ll = 0, 
D--700 ~ 

s E lN. 

Note that D8(n) <F. for all n and dim D8(n) .Yt' =dim D8.Yt'. Now we choose a sub
sequence n8 = n8(e) such that 

IIQD.(n8 )- D8(n8 )il < e•, 8 E lN, (2) 

for some e > 0. Obviously, P := J: D8 (n8 ) is a projection andf.lH(P) = 0 (use Prop. 6.44). 
]further from (2) we get K = J: (QD.(n8 )- D8(n8 }) is compact. Hence 'l' := P + K 
= J: QD.(n8 ) = QP is noncompact and we have T = QT, T E ker flH· From T* = P 
+ K* it follows that T* E ker pH and thus f.lH(jT*i) = 0. iT*i is noncompact and 
iT*i = Q iT*i Q. Consequently, there is e > 0 such that E := EIT*I([e, oo)) is infinite
dimensional. From Prop. 1 it follows that E E ker flH. By construction E = QEQ and 
dim E.Yt' = oo. This ensures that P : = Q - E has the desired properties. • 

Remark 7. From the construction of the projection P one obtains a little more, 
namely that E = Q - P is even an element of ker fla<H> for each Borel function <X such 
that P!(m = pac and <X(H) is well-defined. 

In the theory of W*-algebras two projections P, Q are called equivalent, P ,....., Q, if 
there exists a partial isometry U from this W*-algebra such that U*U = P and UU* 
= Q. The next statement shows that the equivalence relation ~ implies the other "'· 

Theorem 8. Let P, Q E dom flH be projections. Assume P ~ Q, i.e. P - Q E ker flH. 
Then there is a partial isometry W such that W*W = P, WW* = Q, W, W* E dom flH 
and pH(W) = ,uH(W*) = ,uH(P). 

Proof. By Prop. 6, there are projections P', Q' such that: P' < P and Q' < Q, 
dim (P- P') .Yt' =dim (Q- Q') .Yt' = oo and P- P', Q- Q' E ker ,uH. Set A= Q'P' 
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and let A = V JAl be the polar decomposition of A. Set E := f'H(Q) = f'H(P) = f'H(A) 
= f'H(A*). Then 

f'H(jAj2) = f'H(A*A) = f'H(A*) f'H(A) =E. 

From this and Theorem 6.28 (for (X(x) = y; on JR.+ and (X(x) = 0 on JR._) we obtain 
JAJ E dom f'H and f'H(jAI) =E. By VP' = V, f'H(P') = E and f'H(jAJ -E) = 0, we 
have 

E = f'H(A) = f'H(V JAI) = f'H(V JAJ + V(E- JAJ)) = f'H(VE) 

= f'H(VP' + V(E- P')) = f'H(VP') = f'H(V), 

i.e. V E dom f'H and f'H( V) =E. In the same manner we can prove V* E dom f'H and 
/LH(V*) =E. From the definition of V we see that V*V = P 1 ~ P' < P and VV* 
= Q1 ~ Q' < Q. This implies Q1, P 1 E dom jl,H and f'H(Q1) = f'H(P1) = E. Since 
dim (Q - QI) .71' = dim (P - PI) .71' = oo, there is a partial isometry u with u•u 
= P - P 1 and UU* = Q - Q1• By U = U(P - P 1) and U* = U*(Q - Q1), we 
obtain U, U* E ker f'H· Now define W : = V + U. It is easily verified that W is a partial 
isometry with W* W = P and WW* = Q. Furthermore, from the properties of V and U 
it follows that W, W* E dom f'H and f'H(W) = f'H(W*) = E = f'H(P). • 

Remark 9. In the same manner one can prove that when the projections 
P, Q E dom f'H n dom f'-H with f'H(P) = f'H(Q) and f'-H(P) = f'-H(Q), then the partial 
isometry W constructed in the proof of this theorem has the additional properties: 
W, W* E dom f'-H and f'-H( W) = f'-H( W*) = f'-H(P). 

The other direction, that the relation P "' Q implies P ~ Q, is not true, in general. 
To show this, we consider a simple example. 

Example 10. Let Jf = L2(L1, dx; CC2) and let H be multiplication by x. The operators on this 

space can be representedas2 x 2-matrices. LettheprojectionPbe defined by the matrix (~"(x) ~) 
and let the unitary operator W be given by C ~) . Then P and W commute with H and we get 

Q = WPW* is given by the matrix(0 0 )·Thus W, W*, P, andQ belongtocomH=imapH o z;~(x) 
in this case. Hence p,....Q. Further P- Q E ima pH and P- Q =I= 0. This proves P- Q ~ ker pH 
and thus P ~ Q. 

H H has not a simple absolutely continuous spectrum, then there are always pro
jections P, Q E dom p,H such that P"' Q is valid but P + Q. However, it is not 
hard to show that P "" Q implies P ~ Q if H has a simple absolutely continuous spec
trum (use that ima f'H is Abelian and thus f'H(P), f'H(Q), f'H( W), f'H( W*) commute with 
each other). 

7 .2. Adjoints and partial isometries 

7 .2.1. Adjoints 

First we note a simple but essential feature of the adjoint of an asymptotic constant. 

Theorem 11. Suppose that X, X* E dom f'H· Then p,H(X*) = (f'H(X))*; this means 
that the map f'H is interchangealJle with the map *: X --? X* on every 0*-subalgebra of 
domf'H· 

9 Baumgirtel}Wollenberg 
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Proof. Let X, X* E dom ,uH. Then from Theorem 6.25 we obtain 

!"B(X) =Lim pac e11H X e-IIHpac, I"B(X*) =Lim pac eltHX* e-UHpac, 
1-+oo t~oo 

Therefore, for all f, g E .;tt' we have (f, !"B(X) g) = Lim (/, pac eliHX e-iiHpacg) 
1-+oo 

=Lim (pac eltH X* e-ltH pacf, g) = (!"B(X*) f, g), and this implies the assertion. • 
t~oo 

Occasionally, we shall use the next elementary result. 

Proposition 12. (i) Let U be a partial iscrmetry with U*U = P. Then U E ker I"H is 
equivalent toPE ker I"H· 

(ii) Let A be a normal operator. Then A E ker I"H implies A* E ker I"H· 

Proof. (i) U E ker I"H implies P = U*U E ker I"H because ker I"H is a left ideal. 
Conversely, P E ker I"H implies U =UP E ker I"H because of the same argument. 
(ii) Let .A= V J.AJ bethepolardecompositionof.A. Since A E ker I"H, JAJ = V*A E ker,uH, 
and also V* JAJ E ker I"H because ker I"H is a left ideal. Since A is normal, we have 
A.A.*= A* A, and this implies V JAI = JAJ V and also V* J.AJ = JAJ V*. Hence 
A* = JAJ V* = V* JAJ E ker I"H· • 

Theorem 13. The wave algebra is not a •-algebra. That is, there is an operator X E dom pH 
such that X* E! dom I"H· 

Proof. Let E E ker I"H be a projection such that dim E.;tt' = oo. Such a projection 
exists by Prop. 6 (set Q = pac and take E = pac- P). Then take a partial isometry W 
with W*W = E and WW* = pac, Since dim E.;tt' =dim pac.;t{' = oo, such W exists. 
Then W E ker I"H, by Prop. 12, but W* E! ker:/"H because pac E! ker I"H· Thus, by Theorem 
11, W* is not an element of dom p,H, i.e. X= W is the desired operator. • 

7 .2.2. Properties of partial isometries from dom p.8 

The wave morphism ,uH maps selfadjoint operators and projections into selfadjoint 
operators and projections, respectively. Now the question is whether the images of 
partial isometries under I"H are again partial isometries. First we give some sufficient 
criteria. 

Theorem 14. Let U E dom I"H be a partial isometry with U*U = P and UU* = Q. 
Set U+ = I"B(U). Then: 

(i) If P E dom I"H, then U+ is a partial isometry with U+*U+ = I"B(P). 
(ii) If U* E dom I"H, then U + is a partial isometry, P and Q are elements of dom ,uH, 

and ,uB(P) = U+*U+ and !"B(Q) = U+U+*· 
(iii) If P, Q E dom "'H and u+u+ * = I"B(Q), then U* E dom I"H· 

Proof. (i) We have P = U*U = U*(U- U+) + U*U+. Since U- U+ E ker .uH 
and P E dom I"H, we get U*U+ E dom I"H andi"B(U*U+) = I"B(P). On the other hand, 
,uB(U+*U) = (I"B(U*U+)}* because of Theorem 11 and this implies U+*U+ = I"B(P). Since 
I"B(P) is a projection as an image of a projection, this shows that U+ is a partial iso
metry. (ii) This is a consequence of P = U*U, Q = UU* and (i). (iii) Set Q+ = I"B(Q). 
Then U* = U*Q = U*(Q - Q+) + U*Q+ = U*(Q - Q+) + U*U+U+ * = U*(Q - Q+) 
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+ U*(U+- U) U+* + U*UU+ = U*(Q- Q+) + U*(U+- U) U+* + PU+*· By 
Q- Q+, U- U+ E ker p,H and P E dom p,H, we get that the right side of this equality 
belongs to dom p,H and therefore U* E dom p,H. • 

The next statement shows that the image of a partial isometry under p,H is not 
always a partial isometry. Further it makes some assertions on the initial and final 
projections of a partial isometry U from dom p,H. 

Proposition lo. (i) There exists a partial isometry U E dom p,H such that p,H(U) is not 
partially isometric. 

(ii) There exists a partial isometry U E dom p,H such that P = U*U ~ dom p,H. 
(iii) There exists a partial isometry U E dom p,H such that Q = UU* ~ dom p,H. 

Proof. (i) By Prop. 6, there is a projection Q ~ pac such that Q E dom p,H, p,H(Q) = pac, 
Q_ : = pac - Q E ker p,H and dim Qll!' = dim Q_;/1' = oo. Then there is a basis {u,.}~oo 

in pac;/1' such that 

oo -oo 
Q = L Un(Um ·)and Q_ = L Un(Un, ·). 

n=1 n=O 

Set Wn := (1/V2} (un + u-<n-11 ) for n = 1, 2, ... By definition fwn};"' is an ortho
normal system and P = L wn(Wn, ·) is a projection. Now we define U = L un(Wn, ·). 
Clearly, U is a partial isometry with U*U = P. Further, U = U1 + U2 with U1 

= L (1fl/2} Un(Un, ·) = (1fl/2) Q and u2 = .E (1fll2) Un(U-(n-1)• ·) = U2Q_. Since 
n;;;1 

Q_ E ker p,H, u2 = U2Q- E ker p,H. Further, by p,H(Q) = pac, we get p,H(Ul) = p,H((1fl/2} Q) 
= ( 1/V2) pac. These two facts imply U E dom p,H and p,H( U) = ( 1fl/2) pac. Thus p,H( U) 
is not partially isometric. (ii) Take U from (i). Then P = U*U ~ dom p,H because of 
Theorem 14 (i). (iii) Choose a projection E E ker p,H with dim Ell!' = oo (such E exists 
by Prop. 6). Further, choose a projection Q ~ dom p,H (such Q exists by (ii)). By dim Ell!' 
=dim Q;/1' = oo, there is a partial isometry U with U*U = E and UU* = Q. Ac
cording to Prop. 12, U E ker p,H, but by construction UU* = Q ~ dom p,H. • 

The following two special statements will be needed in Part III. 

Lemma 16. Let V E dom p,H be partially isometric with V*V = Q and VV* =F. 
Assume Q E com H and p,H( V) = Q. Then FQ E dom p,H and p,H(FQ) = Q. 

Proof. We have FQ = VV*Q = VV*(Q- V) + VV*V = F(Q- V) + V. By 
V - Q E ker p,H, this implies FQ E dom p,H and p,H(FQ) = p,H( V) = Q. • 

Lemma 17.LetF andQbeprojections. AssumeQ E com H, FQ E dom p,H andp,H(FQ)=Q. 
Then there is a partial isometry V with V*V = Q and VV* = F such that V, V*Q E dom p,H 
and p,H( V) = p,H( V*Q) = Q. If in addition FQ E dom p,-H with p,-H(FQ) = Q, then V 
can be chosen so that V, V*Q E dom p,-H and p,-H( V) = p,-H( V*Q) = Q, too. 

Proof. The proof follows the same ideas as the proof of Theorem 8. Thus we only 
sketch some points of the proof. Let A = FQ and A = W IAI be its polar decompo
sition. Then we get, as in the proof of Theorem 8, W E dom p,H and p,H( W) = Q, and 
similarly as in that proof we can construct from W a partial isometry V with V E dom p.H, 

p,H(V) = Q, V*V = Q and VV* = F. Thus, by V*Q = V*(Q - V) + V*V 

9* 
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= V*(Q - V) + Q, we obtain V*Q E dom I'B and !'B( V*Q) = Q. The other assertion 
of this lemma can be proved in the same manner. • 

7 .2.3. Unitary operators 

According to Theorem 14 the image. of a unitary operator from dom I'B under the map 
I'B is a partial isometry with the initial subspace pac;;e, Now we ask whether this 
partial isometry is even unitary on pac;;e. A partial answer gives 

Proposition 18. Let U E dom I'B be unitary on ;te. Then: (i) !'B(U) I pac;te ill unitary 
if H has no part with infinite multiplicity. Moreover, then U* E dom I'B· 

(ii) If there is a number ~ E res U with 1~1 = 1, then !'B( U) I pac;;e ill unitary and 
U* E domi'B· 

Proof. (i) By Theorem 14, we have U+*U+ = pac with U+ = !'B(U). Now pac;;e, 
HI pac;;e can be identified with L2(LI, dx; :Yt"z), x because of the spectral representation 
theorem (see 4.5.1). Since U+ E com Hand U+ = pacu+ = U~c, U+ corresponds to a 
multiplication operator by U+(x) on L2(LI, dx; :Yt"z) which is an isometry a.e. on 
Ll (mod 1·1), i.e.U+*(x) U+(x) = 1Jf",. a.e. onLI. Since dim :Yt"z < oo for all x ELl, U+(x) 
is unitary a.e. on Ll and therefore U+ I pac;;e is unitary. It remains to show that 
U* E dom I'B· But this follows from Theorem 14 (iii). (ii) Again we have U+ *U+ = pac 
with U+ = !'B(U). Since there is~ E res U with 1~1 = 1 and U is unitary, we get that 
0 E res.,., u (see Theorem 6.29) and therefore u-l = U* E dom I'B· This implies, by 
Theorem 14 (ii), that U+U+* = pac, • 

The following example proves that !'B( U) I pac;;e is not always unitary when U is 
unitary on ;te. Naturally, this example uses an operator H with infinitely dimensional 
multiplicity of its spectrum. 

Example 19. Let H = -id/dx on .te = L2(lR, dx; .Te0 ) with dim .te0 = oo. Further, let {e8}f 
denote an orthonormal basis in .1e0• The set !JJ of vectors u E .1t' having the form u(x) = (X(z) e8, 

(X E C0(lR), is generating in .te. Let u E !JJ, u(x) = (X(X) e8• Then we define 

"" (Uu) (x) = Xl-oo,oJ(Z) (X(x) e8 + E Xllt-l,nJ(Z) (X(X) Bne6 
n=l 

where B .. are unitary operators on .71' 0 given by 

_ { ei+1 for ~ ~ j ~ n - 1 
Bnej- e1 for 1 = n, 

e; for j > n. 

(if n > 1), 

It is easy to verify that U is unitary on .7/'. From this definition we get (U e-itHu) (x) =(X( X - t)es+v 
u(x) = (X(x) e8 , for all sufficiently large t. This follows from the fact that the support of (X(X - t) 
= &1(:~:) lies in the interval [n, oo) with n - 1 > s for large t. Thus s-lim eiiHU e-iiHu = {(X( X) e8+1}. 

t->-oo 
This implies U E domp8B and p 8B(U) = U+ with U+ definedon!JJ by (U+u) (x) =(X(:!:) e8+1 for 
u(x) = (X(x) e8• Obviously, U+ is not a unitary operator because the image of U+ does not contain 
the set of vectors (X(X) e1• Hence U is the desired counterexample. 
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7.3. C*- and W*-subalgebras of the wave algebra 

7.3.1. f-'8 as *·homomorphism on *•Subalgebras 

In this section we study some properties of the wave morphism I'H when we restrict 
it to 0*- or W*-subalgebras of dom I'H· Recall that I'H restricted to tt-subalgebras is a 
•-homomorphism (see Theorem 11 and Remark 6.27). 

Proposition 20. Let d be a 0*-subalgebra of dom I'H. Then I'H restricted to d is a 
•-homomorphism from d into ima I'H and I'H(d) is again a 0*-subalgebra of ima I'H· If if!, 
addiiion I'H is injective on d, i.e. 0 =FA E d implies I'H(A) =F 0, then I'H is isometric on 
d, that islii'H(A)!i = I[A!Ifor all A Ed. 

Proof. Only the last assertion has to be proved. Let I'H be injective on d. It is 
sufficient to prove 111-'H(A)II = HAll for all A E d with HAll = 1. Obviously we have 
ll,uH(A)II;;:;;; IIAII· Assume the existence of &.n A with ll,uH(A)I[ < 1. Now IIA*AII = IIAI[2, 

hence IIA*AII = 1. Further, we have ,uB(A*) = (,uH(A))*. Hence we get ,uH(A*A) 
= (,uH(A))* ,uH(A), that is, ll,uH(A*A)Ii = ll,uH(A)!I2• We put B :=A* A;;;::: 0, then 
IIBil = 1 and l[,uH(B)Il < 1. Now let f E O(JR+) and /(A.) G 0, further /(1) = 1 and /(A.) = 0 
on [0, l[,uH(B)Il + e], e > 0, e + l[,uH(B)II < 1. Then /(B) E dom ,uH, /(B) =F 0 (because 
of 1 E spec B) and /(B) G 0. Further, ,uH(f(B)) = /(,uH(B)) pac = 0 because of supp f 
nspec I'H(B) = 0, hence f(B) E ker I'H and/(B) Ed, which is a contradiction to /(B) =l= 0. • 

An important special case is given when the 0*-algebra d is even a W*-algebra. 
Then the question arises whether I'H(d) is also a W*-algebra. This is connected with 
the question of whether or not ,uH I d is a so-called W*-homomorphism, i.e. if ,uH I d 
is continuous with respect to the weak •-topologies on d and !l'(.n"). 

Proposition 21. Let d E dom ,uH be a W*-algebra. Then ,uH I d is a W*-hornomorphism 
and in particular ,uB(d) is a W*-algebra. 

Proof. Since d is a W*-algebra, there is a unique Banach space d * such that 
d = (d *)* (see SAKAI [1, p. 1 ]). By d c: !l'(.n"), we get d * ~ (!l'(.n"))* = !l'1(.n"). 
The weak *-topology in d is defined by the family of seminorms la*(A)I, a* E d *; 
the weak •-topology in !l'(.n") is defined by the seminorms ltr (PX)I, P E !l'1(.n") and 
X E !l'(.n"); !l'1(.n") is the indexing set. 

First we note that lim tr PB1 = 0 if P E !l'1(.n") and s-lim B1 = 0 where Bt E !l'(.;t"). 
t-+oo t-+oo 

Namely, let P* =I: Cs!J8(/8 , ·) be the Schmidt representation of P* with I: leal < oo 
and choose an orthonormal basis {e;} which contains the system {/8 }. Then tr PB1 

= I: c8(g8, B1e8 ) and the assertion follows easily. Secondly, for A E dom ,uH we have 
T 

,uH(A) = s-lim T-1 J elfH A e-ltH pac dt. Thus, applying the result above on the operator 
T-+oo 0 

T 

function BT = T-1 J fitH A e-itH pac dt - 1-'H(A), we get 
0 

tr (P,uH(A)} =lim tr {P(T-1 IeitHA e-ltH pac dt)}· (3) 
T-+oo 0 
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Now, because of tr OD = tr DO, we obtain 

tr {P(T-1 i e11H A e-itHpac dt)} = tr {T-1 l pac e-itHp eltH A dt} = tr {PTA} 

T 

where PT = T-1 J pac e-itHp eitH dt E -~\(.n") for all T > 0. From this and (3) it 

follows that o 

tr {P,uH(A)} =lim tr {PTA}, A Ed. (4) 
T--+oo 

Next we use that d * is sequentielly complete with respect to the weak topology (see 
SAKAI [1, p. 21]), i.e. there is p~1 Ed* such that p~1(A) =lim tr {PTA}, A Ed. This 

T--+eo 

relation and (4) prove p~1(A) = tr {P,uH(A)} for all A Ed and P E !l'1(.n"), and this 
means that ,uH(A) is continuous with respect to the corresponding weak *-topologies 
in d and !l'(.n"), i.e. ,uH I d is a W*-homomorphism. Since W*-homomorphisms 
map W*-algebras onto W*-algebras (see SAKAI [1, p. 40]), ,uH(d) is a W*-algebra. • 

7 .3.2. (18 as spatial isomorphism on W*-subalgebras 

In the preceding section it was shown that for a W*-algebra d, ,uH I dis a W*-homo
morphism and ,uH(d) is a W*-algebra. Now it is known that one can find a maximal 
projection E E cen d such that ,uH restricted to d I E : = {A E d; A = AE = EA} 
,...., A I E.n" is injective, i.e. ,uH(A) =!= 0 if 0 =!=A E dIE. Note that if dis a v. Neumann 
algebra, then also dIE .n" and ,uH(d) I ,uH(E).n" are v. Neumann algebras, and ,uH is a 
W*-isomorphism of d I E onto ,uH(d I E). The projection P : = ,uH(E) belongs to the 
center of ,uH(d I E) and we have ,uH(d I E) = ,uH(d I E) I P = ,uH(d) I P. 

Theorem 22. Let d = dom ,uH be a v. Neumann algebra. Assume there is a projection 
E E cen d such that ,uH restricted to d I E is injective and (com d) I E is Abelian. Further, 
assume that (com ,uH(d I E)) I P with P := ,uH(E) is also Abelian. Then ,uH is a spatial 
isomorphism of dIE onto ,uH(d I E), that is, there is a partial isometry W such that 
W*W = E, WW* = P and ,uH(A) = W A W* for all A E dIE. 

Proof. This is a simple consequence of the fact that a W*-isomorphism of a v. Neu
mann algebra % 1 onto a v. Neumann algebra % 2 is spatial if com % 1 and com % 2 are 
Abelian (see SAKAI [1, p. 120]). • 

If d satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 22, then we can define a strongly conti
nuous unitary group e-ttK on ,no by 

e-itK = W* e-itHW + (1- E). (5) 

By definition, K is selfadjoint and K(1- E) = (1- E) K = 0. Since H commutes 
with all operators from ,uH(d), we get, by ,uH(A) = W A W*, that K commutes with all 
operators from d; that is d ~ com K. 

The next statement shows that the partial isometry Win Theorem 22 can be obtained 
as limit of an operator-valued function e1tHT1 where T 1 is asymptotically isometric and 
is connected with d, and thus with K. 
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Theorem 23. Let d, E, P, and W be as in Theorem 22. Then there exist a function 
T 1 : JR.- "C(~) and a dense set p) in~ suck that: 

(i) p) ~ dom T 1 for all t E JR., Ap) ~ p) for all A E d. 
(ii) T 1Au = AT1u for all t E JR., u E p) and A E d. 
(iii) lim JJT1u1J = IJull for u E p) in case 1-'H = 1-'sH and A-lim IIT1ull = J[ul[ for u E p) 

~co t-+co 

in case 1-'H = 1-'aH· 
(iv) The functions T 1u are strongly continuous/or each u E p), uniformly in t E JR. 
(v) Lim e11HT1Eu exists for each u E p) and equals Wu. 

t-+co 

Proof. 1. (com d) IE is Abelian. Thus there exists a vector u0 E E~ such that 
{Au0 ; A Ed IE} isdenseinE~. We can assume IIUoll = 1 andsetp)0 := IAUo;A Ed IE} 
and p) = p)0 + (1- E)~. Since u0 is generating with respect toE~ and dIE, u0 

is separating for (com dIE) IE= (com d) IE, i.e. Bu0 = 0 and BE (com d) IE 
imply B = 0 (use ABUo = BAu0, A E d, for the proof). Now let E 0 be the projection 
onto clo {Bu0 ; BE com d}. Then E 0 E com (com d) IE= dIE as a simple calcu
lation shows. Thus E 0u0 = u0• Further, if AUo = 0 for some A E d, then BAUo 
= ABUo = 0 for all B E com d. This implies Au = 0 for all u E E~ and thus AE0 = 0. 

2. Now we define an operator-valued function T, on p) by 

T1(1 -E) = 1 - E and T1Au0 = AE0 e-IIHWu0 , A Ed. (6) 

This definition is senseful because A 1u0 = A 2u0 with A1, A2 Ed implies A 1E 0 = A2}j}O 

(see 1.) and therefore A 1E 0 e-IIHWu0 = A 2E 0 e-IIHWUo. 1',Au0 is strongly continuous, 
uniformly in t E JR., since e-11HWu0 has this property. This proves (iv) if we can show 
that 1', is closable and we denote its closure by T1• By definition T1 is densely defined 
and commutes with all operators A Ed. 

3. Next we prove (v). If u = Au0, then 

II( W - e11Hf',) uiJ = I[( W AE0 - e11H AE0 e-IIHW) Uoll 
= I[( W AE0 W* - eltH AE0 e-IIH pac) W uoiJ 

where we have used that W*Wu0 = E 0u0 = Uo and W = PW with P ~ pac, Since 
AE0 Ed IE and dIE c dom pH, we get that the right side of the equality above 
converges to zero as t-oo (use pH(B) = WBW*). This means that (v) is satisfied 
because of T, = T1 on p) and Au0 E E~ for all A E d. (iii) follows from (v), according 
to Lemma 6.12 (in case p.H = 1-'aH), and the fact that s-lim u, = u0 implies lim llu111 

= lluoll following from llu,- uoll ;;;:;; IJJu,IJ- Jluolll· ~co t-+co 

4. Now we verify that 1'1 is closable. It is only necessary to do this on the subspace 
E~. Sinee (com d) IE is Abelian, we get for 0 E (com d) IE that 

IIO*u0ll2 = (O*u0, O*u0) = (u0, OO*u0) = (Uo, O*Ou0) = JJ0u01[2• 

By this and the fact that the set p)1 := {Ou0 ; 0 E (com d) IE} is dense in E~, for 
any A E d we have 

IJE0A*u01J =sup J(u, Eo.A*u0)J/J[uJJ = sup 
uE.@.,u+O Cuo+O,CE(comdll E 

sup 
Cu0+0,CE(comdJI E 

J(Ou0, EoA*uo)l 

J[Ouoll 

(7) 
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Suppose now that Un E ~0 and Un converges to zero as n ~ oo. Further, suppose that 

Lim T,un = v exists. By definition Un = Anuo with An Ed. Then for any BEd, 
n~ 

(Bu0, v) =Lim (Bu0, AnEo e-itHWu0 ). By (7), this gives 
n~oo 

J(Buo, AnEo e-IIHWuo)J :;:;; JJEoAn *Bu0 JIJle-ltHWuoJl 

~ JJB*AnuoJI:;:;; IIB*JlllAnuoJl ~ 0 as n ~ oo. 

Thus (v, Bu0 ) = 0 for all BEd and this implies Ev = 0. Since T1~0 ~ EJI>, we get 
v =lim T 1un E E:Ye. Thus v = 0. This proves that T, is closable. 

n~oo 

5. The last step is to show that (ii) is true. For u E ~.this follows directly from the 
definition of T 1• Now let u E dom T 1• By definition of the closure there is a sequence 

An E d such that lim Anuo = u and lim T 1Anuo = T 1u. Let 0 Ed. Then Ou =lim OAnuo 
n~oo n~oo n-+oo 

and OT1u =lim OT1Anuo =lim T10Anu0• Thus Ou E dom T1 for each 0 Ed and 
n~oo n~oo 

OT1u = T,Ou. • 
It is possible to prove a little more about the operator-valued function T1• Recall the 

definition (5) of the unitary group e-IIK and introduce a new operator-valued function by 

G, := e11KT,. (8) 

Clearly, G1 is defined on the same set of vectors as T 1• The next assertion says that 
G, is "feebly oscillating" and thus its behavior is very different from the one of groups 
e-itH. 

Proposition 24. Lets E 1R and u E ~(see Theorem 23). Then 

Lim (G1+8- G1) u = 0. 
t~oo 

(9) 

Proof. We have already noticed that e-IIK E com d. Since d I E:Ye is a v. Neumann 
algebra and (com d) I Eis Abelian, we have (com d) IE~ d. Bye-ltK E E (com d) IE 
and e-UK(l - E) = 1 - E, then e-itK E d c dom p,H. Thus we obtain p,H(e-itKE) 
= W e-itKW* = WW* e-1tHWW* = e-ttHp. Now let u = Au0 E ~0, A E d. From (8) 

and (6) we get 

( Gt+s - G1) u = ei(t+•l K AE0 e-i<t+slH Wu0 - e11K AE0 e-itHW u0 

= ei<t+slK AEo e-l!t+s>K[Wuo _ ei•H eitH e-isKE e-itHWuo] 

where we have used AE0 = EAE0 = AE0E (E ~ E0 ). By p,H(e-I•KE) = e-isHp, we get 

from this equality the desired relation (9) on ~0• The extension to ~ is trivial. • 

A simple example for an operator-valued function G1 satisfying (5) is given by 
G1 = el(logt)H as an easy calculation shows. 

We conclude this section with a statement which is a converse to Theorem 23 in a 
certain sense. 

Proposition 25. Let d be a v. Neumann algebra and let E E cen d be a projection. 
Assume there is a strongly continuous/unction T 1 : 1R+ ~ .!l'(Jt>) such that: 

(I) T,E is unitary on E:Ye/or all t E 1R+, 
(II) T 1 E com d for all t E 1R+, 
(III) V :=Lim e11HT1E exists. Then Lim e11HA e-ttHp = VAV* exists for all 

t~oo 

A E d I E where P = VV*. 
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Proof. From (III) and (I) it follows that Vis a partial isometry with V*V = E and 
VV* = P. Then the equality 

ii(ET,* e-itHp- V*) ull2 = IIET,* e-1tHPuii2 + IIV*ul[2 

- (ET1* e-itHPu, V*u) - (EV*u, T 1* e-11HPu) 

~ 2i!Pull2 - 2 Re {(ET1* e-ltHPu, V*u) 

~ 211Pu1[2 - 2 Re ((Pu, e1'HT,EV*u)} 

together with (III) proves that also Lim ET,* e-unp = V* exists. Then the assertion 
follows from t->-oo 

eltH AE e-unp = eiiHT,EAT,* e-unp 

and Lim A(t) B(t) = (Lim A(t)) (Lim B(t)) if the limits of the right side exist. • 
t--+oo t--+oo t--+oo 

Remark 26. If VV* = P = pac, then d IE c dom 1-'H and 1-'H(A) = VAV* for all 
A Ed I E. Furthermore, it is easy to see that assumption (I) can be replaced by an 
asymptotic condition. 

7 .3.3. Functions of asymptotic constants 

Theorem 6.28 states, in particular, that the 0*-algebra O*(A, 1), generated by the con
tinuous functions of a selfadjoint operator A E dom 1-'H, is a subset of dom 1-'H· Some
times one is interested in operators which are bounded functions of an unbounded self
adjoint operator. In such a situation the next result is useful. 

Proposition 27. Let A be a selfadjoint operator such that 

(I) RA(i) and RA( -i) belong to dom 1-'H, 
(II) 1-'H(RA(i)) = RB(i) pac and 1-'H(RA( -i)) = RB( -i) pac where B is another selfad
joint operator. 

Then for each IX E O(JR.), 1X(A) E dom 1-'H and 1-'H(IX(A)) = 1X(B) pac, 

Proof. 1. First we prove that 1X(A) E dom 1-'H if IX E 0 00(1R.). For this we use that 
each IX E 0 00(1R.) is the uniform limit of a sequence of polynomials in (i - A.)-1 and 
( -i- lt1 by the complex Stone-Weierstrass theorem (applied to the one-point com
pactification of JR.); let d be the closure in 1·1 of all polynomials in (i- A.)-1 and 
( -i- A.)-1 and note that/1. IX Ed implies ii Ed, 2. d separates points and 3. for 
each l E IR. there is IX with 1X(l) =I= 0 (see REED/SIMON [1, p. 102, 121]). 

Thus 1X(A) is a limit in norm of polynomials in (i - A)-1 and ( -i- At1 when 
IX E 0 00(IR.), and therefore 1X(A) E dom 1-'H· This and (II) imply 1-'H(IX(A)) = 1X(B) pac, 
IX E 0 00(IR.). 

2. Let IX E O(IR.). Then {3(x) = 1X(x) (i - xt1 belongs to 0 00(IR.). Thus {3(A) E dom 1-'H 
and 1-'H(f3(A)) = 1X(B) (i - Bt1 pac, This gives, by 1X(A) (i- Btl = 1X(A) (i - At1 
+ 1X(A) [(i - Bt1 - (i - At1] and (II), that 1X(A) (i - Bt1 E dom 1-'H and 
1-'H(IX(A) (i- Bt1) = 1X(B) (i - Bt1 pac. But this means that 

Lim eifHIX(A) e-unpacu = 1X(B) pacu, u E (i - B)-1Jit'. 
t--+oo 
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This set of vectors u is dense in .;tf and thus the assertion follows. • 
To illustrate the use of this statement we consider an easy example. 

Example 28. SetH' = H + V where Vis a selfadjoint compact operator. Then RH•(z) - RH(z) 
= RH•(z) VRH(z) (see (13) in Chapter 1) is compact for each nonreal z, and thus RH•(z) - RH(z) 
E kerp8H.ByProp.27, this proves that cx(H') E domp8H andpH(cx(H')) = cx(H) pac for all ex E C(1R). 
In particular, we have e-UH' E domp8H andp8H(e-ltH') = e-IIH pac, t E JR. Obviously, this function 
is an example where we cannot apply Theorem 6.28 when H is unbounded. 

The next example shows that condition (II) of Prop. 27 is not dispensable for the 
assertion. 

Example 29. SetH= -id/rh: and Jlf = .V(JR., dz). Further, let A denote the multiplication 
operator by z. Then 

00 

ll(z- A)-1 e-IIHu 112 = J rh: J(z- z)-112 iu(z- t)l2 ~ 0 as t ~ oo 
-co 

as an easy calculation with vectors u E C0(JR.) and a density argument show. Thus we have 
(z- A)-1 E ker PsH for all nonreal z, and assumption (I) of Prop. 27 is fulfilled. However, 

(eiiH elsA e-ltHu) (z) = els(z+tlu(z) = elst elszu(z), 

which shows that elsA ~ dom pH. That is, not all operators cx(A) with ex E C(IR.) belong to dom pH. 

Another question is whether the W*-algebra W*(A, 1), generated by the essentially 
bounded Borel functions of a selfadjoint operator A E dom ,uH, is a subset of dom ,uH. 

II 

Since W*(A, 1) is the closure in operator norm of sequences E c~A(L1 8), c, E CC and L1, 
•~1 

Borel sets, this is equivalent to the question of whether all spectral projections of A 
belong to dom ,uH. 

A simple class of asymptotic constants for which W*(A, 1) c dom ,uH is given by 

Proposition 30. Let A E ker ,uH be selfadjoint. Assume that 0 is an isolated eigenvalue 
of A. Then for each ex E L00(spec A, EA), ex(A) E dom ,uH and ,uH(cx(A)) = ex(O) pac, 

Proof. According to Corollary 2, we have EA([a, b]) E ker ,uH if [a, b) n {0} = (/J. 
Hence EA({O}) = EA(( -~. ~)) E dom ,uH(~ > 0 sufficiently small) and,uH{EA({O})) = pac, 
or EA({O}) ~ E ker ,uH. Thus, by ex( A) = ex(O) EA({O}) + ex( A) EA(IO})~, we get the asser
tion. • 

The following example proves that, in general, not all spectral projections, and thus 
not all essentially bounded Borel functions, of an asymptotic constant again belong to 
the wave algebra. 

Example 81. By Prop. 15, there is a projection Q ~ dom pH. We can write Q = E u11(u11, ·) 

where {u11H" is an orthonormal system. Now we define a compact operator A by 

00 

A=.El11u 11(U11,·), l 11 >0, A11 ~0 as n~oo. 
ta=l 

A is nonnegative and EA{(O, oo)) = Q. That is, there is a spectral projection of A which does not 
belong to dom pH whereas A, by definition, is an operator from ker pH. 

To prove that the W*-algebra W*(A, 1) is a subset of dom ,uH, one can use the theory 
of the wave operator treated in Part III and Part IV. Namely, assume that the limit 
W+(H', H):= Lim e11H' e-ltHpac exists and W+(H', H) W+(H', H)*= P; •. Then one 

1-+oo 
can show, in a similar way as in the proof of Prop. 25 (replace e-ltH and T, by e-un 
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and e-11H), that com H' c::: dom pH; in particular, A E comB' implies W*(A, 1) c::: dom,uH. 
Thus, using the results of Part IV, one can find many classes of operators X such that 
W*(X, 1) c::: dom pH. 

7 .4. Classes of asymptotic constants for special generators 

In applications the generator H of the wave algebra dom ,uH is usually a differential 
operator acting on a Hilbert space .Yt' = L2(1R", dx) or a multiplication operator by x 
on a Hilbert space .Yt' = L2{LI, dx; £'0). Correspondingly, the operators for which we 
have to study the question whether or not they are asymptotic constants are often 
multiplication operators in the first case or integral operators in the second. These ope
rators are studied in Sections 2, 3, and 4. As a preliminary Section 1 deals with a special 
map rH from a subset of .!l'{.Yt') into ker p8H. 

7.4.1. The map rH and the wave ideal ker fLsH 

First we introduce a special operation r H which is in a certain sense the inverse operation 
to the commutator [·, H] as we shall see later 

Definition 32. Let A E .!l'{.Yt'). Assume that 

I 

A0 =s-lim i J ehH A e-irHpa.c d-r 
t--'>00 0 

(10) 

exists, then we write Fn(A) = A 0• The domain of the map rH is denoted by dom rH 
(the set of all A E .!l'{.Yt') so that (10) exists), the image of Fn by ima rH, and the kernel 
(null space) of Fn by ker Fn. 

The next theorem collects some properties of this map and shows its tight relation 
to the wave morphism p.n. 

Theorem 33. The map r H has the following properties: 

(i) dom Fn is a linear manifold. 
(ii) Let A E com H. Then X E dom Fn implies AX, XA E dom Fn, Fn(AX) = AFn(X) 

and Fn(XA) = Fn(X) A. 
(iii) If BE ima Fn, then B = Bpa.c, B(dom H)~ dom H, BE ker p.n, T := BH 

- HB E dom Fn, and Fn(T) =B. 
(iv) Ass7tme that B = BPac, B(dom H)~ dom H, BE ker p.n, and T := BH- HB 

is bounded, then B E ima r H• 

(v) ker Fn ={X; XPac =OJ. 

Proof. (i) and (ii) follow immediately from the definition of Fn. 
(iii) Let BE ima rH with B = Fn(X). Then we have 

oo I 

X(t) := eiiHB e-itH = i j eisHX e-isHpac ds = B _ i J eisHX e-lsHpac ds 

' 0 
which follows from ( 10) by multiplying it by e11H from the left and by e-IIH from the 
right. Clearly, X(t) is strongly differentiable and d/dt X(t) = -i e11HX e-IIHpac. From 
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the definition of X(t) we also get 

eltHBu = X(t) e11Hu. (11) 

Assume u E dom Hand differentiate the right side of (11). This is possible since X(t) 
is strongly differentiable and eltHu is strongly differentiable for u E dom H. Thus 
eiiHBu is also strongly differentiable and, since eiiHv is only strongly differentiable for 
v E dom H, this implies Bu E dom H and therefore B(dom H) ~ dom H. Differen
tiating (11) and setting t = 0, we get 

iHBu = -iXP..cu + iBHu or XP..c = T := BH- HB. 

co 

Furthermore, from X(t) = i J e18HX e-isHpac d8 we see that X(t) tends strongly to 
f 

zero as t -+ oo, X E dom r H> and therefore eltH B e-ltH 8 0, i.e. B E ker f.'s H. The relation 
B = BP..c is obvious. This concludes the proof of (iii). 

(iv) Now we assume that B satisfies the assumptions in (iv). Then 

d/dt(eltHB e-ttHu) = i eitH(HB- BH) e-ltHu 

exists for all u E dom H because B e-itH(dom H) ~ dom H. Setting T := -(HB- BH) 
and using B = BP..c, we get from the equality above that 

t 

eltHB e-itHP&cu, = Bu- i J elsHT e-lsHpacu d8. 
0 

By BE ker f'sH, the left side tends strongly to zero as t-+ oo, and thus T E dom rH 
with FH(T) =B. 

(v) In the course of the proof of (iii) we have shown that BE ima rH with FH(X) = B 
implies BH - HB = xpac on dom H. Thus B = 0 implies xpac = 0. • 

Remark 34. H H is bounded, then we get the simpler relation ima FH ={X; 
X E ker ftsH, X = xpac}. For unbounded operators H the assumptions X E ker ftsH 

and X= XP..c imply neither T := XH- HX E 9'(.;11') nor X(dom H) ~ dom H. It 
is easy to construct examples for these facts. 

From the definition of rH it easily follows that X E dom 1-'sH when we have X E 9'(.;11') 
and XH- HX E dom FH. The following statement extends this criterion. 

Proposition 35. Let X E 9'(.;11'). Then the expre88ion T(u, v) := (XHu, v)- (Xu, Hv) 
i8 well-defined far all u, v E dom H. A88Ume there are two Bet8 ~1 and ~2 Buch that: 

(I) ~1 ~ dom H and ~1 iB denBe in .;It', 
(II) ~2 i8 a generating Bet wiJ,h reBpect to Hand pac.;ft', ~2 ~ dom H n pac.;f', 

f 

(III) lim sup J JT(e-18Hu, e-iBHv)J d8 = 0 far all u E ~2 . 
t>r->-co vE£i),,l!vll=l r 

Then X E dom 1-'sH and xpac = xl + x2 where xl E ima pH and x2 i8 given by 
f 

(X2u, v) =-lim i J T(e-18Hu, e-IsHv) dB jar allv E ~1 and u E spa {euH f; f E ~1, t E 1R.}. 
r-..co 0 
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Proof. Let v E !?)1 ~ dom Hand u E !?)2 ~ dom H n pac.Yf. Then 

d/ds(e1• 8 X e-1• 8 u, v) = d/ds(X e-1• 8 u, e-1• 8 v) 

= i(XH e-i•Hu, e-1• 8 v) - i(X e-188u, H e-1• 8 v) 

= iT(e-1"8u, e-1• 8 v) 

exists since e-i•Hu is strongly differentiable for u E dom H. This relation implies 

and thus 

141 

(12) 

llei•HX e-i•Hu- ei<HX e-irHul[ = sup l(ei•HX e-i8Hu- eirHX e-irHu, v)l 
VE.@1,IIvll=1 

8 

~ sup J /T(e-118u, e-118v)l dt. 
VE.@,.IIvll = 1 r 

By (III), this implies that s-lim e118 X e-itHu =: X 1u exists for all u E !?)2 and thus, by 
t-+oo 

Prop. 6.24, that X E ima ,u88 • This and (12) forT = 0 give the last assertion, about 
(X2u, v), for u E !?)2• A simple calculation extends this to all u E spa {e118/; f E !?)2 , t E 1R}. • 

In case that c(XH- HX) ~ 0 for some c E <C we obtain that X E dom .Usn without 
other assumptions. 

Proposition 36. Let X E !l'(.Yt'). Assume there are a set !?) dense in dom H n pac.Yf 
with e-118!?) ~ !?), t E 1R, a number c =f 0 and a nonnegative operator T = TPac E .f.t'(.Yt') 
such that c[(XHu, v) - (Xu, Hv)] = (Tu, v) /or all u E !?) and v E dom H. Then 
X E dom .Usn and XPac = X1 + X 2 where X1 E com Hand 

t 

c(X2u, v) = -lim i J (e188T e-i•Hu, v) ds for u E!?) 
t-+oo 0 

and v E domH. 

Proof. Again as in the proof of Prop. 35 we find, for u E!?) and v E dom H, 

c(eiBHX e-i•Hu, v)- c(eiiHX e-itHu, v) 

8 8 

= i c J eirH[XH- HX] e-irHu, v) dT = i J (elrHT e-irHu, v) dT. 
I t 

Set u = v in this equality and use T ~ 0, then we obtain 

8 

lei J i[Tl/2 e-irHull2 dT ~ 2i1Xiillu1[2 

t 

(13) 

for a dense set of vectors u in pac.Yf and, by T = Tpac, also for a dense set of vectors u 
in .1('. Using this and (13), we get 

i l(elrHT e-irHu, v)l d• ~ (2 lcl-1 IIXIl)l/2 I lull (i IIT112 eirHvl/2 d-r) 1/2-+ 0 as s > t -+oo. 

Thus the assumptions of Prop. 35 are satisfied and this leads to the desired results. • 
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Example 87. Let H = -id/dz on ~ = L2(JR., dz). Let X be the multiplication operator by 
~(z) where a<(z) = -ca;-11 for z ~ 1 and a<(x) = 0 for x < 1, a > 0 and c > 0. Then the operator 
i [XH - HX] is well·defined on the dense set of vectors u where u(z) is continuously differentiable 
and u(z) = 0 in a neighborhood of x = 1. It is a multiplication operator by the function t(z) 
where t(z) = acx-11+11> for z ~ 1 and t(x) = 0 for z < 1. Thus i[XH- HX] is a bounded non
negative operator and we can apply Prop. 36. This yields X E dom p8H. 

7 .4.2. Multiplication operators 

In this section H denotes the natural selfadjoint extension of 

II 

-LI = -I; ( o2/ox12) on ~ = L2(1R ", dx), x = {xh x2, ••• , x.} 
l-1 

(see Example 3.8). Recall that pac = 1. 
Further, let~ denote the class of multiplication operators by ~(x) with~ E L""(JR,dx). 

We want to study those operators from ~ which belong to ker pH. Before doing this, 
we note some facts. First, note that the set !i} of vectors u11 E ~ with u11(x) = e-lz-aJ"/2, 

a E 1R.11, is generating in~ (see KATo [1, p. 496]). Secondly, we have that e-11H acts on 

such vectors in a simple manner, namely 

Ua(t, x) := (e-11Hua) (x) = (1 + 2itt"/2 e-lz-aJ"/(2+4111. (14) 

This can be proved by a straightforward calculation which shows that d/dt(u0 (t, x)) . . 

= i I; (o2/oxl) u0(t, x). 
i=l 

Theorem 38. Let A E ~ and let ~(x) be the corre&pondi1UJ function for A. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 

(i) lim R-n J l~(x)l2 dx = 0, 
R-+oo JzJ;<;R 

(ii) A E ker p 8H, 

(iii) A E ker p.-n, 
(iv) A E ker PaH, 
(v) A E ker Pa-H. 

Proof. Let U 11 E P}. By (14), we then get 

IJA e-11Hu0 1J2 = J /~X(x)/211 + 4t21-n/21e-lz-aJ'/(2Hitll2 dx 

= J l~(x)/211 + 4t21-11/2 e-lz-al"/11+4111 dx. (15) 

Thus IIA e-118u0 ll2 = IIA e11Huall2 and this shows that (ii) is equivalent to (iii) and (iv) 
is equivalent to (v). From this reason it is sufficient to prove that (i) implies (ii) and 
that (iv) implies (i); that (ii) implies (iv) is known (see Theorem 6.23). 

First we show that (i) implies (ii). By (15) we have 

IIA e-IIHuall2 < (2 ltlt" { J Ia<( X + a)/2 dx2 

Jz+aJ:>;NJtl 

+ 1~(. )I~ J e-lzi"/U+4t"l dx}. 
Jz+aJ>Nitl 

(16) 
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By (i) the first term on the right side of (16) tends to zero as t-+ oo for arbitrary fixed 
N > 0. The second term converges to zero as N -+ oo, uniformly in t ~ 1; this shows 
an easy estimate. Thus the left side of (16) vanishes as t-+ oo. Since the set of such 
vectors Ua is generating in :;tf, this provides A E ker p,.H. 

Now it remains to verify that (iv) implies (i). From (15) we get 
T T 

T-1 J IIA e-11Huall2 dt ~ c1T-1 J (1 + 4t2t"'2 dt J I<X(x)l2 dx 
0 1 ~~ 

T 

~ c1~T-1 J t-n dt J rn-1 dr J i<X(r, w)l2 dw (17) 
1 r~l D 

where Q is the surface of the unit sphere in lR", r = lxl, J dw denotes the integration 
D 

over Q, <X(r, w) = <X(x) andc1, ~are positive numbers determined byc1 =min e-lz-ai"/UHPI 
t~1.izl~t 

and by the requirement ~t-n ~ (1 + 4t2)-"'2 for t ~ 1. Set q(r) := J I<X(r~w)l 2 dw. 
Clearly, q E L""(lR.+> dr). From (17) we obtain D 

T T t 

T-1 J IIA e-IIHuall2 dt ~ c1c2T-1 J t- 11 dt J r"- 1q(r) dr 
0 1 0 

T t 

~ c1~e11- 1T-1 J t-1 dt J q(r) dr 
1 el 

T I 

for arbitrary e E (0, 1). By A E ker ftaH, T- 1 J t-1 dt J q(r) dr tends to zero as 
1 d 

T-+ oo for each e E (0, 1) and thus also for e = 0 since q E L""(JI4, dr). But this 
means that the second Holder mean of q is zero and thus, by Lemma 6.2, we get 

T 

lim T-1 J q(r) dr = 0. This together with the estimate 
T-->oo 0 

T 

T- 11 J I<X(x)l 2 dx = T- 11 J r"-1 dr J i<X(r, w)l 2 dw 
izi~T 0 D 

T T 

= T- 11 J r"- 1q(r) dr ~ T- 1 J q(r) dr 
0 0 

leads to (i). • 
It is an interesting fact that for these multiplication operators the two limiting 

methods, s-lim and IAI-lim, give the same results, and that also the two directions 
of the parameter t, t-+ oo and t-+ -oo, represented by p,H and p,-H asymptotically, 
coincide on this set. 

7 .4.3. Integral operators 
In this section His multiplication by x on :;tf = L2(LI, dx; :;tf0 ) where Ll is a Borel set 
of the real line and :;tt>0 is a separable Hilbert space. Here we are interested in integral 
operators K of the form 

(Ku) (x) = J k(x, x') u(x') dx' (18) 
d 
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where k(x, x') is an operator-valued function from Ll X Ll into !l'(.Yl'0). Now we present 
a sufficient condition that K belongs to ker !1-sH n ker p,.-n. 

Proposition 39. Let K be a bounded integral operator of the form (18). Assume (e;}f 
is a generating set in :Yl'0 such that for each j E ( 1, 2, ... , N}: 

(I) The operators V;" on L 2(LI, dx) defined by ( Viau) (x) = j i[k(x, x') eill.JF, u(x') dx' are 
a 

bounded where 0' runs through all Borel sets with 0' c Ll and 10'1 < oo. 

(II) l[k(x, ·) eill.JF, E Ll(O', dx') for almost all x E Ll(mod 1·1) and all 0' described in (I). 
Then K E ker p,.H n ker p,.-n. 

Proof. It suffices to prove IlK e-11Hul[ __,... 0 as t __,... oo for a generating set of vectors u 
N 

in .Yl'. As such set~ we choose~= U ~i where u E ~i if u(x) = Xa(x) ei with 0' c Ll 
and 10'1 < oo. j=1 

Now let u E ~ with u(x) = Xa(x) ei. Then 

II(K e-itHu) (x)ll.no, = IIJ k(x, x') e-itz'xa(x') ei dx'll.no. 

;-_:;;; j llk(x, x') eill.JF, Xa(x') dx' = (V;"xa) (x) = f(x) ( 19) 
a 

where f E L2(LI, dx) because of (I). Thus, for the proof of Ilk e-itHull __,... 0 it is enough to 
verify that lf(K e-itHu) (x)ll.no. _,...o as ltl __,... oo for almost all x(mod 1·1). But this follows 
from (II); then let v(x') : = k(x, x') eiXa(x') for a fixed x such that l[k(x, ·) eill.JF, E Ll( 0', dx'), 
thu~ IIJ v(x') e-itz' dx'jj.no. __,... 0 as ltl __,... oo since the Fourier transform of a norm inte

grable function, here v(x'), tends to zero as It I __,... oo, and now apply this to ( 19). • 

One can easily get special examples where the assumptions of this statement are 
satisfied. For instance, consider integral operators on L 2(LI, dx) where the kernel 

k(x, x') ~ 0 is locally integrable with respect to x' for almost all x(mod 1·1). A concrete 
X 

example is given by: :Yl' = L 2(1R+, dx) and K defined by (Ku) (x) = x-1 j u(y) dy, i.e. 
0 

k(x, y) = 0 for x ;-_:;;; y and k(x, y) = x-1 for x > y. It is an easy exercise to verify the 
assumptions of Prop. 39 in this case. 

The following statement considers operators of convolution type. 

Proposition 40. Let K be an integral operator of the form (18) with Ll = 1R+ and k(x, x') 
= k(x - x'). Assume that k(x) = k1(x) + k2(x) with l[k1( • )ll E L1(1R, dx) and l[k2( ·)II 
E L 2(1R., dx). Further, assume that the Fourier transform of k2( ·) is a uniformly bounded 

operator-valued function into !l'(:Yl'0). Then K E ker P,sH n ker p,.-n. 

Proof. 1. First we claim that K is bounded. Let F denote the Fourier transformation 
in L2(1R, dx; .Yl'0). Then 

00 

I[Ku1[2 J dx IIJ k(x- x') u(x') dx'W ;-:;;;_£ dx lllR[ k(x- x') u(x') dx'W 

00 00 

_£ dx IIF (lR[ k(x - x') u(x') ;dx')W = 2n_£ dsii(Fk) (s) (Fu) (s)i[2 
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where we have used the convolution theorem and the identification of u E L 2(Iltr. dx) 
with u E L2(JR, dx) such that u(x) = 0 on L. By our assumption on k1 and ks we have 
II(Fk) (s)ll :::;; c < oo with c independent of s. Thus the inequality above provides 
IlK ull2 < c2 llull2, i.e K is bounded. 

2. Now we show that K satisfies the other assumptions of Prop. 39. (II) is satisfied 
because k(x, x') is locally integrable in .2"(.;t" 0)-norm. This follows from llk1( ·)II E Ll(JR.,dx) 
and Ilks( ·)II E L2(JR, dx), since a square integrable function is locally absolutely inte
grable. It remains to verify that Xa(x') llk(x- x') e;ll is a kernel of a bounded integral 
operator on L 2(JR, dx) for each a c JR, lal < oo, and for each e1 from a generating set 
in .;t'0• Now we have 

Xa(x') l[k(x - x') eill ;;;;;; Xa(x')ll k1(x - x')ll + Xa(x') llks(x - x')ll, lle;ll = 1. 

Clearly, the first term on the right side is the kernel of a bounded integral operator 
because of the same arguments as in 1. The second term on the right side allows the 
estimate 

J dx 1/ dx' llk2(x - x')l[liu(x')lll2 ;;;;;; J dx j llks(x - x')l[2 dx' J Uu(x')l[2 dx' 

::::;; lalllul[2 J llks(x- x')ll2 dx < oo, 

showing that Xa(x') llk2(x- x')ll is the kernel of a bounded integral operator. Thus 
Xa(x') llks(x- x') e;ll is also a kernel of a bounded integral operator. This concludes the 
proof. • 

Remark 41. One can extend the assertions of Prop. 40 to integral operators acting 
00 

like (Ku) (x) = J u(x') dk(x- x') where k(x) is a continuous function of bounded 
0 

variation on JR. However, then K is, in general, only an element of ker Pan n ker f.'a-H 

because the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of dk(x) vanishes at infinity only in Cesaro 
limit. 

To illustrate Prop. 40, we consider the following easy example. 

Example 42. Let K be an integral operator on L2(1R.+, dx) with the kernel k(z, z') 
= k1(z- z') + k2(z - z') where k1(z) = Ct(1 + Jzi)-1 JzJ-m, c1 > 0 and (X E (1/2, 1), and 
ks(z) = c.z-l(elz - 1). It is obvious that kt E Ll(IR., dz) but k1 ~ P(IR., dz). Furthermore, 
'k8 E P(IR., dz) but k2 ~ L1(1R., dx). The Fourier transform of k1 is given by i Jl2; CzXIO,lJ(Z). Therefore 
K satisfies the assumptions of Prop. 40, and hence K E ker p 8H n ker p 8-H. 

7 .4.4. Integral operators with singularities of Cauchy type 

As in the preceding section H is multiplication by x on the Hilbert space 
.;t" = L2(LI, dx; .;t"0). For simplicity we shall assume that L1 =JR. The extension of the 
results to arbitrary Borel sets Ll ~ JR is not difficult. 

Now let K be an integral operator of the form 

00 f k(x, x') . f k(x, x') 
(Ku) (x) = ---, u(x') dx' := s-hm --, u(x') dx' 

X - X 6-•+0 X - X 
-oo iz-z'i>6 

(20) 

10 Baumgirtel/Wollenberg 
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where k(x, x') is an operator-valued function from lR. X lR. into .!l'(.Tt'0) satisfying some 
smoothness conditions. 

Proposition 43. Let K be defined as in (20). Assume that k(x, x') is the Fourier transform 
of an operator-valued function h(s,s') from lR. xlR. into .!l'(.Tt'0) with J ds J l[h(s,s')Jids' <oo. 
Then K € dom ,u.H n dom ,u.-H and ,u.H(K) = ,u.-H( -K) = inK0 where K 0 is the multi
plication operator by k(x) := k(x, x). 

Proof. 1. First we note that k(x, x') is a continuous operator-valued function and 
tends to zero as lxl -+ oo or lx'l -+ oo since k(x, x') is the Fourier transform of h(s, s') 
with J ds J ds' llh(s, s')ll < oo (the proof is a simple consequence of the corresponding 
statements for functions with values in <C). Thus k(x) = k(x, x) is well-defined and de
fines a bounded operator K 0• Further, we use the relation between (20) and (K.u) (x) 

:= J k(x, x') . u(x') dx' given by Prop. 1.3 in the special case w(x') in place of 
x-x'+Ie 

k(x, x') u(x'). Namely assume s-lim (K,u) (x) exists at a point x. Then, setting for a 
e-->-+0 

moment w(x') = k(x, x') u(x'), we get that (Ku) (x) exists and (Ku) (x) = s-lim(K,u) (x) 
e-->-+0 + ink(x) u(x). From this we find that the existence of the limit s-lim K., implies the 

boundedness of the operator K. e-++O 

2. Let us consider the expression 

(eitH(KH- HK) e-itHu, v) _[dx (_[ k(x, x') e-ltz'u(x') dx', e-ltzv(x)) :Yt'o 

Because of the properties of k(x, x'), this expression is uniformly bounded in t for vectors 
u, v such that u(x), v(x) have compact support. With the help of the Fourier trans
formation we can write 

T 

Kp(u, v) := -i j dt (eitH(KH- HK) e-itHu, v) 
0 

T oo(oo ) = -i J dt J ds J ds'h(s, -s') '12(8' - t), 1>(8 - t) 
0 -oo -oo .'Yt'o 

= -i rds J ds' ([I dt h(8 + t, -8' - t)] '/l(s'), 1>(s)) • 
-oo -oo 0 ;Y('0 

Now we show that this expression defines a bounded integral operator for all T > 0 
T 

with a bound independent of T. Set kT(s, s') = i J h(s + t, -s' - t) dt. Then we have 
0 

00 00 2 00 ( 00 )2 j ds _£ kT(s, s') u(s') ds' ~_£ ds _£ Jlkp(s, s')II1' 2 JikT(8, s')lll/2\lu(s')\1 ds' 

00 00 00 

~ J ds J llkp(s, s')ll ds' J \lkT(s, s")llllu(s")ll2 ds" 
-oo -oo -oo 

00 00 00 

= J ds" l[u(s")l[2 J dsllkT(s, s")ll J l[kp(s, s')ll ds'. (21) 
-oo -oo -oo 
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Using that 

oo oo T 

J l[kp(s, s')ll ds ~ J ds J llh( -8 - t, s' - t)ll dt 
-00 -00 0 

00 00 

~ J ds J l[h(s, s')ll ds' ~ c < oo 
-oo -oo 

and similarly J l[kp(s, s')ll ds' ~ c < oo, we obtain from (21) that the integral operator 
KT with the kernel kp(s, s') is bounded with a bound independent of T. Moreover, this 
shows that the strong limit of KT exists as T ~ oo and is bounded. Now it is easy to 
prove that also the operator K, defined by 

00 

(K,u, v) := -i J e-•t(eitH(KH- HK) e-itHu, v) dt 
0 

is bounded for all e > 0, and s-lim K, exists and equals s-lim Kp. From 
•-++0 T-+oo 

00 00 

(K,u) (x) = i J dt e-•t J eit(z-z'lk(x, x') u(x') dx' 
0 -00 

we easily get, by changing the order of integration 
00 

(K,u) (x) = -J k(x,, x') . u(x') dx'. 
X- X+ Ie 

-oo 

Thus K, = -K., and since the strong limit of K, exists we obtain that K is bounded 
and (Ku, v) =lim ( -KTU, v) + (inK0u, v). Now we can apply Prop. 35 to K and get 

T-+oo 

the desired result for PsH(K). The other case, p.-H(K) can be treated similarly. • 
Now we come to another class of singular integral operators of the form (20). First 

we introduce a special norm for operator-valued functions from 1R X 1R into .f£'(£'0). 

Definition 44. Let p and q be two real numbers with p > 0 and q E (0, 1). Let k(·, ·) 
be an .f£'(£'0)-valued function of two real variables. Set (Lh1k) (x, x') = k(x + h, x'), 
(L112k) (x, x') = k(x, x' +h) for h E JR., set Ah1k = h-q(Lh1k- k), A 112k = h-q(L112k- k) 
for hE (0, oo) and set (A~k) (x, x') = (1 + [x[P) k(x, x'), (A~k) (x, x') = (1 + [x'IP) X 
k(x, x'). Put 

llkl[p,q := sup sup ll(AtAtk) (x, x')ll£',· 
oo~hl,hs>O oo>z,z'>-oo 

Then C§p,q(£'0) denotes the set of all k(·, ·)such that llkllp,q < oo. 
We need the following important result (see DuNFORD/SCHWARTZ [3, p. 2424]). 

Lemma 45. If k E C§ p,q(£'0 ), then the improper integral 

10* 

00 Jk(x x') 
(Ku) (x) := --'- u(x') dx' 

x- x' 
-00 

(22) 
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exists for all u E 00""(lR, £'0). The operator K defined by (22) is bounded and \[Kull 

~ cp,q \[uiiL• where cp,q depends anly on k, p and q. 

Clearly, if k E ~ p,q(£'0), then k(x, x') is continuous in both variables in 2'(£'0)-norm 

and tends to zero like \x\-P or \x'\-P when \xl -+ oo or \x'l -+ oo, respectively. As a 

simple example consider k(x, x') = u(x) (v(x'), ·) where u and v are Holder continuous 

,#'0-valued functions which vanish at inifinity like [x\-P. 

Proposition 46. Let K be defined as in (20). Assume k E ~p.q(-#'0 ) for some numbers 

p > 0 and q E (0, 1). Then K E dom fl•H n dom fl•-H and flsH(K) = fls-H( -K) = i:nK0 

where K 0 denotes the multiplication operator by k(x) = k(x, x). 

Proof. It suffices to consider the convergence of e11HK e-IIH on the dense set 

f1) = 00""(lR, £'0) in .#' since K is bounded by Lemma 45. Let u E f1) and let 

supp u ~ [-a, a]. Then 
a 

v1(x) := (e11HK e-IIHu) (x) = J (x- x')-1 k(x, x') eitlz-z'lu(x') dx'. (23) 
-a 

For lxl ;:;;; a'> a we get the estimate Jlv1(x)I!Jf'. < c \xl-1 where c is independent of t. 
Thus, for each s > 0, there is a number b > a such that 

J 1\v,(x)ll~. dx < s. (24) 
]R'-.[-b,b] 

For x E ( -b, b) we split up the integral over x' in (23) into two terms, taking some 

number b' > b, 

b' b' 

J (x- x')-1 k(x, x') eitlz-z'lu(x') dx' = J (x- x't1 [k(x, x') u(x')- k(x, x) u(x)]eitlz-z'l dx' 

-~ -~ 
b' 

+ k(x, x) u(x) J (x - x')-1 elllz-z'l dx'. (25) 
-b' 

The integrand of the first term on the right side is from L1(lR, dx'; ,#'0) because of the 

Holder continuity of k(x, x') u(x'). Thus, by the Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma, the first 

term on the right side tends to zero as ltl -+ oo for each x. Let w1(x) denote this term 

and note that llw1(x)I!Jf'. ~ c for all x E [ -b, b] (as a simple calculation shows), then the 
b 

Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem yields lim J l[w1(x)ll~. dx = 0. An elementary 
1.-..±oo -b 

calculation shows that the second term tends strongly to ±i:nk(x, x) u(x) as t -+ ±oo 

uniformly in x E [ -b, b ]. Thus, for all It I > T(s) we get, using (24) and the results on 

the terms in (25), that 

00 

J l[v1(x) =f i:nk(x, x) u(x)\1~. dx :S: 2s. 
-00 

This gives the desired result. • 



8. The In variance of Wave Morphisms 
and Wave Algebras 

If ·we consider the objects f.'n, dom l'n and ker f.'n, then it is a natural question to ask 
under which transformations H -+ H' they remain invariant. Clearly, I'B = I'll' implies 
dom I'B = dom I'B' and ker I'B = ker I'B', and we shall also see that dom I'H' = dom I'B 
implies ker p0' = ker I'B· However, the converse is not true. 

We have already seen (see Prop. 6.40) that the transformations H-+ H' = aH + b 
with a> 0 and bE 1R leave I'B invariant, i.e. I'B = I'B'. On the other hand, we have 
ker I'B =l= ker 1'-B (thus I'B =j= I'-B): Take the operator X Et dom I'B from Prop. 6.36 
and apply Prop. 6.53 which says X= X++ X_ with X+ E ker I'B and x_ E ker 1'-n, 
thus X_ Et ker I'B· This shows that not all functions of H generate the same wave 
ideal. 

Knowledge about the invariance of the wave morphism, wave algebra, and wave 
ideal is useful for two reasons·. First, it gives us insight into the internal structure of 
these objects and into the problem how far these objects depend on the special ope
rator H, which originally defined them, and second, it helps us to solve the question 
of whether or not an operator X belongs to a wave algebra or wave ideal. For instance, 
when we have a bounded operator X and we want to know if X E dom f.'B, then it is 
sometimes easier to solve the question of whether X E dom I'll' (with some H') and to 
get X E dom I'B from dom I'B = dom I'll'. 

In this chapter we call H generator of a wave algebra (wave ideal) .911 if .911 = dom I'B 

(.911 = ker 1'0 ). 

8.1. The class of generators of a wave algebra or wave ideal 

8.1.1. Some classes of generators 

The next statement provides a large and important class of generators for a given wave 
algebra. 

Proposition 1. Let H' be a selfadjoint operator on.?!' such that H'P;p = UHU* with 
U*U = pac and UU* = P~~. Suppose that U, U* E dom I'B and 1'0(P;;,) = pac, Tken 
dom I'B = dom l'n'. 

Proof. Let A E dom I'B· Then, from the equality 

eltH'A e-ItH'p~, = eliH'p~,A e-IIH'p~, + eiiH'(l _ P';J·) A e-iiH'po;;. 

= U e11HU*AU e-ItHpacU* + e11H'(1 - P'JI~) AU e-iiHpacU*, 
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we obtain that A E dom I'H' because of (1- P;J.) E ker I'H and U, U* E dom I'H· Thus 
dom I'H ~ dom I'H'. Further, the above equality implies ker I'H'::? ker p,H. 

Now assume A E dom I'H'. Then, from the equality 

eiiHA e-t1Hpac = eliHpacA e-UHpac + eiiH(1 _ pac) A e-11Hpac 

= U* e11H'UAU* e-IIH'P;J.U + e11H(1- .Pa0 ) AU* e-IIH'P';j.U, 

U, U* E dom p,H ~ dom I'H' and (1- pac) E ker I'H ~ ker p,H', we obtain A E dom I'H· 
Thus dom p,H = dom p,H'. • 

Remark 2. In the courseoftheproof of Prop. 1 we have verified that ker p,H' = ker I'H· 
That ker p,H' ~ ker p,H follows from dom p,H' ~ dom p,H is a general fact. Namely, let 
A E ker p,H, thus DA E ker p,H for all DE .!l'(.J'l') and this implies DA E dom p,H' for 
all D E .!l'(.J'l'). By Prop. 6.36, this implies A E ker p,H'. Thus ker p,H = ker p,H' is a 
necessary condition for the equality of the wave algebras dom p,H = dom p,H'. 

Remark 3. In Part III we shall see that operators H, H', which posses complete 
wave operators U := W+(H, H'), satisfy the assumptions of Prop. 1 (i.e. U and U* 
satisfy these assumptions). Thus the results of Part IV on existence and completeness 
of wave operators can be applied to the questions considered here. 

An easy consequence of Prop. 1 is 

Corollary 4. Let d be a wave algebra, i.e. d = dom p,H for some H. Tken there is a 
selfadjoint operator H' suck tkat d = dom p,H' and H' is absolutely continuous. 

Proof. Assume pac < 1. Clearly, by definition, p,H(1 - .Pa0 ) = 0. Thus, according 
to Theorem 7.8, there is a partial isometry W such that W, W* E dom p,H, W*W = pac 
and WW* = 1. Now define H' := WHW*. H' is unitarily equivalent to the absolutely 
continuous part of H and therefore H' is absolutely continuous. The assumptions of 
Prop. 1 are satisfied. Thus dom p,H = dom I'H'. • 

In the following statement the transformations H -+ aH + b, a > 0 and b E JR, 
which leave invariant p,H, are slightly generalized. 

Proposition o. Let .x be defined by: 

N 

(I) .x(x) = .E XA,.(x) [a,.x + b,.] 'Wiik N ~ oo, a,. > 0, b,. E JR., and Ll,. disjoint Borel 
sets, 11=1 

N 

(II) U Ll,. ::? spec Hand .x(L1 11) n .x(L111·) =~for n =l= n'. Tken l'«tHl = p,H. 
11=1 

Proof . .x is strictly linear increasing on each set Ll 11 and it is easy to see that .x-1(x) 

exists on .x(,.~1L1 11) and has the same form as .x(x), i.e . .x-1(x) is strictly linear increasing 

on the Borel sets .x(L111). Obviously, .x transforms null sets into null sets and so does 

.x-1 1 .x( ~ L1 11). According to Prop. 3.30 we then get pac = P:(H>· Further, sirice 
11=1 N 

.x-1(.x(H)) = H (set .x-1(x) = 0 on JR. '\, U .x(L111)), we have com H =com .x(H) and 
11=1 

therefore ima I'H = ima p,«tHl =(com H) I pac, For the proof of p,H = l'«tHl it remains 
to show that ker I'H = ker l'«tHl. 
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N 

SetQ11 = E(LI11).Pac. ThenQ11 E com H, Q11Q11• = Q11.Q11 = Oforn =!= n', and l;'Q11 =.Pac. 
11=1 

Let A E ker p8 • Then AQ11 E ker p8 for all n E {1, 2, ... , N}. Now IIAQ11 e-ii«(HIJ>acull 
= IIA e-il(a,.H+biQ11ull. Since p.8 = 1-'a,.H+II, by Prop. 6.40, this equation implies 
AQ. E ker p«IHI for each n E {1, 2, ... , N} and thus A E ker p.«IHI, according to Prop. 6.44. 
The converse, namely that A E ker p.«IHI implies A E ker p.H, can be proved in the same man
ner using the equation !IAQ11 e-11H pacull = IIAQ11 e-ilt/a,.Ha,.H +b,.lull = IIAQ11 e-11t/a,.I«IHI .Pacu!l. • 

Remark 6. In the course of the proof we have verified a little more than Prop. 5 
states, namely that ker p.8 = ker p.«IHI without the assumption that £X-1 exists on 

1X( ~ Ll 11), i.e. without the assumption 1X(LI 11 ) n 1X(LI11·) = (/J for n =I= n'. We used only 
11=1 

pac = P:(Hl• but this follows from the special form of 1X and need not the assumption 
mentioned above. 

From Prop. 5 we easily get that in the class of selfadjoint operators H' such that 
p.8 = p.8 ' where H is fixed there always exist operators H' which are bounded and 
operators H' which are unbounded. 

Example 7 (bounded generator). Assume H is unbounded. Define 1X by 1X(~) 
= E X!n,n+II(~) [a 11x + b11] for x;?; 0 and by 1X(x): = -1X(-x) for x < 0, where a 11 = 2-• and 
b11 = 2- (n + 2) 2-•. It is not hard to verify that 1X satisfies the assumptions of Prop. 5 and thus 
148 = p,«IHI. Furthermore, we have j£X(x)J ~ 2 as a simple calculation shows. Thus H' = 1X(H) is 
a bounded generator of the wave morphism p,8 . 

Example 8 (unbounded generator). Assume H is bounded. Now we can subdivide specc H into 
00 

infinitely many disjoint Borel sets such that U .1 11 = specc H and E(L1 11 ) > 0 for each n E lN. 
. 00 11=1 

Let c > 211Hii· Then define 1X by 1X(x) = E XLI,.(x) [x +en]. The function 1X satisfies the assumptions 
11=1 

of Prop. 5 and thus 14H = p«IHI. Furthermore, we have li£X(H) E(L1 11)11 = !IE(L1 11) [H + cn]ll 
~ I11HE(L1 11)1l -en! ;?; c(n - (1/2)), and this implies that tX(H) is an unbounded generator of 
the wave morphism p,H. 

It is obvious that the class of generators of a given wave ideal J = ker p.8 is larger 
than the class of generators of the corresponding wave algebra d = dom p8 • This 
follows already from Remark 6. The following statement on generators of wave ideals 
does not remain true if we replace wave ideal by wave algebra. 

Proposition 9. In the class of generators of a fixed wave ideal J = ker p8 there is a 
generator H', i.e. J = ker p.8 ', which is absolutely continuous and is simple. 

Proof. By Corollary 4 we can assume that pac = 1. Further, there is a set of pro
jections Q"' n E {1, 2, ... , N ;:=,;; oo}, such that Q11 E com H, Q11Q,.. = Q11.Q11 = 0 for 

N 
n =1= n', .E Q11 = 1 and HI Q,.Jif is simple and bounded with the spectrum Ll 11 (see 

11=1 
Chapter 4). Then it is not difficult to construct a set of functions 1X11(x) = a11x + b110 

a11 > 0 and b11 E 1R. such that 1X11(LI 11) n 1X11•(LI11•) = 0 if n =I= n'. Thus the operator 
N N 

H' := .E 1X11(H) Q11 = .E (a11H + b11 ) Q11 is clearly absolutely continuous and is simple. 
•=1 n=1 

It remains to show ker p.8 = ker p.8 '. But this follows from the equality 

IIAQ" e-UHul[ = IIAQ" e-1(1/a,.)(a,.H +b,.lull = IIAQ" e-l(t/a,.IH' u!l 

with the help of Prop. 6.44. • 
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The statements in this section show that the generators of a given wave morphism, 
wave algebra or wave ideal can considerably differ in their spectral properties. In the 
next section we shall see that only the multiplicity of the absolutely continuous spectrum 
is in a certain sense an invariant for the class of generators of a wave algebra. 

8.1.2. On the class of generators of the wave algebra dom p.B 

In Section 7.3.2 we studied the properties of the wave morphism I'H restricted on cer
tain v. Neumann algebras d. Under additional assumptions on d it could be shown 
that I'H I d is a spatial isomorphism from d onto I'H(d) realized by a partial isometry 
W which is a limit of e11HT1 where T 1 commutes with all elements from d and is 
asymptotically isometric. 

The following statement presents a necessary condition for the equality of two wave 
algebras dom !JH, dom I'H' within the framework of Section 7.3.2, where the role of the 
W*-a.lgebra d contained in dom I'H is played by com H 0• 

Later, within the framework of the algebraic scattering theory considered in Part III 
(Chapter 10), the partial isometry W mentioned above is called the generalized wave 
operator of the system {H, H 0 , d = com H0}. 

Theorem 10. Let H and H0 be two generators of a wave algebra d, i.e. d = dom I'H 
= dom I'H'. Then there exist a real-valued, a.e. (mod 1·1) finite Borel function ~¥ on lR 
and an operator-valued function T,: lR -+ttl(£') defined on a dense set !!d in H such that: 

(i) (com ~¥(H0)) I P.J. =(com H0) I P.J, and P.J, = P:(H,l• 
(ii) T 1 is for each t E lR a function of H0, 

(iii) !!d ~ dom T 1 for all t E JR., 
(iv) lim IIT1ull = !lull/or u E !!d in case p,H = p,.H and A-lim IIT1ul[ = !lull for u E !!d in 

Moo MOO 

case I'H = 1-'aH, 
(v) T 1 = e-ita(HolG1 with Lim (Gt+a - G1) u = 0 for s E JR., u E !!d, 

1-+oo 

(vi) W+u :=Lim e1tHT1P.J.u exists/or all u E !!d, and W+*W+ = P.J., W+W+* = pc 
1-+oo 

and W+AW+* = I'H(A) for all A E com H0• 

Proof. From dom I'H = dom p,H• we get ker I'H = ker p,H• (see Remark 2) and 
ima p,H• c dom !JH, ima I'H c dom I'H'. This implies, by Prop. 7.20, that I'H is an 
isometric *-isomorphism from ima I'H' = com H 0 I P.J. onto ima p,H = com HI pac. 
Further, ima I'H•I P"fi.-*' and ima p,H I pc £'are v. Neumann algebras and (com (ima I'H')) 
I P.J, =(com (com H0)) I P"Ji., (com (ima I'H)) I pac =(com (com H)) I pac are Abelian. 
Furthermore, p,H(P.J,) =!JH(l) + p,H(P.J, -1) =Pac, since P"Ji,- 1 E ker I'Ho = ker I'H· 
Thus the assumptions of Theorem 7.22 are fulfilled (withE= P"fi. and P = Pac), and 
this together with Theorem 7.23 proves all assertions except (i) and (v). 

From Prop. 7.24 and its proof we get that T 1 = e-11KG1 where G1 satisfies (v), 
e11K E com (com H 0), P.J = Pif. and WJ(W+* = HFac. This implies W+ (com X) W+* 
=(comH)Ipac and, by (comH)Ipac=W+(comH0)W+*• that (comH0)IP".J, 
=(com K) I P.J,. From this and K(l- PJ,) = 0 (or from eitK E com (com H0)) we 
obtain that K = ~¥(H0) where ~¥is some real-valued Borel function which is a.e. (mod 1·1) 
finite. • 
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Evidently, the converse, namely that the existence of lX, T 1 and W+ satisfying (i)-(vi) 
for H0, H implies dom p,H = dom p,H• is not true. For instance, take the case H0 = -H. 
Then all assumptions are satisfied, but we have dom p,H =!= dom p,H• = dom p-H (see 
the remarks at the beginning of this chapter). 

Up to now we have not given any example where dom p,H = dom p,H• and G1 is not 
trivial, i.e. G1 = 1 or s-lim G1 = 1. The following example provides two generators H0 

t-+oo 
and H of a wave algebra with a nontrivial Ge. that is, where Lim eltH e-ita(Holp~. does 
not exist for any function lX. t-+oo 

Example 11. Let H 0 = -idfdx on .Yt' = L2(1R, dx) and H = H 0 + q( ·) with q(x) = 1 for 
lxl ~ 1 and q(x) = lxl-1 for lxl > 1. Clearly, H and H0 are selfadjoint operators with the usual 
definition of the domains, and e-itH = U e-itHoU* with (U/) (x) = e-lp(zlj(x) where p(x) = z for 
lzl ~ 1 and p(x) = (sgn x) log lxl for lxl ~ 1. Now define T 1 := e-itH, e-ip(tl. Obviously T(t) is 
unitary for all t and is a function of H0 , for all t. Further, for t > 1 and x + t > 1, we have 

(eitHT1u) (x) = ( U eitHoU* e-ltH, e-ilogt u) (x) 

= e-ip(zl eiP(Z+tl e-iloglu(x) = e-ip(zl ellog(l+z/tlu(x). 

Because of log (1 + xft) --+ 0 as t--+ oo for all x E JR., this equality proves that eltHT1u 8 v with 
v(x) = e-ip(xlu(x). That is, U =s-lim eltHT1 exists and is a unitary operator. This implies that 

1->-oo 
also U* =s-lim T 1* e-itH exists (use the equality IIT1* e-ltHu- U*ull2 = 211ull2 - 2 Re ( Uu, eitHT1u) 

t-+oo 
for the proof). From the existence of these strong limits and the equality 

eitHAe-itH = eitHp1 e-itHoA e-itHoTt* e-itH 

we then easily get that A E dom p,H• implies A E dom p,H. Similarly, one proves the converse 
relation and so we get dom p,H = dom p,H •. Here we have proved the existence of the generalized 
wave operator W+ = U by construction of T 1• It is easy to see that the existence of s-lim eltHT1, 

with our special G1 = e-ip(tl implies that s-lim eitH e-lta(Ho) cannot exist. 1-+oo 
t->-oo 

From Theorem 10 (vi) we obtain that W+(com H0 ) P~.W+* =(com H) I pac follows 
from dom p,H = dom p,H•. Thus the multiplicities of the absolutely continuous parts of 
the generators are invariants. For instance, if H 0 I P~.Yf' has multiplicity n, then the 
same is true for the other generator H. 

8.1.3. The class of generators of the wave ideal/= ker p.,H 

Our aim in this section is to prove that the existence of some limits in terms of integrals 
over e11H e-laH, are necessary (and also sufficient under some additional assumptions 
on H0, H) for the equality ker P,aH = ker P,aH•. One can prove similar statements for 
the generators of the strong wave ideal ker p,.H, but we omit them because they are 
more complicated and have not led to useful implications up to this date. That this is 
no accident show the following paragraphs; the wave morphism f'aH allows more general 
assertions than the wave morphism p,.H, and with respect to this flaH is a more pleasant 
mathematical object than p,8H, 

We begin with a statement true for both-kinds of wave ideals. 
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Proposition 12. Let H, H 0 be selfadjoint on .;tt'. Assume that ker p.H• ~ ker p.H. Then far 
all v E pac,;tt' and all u E J( 00(Ho) 

0 

Lim J l(e- 18H•u, e-11Hv)l 2 ds = 0. (1) 
t~oo _ 00 

Proof. Because of J l(e-lsHou, /)1 2 ds;;;; 2n lllulll~ •. oo ll/ll2(seeProp. 3.22)it is sufficient 
to prove the assertion for a generating set~ in Jt 00(H0) (with respect to III·IIIH,,oo)· 
As such set ~ we chose the generating set given by Lemma 4.27. According to this 
lemma, it is easy to see that it is no loss of generality to assume that there exist vectors 
u E J( 00(H0 ) such that for each u there is a > 0 so that elmaH•u, m = 0, ± 1, ±2, ... , is 
an orthonormal system, and that it suffices to consider these vectors u. ·Put Um = elmaHou 
and g1 = e-itHv. Then 

0 00 -an 
J l(e-lsHou, e-11Hv)12 ds = L J l(e-isHou, Yt)l2 ds 

-oo n=O -a(n+ll 

= E j l(e-isHoun+l• Yt)l2 ds = j ( £ l(un+l• eisHogt)12) ds. 
n=O 0 0 n=O 

Now we 
Thus 

define a projection Q by Qf = L (un+l• /) Un+l• then IIQ/112 = E l(un+I• /)1 2• 
n;o:;o 

0 a 

J l(e-lsHou, e-11Hv)12 ds = J IIQ eisH,g1112 ds. (2) 
-oo 0 

Further, we have IIQ e-imaH•fll2 = L l(un+I+m• /)1 2 ~ 0, for f E Jlt'0, as m ~ oo. Hence 
nOi:;O 

Q E ker p..H. follows by a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 6.41 (f is sub-
stituted by e-lraH•f, 0 ;;;; T ;;;; 1, which is a compact set). This implies Q e18H• E ker /AsH• 
~ ker p.H. Because of IIQ e18H•g111 ;;;; IIYtll = llvll and the Lebesgue dominated convergence 
theorem, (1) follows from (2). • 

0 c 

·Remark 13. First, wenotethatin (1) we can replace J by J where cis an arbitrary 

real number. Secondly, using the equality -oo -oo 
00 00 

(2n)-1 J llXRH.()• + ie) gl[2 dA. = J e-2•1 IIX e-1tH•g112 dt 
-00 0 

(see (11) in Chapter 3), we get from (1) that 
00 

lim lim J l(e-11Hv, RH,(A.- ie) u)l2 dA. = 0. 
1-+oo •-++0 _ 00 

Since lim lim J l(e-ItHv, RH,(A. - ie) uW dA. = 0 is trivially satisfied, by lim (f, e-11Hv) = 0 
•-++0 1-+oo 1-+oo 

for v E PrfJit', this relation says! that we can interchange the two limits, lim and lim. 
t-+oo •-++0 

Proposition 14. Let H, H 0 be selfadjoint on Jlt'. Assume ker P.aH• ~ ker p.8H. Then far 
all v E pac,;tt' and all u E J( 00(H0) 

T oo 
lim sup T-1 J dt J l(e-18H•u, e-11Hv)1 2 ds = 0. 

p-+oo T~l O pT 

(3) 
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Proof. 1. Reasoning as in the proof of Prop. 12, we get that it is enough to prove (3) 
for a generating set!!} in .A 00(H0) and that we can assume there are vectors u (and it 
suffices to consider such vectors u) so that for each u there is a> 0 such that elmaHou, 

m = 0, ±1, ... , is an orthonormal basis in clo spa {e11H•u; t E 1R.}. Now we fix such u 
(without loss of generality we may assume a = 1). In the following it is sufficient to 
consider the simple (cyclic) part of H0 with the generating vector u and we may assume 
this part of H 0 to be bounded. 

2. Now we assume that (3) is not true. Then there exist sequences en-+ oo and T11 2 1 
T,. oo 

such that T 11 - 1 J dt J w(t, s) ds ~ fJ > 0 where fJ is some constant and w(t, s) 
o e,.T. 

=· J(e-18H•u, e-11Hv)J 2• It is easy to see that necessarily T 11 -+ oo as n-+ oo. Put R11 = e.T11 • 

Without loss of generality we can assume that T.., Rn are natural numbers. 
The next step is the construction of subsequences by the following process which 

proceeds according to the diagram 

T1 -+ T2' T3'-+ T 4' 

Let 0 < e < {J/2 be given. Then T~+l is defined by 

T ,.' oo 

(T~+l)-1 J dt J w(t, s) ds < e 
0 R,.' 

T~+l B~+2 
and R~+2 is defined by (T~+l)-1 J dt J w(t, s) ds > ({J/2 +e). Then we obtain 

0 B~+l 

T~+l B~+2 T~+l B~+2 
A 11 := (T~+l)-1 J dt J w(t, s) ds = (T~+l)-1 J dt J w(t, s) ds 

T ,,' B~+l 0 B~+l 
T,' B~+2 

- (T~+lt1 J dt J w(t, s) ds > ({J/2 + s)- e = {J/2. 
o B~+l 

For convenience we denote the subsequences T 11', R .. ' by T 11 , R11 again. 

(4r 

3. The last step is to calculate A .. and to show that An -+ 0 as n -+ oo which is a 
contradiction to (4). First we associate· to each section (R11 , Rn+l] the projection P 11 

defined by Pnf =}; (uk> /) uk where J 11 = {Rn + 1,R11 + 2, ... ,Rn+l} and uk =e-llk-UHo.u. 
keJ,. 

Obviously P 11P 11, = ~ ...... P ... Let Q .. ~ Pn be a subprojection and put Q =}; Q ... We 
claim Q E ker f-taH when dim Q .. Jt' ~ T 11 - T 11_ 1• According to Corollary 6.42 and the 
fact that H0 is bounded on clo spa {e11H•u; t E 1R.} = clo spa {e1"H•u; n = 0, +1, ... }, 

N 

we have to prove lim N-1 }; 11Queli2 = 0. Now we have 
N-'>oo e=l 

N R~ B~ 

N-1 L 11Queli2 ~ N-1 L L 11Qnuell2 ~ N-1 L tr Q .. 
e=l n=l eeJ,. n=l 

Rn, 

~ N-l L (Tn - Tn-t) :S (Rn,t1 Tn, 
n=l 
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where Rn. is determined by Rn. < N ;;:;; Rn.w By definition (Rn = T nl.!n), the right side 
tends to zero as N ~ oo and thus the left side tends to zero as N ~ oo. 

Further, set ffn = {Tn + 1, Tn + 2, ... , Tn+I} and Vm = e-Hm-liHv. Then 

1 1 

.An = (Tn+I)-1 J dt J ( L L l(uk eiaHo e-itHvm)l2) du 
o o mE%,. kefn+, 

1 1 

= (Tn+It1 J dt J ( L IIPn+l eiaHo e-i1Hvmll2) du. 
0 0 mE%,. 

(5) 

Now we consider spa {Pn+I elaH, e-itHvm; mE ffn} and denote the projection onto this 
subspace by Q~·t 1 • Then Q~~1 ;;:;; Pn+I and dim Q~·t1.JF;;:;; Tn+l- Tn. Hence Qa,t = L Q;~ 1 
belongs to ker P,aH' ~ ker P,aH· Further 

IIPn elaH, e-ltHvmll = IIPnQn a,t elaH. e-itHvmll ~ IIQa,t elaHo e-itHvmll. 

Clearly, Qa,t elaH. e-ltH E ker P,aH for all u, t E [0, 1 ]. That is, 

Tn+l 
(Tn+I)-1 L IIPn+I eiaHo e-itHvmll2 ;;:;; (Tn+I)-1 L IIQa,t e-laH, e-ltHvmll2 ~o, n ~ oo, 

mE%,. m=l 
Tn+l 

according to Lemma 6.9. This and the estimate (Tn+It1 L i[Qa,telaH. e-itHvmll2 ;;:;; llvll2 
m=1 

imply that .An ~ 0 as n ~ oo by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem. • 
With the following statement we finish the discussion on the generators of a given 

wave ideal ker P,aH· At least in case that Hand H 0 are bounded and they have finite 
multiplicity the question whether ker p,H = ker p,H• is completely solved with 

Theorem 15. Let H 0 be a bounded selfadjoint operator on .n" such that the multiplicites 
of the homogeneous parts of H 0P"i'f. are bounded by m < oo and P"i'f. ~ pac, Suppose that 
for all v E .H 00(H) and all u E .H 00(H0 ) we have 

T 0 

(I) lim ']_T-1 J dt J i(e-i•H•u, e-itHv)l 2 ds = 0, 
T-+oo 0 -oo 

T oo 

(II) lim sup p-1 J dt J i(e-i•H•u, e-11Hv)l2 ds = 0. 
r>-oo T<;:;l 0 eT 

Then ker P,aH' ~ ker P,aH· 
m 

Proof. We have P"i'f • .Yt = EB clo spa {En.(LI) u 8 ; Ll c lR} where the generating 
8=1 

vectors u 8 , s = 1, 2, ... , m, can be chosen such that U 8 E .H 00(H0) and llgll2 

= (1/2n) J i(e-i•H•ue, g)J 2 dsforallg E clo spa {EH.(LI) ue; Ll c: IR.}. ForgE P"i'f.£ we get 

m oo 

IIYII2 = (1/2n) L J i(e-i•H•ue, g)l 2 ds. (6) 
e=l -oo 

Now we define S.1(.A, v, T) by 

( 
m T )1/2 

SJ(.A, v, T) = (2nTt1 L J dt J i(e-1•H•ue, .A e-1tHv)l 2 ds 
e=1 0 <I 

(7) 
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S.1(A, v, T) satisfies S.1(A + B, v, T) ~ S.1(A, v, T) + S.1(B, v, T). Further 

S.IR.(A, v, T) = ( p-t;TIIA e-11Hvll2 dtr
2 

(8) 

Now we choose Ll = [0, pT] and fix e > 0. Then, according to (I), (II), and (6), there 
is p(e) > 0 and T(e) > 0 such that for all p > p(e), T > T(e) 

llvll ~ SIO,pTJ(l, v, T) ~ (!lvll2 - e)1i2. 

Now let P E ker 1-'aH• be a projection. Then 

S1o,pT1(t, v, T) < s 10.pTJ(P, v, T) + s 1o,pT1(PJ., v, T). 

Using (8), we obtain 

s[O,pT)(PJ.' v, T) :::; s.IR. (PJ.' v, T) = ( p-1 fnPJ. e-UHvll2 dt) 112 

= (nvll2 - p-1 fliP e-11Hvll2 dt) 1/2' 

and on the other hand 

m T 

1: (2n)-1 J l(e-i'H•ue, P e-UHv)l2 dt 
e=1 0 

m T m 
= (2nt1 1: J i(P e-iaH•ue, e-IIHv)l 2 dt :::;; lllviiiH.co 1: liP e-'-laH•uell2 , 

~=1 0 e=1 
that is 

slO,pT)(P, v, T) ~ lllviiiH.co t~ p-I J~IP e-iBHouell2 ds) 
112

. 

Thus from (9) and s[O,pT)(l, v, T) ~ s[O,pT](P, v, T) + s[O,pT)(PJ., v, T) we get 

(llvll2 - e)112 ~ lllviiiH.co t~ T-1J~IPe-isH,uell2 dsy12 

+ (l[vll2 - T- 1! liP e-l1Hvll2 dt r/2
• 

Now we fix p > p(e) and take the limit T-+ oo. By P E ker 1-'aH•, this gives 

(l[vl[2 - e)1/2 :::;; lim inf llvl[2 - p-1 J liP e-11Hvl[2 dt ( 
T )1/2 

T-+co 0 

= llvll2 - lim sup T-1 J ilP e-UHvll2 dt • ( 
T )1/2 

2'-->-co 0 

T 

(9) 

Hence lim sup p-t J liP e-11Hv1[2 dt ~ e and this implies P E ker 1-'aH because ..I( 00(H) 
T-+co 0 

is dense in P'j'j.;t>. By the continuity in norm of 1-'aH•, we can extend this result to all 
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selfadjoint operators P E ker p. .. n., and since ker P.aH• is a left ideal, to all P E ker p. .. n •. 
Thus ker p. .. H. ~ ker P.aH is proved. • 

8.2. The invariance of the wave morphism tLaH 

8.2.1. Admissible functions 

First we introduce a class of functions which we can roughly characterize as piecewise 
strictly increasing functions which are smooth in a certain sense. 

N 

Definition 16. Let £X be a real-valued function on JR. Let L1 = U .Fn c JR, N ~ oo, 
n=1 

where the intervals .Fn =(an, bn) are mutually disjoint. Then £X is called admissihle on 
L1 if on each .Fn: 

(I) oc(x) is continuously differentiable, 
(II) tX'(x) > 0, 
(III) oc'(x) is locally of bounded variation. 

oc is called admissible if L1 = JR. 

Simple examples of admissible functions are, for all L1 ~ JR, the polynomials x2•H1 

and, for L1 ~ (0, oo) the functions Vx and x2". 

Lemma 17. Let £X be an admissible function on Ll. Then: 

(i) oc-1 exists on each set oc(J n) and is admissible on oc(J n), 
(ii) If oc is a.e. finite with respect to E( ·) and L1 contains a spectral core of HI Pc.;tt', then 

P:(Hl = P';j'. 

Proof. (i) The existence of oc-1 on tX(.Fn) follows from the strict monotonicity of oc 
on -'n· Further, (oc-1(y))' = (tX'(x))-1 withy= oc(x) for x E -'n· This ensures (I) and (II) 
of Definition 16 for oc-1 on oc(Jn), and also (III) if we take into account that "g(x) is of 
bounded variation on [a, b], g(x) =f= 0 on [a, b]" implies "1/g(x) is of bounded variation 
on [a, b]" (see NATANSON [1, p. 243]). Thus, the functions fJn defined by fJn(x) = oc-1(x) 
on oc(J n) and fJn(x) = 0 on JR '-.. £X(J n) are admissible on oc(J n)· 

(ii) First note that tX(H) is well-defined and E(JR '-.. Ll) .Y!'belongs to.Y!' p(H) n .Y!' v(tX(H)) 
N 

(see e.g. WEIDMANN [1, p. 197]). Thus we can restrict ourselves to E(Ll) .Y!' = ® E(Jn) .;tt'. 
n=1 

Clearly, it suffices to show that .Y!'a.c(H I E(Jn) .Y!') = .Y!'a.c(oc(H) I E(Jn) .Y!') for all 
n E {1, 2, ... , N} in order to prove P!tHl = P~. But this follows from (I) and (II) of 
Definition 16, by Remark 3.31. • 

Now we prove some asymptotic estimates of the Fourier transform of elsa(zl for 
admissible functions oc. 

Lemma 18. Let £X be admissible on L1 ~JR. Then for each finite interval [c, d] c:: L1 
we have 

T ±oo d 2 

lim sup T-1 J dt J ds J e18z e-lta(zl dx = 0. 
p-+oo T0;;1 0 ±pT c 
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Proof. Integration by parts provides 

where f1(s) denotes the Fourier transform of X!c.dJ(x) tx'(x) e-U«(zl. Since tx'(x) exists 
and is continuous on [c, d] c L1, tx'(x) X!c,ttJ(x) belongs to L 2(1R., dx) and therefore /1( ·) E 
.V(JR., dx). Thus 

00 d 

J 1f,(s)l2 ds = J ltx'(x)l 2 dx = c1 < oo 
-oo c 

with c1 independent oft. Using this and the estimate above, we obtain 

2' ±oo d 21 
T-1 J dt J ds J e1'z e-U«tzl dx 

0 ±PT c 

T 

::;:;:: p-1 f (S(pT)-1 + 2clt2(pT)-2) dt < p-1(8T-1 + c~p-1). 
0 

The right side tends to zero as p ~ oo uniformly in T ~ 1. This proves the lemma. • 

Lemma 19. Let IX be admissible on L1 ~ JR. Then for each finite interval [c, d} c Lt 
we have 

0 d 2 

lim J ds J e1" e-It«tzl dx = 0. 
f"+OO -oo c 

Proof. On [c, d] the function tx(x) is continuously differentiable and tx'(x) > 0. Thus 
c1 :=min tx'(x) > 0. Let M be the total variation of tx'(x) on [c, d]. Then a simple 

.t:E[c,d) 
c&lculation shows that 

d 

J jd( (s- ttx'(x)}-1)1 ~ Mt Is - tc11-z for t > 0, 8 ::;:;:: 0. (10) 
c 
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Using this, we get by integration by parts 

d 2 J (s- ttX'(x))-1 (! ei(sx-to(zl)) dx 

c 

0 

;;::;; J ds{81s- tc1 l-2 + 2M2t2 ls- tc1l-4}. 

-co 

A straightforward calculation shows that the right side tends to zero as t-+ oo which 
proves the assertion. • 

Lemma 20. Let 1X or -1X be admissible on L1 ~ lR.. Let [c, d] be a finite interval from L1 
8UCh that lX'(x) is strictly monotone on [c, d]. Then 

d 

w,(s) := J elsz e-ll•(zl dx 
c 

tends to zero as t -+ oo, uniformly in s E lR.. 

Proof. Since tX'(x) is strictly monotone and continuous on [c, d], it follows that for 
each e > 0 and y E JR. there is an interval L1 11 c [c, d] with IL1 111 < e such that 

a,:= min ( min I1X'(x) + Yl} > 0. 
1/EJR. ZE[c,d)"Ll• 

Hence, with y = -st-I, we have 

lw,(s)l = I j elsz e-ito(zl dxl ;;::;; e + I J e-il(•<zl+vz) dx,. 
c [c,d)'Llv 

(11) 

[ c, d] '-. L1 11 consists of one or two intervals depending on e and y. Let [a, b] be such an 
interval. Then 

b J e-ll(•<zl+zv) dx 
a 

b 

J (_i_ e-it(•<zl+zu)) dx 
dx it(tX'(x) + y) 

a 

;;::;; j[ e-11(•(zl+xv)(it(1X'(x) + y) )-1]~ I + I/ e-il(•(zl+zy) d( (it(tX'(x) + y) )-1}1 
b 

;;::;; 2(a.t)-1 + J ld((t(tX'(x) + y))-1)1;;::;; 21a.tl-1 + M(a,2W1 
a 
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where M = lx'(b) - x'(a)l is the total variation of x'(x) on [a, b] and we have used the 
estimate ( 10). ( 11) and the last estimate prove the lemma since Manda. are independent 
of s. • 

8.2.2. The invarianee of the wave morphism p..H 

Assume 1'-aH =!'an·. Then we have ker l'aH = ker ft,.H' and (comB) I pac =(comB') I P':J •. 
The last relation implies PJ· = pac and that there exist two functions x and {J such 
that x(H I pac;K) = H' I pac;K and {J(H' I pac;K) = B I pac;K. Clearly, x and {J are 
real-valued Borel functions, a.e. finite with respect to E( ·) and EH.( · ), respectively. 
On the subspace ( 1 - pac) :K = ( 1 - P':J.) :K the operators B and B' can be ar
bitrarily different. These considerations show that we can easily find the class of gene
rators of a given wave morphism l'aH if the class of functions x is known for which 
ker !'an~ ker l'a«IHl. But this is answered in 

Theorem 21. Let x be a real-valued Borel function which is a.e. finite with respect to 
E( ·) (thus x(H) is selfadjoint according to the functional calculus). Assume that P!(m ~ pac_ 
Then ker l'aH ~ ker l'a«<Hl iff for all Borel sets L1 c: (a, b) n specc (HI pac;K), (a, b) an 
arbitrary finite interval, the following conditions hold: 

t 0 

lim e-1 J dt' J dsl J e18z e-il'«tz> dxl2 = 0, 
t-+oo 0 -oo 4 

(12) 

' 00 

lim sup t-1 J dt' J dsl J elsz e-ll'«tzl dxl2 = 0. (13) 
(1-+oo t~l o et 4 

Proof. 1. Let {Q11}r' be a sequence of pairwise disjoint projections from comB such 
that pac = E Qm and B I Q11:K is bounded and simple. Q11 E com x(H) and we define 
H 11 =HI Q11:/e, 1111 = x(H) I Q11:/e. Then obviously, ker 1'-a.H ~ ker 1'-a«(Hl is equivalent 
to ker ft,.H .. ~ ker ft,.ii .. for all n. Thus it suffices to prove the theorem for the case: 
B is bounded, absolutely continuous and simple. 

2. According to Prop. 12, Prop. 14, and Theorem 15, ker 1'-aH ~ ker 1'-a «IHl is equi
valent to (I) and (II) of Theorem 15 with H, x(H) in place of H 0, H. With respect to 
the spectral representation of H, the conditions (I) and (II) of Theorem 15 transform 
into (12) and (13) without L1 and with elsz replaced by e18zu(x) v(x), u E ..It 00(H) and 
v E ../100 (x(H)). Because of 

00 00 2 

J ds J e1sz e-ll'«tz>u(x) v(x) dx ~ 2n lllulll~.oo l[vll2 

-oo -oo 

these conditions are equivalent to the ones with u and v replaced by generating sets 
!?}1 in ..It 00(B) (with respect to JJJ·JIIn.oo) and !?}2 in P!(m:K· Such sets are vectors u and 
v with u(x) = XLI(x) and v(x) = XLI•( X) where L1, L1' ~ (a, b) n specc(B I pac;K). This 
yields (12) and (13) and shows that (12) and (13) are equivalent to ker 1'-aH ~ker 1'-a•IH>. • 

Remark 22. Under the assumptions of Theorem 21 on Hand x we also get that 
ker !'a-H ~ ker !'a -•IHl is equivalent to ( 12) and ( 13). This follows from the fact that the 

11 Baumgartel/Wollenberg 
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function {J(x) = -IX( -x) satisfies (12) and (13) for -H in place of H when tx does this 
for Hand from {J( -H) = -tx(H). 

The next statement shows that the assumptions (12) and (13) are fulfilled for a 
sufficiently wide class of functions. 

Theorem 23. Let tx be an admislnole funct't"an an L1 ::) specc (H I P~.Tt') which is a.e. 
finite with respect toE(·). Then ker l'aH = ker l'aa!HI 

N 

Proof.FromLemma 17 wegetpac =P:rHI. Further, wehaveadecompositionLI = UJ,. 
N n=l 

for"'· Set Q,. = E(J11) pac. Then pac = E Q,. by the properties of the sets J,.. Clearly, 
ft=l 

to prove ker l'aH = ker l'aa(HI, it suffices to prove ker l'aH,. = ker l'aa(H,,I for all n where 
H,. =HI Q,..Tt'. According to Lemmas 18 and 19, the function tx satisfies (12) and (13) 
for finite intervals Ll. The extension to arbitrary Borel sets Ll as in Theorem 21 follows 
from 

00 00 2 

J ds J elaz e-tta(zlv(x) dx ~ 2n llvll2. 
-co -oo 

Thus from Theorem 21 we obtain ker l'aH" ~ ker l'aa(H,.I. On the other hand, the func
tions {111 , defined by (J,.(x) = ~X-1(x) on 1X(.F11) and {J11(x) = 0 on 1R '-.~X(J11), are admissible 
on specc 1X(H11), by Lemma 17. Thus :we can apply Theorem 21 to H' = ~X(H11 ) and the 
function {111 (replace H, IX by H' = tx(H11 ), {111 in Theorem 21) and get ker l'aa(H,.l 
~ ker l'l .. («IH .. l) =ker l'aH .. becauseoffJ11 {1X11(H)) =H11 • Thisprovesker l'aH,. =ker l'aa(H,.l. • 

Remark 24. In general the equality of ker l'aH and ker l'a«IHl does not imply the 
equality of the corresponding wave algebras. However, since com H ~com tx(H), 
we have dom l'aH ~ dom l'aa(Hl. H additionally tx is strictly increasing on spec0 H, then 
we get the equality dom l'aH = dom l'aa(Hl and thus l'aH = l'a«IHl. 

When we have functions IX which are not piecewise increasing on the spectrum of H, 
then ker l'aH =F ker l'aa(Hl in general. However, we have the following assertion. 

Proposition 25. Let tx be a real-valued Borel functian which is a.e. finite with respect 
to E( · ). Assume there is an open set Ll = Ll 1 u Ll2 ~ specc (HI P~.Tt') such that tx is 
admissible an Ll1j and -tx is admisln"ble an Ll2. Then dom l'aH n dom l'a-H ~ dom l'a<~(HI 
n dom l'a-a(Hl, and for all A E dom l'aH n dom l'a-H we have 

l'a"'1Hl(A) = l'aH(A) E(Ll1) + l'a-H(A) E(Ll2}, 

l'a-«IHl(A) = l'a-H(A) E(LI 1) + l'aH(A) E(LI2). 

(14) 

(15) 

Proof. Set ~ = l'aH(A), .A_= l'a-H(A), E+ = E(LI1) pac and E_ = E(LI2) pac. Then 
A= (A- A+) E+ +(A- A_) E_ + A+E+ + .A_E_ + A(l- pac). This gives 

eli«IHIA e-II«!Hlpac = eit«IHl(A _ ~) e-~I«IHIE+ 

+ ett«IHI(A -A_) e-ila(HlE_ + A~+ - .A_E_. 

To prove (14), we therefore have to show pac = P!(HI and 

IAI-lime11"'1Hl(A- A±) e-ttcctHIE± = 0, for both signs. 
t-+::J:oo 

(16) 
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pac = .P!(HJ is an easy consequence of Lemma 17. Clearly, (16) is equivalent to 
A-~ E ker p8 "'1H+I and A- A_ E ker 1-'a"'IH-1 withH+ =HE+ and H_ =HE_. Now IX 

is an admissible function on Ll 1 ~ specc (H+ I P'k-+Jt") and -IX on Ll 2 ~ specc (H_ I P'k-_Jt"). 
Thus, by Theorem 23, we have ker 1-'aH+ = ker /-'a"'IH+I andker 1-'aH- = ker /-'a-a(H-1. The 
last equality implies ker 1-'a-H- = ker /-'a"'IH-1 (see Remark 22). Since A- A+ E ker 1-'aH 

~ ker 1-'aH+ and A- A_ E ker /-'a-H ~ ker 1-'a-H-, we get A- A+ E ker 1-'a"'IH+I and 
A -A_ E ker 1-'a"'IH-1 and thus (16). This concludes the proof of (14). Similarly we get 
(15) •• 

When IX is twice continuously differentiable (piecewise), then there is a decomposition 
No 

of R, 1R. = U (am an+1J with a; < a;+I for each j E { -N1, -N1 + 1, ... , N2} such that 
n=-N1 

IX or -IX is admissible on each open interval (a;, a;+I)· Thus 1R. = L1 1 u L1 2 u L1 3 where 
the sets Ll; are mutually disjoint, L1 1 and L1 2 are open sets and Ll 3 consists of countably 
many points. Furthermore, IX is admissible on L1 1 and -IX is admissible on L1 2• Therefore 
ex satisfies the assumptions of Prop. 25 for each operator H provided cx(H) is well
defined. 

8.3. The invarianee of the wave morphism p.n 

8.3.1. A no-go theorem 

With respect to the invariance of 1-'sH under transformations H -+ H' the same remarks 
are true as the ones made at the beginning of Section 2.2. Thus we have only to study 
the question of the equality ker 1-'sH = ker Ps a( HI for a class of functions ex. In Section 1.1 
we saw that this equality is satisfied for piecewise linear increasing functions. Now the 
question arises whether a stronger result like Theorem 23 is also possible for strong wave 
ideals. The answer is "no" as the following theorem says. 

Theorem 26. Let ex or -ex be admisst"ble on a finite interval [a, b ]. Assume cx'(x) is strictly 
monotone on [a, b] and l[a, b] n specc(H I pacJt")l > 0. Then there is a projection P 8'/.tCh 
that P E ker p.H but PEt ker 1-'s"'IHI. 

Proof. 1. By l[a, b] n specc (HI PnacJt")l > 0, there is a reducing subspace Jt"1 for 
H such that Jt"1, HI Jt"1 can be identified with L2(Ll, dx), x where L1 ~ [a, b]. Clearly, 
it suffices to construct the projection Pin the subspace Jt"1• Thus we restrict ourselves 
to the special case Jt" = L2(Ll, dx), H = x with L1 ~ [a, b]. For simplicity we assume 
[a, b] = [0, 2n] and cx'(x) > 0 on [0, 2n]. The general case can be easily reduced to this 
special one (cx'(x) < 0 leads to ker P,aH = ker Pa-«IHI and thus to ker PsH =F ker Ps"'IHI) 
Similarly as in other proofs we first solve the problem in the bigger space Jt"' = 
= L2([0, 2n], dx) ~ Jt", where H' denotes the multiplication operator by x in Jt"'. 

2. Set u1(x) = (2nt112 e-itz and v1(x) = (2ntl/2 e-lta(zl. The set {u8}~00 is an ortho
normal basis in Jt"' and we have e-lmH' Un = Un+m· By Lemma 20, 

11* 

2n 

a.,(s) := (ua, v,) = (2nti j eisz e-lla(zl dx 
0 
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tends to zero as t-+ oo uniformly in s E JR.. Thus we can find for each e E (0, 1/2) se-
-oo 

quences t,.-+ oo and p,.-+ oo (p,. E lN) such that (use also E i(u,., v1)1 2 -+ 0 as t-+ oo, 
by Lemma 19) 11 =0 

Pn+l 

11/,.- Vt,.ll ~ e" with /,. = E (um, Vt,) Um. (17) 
m=p,.+l 

Define w,. = / 11/ll/1111. Then {w,.}~ is an orthonormal system and we obtain from (17) 
that llw11 - v1J ~ 2e". Set P' = ,Ew,.(w,., ·). P' is a projection and 11P'umll2 = l(w11 , Um)l 2 

where n is given by m E {p11 + 1, ... , p 11+I} form ~ p 1 + 1. Since n-+ oo as m-+ oo, this 
implies 

IIP'umll2 = i(w,., Um)l2 = 11/~~11-2 1(/"' u",)l 2 :'S (1 - e"t21 (um, Vt,.)l 2 -+ 0 

as m-+ oo. Because of Corollary 6.42 this proves P' E ker p..II'. On the other hand, we 
have 

IIP'v,,.ll ~ l(w,., v,.)l 2 = i(wll - v, .. , v,,.) + (vt.• v, .. )l 2 

~ ll(w,.- v,,., v,.) I - 11 2 -+ 1 

as n-+ oo, by llw,.- v1 .. 11 ;'£ 2e". Thus l[P'v1 .. 11 2 =liP' e-ll,.a(H'lu01[2 -+ 1 as n-+ oo, and 
this shows P' Ef ker P.s a(H'). 

3. The last step is to extend the result in 2. to H = x on .71' = L2(LI, dx). For this 
aim it suffices to construct a projection Pin .71'' with P = PQ = QP and P E ker p..H', 
P Ef ker P.sa(H'l where Q denotes the projection onto .71' = L2(LI, dx). Set F = UP'Q 
where U denotes a partial isometry with U*U = 1 and UU* = Q. Then FE ker p..II'. 

Further, we have 

11Fv, .. ll2 = 11P'Qv,,.l[2 ~ l(w,., Qv,,.)l 2 ~ l(w,.- v,,., Qv,,.)l -11Qve,.ll212 • 

Now I!Qv1,.112 = (2n)-1 J le-ll,.a(zll 2 dx = ILII/2n > 0. Using this and llw,.- v1,.11 ;'£ 2e", 
.! 

we get from the estimate above that lim UFv1,.1l 2 ~ ILII/2n > 0 which shows that 
11~00 

F Ef ker P.sa(H'l. Thesameisthen true for IFI and also for the projection P = E1F1((e, oo)) 
for a sufficiently small e > 0. P E ker P.sii' is also easily verified from FE ker p..n·. • 

From this statement we see that if 1¥ is a real-valued Borel function which is piecewise 
twice continuously differentiable, then there are two possibilities. Either 1¥ is piecewise 
linear increasing on specc (HI Pc,71') and thus ker p..H = ker p.. a(Hl or the assumptions 
of Theorem 26 are satisfied and thus ker P.sH =F ker P.sa(Hl. Therefore the essential 
content of Theorem 26 is that ker p..H is not invariant under the transformation H -+1¥(H) 
for a sufficiently wide class of functions. 

8.3.2. Some special classes of operators 

First we note an immediate consequence of Theorem 23 and Theorem 6.23. 

Theorem 27. Let 1¥ be a~ admissible functian an Ll ~ specc (H I P'Jt.71') which is a.e. 
finite with respect toE(·). Let A E dom p..H n dom P.sa(Hl. Then p..H(A) = P.sa<Hl(A). 

Proof. lt is obvious. • 
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In the preceding section we have seen that ker #sH =f= ker p,.«IHI for most of all func
tions lX. Thus we are now interested in weaker statements, namely statements providing 
classes of operators A such that A E n dom #s •I HI where lX varies in a wide class of 

functions. A simple class of such operators was already described (see Theorem 6.45 
and Remark 6.46), namely the set of all bounded operators A for which there exists 
a set of pairwise disjoint projections Qn from com H such that AQn is compact and 
I: Qn ~ pac. In this case lX runs through the set of all real-valued Borel functions which 
are a.e. finite with respect toE(·) and for which P:1Hl :;2;; pac. 

The next statement provides another class of such operators. 

Proposition 28. Let lX be a real-valued Borel function on R which is a.e. finite with 
N 

respect toE(·). Assume there is a decomposition oflR., lR = U .fn, where fn =(am an+l] 
n=l 

are disjoint intervals, such that lX i8 strictly increasing and twice continuously differentiable 
on (am an+l)· Let !!) be generating in pac,Y{' such that !!) c;;;; vi! 00(H) and u E !!) implies 
u E E([c, d]) .Yl' with [c, d] contained in some interval (am an+l), n E 11, 2, ... , N}. Let 
A E :t'(.Yl'). Suppose A(t) u : = eitH A e-itHu, u E !!), is strongly differentiable with 

11\A'(t) ujl} E £2(1R, dx) n Ll(IR, dx) 

and 1\W I[A'(t) ujj} E Ll(R+, dx) for some p >0. Then A E dom fts«IHI. 

For the proof of this statement we need 

Lemma 29. Let f(t) be a strongly differentiable function from lR to .Yl' such that: 

(I) llf(t)ll -+ 0 as Jtl -+ oo, 
(II) II/'(· )II E Ll(IR., dt) n £2(1R, dt), 
(III) IIW llf'(t)ll} E LI(IR, dt) for some p > 0. Then/(·) E Ll(IR, dt; .Yl'). 

Proof. We have 

N N J e-i•"'sf(x) dx = i J f(x) (d/dx e-isx) dx 
-N -N 

N 

= ilf(N) e-isN -f( -N} ei•N} - i J e-i•"'f'(x) dx. 
-N 

Because of (I) and (II), this implies that the Fourier transform off exists, for s =f= 0, 
and 11\/(s)lls} E.£2(1R, ds). Further, since II/'(· )II E Ll(IR., dx), /(s) s is continuous in s. 
An easy calculation, using (II), (III) and the identity above, shows that the Fourier 
transform g(s) of f'(x) satisfies the estimate \lg(s) - g(O)J\ :;2;; c Js\q with 2q :;2;; min 11, p/2}. 

N 

Further, from (I) andg(O) =s-lim J f'(x) dx =s-lim (f(N) -/( -N)], we get g(O) = 0. 
N-HXJ -N N-+oo 

From the assertions on g(s), the identity above and 11\/(s)\\s) E L2(1R, ds) we finally 
obtain f( ·) E Ll(IR, ds; .Yl'). • 

Proof of Proposition 28. 1. First we show A E dom p,.H. Since A(t) u is strongly 
f 

differentiable and IIA'(t) ull is summable, A(t) u- A(s) u = J A'(l) u dl and, by 
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IIA'( ·) ull E L1(1R.+> dt), this implies that the strong limit of A(t) u as t-+ oo exists for 
all u E PJ. Thus A E dom p,8H and we set A+ = p,.H(A). 

2. By Prop. 3.3, we have 
00 

e-ilaiHlg(H) u = (2nt1/2 J g(t, s) e-l&Hu ds (18) 
-oo 

with 
00 

g(t, s) = (2n)-112 J e18z e-lla(zlg(x) dx (19) 
-00 

for functions g(t, ·) E .V(JR, ds) n L2(1R, ds). Let g(x) ::2=: 0 have a support in [c, d] 
c: (an, an+I) and assume g(x) is twice continuously differentiable. Then, since lX(x) is 
also twice continuously differentiable, we get from (19) that g(t, ·) is the Fourier trans
form of a function with compact support and second derivative in LI(JR, dx). Thus a 
simple calculation shows that g(t, ·) E .V(JR, ds) for each t E JR. The fact that g(t, ·) 
E L2(1R, ds) is obvious. Further, we have that 

g(t, s)-+ 0 as t-+ oo for each s E JR. (20) 

This is an easy consequence of the fact that on the support of g(x), lX has an inverse 
lX-1 which is also twice continuously differentiable (make the transformation lX(x) = y 
in (19) and use the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma (Prop. 3.23). From Lemma 19 we further 
get 

00 

J Jg(t, s)J2 ds-+ 0 as t-+ oo. (21) 
-oo 

3. Now we consider the expression 

I(t) :=(A e-ii«IHl- e-lt«IHlA+) g(H) u 
00 00 

= J (Ag(t, s) e-IBH - g(t, s) e-laH A+) u ds = J g(t, s) e-isH(A(s) - A+) u ds 
-oo -oo 

where we have used (18). Let k1 and k2 be two nonnegative functions such that k1(x) 
+ k2(x) = 1 for x E JR., k1(x) = 1 on JR.+, k1(x) = 0 on ( -oo, -1) and kl> k2 are in
finitely differentiable functions. Then we can write I(t) = / 1(t) + /2(t) with 

00 

Ii(t) = J g(t, s) ki(s) e-isH(A(s) -A+) u ds. 
-oo 

Now we have, using Prop. 3.22, 
0 

J[l2(t)JJ =sup j(v, l 2(t))l ~sup J Jg(t, s)JI(v, e-laH(A(s)- A+) u)l ds 
llvll=1 IIVII=1 -oo 

0 

~sup J Jg(t, s)Jl(v, (A- A+) e-iaHu)j ds 
llvll=l -oo 

{ 0 }1/2 { 0 }1/2 
~ =~ J Jg(t, s)J 2 ds J l((A -A+)* v, e-isHu)l2 ds 

1111-1 -oo -oo 

{ 0 }1/2 
~ (2n)l/2 _£ Jg(t, s)J2 ds JJA- A+IIIIJuJJin.oo· 
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By (21} the first factor on the right side tends to zero as t ~ oo, thus lll2(t}ll ~ 0 as 
t~oo. 

Next, let us consider / 1(t). By our assumptions on .A(t} and k1(t), the vector-valued 
function D(t} = k1(t} (.A(8}- ~) u satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 29. Thus, the 
Fourier transform D(8} of D(t} is from .V(JR., ds; .;It'). Then 

co 
/ 1(t} = f g(t, 8} e-I•HD(8} ds 

-co 
exists and we have 

co 
(v, l 1(t}) = J (g(t, 8} e1•Hv, D(8}) ds 

-co 
co 

= J (eii~IH-Plg(H - p} v, D(p}) dp 
-co 

where we have used (18} and the Parseval equation. Thus, by llg(H)II ~ 1, we get from 
this equality lll1(t)ll < liD(· )IIL'IJR..dp;Jt"l· Now we claim that lim lll1(t}ll = 0. By the last 

~co 

estimate it suffices to prove this for special vector-valued functions D1( ·} = f( ·} u 
E .V(JR., d8; ,;It') with f E 0 0 co(JR.} and u E ,;It' because we can approximate D( 8) by a linear 
combination of such elements in L1(JR., d8; ,;11')-norm. Then we get / 1(t} = w1(H) u where 

00 

wt(s) = J f(p} e-11~1•-Plg(8- p) dp. 
-co 

Since f E L1(JR., dp), we get [w1(8)[ < lllllL' for all t and 8. By (20) and (19), w1(8} ~ 0 
as t ~ oo for each 8. This together with [w1(8)[ :S::: e implies that w1(H) u tends strongly 
to zero. Thus / 1(t} 8 0 as t ~ oo and so does l(t). Now 

1!/(t)il = il(.A e-It~IHl - e-II~IHl~) g(H) uil 
= l[elt~(Hl(.A _ ~) e-II~(Hig(H) ul[. 

Since the set of such vectors g(H) u is generating in pac.?ft', this proves (taking into 
account P!(m = pac by Lemma 17) .A - ~ E ker f.'s ~IHl and therefore .A E dom p 8111Hl. • 

Notes and Remarks to Part II 

Limits of eltHX e-ltH formally appeared first in papers on scattering in relativistic and non
relativistic quantum theory, see e.g. EKSTEIN [1956a], JAUCH [1958b], and KATofMuGmAYASHI 
[1963a]. The development of the mathematical scattering theory, in particular the algebraic 
scattering theory and some central questions of the mathematical scattering theory proposed 
by KREIN [1964a], stimulated the precise study of such limits. 

Much of this part is a slight generalization and reformulation of previous results in BAUl\IGABTEL 
[1973a], OBERMANN [1977a], and WoLLENBERG [1979a], [1979b]. In general the proofs are 
simplified and organized as comprehensive as possible. 

Chapter 6. The basic properties of the wave morphism,u3H contained in Theorems 23, 25, 28 
and 35 are partly given by LAVINE [1970a] and completely by BAUMGARTEL [1973a]. Theorem 29 
is due to BAUMGARTEL (it is contained in BAUMGABTEL "On a recent note of A. W. SAENZ and 
W. W. ZAcHARY" (unpublished)). The corresponding basic properties for l'a.H are due to 0BER
MANN [1977a]. The notations wave morphism (or wave homomorphism), wave algebra and wave 
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ideal go back to the relation between these notions and the wave operator and were introduced 
in LAVINE [1970a] and WOLLENBERG [1977b]. The notation asymptotic constant can also be 
found in T:a:mRING [1, 2]. 

The use of the absolute Abelian limit, JAJ-lim, goes back to 0BERMANN [1977a]. The reason 
why it is not senseful to take the Abelian limit, A-lim, or the weak limit of the study for expressions 
like eiiHX e-ltH is that they are not multiplicative. A simple example for this fact is given by 
H := x on L2(IR., dx), X = e-a(d/dzl, X* = ea(d/dzl having the properties XX* = 1, 
A-lim eitHX e-ltH = 0, A-lim eltHX* e-ltH = 0. 
t~oo t~oo 

The equality of the limit processes (Abel mean, Cesaro mean, second Holder mean) and Corollary 
14 are well-known (see e.g. HABDY [1]). 

The proofs of Lemma 13 and 17 are essentially taken from v. NEUMANN/KOOPMAN' [1932a]. 
Most of the results of 6.3 go back to WoLLENBERG and are contained in WoLLENBERG [1979a]. 

Prop. 43 is due to BAUMGABTEL. n ker ftsH = .!l' oo(Jt") was first proved in DEMUTH/NEIDilABDT/ 
H 

WOLLENBERG [1976a], and dom ftsH C .!l'(Jt") was shown by HOWLAND [1972a]. 
The idea of using a topological characterization of dom ftsH as in 6.4 and the resultso£6.4.1 and 

6.4.2 for p 8H go back to BAUMGABTEL [1973a]. The corresponding definition and the results for 
p8 H were given by 0BERMAN'N [1977a], 6.4.3 is due to WOLLENBERG [1979a]. 

6.5. For selfadjoint operators H (even Schrodinger operators) with PH8" =f= 0 and a vector 
u E PH80Jt" such that lim (u, e-ltBu) = 0, see SINHA [1977a]. An example for an operator H, with 

t~oo 

PH"" =f= 0 and a vector u E PH8"Jt" such that lim (u, e-itHu) ~ 0, can be found in v. NEuMANN/ 
KooPMAN' [1932a]. Hoo 

It is possible to generalize the notions of wave algebra, wave ideal etc. in the following sense: 
Replace e-itH by a unitary representation of lR" (n > 1). At the place of the half line IR.+ 3 t put 
an open cone K c lR" and replace the limit t-+ oo by a suitable limit JxJ-+ oo with x E K. For 
instance, if we consider the Poincare group, then the cone K is the forward cone. Many statements 
similar to the ones in Chapter 6 can then be proved. The notion of absolute continuity requires 
care in this case. For details we refer to REHBERG [1979a]. 

Chapter 7. The main results of 7.1, Theorems 4 and 8 and Prop. 6, were first proved by WOLLEN
BERG [1977b]. The idea to use the shift representation for the proof of Theorem 4 goes back to 
BAUMGABTEL. The assertions in 7.2 are slight generalizations of results in BAUMGABTEL [1973a], 
BAUMGABTEL "On a recent note of A. W. SAENZ and W. W. ZACilABY" (unpublished) and WoL
LENBERG [1979a]. Prop. 18 (ii) goes back to SAENzjZACilABY [1976a]. 

7.3. Prop. 21 was first proved in AMBEmjGEORGEscujMABTIN [1974a]. Theorems 22 and 23 
and Prop. 24 are essentially taken from AMBEIN/MABTIN/MISRA [1970a]. 

7.4. The definition of the map rH and the proof of its essential properties under the restriction 
on certain integral operators goes back to FRIEDRICHS [1938a], [1948a]. The general case can be 
found in KATO [1]. Prop. 35 is a reformulation of a theorem of PuTNAM [1] and KATO [1968a] 
on nonnegative commutators. 

Theorem 38 and Prop. 39 and 40 are taken from WoLLENBERG [1979b]. Prop. 43 and 46 are 
reformulations of statements on gentle perturbations (see FRIEDRICHS [1]). 

Chapter 8. The results of 8.1.1 and 8.1.2 are taken from WOLLENBERG [1979b]. Prop. 5 is a 
slight generalization of a theorem in WoLLENBERG [1975a], see also DoLLARD [1976a]. 

The proof of the invariance of the wave ideal ker PaH under the transformation H-+ ot(H), 01- an 
admissible function, is due to WoLLENBERG and was first published in 0BERMANN/WOLLENBERG 
[1978 b ]. For a slightly larger class of admissible functions, ker fta H = ker fta •I HI was proved in 
WOLLENBERG [1979b]. 

8.3 contains results from WoLLENBERG [1975a], [1979b]. Prop. 28 is, essentially, a reformu
lation of an invariance principle for wave operators given by CHANDLER/GIBSON [1976a], [1979a]. 
Lemma 29 was also proved in the latter paper. 

Concerning Theorem 15 it is not difficult to strengthen the conditions (I) and (II) such that 
the other condition "H has finite multiplicity" can be dropped. Assume that a system of pairwise 
orthogonal projections P1, P 2, ••• , }; P, = PH •• reducing H 0, is given such that H 0 I P ,Jt" has 
finite multiplicity. In conditions (I) and (II) of Theorem 15 replace the expression J (e-i&Ho u, e-1tBv)J2 

by}; J(e-i&Hou,, e-11Bv)J2 where u,. E Jl 00(H01 P ,Jt") c P,Jt". Then the assertion ker ftaH• ~ ker ftaH 

is valid. 



Part III. Two-Space Wave Operators and 
Scattering Operators 

This part is devoted to the investigation of certain limits of expressions of the form 
e11HJ e-itHof for t ~ ±oo where H, H0 are selfadjoint operators in Hilbert spaces .Jft', 

£ 0 and J E !l'(£0 , .Jft'). The special case .Jft' = .Jft'0 , H = H 0 was extensively studied in 
Part II. The operator J(t) := eitHJ e-itH. is called the time-dependent pre-wave operator. 
The limits of this operator are considered on the absolutely continuous subspace of 
H 0 , as in Part II. The only exception is Chapter 9 containing the general theory. It 
will be developed for subspaces defined by universal projections. Further, we restrict 
ourselves in general to the limit t ~ oo because the limit t ~ -oo for the system 
IH, H 0 ; J} is equivalent to the limit t ~ oo for the system 1-H, -H0 ; J}. Therefore 
the assertions for IH, H 0 ; J} and t ~ oo can be easily transformed into the corresponding 
assertions for IH, H 0 ; J} and t ~ -oo. 

There are several reasons suggesting the study of limits of pre-wave operators, pure 
mathematical reasons as well as reasons coming from physical considerations within the 
framework of scattering theory, in particular in quantum mechanics. 

1. Recall the physical motivation given in the Introduction. It is based on the inter
pretation of IH, £}as interacting (perturbed) system and IH0 , .Jft'0} as free (unperturbed) 
system where J connects the states of the unperturbed and the perturbed system. This 
interpretation is closely related to the problem to compare asymptotically the evolutions 
e-ltH and e-iw •. Each u0 E .7[>0 defines a time-trajectory u0(t) := e-itH•u0. Correspond
ingly, Ju0 determines the time-trajectory e-itHJu0. Then e-itHJu0 = J( -t) u0(t). If 
asymptotically J( -t) ~ J_ 00 , then e-ltHJu0 ~ J_ 00 e-11H•u0 (for t ~ oo). This means 
that the complicated evolution e-itH can be asymptotically described by the "simple" 
evolution e-itH. and the limit J_ 00 of the identification operator. The same result 
appears if one wants to find a vector u+ associated to u0 such that e-itHu+ ~ J e-itH•u0 
asymptotically. The latter relation implies J(t) u0 ~ u+ asymptotically and therefore 
Joouo = u+. 

2. A more mathematical motivation results from the fact that limits of pre-wave 
operators are always intertwining operators for H, H 0• The existence of a nontrivial 
intertwining operator implies the existence of nontrivial parts of Hand H 0 which are 
unitarily equivalent. Hence limits of pre-wave operators are sometimes convenient 
tools in order to decide the question of unitary equivalence of the perturbed and the 
unperturbed operators (see Part I, Section 4.5.3). 

In this part we use the notations E0(·) :=Ell.(·), E(·) :=Ell(·), P~" :=?.J., 
pac := Pfj, E0ac(.) := E 0( ·) p~c, Eac( ·) : = E( ·) pac, R0(z) := Rll.(z) and R(z) := RII(z) 

where H 0 and H denote selfadjoint operators on£0 and .Jft'. J denotes always a bounded 
operator from .Jft' 0 into .Jft'. We use only direct integrals with separable admissible systems. 



9. Elementary Theory of Wave and Scattering 
Operators 

9.1. Pre-wave operators and their limits 

9.1.1. Time-dependent and stationary pre-wave operators 

In this section we introduce the expression 

J(t) : = eilHJ e-ilHo (1) 

which is called the time-dependent pre-wave operator. Our main interest in the following 
sections is the investigation of the existence and general properties of several kinds of 
limits of J(t) with respect tot-+ ±oo. 

Since there exist several topologies in the Hilbert space and several kinds of limiting 
procedures, there are many possible ways to define the limit of ( 1 ). There are, however, 
only a few that interest us. 

For instance, the operator norm limit can be excluded a priori because of 

Proposition 1. The operator norm limit n-lime11HJeitH, exi8ts iff J is an intertwini'TI{J 
operator with respect to H, H0 , that i8, if t--.oo 

J e-iiHo = e-ilHJ, t E JR. (2) 

Proof. We have 

Thus the norm convergence of ( 1) implies 

t E lR, 

that is, J = e11HJ e-ItoH . Hence J is an intertwining operator. The converse is obvious. • 
Similarly as in Partii we are mainly interested in the investigation of 

and 

s-lim eitHJ eitHou =: u+ 
t--.oo 

IAJ-lim ei11fJ e-itHou =: u+ 
t--.oo 

(3) 

(4) 

for certain sets of vectors u E ;/e0• Recall that the absolute Abelian limit JAJ-lim in (4) 
means 

00 

lim J w.(t) l[eiiHJ e-ilHou- u+J[2 dt = 0 
.--.+oo 

(5) 

where, according to Lemma 6.2, w.(t) can be chosen as e e-<~, ex10 •• -•1(t) or another 
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equivalent averaging function. In the following we prefer e e-et. Because of the identity 

00 J e e-et lleiiH Je-IIHou- u+ll2 dt 
0 

= llu+ll2 + je e-et llJ e-11H•u[[2 dt - 2Re ( u+, [ e e-.c e11HJ e-iiHou dt), 

the following limits, whose existence is implied by (4), are of some interest: 

co 

Q+ wu := w-lim J e e-at e11HJ e-1tH•udt, 
e-++Oo 

co 

Q+u :=s-lim J e e-st eiiHJ e-itHou dt. 
e-++0 0 

The operator 
00 

Q. := J 8 e-st eiiHJ e-itHo dt 
0 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

is called the statiooary pre-wave operatar. This operator plays a decisive role in the so
called stationary theory of wave operators (see Chap. 13), because it can be easily 
expressed by means of resolvents and spectral measures only. 

9.1.2. Limits of pre-wave operators 

The first step towards the definition of wave operators is the investigation of the limits 
of the pre-wave operators, introduced in the preceding section. Considering the set of 
all vectors u such that Lim J(t) u exists, we obtain in a natural way an operator J 00 , 

t-+oo 
defined by J 00U : = Lim J(t) u on this set which turns out to be dom J co• Sometimes 

t-+co 
this operator J 00 is already called wave operator (see KATO [1979a], WEIDMANN [1]). 
However, in this book (except Paragraph 10.1) the term wave operator is reserved for 
a slightly more special concept. In this section we collect simple properties of the 
operator J oo• 

Definition 2. The set of all vectors u E Jlf0 such that 

Lim eiiHJ e-ltHou = Lim J(t) u 
1-+co 1-+oo 

exists is denoted by cwex = <ftex(H, H 0 , J). 

Recall that Lim can be interpreted in two ways: either as [A[-lim or as s-lim. Thus, 
if it is necessary, we shall write ~~x or cw~x to indicate the corresponding limit. 

Lemma 3. <flex is a 81ibspace. 

Proof. See Prop. 6.19. • 
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The projection onto the subspace Cf/ex(H, H0, J) is denoted by pex = pex(H, H0, J). 
The operator Lim J(t) pex is denoted by J oo· 

t~oo 

The following relation shows that !A!-lim J(t) p;x is a natural extension of 
s-lim J(t).P:x. t~oo 

I~ co 

Proposition 4. If u5 : = s-lim J(t) u exists, then also ua: = !A!-lim J(t) u exists and 
U 8 = Ua is Valid. t~oo l~oo 

Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Corollary 6.14. • 

Prop. 4 says that in any event p:x ~ p;x is valid and that both operators J~, J"o, 
coincide on p:x ;it> 0• 

Proposition 5. The operator J 00 is bounded, J co E 2(;ff0 , .il'), and I[J coil ~ !lJ![. 

Proof. Because of Lemma 6.17wehavein any event J 00 =s-lim J(tn) pex for a certain 
"~"" sequence tn-+ oo. Since i[J(tn)!l ~ llJII for all tn, we obtain the assertion. • 

Proposition 6. If u E pex;Jt>0 , then s-lim Q,u and a fortiori w-lim Q,u exist and equal 
J 00U. ~+o ~+o 

Proof. If u E pex;Jt>0, then 

ll!e e-EtJ(t) u dt- J 00U II= II [s e-•t(J(t) u- J 00u) dt II 

~ (!: e-•t I[J(t) u - J 00U![2 dt) 
112 

Hence s-lim Q,u exists and equals J 00u. The other assertion is obvious. • 
~+O 

Remark 7. Similarly as Cf/ex we can introduce the set o//~x of all vectors u E ;ff0 such 
that w-lim Q,u exists. Then it turns out that also o//~x is a subspace. The projection 

~+O 

onto lllt~x is denoted by p~x. From Prop. 6 we obtain: 

(I) pex ~ p~x and 

(II) w-lim Q,p~x =: Q+ is a natural extension of J~ = !A!-lim J(t) p;x. 
~~ ~00 

In the next example pex and J co can be calculated explicitly. This example, where 
e-itHo is the shift representation of the translation group in L2(1R, dx), is of principal 
interest. It will be used often, sometimes with the Hilbert space L2(1R, dx; f) where f 
is a Hilbert space, for the construction of counter-examples. 

Example 8. Let J/'0 = L2(1R, dx), H 0 = -i dfdx, J = 1, and H = H0 + q( • ), where q(x) 
denotes a real-valued function from L 00(IR, dx) which is locally Ll-integrable. As it is well-known, 
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(e-iiHo u) (x) = u(x - t) for all u E L2(1R, dx). Therefore one easily calculates 

•+• 
. . if q(yJdu 

(eltH e-IIHou) (X)= ex u(x), 

that is, eitH e-itHo is a multiplication operator. Now we impose on q the condition q E Ll(IR., dx). 
Then we obtain 

00 

if q(y)dy 
(J 00u) (x) = (s-lim eitH e-itHou) (x) = e• u(x) 

, ..... 00 

for all u E .71'0 • This means P 8ex = 1 in this case. 

Finally we present an example illustrating the fact that P.ex < Paex is possible. In 

other words, there is an example, where J 00U exists with respect to IAI-lim but not with 

respect to s-lim for certain vectors u E yt'0• Hoo 

, ..... "" 
Example 9. Let .71'0 = L2([0, 2n], dx), H0 = x (multiplication operator by x), .71'0 = £', J = 1. 

We define H by H = U*H0 U where U is a unitary operator on .71'0 of the form U = 1 - 2Q and 

where Q is a projection. Then 

eitH eltHo = U* eitHoU e-itH, = U*(1- 2eitHoQ e-itHo). (10) 

Thus the existence of Lim eitH e-itH, u = J 00u is equivalent to the existence of Lim eitHoQ e-iiHou. 
, ..... 00 , ..... 00 

Because of P';;' = 1 the existence of the latter limit for all u E .71'0 is equivalent to Q E dom p,H• 

(see Section 6.2.1). Now in the proof of Theorem 6.50 there was constructed a projection Q (if H 0 

is given) such that Q E dom P.aH but Q E! dom p,8H•. Taking this projection Q, we see that the limit 
of (10) exist in the absolute Abelian sense but not in the strong sense. Thus IAI-lim eitH e-itH, = J 00 

, ..... 00 

exists (that is P'i: = 1), but s-lim eitH e-ltH, does not exist and we have Pe,: < 1. 
, ..... 00 

9.1.3. Simple properties of the limit Joo of the pre-wave operator 

In this section we collect some properties centered around the intertwining property 

and related facts. Some of these properties were already presented in Part II (see 

Section 6.2.1 ). 

Proposition 10. The projection pex belongs to com H0 , pex E com H 0 , and J 00 is an 

intertwining operator, 

J 00 eiiHo = eiiHJ 00 , t E JR. (11) 

Proof. The first assertion is contained in Prop. 6.19. The second assertion is a 

consequence of 

J(t) e-irH, = e-irHJ(t + -r), t, -r E lR, (12) 

and the translation invariance of the strong limit and the absolute Abelian limit, 

s-limf(t) = s-limf(t + -r), IAI-limf(t) = IAI-limf(t + -r) (see Lemma 6.8.). • 
, ..... 00 , ..... 00 , ..... 00 , ..... 00 

A similar proposition can be formulated with respect to p:_x and its corresponding 

limit (denoted by .Q~), introduced in Remark 7. 
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Proposition 11. The projection p~x belw.gs to com H0, p~x E com H0, and .Q~ i8 an 
intertwining operator, 

t E JR. (13) 

Proof. Let f E ~0, g E ~. From (12) we obtain 

~ ~ 

J e e-"(g, J(t) e-hHof) dt = J e e-"(ehHg, J(t + -r) /) dt. 
0 0 

Hence both assertions follow from the translation invariance of A-lim. • 

In Section 3.2.3 it was pointed out that clo spa {E0(LI) u; u E ..II, Ll Borel set} 
= clo spa (eitHou; u E ..II, t E JR.}, where ..II is any subset of ~0• This, together with 
Prop. 10, leads to the following two lemmas. 

Lemma 12. Let ..II be a subset of ~0• If ...II c <1fex, then also clo spa {E0(LI) u; u E ..II, 
Ll Borel set} ~ <1fex. 

Lemma 13. Let Q be a projection in~0• Let ..II be generating with respect to Q~0 and 

Ho. If ..II ~ <1fex then Q ~ pex, 

These pure technical lemmas are very important for the investigation of the existence 
of wave operatom. They say that in every case it is sufficient to redvce existence con
siderations to (linear) manifolds which are generating in the considered subspace with 
respect to H0• 

Example 14. In general the projection pex E com H 0 is not a spectral projection of H 0• This 
can be seen easily by a slight generalization of Example 8. Let :;1{'0 = L1(IR, dx; $") where $"is 
finite-dimensional, dim$" < oo. Let H 0 = -i dfdx as before, hence (e-ltHof) (x) = f(x - t). 
Let :;It'= :;1{'0, J = 1 and H = H 0 + q( • ), where q(x) denotes a Borel function q: lR.-+ .P(Jf") 
with liq(x)ll < oo for all x E lR. and q(x) selfadjoint on Jf" and q(x), q(x') pairwise commuting for 
all x, x' E IR. Then one calculates as before 

zH 
Ijq(l/)dg 

(eiiH e-iiHof) (x) = ez f(x), f E :;lt'o· 

Thus eltH e-IIHo is a multiplication operator. Hence pex is necessarily also a multiplication operator 
Q(x) E .P(Jf"). Now pex E com H 0, i.e. Q(x) commutes with e-iiHo. Thus we have Q(x~ f(x - t) 
= Q(x - t) f(x - t) for all f E L2(1R, dx; $") and all t E IR, therefore Q(x) = II a.e. (mod 1·1) 
follows where II is a constant projection from .P(Jf"). But a projection pex of this type is a spectral 
projection of H0 iff either II= 0 or II= 1_,.. Namely, if pex is a spectral projection, then 
FpexF* = ZLI for some Borel set Ll (note that the Fourier transform of the spectral measure of H0 

is given by the spectral measure Z.1( ·)on Y(IR, <U; Jf"). On the other hand, FpexF• is the constant 
projection II, because pex is the constant projection II, i.e. we obtain the equation ZLI(J.) g(J.) 
= IIg(J.) for all g E Y(IR, <U; Jf"), but this equation immediately yields either II = 0 (and ILl I = 0) 
or II= 1_,. (and Ll = IR.). Now we can choose q such that 0 <II< 1_,. (a simple example is 
given by$" = «::1, q(x) = {q1(x), q2(x)} (diagonal matrix) with q1(x) = (1 + lxl)-(l+•l, e > 0, and 
q1(x) = 1; in this case an easy calculation shows that II = {1, 0}. 

The intertwining property of J ~ leads to the following 

Theorem 15. Let J ~ = sgn J ~ iJ col be the polar decomposition of J oo and let E0 = 
(sgn J ~)* sgn J 00, E = sgn J ~(sgn J ~)*. Then E0 ~ pex, E0 E com H0 and pex - E0 

is the projection onto ker (J 00 I pex~0), wh~'le E0 i8 the projection onto supp J 00 
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= (ker J "")J.. Also, IJ ""I E com H0• Furthermore, E, IJ"" *I E com H and E is the pro
jectian anto clo ima J"" whick equals supp J"" *· sgn J"" is also intertwining for H, H 0 am 
HI EJ!' is unitarily equivalent (via sgn J "") to H 0 I EoJ'f'0• 

Proof. The result follows immediately from the intertwining property of J"" (see 
the corresponding assertions in Section 1.3.3). • 

A further consequence of the intertwining property (and the last theorem) is 

Proposition 16. The following relations are valid: 

Lim {e-itHJ"" _ J e-fiHopex} = 0, 
~ 

Lim {(J""- J) e-fiHopex} = 0, 
~"" 

Lim EJ.J e-fiHopex = 0. 
~"" 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

Proof. (14) follows from the def~nition of J"". (15) follows from (14), J"" = J""pex 
and the intertwining property. (16) follows from (15) and EJ.Joo = 0. • 

Another important implication of the intertwining property of J"" is connected with 
its representation by a family of operators J ""(A) with respect to direct integral re
presentations of Jl' and Jl'0 (see Section 4.4.2, in particular Corollary 4.19). 

' Theorem 17. Let (1)0: Jl'0 -+.V(specc H0,p0(dA); .n"oA) and(~): Jt" -+L2(specc H,p(dA); Jl'l) 
be isometric maps suck that E0(L1), E(L1) are represented by XLI(A) (direct integral represen
tations of Jl'0, Jl' with respect to E0(L1), E(L1), where the corresponding admissible 
systems are separable). Then there is a functian J 00(A): specc H 0 -+ .!l'(.n"ol> Jl'A) a.e. 
(mod ,u0) defined an specc H 0 and wilk essentially bounded norm 11J 00(A)IIsuck that 

(17) 

where I denotes the representer off in L2(specc H0 , p0(dA); Jl'oA), I = (1)0/, and (J ""/) .. 
denotes the representer of J 00 f in 

Proof. The result follows immediately from Corollary 4.19. • 

9.2. Two-space wave operators 

9.2.1. Definition ol wave operators with respect to universal spectral projections 

Recall the concept of a universal spectral projection Pn, (abbreviated: universal pro
jection) with respect to selfadjoint operators H0 in Jt"0• A universal projection Pn, is a 
spectral projection PH, = E0 ,(L1n,) (where L10 , may vary with H 0) which is compatible 
with unitary transformations of H0 and with the transition to a part H0 I Q;/1' 0 (Q E com 
H0) of H0 (for details see Section 6.5.1). In some sense PH, represents a universal spectral 
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property of selfadjoint operators such as continuity or absolute continuity or multi
plicity not bigger than m. 

The projection pex = pex(H, H 0 , J) defined after Lemma 3, in general, depends not 
only on H 0 but also on H, J. Of course, the advantage in this case is that J 00 = J oopex 

always exist; the difficulties are contained in the complicated structure of pex. In order 
to establish a useful theory of wave operators it is more convenient to fix a certain 
pex = Pex(H0) (perhaps not the maximal one) and to develop the theory of the limits 
Lim J(t) I for the vectors I from the fixed subspace pex(H0) .£'0• Obviously, there is ,...._, 
much freedom for choosing pex(H0). Our "ansatz" is to choose a certain universal 
projection. Thus the wave operator is defined as follows: 

Definition 18. Let Pe. be a universal projection of H 0 • Then the wave ryperator 
W+(H, H 0 ; JPe.) is defined by 

W+(H, H 0 ; JPe,) :=Lim eitHJ e-iiH•Pe.· (18) 
t-+oo 

If Lim = IAI-lim, we sometimes call W+(H, H 0 ; JPe.) Abel wave ryperator; if Lim =s-lim, 
then we call these operators strong wave operators. 

We use also the abbreviated notations W+(H, H 0 ; J) and W+ for the wave operator. 
H Jt' = .£'0 and J = 1, then we put W+(H, H 0) := W+(H, H 0 ; 1). 

The wave operator W_(H, H 0 ; J) (for the negative time direction) is defined by 

(19) 

Thus it is sufficient for the general investigation of the properties of the wave operators 
to consider w+ only. 

Remark 19. Obviously the propositions of Sections 1.2 and 1.3 are valid also for W+ 
instead of J 00• The reason is that W+(H, H 0 ; J) = J 00Pe,· For example, W+ is inter
twining with respect to H, Ho. e-ltHW+ = w+ e-itHo for t E lR, and also .Q~ 
:= w-lim D.Pe. is an intertwining operator; the relations (14)-(16) now are written 

t--+0 

in the form Lim {e-itHW+ - J e-itH•Pe.} = 0, Lim (W+- J) e-ltH,Pe. = 0 and 
t-+oo t-+oo 

Lim E1J e-11H•Pe. = 0, where now E = sgn W+(sgn W+)*. Lemma 13 can be formu
t-+oo 
lated as follows: "Let ..It~ Pe.fl'o be generating with respect to Pe,fl'o and H 0 and 
assume that Lim J(t) u exists for all u E ..It, then W+ exists". 

t-+oo 
Next we collect two further properties of W+. 

Proposition 20. Let W+ = W+(H, H 0 ; J) exist and put E = sgn W+(sgn W+)*. Tke:n 
E < Pe is valid. 

Proof. According to Theorem 15 we have HI Eft' is unitarily equivalent to H0 I Eoft' 0 , 

where E0 = (sgn W+)* sgn W +" The operator H0 I E0.£'0 is a part of H0 I Pe,.£'0• Thus 
Prop. 6.64leads toE~ Pe. • 

Theorem 21 (Chain rule). Let H 0 , H', H be selladjointryperators on .£'0, .£'', .£', re
spectively. Let J 0 E !l'(.£'0, .£''), J' E !l'(.£'', .£') and put J I= J' J0• Assume that 
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W+(H', H 0 ; J 0) and W+(H, H'; J') exist. Then also W+(H, H 0 ; J) exists and 

W+(H, H 0 ; J) = W+(H, H'; J') W+(H', H 0 ; J0} 

is oolid. 

Proof. We have 

= eitHJ' e-iiH1 p eitH' .l e-itHop + eitHJ' e-iiH'pl eitH' T e-iiHop H' 0 H0 H' "0 H 0 • 

177 

(20) 

Because of (16) the second term on the right-hand side vanishes for Lim. The first term 
1-+oo 

on the right-hand side tends to W+(H, H'; J') W+(H', H 0 ; J0) since Lim A(t) B(t) 

=Lim A(t) Lim B(t) (see Remark 6.18). Thus (20) is proved. • 
1-->-oo t->-oo 

Remark 22. Theorem 17 is also valid for W+ instead of J oo (if W+ exists). ·The operator 
function J 00(A) from specc H0 into .f.t'(~oh ~2) in this case is called the wave rnatrix 
and it is denoted by W +().).Note that the wave matrix depends on the isometrics <P, <P0 

(see Theorem 17). 

Remark 23. Without loss of generality we can assume PII, ~ P'i!. in the following. 
In principle the projection Pk, onto the spectrally discrete subspace of H 0 can also be 
used as the universal projection. But this choice leads to trivial results. Let Lim eiiHJ • 

e-iiH•PJi. exist. Assume ).0 to be an eigenvalue of H0 and let u0 be a corresponding 
eigenvector. Then ettHJ e-iiH.Uo = e-tUo et1HJu0. Further, according to the mean 
ergodic theorem (Prop. 3.9), Prop. 6 and Lemma 6.2, we get 

00 
W +u0 =s-lim J e e-et eiiHJ e-1tHou0 dt = En(IJ.o}) Ju0• 

~->-+oo 

But from (15) we obtain 

Lim (W+- J) e-iiH,Uo =Lim e-ltAo(En(IAo})- 1£') Ju0 = 0. 
t->-oo t__,.oo 

Therefore either Ju0 = 0 or ).0 is also an eigenvalue of Hand Ju0 is a corresponding 
eigenvector. 

In particular, if ~ = ~0, f = 1 and dim ~0 = n < oo (finite-dimensional case) 
we obtain: W + (H,H0) exists iff H = H 0, and in this case obviously we have W + = 1. 

In almost all cases we shall even assume Pn, ~ P;, 

9.2.2. Completeness and semieompleteness 

With respect to a given universal projection Pn. we can define semicompleteness and 
completeness of wave operators. 

Definition 24. The wave operator W+(H, H0 ; J) is called H0-semicomplete if E0 := 
(sgn W+)* sgn W+ = Pn,· It is called H-semicomplete if E := sgn W+(sgn W+)* = Pn. 
It is called complete if it is H 0-semicomplete and H-semicomplete. 

12 Baumgiirtei/Wollenberg 
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The meaning of these definitions results from Theorem 15. If W+ is H 0-semicomplete, 
then the partial isometry sgn W+ has the initial subspace Pn,£0 , that is, the part of H 0 

with the universal spectral property represented by Pn, is unitarily mapped by means 
of sgn W+ onto a part of HI Pn£· If W+ is H-semicomplete, then the partial isometry 
sgn W+ has the final subspace Pn£. Completeness of W+ means that sgn W+ yields a 
unitary equivalence between HI Pn£ and H 0 I Pn,£0 , that is, the parts of Hand H 0 

with the given universal spectral property. 

Example 25 (Completeness). The wave operator of Example 8, considered with respect to the 
absolutely continuous subspace (Pn, = Pi{,), that is, with respect to the universal spectral 
property "absolutely continuous", is complete. Namely, in this case Pj'j, = 1 and W+(H, H0 ) 

exists on the whole space .n"o; furthermore, W+(H, Ho) is unitary. Thus E = w+w+ * = 1 =PH 
= E0 = W+*W+ = Pj'j, and W+(H, H0) is complete. 

Example 26 (Non-completeness). Let .n" = .n"0, J = 1 and H0 be selfadjoint with dim (P~·) J. = oo, 
P~ > 0. Further, let II be absolutely continuous, P~ E com H and H I Po•Jff0 = H 0 I ~ Jf'0 • 

In this example we take as universal spectral property "absolutely continuous", i.e. Pn = pac 
and Pn, = P~. Then we obtain eitH e-ltH,p~ = eitHp~• e-itH,p~• = eitH,p~• e-itH,p~ = ~· 
Therefore the wave operator JV+(H, H 0) exists and it is H0-semicomplete. But E = W+ W+ * 
= p~· < 1 = pac and this means that JV+ is not H-semicomplete. Thus JV+ is not complete. 

Sometimes it is possible to prove non-completeness of a wave operator by the following 
lemma. 

Lemma 27. Let W+(H, H 0 ; J) exist and put (as before) E = sgn W+(sgn W+)*. Assume 
that a selfadjoint operator H 0' and a bounded operator J' exist with the properties: W +(H, H 0 ; 

J') exists, E' : = sgn W +(H, H 0'; J') (sgn W +(H, H 0'; J')* =F 0 and EE' = 0. Then 
W+(H, H 0 ; J) is necessarily non-complete. 

Proof. Obvious. • 

9.2.3. One-dimensional perturbations 

This section is intended to giv~ a simple but important example where the existence of the wave 
operator JV+(H, H 0) with respect to Pn, = P:• can be proved rather directly. Furthermore, 
the wave matrix in this case can be calculated explicitly. 

We put Jf'0 = Jff and J = 1. Further let V be a one-dimensional selfadjoint operator. That is, 
let 

V = a(h, ·) h, h E Jff and llhll = 1, (21) 

where a E IR, a =F 0. Assume H 0 to be an arbitrary selfadjoint operator. If 

H:=Ho+ V (22) 

then H is also selfadjoint, where dom H = dom H0 • 

Our aim is to prove the existence of s-lim eiiH e-itH,p0, that is, the existence of the wave 
t--..oo 

operator JV+(H, H0) with respect to the universal spectral property "absolutely continuous". 
First we collect some preliminary lemmas which will be applied in the proof of the main theorem 
of this section. We introduce the notation 

V(t) := ei!H e-itH,, (23) 
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Then V(t) is strongly differentiable on dom H 0 , and with f E dom H 0 we obtain V'(t) f 
= i eitHV e-itHoj, hence 

t, 
V(t2) f - V(t1 ) f = i J ei<HV e-i<Hoj dT (24) 

!, 

follows for all f E £' o· 

Lemma 28. Let Q, Q0 be projections in £'. Assume !!lJ c Q£', !YJ0 c Q0£' to be generating in 
Q£', Q0£', respectively. If lim (g, V(t) /) exists forgE !YJ, f E !YJ0, then w-lim QV(t) Q0 exists. 

t-+oo t-+oo 

Proof. It is obvious. • 

Lemma 29. Let H 0 be selfadjoint in £' and let V ana H be defined by (21) ana (22). Then 

exiBts. 

V co := w-lim pac ei!H e-i!H,p:;c 
!-+co 

Proof. Let g E £'. Then from (24) we obtain 

t, 

(g, V(t2) f - V(t1) f) = ia J (e-i•Hg, h) (h, e-i<Hof) dT 
!, 

and 

( 
!1 )1/2 ( !1 )1/2 

i(g, V(tz) f- V(t1) /)I ~ lal [ j(e-i<Hg, h)l 2 d• [ i(h, e-i.<Hof)l 2 dT 

(25) 

(26) 

Now we choose f E Jlco(H0 ), g E Jlco(H). Note that Jlco(H0), Jlco(H) are dense in P';;'.Yt', pac.Yf', 
respectively (see Prop. 3.19). From Prop. 3.22 we immediately obtain 

J j(e-i•Hg, h)IZ dT < oo, J j(h, e-itHof)IZ dT < oo. 

Hence from (26) the existence of lim (g, V(t) /)follows. Finally, Lemma 28 (with !!lJ = Jlco(H), 
!-+co 

!!J0 = Jlco(H0), Q = pac, Q0 = pac) yields the assertion. • 

The next step is to prove that V co is partially isometric with initial subspace P0°.Y/'0• If this 
is true, then it is easy to prove that V co is simultaneously the strong limit of V(t) P':;'. 

In this connection it is convenient to assume, without loss of generality, that H and H0 are 
Bimple in £' ana that h is a generating vector for both operators. 

Remark 30. In the general case, if V and H are defined by (21) and (22), we consider the sub
space $"0 = clo spa {E0 (LI) h; Ll Borel set}. ff0 is reducing for H0 and contains h. It is the smallest 
subspace with these properties. Correspondingly, ff = clo spa {E(LI) h; Ll Borel set} is reducing 
for H, contains hand is the smallest subspace with these properties. Now both subspaces $"0, $" 
are reducing for V, hence they must coincide. We denote it by f. In$" .l we have H = H 0 , in$" 
both operators H, H 0 are simple and his a generating vector. 

Proposition 31. The operator V co is partially isometric with initial subspace P';;' £'. 

Proof. V co is an intertwining operator between H and H0 , as can be easily seen from (25). 
Further, we have V co= pacv co= V coP':J0 , therefore it is sufficient to verify the isometry pro
perty for vectors of the form f = E0 (LI) P':;'h only. Because of 

Ll a Borel set, (27) 

it is enough to prove the equation IIE(LI) V coP~0hll = IIE0(LI) P';;'hii for all Borel sets Ll (the 
extension to clo spa {E0 (LI) p~ch; Ll Borel set} is obvious). Let g E Jlco(H), f E Aco(H0). Then 
from 

12* 

t 

(g, V(t) f) = (g, f) + ia J (e-i<Hg, h) (h, e-i<Hoj) dT 
0 
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we obtain 
co 

(g, V co/) = (g, /) + ia I (e-i•Bg, h) (h, e-i•H•f) do. 
0 

(28) 

Note that we have very simple spectral representations for H, H0 because these operators are 
simple andhisgenerating. Let !P, !1>0 denote the isometric representation operators (of. Corollary 
4.23) 

4>: £' -+ L 2(speoc H, p(<U)) 

4>0 : £'0 -+ L2(speoc H0, p0(dA)) 

where p(.1) = (h, E(.1) h), p0(.1) = (h, E 0(.1) h). The representation of f by (!I>/) ( ·) is given by 
f = I (!Pf) (A.) E(dA.) h, similarly for !1>0• Because of (e-i•Bg, h) = I eid(!Pg) (A.) p(dA) we can write 
(28) in the form 

(g, V co/) = (g, f) + ia r(!Pg) (A.) {j eid(h, e-i•Hof) do} p(dA). 
-co 0 

From Section 3.5.3 we obtain immediately (in particular, note the formulas between Prop. 24 
and Prop. 25) 

co 
I eid(h, e-i•Hof) do = i(h, R0(A + iO) /). 

0 

Note that (k, R0(A + iO) /):=lim (h, R0(A + ie) /)existsa.e. (mod 1·1) and the limit is a member 
.-..+o 

of Y(lR., <U). Now the formula 

co 
(g, V oof) = (g, /) - a I (!Pg) (A) (h, R0(A + iO) /) p(dA) (29) 

-co 

easily follows. (29) can be written in the form 

co 
(g, V co/) =I (!Pg) (A.) {(!Pf) (A.) - a(h, R0(A. + iO) /)} p(<U). 

-co 

According to the remarks at the beginning of this proof we need this formula only for f =h. By 
(!Ph) (A) = 1 and Prop. 1.2, we obtain 

(!P V coh) (A) = 1 - a(h, R0(A. + iO) h), a.e. mod 1·1· (30) 

For abbreviation we put 

ru(z) := 1- a(h, R0(z) h)= (h, (1- VR0(z)) k), Im z =!= 0. 

Later the function 1 - VR0(z) is often denoted by G0(z). Now by a straightforward calculation 
(which is left to the reader) we obtain the following identity: 

(e/:re) /IR0 (A. + ie) h/1 2 = lw(A + ie)l 2 (ef:re) IIR(A + ie) hll2 , 

According to Prop. 3.15, from (31) the relation 

(h, E0(dA) h)/dA. = lw(A + i0)12 ((h, E(dA) h)/<U) 

follows a.e. mod 1·1, that is p0'(A.) = lw(A. + i0)1 2 p'(A.). 

e> 0. (31) 

(32) 
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From (30) we obtain 

IIE(LI) V oohll2 = IIE(LI) V ooP~·hll 2 = j lw(A. + i0)12 ,U(dA.), ,U(LI) := (Pack, E(LI) h). 
4 

Combining this with (32), the equation 

follows. Thus the proof is finished. • 
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Remark 32. Note that actually we have proved not only the partial isometry of V 00 with 
initial subspace P~ £, but we also presented the explicit form of this operator, which is contained 
in formula (30). For an arbitrary f E ~ £ we have 

(([IV 00/) (A)= w(A + iO) (([>0 /) (A.), a.e. mod 1·1, (33) 

which can be easily derived from (30). 
The last step can now be done, namely to prove the existence of the strong wave operator. 

Theorem 33. Let H0 be selfadjoint in£ and let V and H be defined by (21) and (22). Then 

exists. 

W+(H, H 0 ) = s-lim eitH e-itH,p0ac 
t->-oo 

(34) 

Proof. According to Lemma 29 and Prop. 31 we have: V 00 = w-lim pac eitH e-itH,~ exists 
t->-oo 

and V oo is partially isometric with initial subspace ~ £. Note that IIV(t) P~ll ;;:;; 1. Let f E Po•£. 
Then 

Hence, 
II V(t) I - V oo/112 = II V(t) /112 + II V oo/112 - 2Re ( V oof, V(t) f). 

lim sup IIV(t) f- V oo/11 ;;:;; 211/112 - 2Re lim (V oof, V(t) f) 
t->-oo t->-oo 

where the latter limit exists because V 00/ = pacy oo/- Since lim (V oof, V(t) f) = !IV oo/112 = 11/112, 

t->-oo 
we obtain lim sup IIV(t) / - V oo/112 = 0. • 

t->-oo 

Corollary 34. If the assumptions of Theorem 33 are satisfied and if H, H 0 are simple, his generating 
and([>, ([>0 denote the corresponding isometric operators from£ onto the spectral representation spaces 
L2(speccH,~t(dA.)), L2(speccH0,~t0(dA.)), respectively, then the wave matrix of W+(H,H0 ) with 
respect to ([>, ([>0 is given by 

W +(A.) = w(A. + iO) := 1 - a(h, R0(A. + iO) h). 

Proof. It follows immediately from Remark 32. • 

9.3. Asymptotically equivalent identification operators 

9.3.1. Simple properties of asymptotically equivalent identification operators 

Let H 0 , £'0, PH, be given and let A, BE .!l'(£'0 , £'). First recall that A and B are 
called asymptotically equivalent with respect to H 0PH, if Lim (A -B) e-itHoPH, = 0. 

t->-oo 

Note that this equivalence relation is denoted by A !'::>B. Another notation (see Section 
Ho 

6.52) is A -BE .!l'H,,PH (£'0 , £').In Part II (see especially Chapter 6) we have shown 
that to a given operator0J there exists a lot of operators J' with J' !'::> J. The following 

Ho 
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proposition shows that the wave operators W +(H, H0 ; J) depend only on the equivalence 
class defined by J via J' ~ J. 

Ho 
Proposition 35. If J ~::::~ J' and W+(H, H 0 ; J) exists, then also W+(H, H 0 ; J') exists 

H, 
and W +(H, H 0 ; J) = W +(H, H 0+ J') is valid. Conversely, if both wave operators exists 
and are equal, then J ~::::~ J' follows. 

Ho 
Proof. From the equation 

JleiiHJ e-iiHoPH.f _ eiiHJ' e-ltHoPH.fJI = JI(J _ J') e-IIHopH.fJI 

the assertions easily follow. • 

Special equivalent identification operators are the wave operator itself and also 
PHJ as the following proposition states. 

Proposition 36. Let W+ = W+(H, H 0 ; J) exist. Then 

W + ~ J, P nJ ~ J (35) 
Ho Ho 

are valid. 

Proof. W + ~ J follows from (15). Further we have E ~ Pn according to Prop. 20. 
Ho 

Then PH'l ~ J follows from (16). • 
Ho 

H Pn, ~ P~. and Lim= JAJ-lim, then .!Roo(.?t'0 , .?I')~ .IRH,pH.?i'0, Yt')a, that is, all 
0 

compact operators K are asymptotically equivalent to 0. Hence all operators J + K are 
identification operators with W+(H, H0 ; J + K) = W+(H, H 0 ; J) (see Section 6.3.2). 

9.3.2. Criteria for completeness and semicompleteness 

The wave operator W+ maps Pn,Yt'o into Pn.?t'· From Theorem 15 it easily follows 
that W+ is H0-semicomplete iff the map W+: Pn.Yt'0 -+PH.?t' is injective. W+ is 
H-semicomplete iff the map W + *: P n.?t' -+ P n,Yt' 0 is injective or equivalently iff ima W + 
is dense in Pn.?t'- Hence W +is complete iff W +:Pn,Yt'o-+ Pn.?t' is injective and ima W+ 
is dense in Pn.?t'- These simple assertions lead to the following corollary of the chain 
rule (Theorem 21). 

Corollary 37. If W+(H',H0 ;J0 ) is H 0(H')-semicom;plete and W+(H,H';J') is H'(H)
semicomplete, then also W+ = W+(H,H0 ;J) = W+(H,H0 ;J'J0) = W+(H,H';J') W+ 
X (H', H 0 ; J 0) isH0(H)-semicomplete. The completeness of W+(H', H0 ; J 0) and W+(H, H'; 
J') implies that of W +" 

With the help of the following definition we are able to formulate some useful criteria 
for semicompleteness and completeness. 

Definition 38. Let J E .I£'(.?1'0, .?~'), J' E .I£'(.?1', .?1'0 ). J' is called an asymptotic left 
inverse to J if 

J'J ~ l.Jt",· 
Ho 

(36) 

For example, if J is bounded invertible, then J-l E.!£'(.?~', .?1'0) is obviously an asymp
totic left inverse. 
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Proposition 39. Let W+ = W+(H, H 0 ; J) exist and let J' be an asymptotie left inverse 
to J. Then W + is H0-semicomplete and 

Lim e11H•J' e-IIHW+ = PH,• 
t-+oo 

Lim (JJ'- 1 Jt') e-11HW + = 0 
t--+oo 

are valid. 

Proof. According to (14) we have 

Lim (e-ltHW + - J e-ltHopH.) = 0. 
t-+oo 

Hence, applying J' and using (36), we obtain 

Lim (J' e-11HW+- e-11H•PH,) = 0 
t-+oo 

which implies (37). From (40), applying J and using (39), we obtain 

Lim (JJ' e-iiHW+- e-ttHW +) = 0 
t--+oo 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

which is just (38). From (37) and W+f = 0 we obtain PH,f = 0; that is, w+ is Do-semi
complete. • 

Proposition 40. Let the assumptions of Prap. 39 be satisfied. Then: W+ is eomplete iff 

(i) J is asymptotic left inverse to J' with respect to HPH, that is 

and 

JJ' ~ 1Jt', 
H 

(ii) W+' = W +(H0, H; J') exists. 

In this case W+' is also complete and 

(41) 

(42) 

Proof. Let (i) and (ii) be true. Then from Prop. 39 we obtain that W+' is H-semi
complete. From (37) and w+ = PHW +the relation W+'W+ =PH. immediately follows. 
Hence clo ima W+' = PH • .J'f'0 , and W/ is complete. Now apply Prop. 39 to W+' and J. 
Then (37) yields W+W+' =PH, and W+ is complete. Conversely, let W+ be complete. 
Then ima w+ is dense in PH.J'f' and (37) implies the existence of W+' with W+'W+ =PH .. 
Similarly (38) implies JJ' ~ 1 Jt'• • 

H 

9.4. Wave operators and limits of pre-wave operators 

In this paragraph we discuss the connection between the wave operator (Abel or strong) 
and the weak limit of the pre-wave operator. Further, conditions for the asymptotic 
equivalence of .Ot. and J are considered. These considerations are necessary in order 
to be able to get stationary criteria for the existence of wave operators (see Chap. 13). 
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9.4.1. Connection between W + and .2~ 

Recall the definition of .Q~ given in Remark 19 and in (7). Further recall the identity 
(6) which already shows the connection between the Abel wave operator W + and .Q~, 
stated in the next proposition. 

Proposition 41. The Abel wave operator W+(H, H 0 ; J) exists iff .Q~ exists and .Q~ 
is asymptotically equivalent to J wiJ,h respect to HoPn,, Df. 1'1::1 J (in IAI-lim sense). In 
thi8 case W+ = .Q~ is valid. Ho 

Proof. Let .Q~ exist and let .Q~ 1'1::1 J. Then we obtain, by Prop. 11 (intertwining 
property of .Q~), Ho 

00 

0 =lim J e e-tt I[(J - D~) e-IIH•Pn,/112 dt 
e-++oo 

00 

=lim J e e-et l[e11HJ e-IIH•Pn.f- .Q~Pn,/112 dt, 
a->-+0 0 

(43) 

that is, the existence of W +(H, H 0 ; J) and its equality with .Q~ follow. Conversely, 
if W+(H, H 0 ; J) exists, then according to Prop. 36 we have W+ 1'1::1 J. Moreover, from 

oo Ho 
Prop. 6 we obtain the existence of w-lim J e e-tt elfHJ e-11H•Pn, dt and its equality 
with W +· • <-++0 o 

It should be noted that in the proof of the "if"-part of Prop. 41 we have only used 
the intertwining property of .Q~. Thus we can replace the assumption for this part 
of Prop. 41 by "there exists an intertwining operator V such that V 1'1::1 J". 

A similar statement holds for the strong wave operator. Ho 

Proposition 42. The strong wave operator W+(H, H 0 ; J) exi8ts itf Df. exists and .Q~ 
is asymptotically equivalent to J wiJ,h respect to HoPn, in the strong sense, i.e . .Q~ 1'1::1 J 
(strongly). Ho 

Proof. Let W+ exist. Then from Prop. 6, W + = .Q~ follows and we have W+ P~::~ J 
Ho 

(see Prop. 36). Conversely, let .Q~ exist and assume .Q~ 1'1::1 J. Then l!e11HJ e-UHoPH.f 
Ho 

- .Q~fl[ = l!eltHJ e-itHoPn.f - eltH.Q~ e-IIH•Pn,fll = II(J - .Q~) e-itHoPH,fl! ~ 0 as 
t -? oo, hence the assertion follows. • 

9.4.2. Asymptotic equivalence of .2i. and J 

For later application we extract a corollary from Prop. 41. 

Corollary 43. Let .Q~ exist. Then .Q~ 1'1::1 J (with respect to IAI-lim) ift 
Ho 

00 

lim J e e-d IIJ e-IIHoPn,fll2 dt = IID~/1[2 , 
e--++0 0 

IE ;eo, (44) 

is valid. 
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Proof. Let .Q+ ~ J be satisfied. Then from Prop. 41 we obtain the existence of 
H, 

W +(H, H 0 ; J). Thus, by Lemma 6.15, (44) follows. Conversely, let (44) be true. According 
to (6) we obtain 

00 

lim sup J e e-El lle11H J e-iiH•Pn.f- .Q+ fll 2 dt 
.-->-+0 0 

00 

~ lim sup J e e-<t i[J e-itHoPn.fll2 dt- II.Q+.fll2 • 

.-->-+0 0 
(45) 

Thus (45) and (44) yield the existence of W+ and its equality with .Q+. Hence .Q+ ~ J 
follows from Prop. 36. • H, 

Similarly we get a counterpart of Corollary 43 with respect to strong convergence. 

Corollary 44. Let w-lim e11HJe- 11H•Pn, exist (then also .Q+ exists and equals this limit). 
t--+oo 

Then .Q+ ~ J (with respect to strong convergence) iff 
Ho 

lim IIJ e-itH•Pn.fll = I[.Q+.fll, fEJ't'o, (46) 
1--+oo 

is valid. 

Proof. If (46) is true, then also lim lle11HJ e-ltH•Pn,fll = II.Q+.fll, hence we get the 
I -+co 

existence of W + and the equality W+ = .Q+.. Thus .Q+ ~ J follows from Prop. 36. 
Conversely, if .Q+ ~ J, then because of H, 

H, 

III.Q+.fll - IIJ e-ltH•Pn.fli[ = III.Q+ e-itHoPn.fll - I[J e-iiH•Pn.flll 

~ II(.Q+. - J) e-itH•Pn.fll 

the assertion follows. • 

9.5. Partially isometric wave operators 

9.5.1. Asymptotically partially isometric identification operators 

If J is isometric from ;/1'0 onto ;/1', then obviously the wave operator W +(H, H 0 ; J), 
provided it exists, is partially isometric with initial subspace Pn,£'0• This follows from 

IIW+ul[ =Lim l[e11HJ e-iiH•Pn,ull =Lim 11.1 e-itH•Pn,uii = I!Pn,ul[. 
t---+oo t--+oo 

But this property of W + is also satisfied in much more general cases. In this connection 
recall the notion of asymptotically partially isometric operators with respect to H 0Pn, 
(see Chapter 6, Definitions 71 and 72): .J is asymptotically partially isometric with respect 
to H0Pn, if J ~ V, where V is partially isometric. With the help of this notion we 
obtain Ho 
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Proposition 45. Let W+ = W+(H, H 0 ; J) exist. Then: W+ is partially isometric and 
H0-semicomplete (that is, the initial 8'1Jhspace is Pn,.?/1'0) iff there is a partial isometry 
V E !l'(.?11'0, .?II') with initial 8'1Jhspace Pn,.?ll'o and J ~ V. 

Ho 
Proof. Let W + be partially isometric and H 0-semicomplete. Then, by Prop. 36, 

J ~ W+ where W+ =Vis a partial isometry with initial subspace Pn,.?ll'0• Conversely, 
H, 

assume there is a V with V*V = Pn, and V ~ J. Then, because of IIVe-ltH,Pn,/11 
= IIPn.fll, we obtain H, 

I[W+fll =Lim IIJ e-iiHoPn.fll =Lim !IV e-ltHoPn.fll = I!Pn,/11. • (47) 
1-+oo 1-+oo 

Formally Prop. 45 may be weakened by means of the following statement. 

Lemma 46. Let W+ = W+(H, H 0 ; J) exist. Then J is asymptotically equivalent to V 
with V*V = Pn,. J ~:::::! V, iff 

Ho 

Lim i[J e-ltH,Pn.fll = I!Pn,/11, IE .?ll'o. (48) 
I -+eo 

Proof. If J is asymptotically partially isometric with "asymptotic initial subspace" 
Pn,.?ll'0 , then (48) immediately follows. If (48) is valid, then we obtain from (47) the 
partial isometry and the H 0-semicompleteness of W +· Hence from Prop. 36 the assertion 
follows. • 

Note that (48) and also the notion of an asymptotically partial isometry J with 
"asymptotic initial subspace" P n,.?ll' 0 do not contain any operator H. But the equivalence 
of these two properties is proved under the assumption of the existence of W +(H, H 0 ; J) 
for some H. 

Further note that all previous considerations are also valid fort--+ -oo (recall (19)). 
In particular, according to Prop. 45, we obtain: If W_ = W_(H, H 0 ; J) exists, then 
w_ is partially isometric and Ho·Semicomplete iff there is a partial isometry v_ with 
initial projection Pn, such that J ~ V_ with respect to t--+ -oo, J ~ V _.If both wave 

~ -· operators W+ and W_ exist and are partially isometric and H0-semicomplete, then 
according to Prop. 36 we obtain J ~ W+ and J ~ W_. Of course, the question arises 

H, -H, 

if it is possible to choose a unique partial isometry V with initial projection Pll, and 
with J ~ V, J ~ V simultaneously in this case. If Pn, = pa.J,, then this question can 

Ho -Ho 
be answered affirmatively. This will be proved in Chapter 11 (see Theorem 11.12). 

Corollary 47. If W+(H, H 0 ; J) exists and if it is partially isometric and H 0-semicomplete, 
then necessan1y ilJII > 1. 

Proof. Let I[JI[ < 1. Then Lim IIJ e-ltHoPH,fli < I[Jili!Pn,/11 < iiPH,fll in contra-
diction to (48). • Hoo 

9.5.2. Completeness criteria 

Proposition 48. Let W+ = W+(H, H 0 ; J) exist. Further, let 

J*J ~ 1Jt',• 
Ho 

(49) 
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that is, aaaume that J* is asymptotic left inverse to J. Then W+ is H 0-semioomplete and 
partially isometric with initial projection PH,· In this case w+ is complete iff 

(i) W+' = W+(H0, H; J*) exists and 

(ii) J is asymptotic left inverse to J*, JJ* ~::::~ 1 Je>• 
Further W+' = W+* is valid. H 

Proof. According to Prop. 45 and Lemma 46, from 

Lim HJ e-ltHopH./112 =Lim (eitHoJ*J e-ltHoPH.f, PH,/) = (PH,f, PH.f) 
1-><lo 1-><lo 

the H 0-semicompleteness and the partial isometry of W+ follow. The second assertion 
follows from Prop. 40. From this proposition we further obtain w+ W+' =PH. Hence, 
W+*W+W+' = PH,W+' = W+*PH. Then, since PH,W+' = W+' and W+*PH = W+*• the 
last assertion is also true. • 

The condition (49) is'a very strong condition and in many important cases not satis
fied (see for example multichannel scattering, Chapter 10). In these cases Prop. 48 is 
not applicable as a completeness criterion. But sometimes the following variant is 
useful. 

Proposition 49. Let J be asymptotically unitary, that is, let J R=~ U with U*U = 1Je>,• 
Ho 

UU* = 1 Je' (then for U condition ( 49) is satisfied). Then, if W+(H, H 0 ; J) exists, it is 
H 0-semicomplete and partially isometric. It is complete iff W+(H0, H; U*) exists. 

Proof. It follows easily from Prop. 45 and Prop. 48. • 
Prop. 49 may be useful because it is not necessary that J itself satisfies property (49). 

Proposition 50. Let W+ = W+(H, H 0 ; J) be partially isometric and H 0-semicomplete. 
Further let i(JII = 1. Then: W+ is complete iff W+(H0,H;J*) exists and JJ* R=~ 1Je'. In 
this case W +(H0, H; J*) = (W+(H, H 0 ; J)}* is valid. H 

Proof. According to Prop. 48 it is sufficient to prove that in this case (49) is satisfied. 
First, we note 1Je>, - J*J ;;;::: 0. Secondly, from the partialisometry of W + with initial 
projection PH. we obtain Lim iiJ e-itHoPH,fll = !!PH.fll, f E .Te0, so that 

t--+co 

Lim ((PH, - PH,J*JPH,) e-itHof, e-ltHof) = 0. 
t--+co 

Therefore also 

Lim 11(1Je>,- J*J)l/2 e-ltHoPH.fll = 0 and Lim 1[(1;e',- J*J) e-itHoPH.fl! = 0. 
t-+oo t~oo 

That is, we obtain J*J ~::::~ 1Je>1 • 
H, 

9.6. Scattering operator and scattering matrix 

9.6.1. Scattering operator 

Assume that a universal spectral projection H ~ PH is fixed. 

Definition 51. A triple {H, H 0 ; J} is called a scattering system if W+(H, H 0 ; J) and 
W_(H, H 0 ; J) exist. 
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For instance the triple {H, H0 ; 1} defined in Example 8 is a scattering system, also 
the triple {H0 + V, H0 ; 1} of Section 2.3. 

Definition 52. Let {H, H0 ; J} be a scattering system. Then the operator 8: = W+ *W _ 
is called the scattering operator. 

Proposition 53. The scattering operator 8 of a scattering system {H, H0 ; J} commutes 
wilk H 0, 8 E com H 0• 

Proof. It is obvious because of the intertwining property of the wave operators 
w+, w_. • 

Proposition 54. Let {H, H 0 ; J} be a scattering system. If the corresponding wave operators 
W + and W _ are complete and partially isomR,tric, then 

8*8 = 88* = PH,• 

that is, 8 I P H,.Tt' 0 E !R(P H/lf 0) is unitary. 

Proof. We have 8* = W_ *W +' Hence 

88* = W+*W_W_*W+ = W+*PHW+ = W+*W+ = PH,• 

8*8 = W_*W+W+*W_ = W_*PnW- = W_*W_ =Pa,· • 

(50) 

Note that the assertion (50) is also true if w+, w_ are partially isometric, Ho·Semi
complete and if W+W+* = W_W_*:::; PH. 

E:mmple oo. We consider once more Example 8 (in the generalized form of Example 14): 
Jt' = Jf'0 = .V(JR., dx; X'), J = 1, H0 = -idfdx, H = H0 + q( ·) where q: JR.-+ ~(X') is a 
Borel function, ess sup llq(x)ll < oo, I llq(x)ll dx < oo and the values of q(x) are pairwise commut

zeJR. 
ing selfadjoint operators on :Jt'". Then the strong wave operators W ± = W ±(H, H0 ) exist and are 
given by 

® II: 

(W+/) (x) = exp {i I q(y) dy} f(x) and (W_f) (x) = exp {-i I q(y) dy} f(x). 
II: -® 

W+ and W_ are unitary operators, hence complete. We obtain 

® 

(Sf) (x) = exp {-i I q(y) dy} f(x). (51) 
-® 

Example 66. We consider the case of a. one-dimensional perturbation H = H0 + V, V = a(k,·)h, 
llkll = 1, a E JR., of an arbitrary selfadjoint operator H0 in Jf'0 ; Jt' = Jf'0, J = 1, PH, = J>:'. 
First, we apply Theorem 33 and obtain: W+(H, H0), W_(H, H0) exist, thus {H, H0 ; 1} is a scat
tering system. Further W+*W+ = W_*W_ = J>:'. Second, we apply Theorem 33 to the system 
{H0, H, 1} and obtain: W+(H0, H), W_(H0 , H) exist, they are partially isometric and H-semi
complete. Third, we apply Prop. 48 and obtain: W+(H, H0) and W_(H, H0) are complete; further
more W+(H0, H)= (W+(H, H0W, similarly for W_. Thus Prop. 54 yields that Sis unitary. 

9.6.2. Scattering matrix 

Let {H, H 0 ; J} be a scattering system. The property 8 E com H 0 for the scattering 
operator of this system immediately leads to the existence of a representation of 8 by 
an operator-valued function in a direct integral representation of :;1{'0 with respect 
toH0• 
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Proposition 67. Let IP0 : £'0 ~L2(spec0 H0,,u0(dJ.);Jf"0A) be an isometric map such 
that E 0(LI) is represented by X<~(·) (direct integral representation of £'0 with respect to E 0( • ), 

where the corresponding admissible system !/'0 is separable). Further, let 8 be the scattering 
operator of a scattering system {H, H0 ; J}. Then there is an operator function S( ·): spec0 

H0 ~ 9-'(Jt'"oA), a.e. defined (mod ,u0), I!S(J.)JI.~oA essentially bounded, such that 

(wo(S/)} (J.) = S(J.) (Wo/) (.!.), f E .n"o. 

The operator function S( ·) is uniquely determined mod .Uo· 

Proof. It immediately follows from Prop. 4.18. • 

(52) 

The operator function S(J.) is called the scattering matrix (S-matrix) of the scattering 
system {H, H 0 ; J}. Note that the scattering matrix depends on 4)0• 

Recall the notion of the wave matrix, introduced in Remark 22 for a wave operator 

W+(H, H 0 ; J). H a scattering system {H, H0 ; J} is given and if we fix two isometries 
W, !'1>0 (yielding direct integral representations of £', £'0 with respect to E( · ), E0( • ), 

respectively), then the two wave matrices W +(J.), W _(.!.) are well-defined. We have 

Proposition 58. Let {H, H0 ; J} be a scattering system, assume that two isometries W, 4)0 

are fixed, 8uch that the scattering rnatriz S(J.) and the wave matrices lot+(.!.), lot _(J.) are 
well-defined. Then 

(53) 

is valid a.e. on specc H 0(mod ,u0). 

Proof. It immediately follows from Prop. 4.18 and Remark 22. • 

Proposition 69. If S I P0 ,£'0 is unitary, and Po.= E0(LI 0) then S(J.) is unitary in 
9'(%0A) for J. E Ll0(mod ,u0), where W0 is the isometric map of Prop. 57. 

Proof. It follows from Prop. 4.18. • 

Example 60. (I) We continue Example 55. The equation (51) shows that B is represented by a 
constant operator Q in !l'(f), Q = J q(y) dy, such that (Bf) (x) = e-10f(x). Hence, if we choose 
4)0 = F 0 (Fourier transformation), tlien H 0 is represented in~F.,.n"0 = L2(1R, <U; f) by the multi
plication operator by A and therefore we obtain 

.9(A) = e-iQ 

with respect to F 0• 

(II} We continue Example 56. We choose1P,1P0 as in Section 2.3 and apply Corollary 34. Then 
we obtain explicit formulas for the corresponding wave matrices, 

lt +(A)= ro(l + iO) := 1 - a(h, R0(A + iO) h), 

ll' _(l) = ro(l- iO) := 1 - a(h, R0(A. - iO) h). 

Applying Prop. 58, we obtain 

.9(l) = ro.(l + iO) ro(l - iO), l E spec 0(H0 I Po" .?If 0) 

a.e. (mod /· /). Note that in this case we have ro(il + iO) = w(il - iO), hence 

.9(l) = ro(l - i0)2 (54) 
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is valid. (54) shows that .§(I.) can be analytically continued into the lower half plane Im z < 0 
by 

Imz < 0. 

Further note that from W+(H, H0)* = W+(H0 , H) the equation 

w(l. + iO) = 1 + a(h, R(l. + iO) h) 

follows. But the identity 

(1 - a(h, R 0(z) h)) (1 + a(h, R(z) h))= 1 

yields w(l. + iO) = (w(l. + i0))-1 or Jw(l. + iO)J = 1 a.e. (mod/·/) on specc (H0 1 J1:£'0), which 

is obvious because of S(l.) = (w(l. + i0))2 (apply Prop. 59). 

9.7. Examples 

9. 7 .1. Finite-dimensional perturbations 

In this section we apply the results of the preceding sections to the case of finite-dinlensional per
turbations, obtaining generalizations of the results of Section 2.3. We put £'0 = ;/(, J = 1 and 
PH. = p:• (as in Section 2.3). Let 

H:=H0 + V (55) 

be a perturbation of an arbitrary selfadjoint operator H 0 by a finite-dimensional selfadjoint 
operator V, dim (ima V) < oo. Ifev e2, ••• , e11 denotes a suitable orthonormal basisinima V, then V 
can be written in the form 

11 

V = }; ae(ee, ·) ee, 
fl=l 

Our aim is to prove the existence of W+(H, H0) = s-lim eltH e-itH•P:C. 
t-?OO 

(56) 

Theorem 61. Let V and H be defined by (56) and (55). Then W+ = W+(H, H0) exists, is partially 
isometric and complete. Further W+(H0 , H) exists and is equal to W+(H, H0)*. 

11 

Proof. We have V = }; Ve where Ve = ae(ee, ·) ee. We put H1 = H0 + V1 , H2 = H1 + V2, ••• , 

e=l 
H 11 = H 11_ 1 + V 11 = H. Then according to Theorem 33, W +(He, He_1 ) exists for e = 1, 2, ... , n. 
Therefore, applying Theorem 21 (chain rule), we obtain the existence of W+(H, H0). Interchanging 
the role of Hand H 0 we also obtain the existence of W+(H0 , H). Hence, according to Prop. 48, 
the wave operator is complete. The partial isometry of W+(H, H0 ) is obvious. • 

From Theorem 61 we immediately obtain 

Corollary 62. Let the assumptions of Theorem 61 be satisfied. Then the absolutely continuous parts 
of H0 and Hare unitarily equivalent. The unitary equivalence between H0 I P:"£'0 and HI pac;/( 

may be realized by W +" 

Proof. Apply Theorem 61 and Theorem 15. • 

Similarly W_ = W_(H, H0) exists, is partially isometric and complete. Thus {H, H0 ; J} is a 
scattering system; the S-operator S I p:•£'0 is unitary. Our next aim is the calculation of the 
wave matrices for W ±(H, H0) and of the scattering matrix. First, we present 

Lemma 63, Let the assumptions of Theorem 61 be satisfied. Then 

00 

W+P:•f = ro•pt,•f - f E(dl.) pacVRo(l. + iO) P:"f, f E .Aoo(H0 ), (57) 
-00 
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where the vector spectral integral in this formula is defined by 

00 

J E(dA.) pac( .. ·} := s-lim J E(dJ.) {· · ·} 
-oo N-+oo LIN 

(58) 

00 

and where Ll1 c Ll 2 c · · · is a special sequence of Borel sets such that ULIN = specc (HI pac.Yf). 

Proof. First from 
t 

eitH e-ltHoP';;'f = p:•t + i J ei<HVe-irH,p~•j d• 
0 

00 t 

N=l 

we obtain that J ehHV e-irH,p~•j d• =s-lim J {· · ·} d• exists. Then the relation 
0 t-+oo 0 

00 00 

Jl eltHV e-ltH,p~· f dt = s-lim J e-et eltHV e-ltH,p~•t dt 
0 e--++0 0 

00 00 

(59) 

is obvious. Now to J eitHV e-ltH, e-etp~•t dt and ehH = J eirlE(d.i.) we apply Prop. 5.8 (inter-
o -oo 

twining formula for vector spectral integrals). Then we obtain 

00 00 

je-er ei<HV e-irH,p~•j d< = i j E(d.i.) VR0(.i. + ie) P~f 
0 -oo 

and for all Borel sets Ll 

00 

E(LI) f ei<HVe-i•H•P';;'f d• = s-lim if E(d.i.) VR0(.i. + ie) p~•t 
0 -~ Ll 

is valid. Now for convenience we put V = BA (A, B finite-dimensional and selfadjoint) and 
define LIN by 

LIN = {.i. E JR.; li(B*E(d.A) Bjd.i.)ll ;£ N, .A ({ specc (HI (Pac) .L .Yt), ). E specc (H 1 pacJf')}. 

Then to J E(d.A) B{AR0 (.A + ie) P';;'/} we apply Prop. 5.16 where f E.;({ oo(H0); note further 
LIN 

Remark 3.26. Thus we obtain the following result: J E(dA.) VR0(.A + iO) p~•t exists and we have 
LIN 

00 

E(LIN) j ei•HV e-irHoP';;'f d• = i j E(d.A) VR0 (.A + iO) P';;'f. (60) 
0 LIN 

Since s-lim E(LIN) = pac, from (59) and (60) we obtain (57). • 
N-+oo 

(57) can be written in the form 

00 

W+f = f E(d.A) pacQ0(.i. + iO) f, f E .,({ oo(Ho), (61) 
-oo 

where G0 (.A + iO) := 1 - V R0(.A +iO). Now we choose the isometries!P, !110 (according to Theorem 17 
and Remark 22) such that the wave matrices are well-defined. 

We put%= ima V, then dim%= n < oo. We can assume, without loss of generality, that 

.Yf0 = clo spa {E(LI) k; k E :%, Ll Borel set} = clo spa {E0(LI) k; k E :%, Ll Borel set}. (62) 

The arguments for (62) are similar to the corresponding arguments used in the case n = 1 (see 
Section 2.3). Because of Corollary 62 we can assume Ll 0 := specc (H0 I P';;' .Yf 0) = specc (HI pac:Yt). 
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From (62) we obtain 

P':;' .!11'0 = clo spa {E0(L1) k; k E P~ f, L1 c L10}, 

pac.!ft'0 = clo spa {E(Ll) k; k E pac.;r, L1 c L1 0}. (63) 

Without loss of generality L1 0 can be chosen such that (k, E 0(d}.) k')/d). exists for all k, k' E P~f, 
A E L10 and (k, E(d}.) k')/d). exists for all k, k' E pac.;r,). E L1 0 (note that P'Q0f, pac.;r are spectral). 
Further, (63) says that P:;'f, pac.;r are generating. Thus we may define <P, <P0 , according to 
Section 4.5.1 and Section 5.2.4 by 

<Po: P'::.!lt' __,.. L2(L1o, d).; ~o.J), 

<P:. pac.!ft'o--+ £2(L1o, d).; .9"',), 

(64) 

(65) 

where we put ~o.J := (P~f)l = cloHJ(DB,,JP~f), ~. := (Pacf)l = cloH.t(DB,Jpacf). 
Now we are able to calculate the wave matrix. We apply Prop. 5.15 to (61) and obtain 

(66) 

a.e. (mod 1·1), in particular for k E P~f we have (<P(W+k)) (A) ~ DE.l{pacG0(}. + iO) k}. We 
know a. priori that (<P(W+/)) (A) depends only on (<P0/) (A) and that W +(A) is isometric from ~o.l 
onto ~ l· This means the wave matrix W +(}.) can be calculated by means of the operator 
pacQ0(}. + iO) P~0 : P':;' f __,.. pac.;r in the following form. 

Proposition 64. Let the assumptions of Theorem 61 be satisfied and let <P, <P0 defined by (64), (65). 
Then the wave matrix W +(A) is given by the map 

ffo,l 3 DE,,lk __,.. G0(A + iO) DE,,lk := DE,l{pacG0(A + iO) P':;'k) E ~J 

a.e. (mod I· 1), where k E P:;'f, thus W +(A)= G0(). + iO) a.e. (mod 1·1). 

Proof. It immediately follows from (66). • 

Correspondingly we obtain W _(}.) = G0(}. - iO) where G0(). - iO); is defined by pacQ0(}.- iO)P~0• 
Finally we have 

S(A) = G0(A + iO)* G0(A - iO) a.e. (mod I·[). 

9.7.2. Special symmetric hyperbolic systems (uniformly propagative systems) 

This section is intended to give a further illustration of the framework developed in the preceding 
sections. Naturally, we cannot present existence proofs for wave operators of the discussed systems; 
this is possible only in Part IV. Let 

.!11'0 = L 2(JR.n, dx; <CP) = £2(JR.n, dx) ® <CP, 

with the norm 

p E IN, 

llullo2 = J iiu(x)l[~, dx, 
lR" 

u(x) = {u1(x), ... , up(x)}, 

Jl 
llaiJ~, = .L: [a;[ 2 , 

]=1 

Further, let A1, ••• , An be selfadjoint operators in <CP. Then we put 

n 
H 0 = -i L; A; dfdx;. 

j=l 
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Obviously, H0 is selfadjointwithdom H0 ::J OQ"(IR", <CP). Now letE(x): IR"- 9'(<CP) be an operator
valued function with selfadjoint values satisfying 0 < E1 ~ E(x) ~ E 2 < oo, i.e. E(x) is strictly 
positive. Let~ be the Hilbert space whose elements are just the elements of ~0 but whose norm 
is given by 

!lull2 = J (u(x), E(x) u(x))cc, dx, uE ~0 • 

IR.· 

Now we define in~ an operator H by the relation 

tl 

(Hu) (x) = E(x)-1 ( -i E Ai d/dxi) u(x). 
i=1 

(67) 

If we introduce theidentificationJ: ~0 - ~ byJu = u, thenitiseasytoseethatH =E-1JH0J-1 
and dom H = J dom H 0 where E-1 denotes the bounded multiplication operator by E(x)-1 in ~
Furthermore, His clearly selfadjoint. Other possible identification operators from ~0 to~ can 
be defined by 

(J1u) (x) = E(x)-1 u(x), 

J 2 is even isometric from ~0 onto~-
Now we restrict ourselves to operators H 0 with matrices Ai satisfying some additional assump

tions which can be expresseq by the solutions J.(lc) of the characteristic equation 

n 
det {J.t - E Ailci} = o, 

i=1 
(68) 

Definition 66. The operator H0 is called weakly uniformly propagative if the different charac
teristics roots Aq(lc) of (68), q = 1, ... , l, satisfy: 

(I) If l = 2m, mE N, then there exists an arrangement Aq,(lc) > · · · > Aem(lc) > 0 > Ae,.+>(lc) 
> · · · > Ae•m ( lc) of the characteristic roots for all lc E IR" '\.. {0}. 

(II) If l = 2m + 1, m E N, then there exists an arrangement Ae1(lc) > · · · > Aem(lc) > Aem+> 
(lc) = 0 > Aem+•(lc) > · · · > Ae•m+>(lc) of the characteristic roots Aq(lc) for alllc E IR 11 '\.. {0}. 

(Ill) The roots lq(lc) have constant multiplicity for alllc E IR" '\.. {0}. 

(IV) lq(lc) = Jlcl Aq(~) with ~ = lcfllcl for all q, and 0 < a1 ~ Aq(~) ~ a8 < oo is valid for all q 
except the root Aem+>(lc) = 0 from (II). 

First order systems described by H0 with a slightly stronger condition are called uniformly 
propagative. However, the properties (1)-(IV) are the essential ones of uniformly propagative 
systems. The roots Aq(lc) correspond to propagation speeds of the system. This can easily be seen 
by transition to the Fourier transform 1l(k) of u( ·) E ~ 0 , given by 1l(lc) = (2:n;)-11i 2 J e-ik~u(x) dx. 

• IR.· 
Obviously, (H0u) A (lc) =. E A/ct4(lc) and from this relation one obtains that projections Pq 

1=1 
reducing H0 and satisfying E Pq = 1 are associated with the roots Aq(lc). In the Fourier trans-
formed representation the projections Pq are 9'(<CP)-valued functions of lc, i.e. 

Further we have 

(69) 

for all u E dom H0 • (References to proofs of these simple relations and to more details are given 
in the Notes and Remarks.) From (69) we see that the existence of a characteristic root lq,(lc) = 0 

13 BaUIJliiirtel/Wollenberg 
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corresponds to an eigenvalue 0 of H 0 called zero energy mode. The other roots correspond to the 
absolutely continuous spectrum of H 0 (P,;. = Pn. as one easily sees from (69) and the properties 
of A11(k)). 

Proposition 66. If H0 is weakly uniformly propagative and u E 0 0 00(IR.11 , <CP), then 
u'(t, x) := ( -i e-itHoH0u) (x) tends to 0 as t ~ oo uniformly with respect to x E !J, where Q denotes 
an arbitrary compact BUbset of IR11• 

Proof. The proof is simple and we omit it (see the Notes and Remarks). • 

Lemma 67.Jf H 0 is weakly uniformly propagative, 0 < E1 ~ E(x) ~ E1 < oo, and if 

IIE(x) - 11i<C" ~ 0 as lxl ~ oo (70) 

then J 2 ~ J (in the strong sense). 
Ho 

Proof. It is sufficient to prove s-lim (J2 - J) e-ilHoPjju = 0 for all u = H 0w with w E 
Og"(IR. t1, ([!P) ,_..co 
This set of vectors u is dense in PO Jf' 0• Then we have 

II(J2 - J) e-itHoJ>Ouii• = J (E(x) (E(x)-1/2- 1) w'(t, x), w'(t, x))<C" dx 
lR." 

= J (E(x)l/2 {1 - E(x)1i2) w'(t, x), w'(t, x))<C" dx 
lR" 

~ (j llw'(t, x)lla;, dx) s~p IIE(x)l/2 (1 - E(x)lf2)11<C" 

+sup IIE(x)l/2 {1 - E(x)lfi)II<C" J llw'(t, x)lla;, dx. 
~ElR.""D lR" 

The first term tends to 0 by Prop. 66 and the second on the right side is smaller than each 
e > 0 if we choose Q large enough, by (70). This proves J 2 ~ J (in the strong sense). • 

Ho 
Similarly J ~ J 1 can be proved. Concerning existence results for wave operators in this frame

He 
work for the universal projection Pif see Part IV (Section 16.3.3). 



10. Identifikation Operators 

In Chapter 9 the special case~= ~0, J = 1 played a particular role, for example the 
finite-dimensional perturbations were considered with respect to this case. Recall that 
the wave operator is simply given by 

W+= Lim eiiH e-itHoPn. 
l-400 

(1) 

in this case. Formula ( 1) has been the starting point of the so-called one-space scattering 
theory, which was developed in close connection to the applications of this theory to 
Schrodinger equations in Quantum Mechanics. The1one-space theory is included in the 
framework of Chapter 9. Despite of the general motivations given in the introduction 
of Part III, at first sight th.e two-space theory with identification operator J might 
appear as a mere generalization of the one-space theory. In order to motivate this 
generalization as strongly as possible and not just with the help of either very general 
arguments or special examples (as in Section 9.7.2), we give in this chapter some basic 
material for this purpose. The motivations we present are from different areas: multi
channel (multiparticle) scattering, algebraic scattering theory, second order equations 
and quantum field theory. The last topic is an example in which unbounded identi
fication ,Operators are of interest. However it should be noted that our later investi
gations are mainly devoted to the case of bounded identification operators. 

10.1. Abstract multichannel scattering theory 

10.1.1. Channel projections and channel Hamiltonians 

In the following we adopt the quantum mechanical language. Let the selfadjoint 
operator H (the Hamiltonian) describe a "real" evolution in the Hilbert ~pace (the 
state space)~- We assume H =!= cl. Further, let there be given a system of commuting 
selfadjoint operators which describe so-called free (noninteracting) evolutions in .1('. 

We first collect a few of the simple properties of such free Hamiltonians. 

Definition 1. A system d of selfadjoint operators in~. being essentially selfadjoint 
on a common dense submanifold ~ c: dom A for all A Ed, is called a system of free 
Hamiltonians if the following four properties are satisfied: 

(I) d is linear. That is, from A, B E d; a, b E 1R, also aA + bB E d follows. 

(II) 1 Ed. 

(III) The operators A E d are pairwise commuting. 

(IV) If A Ed and A=!= c1, creal, then A is absolutely continuous (P:tc = 1). 

Example 2. Let ;( = L2(1R.", dp). Define .91 as the system of all multiplication operators 
given by all polynomials n(p) with real coefficients and with a degree not bigger than two. Then 
the properties (I)-(IV) are obviously satisfied. Thus in this way we obtain a system of free 
Hamiltonians. Also the set of all polynomials without the condition on the degree is such a system. 

13* 
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The main problem of scattering theory is to compare asymptotically, with respect to 
t ~ ± oo, the trajectories of the real evolution e-iiH f with trajectories e-itAg of free 
evolutions. In the following we consider only the case t ~ oo. The definitions for the 
case t ~ -oo could be similarly given (see (9.19)). 

According to Definition 9.2 and Lemma 9.3, for each A E d the projection pex(H, A, 1) 
is defined as the projection onto the subspace of all f E £' such that Lim ei1H e-itAf 

1-+oo 

exists. In this paragraph the corresponding operator J 00 (see Section 9.1.2) is denoted 
by 

w+ = W+(H, A):= Lim eiiH e-itAQA, (2) 
1-+oo 

where QA := pex(H, A, 1). It is partially isometric and W+*W+ = QA. The corresponding 
final projection is denoted by FA. Then 

(3) 

If A = cl, then QA = En(lc}) (see Remark 9.23). If A is absolutely continuous, then 
either QA = 0 or dim QA = oo. 

Definition 3. The operator A Ed is called a channel Hamiltonian (or an asymptotic 
Hamiltonian) with respect to H, and QA is called the corresponding channel projection, 
if QA > 0. In this case W +(H, A) is called the corresponding channel wave operator. 

The last part of this definition is just the exception of our general terminology mentioned 
in Section 9.1.2. 

If A = cl, then A is a channel Hamiltonian iff c is an eigenvalue of H. In this case 
we call A = cl a discrete channel Hamiltonian. In the other case A is called an absolutely 
continuous channel Hamiltonian. 

Proposition 4. Let H be selfadjoint let d be a system of free Hamiltonians and let 
A, BEd be channel Hamiltonians, where A=!= B. Then 

(4) 

Proof. We put 

f, g E £'. (5) 

It is sufficient to show that (/+, g+) = 0. We have (see (6.2) for the notation [. ]. and 
[-, -],) 

Hence 

lim (eiiH e-IIAj _ fJ, = 0, 
e-++0 

lim [eiiH e-iiBg - gJ. = 0. 
t-++0 

lim J[eiiH e-11Aj, eiiH e-IIBg]. _ (/+> gJJ = 0. 
e-++O 

Further, [e11" e-itAj, e11" e-itBg], = [e-it(A-B>f, g],. If A- B is absolutely continuous, 
we obtain, according to Riemann-Lebesgue's Lemma (see Prop. 3.23), lim (e-it(A-B>f, g) 

t-+oo 

=0; therefore also[e-li(A-B)j, g].~Oas e~ +O. Hence we obtain in this case(/+> g+) = 0. 
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If A- B = c1 (the second case), then c =1= 0 and we obtain (e- 11<A-Blf, g) = eitc(f, g). 
Now A-lim e11•(f, g) = 0, hence also in this case(/+, g+) = 0. • 

t->-oo 

Sometimes property (4) is called the asymptotic orthogonality of the channels. The 
triple {A, QA, WA(H, A)} is called a channel with respect to the pair {H, d}. 

Corollary 5. If H and dare given as in Prop. 4 and if£ is separable., then there is at 
most a denumerable set of channels corresponding to the pair {H, d}. 

Proof. According to Prop. 4 the projections FA, which correspond to channel Hamil
tonians A E d, form a system of pairwise orthogonal projections on£. The cardinality 
of such a system must be necessarily at most denumerable. • 

10.1.2. Reaction channels and asymptotic completeness 

Let A E d be a channel Hamiltonian. In this section we consider channel Hamiltonians 
of the form A+ c1. We have 

Proposition 6. Let Hand d be given as in Prop. 4. Further, let A, BEd be channel 
Hamiltonians with A - B = cl, c =1= 0. Then 

that is, in this case also the channel projections are pairwise orthogonal. 

Proof. We have A = B + c1. Now according to (5) 

[eltH e-itBQng- gJ,-+ 0 as e-+ +0 

and 
[eitH e-itB e-itcQAf - fJ,-+ 0 as e-+ +0 

hold, where f, g E £.The latter relation can be written in the form 
[e11H e-118QAf- e11•fJ,-+ 0 as e-+ +0. Therefore we obtain 

i[eltH e-itBQng, eltH e-itBQA!].- [g+,.eitcf+],l-+ 0 as e-+ +0. 

00 

Now [g+, eit•f+], = J e e-<~ e11•(g+, f+) dt-+ 0, e -++0, hence 
0 

e-+ +O, 

follows. Because of 

(eitH e-ltBQ8 g, eitH c-itBQAf) = (Q8 g, QAf) 

we obtain (Q 8 g, QAf) = 0. • 

(6) 

The system of all channels corresponding to channel Hamiltonians of the form A + c1 
(c is varying) is called a reaction channel defined by the channel Hamiltonian A. It is 
denoted by {A}. Because of Prop. 6, 

(7) 
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is a well-defined projection belonging to com A. It is called the reaction channel projecti<Jn 
of the reaction channel {A}. 

Note that the system of all discrete channels forms exactly one reaction channel, 
the discrete reaction channel. All other reaction channels consist of absolutely continuous 
channels. Then from (3), property (IV), and Prop. 4 we immediately obtain 

£FA ~pac. (8) 
AE.sa(\{cl} 

Definition 7. The pair {H, d} is called asymptotically complete if 

£FA =pac. (9) 
AE.Iaf\{Cl} 

Property (9) means that the system dis sufficiently large in order to exhaust the 
asymptotic possibilities of trajectories e-11Hf for f E pac.?fe. 

10.1.3. Example: Multiparticle scattering 

As a concrete model for the abstract framework of Sections 1 and 2 we consider the quantum 
mechanical nonrelativistic N-particle problem for distinguishable spinless particles with two
point interactions. The particles are labeled by 1, 2, ... , N. The masses and the Cartesian coordi
nates of the particles are denoted by m1 and x1 E JR3• 

Let r be a fragment of the whole system, consisting of p particles, 1 ~ p ~ N. The Hilbert 
space of the fragment is given by 

J'Fr = ® £2(JR.a, dx;) = £2(JRBP, II dx;), 
jer ;er 

the corresponding Hamiltonian Hr is formally given by 

Hr'"""' - E (2m-)-1 Az + E V;,1(z; - z.) 
jer 1 1 i<j;i,jer 1 

where Az1 denotes the Laplacian with respect to the coordinate z; and V;.j denotes the interaction 
between i and j. We put 

Kr = - E (2m1)-1 Az1 , V r = E V;,;(z; - x1). 
jer i<j;i,jer 

Then He= Kr + Vr. We introduce the center of mass by Xr = Mf.1 E m;x;, Mr =I: m1• 
ier ier 

Further there are additionally 3{p- 1) so-called internal coordinates xr, such that 

The Hamiltonian Hr of the fragment can then be written in the form 

Hr = Kxr ® 1xr + 1xr ® IIxr 

(10) 

with respect to the resolution (10), where Kzr = -(2Mr)-1 Azr is (up to the factor -(2Mr)-1) 
the Laplacian with respect to the center of mass. Defining Kzr by the equation 

Kr = Kxr ® 1xr + 1xr (8) Kxr (11) 

and putting Vr = 1xr (8) V;rr, we have IIxr = Kxr + Vxr· Further we have e-itHr = 
e-itKxr ® e-itlixr where e-itKzr describes the evolution of the center of mass of the fragment 
and e-itlixr describes the internal evolution of the fragment. 
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Now let ex= {F1, T2, ••• , Tk}, 2 ~ k ~ N, be a clustering of the whole system into a system 
of 1: fragments. A clustering ex implies a resolution of Jft' = Jf'{l,2, ... N) into the following tensor 
product 

.J!' = e~l {£2(IR.a, dXre) Q9 £2(1R.3Pe-a, dXre)) ~ £2(IR.3k, dXr, ••. dXrk) Q9 c~l £2(1R.3Pe-a, dXre)) • 

(12) 

The special clustering {{1), {2), .•. , {N)) is denoted by ex0• In this case we have k = N and the 
internal part has to be omitted. According to the resolution (12) of Jft' we define 

and 

k 

H« =X: 11xr,.xr,1 ® 1(xr,.xr,l ® ... ® Hre ® ... ® t1xrk.xrk), 
e=l 

k 

K« = X: 11xr,.xr,l ® 11xr,.xr,) ® ··· ® (Kxre ® 1xre) ® ··· ® 11Xr~:·xrkl· (13) 
e=l 

By L 2(IR.3N, dp1 ... dpN)wedenotetheFouriertransform of L 2(IR.3N, dx1 ... dxN)· Let d be the 
system of free Hamiltonians on L2(IR.3N, dp1 .. • dpN) defined in Example 2 (with degree of the 
polynomial n(p1, ••• , PN), Pi= {p/, Pl• P/), not bigger tha~ 2). Further let d be the system of 
free Hamiltonians on L 2(IR.3N, dx1 ... dxN) obtained from d by inverse Fourier transformation. 
For example, all operators K« belong to d, because via Fourier transformation to K« corresponds 

k -
the polynomial I; (2Mre)-1 /Prl• where Pre =.E Pi• but this polynomial belongs to d. 

We consider eth~ pair {H, d). Our aim is to ~~~rmine the channels with respect to this pair. 
First we introduce the concept of an asymptotic configuration of the whole N-particle system. 

Let ex = {F1, T2, ... , Tk} be a fixed clustering. An asymptotic configuration is given if each fragment 
Fe, e = 1, 2, ... , k, is to be found ina fixed bound state given by an eigenvalue Are of hxre and a 
corresponding state vector from Ebxr/IAre)) L 2(1R.3Pe-3, dXre). We introduce the projection 

k 
Q«(Ar,, Ar, • ... , Ark):= 1xr xr ... xr. ® Ebxre({Arel>· (14) 

' • e=l 

Then we obtain that Q«(Ar,, ... , Ar.) is reducing with respect to H« and K« and that 

H« I Q«(Ar,. Ar, •.. . , Ark) Jft' = (x« + E Are) I Q«(Ar,, Ar, • ... , Ar.) Jft' 
e=l 

is valid. In particular we have 

N 
H«, = K{1.2, ... ,N) = -.£ (2m;)-1 Liz,· 

1=1 

N 
Note that the operator A«(Ar,. lr,, ... , Ark) := K« + I; Are belongs to d. Now we have 

e=l 

Lemma 8. Let {H, d) be defined as above. Assume 

Then 

(15) 

(16) 

Q«(Ar,. lr, • ... , lr~:) ~ QA«IAr,.•r, .... ,Ar.l := pex(H, A«(Ar,. Ar, • ... , Ar.), 1). (17) 

Proof. It immediately follows from (15) and (16). • 

If we fix a clustering ex, then by variation of the eigenvalue system {Ar,, ... , Ark} we obtain 
k 

channel Hamiltonians of the form K« +A, where A= J; Are· This means that the channels ob
e=l 
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tained in this way belong to the same reaction channel, which is determined by IX. We put 

Q~ := E Q~(.Ar,, J.r,, .. . , .Ar.l · 
{Ar,.•r, ..... •r.) 

Recall that the reaction channel projection, given by IX, is denoted by Q{K~J· Then we have 

Lemma 9. Let {H, d} be as in Lemma 8 and let (16) be satisfied. Then 

Q~ ~Q{Ka}• 

Proof. It immediately follows from (17). • 

(18) 

Remark 10. (I} Note that Qa(Ar,, .Ar,, ... , .Ar.) and Q« are defined in the framework of the spectral 
theory of Hxre, e = 1, 2, ... , k, without any relation to time asymptotics. On the other hand, 
pex(H, H., 1), QAa(lr .Ar .... ,Ar ) = pex(H, Aa(Ar, Ar,, .. . , J.r.), 1} andQ{Ka} are defined with respect 

1 • • 

to t ~ oo. Similarly, we obtain corresponding operators with respect to t ~ -oo (use (9.19)). 
We use the notations P!x(H, Ha, 1), Q1a(Ar, ..... •r.)' Q{x.}. Obviously, Q~ ~ Q[x.} is valid if (16) 

is assumed to be true for P!x(H, H., 1). (II) Note that the cardinality of the set of all clusteringsiX 
is finite. 

We put 

Fa±= (W±(H,H.)Q.}(W±(H,H.)Q.)*. (19) 

Then from F.± ~ F[x.} and (8) we obtain 

1: F.± ~ E F{k.l ~ pac. 
• • 

Lemma 11. Let {H, d} be as in Lemma 8 and let (16) be satisfied for P!x(H, H., 1) (in place 
of pex(H, H., 1)). Further assume 

(20) 

Then 
(21) 

that is, the system of all reaction channels is given by the system of all clusterings IX, which is a finite 
set. The reaction channel projections Q. (and the channel Hamiltonians K. +.A) do not depend on 
the time direction. A channel within a given reaction channel IX is specified by fixing of a bound state 
eigenvalue for each fragment of the clustering. Furthermore, the system {H, d) is asymptotically 
complete. 

Proof. From (17), (20) and Prop. 4 immediately 

Qa(Ar,, ... , J.r.) = Qt(Ar, ..... •r.) = QA.(Ar, ..... Ar.) 

follows. This implies (21). • 

Remark 12. (I) In Part IV methods are developed, which allow to verify (16) for concrete 
systems in many cases. Also (20) can be verified in some cases, for example if N = 3 (problem of 
asymptotic completeness). The results for N > 3 are not yet sufficient. For a proof of asymptotic 
completeness of N-body systems see the Notes and Remarks. 

(II) By the preceding considerations the following additional assumptions are in some sense 
justified: (I) QA+ = Q[; (II) There is only a finite set of reaction channels. Sometimes also the 
existence of a channeliXo with Q •• = 1 is used. 

10.1.4. Identification operator 

Let the pair (H, d} be given in~. We assume: 

(I) The number r of reaction channels is finite, r < oo. 
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(II) The channel projections (and channel Hamiltonians) are independent of the time
direction. 

We denote the reaction channel index by IX, the channel index within a reaction 
channel by (~X, j), j = 1, 2, ... The channel Hamiltonians and the corresponding channel 
projections are denoted by Aa,;• Qa,;· We put 

Aa = L Aa,jQa,j • (22) 
; 

Aa is called the reaction channel Hamiltonian. Note that in general Aa does not belong 
to d because Aa I Qal..Yf = 0, whereas Aa I Qa.Yt is absolutely continuous (recall that 
Qa = 1: Qa,;). Thus, if Qa < 1 .;tt>• then Aa is not a member of d. We put 

.Yf .91 : = .Yf X .Jit' X • · · X .Jit' (r times), 

Po:= {Ql, Qz, ... , Qr}, 

Ho :={AI, Az, ... , Ar}· 

Then P0 = P;',. We define J E !l'(.Jit' d• .Jit') by 

r 

Jf := J:Qefe, 
e=l 

and obtain the following obvious properties of J: 

I[JII;;:;; ri/2, 

J*f = IQd, Q~f, •.• , Qrf}, 

J*J = {QaQp}~.P=l 

I E .JI('' 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

where the right-hand side means the representation of J*J as a r X r-matrix of operators 
r 

QaQp with respect to the resolution (23) of .Jit' .SJI• Further, we have JJ* = 1: Qe, hence 
e=l 

r 

(JJ*f, /) = 1: llQefll2 • (27) 
e=l 

From (27 we obtain 

Proposition 13. If Qa, = 1 for some reaction channel~X0, then JJ* is bounded invert~'ble. 

Proof. Obvious. • 

With these notations we can introduce the following two-space wave operator 

W+(H, H0 ; J) :=Lim eltHJ e-1tHp0 
t-+oo 

(28) 

where we have chosen the absolutely continuous projection as the universal projection. 
Then we obtain 

Proposition 14. Let H be selfadjoint and let d be a system of free Hamiltonians. Assume 
(I) and (II) to be satisfied and let P0, H0, J be defined by (24), (25), (26). Then W+(H, H 0 ; J) 
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exists, it is partially isometric and H 0-&emicomplete. Similarly W_(H, H 0 ; J) exists and 
the same properties are valid. 

Proof. The existence of W+(H, H0 ; J) is obvious because for f = {0, 0, ... , 0, /g, ... , 0} 
E ;It' .91 we obtain 

eiiHJ e-UH•Pof = eiiH e-IIAeQefe· 

The partial isometry of W+(H, H0 ; J) is a direct consequence of Prop. 4. • 

Corollary 15. Let the assumptions of Prop. 14 be satisfied. Then there are partial iso
metries V+, V_ E .ftl(;t' .91• ;It') with initial projection P0 suck that J Fl::! V+> J ~ V_, That 

Ho -Ho 
is, J is asymptotically partially isometric (with asymptotic initial projection P0) for each 
time direction separately. One can choose V+ = W+, V_ = W_. 

Proof. It immediately follows from Prop. 9.36. • 

Remark 16. According to the remarks in Section 9.5.1, under the assumptions of 
Corollary 15, one can formulate the stronger result that there is one partial isometry V 
with the property J ~ V for both time directions simultaneously (a proof is given in 

±Ho 
Chapter 11, see Theorem 11.12). 

Proposition 17. Let the assumptions of Prop. 14 be satisfied. Then the pair {H, .91} is 
asymptotically complete (with respect tot--? oo) iff W+(H, H 0 ; J) is complete. 

r 

Proof. It is obvious because of W+W+* = E F1e· • 
g=l 

We emphasize that the identification operator J results, by definition (26), from a 
pair {H, .91}, thus J depends on H. In the next section we discuss some "internal" 
conditions of the system {H0, P 0} (without using H in the formulation of these con
ditions) such that the identification operator (26) is asymptotically partially isometric. 

10.1.5. General channel systems 

In this section we consider finite systems of pairwise commuting selfadjoint operators 
together with corresponding reducing projections which are not a priori given as the 
system of reaction channel Hamiltonians and projections of a certain system {H, .9/}. 

Definition 18. A finite system A1, A2, ••• , Ar of pairwise commuting selfadjoint 
operators in ;It' together with a corresponding system Q1, Q2, ••• , Qr of reducing pro
jections, Q; E com A;, where A; I Qi;t' is absolutely continuous, is called a general 
channel system. 

H such a system is given, then the operator J: ;t'0 =;It' X ;It' X··· X ;It'--? ;It', 
rtlmea 

r 

Jf := EQefg, (29) 
e=l 

is well-defined. We put H0 = {A1Q1, A2Q2, ... , ArQr} and P 0 = {Q1, Q2, ... , Qr}. Then 
pa;. = P 0• In the following we ask for conditions on the general channel system such 
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that the operator J, defined by (29), is asymptotically partially isometric with respect 
to H0P0 and -HoPo· 

In particular, we formulate a condition such that one partial isometry can be chosen 
for both time directions. 

We can assume without loss of generality that Q;Q; =I= 0 for all i, j. Namely, if 
QiQi = 0, then also Q;Q; = 0, that is Qi + Q; is also an (ortho-) projection and one can 
consider A;,; = AiQi + A;Q; as a single operator on (Q; + Q;) .?It'. 

For our purpose it is convenient to start with two lemmas. In the following the uni
versal projection is always the projection onto the absolutely continuous subspace. 

Lemma 19. Let J be defined by (29). Assume J ~ V, where V*V = P0 • Put 
lel H, 

Pe := 10, ... , Qe, ... , 0}, Vef := VPeiO, ... 0, j, 0, ... , 0}, j E .?It' and Fe:= VeVe*· Then 
F1 , F2 , ; •• , Fr is a system of pairwise orthogonal projections, FeFa = fJe,aFa, IJ, a 
= 1, 2, ... , r, FeQe E dom f'Ae and f'Ae(FeQe) = Qe. 

Proof. WehaveFeFa = (VPe) (VPe)* (VPa) (VPa)* = VPeV*VPaV* = VPePoPaV* 
= VPePa V* = fJe.a VPe V* = oe,aFe. Further, we have by assumption 

Lim (JPe - Ve) e-IIHope = 0, e=1,2, ... ,r. (30) 
,__,.00 

Iff = 10, ... , 0, fe, 0, ... , 0}, then JPef = Qefe· Hence from (30) we obtain 

Lim (Qe - Ve) e-IIAeQe = 0, e = 1, 2, ... , r. 
t-+oo 

Therefore we have f'Ae(Qe - Ve) = 0 (note that Ve = VeQe)· Hence the assertion follows 
from Lemma 7.16. • 

Lemma 20. Let F 1, F 2, ••• , Fr be a system of pairwise orthogonal projections with 
FeQe E dom f'Ae and 

e=1,2, ... ,r. (31) 

Then there is a partial isometry V E .!l'(.?lt' 0 , .?It') with initial projection P 0 such that J ~ V. 
Ho 

If (31) is assumed also for -Ae (time direction t-+ -oo), then V can be chosen such that 
J ~ V and J ~ V (the same V for both time directions). 

H. -Ho 

Proof. We apply Lemma 7.17 and put F =Fe, Q = Qe, and H = Ae in this lemma. 
Then we obtain the existence of partial isometries Vein .?It' with Ve *Ve = Qe, Ve Ve *=Fe 

r 

and #Ae( Ve) = Qe. Now we define V E !l'(.?lt'0 , .?It') by V : = L VePe. Then we obtain 
e=I 

Lim (JPe - VPe) e-ltHope =Lim (Qe - Ve) e-11AeQe = 0, 
t-+oo t--..oo 

hence also Lim (J- V) e-IIHoP0 = 0 is valid, that is J ~ V. The second part is also 
1-+oo Ho 

implied by Lemma 7.17. • 

Now we can present the main result of this section. 
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Theorem 21. Let AI, A2, --.,A,; Ql, Q2, ... , Q, be a general channel system. Let Qj = Q; 
imply i = j. The ordering of the Qi can be arranged in such a way that from Qa < Qp also 

IX < {3 follows. Assume 

QiQe E dom,uAe and ,uAe(QiQe) = 0, 1 ~ j < (!, e = 2, ... , r. (32) 

Then there is a partial isometry V+ E .!l'(.Yf'0 , .Yt') with initial projection P0 such that 

J ~ V +' If (32) is assumed also for -Ae (time direction t.....,.. -oo), then V + can be chosen 
H, 

such that also J ~ V + holds. 
-Ho 

Proof. According to Lemma 20 it is sufficient to prove the existence of a system 

F1, F 2, ••• , F, of pairwise orthogonal projections such that ,uA1(FiQi) = Qi, j = 1, 2, ... , r. 

This will be proved by induction. First we put F 1 = Q1, then we have by assumption 

,uAe(Q1Qe) = 0 fore = 2, 3, ... , r. Now we assume the existence of a system F 1 , F 2, ••• , F n• 

n < r, of pairwise orthogonal projections such that ,uAa(FaQa) = Qa, IX= 1, 2, ... , n 

and ,uAfi(FaQp) = 0 for IX = 1, 2, ... , n, {3 = n + 1, ... , r. The problem is to construct 

a projection Fn+l with the properties Fn+IFa = FaFn+l = 0, IX= 1, ... , n; ,uAn+t(Fn+lQn+I) 
n 

= Qn+l and ,uAP(Fn+IQfJ) = 0, (J = n + 2, ... , r. We put F := L Fa and 0 := FJ.Qn+IFJ.. 
a=l 

Then .UA"u(OQn+l) = ,uAn+~(FJ.Qn+lFJ.Qn+I) = Qn+I· Therefore, according to Prop. 7.1, 

there is a nonvanishing spectral projection Fn+I := Ec((e, 1]), e E (0, 1), such that 

,uA•+~(Fn+IQn+I) = Qn+I· Further, we have Fn+I ..L F., IX = 1, 2, ... , n. Moreover we obtain 

for {3 = n + 2, ... , r the equation ,uAfi(Fn+IQfJ) = 0. Namely, from ,uAtJ(Qn+IQp) = 0 and 

,uAfJ(FaQp) = 0 for IX = 1, 2, ... , n we obtain 

,uAfi(FJ.Qn+lFJ.Qp) = ,uAP( ( 1 -.~Fa) Qn+I ( 1-aE Fa)Qp) = 0, 

that is ,uAtJ(OQp) = 0, This implies /tA.fl(Ec(Ll) Qp) = 0 for Ll = (e, 1], because of 0 ~ 0, 

Ec(J) ~ e-10 and Prop. 6.43. Thus, the "additional condition" is "invariant" with 

respect to the transition from Qn+l to Fn+I· Now by induction Theorem 21 is proved. • 

Remark 22. Theorem 21 is also valid if r = oo, but in this case J is unbounded and 

densely defined. In the case of Section 3 the assumptions of Theorem 21 can be verified 

(see the Notes and Remarks). 

10.2. Algebraic scattering theory 

10.2.1. Basic ideas and notions 

Let H, H 0 be selfadjoint operators acting on .Yf'. The usual one-space scattering theory 

is based on the concept of the wave operators W±(H, H 0), W±(H0 , H) with respect to 

some universal projection Pn,, Pn (see Chapter 9); the subspace PH.Yf' is sometimes 

called the set of scattering states of H. In the following we choose Pn = P';J because 

this is the most interesting case in applications. For some physical interesting cases 

(e.g. Coulomb scattering) the wave operators W±(H, H0) do not exist. Therefore one 

looks for generalizations to manage such situations. In this paragraph we present an 
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approach in order to get generalized wave operators W ±• The link between generalized 
wave operators and two-space wave operators (in the sense of Chapter 9) is pointed out. 

This approach starts with a 0*-subalgebra d of com H 0, in other words one con
siders special constants of the dynamics described by the group e-IIHo which represent 
physically the preparation and measurements of the corresponding scattering experi
ment. One requires that this algebra d satisfies some conditions with respect to the 
group e-itH (note the introduction to Part II in this connection). 

First, one requires that the elements of d are asymptotic constants of the dynamics 
described by the group e-ltH on the set of the scattering states; i.e. d E dom ,uH n dom ,u-H. 
The limits of eitHA e-itHpae as t--+ ±oo are given by ,u±H(A), A Ed. 

Second, one requires that the algebra d is large in the sense that ,u±B(d) I paeyt> is 
cyclic. Physically this means that the algebra d can be used to characterize completely 
the scattering states paeyt> (via the time limits t--+ ±oo for the time evolution of 
the operators of d). 

Third, one requires that the maps ,u±H I d can be extended to spatial isomorphisms 
from the weak closure of d ontotheweak closures of ,u±H(d), i.e. there are two partial 
isometries W+ and W_ on .n"with W±*W± =Poe, W±W±* =pac such that ,u±H(A) 
= W ±A W ± * for all A E d. These operators are called generalized wave operators. The 
generalized scattering operatorS for the system {H, H 0 ; d} is defined by S := W+*W_. 

Clearly, the operators W+, W_, and S are highly nonunique. Even in the case 
d = com H 0 I Poe we obtain that the operators W ± = W ±U ±• where U ± are functions 
of H 0 with U±*U± = U±U±* =Poe, are also generalized wave operators with the 
generalized scattering operatorS = U+ *SU _. 

10.2.2. .Algebraic scattering systems 

Now we turn to the precise mathematical formulation of the algebraic scattering theory. 

Definition 23. Let H, H 0 be selfadjoint operators acting on Yf' and let d be a 
0*-algebra. The triple {H, H 0 ; d} is called an algebraic scattering system if the follo
wing conditions are satisfied: 

(I) d ~(com H 0) I~. d c::: dom ,uH n dom ,u-H. 

(II) d n ker ,uH = {0}, d n ker ,u-H = {0}. 

(III) The isometric •-isomorphisms between the 0*-algebras d I PoeYI' and 
,u±H(d) I paeyt>, given by d ~A--+ ,u±H(A) E ,u±H(d) are spatial. 

The condition (III) means explicitely the existence of two partial isometries W+ 
and w_ such that 

,u-H(A) = W_AW_*, A Ed. 

(33) 

(34) 

Further note that (I) implies A = PoeAp~e for all A Ed. The generalized wave 
operators W ± are uniquely defined up to multiplication from the right by partial iso
metries U ±from com d with U ± *U ± = U ±U ± * =Poe. This is the content of 

Proposition 24. Let W+ satisfy (33) and (34). Then a second partial isometry W +satisfies 
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(33) and (34) iff W+ = W+U+ where U+ E com .!II and U+*U+ = U+U+* =Poe· A simi
lar assertion is true for W _. 

Proof. If we define W+ = W+U+, where U+ E com .!II and U+*U+ = U+U+* =Poe, 
then (33) and (34) are obviously satisfied. Conversely, assume W +satisfies (33) and (34). 
Then we can write W+ = W+U+. From (34) we get W+U~U+*W+* = W+AW+*· 
This gives U~U+* = p~eAPoc =A for all A Ed. Thus U+ E com d. The second 
condition is obvious. • 

In principle one could drop the relation of .!II to a selfadjoint operator H 0 and define 
algebraic scattering systems without reference to an unperturbed operator H 0• But in 
all applications there is always a natural candidate for H 0 , and the existence of such an 
operator H 0 facilitates the task of setting up the relations to the usual scattering 
theory. Now we present some sufficient criteria for the validity of the decisive con
dition (III). 

Proposition 25. Let the 0*-algebras .Jill p~e.Yt' and p,±H(d) I paeJ{' be cyclic. Assume 
the existence of generating vectors u0 , u± such that (u0 , Au0 ) = (u±, p.±H(A) u±) for all 
A Ed. Further let (I) of Definition 23 be satisfied. Then also (II) and (III) of Definition 23 
are valid. 

Proof. We have to construct operators W± such that (33) and (34) are true. (33): 
Set A+:= P.H(A) for A Ed. Define the operator W+ by W ~u0 = A+u+ and W+(Fo)1 

= 0. Then W + is densely defined because u0 is generating in P~0.Yt' with respect to 
d I P"o0.Yt'. Furthermore, since the vectors A+u+ are dense in pacJ{' by assumption, 
we have ima w+ I duo is dense in paeJ{'. Since p,H restricted to .!II is a *-homomorphism, 
by assumption we obtain 

A, BE d. 

Using the definition of W+ and this relation for A= B, we obtain I[W+ull2 = \[u[[2 for 
u E {Au0 ; A Ed}. Hence we may extend W+ by continuity to the whole space Jt' with 
the property W+ *W+ =Poe. Because ima W + is dense in pacJ{', also W+ W+ * = pae 
follows. (34): We have W ~Bu0 = ~B+u+, further W +Bu0 = B+u+ and P"o0Bu0 

= W + * B+u+. But from (I) of Definition 23 the relation p~c B = B follows, hence we 
obtain Bu0 = W+*B+u+. Inserting this above, we find W~W+*B+u+ = ~B+u+. Since 
the set {B+u+; B E d} is dense in paeJ{', we obtain W ~ W+ * = A+ for all A E d. 
This proves (34). Similarly we proceed for W_. • 

Proposition 26. Assume the triple {H, H 0 ; .!II} satisfies (I) of Definition 23. Further 
let .!II = C*(A1, A 2 , ... , An) and assume p.±H(Ai) = U±AiU± *, j = 1, ... , n, where U± 
are partially isometric with initial subspace Po0 .Yt' and final subspace pacJ{'. Then (II) 
and (III) of Definition 23 are satisfied. 

Proof. By assumption we immediatelyobtain p.±H(A) = U±AU±*• A Ed, because 
of Theorem 6.25. Thus (II) and (III) immediately follow. • 

Proposition 27. Assume the triple {H, H 0 ; .!II} satisfies (I) and (II) of Definition 23. 
Further, assume .Jill p~c.Yt' to be a v. Neumann algebra such that (com d) I Poe, 
(com ttn(d)) I pac and (com ,u-H(d)) I pac are Abelian. Then (III) of Definition 23 is 
satisfied. 
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Proof. According to Prop. 7.20, t-tn( ·) is, by assumption (II), an isometric *-iso
morphism from .911 p~c.Yt onto t-tn(d) I pac.Yf. Further, because of Prop. 7.21, t-tB(.s;l) 
is a W*-algebra. Now we apply Theorem 7.22 to obtain the result. • 

A simple example for Prop. 26 is given by 

Example 28. Let Hand H0 be unitarily equivalent operators, H = UH0 U*. Further, assume H 
to be simple and H - H0 to be compact. Then R(z) - R 0(z) E .!£' 00{£) c: ker p.H n ker p.-H (see 
Theorem 6.35). Hence the 0*-algebra d of all continuous bounded functions of H 0 belongs to 
dom p.H n dom p.-H and moreover ,u±H(a(H0)) = a(H)pacforall a E O(IR). Inserting UH0 U* = H 
into this relation, we obtain ,u±H(a{H0)) = Ua(H0 ) U*Pac. Thus the assumptions of Prop. 26 are 
satisfied; therefore {H, H 0 ; d} with d = {a(H0) P0°, a E O{IR)} is an algebraic scattering system. 

10.2.3. General properties of algebraic scattering systems 

Let {H, H 0 ; .91} be an algebraic scattering system with generalized wave operators 
W+, W_. The generalized scattering operator S is defined by S := W+*W_. Sis not 
unique because of Prop. 24. As in (7.5) we define two unitary groups e-itK± on .Yt by 

(35) 

By definition, e-i!K± are strongly continuous unitary groups with selfadjoint generators 
K±, where K±(P~c)~ = 0. Since H commutes with all operators t-t±B(A), A E .91, we 
obtain, by A= W±*t-t±H(A) w±, that K±commutes with all operators A E .91, in par
ticular we have e-i!K± E com .91 for all t E JR. 

If .91 =(com H0 ) I Poe, then (com .91) I p~c = W*{E0(L1) p~c; L1 c t~JR.)· In this 
case K+ and K_ are functions of H 0• 

In quantum mechanical scattering systems H 0 corresponds to the so-called free 
Hamiltonian and K+, K_ are called renormalized free Hamiltonians. 

Note that W± are intertwining operators between K± and H. 

Proposition 29. Let {H, H0 ; .91} be an algebraic scattering system. Further, letS be a 
scattering operator for {H, H0 ; d}. Then 

t E JR., 

S*S = SS* = p~c. 

(36) 

(37) 

Moreover, Sis unique up to multiplication from the right or from the left by partial iso
rnetries U E com s1' with U*U = UU* = p~c. 

Proof. We have e-I!K+S = e-i!K+ w+ *W_ = w+ * e-I!HW_ = w+ *W_ e-i!K_ 
= S e-ltK_; (37) is also obvious and the last assertion immediately follows from Prop. 24. • 

Proposition 30. Let {H, H0 ; .91} be an algebraic scattering system. Assume that 
rx(H0)Poc E .91 for aZlrx E O(lR) and f-t±H(rx(Ho) Poe)= rx(H)Pac. Then K+ = K_ = H0Poc 
and S commutes with H 0• 

Proof. By assumption, we have t-t±H(e-i!Hop~c) = e-i!Hpac. On the other hand, 
t-t±H(e-i!HoPoc) = W±e-i!H,PocW±*, hence we obtain e-i!Hop~c = W±* e-iiHW±. Then 
from (35) the assertion follows. • 
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The next assertion is sometimes useful for proving that a system {H, H 0 ; d} is an 
algebraic scattering system. Moreover, it shows that each scattering system {H, H0, 1} 
(see Definition 9.51) is an algebraic scattering system {H, H 0 ; d}, where d 
= (com H 0 ) I Poe. 

Proposition 31. Let H' be a selfadjoint operator acting on .Tt'. Suppose that {H', H0 ; d} 
is an algebraic scattering system. Further, suppose that the wave operators W±(H, H'; 1) 
exist and are complete. Then also {H, H 0 ; d} is an algebraic scattering system. 

Proof. We consider only the case t-+ oo. We have 

Hence from the multiplicativity of Lim (recall Lemma 6.13) and from Theorem 6.25 
we obtain that Lim e11H A e-itHpae exists for all A E d and 

t-+oo 

Limei1HAe-itnpae = W+(H,H'; 1),uB'(A) W+(H,H'; 1)* 
1-+00 

is valid. By assumption we have ,uH'(A) = W~W+* where W+ denotes the generalized 
wave operator of the system {H', H0 ; d}. Thus A E dom ,uH and (I) of Definition 23 
is satisfied. Furthermore, 

,uB(A) = W+(H,H'; 1) W~W+*W+(H,H'; 1)* 

follows. Therefore (II) and (III) of Definition 23 follow and {H, H0 ; d} is an algebraic 
scattering system with the generalized wave operators W+(H, H'; 1) W+ and 
W_(H,H'; 1) W_. • 

Remark 32. (I) Obviously {H0, H 0 ; (com H 0 ) I p~e} is an algebraic scattering system 
with W± =Poe. Thus, if {H, H 0 ; 1} is a scattering system, that is, if W±(H, H 0 ; 1) 
exist and are complete then, according to Prop. 31, {H, H0 ; (com H 0) I~} is an 
algebraic scattering system with generalized wave operators W±(H, H 0 ; 1). (II) If the 
0*-algebra d 1-Poe.Tt'o ~(com H0) I -Poe.Tt'0 is even a v. Neumann algebra, then we 
obtain stronger results on the system {H, H 0 ; d}, for example with respect to proper
ties and representation of the generalized wave operators. These results can be easily 
obtained by a simple application of Theorem 7.22, Prop. 7.24 and Theorem 7.23, where 
it has to be assumed that the assumptions of Prop. 27 are satisfied (withE and P replaced 
by ?oc and pac). 

On the other hand, Prop. 7.25 yields sufficient criteria for a system {H, H0 ; d} to 
be an algebraic scattering system. 

10.2.4. Algebraic scattering systems and wave operators 

Let {H, H0 ; d} be an algebraic scattering system. In some cases the corresponding 
generalized wave operators can be represented by usual wave operators with a certain 
identification operator. This possibility is mainly connected with Theorem 7.4. 

The crucial point for such a representation is the assumption K+ = K_ =: K0 because 
this property is a necessary and sufficient condition for 

t E 1R., (38) 
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the intertwining property of the generalized wave operators with respect to Hand K0 

(note Prop. 30 in this connection). 
For example, if the assumptions of Prop. 27 are satisfied, then, aceord

ing to Theorem 7 .23, the representation of W ± has the form 

W ±u =Lim eitH e-iiK. G±(t) u 
t_.±oo 

where the operator functions G±(t) satisfy the property formulated in Prop. 7.24 and 
Theorem 7.23. 

The link between the generalized wave operators and the usual wave operators (with 
identification operators) is given by 

Proposition 33. Let {H, H0 ; d} bean algebraic scattering system and let K+ = K_ =: K0 

Then there is a bounded identification operator J E .!l'(fe) such that both W±(H, K 0 ; J) 
exist and W±(H, K 0 ; J) = W±, where W± are the generalized wave operators of(H,H0 ; d}. 

Proof. First note that (38) is true. Further, according to Theorem 7.4, there is a 
bounded operator 0 E .!l'(fe) such that 1-'K•(O) = .P.r(,, 1-'-K•(O) = 0. Now we define 
J := W+O + W _(1- 0). Then we obtain 

Lim eiiHJ e-itKo.P.K, =Lim eitH(W+O + W_(1 _ 0)) e-itKop~. 
1-+±oo l_.±oo 

=Lim w + eiiKoQ e-iiKopa.K. + Lim w_ eitK•(1 - 0) e-iiKopa.K. 
,_.± ClO 1-+ ± ClO 

10.2.6. Examples 

(I) Sekriidinger operator with magnetic potentials. Let H 0 denote the natural selfadjoint extension 
3 . 

of the negative Laplacian -L1 = E ( -i ofox1)2 on L3(1R3, dx) with x = {x1, x2, x3}. Further, let H 
i=l 

be defined by H = UH0 U* where U denotes the unitary operator given by (Uv) (x) = eip(zlv(x). 
We assume that p(x) is a real-valued twice continuously differentiable function in lR which 
only depends on r = lxl = (x12 + x22 + x32) 112• Set q1(x) := (ofox1) p(x) = ((d/dr) p(r)) orfox1 
= ((dfdr) p(r)) (x1Jr). Then an easy calculation shows that 

(Hu) (x) = E (-i ...£...- q1(x))2 u(x) 
i=l OX_; 

and H is selfadjoint on dom H = U(dom H 0). Clearly, PO'= pac = 1. The question is wether 
generalized wave operators exist for H, H 0 and some C*-algebra d ~ com H 0 under additional 
restrictions on the function p(r). We assume that the functions qj(X) are essentially bounded. 
Further we assume the operatorsQ1 represented by the functions q;(x) belongtoker,a8Ho nker ,us-H,_ 
By Theorem 7.38, this means that lim R-aJ !q1(x)l2 dx = 0. To be specific, we can take the 

R-+oo lzl ~ R 

function p(r) = (1 + r)~, tX E (0, 1). Then qi(x) = tX(1 + r)«-1 ~and it can easily be shown that 
these functions satisfy the condition mentioned above. r 

Concerning the C*-algebra d we first introduce the operators P; representing the free momenta 

of the system, given by Hand H0, defined. by P; = -i ...£..and the operators L1 representing the 
oxi 

14 BaumgarteljWollenberg 
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angular momenta, defined by L1 = -i (xa .E._ - x8 ~)• La, L3 (given by cyclic permutation of 
8x3 8x2 

the indices 1, 2,3 in the formula for L 1). Now let .91 be the 0*-algebra generated by the continuous 
bounded functions of P1 and L1, j = 1, 2, 3. It is well-known that P1 and L1 commute with H0 

and the commutant of this algebra .91 is com (com H0) (i.e. the set of all eBBentially boundeal 
measurable functions of H0). Thus .91 ~ com H0 and com .91 is Abelian. 

We use Prop. 26 to prove that {H, H0 ; .91} is an algebraic scattering system. Define Pi:= UP;U*. 
Since p(x) = p(r), U commutes with the angular momenta L1, i.e. UL1U* = L1. Let f E O(IR.3), 

then eiiHf(L;) e-itH = U eitHoU*f(L;) U e-itHoU* = f(L;), j = 1, 2, 3,since L1commutes also with 
H0• Therefore f(L;) E com H c dom !JH n dom ,u-8 • Thus to show that .91 c dom 1-'H n dom 1-'-H, 
it suffices to verify that all bounded continuous functions of the momenta P; have this property. 
For this aim we use Prop. 7.27, thati~, we prove that Rp1(z) E domH n dom p-H and p±H(Rp1(z)) 
= Rpiz). We have, using (1.13) and P1 = P1 - Q1, 

From this equation we obtain, by the assumption Q; E ker pH• n ker p-H,, the relation Rp1(z) 
- Rp,(z) E ker pH n ker p-H. Hence Rp,(z) E dom pH n dom p-H and p±H(Rp1(z)) = Rp,(z) is 
proved. This shows that the system {H, H0 ; .91} satisfies the assumptions of Prop. 26, therefore 
{H, H0 ; .91} is a generalized scattering system. The generalized wave operators W+ and W_ are 
equal to U. 

(II) Sckrodinger operator& with long range potential&. Let H0 and Jlt' be as in (1). Now assume 
that His given by -LI + q( ·) where q(x) = c lxl-", IX E (0, 1]. Then His selfadjoint with dom H 
= dom H0 because the perturbation V, defined by q(x), is H0-bounded with relative bound 0 
(see KA.To [1, p. 302]). Furthermore, H0 and H have the same absolutely continuous spectrum. 

00 

More precisely, if one introduces the decomposition Jlt' = Ef) Jlt'l,m where Jlt'1,m denotes the set 
I=Oiml;;!;l 

of all functions of the form r 1u(r) Yl.m(O, tp) with u( ·) E L2(1R+, dr) and Y1,m denotes the spherical 
harmonics, then each Jlt'1,m reduces Hand H0 since both operators are rotational invariant. Now 
we use the following result (see WEIDMANN [1967a]): 

Let H 0 = -LI and H = -LI + q(x) on V(IR.3, dx). Assume that q(ixl) satisfies the following 
assumptions: There is a c > 0 and an r0 > 0 such that lxl 8 lq(lxl)l ~ c for lxl < r0 with 8 < 3/2, 
lq(lxi)l ~ c for lxl ;;;;; r0 ; further, q(ixl) = q1(lxl) + q2(lxi) for lxl > r0 with q1(r) of bounded vari
ation and q2( ·) E L1([r0 , oo), dr). Then, for each {l, m}, HI Jlt'1,m is simple and has the absolutely 
continuous spectrum [0, oo). 

The potential q(x) = c lxl-", IX> 0, satisfies the assumptions of this result. Furthermore, it 
is well-known that H0 I Jlt'1,m is simple and absolutely continuous on [0, oo). If we can prove that 
there is a partial isometry W such that W*W = 1, WH0 = HW and each Jlt'1,m is a reducing 
subspace for W, then from Lemma 4.28 it easily follows that WW* = pac. 

According to Remark 32 (II), one way to prove that {H, H0 ; com H0} is an algebraic scattering 
system is to apply Prop. 7.25, that is to find unitary families Tr with the properties described 
in this proposition. The idea of the proof is as follows: First construct unitary families Tf- which 
are functions of H 0 for each t E IR.± such that 

W ±"' := s-lim eitHT[u, 
t-+±oo 

u E Jlt'' (39) 

exist. Then immediately W+*W+ = W_*W_ = 1 follows and, by the properties ofT[ and H, 
W ± are reduced by the subspaces Jlt'1,m• Secondly, one shows that W ± are intertwining operators 
for H, H0, this means W ± eitH, = eitHW ±•t E JR. Then, by the remark given above, W ± w:, = pac 
follows. Then, by Prop. 7.25, {H, H0 ; com H0} is an algebraic scattering system and W ± are 
generalized wave operators. Therefore, it remains to construct families T[such that (39) is satis
fied and to show that W ± are intertwining operators for Hand H0• 
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For simplicity we consider only the physical important case that q(x) is the Coulomb potential 
e lxl-1, e E JR. In this case we define 

t 
T[ := e-iX,; X 1 := tH0 + (1/2) I c(H0lf2jt'l)-1 X!O,oo)(4 it'l H0 - 1) dt', (40) 

0 

the characteristic function is to avoid singularities of the operator function X 1 at t = 0. Here 
T,+ = T 1- =: T 1• Let !f) be the set of vectors u( ·) E L2(lR3, dx) whose Fourier transform 
11( ·) E 0 000(lR3 '-. {0} ). Clearly, !!) is dense in J'f'. Because the Fourier transform of H0 is multi
plication by lkj2, the Fourier transform of X 1 is also multiplication by a function X1(k). For 
4t jkj 2 > 1 we obtain 

Xe(k) = t jkj2 + (1/2) c jkj-1 (log jtj +log (4jkj 2)). (41) 

A consequence of (41) is that for each vector u E !f) there is a tu > 0 such that for all t > tu 

X 1u = [tH0 + (1/2) cH0- 112(log jtj + log (4H0)] u 
and 

T,u = e-i(tHo+ll/2)CHo-1 ' 1(logltl+log(4Hol) 'U. (42) 

From (41) it easily follows that u E dom X/ for all t > tu and T 1u E !f) ~ dom H0 = dom H. 
Thus T 1u is strongly differentiable for all u E !f) and we obtain 

~ eitHT1u = i eitH (H- ~ X1) T 1u = i eltH (H - H0 - c(2H01/2t)-l) T 1u 
dt dt 

for all sufficiently large t. The existence of (39) will be proved with the help of the estimate 

t 
lleitHT1u - ei•HT8ull ;;::;;; I II(H - H 0 - c(2H0lf2t')-1) T 1,ull dt'. 

8 

(43) 

In what follows we restrict ourselves to the case of W+. The case W_ is similar. Set~:= H 0- 1llu, 
that is 1l1(k) = jkj-l'll(k). Then it is a straightforward calculation to show that 

((H- H0 - c(2H0lf2t)-1) T1u) (x) = c jxj-1(T1u) (x)- c(2t)-1 (T1~) (x) 

= c lxl-1 Du(x, t)- c(2t)-1 Du,(x, t), (44) 

where Du(x, t) is defined by 

Du(x, t) := (T1u) (x) - (2it)-3/2 exp {ix2/4t- ict jxj-1log (x2ft)} 11(xf2t). (45) 

Now we claim that Du(x, t) satisfies the estimate 

(46) 

for all t > tu, arbitrary integer m and constants s E lN, a E lR depending on m and u only. Using 
this estimate together with (44) and (43), we obtain that (39) exists fort~ oo and for all u E !!). 
By the uniform boundedness of eitHT1, (39) exists for all u E J'f'. To prove (46), we set u(x, t) 
:= (e-iXt eitHou) (x). Because of (42) for t > tu we obtain 

11(k, t) = exp {-(ic/2) jkj-1log (4tk2)} 'll(k). 

Using the integral representation of e-itHo (see REED/SIMON' [2, p. 59]) 

(e-ltHou) (x) = (4inf)-3/2 I eliz-ui'/41u(y) dy, 
IR" 

we find 
(T1u) (x) = (4i7et)-3/2 I eilz-ui"/4fu(y, t) dy. 

JR' 

14* 
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This and the elemenMry formula eil.t:-111'/41 = ellzl"/4t e-l(z,ul/21 eilul"/" give 

Da(x, t) = (4int)-sfs eilzl"/4t J e-i(.t:,ll)/21 (eilul'/4t- 1) u(y, t) dy. 
JR.' 

By assumption '11(-, t) E G000 (lR3) c9'(.1R.3) and thereforeu(·, t) E 9'(.1R.8). Now we use the following 
result on the Fourier transform on 9'(lR3 ) (see REED/SIMoN' [2, p. 2]): The Fourier transform is a 

M 
continuous linear map from 9'(lR3) onto 9'(lR3) and 11'1111.,,11 ~ E c1 llullcx1,p1 where 11·11 ... 11 denote the 

j=l 
seminorms on 9' given by sup jx"Dilu(z)j, ex and p are multiindices, that is, ex = {ex1, exz, ex3}, 

.t:EJR' 
p ={Pl. Ps.Pa}, Dll = ()111+/lo+flafo~~:tlll oxl• oxall• andx" = zl"'lZs"'•Xa"'•, exi EN and P; EN. From the 
special form of '11(k, t) we obtain the estimate 11'11( ·, t)II ... {J ~ a.,,p(log t)P where p depends on ex and p. 
By the result just mentioned this implies 

llu( ·, t)ll,.,p ~ b.,,p(log t)P (47) 

with p depending on ex and p. From the formula for D11(z,t) above and (47) we obtain 

I (z2
2) m D,.(x, t)l ~ 14ml-sfs J I((}; 02 

2)"') e-i(z.ul/2t (eilul"/4t - 1) u(y, t) I dy 
4t JR.• J=l ay1 

~ cltl-6/s J dy(1 + lyl)-4 . E E y# - 8 u(y, t) ;;;;; dm jtj-11/ 2 (log jtl)ll(m). 
l(m) a(m) I ()B I 

JR." ]={0,0,0} 8={0,0,0} 8y 

Here we have used also the estimate l(eiluJ•f4t - 1)1 ~ ly12/4t. The estimate for D 11(x, t) leads to 
(46) proving the existence of (39). It remains to show the intertwining relation W+Ho = HW+. 
We have 

The intertwining relation eiBHW+ e-isHo = W+ follows from this relation if we can show that 
s-lim (e-iX, e-lsH.- e-iXe+•) = 0. We prove this for vectors u from the dense set!». By (42), for 
t~oo 

t > t,. and t + 8 > t11 we obtain 

(e-IXe+• - e-iX, e-IBHo) 'U 

= e-l(t+slHo e-i(c/2)H0- 111J.og(4Hol (e-i(c/2)H1- 1'1Iog(t+sl _ e-i(c/2)H,-111Iog) 

= exp {-i(t + 8) H 0 - i(c/2) H0- 112 log (4H0 ) 

- i(c/2) H0-1/2 log t} (exp {-i(c/2) H0- 112 log (1 +aft)} - 1) u. 

Since log (1 + 8/t) -+ 0 as t -+ oo for each 8, and since elaH,-1/" is strongly continuous in a, we obtain 
from the equation above that the right side tends to 0 strongly. This proves the intertwining 
relation eiBHW+ e-isHo = W+, therefore also W~0 = HW+, and the proof that W+ is a gene
ralized wave operator is finished. 

We note that 

w-lim eiiH e-iiHo = w-lim eitH e-IX, eiX, e-ltHo = 0 
t->-oo t->-oo 

because of (39) and 

w-lim eiX, e-itHo = w-lim el(c/2lH.-11'(logl+log(4Holu = 0 
t->-oo t-+oo 

for u E !».The latter relation is implied by Prop. 3.23 (note that H0- 112 is absolutely continuous). 
Therefore the usual wave operator Lim eitH e-ltHo does not exist in this case. 

t-+oo 
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10.3. Equations of second order in d/dt 

The examples for two-space wave operators with identification operator considered so 
far were connected with the abstract Schrodinger equations u'(t) = -iHu(t), v'(t) 
= -iH0v(t). In other words, the wave operators were connected with the interpretation 
of e-lmu, e-ltH,v as trajectories of the time evolution of given states u, v at time t = 0 
in the state spaces d't', ;tt'0• The reason for introducing the identification operator J was 
the possible existence of many channels (asymptotic configurations) (see Paragraph 1) 
and -on the other hand- the necessity of modifying H0 (see Paragraph 2). 

It is also possible to consider modifications of the underlying equations and to use 
identification operators J in order to transform the modified equations into a Schrodin
ger form. As an example we consider second order equation in this paragraph. The 
universal projection is always P'Jj. 

10.3.1. Reduction to the Schrodinger equation 

Let :Yt be a separable Hilbert space and let A be a selfadjoint nonnegative operator 
on :Yt, A ~ 0. We consider the initial value problem for the following second order 
equation: 

u"(t) + Au(t) = 0, t E 1R, u(O) = u0 and u'(O) = v0 • (48) 

We put B = A112, B;;;::: 0. The operator B-1 sin (tB) E .!l'(:Yt) is well-defined, even 
when B-1 does not exist. Then we obtain easily for the solution of (48) 

We put 

(u(t) ) = ( cos (tB) B-1 sin (tB)) (Uo). 
u'(t) -B sin (tB) cos (tB) v0 

U(t) = ( cos (tB) B-1 sin (tB)) 
-B sin (tB) cos (tB) 

and define a new Hilbert space, consisting of pairs {u, v} such that U(t) acts on this 
space as a unitary group. First we define a scalar product on ( dom B) mod (ker B) by 

(u, v)B := (Bu, Bv).;r, 

Then !FA : = cloll·!ls ( dom B) mod (ker B) is a well-defined Hilbert space with scalar 
product(-, ·)B· In general this closure contains elements which are not in :Yt. We put 

;tt'A :=!FA X :Yt 

and equip ;tt' A with the usual scalar product 

('/ll, ~)A:= (ul, ~)B + (kl, k2).jf"; 

The norm in d't' A is given by 

11'1211~ = llull~ + Ilk!~, {u, k} = '/l E d't'A· 

Now we let U(t) act on the space ~A· We obtain 
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Lemma 34. U(t) is a unitary group on :Yt' A· 

Proof. We have 

U(t) (u) = ( cos (tB) u +B-1 sin (tB) k)• {u, k} = '12 E ;;t'A. 
k -B sin (tB) u +cos (tB) k, 

Therefore we obtain 

IIU(t) 'lli!A.2 = liB cos (tB) u +sin (tB) kll~2 + 11-B sin (tB) u +cos (tB) kll~2 

= (B cos2 (Bt) u, Bu) + (sin2 (tB) k, k) + 2Re (B cos (tB) sin (tB)u, k) 

+ (B sin2 (tB) u, Bu) 

+ (cos2 (tB) k, k) - 2Re (B sin (tB) cos (tB) u, k) 

= 11Bull~2 + llkll~2 = lluilB2 + llkll~2 = ll'lli!A.2 • • 

10.3.2. Connection between U(t) and e-118 

First we note the relations 

:II' = clo (ima B) EB ker B 
and 

;;tt'A =(FA X clo (ima B)) EB ({0} X ker B)J 

where E9 denotes an orthogonal direct ,sum (in the latter equation with respect to the 
scalar product in ;;tt' A)· Now we have for k E kerB 

because of tk = 0 mod (kerB), that is (0} X kerB is an eigenspace for U(t) with eigen
value 1. Secondly, we define an operator B by 

B: FA ~clo (imaB), Bf =Bf, IE domB. 

B is isometric from§ A onto clo (ima B). Further we define an operator T, 

T: FA X clo (ima B)~ clo (ima B) X clo (ima B), 

by the equation 

(1) _ T (u) _ _!_ (B i) (u) 
g - v - f2 B -i v • (49) 

Then T is also isometric from FA X clo (ima B) onto clo (ima B) X clo (ima B) and 

p-1 = : ( Jj-1 Jj-1) 
f2 -i i 

(50) 
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is valid. Now we have 

Lemma 35. U(t) is unitarily equivalent to e-ltB EB e11B EB 1. 

Proof. By a simple calculation we obtain 

T(U(t) I ff A. X clo (ima B)) T-1 = . • (
e-IIB Q ) 
0 eltB 
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(51) 

This relation together with the fact that {0} X kerB is an eigenspace for U(t) with 
eigenvalue 1 proves the assertion. • 

We put U(t) = e-itH. The connection between the absolutely continuous subspace 
of H and the corresponding space of B is given by 

Lemma 36. {u, v} E P~Jft'A iff f E p~c$" and g E p~c$" where {u, v} and If, g} are 
connected by ( 49). 

Proof. Let {u, v} E ff A X clo (ima B), that is, let v E clo (ima B). Then, according 
to (49), (50), (51), the equivalence asserted in the lemma is obvious. That is, it is suffi
cient to show that both conditions imply v E clo (ima B). First, let f E p~c $", 
g E p~c$". Because of p~c$" ~ (ker B)1 = clo (ima B), obviously, v E clo (ima B) 
is valid. Second, let {u, v} E P"JJft'A. Hence {u, v} is orthogonal to any eigenspace 
of H, in particular to {0} X kerB. Therefore we obtain {u, v} _l{O} X kerB, that is 
v E (ker B)1 = clo (ima B). • 

10.3.3. The first identification operator 

Suppose we have two second order equations u" + Aiu = 0 in the same Hilbert 
space $". We put Bi = A/12, Ui(t) = e-ltH, in Jft' A, = ff A, X clo (ima Bi) EB {0} 
X ker Bi. We ask for conditions on Ai such that the wave operators W ±(H2, HI; J) 
exist by introducing of an appropriate identification operator J. There are different 
possibilities to choose J. First we choose a mathematically convenient one. We denote 
by Ei the orthoprojection of f onto clo (ima Bi)· Then we have Ei ~ P"~. Now we 
define 

J: Jft'A 1 ---'J> Jft'A.• J{u, v} = {B2 -IE2Biu, v}, {u, v} E ffA 1 X f = Jft'A1 • 

Then we immediately obtain 

llJII ~ 1, 

Now we can formulate a criterion for the existence of the wave operators W ±(H2,HI; J) 
relating their existence to the existence of the wave operators W ±(B2 , BI) =Lim eiiB. 

X e-iiB~p~~· t__,.±oo 

Theorem 37. Let both wave operators W±(B2, B 1) exist (exist and be complete). Then 
both wave operators W ±(H2, H 1 ; J) exist and are partially isometric and H 1-semicomplete 
(exist and are partially isometric and complete). In the second case also W±(H1, H 2 ; J*) 
exist and are complete and 

W±(HI, H2; J*) = W±(H2, HI; J)* 
is valid. 
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Proof. Because of Lemma 36 it is sufficient to consider vectors (u, v} 
E !FA, X clo (ima B;)· Then we obtain on the set clo (ima B;) X clo (ima B;) = 
T1(!F A, X clo (ima B;)) the relation 

where e-ith, is acting on clo (ima B;) X clo (ima B1). According to Lemma 36, T; 
maps Pa:,:;re A, onto Ph~ (clo (ima B;) X clo (ima B;))- We obtain 

eitHoJ e-ltH,(u, v} = T2 -1 eilhop2JT1-1 e-ith,T1(u, v}. 

Using 
Lim e11Bo]ff2 e-ltB,pa;, = E2 Lim eltBo eitB,~~ = E2 W :~:(B2 , B1) = W ±(B2, B1), 

1-+±oo 1-+±oo 

we obtain the existence of W :~:(H2 , HI; J), its partial isometry and Hrsemicompleteness 
and the equation 

W (H H · J) = T - 1 (W:~:(B2 , B1) O ) T . (52) 
± 2• 1' 2 0 W (B B ) 1 

'F 2• I 

(52) immediately yields the completeness of W:~:(H2 , H1; J) if W:~:(B2 , BI) are complete. 
Similarly we proceed for W:~:(H1 , H2; J*). • 

Remark 38. Recall that the wave operators w± (H2, HI; J) are considered with 
respect to the universal projection Poe. The partial isometry and H1-semicompleteness 
of W(H2, H1; J), which properties are obvious in view of (52), can be proved also with 
the help of Prop. 9.48 because of the following lemma. 

Lemma 39. Let W±(B2, B1) exist. Then J* is an Hrasymptotic left inverse to J. 

Proof. Let (u, v} E !FA, X :Yt". Then we have 

11(1- J*J) (u, v}I!Jt'A, = 1[1(1- Jji-1E1E2BI) u, O}I!Jt'A, 

= IIB1- 1(1 - E 1E 2) B1ui!B, = 1!(1 - EIE2) Btullr· 

Therefore it is sufficient to show Lim (1 - E 1E 2) Biui(t) = 0, where e-11H•(u, v} 
1-+±oo 

= (ui(t), ... };that is it is sufficient to show Lim 1!(1- EIE2) e-11B•fll = 0 for f E P~~ f. 
1-+±oo 

Now we have 1 - EIE2 = ( 1 - E1) + E1( 1 - E 2), and moreover ( 1 - EI) e-itB,Pa~ = 0 
because of P~~ ~ E1• Further, Lim (1- E 2) e-ltB,f = 0 because of P~~ $;; E2• This 
concludes the proof. • 1-+±oo 
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Remark 40. Since B1 = Ali2 are defined according to the abstract spectral theory 
they are not "elementary" operators even when the Ai are. Thus it might appear that 
the existence of W ±(B2, B1) is difficult to verify in concrete problems. This is not 
necessarily so, however. In many cases W±(B2, B1) exist and are complete if W±(A2, A1) 

exist and are complete and they coincide (according to the invariance principle of wave 
operators, see Chapter 11). 

10.3.4. The second identification operator 

The identification operator of Section 3 is mathematically convenient. However it is 
a different question whether it is a natural choice from the physical point of view. In 
many cases it would be physically reasonable to identify a pair (u, v} E .lie A, with the 
same pair (u, v} E .lie A,· But this is possible only if .lie A, = :Yf A,· We consider a more 
general case. Let 

domB2 ~ domB1 , 

u E domB2 , 

where m, M > 0. Such a situation may occur for example when A2 is the Friedrichs 
extension of a symmetric operator A0 ~ 0 in :£ and A1 is another nonnegative exten
sion of A 0• Obviously we also obtain ~A.~ ~A, under an obvious identification for 
ideal elements and 

U E ~A,· 

This implies that the two norms ll·llB, and ll·llB, in ~A, are equivalent so that ~A, 
is a subspace of~ A,· The orthogonal projection of ~A, onto ~A, is denoted by P. Now 
we introduce the following identification operator: 

J: £A, ~JRA,, J(u, v} = {Pu, v}. 

J is nothing else than the orthoprojection of £A, onto £ A,• £A, regarded as a sub
space of £A,· If ~A,= ~A,• then J{u, v} = (u, v}, that is, in this case we have a simple 
identification. 

In many cases the two identifications J and J are asymptotically equivalent with 
respect to H 1P;, and -H1P;,. We consider as an example the following special case. 

Theorem 41. Let W ±(B2, B1) exist and further assume dom A2 ~ dom A1 

Lim (A1 - A2) e-itB,v = 0, 
t--+±oo 

v E dom A2 n PA_~:£. 

Then J ~ J, i.e. Lim (J- J) e-itH•.P;, = 0. 
±H, t--+±oo 

(53) 

Proof. Let {/', g'} E ~A, X clo (ima B1) and put {u, v} = T1{/', g'} (recall the defi
nition of T 1 given by (49)). Then we obtain 

II(J- J) e-itH•(/', g'}IIJt" A, = ii(J- J) TI-l e-itH,Tl{/', g'}il£ A, 

= li(J- J) pl-1 e-itH,{u, v}/1£ A, = II<J- J) {e-itB,(l/¥2) (81-Iu + 131-lv), o}\\Jt" A .. 
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We put u + v = I E ima B1• Hence B1- 1l =: g E dom Bh and 

Lim (e-UB,B1g- e-IIB,W r81g) = 0, 
,_.±co 

where e-itB, W r81g = B2 e-iiB, W ±g. Further we obtain 

Lim (E2B1 e-itB, g - B2 e-itB,W ±g) = 0. 
1-+±oo 

Therefore, because of e-UB, W ±Y E dom B2 , we have 

(54) 

and it is sufficient to consider JIP( e-iiB, W ±g - e-itB•g)IIB, for the proof. Since the norms 
II·IIB, and ll·IIB, are equivalent in §' A,• it is enough to look at 

Because of (54) the expression to be considered can be slightly transformed into 

Now we have 

Lim e11B•B2 e-itB, W ±Y = Lim eiiB, e-11B•B2 W ±Y = B 1g 
1-+±oo 1-+±oo 

so that it is sufficient to consider 

But w-lim B1(e11B• e-ltB,W±g- g) = 0 because of 
1-+±oo 

Lim (B1(eitB, e-11B•W±g- g), I) =Lim (eUB, e-11B•W±g- g, B11) = 0 
1-+±oo ,_.±oo 

for f E dom B1. Therefore it is enough to prove 

Lim IIB1 eiiB, e-IIB, W ±gil = llBtgll, 
1-+±oo 

g E domB1. 

(55) 

It is sufficient to take g from dom .A1 n Pf..~ which is dense in dom B1 n P'.f,~. Then 
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W ±Y E dom A2 n P"A~:ft". Now we obtain 

Lim UBt eiiB, e-itBa W ±YII2 = Lim (Bl e-IIB. W ±Y• Bl e-ltBa W ±g) 
t-+ ± "" t-+ ± 00 

= Lim(e118•Ale-118•W±g, W±g) =Lim (e118•A2 e-it8 •W±g, W±g) 
t-+±oo t-+±oo 

= Limi!B2 e-118•W±gl[2 = I[B2W±gll2 = llBtgll2 

t-+±oo 

where the third step works because of (53). • 

Remark 42. There are other conditions instead of (53) which yield the same result 
(see the Notes and Remarks). 

Since :Yt' A, c:;;;; :Yt' A,• that is :Yt' A. is a subspace of :Yt' A,• we can define the simple em
bedding operator J' by 

J'{u, v} = {u, v}, 

and we obtain easily that in some cases J' is an asymptotic left inverse for the projection 
operator J. 

Lemma 43. If W ±(B2, B1) exist and if (53) is satisfied, then J' is asymptotically left 
inverse to J (with respect to H 1P;, and -H1P;,). 

Proof. Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 28 we obtain 

I[(J'J -1) e-itH,If', g'}ll~ A,= II (J'J- 1) {(11V2} e-ltB,jjl-l(u + v), o}ll~ A,· 

Therefore it is sufficient to consider 

g E domB1 

fort-+ ±oo. Under the assumption of the lemma we have: (55) tends to 0 fort-+ ±oo 
with respect to Lim, hence it is sufficient to consider 

Lim liP e-itB,g - e-itB, W ±YilB,· 
t-+±oo 

Now e-118• W ±Y E dom B2, hence P e-118• W ±Y = e-118• W ±Y follows. Therefore it is suffi
cient to consider 

Lim IIBt(e-itB,g - e-ltB, W ±Y)Ilr =Lim llBl(g- eitB, e-iiB, W ±Y)IIr, 
t-+±oo t-+±oo 

which equals 0 ( cf. proof of Theorem 41 ). • 

Remark 44. Here we only indicate possible examples, which will be treated later in 
Part IV (see Chapter 15), because at the present stage of development no strong exis
tence criteria for wave operators are available. The first example refers to the wave 
equation with a potential. The Hilbert space :1{" is L2(1R3, dx), A1 = -Ll (negative 
Laplacian) and A2 = A1 + q( ·).If q(x) is the sum of an L2-function and an L 00-func
tion, then A2 is selfadjoint and dom A2 = dom A1 is true. By strengthening 
of the assumptions on q all assumptions of the foregoing considerations can be 
verified (see Section 15.2.4). The second example refers to the wave equation in an 
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exterior domain (scattering by obstacles). The Hilbert space f is L2(1R", dx), A1 = -LI. 
If D0 is a bounded region in 1R" and D = 1R" "- D0, then L2(1R", dx) ,....._, L 2(D0 , dx) 
X L2(D, dx). The operator A 2 is defined by A2 = A2' X A2", where A 2' and A 2" are 
the negative Laplacians in D0 and D with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Also in this 
case several assumptions of the foregoing consideration can be verified (see Section 
15.1.3). 

10.4. Quantum Field Theory 

Scattering theory for interacting quantum fields is a remarkable example for the fact 
that identification operators are, in general; unavoidable for fitting physical scattering 
theories into the framework of wave operators. Moreover, these identification operators 
turn out to be unbounded, although densely defined. Thus this example also shows the 
importance of unbounded identification operators. In this paragraph we present the 
necessary foundations on the so-called Axiomatic Quantum Field Theory. Further we 
introduce identification operators between free and interacting fields. The corresponding 
wave operators are linked with the Haag-Ruelle scattering theory. 

10.4.1. Abstract quantum fields 

In this section we present the necessary abstract material to define Hermitian scalar 
quantum fields. The following objects .'IF, @, V are assumed to be given a priori. 

Let .'IF be a locally convex topological *-algebra with 1 (identity). Further, let @ be 
a locally compact separable group and let Vg be a continuous *-representation of @ 
in aut .'IF (group of all continuous automorphisms of .'IF) such that 

Vg(alfl + a2/2) = al Vu/1 + a2 V9/2, 

VuU1 · /2) = Vu/1 · Vg/2, 

Vuf* = ( Vuf)*. 
} (56) 

In the following we denote by Jt' a separable Hilbert space, by ~ a dense (linear) 
manifold in Jt' and by~+(~) the set of all not necessarily bounded operators A acting 
on :Jft' with~ ~ dom A,~ ~ dom A*, A~ ~~.A*~ ~ ~- Further w denotes a unit 
vector from £", llwll = 1. 

Definition 45. The5-tuple {£", ~. Ug, w, A(/)} is called anabstractquantumfield (with 
respect to .'IF,@, Vg), if Ug is a unitarystronglycontinuousrepresentation of @in .!l'(Jt') 
such that U9~ ~ !!), w E ~. U9w = w for all g E @ and if A(·) is a *-representation of .'IF 
in <c+(~), .'IF :1 f-* A(/) E <c+(~) with the following properties (the meaning of the 
notation A(/) is always A(/) I~): 

(I) A(ad1 + a2/2) = a1A(ft) + a2A(/2) (linearity), 
(II) A(/1 • / 2) = A(/1) • A(/2) (multiplicativity), 
(III) A(/)* = A(/*), 

(IV) A(1) = 1, 
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(V) w is generating with respect to A(·), clo {A(f) w; f E §"} = Jt>, 

(VI) (u, A(f) v), u, v E 9;, is a continuous functional on§", 

(VII) A(Vg/) = UgA(f) Ug-1 (covariance). 
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Han abstract quantum field is given, then the corresponding Wightman functional 
W(f) is defined by 

W(f) := (w, A(f) w), IE§". (57) 

It satisfies the following properties, collected in 

Proposition 46. Let W(f) be the Wightman functiooal of an abstract quantum field. Then 

(i) W(atf1 + a2/ 2) = a1 W(/1) + a2 W(/2) (linearity), 

(ii) W(f) is continuous, 

(iii) W(1) = 1, 

(iv) W(f*f) ~ 0 (pOBitivity), 

(v) W(Vuf) = W(f) (Q.l-invariance). 

Proof. It is obvious. • 

The first important property of the Wightman functional is connected with the fact 
that it is the only unitary invariant of an abstract quantum field. More precisely we 
have 

Proposition 47. By the Wightman functiooal W(f) the abstract quantum field {JI>, 9;, U g• 
w, A(!)} is uniquely defined up to unitary equivalence. 

Proof. Let two fields {.Yf>;, 911, U;,g. w;, A;(f)}, j = 1, 2, be given and assume 
(w1, A1(f) w1) = (w2, A2(f) w2) =: W(f) for all f E §". We define an operator U from 
.Yf>1 to .Yf>2 by U{A1(f) w1) = A2(f) w2• Then we obtain IIU(A1(f) w1)112 = (A2(f) w,, A2(/) w2) 

= (w2, A2(f*/) w2) = W(f*f) = IIA1(f) w1112. Hence U(A1(f) w1) is independent of the 
special representation of the vector A 1(f) w1, it is densely defined with dense image and 
isometric. By continuous extension we obtain an isometric operator U from Jt>1 onto 
.Yf>2• Now it is easy to verify U2g = UU1gU*, A2(f) = UA1(f) U* on {A2(f) w2 ;/ E §"}, 
hence on 912• • 

The next theorem (the so-called reconstruction theorem) shows that if a functional 
W(f) on§" has properties (i)-(v) of Prop. 46, then it is the Wightman functional of a 
certain abstract quantum field. 

Theorem 48. Let§", Q.l, V satisfy (56). Assume W(f) to be a functional on§" with the 
properties (i)-(v) of Prop. 46. Then there is an abstract quantum field {JI>, 91, Ug, w, A(/)} 
such that W(f) is the Wightman functiooal of this abstract quantum field. 

Proof. First we define a semiscalar product on§" by the equation 

111112 = W(f*f) • (58) 

From Schwarz' inequality 
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it easily follows that the left kernellker W, defined by 

lker W := {/; W(f*/) = 0} 

(whichisequivalently the set of all elements/from~ which satisfy IIIII = 0), is a (closed) 
subspace, is a left ideal and is &-invariant. We put 

:#:=~mod ( lker W). 

We define a scalar product on :# by the equation 

(jh la)~ := (/1, /a) 

where /1, /a are representers(elements)of the equivalence classesj1, la· Then:# becomes 
a. pre-Hilbert space. The corresponding Hilbert space cloiHIF :# is denoted by 3t'w. The 
operator of the canonical embedding of ~ into .;t' 111 is denoted by J, 

J:~-.;t'IIJ, Jf =1 E §. 

J is linear. Further from 

I[J/11~ .. = W(f*j), (59) 

(ii) and the continuity of f·g and/* in~ the continuity of J follows. Also from (59) it 
can be seen that ker J = lker W. Now we put!»:=:#= ima. J and we define 

w := J{l), 

U11(Jf):=J{V11/), /E~, 

A(/)(Ju):=J(/·u), f,uE~. 

(60) 

(61) 

(62) 

Now we have to check the properties of U11 and A(·). First we begin with U11• We have 

1!UgJu1[2 = (J(V11u), J(V11u)) = W({V11u)* (V11u)) = W(V11(u*u)) = W(u*u) = llJulla, 

so that U11 is isometric and densely defined. Because V 11 E aut~ we obtain ima ( U11 I ima J) 
= ima. J. Therefore U11 can be extended by continuity on 3t'w as a. unitary operator. 
Obviously, U11 is a strongly continuous representation of & and U11!» ~ !» is valid. 
Further we have 

U11w = U11J(1) = J(V111) = J(l) = w. 

Second, we check the properties (I)-(VII) of A(·). From (62) A(/)!» ~!»immediately 
follows. (I) follows from the linearity of J. (II) follows from 

A(II/a) Ju = J((/1 ·/a) u) = A(/1) J(/au) = A(/1) A(/2) Ju. 

(III) follows from 

(Ju1, A(/) JUa) = (Juh J(/Ua)) = W(u1*/Ua) = W((f*u1)* Ua) 

= (J(/*u1), JUa) = (A(/*) Juh JUa), 
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hence also A(/)* p) ~ p) is valid. (IV) is obvious. (V) follows from A(/) w = J(f ·1) = Jf 
which yields the dense set ima J if f runs through /F. (VI): The continuity of 

(Ju1, A(/) Ju2) = (Ju1, J(/u2)) = W(u1*/u2) 

follows from the continuity of W. (VII) follows from 

A(Vg/) Ju = J(Vuf-u) = J(Vg/· VuVu- 1u) = J(Vu(/· V0- 1u)) = UgJ(/· Vu- 1u) 

= U0A(/) J( V0 -Iu) = UgA(/) Uu - 1Ju. 

Finally from (58), (60) and (62), (w, A(/) w) = (J1, Jf)§- = (1, /) = W(/) follows. • 

The importance of the reconstruction theorem lies in the fact that one can work with 
the objects /F, @; Vg, W( ·) only, in principle. The operator A(/) on £'w is called the 
(abstract) field operator. For our purposes the identification operator J is very important. 
It is defined if W is given. By J the embedding of :F into the Hilbert space is defined 
and simultaneously the field operator is defined by means of the multiplication in /F. 

10.4.2. Tensor algebra of test functions, Poincare group, 
and regular representation 

In this section we consider special cases of the objects /F, @, Vu which are of fundamen
tal interest for the definition of quantum fields. 

(I) Let :F be the tensor algebra on Y'(IR.'), the Schwartz space on JR.'. Sometimes the 
functions from Y'(IR.') are called test functions. Thus 

where / 0 E <C, /1 E Y'(IR.4), / 2 E Y'(IR.8 ), ... and where n may depend on f. The k-th 
coordinate off is denoted by fk· The operations/* and f-g are defined as follows: 

(/ ·g)11 (x1 , ... , X11) : = }; /.(xt> ... , x.) gp(Xa+l• ... , x•+P). 
«+/1=11 

00 

The topology in :F is defined by a system of seminorms given by ll/llYn·•n :=}; Yn llfnllv"' 
n=O 

Yn > 0, v11 nonnegative integers, where 11/nll., v = 0, 1, 2, ... denotes a denumerable 
system of seminorms in Y' n = Y' ® Y' ® · · · ® Y' ( n till!es) defining the topology of 
the tensor product of the Schwarz spaces Y'. Then :F becomes a locally convex topo
logical *-algebra. Note that 1 = {1, 0, 0, ... }. 

8 

(II) Let @ = ~t = .Pt ((9 IR.4 be the Poincare group . .Pt denotes the proper 
Lorentz group, JR.' is considered as its translation group, s means semi-direct product. 
Thus the elements g E @are given by pairs g ={A, a} where a E IR.4 and A E .Pt. 
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(III) There is a special representation of$+. as a group of automorphisms on§', the 
so-called regular representation, defined by 

(V0f) (x) = f(g-1x), g-1{x1, X2, ... , Xn} = {g-1xio g-1X2, ... , g-1xn} 

If g = {1, a}, then 

(V{l,a}f)n{Xh"''Xn) =fn(Xl-a, ... ,Xn-a), 

For convenience we write v. instead of V11,a}· Now we note some properties of the 
special settings just introduced. 

In §' the Fourier transformation is defined by 

(F'I) (p p p ) - (2-)-2n J e-l{(p,z,I+IPa.zoi+· .. +IP,.,z,.l}j (X ,.._ X ) dx dx 1 n 1' 2' ••• , n - <~~"' n 1' ...,a:, • • ., n 1 • •• n• 
1R ... 

As is well-known, F is bijective and bicontinuous on§'. We put Ff = 1 and we will 
distinguish between the space§' and its Fourier transform:#. Obviously, the Fourier 
transform "t a = F V ,F* of V a is given by 

("t J)n {p) = e-i(i!'i)1n(P)· (63) 

Let & = $ + t and assume U0 to be a unitary strongly continuous representation of @ 

in a Hilbert space ;/('. Then by restriction of this representation to JR.' (translation 
group) we obtain a unitary strongly continuous representation of the IR4• It is denoted 
by U,, a E JR.', for convenience. Then according to the SNAG-Theorem (see for example 
NEOORK [1, p. 487]) there is a spectral measure E( · ), defined on the Borel sets of JR.' 
(where JR. 4 is now considered as the dual space of the translation group of the JR. 4; in this 
connection we denote the points of IR4 by p E IR4, sometimes we write p = {p0, 4>}, 
4> ={pi, p2, p3}) such that 

U0 = J e-i(a,plE(dp). (64) 
1R' 

Note that this formula is a generalization of Stone's theorem (cf. Section 3.2.1). The 
spectrum of the representation U, is defined by supp E( ·),we write spec U := supp E(. ). 
Note that 0 E supp E because of U 0 w = w. 

According to (59), ker J is given by the equation W(f*f) = 0. The functional W(f*g) 
is constitutive for the Hilbert spacel/t'w. The representation (64), hence also the spectral 
measure E( ·),is defined on lKw via (61) and (63). Therefore it is obvious that there are 
intimate connections between ker J and supp E. For our purposes we need only partial 
insights which depend essentially on the following lemma. 

Note that together with J, defined on§', the operator J, defined by Jf := Jf is given 
on:#. Let k E .9(1R'). We define the following operator in:#: 

:# 3!-? fc1 := {k(O) 1o, k(pl) 1l(Pl), k{p1 + P2>f2{p1o P2), ... } (65) 

where 1 = 11o. 11(Pl); 12{p1,p2), ... }.Now we have 

Lemma 49. Let lc E .9(1R ') and let J be the identification operator of an abstract quantum 
field, where§',@, V, are defined by the conditions (I)-(III) of this section. Then 

J(fcf} = j k(A.) E(d).) J1, 1 E :#. (66) 
1R' 
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Proof. We have 

J k(J.) E(dJ.) Jf = J (2n)-2 ( J k(a) e-i(a,A) da) E(dJ.) Jf 
R' R' R' 

= (2n)-2 J dak(a) J e-i(a,AlE(dJ.) Jf = (2n)-2 J dak(a) UaJf 
r r r 

= (2nt2 J k(a) Jcv af) da = J((2n)-2 J k(a) v a! da). 
R' R' 

Further we obtain 

( (2nt2 J k(a) Vaf da) = (2n)-2 J k(a) e-ihflv1} fn(P) da 
R' n R' 

= k(pl + P2 + · •' + Pn) fn(P) = (k/)n• 

The equality of J(j k(a) Vaf da) and J k(a) )(Vaf) da used above, is valid because the 
R' R' 

Riemannian sums of the integral J k( a) V af da converge to this integral with respect to 
lai;3;R 

the topology of .fF and because J is continuous from .fF into £ w· • 

Now from this lemma we derive a first connection between supp E und ker J. 

Corollary 50. If.# :3 f = (0, / 1(p1), 0, 0, •.. }, supp / 1 is compact and 

supp / 1 n supp E = f/J, 

then J f = 0 follCYWs. 

(67) 

Proof. We choose a function fc E Y'(JR4)such that fc(J.) =l on supp / 1 and k(J.) = 0 
on supp E. Then we obtain lcf = f and from (66) immediately Jf = 0 follows. • 

10.4.3. Quantum fields 

In this section we augment the framework of Section 1 with additional assumptions 
which refer to the specifications of Section 2, that is, in the following .fF is the tensor 
algebra of test functions, @ is the Poincare group and Vg is the regular representation 
of @ in §'. These additional assumptions have physical motivation, but this will be 
not discussed here. 

(I) Uniqueness of the vacuum. There exists exactly one linear independent vector 
u E £ with the property Ugu = u for all g E @. 

3 

We use the notation (p, q) := p0q0 -}; p;q; where p, q E JR4• Then the so-called 
j=I 

closed forward cone in 1R.4, clo v+, is defined by 

clo V+ := (p E 1R4 ; (p, p) = Po2 - 11:>1 2 ~ 0, Po ~ 0}. 

The second condition is formulated with the help of this notion. 

15 Baumgiirtei/Wollenberg 
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(II) Spectrality. spec U = supp E( ·) ~ clo V +' 

For the formulation of the third condition we need the notion of space-like disjointness 
of elements of :F. Let f, g E §'. First, we call supp In and supp g,. space-like disjoint if 

l, j = 1, 2, ... , n, 

for all lx1, x2, .. • , Xn} E supp f,., IYH y2, .. • , y,.} E supp g,.. Second, we call f and g space
like disjoint if supp In and supp Yn are space-like disjoint for all n = 1, 2, 3, ... Now we 
can formulate the concept of locality. 

(Ill) Locality. Iff E :F and g E :F are space-like disjoint, then A(/) A(g) = A(g) A(/). 
Note that it is sufficient to require this condition for the special elements f 

= 10,/1, 0,0, ... ) and g = IO,g1, 0, 0, ... } only. Theset.'F0 :=spa lf0,/1(x1),f2<1>(x1)M2>(x2), ... } 

is dense in :F with respect to its topology, further J((f·g- g·f) u) = (A(f) A(g} 
- A(g) A(/)) Ju is continuous for If, g} E .'FX.'F. If the locality is true for the special 
elements mentioned above, then it is true for elements of :F 0• Thus it is true for ar
bitrary elements of .?7. 

For simplicity in the following an abstract quantum field (with §', @, Vg as in 
Section 2) is called a quantum field if it satisfies the conditions (I)-(III) of this section 
(uniqueness of the vacuum, spectrality; locality). 

The condition of spectrality may be strengthened as follows (for the theory of unitary 
strongly continuous representations of the Poincare group; in particular its irreducible 
representations, we refer to MACKEY [1]). First, the set of all p = lp0 , ~} E 1R.4 with 
p 02 - 1~1 2 = m02, m0 ~ 0 a constant, is called a mass hyperboloid with mass m0 , it is 
denoted by Hm.- Second, let us introduce the concept of the mass spectrum of a quantum 
field, more precisely the mass spectrum of the unitary representation U connected with 
a quantum field. It is defined by 

specm U := lm; m ~ 0, m2 = p02 - 1~1 2 , lp0 , ~} E supp E( · )}. (68) 

Because 10, 0} E supp E( ·) we have always 0 E specm U. Further note that if 
lp0 , ~} E spec U, then also Hm ~spec U, where m2 = p02 - 1~1 2• Now the strengthening 
of the spectrality mentioned above can be formulated. 

(II') Upper and lower mass gap. spec U contains a topological discrete mass hyper
boloid Hm,• Hm, c spec U, m0 > 0. 

According to the definition of the mass spectrum, specm U, condition (II') means 
that specm U has an upper and a lower gap, that is, m0 is a topological discrete point 
of specm U, in other words 

specm U = {0} u lm0} u A0 , A0 ~ [m0 + e, oo), e > 0. (69) 

Now we state some implications of (II') and we formulate a further additional con
dition of a quantum field (the so-called coupling of the vacuum to the one-particle 
states). 

Proposition 51. Let J be the identification operator of a quantum field and as~me 
(II') to be satisfied. Let.# 01! = 10, / 1(p1), 0, ... }, supp f1 compact, andsupp / 1 n supp E 
~ Hm.- Then 

E(IHm,J) Jf = Jf, (70) 
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that is, Jl E E(IHm,}) £, in other words, Jl belongs to that invariant subspace of the 
representation Ug which is characterized by the mass m0• 

Proof. We pick up a function k E Y'(lR. 4) with the properties k(J.) = 1 on supp 11 

and k(J.) = 0 on (supp E)"'- (Hm,}· Then, obviously kl = I and we obtain 

Jl = j k(J.) E(dJ.) Jl = j k(J.) E(dJ.) Jl = j k(J.) E(dJ.) Jl = E((Hm,}) Jl. • 
JR' euppfineuppE Hm, 

Note that the conditions (I) and (III) are not necessary for the validity of Prop. 51. 
If Jl would be always zero for I= (0, l1(p1), 0, ... }with supp 11 compact,supp 11 n supp E 
~ Hm,• then (70) would be trivial. In this connection we have 

Lemma 52. Let the assumptions of Prop. 51 be satisfied. Assume Jl = 0 for all 
(0, l1(p1), 0, ... } =IE§", supp 11 compact and supp 11 n supp E ~ Hm, Then 
E(!Hm,}) J{J = 0 for all {J = (0, {/1(p1), 0, ... } E §"without any assumption on supp {/1• 

Proof. First let supp {A be compact and supp {/1 n Hm, = ~. Then we pick up a 
function k E Y'(1R.4) with k(J.) = 0 on Hm, and k(J.) = 1 on supp {/1• Hence {J = k{J and 
E(IHm,}) J{J = J k(J.) E(dJ.) J{J == 0. Thismeansthatsuch vectorsJ{Jcannot contribute to 

Hm, 

the subspace E((Hm,}) £. Furthermore, if {J =I with supp 11 compact and supp 11 

n supp E ~ Hm,• then, by assumption, Jl = 0. Thus we obtain: E(!Hm,}) J{J = 0 in 
both cases. But the span of the elements {J with one of these two properties is 'dense in 
Y'(lR ') with respect to its topology. Therefore the assertion follows. • 

(II') implies E((Hm,}) £ =::> (0}. Because (Jf; f E §"}is dense in£, in any event there 
is an f E §"with E(!Hm,}) Jf =F 0. f can be chosen in the form f = (0, 0, ... , 0, fk> 0, ... }, 
where k is minimal. The subspace E({Hm,}) £ is called the subspace of one-particle 
states. Then, because of Jf =A(/) w and E({Hm,}) A(/) w =F 0, by f the vacuum w is 
"coupled" to the one-particle states. Now we can formulate the additional condition 
mentioned above. 

(IV) Coupling of the vacuum to the one-particle states. There is an f = {0, /1> 0, ... } 
from§" with E(IHm,}) Jf =F 0 (in other words, k = 1 is assumed). 

An equivalent formulation of (IV) can be obtained as follows. First note that 

00 

W(f) =}; WeUe), f = {/o, /1> ... } E §", WeUe) := W({O, 0, ... , fe, 0, ... }). (71) 
e=O 

For W2(.) there is a representation, the so-called Kallen-Lehmann representation (see 
REED/SIMON [2, p. 70]), which yields for f = {0, /1> 0, ... } 

00 

W(f*f) = 1!11112 = c llt(O)I2 + f f llt(P)I 2 .Um(dp) e(dm), 
OHm 

where ,Um( ·)denotes the Borel measure on Hm, 

15* 

,Um(LI) := J (m2 + llll 2)-112 d-IJ, 
j(L1) 

(72) 

(73) 
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and i( ·) denotes the homeomorphism of Hm onto 1R.3 given by 

(74) 

Further e( ·) denotes a nonnegative Borel measure on JR.+ which is uniquely determined 
by W2• Now we have 

Proposition 53. Let (II') be satisfied. Then (IV) is valid ift 

lm0} ~ supp e( ·) ~ specm U. (75) 

Proof. The "if"-part is obvious (note Prop. 51). Thus we assume (IV) to be satisfied. 
We consider f = 10, f 1, 0, ... } where supp f 1 is compact and supp f 1 n supp E = f/J. 
Then from Corollary 50 and (72) we obtain 

00 

0 = J J IMP)I2 .Um(dp) e(dm) = J J lf1(P)I2 .Um(dp) e(dm) = J lf1(P)I2 .Um(dp) e(dm), 
0 Hm BUPPe H,. UHm 

mEBUPPe 

that is f 1 = 0 on U Hm or, equivalently, U Hm n supp !1 = f/J. In other words, we obtain 
mEBUPPe mEBUPPe 

U Hm ~ supp E or, equivalently, supp e ~ specm U. Furthermore, if m0 ~ supp e. 
mEBUPPf 
thenJf = Ofor all f such that supp f 1 nsupp E ~ Hm. (this follows from (72)). Applying 
now Lemma 52, we obtain a contradiction to (IV). • 

10.4.4. Example: The free scalar field of mass m 0 > 0 

In this section we present one of the simplest examples satisfying all assumptions of 
the previous sections. This example refers to a so-called free field. It is of principal 
interest for the following considerations. Let 9', @, V0 as in Section 2. According to 
Theorem 48, in order to define a quantum field it is sufficient to define a functional 
W( ·) on 9' with the properties (i)-(v) of Prop. 46. Then one obtains an abstract 
quantum field and the other conditions (spectrality, locality etc.) are to verify. Since 
(71) is valid and W0(f0 ) = fo it is sufficient to define the functionals We(·), e = 1, 2, ... 
Let m0 > 0. We put 

lt2(f2( ·,·)) := J !2(-q, q) ,Um0(dq), (76) 
Hm1 

(77) 

where the sum has to be extended over all (2n) !/2nn! permutations of li1, ••• ,in, i~> ... ,in} 
such that i 1 < i 2 < · · · < in and i 1 < j 1, i 2 < j 2, ••• , in < in• 

eodd. (78) 

The proof that these definitions (76)-(78) define a quantum field is omitted (see 
SIMON [2, § II.5] and further references there). Also (II') is true (with the topological 
discrete mass hyperboloid Hm.)· This quantum field is called the free (scalar) field of 
mass m0• 
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For our purpose it is very useful to have a certain explicit formula for lker W = ker J 0 
and the identification operator J 0 itself in this case. Although the calculation is straight
forward, it is a little complicated and is therefore omitted here. We restrict ourselves 
to describe the result (we refer the reader to BAUMGARTEL/NEIDHARDT/REHBERG 
[1983a] for details). 

First, the symmetrization operator in # is denoted by S, 

(S hn (p1, P2• • • ., Pn) = (1/n!) L f n(Pn(1)• Pn(2)• • • ., P:rr(n)) 
" 

where n runs through all permutations of {1, 2, 3, ... , n}. By # 8 we denote the sub
manifold of # consisting of all symmetric elements f = Sf. Second, by f I H we- denote 
the element f; where all variables Pi are restricted to Hm.• 

Then the identification operator J 0 can be described by 

(79) 

where T is a continuous linear operator in # of the structure 
4 4 4 A ( 1) 4 Y~(2) 4 Tf := {W(/), W (/), w (f), ... }. 

In this formula W is the Wightman functional, whereas W<n>: #H-9'(JR4n), n = 1, 2, ... 1 
denote continuous linear maps, closely connected with W. 

An important fact is the simple behavior ofT on the symmetric submanifold # •. In 
this case it turns out that 

oo (n +e) W<n>g = L · WeYn+e = Yn + ···, 
e=O !? 

n = 0, 1, 2, ... ,gE#8 

where (WeYn+e) (p1; ••• ,pn) = WeYn+e(P1, •.. ,pfl' ·, •.. ,·)and We operates on the last e 
variables. 

Note that T restricted to # 8 is one-to-one and onto. Namely let f = If 0 , f 1, ••• , f N, 
0, 0, ... } E # 8 and Tf = fl. The latter equation means explicitely 

Wo(/o) + W1{f1) + W2(!2) + ··· + WN(fN) =flo, 

Wo(/1) + (~) W1(/2) + ··· + (~ _ 1) W N-1(/N) = f11, 

Wo(/N-1) + (~) W1(/N) = fiN-1• 

Wo(fN) =fiN· 

(80) 

Hence f E # 8 implies fl E # 8 ; further, if fl E # 8 is given, then we obtain f N =fiN, 
fN- 1 = fiN-l- (~) W1(fiN), ... where f E #. is uniquely determined, in particular 

Tf = 0 for f E.#". implies f = 0. 
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Note that in this case the Hilbert space .;f'w can be identified with the so-called 
Fock space 

where 8 11 denotes the projection of the tensor product @.;f' a (n times) onto the symmetric 
tensor product. Further, .;f'0 denotes the Hilbert space L2(Hm,• I'm,) which is a re
presentation space of the irreducible representation of the Poincare group belonging to 
the massmo > Oandspin s = 0. U0 is acting on this space by(U0f) (p) := e-l!a,plf(A-1p), 
g = (A, a}. Note also 

spec U = (0} u Hm, u (p; p02 - 1~1 2 ;;:;; (2m0) 2}. 

10.4.6. Identification operators between free and interacting fields 

Let J 0 be the identification operator of the free scalar field of mass m0 > 0 given by W 
with the properties (76)-(78). Our next aim is to define a certain submanifold :J-Hm 

of :J- such that this submanifold contains exactly one member of each equivalence clas~ 
mod (ker J 0) and such that ima J 0 = ima J 0 I :J-Hm,· 

For this purpose we pick up a fixed function hE 0 00(1R.") with supp h ~ U Hm, 
mo-•;:i;m:iimo+• 

e fixed and sufficiently small, and assume h to be constant on Hm, that is, h(p) = h0(m), 
h0 E .9'(1R.1), supp h0 ~ [m0 - e, m0 + e]. Further let h0(m0) = L 

Now we define :J-Hm, to be the set of all symmetric elements g E § 8 such that 

(81) 

where Pn E .9'(1R311) and Pn is symmetric in ~h ~2 , ••• , l'n· Obviously, # Hm, is a (linear) 
submanifold of :J-. If / E :J-Hm, then supp (/), ~H. X H. X .. • X H, (n times), where 
H, denotes the union of all mass hyperboloids with mE [mo-e, mo + e]. Further, 
Tis one-to-one on :J-Hm, and maps :J-Hm, onto :J-Hm,• as it can be easily seen from (80). 
Now we prove 

Proposition 54. The manifold :J-Hm, contains precisely one member of each equivalence 
class mod (ker J 0). That is, 

ima J0 I /F Hm, = ima J0 , 

and I E § Hm, and Jof = 0 imply/ = 0. , . 

Proof. Let I E :J-Hm,• I ,(Pt• P2• · · .; Pn) =II h(pl) y,(l't; l'2• •.• , l'n)• We put 
j=l , 

(T/), (ph P2• ... , p,) =II h(pi) y,'(~h l'2• .. •• l'n) 
j=l 

(82) 

and obtain y,'(l>1, -1:'2, ... , -~:>,) = (T/), I Hm, X .. · X Hm,· Now let Jf = 0, then we get 
from (79) that S(T/) I H = Tf I H = 0, hence y,'(-1:>~> -~:>2 , ••• , p,) = 0 which implies 
T/ = 0 and / = 0. That is, the manifold /F Hm, contains at most one member from 
each equivalence classe mod(kerJ0).Now we prove (82). Let/ E §. ThenJ0/ =B(T/)IH. 
PutT/= h· Bbissymmetric,Sb =: b, and wehaveJ0/ =b8 1 H.Now(b8), (php2; ••• , p,) 
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defines after eliminating of all variables Pi(o) via p/0> = (m02 + l.)::lil 2)1/2 a certain 
symmetric function (Ps)n (.).11; .).12, ... , .\>n) from Y'(lR3"). Then the element k 8 with the 
coordinates 

" Jlh(pj) (Ps)n (.).11, .\.12, ... ,'.\)n) 
j=1 

,-#- t t A ' A #. belongs to &- Hm, and we have 1C8 I H = {j8 I H. Let IC8 = Tl8 w1th l8 E .'#' Hm• Then 
J01 = k8 1 H = Tl8 1 H, that is Jo1 E ima J0 1.# Hm• • 

Remark 55. Note that.# Hm, is not invaria~t under Va· Let 1 E.# Hm,• f = l/0, h(p1) 

X P1(.)::>1), h(p1) h(p2) P2(.).11, .)::>2), ... } = 11o, 11, f2, ... },then 

(83) 

This element does not belong to .# Hm,• in general, because, for example, e-ia,p,<•> cannot 
be expressed as a function of .)::> 1 only. But; on the other hand, because of Prop. 54, there 
is precisely one element in.# Hm, which is a member of the equivalence class mod (ker J 0), 

defined by the element Va1; 1 E .# Hm• This element is simply 

Va(m,)1 = 11o, e-i(a,{l'(l.',).\hl) f1(P1), e-i(a,{I'(P,l+l'!l.'zl.l.',H,I) f2(P1• P2), ... } (84) 

where .u(.\.1) = (m02 + 1.)::>1 2)1/2. 
Obviously, ima J 0 I§ Hm, is invariant under Ua because it coincides with ima ) 0 

which is invariant. 
Now we proceed to one simple but important implication of Prop. 54. It states that 

an identification operator J of an arbitrary quantum field; restricted to§ Hm, (which is 
defined with respect to a free field with mass m0 > 0), can be factored in the form 
J = KJ0, where K is an identification operator between the Hilbert spaces of the two 
given quantum fields. 

Proposition 56. Let J 0 be the identification operator of a free quantum field of mass 
m0 > 0. Further, let J be the identification operator of an arbitrary quantum field. Then 
there is an operator K from .Yf'0 into .Yf' (where .Yf'0, .Yf' are the image spaces of J 0 , J, re
spedively) with dom K = ima J 0 , i.e. K is densely defined, such that 

J1 = KJo1, 1 E ,# Hm,· (85) 

K is uniquely determined by (85). 

Proof. We~ define K by K(J0/) := J1, 1 E .'F Hm, but we have to show that this is a 
unique definition. For this reason let 1' E § Hm,• Jof' = 101' that is, J0(/- f') = 0. Now 
1 - f' E .#'limo because .#'lim, is linear. Therefore, according to Prop. 54, J 0(/ -f') = 0 
implies f-f' = 0, hence Jf = Jf'. • 

Remark 57. Despite of the kind of the definition of K this operator is by no means 
an intertwining operator of Ua, Ua<o> where Ua, Ua<o> denote the unitary representations 
of JR.' belonging to the fields J, J0 , respectively. This results simply from Remark 55. 
Namely, on the one hand we have 
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where v. = Jol and IE ~IIm,· On the other hand we have 

UaKu = UaKJol = U,)l = J(P'a/). 

But in general J(fr ah =l= J(P' a<mo>/). 

10.4.6. Wave operators for quantum fields 

By means of the identification operator K: £> 0 -+ £> of Prop. 56 we are able to define 
wave operators with respect to two given fields defined by J, J0 , where J0 is the identi
fication operator of the free field of mass m0 > 0. Let !1)0 = ima J0• We put 

W+fo :=Lim eitHK e-iiHofo, 
t~oo 

foE P)o, (86) 

where e-itH = U1 and e-itH. = u,<o> denote the time evolutions of the representations 
Ua, Ua<o> belonging to the fields defined by J, J 0• respectively. Note that P)0 is invariant 
under Ua<o> and that P)0 = dom K according to Prop. 56. Similarly W_ can be defined. 

The wave operators (86) can be written in another form which is convenient for some 
purposes. 

Proposition 58. Let IE.# Hm,· Then 

eitHK e-itH,J01 = J(P' _,P',<mo>l). (87} 

Proof. We have 

Jcv _,f~m·l/) = eitHJcv~m·l/). 

Because IE #limo• V!111•ll E.# Hm, is valid. Thus, we obtain by Prop. 56 

Jcv~mol/) = K(J0(f~m·ll)). 

Since J0(V11) = J0(V~moll), we obtain 

J(fr_1flmol/) = eitliKJoCV,f) = eitHK e-ltHoJ01. • 
If a quantum field defined by J is given, then the question arises under what circum

stances there is a corresponding free field of a certain mass, defined by J0 , such that 
the wave operators exist. There is a famous result which states the existence and iso
metry of these wave operators under very general circumstances. Now we formulate 
this theorem. 

Theorem 59. Let J be the identification operator of a quantum field with properties 
(II') and (IV). The special mass of condition (II') is denoted by m0• Further assume the 
restriction of the representation U0 to E({Hm,}) £>to be irreducible and of spins= 0 (thus 
this restriction is the irreduc~"ble representation characterized by mo. s = 0). Further, let J 0 

be the identification operator of the free scalar field of mass m0• Finally, let the operator K 
be defined by (85). Then the wave operators W± defined by (86), exist on !1)0 and they are 
isometric. 

The proof of this deep theorem goes far beyond our framework and cannot be given 
here. It can be found in many books (see for example JosT [1], BoGOLJUBov/LoGUNOV/ 
TonoRov [1] and REED/SIMON [3]). 



11. Structural Properties of Wave and 
Scattering Operators 

11.1. Structure of wave operators 

According to Prop. 9.10 (see also Remark 9.19) a wave operator is necessarily also an 
intertwining operator. But the converse is not true in general if J is a fixed identi
fication operator. In this paragraph, which can be considered as a continuation of 
Paragraphs 9.3 and 9.5, we study some structural properties of wave operators. As in 
Paragraph 9.2 and the following paragraphs we choose a fixed universal projection PH. 
Moreover, the identification operator J is fixed in this paragraph. 

11.1.1. Structure of wave operators for arbitrary universal projections 

Let H, H 0 be selfadjoint operators in .Yt', .Yt'0 , respectively, with spectral measures 
E( • ), E0 ( • ). We consider the class of all intertwining operators U between HI PH.Yt' 
and H 0 I PH • .Yt'0 , i.e. the class of all U E .P(.Yt'0, .Yt') with the properties 

u = UPH.• 

UE0(LJ) = E(LJ) U for each Borel set LJ ~ 1R. 

(1) 

(2) 

(1) may be expressed equivalently by supp U ~ PH,.Yt'0 , ima U ~ PH.Yt'· Then it is 
easy to characterize the wave operator U = W+(H, H0 ; J), J E .P(.Yt'0 , .Yt') as a special 
member of this class, if it exists. 

Proposition 1. Assume U to be an operator with the properties (1), (2). Then the wave 
operator W+(H, H0 ; J) exists and equals U iff 

is valid. 

Lim 0 e-itH,PH, = 0 
1--+oo 

(3) 

Proof. Let W + exist. Then by Prop. 9.10 and Theorem 9.15 we obtain (1) and (2). 
Furthermore, by (9.15), relation (3) follows. Conversely, assume U to be an operator 
with properties (1), (2) and let (3) be satisfied. Then we obtain 

= UP _ eitHQ e-itHop = U _ eitHQ e-itH,p . 
~ ~ ~ 

Hence Lim eitHJ e-itH,PH, exists and equals U. • 
t--+co 

A further property of wave operators distinguishing them from mere intertwining 
operators is the following. 
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Proposition 2. Let P, P 0 be projections with P E com Hand P 0 E com H 0 • Assume J 
to be intertwining with respect toP, P 0 ; PJ = JP0• Then W+(H, H0 ; J) is also inter
twining with respect toP, P 0 ; PW+ = W+Po (if it exists). 

Proof. It immediately follows from the definition of W +" • 

In the case £' = £'0, J = 1 from Prop. 2 we obtain that P E com H n com H 0 

always implies P E com W +" The next example shows that this is not true for arbitrary 
intertwining operators in general. 

Example 3. Let H be selfadjoint acting on l/t' and let P E com H, where dim Pl/t' =dim Pil/t' 
= oo. Pick up a partial isometry V with V*V = P, VV* =Pi and define U = V + V*. U is 
unitary and 

UP= PiU, PLU* = U*P (4) 

are valid_ Define H' by H' := U*HU. Then UEn'(Ll) = En(Ll) U, i.e. U is intertwining and P 
is reducing for H' because of 

PEn'(Ll) = PU*E0 (Ll)U = U*PiE0 (Ll) U = U*En(Ll) PiU = U*E0 (Ll) UP= En•(Ll) P, 

but P El com U (cf. (4)). 

11.1.2. The special cases PH= p;, and PH= p-; 

Prop. 1. essentially reduces the study of structural properties of wave operators to the 
investigation ofthestructure of the corresponding generalized wave ideal!£' B p (£' 0, Jl')a 

•~ Ho 

(or .Pn,,pH1(£'0,£')8); note .Pn,.Pjj,(£'0,£'0)=kerttH• (cf.Definition6.69 and Prop. 

6.70). Concerning structural properties of .Pn •. PH.(£'0; £') for special universal pro

jections, see Sections 6.4.2 and 6.5.2. For example, recall that if Pn = P'if, then 
.Pn,,PH.(£'0, Jl')a is the closure of the set of all compact (even finite-dimensional) 

operators with respect to the (correspondingly defined) tt~•-topology (cf. Definition 
6.55). If Pn = PJj, then the result just cited remains true, moreover in this case 
.P n •. PH,(£'0, £')8 is the closure of the set of all compact operators with respect to the 

(correspondingly defined) tt:•-topology (cf. Definition 6.55). Therefore we obtain 

Theorem 4. Let Pn = P'if. Assume U be an operator with properties (1), (2). Then the 
wave operator w+ = IAI-lim e11HJ e-ltHoP'Jt. exists and equals u iff 

1---><lO 

where 0 is the limit of a sequence Kn of compact operators with respect to the (locally convex) 
topology defined by the class 

00 

Pa(X; H 0, f) : = sup e J e-•t IIX e-ltHoP'Jt.fll dt + IIX(P'if,)1f\l 
•>O 0 

(5) 

ofseminorms on .P(£'0, £') 3 X. 

Proof. It is obvious because of Prop. 1 and Section 6.5.2. • 
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Note that if U = J + 0, where a is compact, is intertwining with respect to H, H 0 

and if (1) is satisfied, then J +Cis the (existing) wave operator W+ (H, H 0 ; J). Cor
respondingly, we obtain 

Theorem 5. Let P 9 = P';. Assume U to be an operator with properties (1), (2). Then 
the wave operator W+ =s-lim eiiHJ e-IIHopa;, exists and equals U iff 

1-+co 

where a is the limit of a sequence of compact operators with respect to the (locally convex) 
topology defined by the class 

Ps(X; Ho, f):= sup llX e-ltn.pa;.fll + IIX(.P;,).i.fll 
t;o;o 

of seminorms on .!l'(.Tt' 0, .Tt') 3 X. 

Proof. It is obvious because of Prop. 1, Theorem 6.59 and Section 6.5.2. • 

11.1.3. Structure ol Ho-semicomplete partially isometric wave operators 

(6) 

In this section we restrict the class of intertwining operators between H I P n.Tt' and 
H 0 I PH,.Tt'o to the special class of intertwining operators with the additional property 

U*U = PH,• (7) 

that is, the intertwining operators are assumed to be partially isometric with initial 
projection PH.-

Proposition 6. Let U E .!l'(.Tt' 0 , .Tt') and assume that conditions (2) and (7) are satisfied. 
Then the wave operator W+(H, H 0 ; J) exists and equals U iff 

U*J =Pn, +a, (8) 

and 
(9) 

are valid, where E = UU*. Obviously, in this case the wave operator is partially isometric 
and H 0-semicomplete. 

Proof. First, let the wave operator W+ exist and let W+ = U. Then, according to 
Prop. 1, we have U = J + a•, where Lim 0' e-IIHoPn, = 0. Therefore we obtain 

,._..00 
U*U = Pn, = U*J + U*O', (10) 

that is U*J = Pn,- U*O' and U*O' E .!l' Ho.Pa,(.Tt'0, .1't'0). Thus(8) is proved. Moreover, 

from (10) we obtain U = EJ + EO'. By U = J + 0' it follows J ~ EJ, that is (9) 
Ho 

is true. Conversely, let (8) and (9) be satisfied. From (8) we obtain U = EJ - UO. 
Hence, because of (9), 

U=J+O', 

follows. Therefore, by Prop. 1, the wave operator exists and equals U. • 
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Note that condition (9) of Prop. 6 can be replaced by a property of J only, namely its 
partial isometry with an initial projection larger than PH• More precisely, we have 

Lemma 7. Let J be partially isometric with J*J ~PH, and assume that (8) is satisfied. 
Then (9) is valid. 

Proof. We have 

!JPH,ull2 = ![J e-ltHoPH,u![2 

= !!EJ e-itHoPH,ull2 + IIELJ e-ltHoPH,u![2 

= I[U*J e-iiHoPH,II2 + I[ELJ e-itHopH,u![2. 

According to (8) the first term on the right-hand side tends to IJPH,ui[2 with respect to 
Lim. Hence the second term tends to 0, that is the assertion is proved. • , .... "" 

11.1.4. Structure of complete partially isometric wave operators 
and wave operator equivalence 

Now we restrict the class of intertwining operators between HI PH.Jit> and H 0 I PH,.Jit>o to 
the special class with the additional property (7) and 

UU* =PH. (11) 

That is, HI PH.;rt> and H 0 I PH,.Jit>o are unitarily equivalent iff this class is non-empty. 

Proposition 8. Let U E !l'(.Jit>0 , .Jit>) and assume that conditions (2) (7) and (11) are 
satisfied. Then the wave operator W+(H, H 0 ; J) erists and equals U i/1 (8) and PHJ ~::::~ J 
are valid. In this case the wave operator is partially isometric and complete. Ho 

Proof. It immediately follows from Prop. 6. • 

Now we turn to the definition of an equivalence relation between selfadjoint operators 
using the concept of a complete wave operator. According to the preceding results, it 
turns out that this equivalence relation is a strengthening of the unitary equivalence 
between the parts HI PH.Jit> and H 0 I PH,.Jit>0• As already stated above the latter equi
valence means the existence of an operator U E !l'(.Jit>0, .Jit>) with the properties (2), (7} 
(11). We denote this equivalence by H 0 ,...., H. 

Recall that the identification operator J is fixed in this paragraph. It depends on .;rt>0 

and .;rt>, that is, J = J .re . .re .. We assume the following properties to be satisfied: 

J* J -1 .rt' • .rt'. .rt' • .re. - .rt'. ' 

For example fix a Hilbert space :Yt" and put J ,Tt' • .;{' = V .rt'• J .;('.,Tt' = V .re* with 
V .re*V .re = 1.;{', V .reV~ = 1.reand V .;{' = 1.;{'. Then the operator J .re.•.rt', = V .re. V~. 
E !l'(.Jit>1, Je"2) satisfies these conditions. Note that the following definition depends on 
the fact that J is fixed. 
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Definition 9. The selfadjoint operators H 0 , H are called wave operator equivalent, if 
W+(H, H 0 ; J 2 .2 .) exists and is complete. This relation is denoted by H0 ~H. 

The wave operator equivalence H0 ~ H is an equivalence relation which is stronger 
than the equivalence H 0 "' H. This is the content of 

Proposition 10. The relation H0 ~ His an equivalence relation, i.e. H 0 ~ H 0 ; if H 0 ~ H, 
then H ~ H0 ; if H 1 ~ H 2 and H 2 ~ H 3, then H 1 ~ H 3• If H0 ~ H, then H0 "'H. 

Proof. The first part is obvious because of Prop. 9.48, Theorem 9.21 (chain rule) 
and the properties of J .71' • .71',· The second part is obvious because W +(H, H 0 ; J .71' • .71',) 
satisfies conditions (2),(7) and (11). • 

The connection between H0 "'Hand H 0 ~His given by Prop. 8. Note that accord
ing to Lemma 7 and Definition 9 in this case the condition (9) can be omitted. Therefore 
we have 

Proposition 11. Let H0 ,...., H. Then H0 ~ H ilf there is an operator U E .ft'(Jit'0 , Jlt') with 
the properties (2), (7), (11) such that 

U*J=Pn,+O, (12) 

iB valid. 

Proof. Obvious because of Prop. 8. • 

Note that the operator U in Prop. 11 is nothing else than the wave operator 
W +(H; H 0 ; J). Note further that the condition (12) of Prop. 11, which is formally not 
symmetric between H0 and H; actually is symmetric. Namely from (12) we obtain by 
left multiplication with U 

PnJ= U + UO. (13) 

Hence PnJ ~ U and also J ~ U. By left multiplication with J* we obtain 1.71', ~ J*U 
• • • or J*U - Pn E !l'n p (Jit'0, Jlt'0 )> that is o O• H 0 

(14) 

Further from (13) we obtain J = U + UO + PnJ.J or J* = U* + O*U* + J*PnJ.· 
Hence UJ* = Pn + UO*U* + UJ*PnJ.· 

But from (14) we obtain O*U* ~ 0, hence with D = UO*U* + UJ*PnJ., 
H 

(U*)* J* = Pn + D; 

follows. (15) is of type (12), where the roles of Hand H0 are interchanged. 

(15) 

Finally, we mention briefly the case Jlt' = Jlt'0, J = 1. In this case we obtain the 
following result from the preceeding considerations: Let H0 "'H; that is let the class 
of operators with the properties 

UE0(L1) = E(L1) U, U*U =Pn,. UU* =Pn 
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be non-empty. Then H 0 ~ H iff there is an operator U from this class such that 

is valid. In this case from (16) immediately (note (14)) 

and 

U*- Pn E !l'H,P8 (:/t'o, l/t'o), 

follow. Therefore also 

are valid. 

11.2. Structure of scattering operators 
(the inverse problem of scattering theory) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

In this paragraph we restrict ourselves by the following assumptions. The universal 
projection PH is assumed to be Pi ·and the wave operators to be considered are 
assumed to be partially isometric and H 0-semicomplete. As we shall see, these assump
tions imply that J is asymptotically equivalent to one fixed partial isometry (with 
initial projection Po0 ) with respect to HoPo0 and -HoPo0 • Surprisingly it turns out 
that the structural properties of a possible scattering operator are exhausted by 

8EcomH0 , S*S = SS* = P; •. 

Moreover, the condition on J mentioned above is sufficient for the construction of an 
operator H, for fixed {J, H 0 , S} such that the corresponding wave operators exist and 
lead to a scattering operator S(H, H 0 , J) which coincides with S. 

11.2.1. .Asymptotic partial isometry ol identification operators 

The aim of this section is to prove an important implication of the assumption that 
wave operators are partially isometric and H0-semicomplete. This implication refers to 
the identification operator and it was already announced in Remark 9.46 (II). 

Theorem 12. Assume that W+ = W+(H, H0 ; J)and W_ = W_(H, H0 ; J) exist. Further 
let W + and W _ be partially isometric wilh initial projection Poe. Then there is a partial 
isometry V E !l'(;/t'0, ;/t') with initial projection Poe 8'/.tCh that J ~ V and J ~ V simul-
taneously. Ho -H, 

Proof. According to Theorem 7.4, there is a projection P ~Poe in ;/t'0 with the 
properties P -Poe E ker pH•, P E ker p-H.. Then we have Pl. E ker pH•, Pl. - pac 
E ker p-H •. We put 
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and obtain immediately J ~ W+ and J ~ W_. Therefore, because of J ~ W+ and 
A Ho -Ho Ho 

J ~ W_, we obtain J ~ J. From the definition of J, J* = Po"(PW+* + P 1 W_ *) 
-H, ±Ho 

follows. Hence we obtain 

where, as usual; S = W+*W_. We haveS E com H0• Therefore the relations 

follow. According to Theorem 6.28 from these relations we also obtain 

Now the operator J posesses a polar decomposition J = sgn J · JJJ. We show that the 
partial isometry sgn J has the property sgn J ~ J. Namely, from JJJ ~ Poe we obtain 

±Ho ±Ho 
J = (sgn J) JJJ ~ (sgn J) Po", but (sgn J) p~e = sgn J. 

±Ho 
We define Q byQ := (sgn J)* (sgn J) and get Q;;:;; p~e. From JJJ ~Poe immediately 

±Ho 
Q JJJ ~ QP~e = Q follows. Because of JJJ = Q JJJ also Q ~Poe follows. In other 

±~ ±~ 
words we have Q- p~e E ker flH' n ker fl-H •• We put F := (sgn J) (sgn J)*. Obviously 
F ;;:;; 1 Jt"• Now we consider two cases. First we assume 

Then we choose a partial isometry V1 with initial projection Poe - Q and a certain 
final projection F 1 ;;:;; F 1 • Because of V1 = V1(Poe- Q) we have V1 ~ 0. Therefore 

±Ho 

V:=sgnJ+ V1 

is a partial isometry with initial projection Poe such that the property V ~ J is satis-
&~ ±~ 

Now we consider the second case and assume 

dim (Poe- Q) £'0 >dim F 1Jt'. 

In this case we choose a projection E < Q such that dim (Q- E) £'0 = oo and 
Q- E E ker {tHo n ker fl-H, (the existence of such projections is proved in Prop. 7.6, 
cf. also Remark 7.7.). We put U := (sgnJ)E. Then Uispartiallyisometricand U ~ sgnJ, 

±Ho 
hence U ~ J. The initial projection of U is E. Because of dim (Q - E) £' (} 

±Ho 
;;:;; dim (Poe- E) £'0 we obtain dim (Poe -E) £'0 = oo. On the other hand, 
dim (Q- E) £'0 = oo implies dim (1 Jt" - UU*) £' = oo. Therefore·we obtain 

dim (Poe- U*U) £'0 =dim (1Jt"- UU*) £', 

and we can perform once more the construction of V1 described just before (in the first 
case), but now with respect to the projections p~e- U*U and 1 :Yt'- UU*. Then 
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v : = u + vl is partially isometric with initial projection Poe and with the property 
V 1'1::1 U. Therefore we obtain V R::~ J. • 

±Ho ±Ho 

11.2.2. Formulation of the inverse problem 

As was already indicated in the introduction to this paragraph, the question of struc
tural properties of scattering operators can be answered by solving the inverse problem 
of scattering theory. In this section the corresponding definition is presented. Let 
£, ;¥('0 J, H 0 denote the objects which are given a priori. Further, the operator 
S E !l'(J!' 0) is assumed to satisfy the condition 

S E comH0 , S*S = SS* =Poe. (20) 

Definition 13. A selfadjoint operator H in ;¥(' is called a solution of the inverse problem 
with respect to the data {J, H0, S} if H satisfies the following conditions: 

(I) W+ = W+(H, H0 ; J) and W_ = W_(H, H0 ; J) exist (exi8tence of the wave opera-
tors), 

(II) W+ *W+ = W_ *W_ =Poe (partial isometry and H0-semicornpleteness), 
(III) W+W+* = W_W_* (final projection independent of±), 
(IV) W+ *W_ = S (the scattering operator coincides with S). 

Recall that the projection E = W+W+* = W_W_* is a reducing projection of H. It 
is not necessary to require E = pac, but the solution of the inverse problem can be given 
also under this stronger condition. For this reason we may modify (III) to 

(III') W+W+* = W_W_* = pac (completeness). 

That is, the solution of the inverse problem means the construction of a selfadjoint 
operator H such that both wave operators exist, are partially isometric and complete, 
and realize the given operatorS as scattering operator. 

11.2.3. The key problem 

In order to prepare the solution of the inverse problem, in this section a problem is 
investigated which turns out to be the key ~roblem. The framework of this problem is 
the space ;¥(' 0 and the operators H0 and S only. The direct connection between this 
problem and the original inverse problem is discussed in the next section. Assume that 
H0 and S satisfy (20). Then we pose the problem to construct an operator V E .!l'(;¥('0) 

with the following properties: 

V*V = VV* =Poe, 

V, V* E dom p,H• n dom p,-H,, 

1-'H'( V) = pge, 

(23) immediately implies 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 
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A crucial step for solving this problem is the following lemma, which will be proved at 
first. 

Lemma 14. Let A, U+, U _ E ~(£0). Assume that: 

(I) U+ *U+ = U+U+ * = U_ *U_ = U_U_ * = p;:c, 
(II) A, A* E dom pH• n dom p-H, and pH•(A) = u+> p-H·(A) = u_. 

Then there exists an operator V E ~(£0) satisfying: 

(i) V*V = VV* = p~c, 
(ii) V, V* E dom pH• n dom p-H., 

(iii)pH•(V) = U+,fl--H•(V) = U_(thenalsopH•(V*) = U+*,p-H•(V*) = U_*). 

Proof. For simplicity let Poe= 1. Then we have p±H•(A*A) = 1, that is p±H•(!A!') 
= 1. Hence also p±H•(!A!) = 1. Let A = sgn A !AI be the polar decomposition of A. 
Recall that sgn A is partially isometric. Further we have (sgn A)* A =!AI. Because of 

sgnA = sgnA !AI+ sgnA(1 -!AI), 

(sgn A)* = (sgn A)* AU±*+ (sgn A)* (1 -AU±*), 

.and #±H•(AU± *) = 1, we obtain p±H•(sgn A) = p±H•(A) = u± and #±Ho((sgn A)*) 
= p±H•(!A! U± *) = U± *. We put (sgn A)* (sgn A) = P; (sgn A) (sgn A)* = Q. Then 
we have p±H•(P) = #±H•(Q) = 1. 

By Theorem 7.8 and Remark 7.9, there are partial isometries V p, V Q such that 
Vp, VQ, Vp*, VQ* E dom pH• n dom p-H,, Vp*Vp = VQVQ* = 1, VpVp* = P, 
V Q*V Q = Q and p±H•( V p) = p±H•( V Q) = 1. Therefore V = V Q(sgn A) V p has the 

·desired properties. • 

Using Lemma 14 it is easy to solve the key problem. 

Theorem 15. Assume that H 0 and S satisfy (20). Then there is an operator V E ~(.1!'0) 
such that properties (21)-(23) are valid. 

Proof. According to Theorem 7.4, there is a projection P with the properties 
P E dom #H' n dom 1-'-H,, P ~ p;:e and #H•(P) = O, #-H•(P) = p;:c. With the help of P 
·we form the following operator 

X=pt,c-P+PS. 

Then we obtain immediately X, X* E dom #H' n dom 1-'-H, and 

#H•(X) = Poe - pH•(P) + pH•(PS) = Poe + pH•(P) S = Poe 

#-H•(X) = P(,e- fl--H•(P) + fl--H•(PS) = #-H•(P) S = PoeS = S. 

That is, X is an operator satisfying the assumptions for the operator A in Lemma 14 
with U+ = Pf,e and U_ = S. Hence, according to Lemma 14, we obtain an operator V 
with the desired properties, (21)-(23). • 

16 Baumgirtei/Wollenberg 
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11.2.4. Solution of the inverse problem 

Now we apply the results of the preceding section to solve the inverse problem. Accord
ing to the aim in this section the operator 8 is assumed to satisfy the condition (20). 
First, we collect the necessary conditions for the solvability of the inverse problem. 

Theorem 16. Let H be a solution of the inverse problem. Then there is a partial isometry 
V E .:R(Jt'0; Jt') with the properties V*V =Poe, VV* = E, where E = W+W+* 
= W_W_*, such that J R:J V and J R:J V. 

Ho -He 
Proof. According to Theorem 12 and the conditions (I), (II) for a solution H of the 

inverse problem, we have only to prove that the partial isometry V can be chosen such 
that V* V = E is valid. The existence of a partial isometry V with initial projection 
Poe and with the property J R:J V is already assured by Theorem 12. For this purpose 

±Ho 
we choose a partial isometry V0 E .:R(Jt'0), according to Theorem 15, with the properties 
V0 E dom pH• n dom p-Ho; pH•( V0 ) = Pije, p-H•( V0 ) = 8 and V0*V0 = V0 V0* = PQe. 
We put V := W+Vo E .:R(Jt'0, Jt'). Clearly, V*V =Poe and VV* = W+V0 V0*W+* 
= W+W+* = E = W_W_*. It remains to prove J R:J V and J R:J V. Because of the 

Ho -Ho 
existence of the wave operators W± and the properties of V0 we obtain that 

Lim e11H(J - w+ Vo) e-IIHoPije = w ± - W+p±H•( Vo) 
t-->-±00 

exists (for both signs). Moreover, pH•(Vo) = p~e implies w+- W+pH•(Vo) = 0, and 
p-H·( V0 ) = 8 implies W_- W+p-H•( V0 ) = 0 (recall that W ~ = W_). Hence we obtain 
J R:i v .• 

±Ho 

Now we proceed to the converse of Theorem 16. This converse asserts the solvability 
of the inverse problem provided J is asymptotically equivalent to V with V*V = Pij0 • 

The solution to be constructed satisfies the completeness condition (III'). 

Theorem 17. Let {J, H0 , 8} be given where 8 satisfies condition (20). Assume J to be. 

asymptotically equivalent to V0 E .:R(Jt'0, Jt'), that is 

Lim (J- Vo) e-itHoPije = 0 (25} 
t-->-±oo 

where V0*V0 = Pije. We put V0 V0* =E. Then there is a solution H of the inverse prob
lem with pae = E and with complete wave operators W±(H, H0 ; J). The absolutely con-. 
tinuous part HI pae;e of a special solution can be defined by 

H I pae;e : = WH0 W* I pae;e, 

where W = V0 V* and where V denotes an arbitrary but fixed operator given by Theorem 15 •. 

Proof. We have V0*(EJ- V0) = V0*J- Pije. From J R:J V0 , that is from (25) 
±Ho 

immediately EJ R:J EV0 = V0 follows. Hence we obtain V0*J- Poe E ker p±H•~ 
±Ho 
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Because of W*J = VV0*J we get W*J E dom p,±Ho and 

p,H•( W*J) = p,H•( VVo*J) = p,H•( V) p,H•( Vo*J) =Poe' 

fl-H•(W*J) = fl-H•(VVo*J) = fl-H•(V) fl-H•(Vo*J) = S. 

243 

Therefore we obtain the existence of the wave operators W± by means of the relation 

w± =Lim eiiHJ e-itH,pt,C =Lim eitHEJ e-itHopt,C 
I-+± oo t--+± oo 

=Lim W eitHoW*J e-itn.pt,c = Wp,±Ho(W*J). 
1--+± 00 

Moreover, we have W+ = W and W_ = WS, hence we get W+*W_ = S. The part 
HI EJ.yt> can be chosen arbitrarily. • 

Remark 18. Let :YI' = :YI'0 and J = 1, that is, assume that the one-space situation 
is given. In this case the inverse problem is always solvable if S satisfies condition (20). 
Because of the possibility to choose V0 = 1 in this case, the operator W to be constructed 
in Theorem 17 is simply W = V*. Further, the wave operators W+ and W_ are given 
by W+ = V* and W_ = V*S. In other words, the defining properties of the operator W 
in the one-space theory are just the conditions of the key problem in Section 3, namely 
p,H•(W) = pt,c, p,-H•(W) = S* where W is assumed to be unitary on PQc:Yt'0• Hence the 
operator H to be constructed in this case satisfies pac = p~c. Let for simplicity p~c = 1. 
Then the wave operators obviously have the form 

where G+, G_ E dom p,H• n dom p,-H. and where p,±H•(G±) = 1, p,±H•(Gor-) = 0 is valid. 
The difficulty, which is expressed by the key problem, is to choose G± such that W 
becomes unitary. That is, the content of Section 3, where the key problem is solved, 
can be considered essentially as the solution of the inverse problem for the one-space 
theory. Thus the crucial difficulty already lies in the one-space problem. The difficulty 
is not enlarged by the transition to the two-space framework. 

11.2.5. Description of all solutions 

In this section we give an abstract characterization of all solutions of the inverse 
problem if one special solution is given. We restrict ourselves to solutions of the inverse 
problem with complete wave operators and for simplicity we assume p~c = 1, pac = 1. 
The inverse problem is assumed to be solvable, that is, J is assumed to be asymptotically 
equivalent to Vwith V*V = 1£'.• VV* = 1£'. According to this assumption we choose 
a fixed isometric operator V E !l'(:Yi'0 , :Yi') with V !':::! J and with V*V = 1£',• VV* = 1£'. 

±Ho 
Further, let H 1 be a special solution of the inverse problem. Then 

(26) 

where U1 is a special unitary operator in :Yi'0, whose existence is ensured by Theorem 17. 
Now we can formulate 

16* 
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Theorem 19. Let H 1 be a special solution of the inverse problem given by (26). Then 
the set of all solutions H of the inverse problem with P"'Ji = 1 and with complete wave 
operators can be characterized by 

H =XH1X* 

where X is unitary on ;Yt', X, X* E dom p,-H, n dom p,H• and 

p,±H•(X) = p,±H•(X*) = 1 (for both signs) (27) 

is valid. 

Proof. First, let H be an arbitrary solution. Then H = WH0W* with W = W+ 
follows. Defining U by U := W*V, we easily obtain that U satisfies conditions (21)-(23). 
Then we have H = VU*H0UV* = XH1X* where X = VU*U1 V*. A simple calcu
lation yields p,±H•(X) = p,±H•(X*) = 1. Conversely, let H 1 and X satisfy the assumptions 
of the theorem, in particular let (27) be satisfied. Then we have to verify that W ±(H, H0 ; J) 
exist, are unitary and W+(H, H0 ; J)*W_(H, H0 ; J) = S, where H = XH1X*. Using 
the existence of the wave operators W±(H1, H0 ; J) and (27) we obtain that 

Lim eitHJ e-ltH, =Lim X eUH•X* e-UH, eUH,J e-ltH, 

(28) 

exist. Further, this gives 

W+(H, H0 ; J)* W_(H, H0 ; J) = W+(H1, H0 ; J)* X*XW_(H1, H0 ; J) 

= W+(H1 , H0 ; J)* W_(Ht> H0 ; J) = S. • 

The condition (27) can be also formulated with the help of H 0 • For this purpose let H 
be a special solution of the inverse problem with complete wave operators W ±· Then 
W± = W±(H, H0 ; V) and W±* = W±(H0 , H; V*) follow. We use 

Lemma 20. Let X E .P(.Yt' 0). Then X E dom p,H• iff V XV* E dom p,H and in this case 
we have 

p,H( VXV*) = W+p,H•(X) W+ *. 
Simt'larly for 1-'-H., p,-H and w_. 

Proof. It is a straightforward calculation. • 

In particular we obtain: p,±H(Y) = p,±H(Y*) = 1 is valid iff p,±H•(V*YV) 
= p,±Ho( V* Y* V) = 1 is valid. Therefore the following corollary of Theorem 19 is true. 

Corollary 21. Let H 1 be a special solution of the inverse problem with the data 
[J ~ V, H0 , SJ and with complete wave operators. Then the set of all solutions H with 

±Ho 
complete wave operators and with P"fj = 1 is given by 

H=XH1X* 

where X is unitary on .Yt' and where 

p,±H•(V*XV) = p,±H•(V*X*V) = 1 

is valid. 
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Proof. It immediately follows from Theorem 19 and Lemma 20. • 

Remark 22. We consider a special case from the one-space theory. Let£' = £' 0 , J = 1. 
Further, let HI> H 0 be absolutely continuous. The wave operators are assumed to 
exist and to be complete, that is W ±(H1, H 0 ) exist and are unitary. Put W+ *W_ = S. 
In this case we have V = 1. Thus Corollary 21 says: If ft±H•(X) = ft±H•(X*) =r ~ 
where X is unitary, and if we put H = XH1X*, then the pair {H, H 0} yields the same 
S-operator S as the pair {H1, H 0}. The following example shows that the condition 
ft±H•(X) = fl±H•(X*) = 1 is not implied by the property "{XH1X*, H 0} and {H1, H 0} 

yield the same S-operator". Let X E com com H 0, X unitary and let H 1 = H 0 + V. 
Then H = XH1X* = H 0 + XVX* and W±(H; H 0 ) = XW±(H1, H 0) X*. Hence 
S(H, H 0) = XS(H1, H 0) X* = S(H1, H 0), but tt±H•(X) = X, fl±H•(X*) = X*. 

11.2.6. The inverse problem for multichannel identification operators 

Recall the definition of a general channel system in a Hilbert space £' (Definition 
10.18). Let the system {A1, A2, ... , A,; Ql> Q2, ... , Q,} be a general channel system. Then 
the corresponding multichannel identification operator J is well-defined (see (10.29)). 
In Theorem 10.21 conditions are formulated which ensure that the multichannel identi
fication operator is asymptotically partially isometric. Combining this result with the 
results of Section 4, we obtain the following result concerning the solution of the inverse 
problem in this case. 

Theorem 23. Let {At> A 2, ... , A,; Q1, Q2, ... , Q,} be a general channel system. Let 
Qi = Q; imply i = j. Without loss of generality Q;Q; =!= 0 can be assumed. The ordering 
of the Q; can be arranged in such a way that from Q; < Q; also i < j follows. Assume 

Lim eitA•Q;Q. e-itA. = 0, 
1---+±oo 

1~j<IX, IX = 2, 3, ... , r. 

Further put £'0 := £' X£' X .. · X £' (r times) and H0 := {A1Q1, A 2Q2 , .. • , A,Q,}, 
r 

Jf := £ Q~f~ where f = {f1, f2, ... , f,}. Assume S E com H 0 and S*S = SS* = pt,c. 
e=l 

Then there is a solution H in£' of the inverse problem with data {J, H0 , S} and with com~ 
plete wave operators. 

Proof. It is a direct implication of Theorem 10.21 and Theorem 17. • 

Remark 24. In some special cases the solution of the inverse problem can be chosen 
uniquely from a certain restricted class of operators such that additional a priori 
assumptions must be satisfied. A well-known example in this direction is the case: 
£' = £ 0 = L2([0, oo), dx), H 0 corresponds to -d2/dx2 and where the following a priori 
condition for H is used: V : = H - H 0 is a multiplication operator (potential). For 
more details see the references cited in the Notes and Remarks. 

11.3. The invariance principle for wave operators 

In this paragraph we investigate the behavior of wave operators W+(H;H0 ;J) if H 
and H 0 are replaced by functions 1X(H) and 1X(H0 ) of Hand H 0• For example, we pose 
the problem of the existence of W+(iX(H), 1X(H0); J) and its properties. Since for a large 
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class of functions IX the wave operators do not change in the case of such a substitution, 
one usually speaks of the invariance principle of wave operators in this connection. In 
the following always PH= FJ. 

11.3.1. Formulation of the invariance principle 

First we fix the class of functions IX for which the in variance principle will be formulated 
and. proved. The functions IX are assumed to be admissible according to Definition 8.16, 
i.e. an admissible function IX is piecewise continuously differentiable, where IX'{x) is posi
tive and locally of bounded variation. Sometimes this class of functions is called the 
Kato dass. 

As already noted in the introduction to this paragraph, in the following the universal 
projection PH is always assumed to be Pa;J. Only for this universal projection the in
variance principle will be proved. Note that for admissible functions IX the subspace of 
absolute continuity is invariant, i.e. P:(m = P"'J if IX is a.e. finite with respect to 
E( · ). Note that for admissible functions IX also IX-1 exists piecewise and is admissible 
(cf. Lemma 8.17). 

Two forms of the invariance principle may be distinguished. The weak form states 
that if both wave operators W +(H, H0 ; J) and W+(IX{H), 1X{H0); J) exist and if IX is an 
admissible function, then 

(29) 

is valid. The strong form of the invariance principle says that if W +(H, H 0 ; J) exists 
and if IX is an admissible function, then also W+{IX{H), 1X(H0); J) exists and (29) is valid. 

In the following it will be shown that in a scattering theory, where the wave operators 
are assumed to exist in the strong sense (s-lim), only the weak form of the invariance 
principle is true for admissible functions. However, in a scattering theory, where the 
wave operators are assumed to exist only in the absolute Abelian sense (IAI-lim), the 
strong form of the invariance principle is true for admissible functions. 

Clearly, in this connection the results of Section 8.2.2 on the invariance of ker ftaH 

are crucial, in particular Theorem 8.23 which says that ker P.aH = ker p,«!HI if IX is 
admissible and a.e. finite with respect to E( · ). 

11.3.2. Invariance principle, strong form 

In this section the limit Lim is interpreted in the sense of IAI-lim, the absolute Abelian 
,_..oo t~oo 

limit. The strong form of the invariance principle is an implication from Theorem 8.23. 
We state it as follows. 

Theorem 25. Let the wave operator W+(H,H0 ; J) = IAI-lim eilHJ e-ilH,Poc exist. Further, 
t--.oo 

assume IX to be admissihle and a.e. finite with respect to E( ·) and E 0( • ). Then also 
W+(1X(H), 1X(H0 ); J) = JAJ-lim eil«(HIJ e-il«!Holp:(H,I exists and the equality 

t--.oo 

W+(H, H 0 ; J) = W+(1X(H), 1X(H0); J) 

is valid (similary for W _). 

(30) 
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Proof. For brevity we put W+ := W+(H, H 0 ; J). Because of (ima W+*).L = ker W+ 
we have 

Jlt'o = clo (ima w+ *) EB ker w +" (31) 

These two subspaces are treated separately. First let u E ima W+*• that is u = W+*f. 
Thus we have to consider 

and 

Because of W+-Poc = W+andPacW+ = W+> hence PocW+* = W+* and W+* = W+*pa.c, 
we get 

and 

Now according to the assumption 

B := ,UaH(JW+ *) = IAI-lim eltHJW+ * e-itHps.c 
1-+oo 

exists. Then ,u .. H(JW+ * - B) = 0. Note that B E com H. From Theorem 8.23 and 
JW+ * - B E ker ,u .. H we obtain JW + * - B E ker ,u:IHI, i.e. 

IAI-lim elt~IHIJ e-lt~(HoiPocW+ * 
1-+oo 

exists and this limitequals IAI-lime11HJe-ltH,PocW+*· In other words,foru E ima W+*• 
1-+oo 

hence also for u E clo (ima W+ *), the theorem is already proved. In the second case 
we proceed as follows: Let K+ denote the projection onto ker W+. Then we have 
JAI-lim eltHJ e-ltH,PocK+ = 0. K+ reduces H 0• Thus we obtain IAI-lim e11HJK+ e-ltH,p~c 

t-+oo 1..-.oo 
= 0 and also IAI-lim JK+ e-ltH,Poc = 0. Therefore, from Theorem 8.23 it follows that 

1-+oo 

t-+oo 

hence also 

IA!-lim elt~IHIJ e-lt~IHolp~cK+ = 0. 
t-+oo 

In other words, also in the case u E ker w+ the existence of IA!-lim elt~IHIJ e-ii~(Holp~cu 
1-+oo 

and the equality with W+(H, H 0 ; J) u follow. Hence (31) yields the full assertion. • 

11.3.3. Invariance principle, weak form 

The weak form of the in variance principle for strong wave operators immediately follows 
from the result of Section 11.3.2. 
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Corollary 26. Let the triple {H, H0 ; J} be given. Assume £X to be admis~"ble and a.e. finite 
with respect toE(·), E0( • ). Further, let both wave operators W+(H, H0 ; J) =s-lim e11HJ 

1->-oo 
X e-ltH,p~c and 
equality 

W+(lX(H), £X(H0 ; J) =s-lim e11•!HlJ e-it•!Holp:~Hol exist. Then the 
1->-oo 

(32) 
is valid. 

Proof. The existence of the strong wave operator W +(H, H0 ; J) implies the existence 
of W +(H, H0 ; J) in the sense of the absolute Abelian limit and its equality with the 
strong wave operator. Similarly for W+(£X(H), £X(H0); J). Hence (32) immediately 
follows from Theorem 25. • 

11.3.4. A counterexample and piecewise linear functions 

In general, if one works with the strong wave operator, it is not true that the existence 
of W +(H, H0 ; J) implies the existence of W+(£X(H), £X(H0 ); J). This can be seen by the 
following 

Proposition 27. Let the triple {H, H 0 , J} be given and let J ~ V, J ~ V with V* V = 1 Yl'.• 
•!Hol Ho 

VV* = 1 Jt'" Further, let £X be admissible on a finite interval [a, b]. Assume lX'(x) is strictly 
increasing on [a, b] and l[a, b] n specc (H0 I P~(.JF0)1 > 0. Then there exists always an 
operator H such that W+(H, H0 ; J) exi8ts but W+(£X(H), £X(H0 ); J) does not exist (in the 
strong sense). 

Proof. First note that under the assumptions of Prop. 27 there is a projection P 
such that P E ker p 8H• but P ~ dom p:<Hol (see Theorem 8.26 for the construction 
of such a projection). Now we consider U = 1- 2P, which is unitary in ,JF0 because 
of U*U = UU* = (1 - 2P) (1 - 2P) = 1 - 4P + 4P2 = 1. We put W = VU*. 
Then WE .P(£0, .JF) and it is isometric from .JF0 onto£. Now we define H by 
H := WH0W*. Then we obtain 

s-lim eltHJ e-IIH,Poc =s-lim W e11H•W*V e-IIH•Po" = Wp6H•(U) = W 
t-+oo !->-co 

exists, but 

s-lim eila(HlJ e-ila(HolPoC =s-lim w eii•(HolW*Ve-ii•(Holp~c = Wpa•IHol(U) 
1->-oo 1->-oo 

does not exist. • 

In Prop. 27 functions £X, which are piecewise linear, are excluded. Actually, one can 
show that for such functions the invariance principle for strong wave operators is also 
true in the strong form. 

Theorem 28. Let the triple {H, H0 ; J} be given. Assume the function £X is strictly linear 
increasing on each Borel set Lin, n = 1, 2, ... , where the Borel sets Lin are mutually disjoint 
and where U Lin =:J specc H0 is valid. Further assume that W0(H, H0 ; J) exists in the strong 

n 

sense. Then also W+(£X(H), £X(H0); J) exi8ts in the strong sense and iti8 equal toW +(H,H0 ;J). 
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Proof. It proceeds similarly to the proof of Theorem 25 where Theorem 8.23 was 
used. In the present case the relation ker p8H• = ker p8 «(Hol is used. This relation imme
diately follows from Prop. 8.5. • 

Remark 29. A simple consequence of Theorem 25 and Theorem 28 is that it is sufficient 
to consider bounded operators H, H 0 in scattering theories with strong or Abel wave 
operators. This follows from the fact that for unbounded selfadjoint operators H, H 0 

we can find admissible functions IX such that 1X(H) and 1X(H0 ) are bounded selfadjoint 
operators and such that the existence of W +(H, H 0 ; J) is equivalent (in the correspond
ing limiting sense) to the existence of W+(IX(H), 1X(H0); J). Furthermore, the correspond
ing wave operators are equal. It is simple to construct such functions IX, one example 

00 

is 1X(A) = arctan A, for Abel wave operators, and 1X(x) = X: X!•.•+u(x) (a.x + b.) (with 
R=-00 

certain constants a11 > 0 and b11 E JR., see Example 8.7) for strong wave operators. 
For further results concerning the invariance principle, see the Notes and Remarks 

to this part and Part IV. 



12. Lax-Phillips Evolutions and Two-Space 
Wave Operators 

In this chapter the so-called Lax-Phillips scattering theory is linked with the two-space 

scattering theory developed in Chapter 9. It turns out that the special properties of 
the evolution of the Lax-Phillips-theory can be used for the construction of the second 
(unperturbed) evolution in the second space. The S-operator within this framework has 

very nice properties. 

12.1. Lax-Phillips evolutions 

12.1.1. Incoming and outgoing subspaces 

Let :II' be a separable Hilbert space, let U(t), t E JR., be a unitary strongly continuous 
group in :II' and let !72+, !72_ be subspaces in :/1'. 

Definition 1. A subspace !72+ is called an outgoing subspace with respect to U(t) if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 

(I) U(t) !72+ ~ !72+, t ;s 0, 

(II) n U(t) !72+ = {0}, 
telR. 

(III) clo { U U(t) !72+} = :/1'. 
te]R 

A subspace !72_ is called an incoming subspace, if (II) and (III) are satisfied and if (I) 
is replaced by 

(I') U(t) !72_ ~ !72_, t ~ 0. 

12.1.2. Examples 

(a) Let£'= L2(1R., dx; .~)where :ft' denotes a separable Hilbert space, and let ( U(t)f) (x) = f(x- t), 
f E L2(1R., dx; :ft'). Then, as it can be easily verified, the subspace £#+ = L2([0, oo), dx; :ft') is 
outgoing and the subspace P.#_ = L2(( -oo, 0), dx; :ft') is incoming. 

(b) Let /1 , / 2 E 0 0""(1R3). We consider pairs f = {/1 , / 2} and define a norm (which comes from a 
scalar-product) by 

11/112 := (1/2) J {!grad /1l 2 + l/212} dx. 
lR.' 

We define a Hilbert space£' by£':= cloll·ll {00 00 (1R.3 ) X 00 00 (1R.3)}. We consider the wave equation 
o2ufot2 = L1u in 1R.3 and in particular the initial value problem 

u(x, 0) = /1(x), (oufot) (x, 0) = / 2(x). 
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Then the map 

U(t): £> -+ £>, U(t) {/1, /2l = {u, oufot) 

defines a unitary group on £>. Recall that the solution u(x, t) is uniquely determined by its 
initial data f = {/1 , / 2), that is, we have an operator W, u = Wf. Now we consider the set f»+ 
Q{ all initial data f, such that 

(Wf) (x, t) = 0, lxl ;£; t, 

that is, we assume that u(x, t) = 0 in the so-called forward cone. Then !?J +is outgoing with respect 
to U(t), as it can easily be shown. Note that in this case the properties (I), (II), (III) correspond 
to simple geometrical properties of the cone and its time evolution. 

12.1.3. Structure theorem for Lax-Phillips evolutions 

Let U(t) be a strongly continuous unitary group in£', defined on the real line (unitary 
evolution group in £'). 

Definition 2. A unitary evolution group U(t) in £' is called a Lax-Phillips evolution 
if there are incoming and outgoing subspaces in£' with respect to U(t). 

According to this definition the evolutions of Examples (a) and (b) are Lax-Phillips 
evolutions. Example (a) refers to the translation group in the Hilbert space L2(lR, dx; .Jf'). 
That is, this translation group is a Lax-Phillips evolution. This example is highly inter
esting because essentially all Lax-Phillips evolutions are of this form. In particular, 
essentially all outgoing and all incoming subspaces are of the form in this example. 
This is the content of the following 

Theorem 3. Let U(t) be a Lax-Phillips evolution in£' with outgoing subspace~+ and 
incoming subspace ~-· Then there is an auxiliary Hilbert space .Jf' and an isometric 
operator v+ from£' onto L2(lR., dx; .Jf') such that v+~+ = L2([0, oo), dx; f) and 

I E L2(lR, dx; .Jf'). 

Bimilarly, there is an isometric operator V_ from£' onto L 2(lR., dx; .Jf''), where .Jt"' is an 
auxiliary Hilbert space, such that V-~- = L2(( -oo, 0], dx; .Jt"') and 

( U_(t) I) (x) : = ( V_U(t) v_ *I) (x) = f(x - t)' I E L2(lR, dx; .Jf''). 

One can always choose :% = :%', but in general V + =l= V _ is valid. These representations 
of U(t), given by V+ and V_, are unique up to isomorphisms of:%. 

Proof. There are many proofs of this theorem, we give a proof which depends on the 
spectral multiplicity theory. First we state a lemma, which is used in the course of the 
proof and which is proved for example in REED/SIMON [3, p. 215]. 

Lemma 4. Let p. be a nontrivial Borel measure on lR which is quasitranslation invariant, 
.that is p. is equipped with the property that p.( · + a) is equivalent to p.( ·) for all a E JR. 
Then p. is equivalent to the Lebesgue measure I ·I· 
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Now we define 

~+(t) := U(t) ~+• t E 1R., 

~+(oo) := {0}, ~+(-oo) := ;t', 

.IVa,b :=~+(a) n ~+(b).L, a< b. 

Let E{(a, b)) be the projection onto .IVa,b· According to the properties of~+ and the 
(strong) continuity of U(t) it can easily be seen that E((a, b]) generates a spectral 
measure E(LI) on the real line with the property 

U(t) E(LI) U( -t) = E(LI + t), t E 1R., Ll Borel set. (1) 

Sometimes (1) is called an imprimitivity relation. We define the selfadjoint operator 
X= J A.E(dA). Then from (1) we obtain 

U(t) XU( -t) =X - t1.1'1'. 

According to (1) the spectral measure classes of X are invariant under translations (see 
Lemma 4.20 and Prop. 4.24 for spectral measure classes). Applying Lemma 4, we 
obtain: There is only one spectral measure class in this case which contains the Lebesgue 
measure. Therefore we obtain an isometric operator !)+ from ;t' onto L2(1R., dx; :f) 
such that 

(2) 

is valid, where XLI denotes the multiplication operator by XLI( • ). D+ already satisfies the 
first property of the operator V+ of the theorem because E{(O; oo)) is the projection 
onto~+· But!)+ has to be modified in order to satisfy the second property, too. We 
define 

W(t) := D+U(t) Q+*; 

{T(t) f) (x) := f(x- t), 

that is, W(t) and T(t) are both unitary groups in L2(1R., dx; :f). We obtain 

T(t) XLI(·) T( -t) = XLI+t( ·), W(t) XLI(.) W( -t) = XLI+t(.)' 
hence 

W(t) T( -t) XLI = XLI W(t) T( -t) 

(3) 

(4) 

forallBorelsetsLI. Therefore V(t) := W(t) T(-t) is a unitary operator inL2 (1R.,dx;:f), 
which is a multiplication operator. Thus the operator V(t) corresponds to an operator 
function V(t; x) where V(t; x) is a unitary operator in :I defined a.e. (mod 1·1) in 
x E 1R.. We have W(t) = V(t) T(t). Now let B be an arbitrary unitary multiplication 
operator in L2(1R., dx; :f), realized by a unitary operator function B(x) in :r, a.e. 
(mod I·D defined on 1R.. Then 

BW(t) B* = B( ·) V(t; ·) T(t) B( · )* = B( ·) V(t; ·) B(· - t)* T(t) 

because of T(t) B(x)* = B(x - t)* T(t). Now the aim is to choose B(x) such that 

B(x) V(t; x) B(x- t)* = 1% 
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is valid. Therefore it is sufficient to choose B(x) such that 

B(x- t) = B(x) V(t; x) (5) 

is valid for almost all x and all t. If we fix x = x0 and if we put B(x0) = 1 ~· then we 
get B(x0 - t) = V(t; x0). Therefore, the question is if there is x0 such that V(t; x0) is 
defined for almost all t and V(t; x0) is admissible in the sense of Section 4.4.2. Note that 
if tis arbitrary but fixed, the representer V(t; x) of V(t) may be changed on a null set 
without changing the operator V(t). Obviously it is sufficient to show that one can choose 
a representer V(t; x) such that V(t; x) is weakly measurable with respect to 1·1 and 
(t, x) E 1R2 and it is defined a.e. mod 1·1 in 1R.2• To this aim we consider the operator 

z+ll 
0 11(t, x) defined by 0 11(t, x) k := h-1 J V(t; y) k dy, k E ~.which is a member of 9'(~) 

z 
and which is strongly continuous with respect to (t, x) E 1R.2• Hence O+(t, x) 
:=s-lim 0 11(t, x) is weakly measurable. Moreover, O+(t, x) is defined a.e. mod 1·1 in 1R2 

~~~ 

and, if t is fixed, O+(t, x) is a representer of V(t) because of O+(t, x) k = V(t; x) k a.e. 
mod 1·1 (with respect to x) for all k E ~-Now we define B( ·)by 

Bm := O+(xo- ;, xo) 

where x0 is suitable chosen. Then (5) is satisfied and we obtain BW(t) B* = T(t). 
Defining V+ by V+ = BQ+ according to (3), we obtain the assertion. • 

Remark 5. The representation U+(t}, L2([0, oo), dx; ~}, D1(1R., dx; ~) is called an 
outgoing translation represerdation of U(t), defined by V +; the representation U_(t), 
V(( -oo, 0), dx; ~), L2(1R., dx; ~) is called an incoming translation representation of 
U(t), defined by V _. 

Remark 6. If a unitary strongly continuous group U(t) in Jlt' is given, then, by 
Stone's theorem, one has always a representation of Jlt' by a direct integral 

Jlt' ~I~/().) E L2(1R, ,u(d).); ~A; .9') 

such that U(t) is represented in L2(1R, ,u(dA); ~A; .9') by the multiplication operator 
e-ltA. Recalling the connection of the translation group f(x) ~ f(x- t) in L2 (1R,dx; ~) 
and the multiplication group/().)~ e-ltA/().) in L2(1R., d).;~), given by Fourier trans
formation, we can state the following, in some sense a surprising fact: If there is an out
going subspace !!d+, corresponding to U(t), then one can choose ~A=~ (that is the 
Hilbert space ~A in the direct integral can be fixed) and ,u( ·) = 1·1 (Lebesgue measure); 
in particular we have U(t) = e-ltH where H is absolutely continuous, is of uniform 
multiplicity and has the property specc H = JR. 

In the following Lax-Phillips evolutions are considered which have the following 
additional property 

I!d+ ..L {!d_. (7) 

The link between Lax-Phillips scattering and two-space scattering will be developed 
for Lax-Phillips evolutions with property (7) (see 12.2). Moreover, property (7) leads 
to nice properties of the 8-matrix (see 12.3). 
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12.1.4. Spectral representation of Lax-Phillips evolutions 

Let U(t) be a Lax-Phillips evolution in .Yt' and let V+ be chosen according to Theorem 3. 
By F we denote the Fourier transformation from L2(lR, <lx; f) onto L2(lR, dA.; f). 
We consider the isometric operator FV+. Then 

(FV+) !!)+ = F(L2(lR+, dx; f)) = .Yf'_2(lR, dA.; f) 

where .Yt' _ 2(lR, dA.; f) denotes the Hardy class with respect to the lower half plane, 
and we get 

where e-itH, means the multiplication operator by e-itl in L2(lR, dA.; f). This represen
tation of U(t) in L 2(lR; dA.; f), given by FV+, is called an outgoing spectral represen
tation of U(t). 

Correspondingly by FV_ we obtain an incoming spectral representation with respect 
to!!}_ of U(t) in L2(lR, dA.; f). 

12.1.5. The Lax-Phillips scattering operator 

Let v+ and v_ be given according to Theorem 3. We call I+ = V+f the representer off 
in the outgoing translation representation of U(t) and f- = V_f the representer of f 
in the incoming translation representation of f. Then the so-called Lax-Phillips 
scattering operator SLP is defined by SLPI- := f+ as an operator from L 2(lR, dx; %) into 
L 2(lR; dx; f)). Hence SLP V_f = V+f and we obtain 

(8) 

SLP is unitary in L 2(lR, dx; f) and commutes with the translation group T(t) in this 
space. By Fourier transformation F we define the operator SLP by 

(9} 

and obtain: SLP commutes with the multiplication group e-itA in L2(lR, dA.; f), hence 
SLP is a multiplication operator, that is 

IE L2(lR, dA.; f), 

where SLp(A.) is unitary in f and a.e. (mod I· I) defined on JR. The operator function 
SLp(A) is sometimes called the Lax-Phillips scattering matrix. 

12.2. Two-space formulation of the Lax-Phillips scattering theory 

In this paragraph the link between the scattering theory of Lax-Phillips evolutions 
and the general two-space scattering theory is developed. It turns out that if a Lax
Phillips evolution U(t) with property (7) is given, then it is always possible to con-
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struct a second evolution U0(t) in a second space .;tf0 and an identification operator 
JE !l'(.;tf0 , ,;If) such that the two-space wave operators exist and up to an unessential 
factor the two-space scattering operator and the Lax-Phillips scattering operator coincide. 

12.2.1. Construction of special incoming and outgoing translation 
representations 

Let U(t) in ,;If and U0(t) in .;tf0 be unitary strongly continuous evolutions. Further, let 
J E .!l'(.;tf0; ,;If). We assume the following conditions: 

(I) There are subspaces C +• C _ of ,;If 0 which are orthogonal, C + _L C _, and such that J 
is isometric on C+ E9 c_ and Jmaps (C+ ffi C_)J. into (J(C+ ffi C_))J.. We put!!)+:= JC+ 
and!!)_:= JC _. 

(II) C+ and C_ are outgoing and incoming subspaces for U0(t). !!)+and!!)_ are outgoing 
and incoming subspaces for U(t). 

(III) The intertwining relations U(t) Jl = JU0(t) I, I E C +• t ~ 0, and U(t) Jl 
= JUo(t) I, IE c_, t < 0, are valid. 

(IV) There is a representation of .;tf0 by L 2(JR, dx; Jt'") such that this representation 
is (essentially) both incoming and outgoing for U0(t), that is, there exists an isometric 
operator V0 from .;t{'0 onto L2(JR, dx; Jt'") such that for some a ~ 0 

is valid. 

V0G+ = L 2([a, oo), dx; Jt'"), 

V0C_ = L 2((-oo, -a], dx; Jt'"), 

V0 U0(t) V0* = T(t), (T(t) I) (x) = l(x- t), 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

Remark 7. It is always possible to fit a given Lax-Phillips evolution with property (7} 
into this framework. Let U(t) be such an evolution with outgoing subspace !!)+ and 
incoming subspace!!)_. Further let V+, V_ be chosen according to Theorem 3. We define 

C_ := L 2((-oo; -a], dx; Jt'"), 

IE G+, 
1 E c_, 
IE L2([-a, a], dx; Jt'"). 

Further, put U0(t) = T(t), V0 = 1. Then obviously (I), (II), (IV) are satisfied. We have 
to check (III) only. But for I E c + we obtain U(t) Jl = U(t) v+ *T( -a) I = v+ *T(t) 
x T( -a) I= JU0(t) I fort~ 0. Similarly, we can verify the second relation. 

In general it is not possible to define the free dynamics U0(t) on the same Hilbert 
space as U(t) without modifying the subspaces !!)+>!!)_,The reason is that the subspace 
(!!)+ ffi !!)_)J. can have arbitrary dimension. 

Now under the conditions (I)-(IV) we can construct a special outgoing (incoming) 
translation representation. The crucial point is the construction of the representation; 
the general existence of outgoing (incoming) translation representations is already 
proved in Theorem 3. 
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Let f E !!)+. Then there is /0 E C+, which is uniquely determined, such that J/0 =f. 
Now we define an operator V+ by 

The operator V+ is isometric because of 

llU(t) Ill = ll/ll = llloll = IIT(t) Vo/oll 

and it is densely defined because !!J+ is an outgoing subspace. Further, ima V+ is dense 
in L2(JR., dx; f) because of (10) and the fact that if translations are applied to 
L 2([a, oo), dx; f), then the whole space can be densely exhausted. Therefore, by 
continuous extension we finally get an isometric operator v+ from .1't' onto L 2(JR., dx; f) 
with the property 

I E !!)+, 

and 

I E .1't'. (13) 

Further we have V+f!J+ = L 2([a, oo), dx; f). Therefore V + := T( -a) V+ has the 
desired property 

V+f!J+ = L2(~, dx; f). 

Moreover, because of (13) U(t) is represented via V+ by T(t), that is, V+ yields an out
going translation representation for U(t). Similarly, we proceed for the construction 
of an incoming translation representation. Note that property (I) automatically implies 
fl)+ ..L !!)_. 

12.2.2. Wave operators and scattering operator 

In this section the existence of complete wave operators within the framework of 
Section 1 is proved. 

Proposition 8. Under the conditions (I)-(IV) the two-space str0'11{J wave operat(Yf'B 

W ±I = s-lim U( -t) JU0(t) f, f E .1't'o 
t-+±oo 

exist and are isometric on .JI't'0• Moreover 

W_f = Jf for IE c_. (14) 

Proof. We define a dense set !!) of .JI't'0 by the property that f E!!) iff the function 
/(x) = ( V0/) (x) has compact support on JR. Because of ( T(s) f) (x) = f(x - a) we obtain 
supp T(s) I = 8 + supp f, that is, if a is sufficiently large, then in every case we have 
supp T(s) f E [a, oo) or 

/E!!J. 
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In other words, we obtain V0*T(s) V0 f E tff +• that is U0(s) f E tff +for all f E ~. Therefore, 
because of (III), we obtain for t ~ 0 

U( -(t + s)) JU0(t + s) I= U( -s) U( -t) JU0(t) U0(s) I 

= U( -s) U( -t) U(t) JU0(s) f = U( -s) JU0(s) f. 

Thus the wave operator W + exists obviously and it is isometric. Relation (14) is im
mediately implied by (III). Similarly we proceed in the case t--+ -oo. • 

Now we prove the completeness of the wave operators W± and then we clarify the 
relation between the scattering operator defined by W+ and W_ and the Lax-Phillips 
scattering operator SLP. 

Proposition 9. The wave operators W+ and W _are complete. 

Proof. Let ~ be defined as in the foregoing proof. Assume f E fl). Then we get 
U0(s) f E tff +for some s. Hence, because of ( 14), we obtain 

(15) 

Now recall the operator "f\ = T( -a) V + which realizes an outgoing translation re
presentation for U(t). Therefore the operator V + W+ is intertwining with respect to 
U0(t) and T(t) and we obtain 

Because of (15) and V+Jf0 = V0/ 0 for all /0 E C+, we have V+(JU0(s) f)= V0 U0(s) f. 
Hence we further obtain V + W+f = T( -s) T( -a) V0 U0(s) f = T( -a) V0 f since V0 is 
intertwining between U0(t) and T(t). But fl) is dense, hence V+W+ = T(-a) V0 or 

(16) 

follows. From (16) we obtain W+ = V+*V0 and W+* = V0*V+> and finally W+W+* 
= 1£ = P~ because the generator H of U(t) is absolutely continuous. Similarly, we 
proceed for W_. Hence W_ W_ * = 1 Jt" = P~ is also valid, that is, W+ and W_ are 
complete wave operators. • 

Theorem 10. The S-operator corresponding to the wave operators of Prop. 8 is given by 

(17) 

that is, except for the unessential factor T(2a) which commutes with S1 p, Sis just the Lax
Phillips scattering operator S1 p pulled back to :Yt' 0• 

Proof. We have w+ = V+*T(-a) Vo and w_ = V_*T(a) Vo, hence we obtain 

Finally we note the connection between the corresponding S-matrices, for which the 
connection is even more intimate. 

17 Baumgartel/Wollenberg 
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Proposition 11. The S-matrices ~().), ~1p(A) of S, S1p respectively, are unitary operator 
functions from JR. into!&'($') defined a.e. (mod I· I) and satisfy the relation 

~(A) = e-2ia.l~1p(A). ( 18) 

Proof. S commutes with U0(t), hence V oSV0* commutes with T(t), and also T(2a) S1 p 

commutes with T(t). By Fourier transformation we obtain: The space L 2(IR., d./.; $') 
may be used as a spectral representation space for U0(t), such that Sis represented by 
~(A.), U0(t) by e-m. Then the assertion follows from (17). • 

12.3. Analytic properties of the Lax-Phillips scattering matrix 

The special properties of Lax-Phillips evolutions with condition (7) lead to nice analytic 
properties of ~1p(A.) with respect to the upper half plane, which will be derived in the 
following. 

12.3.1. Analyticity in the upper half plane 

In order to show the analytic continuability of ~1p(A) into the upper half plane, we 
begin with two propositions. 

Proposition 12. The operator S1 p is unitary in L2(IR., dx; $'), it commutes with T(t) 
and 

(19) 
is valid. 

Proof. Only (19) is to be proved. For this reason let f E L2(IR._, dx; $').Then f = V_d_ 
where d_ E 22_. Hence we get 

SLPI = V+V-*V_d_ = V+d_. 

Now we have d_ j_ 22+, hence we obtain (V+d-) j_ V+22+ = L 2(IR.+, dx; $'). Therefore 
V+d- E L 2(IR._, dx; f) results, that is S1 pf E L 2(IR._, dx; f). • 

From Prop. 12 we easily obtain by Fourier transformation 

Proposition 13. The operator ~LP = FS1 pF* is unitary in L2(IR., d./.; f), it commutes 
with the multiplication group e-it.l and 

is valid. 

Proof. The assertion is the Fourier transformed version of Prop. 12. • 

Property (20) has the following interesting consequence: 

(20} 

Theorem 14. Let U(t) be a Lax-Phillips evolution in£' with property (7) and with the 
Lax-Phillips scattering matrix ~1p(A). Then there is a holomorphic operator function 
~(z), defined on the upper half plane, Im z > 0, with values in !l'(f) and with the following 
properties: 

I[S(z)i[£-'<.t"l ~ 1, (21). 
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the strong limit s-lim S(A. + ie) exists a.e. (mod 1·1) on JR. and 
•-++0 

s-lim S(A. + ie) = S1 p(A.) (22) 
B-++0 

is valid a. e. (mod 1·1) on JR.; in other words, S1 p(A.) can be analytically oontinued into the 
whole upper half plane. 

Proof. Let k E :f and tx(A.) be a fixed scalar function from .~'?(JR., dA.), for example 
tx(A.) = (A. + it1• Then, because of (20), we have 

SLp(A) (tx(A.) k) = tx(A.) SLP(A) k =: g(A.; k) E .~?(JR., dA; :f), 

hence S1 p(A.) k =(A.+ i) g(A.; k). We define S(z) k := (z + i) g(z; k), Im z > 0. S(z) is 
a linear operator. Because of the Hardy class properties (see Section 1.2.3) we imme
diately get s-lim S(A. + ie) k = S1p(A) k a.e. (mod 1·1) on JR. follows. The exceptional 

-+o 
set may depend on k. Further itS(z) kll~ ~ itSLP(A.) kit = ltklt follows from the maximum 
principle, hence we obtain (21). Finally, with the help of (21), the dependence of the 
exceptional set from k may be removed and (22) follows. • 

According to (20) we can form the subspace ~+2(JR., dA; :f) e SL~+2(JR., dA.; ;f). 
In the following we need a characterization of this subspace. First we consider the 
(inverse) Fourier transformed space L2(1R._, dx; :f) 8 S1pL2(llL, dx; :f). 

Lemma 15. The equation 

(23) 

is valid. 

Proof. We have V+~+J. =L2(1lL,dx;:f) and (~+ffi~-)J. =fiJ+J.8~-· Further, 
v+~- = SLP v-~- = Sx,pL2(1lL, dx; :f) is valid. Hence (23) is proved. I 

Lemma 16. The equation 

~+2(1R, dA; :f) 8 SL~+2(JR., dA.; :f) = (FV+) (~+ E9 !iJ_)J. 

is valid. 

Proof. Fourier transformation of (23). • 

Another form of (24) is expressed by 

Proposition 17. The subspace (FV+) (~+ E9 ~-)J. is given by 

(FV+) (~+ E9 ~-)J. = ~+2(JR., dA.; :f) n S1~_2(JR., dA.; :f) 

(24) 

(25) 

or, in other words, f E (~+ E9 ~-)J. iff the outgoing spectral representer /(A.) off has the 
properties 

(26) 

Proof. (25) is obvious since ~+2 = (~_2)J. and S1 p is unitary. But/= S1 p{) with a. 
{IE ~-2 is equivalent with SiP/ = (1, hence (26) is proved. • 

17* 
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12.3.2. Analytic continuitation of S(z) into the lower half plane 
and the Lax-Phillips semigroup 

According to Section 3.1, it is natural to ask for conditions of analytic continuation of 
~(z) into the lower half plane. Since ~(z) is unitary on the real axis, analytic continuation 
is simply given by the formula 

~(z) = (~(z)*)-1 , Imz < 0. (27) 

But in order to apply (27), we have to get information on the existence of ~(z)-1 as a 
bounded operator, in other words, we need to know 0 E res ~(z). The investigation of 
this property can be connected with the study of the following semigroup Z(t), which 
corresponds to a given Lax-Phillips evolution U(t). 
Let P+ denote the projection onto!!&/·, P_ the projection onto £&_J. and P .ff the pro
jection onto ,AI':=(£&+ EB £&_)J.. Then we define 

t ~ 0. (28) 

We note the following properties of Z(t). 

Proposition 18. The family Z(t), t ~ 0, is a strongly continuous semigroup of contrac
tions. The relations 

(29) 
and 

s-lim Z(t) = 0 (30) 
1-+oo 

are valid. 

Proof. Note that P+J. is the projection onto£&+. Note further that U(t) maps£&+ into 
!!&+for t ~ 0. Therefore P+ LU(t) P+ J. = U(t) P + J. or 

t ~ 0. 

Further, U( -t) maps£&_ into£&_ fort ~ 0. Therefore P_ LU( -t) P_ J. = U( -t) P_ J. or 

P_U(t) P_ = U(t) P_, t ~ 0. 

Moreover, we have P .ff = P _p + = P +p _. Hence 

P sU(t) P .ff = P+P_U(t) P_P+ = P+U(t) P_P+ = P+U(t) p_ 

follows, that is, (29) is proved. From (29) and P ~- = P_P+ we get 

that is, Z(t) is a semigroup. Obviously, this semigroup is strongly continuous and Z(t) 
is a contraction for all t ~ 0. Now we prove (30). Let u E ,AI' and s > 0 be given. Ac
cording to property (III) of Definition 1, there are a T = T(s) and a vector f E £&+such 
that 

iiu- U(-T) /ll < s. 
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Further, P+U(t) U( -T) I = P+U(t- T) I = 0 for t > T because of U(t - T) IE ~+· 

Therefore 

JlZ(t) ull = l[P+U(t) uJl = l[P+U(t) u - P+U(t) U( -T) Ill ~ llu - U( -T) Ill < e 

for t > T, that is, (30) is proved. • 

Prop. 18 implies the existence of an accretive operator B E .P(.AI") with spec B 
~ {z; Re z ~ 0} such thatZ(t) I ,A/= e-tB. B is the generator of the semigroup Z(t) If 
(see YosmA [1, p. 250], where the theorem is formulated for the dissipative operator 
-B). Now we calculate Z(t) in the outgoing translation representation. We put 
Z+(t) : = V+Z(t) V+ *. Let I+ = V+l, IE .A/, that is, according to Lemma 15, I+ E 
L2(lLL, ds; $") 8 SLp£2(lR_, ds; $"). Then we obtain 

Lemma 19. Z+(·) is given by 

t ~ 0. (31) 

Proof. We have Z+(t) = V+P+U(t) P_ V+ * = V+P+ V+ *T(t) V+P- V+ *. V+P+ V+ * is the 
projection onto L 2(lR_, ds; $"), that is, multiplication by XIR.Js). Further we have 
( V+P- V+ *) V+l = V ~-1 = V+l for IE .A/. Hence (31) is proved. • 

Now we can prove the following interesting result which states a first link between 
Z(t) and SLP· 

Proposition 20. Let Re ~ > 0. Then 

dim (ker (~1 -B)) =dim (ker S(i~)*). (32) 

Proof. Let IE ker (0 -B), that is, let IE .AI" and Bl = U or 

Z(t) I= e-t<l, t ~ o. (33) 

The representer of I in the outgoing translation representation is denoted by f+· Then, 
by Lemma 19, (33) is equivalent to 

t ~ 0. (34) 

Since IE dom B, the function l+(s) is continuous for 8 ~ -0. Hence (34) is valid iff 
there is a vector k E $"such that 

(35) 

The outgoing spectral representer of I is denoted by f +• f + E L2(lR, dA.; $"). From (35) 
we obtain 

00 

j +(A.) = (2ntl/2 j e-isll+(s) ds = -(2nt112 (iA. - ~t1 k. 
-00 

AccordingtoProp.17,1 E .AI" is equivalent to f + E ~+2(lR, d.?.;$") and SLP/ + E ~ _ 2(lR, dA.; 
:%). In our case / + E ~ + 2(lR, dA.; $") is obvious. Therefore in this case the condition 
I E .AI" is equivalent to 

(36) 
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Since S(z) is the analytic continuation of SLP(il) into the upper half plane, S(z)* is the 
analytic continuation of SLp(il)* into the lower half plane. Hence the continuation of 
(36) is given by 

(iz - ~ )-1 S(z)* k. 

Because of the condition ~~P/ + E £' _ 2(1R., dil; ~) this function has to be holomorphic 
in the lower half plane. But this is the case if and only if 

~(-~* k = S(iE)* k = o, 

that is, if k E ker S(iE)*. If two vectorsl1, 12 from ker (H- B) are given, where 11 j_ 12 , 

then we immediately obtain for the corresponding vectors k1, ~ also k1 j_ k2• Hence 
(32) is proved. • 

Similarly 

dim (ker (E- B*) =dim (ker S(iE)) (37) 

can be proved. Finally, we study the connection, mentioned above, between Z(t) and 
the analytic continuation of ~(z) into the lower half plane. First we state two lemmas. 

By Lemma 19, the generator B+ of Z+(t) is characterized by 

(B+I+) (s) = xm.Js) 1/(s) 

where dom B+ consists of all f+ E .#" + = L2(1R._, ds; ~) 8 SLpL2(1R._, ds; ~) such that 
I+' E.#". For the Fourier transformed generator !J+ = FB+F* we obtain the following 
characterization. 

Lemma 21. Let f + E .R +· Then f + E dom !J+ iff there is a vector k E ~ such that 

In this case 

is valid. 

Proof. We obtain for all Schwartz space functions g E L2(1R., ds; ~)the relation 

ro ro 

J (g(s), (B+I+> (s))~ ds = J (~(.'.), iil/+(J.) - k)~ d.'., (38) 
-ro -ro 

where k = -(2n)-112 1+(0). From (38) the assertion follows. • 

Lemma 22. Let Re ~ > 0 and k E ~. l[kll~ = 1. Then there is a vector g E .AI", g =1= 0, 
such that 

I[Z(t) g - e-'egll ~ 4i[~(iE)* kl[~ llgl[ 

Proof. See LAx/PHILLIPs [1, p. 78]. • 

(39) 
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Now we can formulate the theorem. It states essentially that the unitary operator 
function SLP(A.), defined a.e. (mod 1·1} on JR., can be holomorphically continued into the 
region {z; z = -i;,; E res B} of the lower half plane. Moreover, this region is the 
maximal region of holomorphic continuation for SLP(A.). Note that the holomorphic 
continuations of SLp(A) into the lower and the upper half plane are not necessarily 
branches of a unique analytic function. In order to decide this question one has to 
investigate SLp(A) on the real axis. According to (27) we can transform the question 
of holomorphic continuability of SLp(A) into the lower half plane into the question of 
bounded invertibility of S(z) or S(z)*. Therefore we can state the theorem as follows. 

Theorem 23. Let Re ; > 0. Then ; E res B iff S(i~) is bounded invertible. 

Proof. First, we assume ; E res B. Then, by Prop. 20, we obtain ker S(i~)* = {0}. 
Further,- we have ~ E res B~, and applying (37); we obtain ker S(i~) = {0}. Hence 
B(i~)* is one-to-one and ima S(i~)* is dense in~. Now we consider the operator 

"" 
(1 + Bt1 - (1 + ;t1 = J e-t(Z(t) - e-t~) dt. 

0 

Since (1 +Btl - (1 + ;)-1 =(;-B) (1 + Bt1 (1 + ;)-1 this operator is bounded 
invertible. Applying Lemma 22 we obtain 

11((1 + Bt1 - (1 + ;t1) Yll~ 411 S(i~)* kl[ligll, 

hence I[S(i~)* kll ~ (1/4) l[gll-1 11((1 + Bt1 - (1 + ;t1) Yll· Therefore (S(i~)*)-1 is bound
ed, hence S(i~)-1 is also bounded. 

Second, we assume S(i~)* is bounded invertible. Then, by Prop. 20, we have 
ker (;-B) = {0} and we assert that (;- Bt1 is bounded. According to the closed 
graph theorem it is sufficient to prove ima (;-B) =.A", or equivalently ima (;- b+) 
= .R +· For this purpose let 1 be arbitrary from .R +· Then, according to Lemma 21, we 
have to prove the existence of a function f, E ~ + and a vector k E ~ such that 

or 

;f,(;t) - (i;tf,(;t) - k) = 1(;t), 

f,(;t) = (;- U)-1 (1(;t) - k). (40) 

In other words, we assert that one can choose k E ~ such that f, E .tP +· By Prop. 17, we 
have to check the properties: f, E .rt' +2(IR, dA; ~)and SLP(;t)* f, E .rt' _2(IR., d;t; ~).The 
first property is obvious: First, we have 1 E .rt'+2(1R, d;t; ~), second, (~- iz)-1 is 
holomorphic in the upper half plane and from .rt'+2(1R, d;t; ~).Next we consider 

~LP(A)* f,(;t) = (;- iAt1 (~Lp(A)* 1(A)- ~Lp(A)* k). 

We put ~Lp(A)* 1(A.) =: D(A). Since 1 E .R +• D(A) is from Yf'_2(1R, d;t; ~). Therefore 
~Lp(A)* f,(;t) is analytic continuable into the lower half plane by(; - izt1 (D(z) - S(z)* k). 
But this function has to be holomorphic in the lower half plane, hence necessarily 
D( -i;) = ~(i~)* k and we obtain a unique k, 

k = (S(~i)*)-1 D( -i;). 

For this k the function SLp(A)* h(A) is from .rt'_2• This proves the assertion. • 



13. Stationary Theory 

The revolvent R(z) = (z - H)-1 and the spectral measure E( ·) of a selfadjoint operator 
H, together with the spectral parameter A are called Btaiionary terms with respect 
to H. On the other hand, the unitary evolution group e-ltH, where tis interpreted as 
time, is called a time-dependem term with respect to H. 

The principal aim of a stationary scattering theory is to express the objects of scat
tering theory, introduced in Chap. 9, for example the wave operators, and their pro
perties in stationary terms. Thus the first problem of a stationary scattering theory 
is to transform the stationary pre-wave operator (see Section 9.1.1) into a pure stationary 
form. Further, the limit of the stationary pre-wave operator has to be interpreted in a 
stationary language. The second problem is to continue the study of the connections 
between the wave operator and the limit of the stationary pre-wave operator (see 
Paragraph 9.4). 

According to the two essentially different kinds of stationary transformations of 
Q. to be developed in 13.1, we obtain on the one hand a stationary theory within the 
framework of revolvents only (Paragraph 3) and on the other hand a stationary theory 
where the theory ofoperatorspectralintegrals (developed in Chapter 5) plays the decisive 
role as the main instrument of investigation (Paragraph 4). It turns out that the absolute 
Abelian limit is most appropriate for the definition of wave operators in order to develop 
a well-rounded stationary theory. 

The universal projection is p~c in this chapter. 

13.1. The stationary pre-wave operator 

13.1.1. Integral representations 

The stationary pre-wave operator !J., defined by (9.9), can be expressed in weak sense 
as an integral with respect to the spectral parameter A and also as an operator spectral 
integral with respect to the spectral measures E( ·) and E0( ·) of H and H0• Recall 
R(z) = (z - Ht1 and R0(z) = (z - H0t 1• 

Proposition 1. Let Q, be the pre-wave operator given by (9.9). Then the repreBemationa 
co 

(g, !J,/) = (e/2n) J (g, R(A - ie/2) JR0(A + ie/2) /) dA, f E .Yt'0 , g E .Yt', (1) 
-co 

co 

Q. = i j E(dA) eJR0(A + ie), (2) 
-co 

co 

Q. = -i J eR(A- ie) JE0(dA.) (3) 
-co 
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are valid for all e > 0. 

Proof. First we prove (1). We put 

I (t) - X (t) e-EIJ e-itBoj 
H 0 - [O,oo) ' 

gn(t) = X[O,oo)(t) e-<1 e-itHg, 

Then we get 
00 

f E .Yl'o, 

gE.Yl'. 

/ n.(A-) : = (2n)-112 J eitAfn.(t) dt = (2ntl/2 iJR0(A. + ie) f, 
-00 

00 

iln(A.) : = (2:n)-112 J eitAgn(t) dt = (2ntl/2 iR(A. + ie) g. 
-00 
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Because of Parseval's equation J (gn(t), fn.(t))Je dt = J (iln(A.), /nP,-))Je dA. we obtain 

00 00 

(2nt1 J (R(l + ie) g, JR0(A + ie) /) d,l = J e-2<~(e-i1Bg, J e-itH•f) dt 
-00 0 

and 
00 

e:n-1 J (g, R(A. - ie) JR0(A + ie) /) d,l = (g, fJ2,/). 

-oo 

Now we prove (2). First we consider E([a, b)) fJ., where [a, b) denotes a finite interval. 
b 

Since E([a, b)) eitB = J eitAE(dl), we obtain 
a 

Now we apply Prop. 5.8. In the present case we have [c, d) = [0, oo), A(t) = eJ e-•t e-itB, 
00 

and <X(A, t) = eitA. The operator function A(t) has the properties J [[A(t)Jl dt < oo and 
00 0 

J t [[A(t)[[ dt < oo. Therefore the operator function F(l), defined by the Bochner integral 
0 00 

F(A.) = j eiAIA(t) dt, 
0 

is continuously differentiable (with respect to the operator norm) and we get 

00 

F'(A.) =if eiA1tA(t) dt. 
0 

b 

Further, we have F(A.) = ieJ(A + ie- H 0t 1. Now, by Prop. 5.4, J E(dl) F(A.) exists. 
From Prop. 5.8 we obtain a 

b 00{ b } j E(dA) F(A) = f f eiAIE(dl) A(t) dt = E([a, b)) D., 
a 0 a 
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b 

that is E([a, b)) Q, = i J E(dA.) eJR0(A. +is). Because of Q, =s-lim E([a, b)) Q, we 
a --~-oo 

immediately obtain (2) (recall the definition of J E(dA.) F(A.) as a strong limit of integrals 
over finite intervals). (3) can be proved similarly. • 

If the operator V := HJ- JH0 can be defined, then we can change the represen
tations (3), (4) slightly such that V appears explicitly. For example we have 

Proposition 2. Let J dom H 0 ~ dom H. Then V is defined on dom H 0 • In this case 
we obtain 

ro 

Q,j = Jf- f E(dA.) VR0(A. +is) I, (4) 
-oo 

00 

Q,j = Jf + j R(A.- is) VE0(dA.) f, / E domH0 , (5) 
-oo 

for all e > 0, where the operator spectral integrals on the right-hand side exist. 

Proof. According to (2) we have 

00 00 

(Q, - J) f = i J E(dA.) sJR0(A. + is)/- J E(dA.) Jf 
-00 -00 

ro 00 

= f E(dA.) J(isR0(A. +is)- 1) I= f E(dA.)J(-A. + H 0)R0 (A. +is) I 
-00 -00 

ro 00 

=-f E(dA.) VR0 (A. +is)/+ f E(dA.) (-A.+ H) JR0 (A. +is)/, 
-00 -00 

but the last integral vanishes according to Prop. 5.11. Thus (4) is proved. (5) can be 
proved similarly. • 

Formula (1) will become the central formula for the stationary theory to be developed 
in Paragraph 3. Formula (2) and also ( 4) turn out be decisive for the other stationary 
theory to be developed in Paragraph 4. The main question in these approaches will be 
in which sense one can interchange the limit s --+ +0 with the corresponding integrals, 
for example with the integral J E(dA.) { ·} in the latter approach. As a preliminary to 
Paragraph 4 we note some further properties in connection with the representations 
(2), ( 4) of Q, as an operator spectral integral, which are based essentially on the study 
of such integrals in Chapter 5. We put 

G,(A.) := isJR0(A. +is). (6) 

Then from Prop. 1 it follows that 

00 

Q, = j E(dA.) G.{A.). (7) 
-oo 

It is also possible to define G,(A.) by 

G.(A.) := J- VR0(A. +is). (8) 
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Then according to Prop. 2 formula (7) is also valid. In the following let G,(J.) be defined 
by (6) or by (8). From Chapter 5 we obtain 

Proposition 3. Let f E £ 0 , g E £. Then the expression 

(E(dJ.) G,(x) j, G,(x) /)jdJ.I.,=A• e > 0, 

exists a.e. (mod 1·1) on JR., and the relations 

(E(dJ.) G,(x) j, G,(x) /)jdt.I.,=A = (E(dl.) Q,j, il,f)jdJ. 

a.e. (mod 1·1) on JR. and 

are valid. Further, 

(g, E(dJ.) G,(x) /)jdJ.I.,=A• e > 0, 

exists a.e. (mod 1·1) on JR., and the relations 

(g, E(dJ.) G,(x) f)jdJ.Ix=A = (g, E(dJ.) Q,f)jdJ. 

a.e. (mod I·!) on JR. and 

are valid. 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

Proof. The existence of (E(dJ.) G,(x) f, G,(x) 1)/dJ.I.,=A and (g, E(dJ.) G,(x) 1)/dJ.i.,=A 
follows by extending Prop. 5.9 to arbitrary spectral measures E( ·)(the proof of Prop. 5.9 
works also in this case). Further (11) follows from Prop. 5.10. By Corollary 5.12, this 
implies (10) a.e. on LJac, where pa.c = E(LJac), hence a.e. (mod 1·1) on JR. By a correspond
ing modification of Prop. 5.10 one obtains the last relation and finally (12) follows. • 

13.1.2. Some properties of the stationary pre-wave operators 

In this section we collect some properties of Q, which are of technical nature but useful 
in the following. First we introduce 

fJ,(L1) := (e/2n)j R(J.- ie/2) JR0(J. + ie/2) dJ., 
.1 

L1 a Borel set . (13) 

If L1 is compact, then this integral is a usual Bochner integral. If L1 is non-compact, 
then the integral is defined in weak sense as in (1). We have Q,(JR.) = Q,. 

Proposition 4. If L1, L1' are Borel sets with L1 n L1' = (/J, then 

s-lim fJ,(L1) En.(L1') p~c = 0. 
•-+o 
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Proof. Let u E E 0(Ll') pgc£'0 and v E £'. Then we have 

(v, !.?2,(Ll) u) = (e/n) J (R(-1 + is) v, JR0(.1 +is) u) d-1. 
Ll 

Hence 

[(v, !.?2,(Ll) u)[ ~ [[Jll J (s/n)l/2 IIR0(.1 +is) ull (e/n)l/2 [lR(-1 +is) vii d). 
Ll 

and 

[(v, !.?2,(Ll) u)[ ~ IIJ[[ (j (e/n) [[R0(-1 +is) ull2 d).) 1' 2 (j (e/n) llR(). + ie) vll2 d).Y'2: 

follow. Since 
00 

(e/n) [[R0(.1 +is) u[l2 = (s/n) J ((-1 - p)2 + s2)-1 (u, E 0(dp) u) 
-00 

(and also the corresponding formula with respect to R(-1 +is) and E(dp) is valid, see 
(3.17)), we obtain 

(v, !.?2,(Ll) u)[ ~ 

~ IIJII J (u, E 0(dp) u) J d). j(v, E(dp) v) J d). • ( 

00 s/n )1/2 ( 00 e/n )1/2 
-oo Ll (.1 - p)2 + s2 -oo Ll (A- p)2 + s2 

Now 
(14) 

00 00 

f s/n d). =JxA(-1) s/n d). =JxA(-1) fJ,(p - .1) d-1 =: ( fJ, * XA) (p) 
(.1 _ p)2 + e2 (.1 _ p)2 + s2 

A -oo -oo 

is valid (recall Definition (1.6) of fJ,( · )). We have (fJ, * XA) (p) ~ 1, therefore we get 

( 
00 )1/2 ( 00 )1/2 l(v, !.?2,(Ll) u)l ~ [[J[[ 1 (fJ, * XA) (p) (u, Eo(dp) u) 1(fJ. * XA) (p) (v, E(dp) v)) 

( 
00 )1/2 

~ [[J[[ 1 (fJ, * XA) (p) (u, E 0(dp) u) [[v[[, 

hence 

[[Q2.(Ll) u[[ ~ [[J[[ (1 (fJ, * XA) (p) (u, E 0(dp) u) )1/2. 

Now lim ( fJ, * XLI) (p) = XA(ft) a.e. on 1R and XA(ft) = 0 a.e. on 1R with respect to 
t-++0 

(u, E0 ( • )u). Hence the assertion follows from the Lebesgue dominated convergence 
theorem. • 

The next lemma is connected with the intertwining property of the limit of the sta
tionary pre-wave operator (cf. Prop. 9.11 and Remark 9.19). 

Lemma 5. Let Ll be a compact Borel set of JR. Then 

lim sup [[eitHQ, - Q. eitH,ll = 0. 
•-++o teA 

(15) 
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Proof. From (9.9) we obtain 

Hence 

l[e-iaH.Q2• - .Q2• e-lsH•I[ ~ 2e(lsl · IIJI[ + 11 - e2''1 e-2''11JI[) 

= 2e IIJII (lsi + le-2'' - tl), 
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so that the left-hand side tends to 0 as e ~ +O uniformly with respect to s, where s is 
from a fixed compact set. • 

The next lemma is also related to the intertwining property of the limit of the station
ary pre-wave operator, but may also be considered as a counterpart to Prop. 4. Pay 
.attention to the fact that this lemma is formulated for closed sets only, whereas Prop. 4 
is valid for arbitrary Borel sets. It seems that Lemma 6 is not true in general for arbitrary 
.Borel sets, but we are not able to present a counterexample. 

Lemma 6. Let A be a closed set oi1R.. Then 

s-lim E(A) D.P~0E0(1R." A) I= 0, IE .7t'o· (16) 
-+o 

Proof. Note that 1R. "A is open. Let [a, b] be a finite closed interval from 1R. "A. 
First we prove 

s-lim E(A) .Q.P~0E0([a, b]) I= 0. (17) 
•~+o 

Since IID,I[ ~ IIJI[ and clo spa {P~0E0([a, b]) I; [a, b] c 1R. "A, I E ;{'0} = p~c X 
E0(1R. "A):7t'0 , (16) follows immediately from (17). For the proof of (17) we use the inte
gral representation (3). Then we obtain 

b 

E(A) .Q.P~0E0([a, b]) I = -ie j E(A) R(A- ie) JE0(dA) P~0l. (18) 
a 

Now we integrate by parts (see Section 5.1.3.) and get 

b 

j E(A) R(A- ie) JE0(dA) p~cl = E(A) R(A- ie) JE0(A) p~cll~ 
a 

b 

- j E(A) R'(A - ie) JE0(A) Poe/ d).. (19) 
a 

The functions E(A) R(A - ie) and E(A) R'(A - ie) are holomorphic for;, E [a, b], e ~ 0, 
because spec {HI E(A) ;t'} ~A. Hence from (18) and (19) the relation (17) follows. • 

Remark 7. In particular (16) is valid if A = {a} is a one-point set. Since 
Po0E0({a}) f = 0, we obtain in this case from (16) that 

s-lim E(/a}) .Q,P~0I = 0, a E 1R, f E ;{'0 • (20) 
•~+o 
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From (20) and (16) the validity of 

s-lim E(IR '. Ll) Q.P~0E0(LI) f = 0, /E:Yt'o, (21) 
t-++0 

for arbitrary intervals L1 (bounded, non-bounded, open, closed, semiclosed) follows. 
In the following paragraphs we need some properties on equiabsolute continuity of 

E(LI) pacQ,f. We have to distinguish between weak and strong equiabsolute continuity. 

Lemma 8. For any f E ;Yt'0 the vector function E(LI) pacQ,f is weakly equiabsolutely con
tinuous with respect to 8 > 0, that is, for all g E :Yt' the expression 

sup l(g, E(LI) pacQ,/)1 
•>O 

is absolutely continuous. 

Proof. We have (g, E(LI) pacQ,/) = {E(LI) pacg, Q,f). Hence 

sup l(g, E(LI) pacQ,/)1 ~sup llil./11 ·I[E(LI) pacgl\ ~ IIJIII[/11 ·IIE(LI) pacgl[. 

Since IIE(LI) pacgl\ is absolutely continuous, the assertion follows. • 

Lemma 9. Let 0 <a < b, f E ;Yt'0 • ThE~n E(LI) pacQ.j is strongly equiabsolutely con
tinuous with respect toe E [a, b], that is 

sup I[E(LI) pacQ,/11 
•E(a.b) 

is absolutely continuous. 

Proof. This is an easy consequence of the facts that f.:= pacQ,f is holomorphic in e 
ore E [a, b] and I[E(LI) /.ll is absolutely continuous for each fixed e > 0. • 

Finally we present a uniform estimate with respect to 8 of E{IR '. (-N, N)} Q,P~0f. 
This estimate will complete the equiabsolute continuity of E(LI) pacQ,P~0f. Both 
properties together correspond to the so-called uniform integrability of the function 
/,(1.) = G,(A.) p~cf in (8) (see DIEUDONNE [1, 13.12. Example 4]). 

Lemma 10. The relation 

lim sup IIE{IR '. (-N, N)) il,P~c/11 = 0, 
N-+oo 0<•;;!1 

(22) 

is valid. 

Proof. The relation 

lim sup IIE{IR '. ( -N, N)) Q,p~c!ll = 0 
N-+oo 6;;!•<1 

(23) 

for each 15 E (0, 1) follows from the facts that Q,P~0f is holomorphic in 8 E [15, 1] and 
that for each fixed 8 > 0 one has lim IIE(IR '. ( -N, N)} il.P~c/11 = 0. Now let L1 be an 

N-+oo 

arbitrary bounded interval. We choose N 0 such that clo L1 c:: ( -N0 , N 0). Then; applying 
(21), we obtain 

s-lim E{IR '. ( -N, N)} il,P~0E0(,1) f = 0, (24) 
•-++0 
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uniformly with respect toN~ N0• From (23) and (24) we obtain 

lim sup IIE(lR ~ ( -N, N)) .Q.P~cE0(LI) /II = 0. 
N-+oo O<t;:i;l 

But [[.Q,Il ~ [[J[[ and clo spa {P~cE0(LI) /; Ll bounded interval, f E £'0} = p~c£'0• 
Therefore (22) follows. • 

Remark 11. Lemma 10 says essentially that it is sufficient to prove the convergence 
of E(LI) .Q.P~cf as e-+ +0 for each bounded interval Ll to get the convergence of .Q,P~cf. 

13.2. Limits of the stationary pre-wave operator 

13.2.1. Weak limits 

In this section properties of the weak limit (cf. Remark 9.19) 

.Q+ := w-lim .Q,p~c 
t-+-l-0 

(25) 

and simple conditions for its existence ate presented . .Q+ is bounded and we have 
[[.Q+.Il ~ llJ[[. We begin with a simple consequence of Lemma 5. 

Lemma 12. The relation 

w-lim {.Q,E0(LI) - E(LI) .Q,} = 0 (26) 
e-++0 

i8 valid for all Borel sets Ll. 

Proof. Let f E £'0 , g E £'.Then we obtain immediately from Lemma 5 

lim {(g, e-lsH.Q,j) _ (g, .Q, e-lsH•j)} = 0, s E lR; 
•-++0 

or 
lim {(elsHg, .Q,j) _ (g, .Q, e-lsHoj)} = 0. 

e-++0 

m 
Thus, if t(.lt) = E 1Xe e18e• is an arbitrary real trigonometrical polynomial, then 

e=l 

lim {(t(H) g, .Q,j) - (g, .Q, t(H0) /)} = 0. 
•-++0 

Now let Ll be a compact interval. Then, according to Section 3.2.3, we can choose a. 
sequence tn(A.) of real trigonometrical polynomials such that s-lim tn(H0) f = E0(LI) f 

n-+oo 
and .s-lim tn(H) g = E(LI) g simultaneously. Hence the assertion follows for compact 

n-+oo 
intervals and finally for all Borel sets. • 

From Lemma 12 we immediately obtain the intertwining property of .Q~, which was 
already proved in Prop. 9.11. 
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Proposition 13. Let the weak limit .Q~ = w-lim .Q,p~c exist. Then it is an intertwini'TI{J 
operator with respect to H, H 0, that s->+O 

E(LI) .Q~ = .Q~E0(LI) 

is valid for all Borel sets Ll. 

(27) 

Proof. Let f E P~0.Yf'0• Then also E0(Ll) f E P~0.Yt'0• Hence the assertion follows 
immediately from (26). • 

Another consequence of Lemma 12, directly related to the intertwining property, is 

Proposition 14. The relations 

w-lim (pac)J. .Q,p~c = 0, w-lim pac.Q,(P~0 )J. = 0 (28) 
e--?+0 £--?+0 

are valid. 

Proof. We have (pac)J. = E(L10), where IL101 = 0. Namely, (pac)J. = psc + Pr>. 
00 

Further, psc = E(LJsc), where ILl sci = 0, and pP = E(Lld), where LJd = U Ae and A.1, A.2, ••• 

e=l 
denotes the sequence of all eigenvalues of H. Obviously ILldl = 0. Then L1 0 can be 
chosen as LJsc u LJd. Now E0(L10) p~c = 0, hence the first assertion follows from (26). 
The second assertion follows from the first by replacing .Q, by .Q.* and taking the 
.adjoint. • 

The next result follows directly from Prop. 14. 

Lemma 15. The weak limit w-lim .Q,p~c = .Q~ exists iff w-lim pac.Q,p~c exists and 
•-++0 <-++0 

in this case we have .Q~ = w-lim pac.Q.P~c. 
<-++0 

Proof. Obvious. • 

A further consequence of Lemma 12 is 

Lemma 16. Let :%0 c: .Yt' 0, :% c: .Yt' be linear manifolds so that p~c:% 0, pac:% are gene
rati'TI{J with respect to Po0.Yt'0 , pac.Yf' and H 0 , H, respectively. Further assume the existence 
of lim (pack, E(A) .Q,P~0k0) for all k0 E :%0 , k E :% and all bounded intervals A. Then 

<-++O 

.Q~ exists. 

Proof. From the assumptions and I[.Q.I[ ~ i[Ji[ the weak convergence of E(A) pac.Q. 
X P~0k0 follows for all k0 E :%0• Applying Lemma 12, we obtain the weak convergence 

.of pacE(A) Q,E0(LI) P~0k0 for all Borel sets Ll. Then from I[.Q.I[ ~ i[JII and from the fact 
that P~0:%0 is generating with respect to Po0.Yt'0 and H 0 , we get the weak convergence 
of E(A) pac.Q.P~c. Applying Lemma 10, we obtain the weak convergence of pac.Q.P~c. 
Hence, because of Lemma 15, the assertion follows. • 

Now we can prove a first sufficient condition for the existence of .Q~. 

Proposition 17. Let :%0 c: .Yt'0, :% c: .Yt' be linear manifolds so that P~0:%0, pacf are 
generati'TI{J with respect to P~0.Yt'0 , pac.Yf' and H 0, H respectively. Further, assume that for 
.all k0 E :%0, k E :% 

(29) 
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is a Cauchy net as c;-+ +0 with respect to the convergence in rneasure on JR.. Then .Q'r 
exists. 

Proof. Because of Prop. 3 we have 

(k, E(L1) pac.Q,ko) = J (k, E(dJ.) G,(p,) k0)/d.i.J/'=A d.i. (30) 
d 

for all bounded intervals .1. Further, because of Lemma 8, the integral on the right-hand 
side is equiabsolutely continuous with respect to e. Therefore the assumption on the 
convergence in measure of (29) together with the Vitali convergence theorem (see 
NATANSON [1, p. 169]) imply the existence of lim (k, E(L1) pac.Q,k0). Because of (28) 

•~+o 

we have lim (k, E(L1) pac.Q,(P~cp- k0 ) = 0. Hence we obtain the existence of 
•~+o 

lim (k, E(L1) pac.Q,P~0k0). Applying now Lemma 16, the assertion follows. • 
•~+o 

Moreover, we obtain the equation 

lim (k, E(L1) pac.Q,k0) = J a+(J.; k, k0) d.i., 
s-..+o .1 

where 
a+(J.; k, k0 ) := m-lim (k, E(dA) G,(p,) k0)/d.i.Jf'=.l 

·~+o 

denotes the limit in measure of the Cauchy net (29). 

(31) 

(32) 

According to Prop. 13 the existence of the weak limit .Q+ implies the intertwining 
property of .Q+. Therefore there is a corresponding weak wave matrix ~+(J.) if direct 
integral representations of P~0.Yl'0, pac£ are given with respect to H 0 , H, respectively. 
Let 

be isometric operators realizing two direct integral representations (A0 , A are spectral 
cores of spec80 H 0 , spec80 H respectively). Then it is easy to link the weak wave matrix 
.0+(J.) with the function a+(J.; k, k0 ). This is the content of 

Proposition 18. Assurne that the assurnptions of Prop. 17 are satisfied. Then 

(33) 

is valid for all k E .Yt, k0 E .Yt0 , a.e. on JR., where k( · ), k0( ·) denote the representers of 
pack, P~0k0 with respect to the direct integral representations L 2(A, dJ.; %,), L 2(A0,dJ.; % 0,) 

of pac£, p~o .Yl'o• 

Proof. Obviously, we have 

(k, E(L1) .Q+ko) = J (fc(J.), b+(J.) ko(.i.)).,vA d.i.. (34) 
d 

Therefore from (31) we obtain 

J (lc(J.), b+(J.) k0(.i.))yA d.i. = J a+(J.;k;k0)dJ. 
d d 

for all Borel sets .1. Hence (33) follows a.e. (mod I· I) on JR. • 

18 Baumgartel/Wollenberg 
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Remark 19. It seems that the conditions of Prop. 17, in general, are not necessary 
conditions, at least in the case P~0J("0 = P~0.;tt'0 , pacj(" = P..c.;tt'. Namely, if D+ 
exists, then according to (30) we obtain the existence of lim J (g, E(dA.) G,(p)f)/dAI,.=A dA. 

.-+o;~ 

for all g E P..c.;tt', f E P~0.;tt'0 and for all Borel sets Ll and, according to (34), the equation 

lim J (g, E(dA.) G,(p) 1)/dA.I,.=A dA. = J (D(A.), .0+(A.) /(A.))% 1 dA.. 
~+O;~ L1 

But from this equation, in general, it is not possible to conclude that the integrand in 
the left-hand integral is a Cauchy net with respect to measure convergence. 

13.2.2. Strong limits 

The investigation of D+ := s-lim D?oc is in some sense more complicated than that 
....... +o 

of D+. By Lemma 15, the investigation of .Q+ is reduced to the study of w-lim pac.Q.Po0 • 

~+O 

If s-lim (P30)J. .Q,p~c exists, then, according to Prop. 14, it is necessarily zero, because 
~+O 

the strong limit equals the weak limit. Thus the crucial question for a similar reduction 
in the strong limit case is the question of the existence of s-lim (Pac)J. .O.Po0 • It seems 

.....,.+o 
that this strong limit in general does not exist (we were not able to decide this question)~ 
but the existence can be shown if additional a priori information about the singular 
spectrum of His available (see Prop. 20). Despite of this difficulty we consider in this 
section 

s-lim pac.Q.P~c 
•--++0 

(35} 

and we present conditions for its existence. In some contrast to the situation in the 
weak limit case in the present (strong limit) case we are able to prove a simple necessary 
and sufficient criterion. 

Proposition 20. If lspec80 H u specp Hi = 0, then 

s-lim (pac)J. .Q,p~c = 0. 
<-++0 

(36) 

Proof. We apply Lemma 6 and put A = spec80 H u specP H in this lemma. A is. 
closed and IAI = 0. Therefore P~0E0(A) = 0. Hence (36) follows from (16). • 

Lemma 21. Let f 0 c Jft"0 be a linear manifold such that P~0J("0 is generating with. 
respect to Po0Jff"0 and H 0• Suppose that s-lim E(LI) pac.Q.P~0k0 exists for all bounded 

•--++0 
intervals Ll and all k0 E J("0• Then s-lim pac.Q,P~c exists. 

•--++0 

Proof. Obviously from the assumptions of Lemma 21 the existence of s-lim E(LI} 
X pac.Q,P~c follows. Applying Lemma 10 the assertion follows. • .....,.+o 

Now we prepare the mentioned criterion. First recall Section 3.5.5 and the notations 

(g, f)E,A := (g, E(dA.) 1)/dA., 

lflE,A := (/, /)}/.~ 
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for vectors j, g from a spectral manifold f c: pacyt> and for A from a corresponding 
spectral core F. In particular recall that if A = Ao E F is fixed, then (g, f) E.•. is a semi
scalar product on f; 1/IE.<. is the corresponding seminorm. 

Recall further that according to Prop. 3 the expression 

IG,,(A) t - a .. (A) !IE.• 
exists for all f E £'0 , e1, e2 > 0, a.e. (mod 1·1) on JR. Now we have 

Theorem 22. (I) Let .%0 be a linearmanifold in £'0 and let P~0$"0 be generating with 
respect to p~c £' 0 and H 0• 

(II) Further let E(L1) pacQ,P~0k0 be strongly equiabsolutely continuous with respect to 
e E (0, 1) for all k0 E .%0• 

(III) Assume that 

(37) 

is a Cauchy net as e1, e2 __,. +0 with respect to convergence in measure on lR for all k0 E .%0• 

Then s-lim pacQ,p~c exists. Conversely if the latter strong limit exists, then (II) and (III) 
•~+O 

are valid even for allf E P~0Y!'0• 

Proof. (A) Let (I), (II), (III) be satisfied and let L1 be a bounded interval. Then 
according to Prop. 3 we have 

IIE(Ll) pacQ,,P~0ko - E(L1) pacQ,.Pgckoll2 = J IG,,(A) p~cko 
.d 

- a .. (A) p~ckol~ .• dA. (38) 

Now applying the Vitali convergence theorem (see NATANSON [1, p. 169]) to this inte
gral the existence of s-lim E(L1) pacQ,P~0k0 follows. Then by Lemma 21, the assertion 

•-++0 
is proved. (B) Assume the existence of s-lim pacQ,p~c =: !J3_;. Then pacQ,pgcf is 

t-++0 

strongly continuous with respect to e on [0, 1 ], where the value of the function at 
e = 0 is defined by !J3-tf. Then (II) follows from this fact and Lemma 9. (III) easily 
follows from (38), where k0 has to be replaced by f. • 

We recall that convergence in measure as e __,. +0 implies the existence of a sequence 
e,. __,. +0 such that a.e.-convergence is valid. Therefore we obtain from Theorem 22 

Corollary 23. If s-lim pacQ,Pgc exists, then for every f E pgc£0 there is a sequence 
•-++0 

e,. __,. +0 (which depends on/) such that 

(39) 
n,m~oo 

is valid a.e. (mod 1·1) on JR.; that is iff is fixed, then G, (A) f is strongly convergent with 
respect to the seminorm I·IE.A for almost all A E lR(mod I·!). 

Further we recall that a.e.-convergence as e __,. +0 implies measure convergence as 
e __,. +0. Therefore from Theorem 22 we obtain 

Corollary 24. Let the conditions (I) and (II) of Theorem 22 be satisfied. If G,(A) P~0k0 
is a Cauchy net as e __,. +O with respect to the seminorm l·lv for all k0 E .%0 and almost 
all A. E JR.( mod I·/) then s-lim pacQ,Pgc exists. 

•-++0 

18* 
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There is a condition on H, which can be formulated in terms of the ,u,!f•-topology in 
!l'(£'0 , £') which is sufficient for the validity of condition (II) in Theorem 22 (for the 
,u~•-topology see Definition 6.55). 

Proposition 25. If pacE(LJ) J is absolutely continuous with respect to the ,u~•-topology, 
then condition (II) of Theorem 22 is satisfied. 

00 

Proof. We have pacE(LJ) Q,p~cf = e J e-etpacE(LJ) eitHJ e-11H•Pc,c! dt. Hence 
0 

00 

IIPacE(Ll) D,Poc/11 :::;; e J e-el I[PacE(LJ) J e-iiHop~c/11 dt 
0 

that is we obtain 

sup IIE(LJ) pacQ,p~c/11 ;£ Pa(PacE(LJ) J; Ho, /) 
•>O 

and the assertion follows. • 

13.3. Stationary theory of the Abel wave operator in terms 
of resolvents only 

In this paragraph we develop the stationary theory of the Abel wave operator in con
nection with the representation (1) of the stationary pre-wave operator Q,. 

13.3.1. Stationary characterization of the Abel wave operator 

First we state two propositions on the stationary characterization of operators being 
asymptotically equivalent to zero, which are slight generalizations of Prop. 6.32 and 
Prop. 6.33. 

Proposition 26. An operator X E !l'(£' 0 , £') is asymptotically equivalent to 0 with respect 
to H0Pgc, X :::::::< 0 (IAI-lim) iff 

Ho 
00 

lim e J i!XR0(J. + ie) pgc/112 dJ. = 0, 
~-++0 -oo 

I E d'l'o. (40) 

Proof. It follows from Prop. 6.32. • 

Proposition 27. An operator X E !l'(£'0 , £')is asymptotically equivalent to 0 with respect 
to H0Pgc, X :::::::< 0 (IAI-lim) iff for each IE£' 0 the function e112XR0(J. + ie) pgcj is 

Ho 
strongly convergent in measure to 0 as e---+ +0. 

Proof. It follows from Prop. 6.33. • 
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If Jlt'0 = Jlt', then the characterizations of ker p~· (Prop. 6.32 and Prop. 6.33) are 
obtained. A corresponding simple characterization of ker p:• does not seem to exists. 
If the universal projection p~c is replaced by Pg, then, remarkably enough, Prop. 26 
and Prop. 27 remain true (for the absolute Abelian limit). 

Theorem 28. The Abel wave operator W+(H, H0 ; J) exists iff there is an operator 
D E !l'(Jit'0 , Jlt') such that 

00 

lim e J iiJR0(.'. + ie) P~0/- R(J. + ie) D/112 d).= 0, / E Jlt'0 , 

.-+o -oo 

is valid. In this ClUJe W +(H, H0 ; J) =D. 

Proof. We have 

00 J e-2d lleiiBJ e-IIHop~cf _ W+fl[2 dt 
0 

00 

= J IIX[o,oo)(t) e-d(J e-itHop~cf- e-itHW+/)112 dt. 
-oo 

(41) 

Now we use the fact that i(2n)-112 JR0(J. + ie) u is the inverse Fourier transform of 
X!o.ool(t) e-EIJ e-ltHou and i(2n)-112 R(J. + ie) v is the inverse Fourier transform of 
z10,001(t) e-st e-11Hv. Further, we apply Parseval's equation and obtain 

00 

J e-2d JleiiHJ e-itHop~cf _ W+/JJ2 dt 
0 

00 

= (2n)-1 J l[JRo(J. + ie) Po0/ - R(J. + ie) W+/1[2 dA. 
-co 

Hence (41) is equivalent to the existence of W+ and the equality W + = Q. • 

A consequence of Theorem 28 is 

Corollary 29. The Abel wave operator W+(H, H0 ; J) exists iff there is an operator 
DE !l'(Jit'0, Jlt') satisfying the following conditions: (I) Q = pacQPo•, (II) for all u E ;tt'0 

the function 

e112(JR0(J. + ie) P~0u - R(J. + ie) Du) (42) 

is (strongly) measure convergent to 0 as e-+ +0. 

Proof. The "only if"-part is obvious (see NATANSON [1, p. 185]). Now assume (I) 
and (II) to be satisfied and let u E Jlt' 0 be fixed. Recall that convergence in measure 
of (42) as e-+ +O implies the existence of a sequence e11 -+ +O (which depends on u) 
such that 

s-lim e11112(JR0(J. + ie11) P~0U - R(J. + ie11) Du) = 0 
11-+00 

a.e. (mod I· J) on IR.. First we prove that D is an intertwining operator with respect 
to H, H 0 , that is we have to prove E(Ll) D = DE0(Ll) for arbitrary Borel sets. We put 
u = E 0(LI) f. Then s-lim e111/ 2R0 (A. + ie11) P~"u = 0 for all A. El clo LJ and therefore also 

11-+00 
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s-lim en112R(A. + ie) Qu = 0 for almost all A. ~ clo Ll, that is lim en I[R(A. + ien) !Jul[2 = 0 
n-+oo n--+oo 

for almost all A. ~ clo Ll. Hence (E(dA.) Qu, !Ju)fdA. = 0 follows for almost all A. ~ clo Ll, 
that is we get Qu = E(clo Ll) Qu. Therefore we obtain for closed sets A: QE0(A) 

= E(A) QE0(A). Recall that E 0((a}) g = 0 if g E Pg0£'0• Now let A = [a, b]. Then 
E(A) Qg = E(A) QE0(A) g + E(A) QE0(1R. "-.A) g. For the second term on the right
hand side we obtain 

E(.A) QE0(1R. "'-.A) g = E(A) QE0(1R "-.(a, b)) g 

= E(A) E{1R "-.(a, b)) QE0(1R "-.(a, b)) g = E(!a} u !b}) QE0(1R "-.(a, b)) g = 0, 

because QE0(1R "-.(a, b)) g E pacjt>, Therefore we obtain QE0(.A) = E(A) Q for arbi
trary closed intervals A, hence this relation is valid also for open intervals and finally 
also for arbitrary Borel sets. Now (42) can be written in the form 

(43) 

To this vector function we can apply Prop. 27 and obtain J ~ Q. This implies the asser-
tion and the equality Q = W +' • Ho 

13.3.2. The wave matrix 

In this section we connect the integrand of the representation (1) with the wave matrix 
of the corresponding Abel wave operator. To prepare this connection, we introduce 
direct integral representations t!>: pa.cjt> 1-+ L 2(.A; dA.; Jf"1) and tl>0 : P~0£'0 H- L 2(.A0, dA.; 
f 01 ) with respect to H, H0 ; the lrepresenters of g E pa.cjt>; f E Pg0£'0 are denoted by 
g( · ), f( ·) respectively. 

Theorem 30. Suppose that the Abel wave operator W+ = W+(H, H 0 ; J) exists. Then 
there is a dense set P# c :It' such that for allf E :/1'0 , g E P# the function 

.x,(A.; g, /) : = e(g, R(A. - ie) JR0(A. + ie) pgcf) 

is £!-convergent with respect to £1(1R, dA.) as e ~ +0 with the limit 

.x+(J..; g, /) := (g(A.), w +(A.) f(A.))Jt'",' 

where W +(A.) denotes the wave matrix corresponding to t!>, tl>0 , and where /( · ), g( ·) denote 
the representers of Pg0f, pacg, respectively. 

Proof. First recall IAI-lim E1J e-itHopgc = 0 (see (9.16)), where E denotes the pro-
t-->-oo 

jection onto clo ima W +' Hence we have 

00 

lime J i(E1g, R(A. - ie) JR0(). + ie) Pg0f)l d). 
e-->-+0 _ 00 

00 

=lim e J i(R(). + ie) g, E1 JR0(). + ie) pgc/)l d). 
•~+O -oo 

{ 
00 }1/2 { 00 }1/2 

S lim e J IIE1JR0(A + ie) pgc/1[2 d). sup e J i[R(). + ie) gi[2 d). = 0 • 
.--..+o -oo . •>o -oo 
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Furthermore, 
00 00 

J [cx,(J.; g, /)- cx+(A; g, /)1 d2 ~ J I(Eg, eR(J.- ie) JR0(2 + ie) p~c/) 
-00 -00 

00 

-00 

is valid. We put!!):= ima W+ EB EJ..:/1' and g E !!), Eg = W+/0, / 0 E Poc.:/1'0• Then we 
obtain 

00 

-00 

00 

(44) 
-00 

00 

According to (9.15) we have W+ ~ J. Therefore by Prop. 26 lime j ll(W+ - J) 
H0 t--++0 _ 00 

R 0(2 + ie) p~cul[2 d2 = 0 is implied for all u E .:/1'0• Thus on the right-hand side of (44) 
we can replace JR0(2 + ie) p~cf by W+R0(2 + ie) p~cf as e--+ +0 without changing 
the limit properties of that expression. That is, we have to consider 

00 

-oo 

00 

-00 

Recall that 

cx+(J.; g, /) = (g, W+f)E,J. = (g, E(dJ.) W+f)fd2 = (Eg; E(d2) W+f)fd2 

= (W+f0,E(d2) W+f)fd2 = (W+fo, W+f)E,J.• 

that is we have to prove 

00 

lim j ie(R(J. + ie) W+/0 , R(J. + ie) W+f)- (W+/0 , E(d2) W+f)fd21 d).= 0. 
e--++0 -oo 

But this is true by Prop. 3.18. • 

Corollary 31. Suppose that the Abel wave operator W+ = W+(H, H0 ; J) exists. Then 
for allf E .:/1'0, g E !!) the expression 

e(g, R(J.- ie) JR0(2 + ie) P~0/)- (g(2), W +(J.)f (2)).?t"J. (45) 

is measure-convergent to 0 as e --+ +0. Moreover there is a sequence e,. --+ +0 (which 
depends on f, g) such that 

lim e,.(g, R(J.- ie,.) JR0(A + ie,.) p~c/) = (g(2), W +(2) f(J.)).?t"J. (46) 
n-+oo 

is valid a.e. (mod 1·1) on lR.. 
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Proof. It is obvious, because L1-convergence implies convergence in measure and 
this implies the existence of a sequence en -+ +0 such that convergence a.e. is true. • 

Remark 32. It may be useful to compare Corollary 31 and Prop. 18. In the latter case 

m-lim (k, E(dl) G,(fl) k0 )jdli,.=A = (k(J.), b+(J.) ko(l))Jt'"A (47) 
s->-+0 

was proved, in the preceding case 

m-lim (g, eR(J.- ie) JR0(A + ie) p~c/) = (g(J.), W+(l) f(J.)).%A· (48) 
·~+o 

But in (47) the existence of the measure limit on the left-hand side has to be assumed 
(and the existence of .Q+ appears as a conclusion), whereas in (48) the existence of W+ 

is assumed and the existence of the measure limit on the left-hand side can be proved. 
It should be noted that a weaker proposition on the relation between (g, eR(J.- ie) Jx 
R 0(J. + ie) p~c/) and (g(J.), b+(J.) f(J.))Jt'"A than that given in Corollary 31 can be proved 
if only the existence of .Q+ is assumed. 

Proposition 32. Suppose that .Q+ exists. Then 

lim J (g, eR(l- ie) JR0(l + ie) pgc/) dl = J (g(l),b+(J.) f(J.))Jt'"A dl (49) 
•~+o .1 .1 

is valid for allf E £ 0, g E £>and for all Borel sets L1, where f( · ), g( ·)denote the represen
ters of p~cf, pacg; respectively. 

Proof. We have .Q, = .Q,(LI) + .Q,(JR ".. L1), hence .Q,p~cE0(L1) = .Q,(L1) p~cE0(L1) 
+ .Q,(JR ".. L1) p~cE0(L1). According to Prop. 4, we have s-lim .Q,(JR ".. L1) p~cE0(L1) 

~+O 

= 0. Therefore w-lim .Q,(L1) p~cE0(L1) exists and equals .Q+E0(L1). Now we have 
•~+o 

.Q,(L1) p~c/ = .Q,(L1) p~cEo(L1) / + .Q,(L1) pgcEo(lR ".. L1) f. Hence w-lim .Q,(L1) pgcj 
exists for all/ E .Yt'0 and we have •~+o 

w-lim .Q,(L1) pgcj = .Q+Eo(L1) f. 
•~+o 

Because of (g, .Q+E0(L1) /) = J (g(J.), b+(J.) f(J.))Jt'"A dl the relation (49) follows. • 
Ll 

Remark 33. Compare Prop. 32 with Remark 19 where the corresponding relation 
with respect to representation (2) is presented. 

13.4. Stationary theory of the Abel wave operator 
using operator spectral integrals 

In this paragraph we develop the stationary theory of the Abel wave operator in con· 
nection with representation (2) of the stationary pre-wave operator. 
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13.4.1. The general case 

In this section we collect some results from Paragraph 2 and from Paragraph 9.4 to 
obtain a necessary and sufficient stationary criterion for the existence of the Abel 
wave operator. The weak point in this criterion is that an assumption like (9.44) linking 
J and D+. seems to be unavoidable. 

Theorem 34. (I) Let :/("0 c .Tt'0 , :1(" c .Tt' be linear manifolds and assume that Pg0:1t"0 , 

pac:f(" are generating with respect to Po0.Tt'0 , pacjf' and H 0 , H, respectively. 

(II) .Assume that (k, E(dA.) G,(p,) ko)/dA.i,.=A is a Cauchy net as e ~ +O with t·espect to 
convergence in measure on IR for all k0 E :/("0 , k E :/("(then D+. exists). 

(III) Further assume 

00 

lim J e e-et llJ e-IIH•Po0fl[2 dt = I[D+.fll2, 
e-++Oo 

f E .Tt'o. (50) 

Then the .Abel wave operator W+ = W+(H, H0 ; J) exists. Conversely, if the Abel wave 
operator exists, then (II) is true for :1("0 = p~c.Tt'0, :/(" = pacjf' and also (III) is satisfied. 

Proof. (A) Let (I)-(III) be satisfied. Then the existence of D+. follows from Prop. 17. 
Further, from Corollary 9.43 we obtain D+. ~ J. Finally, Prop. 9.41 yields the existence 

Ho 
of W +(H, H0 ; J). (B) Conversely, from the existence of W + we obtain (III) via Prop. 9.41 
and Corollary 9.43. Further, from Prop. 9.6. the existence of s-lim D.P~c follows. Now 

-+o 
we apply Theorem 22. Therefore !G,1(A) pgcj - G,,(A.) pgcfiE.J. is a Cauchy net as 
eu e1 ~ +O with respect to convergence in measure for all f E .Tt'0• Now we have 

l(g, E(dA.) 0,1(/-l) Poc/)/dA.I,.=A - (g, E(dA.) G,,(p,) p~c/)/dJ.I,.=AI 

~ !g!E,l !G,1(A.) p~c/ - G,,(A.) Po0/IE,l 

a.e. (mod 1·1) on IR. Thus (II) is satisfied for :1("0 = P~0.Tt'0 , :/(" = pacjt', • 

13.4.2. The case of partially isometric Abel wave operators 

(51) 

In this section we present another variant of a sufficient and necessary criterion. 
Namely, we split up the condition (50) into two assumptions on J and D+. separately, 
which together yield (50). The condition on J is expressed by 

00 

lim J e e-et I[J e-IIHop~c/1[2 dt = IIP~c/112, 
e-++Oo 

f E .Tt'o. (52) 

This condition was already considered in Chapter 9.5. A slightly stronger condition is 
J ~ V, where Vis partially isometric with initial subspace P~0.Tt'0 (cf. Lemma 9.46). 

Ho 
According to Lemma 9.46 and Prop. 9.45 the condition (52) yields necessarily partially 
isometric and H 0-semicomplete wave operators. 

Theorem 35. Let condition (52) be satisfied. 
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(I) Let $'0 c Yf'o be a linear manifold such that pgc.x-0 is generating with respect to 
pgc.Yf'o and Ho. 

(II) Assume that G.(A.) k0 is a Cauchy net as e __,... +0 with respect to convergence in 
measure on lR and I·IE.• for all k0 E $'0, that is, let 

m-lim !G,(A.) k0 - G,.(A.) koiE,2 = 0, (53) 
t,e'-7-+0 

(note that if (53) is valid, then also m-lim !G,(A.) k0lv exists). 

(III) Further assume 

m-lim !G,(A.) kolv = lkoiE.,2, (54) 

Then the Abel wave operator W+ = W+(H, H 0 ; J) exists and is partially isometric and 
H0-semicomplete. Conversely, if W+ exists, then (II) and (III) are satisfied for $'0 = P~0.Yf'0• 

Proof. According to (51) (where pgcj is replaced by k0 and where g € pac.Yf') and 
Prop. 17 we obtain the existence of .Q+. Now we prove that .Q+ is partially isometric 
with inittal subspace pgc.Yf'0• Since .Q+f = 0 for f E (P~c).L .Yf'0 , we must prove 
II.Q+fll = 11/ll for all/ E P~0.Yf'0 • Because of II.Q+II ~ llJII it is sufficient to prove this 
equation for a dense set inP~c.Yf'0• We choose as a dense set spa {E0(LI) P~0k0 ; k0 E $'0 , 

Ll bounded Borel set}. First let k0 E· $'0 be fixed. Then from (III) we obtain the existence 
of a sequence e11 __,... +0 and the existence of a Borel set A0 with lAo! = 0 such that 

(55) 
11~00 

is valid. Now we put ,x(A.) :=sup !G,,.(A.) k0 - GdA.) koiE.•· Then ,x(A.) is a Borel function 
n,m 

and 0 ~ ,x(A.) < oo for A. E lR "A0• Hence AN:= {A.; ,x(A.) < N} is a Borel set and we 
00 

have A1 c A2 c · · · c lR "A0 , U AN = lR "A0• Further, let Ll be an arbitrary 
N=l 

bounded Borel set. Then we obtain 

IIPacE(AN) E(LI) (.Q,,ko - .Q,mko)l[2 = J !G,,.(A.) ko - G,m(A.) koi~.A dA.. 
ANnA 

Hence, according to the Vitali convergence theorem, IIPacE(AN) E(LI) (.Q, k0 - .Q, k0)11 
is a Cauchy sequence, that is, s-lim pacE(AN) E(LI) .Q, k0 exists and more~ver we have .. 

11~00 

11~00 

Thus also 

11~00 

follows. On the other hand, we obtain, by Vitali's convergence theorem, that 

lim IIE(AN n Ll) pac.Q,,.k0 !12 = lim J !G,,.(A.) koi~.A dA. = J lim !G,,.(A.) k0l~.l d..\ 
n~oo ~~~oo ANnA ANnA ~~~oo 

= j lkoi~ •. A dA. = llEo(AN n Ll) pgcko![2 = I!Eo(An) Eo(LI) pgcko![2• 

ANnA 
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Therefore we have the equation 

or, because of the intertwining property of .Q~, 

Now s-lim E0(AN) E0(LI) P~"k0 = E0(LI) P~"k0 is valid, hence 
N~oo 

(56) 

follows for all k0 E :Yt"0 and for all bounded Borel sets Ll. From (56) and from the inter
twining property of .Q~ we easily obtain 

where the bounded Borel sets Lie are pairwise disjoint. Now we can conclude: .Q+ is 
isometric on P~".Yt'0• Therefore because of (52) the relation (50) is satisfied. Thus 
a,ccording to Theorem 34 the Abel wave operator W+ exists and equals .Q~. Conversely, 
let W + exist. Then s-lim .Q,P~"I exists for all I E .Yt'0• By Theorem 22, we obtain (II) 

~-++0 

for f 0 = P~".Yt'0• Further we obtain for all Borel sets Ll (use Vitali's convergence 
theorem) 

lim \IE(LI) pac.Q,P~"I\[2 = lim j \G,(J.) Pg"ll~.l dJ. = j m-lim jG,(J.) Pg"li~.< dJ. 
•~+O ~+O i1 <1 •~+O 

= \IE(LI) W+Pg"l\1 2 = I[W+E0(LI) Pg"lil2 = i\E0(LI) Pg"l\\ 2 = j \1\~ •. l dJ.. 
i1 

Hence 
m-lim \G,(J.) P~"I\E,l = 11\E,,l = \Pg"I!E,,l, I E .Yt'o, 
•~+O 

follows a.e. (mod\·\) on IR.. Thus (III) is satisfied for f 0 = Pg".Yt'0• • 

Remark 36. If we replace the limits in measure in conditions (II) and (III) of Theo
rem 35 by limits a.e., that is, if G,(J.) k0 is a Cauchy net as e -+ +0 with respect to the 
seminorm \·!E,l for almost all 2 E lR (mod\·\) and if lim \G,(J.) ko\E,l = \ko!E,,l a.e. 

•~+O 

(mod I·\) on JR., then conditions (II) and (III) of Theorem 35 are satisfied. That is, in 
this way we obtain sufficient conditions for the existence of the Abel wave operator W +' 
Applications of Theorem 35 will be given in Chapter 14. 

13.4.3. Convergence to the wave matrix 

In this section we refer to Theorem 22 and in particular to the expression (37). The 
problem to be considered is to determine the limit function of the Cauchy net 
jG,(J.) 1- G,.(J.) 1\E,l• IE Pg".Yt'0 , which is a Cauchy net with respect to the convergence 
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in measure, explicitly and to link this limit with the wave matrix. First, from 

00 

pacQ.P~0/ - Q'*+f = j E(dA.) pac(G,(A.) Po0/- D+f), (57) 
-oo 

we immediately obtain 
00 

llpac!J,Poc/- D+/112 = j IG,(A.) Po0/- D+/1~.1 dA.. 
-oo 

Hence 

m-lim IG.(A.) Poe- D+fiE,A = 0, (58) 
•-++0 

follows. Thus the crucial point is to link this relation with the wave matrix .Oi-(..1.), 
if direct integral representations of P~0~0 and Poe~ are given. 

In order to establish this link we recall the definitions and facts from Section 3.5.5 
and Section 5.2.4. 

First, we recall the concept of a spectral and generating manifold :f c: pac~ with 
respect to Hand the corresponding direct integral representation of pac~, given by 
tP :r: pac~ 1-+ L 2(A, dA.; it' 1) (A spectral core of HI pac~). Second, we recall the mani
fold ~A and the Banach space ~A> further the representation off= J E(dA.) u(A.) E pac~ 
by f.-. D 1u(A.) E ~1 ("almost" a spectral representation) and the fact that (tP;r/) (A.) 
= D1u(A.) a.e. (mod 1·1) on 1R.. With the help of these concepts we are able to express 
the desired connection by 

Proposition 37. Let s-lim D.P~0 = D+ exist. Then 
~-++0 

m-lim (D,(G,(A.) /)- .Oi-(..1.) (tP0/) (A.)]E,A = 0, 
~--++0 

(59) 

where the wave matrix .Oi-(A.) of D+ is defined tuiih respect to an arbilrary direct integral 
representation of Po0~0 tuiih respect to H 0, given by the map tP0 and a direct integral 
representation of pac~ tuiih respect to H given by tP :r• where :f c: pac~ is spectral and 
generating. 

Proof. According to (58) we have 

with respect to convergence in measure. Thus (59) follows, because 

DA(Di-'f) = (tP ;rDi-f) (A.) = .Oi-(A.) (tPof) (A.) a.e. (mod 1·1) on 1R.. • 

13.5. A completeness criterion 

In this paragraph we present a stationary criterion for the completeness of partially 
isometric and H0-complete wave operators. It is related to Paragraph 3 on the one hand 
and uses so-called approximate operator spectral integrals (see Paragraph 5.3) on the 
other hand. The formula 

R(z) = JR0(z) F(z), z=A.+ie, e> 0, (60) 
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can be considered as a starting point in this framework where the function 
F(z) E .!l'(.Yt', .Yt'0) is assumed to satisfy smoothness properties as e-+ +0. This "ansatz" 
is often used in connection with completeness considerations (see the Notes and Remarks). 
The crucial points in our approach are the following: (I) the condition (60) is weakened 
to an asymptotic relation 

00 

lime J IIR(A. + ie) f- JR0(A. + ie) F,(A.) /1[2 dA. = 0, 
•-++0 -00 

/E.Yt', (61) 

similar to the asymptotic relations considered in Paragraph- 3. The relation (61) is a 
counterpart to formula (41) in Theorem 28. (II) The smoothness property of F,(A.) as 
e-+ +O is not assumed in a pointwise sense but in an averaged sense with respect 
to A.. It can be best expressed by an asymptotic property of an approximate operator 
spectral integral of the type 

00 

f E 0,,(dA.) F,(A.), 
-oo 

E0,,(LI) = (e/n) J R0(A.- ie) R0(A. + ie) dA.. 
£1 

13.5.1. A property in connection with the adjoint of the wave operator 

In this section the decisive preparation of the criterion is presented. In the following 
the condition (52) is assumed which ensures partially isometric and H 0-semicomplete 
wave operators. Further we assume the existence of the Abel wave operator 
W+ = W+(H, H 0 ; J). First, we prove the following lemma. 

Lemma 38. Let ~ be a linear manifold from .Yt' and let F,(A.) E .!l'(.Yt', .Yt'0), e > 0, 
A. E JR. Assume F,(A.) f to be strongly continuous with respect to A. for all e > 0 and all 

00 

f E ~. Suppose the existence of J E 0,,(dA.) F,(A.) f for all e > 0 and that for all f E ~the 
-oo 

following conditions are satisfied: 

00 

Z+f := w-lim pgc J E0,,(dA.) F,(A.) f 
s-->-+0 _ 00 

(62) 

exists. 
00 

lim f (F,(A.) f, E0,,(dA.) F,(A.) /) = IIZ+/112 • 

•-++0 -00 

(63) 

00 

lime J IIR(A. + ie) f - JR0(A. + ie) F,(A.) /1[2 dA. = 0. 
e-->-+0 _ 00 

(64) 

Then Z+f = W+*f for all f E ~. 

Proof. First we prove 

00 

Jim (e/n) J IIR0 (A. + ie) (F,(A.) f- Z+f)W dA. = 0. 
•-++0 -oo 

(65) 
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In terms of approximate spectral integrals (65) means 

00 

lim f (F,(A.) I- Z+l• E 0,,(t:U) (F.(A.) I- Z+l)) = 0. 
s-++0 -00 

We have 
00 00 

f (F.(A.) I- Z+l• Eo .• (dA.) (F.(A.) I- Z+l)) = f (F.(A.) I, E0,,(dA.) F,(A.) I) 
-~ -~ 

- ( Z+ll Eo .• (dA.) F,(A.) 1)- (1 Eo .• (dA.) F,(A.) I, Z+l) 

+ ( z+tj E 0,,(dA.) Z+l). 

(66) 

Since ( Z+ll E 0,,(t:U) Z+l) = (8/n!_[IIR0(A. + i8) Z+lll2 dA = llZ+III2, because of (62) and 

(63) we obtain relation (66); hence also (65). If A E !l'(ft'0, ft'), from (65) we immediately 
obtain 

00 

lim (8/n) J IIAR0(A. + i8) (F,(A.) I - Z+1)112 dA. = 0. 
B->-+0 -oo 

Now we assume even IAI-lim A e-118•-Poc = 0. Then we are able to prove 
t->-oo 

00 

lim (8/n) J i[AR0(A. + i8) F,(A.) 1112 dA. = 0. 
B->-+0 -oo 

Namely, according to Prop. 26 the condition A~ 0 is equivalent to 
He 

00 

lim (8/n) J i[AR0(A. + i8) P~0gll2 dA = 0, 
B->-+0 -oo 

g E fl'o• 

Now we have 

(67) 

(68) 

(69) 

The first term on the right-hand side tends to 0 as 8--+ +O because of (69), the second 
term also tends to 0 as 8--+ +0 since (67) is valid. Thus (68) is proved. 

Now we choose a special operator A = J - W +' By (9.15) we have J ~ W +• hence 
we obtain Ho 

00 

lim (8/n) J l[(J - W +) R0(A. + i8) F,(A.) lll2 dA. = 0. 
s-++0 -00 

(70) 
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From (70) and (64) we obtain 
00 

lim (e/n) J \\R(J. + ie) I- W +R0(J. + ie) F,(J.) 1112 d). = 0, 
.-++0 -00 

(71) 

using the estimate 

( 
00 )~2 (e/n~£ IIR(J. + ie) I - W +R0(J. + ie) F,(J.) 1\\2 dJ. 

( 
00 )1/2 

~ (e/n~£ IIR(J. + ie) I- JR0(J. + ie) F,(J.) 1112 dJ. 

( 
00 )1/2 + (e/n~ i[(J- W +) R0(J. + ie) F,(J.) 1112 d). • 

Now we are able to prove 
00 

lim (e/n) J (JR0 (J. + ie) g, R(J. + ie) I)~ d). = (g, Z+l) 
.-++0 -oo 

(72) 

for all g E P~/.1'1'0 , IE~. Since 

(g, Z+l) =lim (g, j E0 •• (dJ.) F,(J.) 1) = lim j(g, E0,,(dJ.) F,(J.) I) 
t-->-+0 -oo •--++0 -oo 

00 

=lim (e/n) J (R0(J. + ie) g, R0(J. + ie) F,(J.) 1)~. dJ., 
.-++0 -00 

it is sufficient to prove 

lim (e/n) J I(JR0 (J. + ie) g, R(J. + ie) /)~ 
•--++0 -00 

- (R0 (J. + ie) g, R0 (J. + ie) F,(J.) 1)~.1 dJ. = 0. (73) 

Note that (R0(J. + ie) g, R0(J. + ie) F,(J.) 1)~. = (W +R0(J. + ie) g, W +R0(J. + ie) F,{J.) I)~ 
is valid because of g E p~c.1'{'0• Now we have 

(JR0(J. + ie) g, R(J. + ie) I)~ - (W +R0(J. + ie) g, W +R0(J. + ie) F,{J.)I)~ 

= ((J- W +) R0(J. + ie) g, R(J. + ie) I)~ 

+ (W +R0(J. + ie) g, R(J. + ie) I- W +R0(J. + ie) F,(J.) I)~· 

Hence we obtain 

j(JR0(J. + ie) g, R(J. + ie) I)~ - (W +R0(J. + ie) g, W+R0(J. + ie) F,(J.) 1)~1 

~ ii(J- W +) R0(J. + ie) gil· 1\R(J. + ie) Ill 

+ 1\W +Ro(J. + ie) gil· 1\R(J. + ie) I- W +R0 (J. + ie) F,(J.) /II 
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and 
co 

(e/n) J I(JR0(J. + ie) g, R(J. + ie) /).71' - (R0(J. + ie) g, R0(J. + ie) F,(J.) /).71'.1 dA 
-co 

( 
co )~( co )~ ~ (e/n>jll(J - W +) R0(J. + ie) gll2 d). (eln>_li!R(J. + ie) /1[2 dA 

+ (<e~ninw +Ro<;. + ie) gll2 dAY'2 

X (<eln2]11R(J. + ie) I - w +Ro(A + ie) F,(J.) /112 dA r2
• 

Thus the assertion (73) follows from (71), (69) (where A is replaced by J- W +) and 
from the identities 

co co 

(e/n) J IIR(J. + ie) /1[2 dA = ll/112 , (e/n) J I!R0(A + ie) g1[2 dA = llgll2 • 

-co -co 

(72) can also be written in the form 

co 

lim (e/n) J (R(J. - ie) JR0(J. + ie) g, 1).71' d). = (g, Z+f). 
e-++O -co 

(74) 

Hence, according to representation (1), formula (74) means that 

for all g E .rt'. Hence Z+f = W+ *I is valid for all f E ~.that is, the assertion is proved. • 

Note that it is also possible to formulate Lemma 38 in a "localized" form, that is, 
with the help of a fixed (compact) Borel set A0 : 

Lemma 39. Let~ c: .rt' be a linear manifold, and let F,(J.) E !R(.rt', .rt'0), e > 0, ;. E A0, 

where A0 c: JR. is a fixed compact set. Assume F,(J.) f to be strongly continuous with respect 
to ;. E A0 for alZ e > 0 and all f E ~. Suppose that for all f E ~ tke following conditions 
are satisfied: 

Z+f := w-lim p~c J .E0,,(dA) F,(J.) f 
e-++0 Ao 

(75) 

exists. 

lim j (F.(J.) f, Eo .• (dA) F,(J.) f) = I[Z+fl[2 • 

,_..+0 Ao 
(76) 

lim j IIR(J. + ie) I - JR0(J. + ie) F,(J.) /112 dA = 0. 
-+0 Ao 

(77) 
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Then Z+f = E0(A0) W+ */for allf E P}. 

Proof. We note only the points which have to be changed. Instead of (72) one proves 

lim (e/Tc) J (JR0(A + ie) g, R(A + ie) /).;tt' dA = (g, Z+f) (78) 
e-->-+0 Ao 

for all g E E0(A0) pgc~0, f E P}, or 

lim (e/n) J (R(A- ie) JR0(A + ie) g, f).;tt' dA = (g, Z+f). 
•-->-+0 Ao 

Then, because of Prop. 4, also 
co 

lim (e/n) J (R(A- ie) JR0(A + ie) g, f)Jft' dA = (g, Z+f) 
s-->-+0 -co 

is valid. Therefore we obtain 

(W +Eo(Ao) Pocg, /) = (Eo(Ao) Pocg, Z+f) 

for all g E ~0 f E P}, hence 

Z+f = E0(A0) W+*f 

follows for allf E P}. • 

13.5.2. Extension of the operator Z + and formulation of the criterion 

According to the lemma proved in the preceding section the operator Z+, defined on P}, 

is an intertwining operator with respect to H, H0 in the following sense: If f E P} and 
also E(LI) f E P}, then E 0(LI) Z+f = Z~(LI) f. Namely, we have E 0(LI) Z+f = E 0(LI) W+*f 
= W+ * E(LI) f = Z+E(LI) f. For this reason it is possible to extend the operator Z+ to 
spa {E(LI) f; f E P}} by requiring the intertwining property, that is, by the following 
definition: 

IE P}. (79) 

If E(LI) f E P}, then we obtain t+E(LI) f = Z+E(LI) f, thus t+ is an extension of Z+. 
Now we prove 

Lemma 40. The operator t+ is isometric on pac(spa {E(LI) f; f E P}}) arul, the intertwining 
property 

t~(LI) g = E0(LI) t+g, g E spa {E(LI) f; IE P}} 

is satisfied. 

Proof. The intertwining property is obvious. Therefore it suffices to prove that 

nt~(LI) Ill = JlPacE(LI) 1\[, f E P}, Ll Borel set, 

or, equivalently, that 

\!Eo(LI) Z+f\1 = [[E(LI) pacfll· (80) 

19 Baumgii.rtel/W ollenberg 
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From (71) we obtain lim (e/n) J llpac(R(A. + ie) /- W +R0(A. + ie)F,(A.) /)112 dA. =Ohence 
also •->-+o .11 

lim (e/n) J I!R(A. + ie) pacfl[2 dA =lim (e/n) J IIW +R0(A. + ie) F,(A.) /l\2 dA.. (81) 
s->-+0 Ll e--..+0 Ll 

Because of I[E(.d) gl[2 =lim (e/n) J I[R(A. + ie) g1[2 dA. for all g E pacllf' and the isometry 
s->-+0 Ll 

of W +on P(,0l/t'0, we get from (81) that 

I[E(.d) pacfl[2 =lim (e/n) J IIP~0Ro(A. + ie) F,(A.) /112 dA.. 
s->-+0 Ll 

(82} 

By (65) the right-hand side of (82) is nothing else than 

lim (e/n) J IIP~0R0(A. + ie) Z+/112 dA. = I[E0(L1) Z+/112 -

s->-+O Ll 

Thus (80) is proved. • 

The "localized" form of Lemma 40 is given by 

Corollary 41. Let 2+ be the extension (79) of the localized operator Z+ of Lemma 39. 
Then: 2+ is isometric on E(A0) pac spa {E(.d) /; f E ~}and the intertwining property 

2~(L1) g = E 0(L1) 2+g, 

is satisfied. 

g E spa {E(.d) /;IE~} 

Proof. It proceeds as the proof of Lemma 40. • 

According to Lemma 40 we can extend 2+ to the subspace pac clo spa {E(.d) /; f E !'#} 
as an isometric operator by continuous extension. Now we can formulate the complete
ness criterion. 

Theorem 42. Let ~ c lit' and F,(A.) be given as in Lemma 38, in particular let (62). 
(63), (64) be satisfied. Assume further that pac~ is generating with respect to pacllt' and H. 
Then W+ is complete. 

Proof. Let Z+ be the operator from Lemma 38 and let 2+ be the extension of Z+ to 
pac clo spa {E(.d) f; f E ~}. Since pac~is generating in pacllf', this subspace coincides 
with pacllf'. According to Lemma 40, we have 2+*2+ = pac, On the other hand by 
Lemma 38 we have Z+ = W+*· Thus W+W+* = pac is obtained, which proves the 
assertion. • 

Correspondingly we obtain a "localized" criterion: 

Corollary 43. Let ~ c lit' and F,(A.) be given as in Lemma 39, in particular let (75). 
(76), (77) be satisfied. Assume further that pacE(Ao) ~ is generating with respect to 
PacE(A0) lit' and H. ThenE(Ao) W +W+* = E(Ao) pac or, in other words, W +is complete 
with respect to A0• 

Proof. It proceeds as the proof of Theorem 42. I 

Interestingly enough; the sufficient conditions of Theorem 42 for the completeness 
of W +are also necessary, even in the stronger form that one may take~ = pacl/t'. 
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Theorem 44. Let the Abel wave operator W+ exist and suppose W+ to be complete. Then: 
If we'put ~ = pacyt' and F,(J.) := W+* (a constant operator function), then the conditions 
(62), (63), (64) are satisfied. 

Proof. First we have 

00 

lim (e/n) J (Ro(A + ie) g, Ro(A + ie) w+ *f) d). = (g, w+ *f)' g E Yf'o. IE pac £"' 
s-->-+0 _ 00 

or 
00 

w-lim J E 0,,(dJ.) W+*l = W+*f, 
s->-+0 -oo 

which proves (62). This also implies that 

00 00 

lim J (W+*f, E 0,,(dJ.) W+*l) =lim (e/n) J [[R0(J. + ie) W+*/[[2 d).= [[W+*Ill2 , 
<-->-+0 -00 s->-+0 -00 

which proves (63). Finally we have [A[-lim (W +- J) e-itHop"Qc = 0. Now P"Qc = W+ *W + 
is valid, that is, we get t-..oo 

[A[-lim {W + e-itH,W+*W+- J e-itH,W+*W +} = 0. 
t->-oo 

Since W + W+ * = pac, we obtain 

[A[-lim {e-i1HW +- J e-itH,W + *W +} = 0. 
1-->-oo 

We put I= W +g, where I is an arbitrary vector from pacyt' and obtain 

00 

lim 2s J e-2et [[e-itH I - J e-itH, W + *f[[2 dt = 0. 
s->-+0 -00 

(83) 

From (83) we obtain by Parseval's equation 

00 

lim (e/n) J [[R(J. +is) I- JR0(J. +is) W + */[[2 d). = 0, 
s->-+0 -00 

which proves (64). • 

Notes and Remarks to Part III 

For the physical background of scattering theory we refer the reader to AMREIN/JAUCH/SINHA [1] 
and THIRRING [2] whose books are written in a precise and modern mathematical language. See 
also NEWTON [1] and GOLDBERGER/WATSON [1]. 

Chapter 9. The elementary properties of wave operators (in case J = 1 and Pn =Pi{) de
scribed in Section 2.1 can already be found in the first papers on mathematical scattering theory 
(see CooK. [1957 a], KATO [1957 a] (chain rule), JAUCH [1958a]). The extension to two-space wave 
operators was given by KATO [1967a]. In this paper he also introduced the notions of semi
completeness, completeness, asymptotically equivalent identification operators, and asymptotic 

19* 
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left inverse. The criteria for semicompleteness, completeness, and partial isometry of the two
space wave operators given in Paragraphs 3 and 5 are essentially taken from KATO [1967a]. 

That the wave operators W ± (H, H 0) are not always complete was first proved by KATO/ 
KURODA [1959a] in the case: H 0 = -LI, H = -LI + q(x) where q(x) behaves bad at infinity. 
PEARSON [1975a] gave an example in the same situation where q(x) has compact support and 
q(x) oscillates very strongly at x = 0. 

The first example showing that the Abel wave operator may exist for a certain pair H, H0 but 
not the strong one goes back to M. ROSENBLUM (see HOWLAND [1967 a)). For arbitrary operators 
H 0, an example was given by OBERMANN/WoLLENBERG [1978a]. The motivation for study of the 
Abel wave operator came from the physical literature in which the "stationary" wave operators 

±oo 
Q± =s-lim± e J e-•t eitH e-itHoP(j dt 

...... ±0 0 

were considered. In general, these operators are not isometric on PO Jlt'0 (take as a simple example 
H = H 0 + c, c > 0, then Q± = 0). Since the isometry of Q± on P(j.Yt'0 is necessary for the 
unitarity of the scattering operator 8 on P0Jit'0 , JORDAN [1962a]required that Q± exist and 
are isometric on P0Jit'0• OBERMANN [1977a] first showed that these two requirements are equi
valent to the existence of the limits W ± = IAI-lim e±itH e-itHoP(j. 

1->-oo 
Finite-dimensional perturbations. The results on one- and finite-dimensional perturbations 

presented in this chapter can be found (partly in a slightly different form) in KATO [1957a] and 
KURODA [1963a]. Our treatment of this subject uses partly the theory of vector spectral inte
grals. 

Uniformly propagative systems. Scattering problems for general first order systems of the form 
(67) were initiated by Wu..cox [1966a]. He also introduced the name uniformly propagative 
systems and proved Prop. 66 and the existence of wave operators for such systems. This paper 
of Wu..cox contains also the other details on weakly uniformly propagative systems described in 
Section 7.2. The asymptotic equivalence of different identification operators (Lemma 67) is due 
to KATO [1967a). Existence and completeness of the strong wave operators for such systems were 
proved in MocmzuKI [1969a], BmMAN [1969b], DEHJ [1971a], ScnuLEN'BERGER/Wu..cox [1971a], 
[1972a], ScHULENBERGER [1972a], DElFT [1976a], and Avu..A/COSTA [1980a]. For further lite
rature see especially DEIFT [1976a] and also the Notes and Remarks to Chapter 12. 

Scattering states. The choice of the universal projection (ot possibly other projections not having 
the properties of universal projections) in the definition of the wave operators is not unique and 
depends on the viewpoint. KATO [1957a], [1957b] chose PH in the definition of the wave opera
tors. JAUCH [1958a] chose P'H, that is, he identified P'HJit' with the set of scattering states. In 
most physical applications PH= P'H such that there is no difference. This and the mathe
matical convenience of the choice of PH.Yt' is the reason that in the following years most papers 
on scattering theory have been treated the case P8 = Pj'j. In potential scattering (H0 = -LI, 
H == -LI + q(x) and Jlt' = L2(JR.n, dx)) there is a natural way to define scattering states and 
bound states via their asymptotically geometric behavior. More precisely, let F, denote the multi
plication operators by X!zl~r(x) on Jlt' = L2(JR.n, dx} and set 

9R0± := {u E Jlt'; Lim sup 11(1 - F,) e-itHull = 0}, 
r->-oo IE[O, ± oo I 

imoo± := {u E Jlt'; Lim F, e-itHu = 0, r E (0, oo)}, 
t->-± 00 

where both limiting methods are used. 
The vectors u E imii, are called± scattering states and vectors u E im0± are called ± bound states. 

One has always the relations PlflJit' ~ iJR0±, P'HJit' ~ imii,. For a large class of potentials RuELLE 
[1969a), AMREIN/GEORGESCU [1973a), [1974a], PEARSON (1974a], [1975b), and COMBESCURE/ 
GINIBRE [1978a] proved that iJR0+ = im0- = PlflJit' and P'HJit' = P"IIJ!t' = im~ = im~. How
ever, PEARSON [1975a], [1975b] showed that there exist singular potentials with subspaces im.o± 
of Pj'jJit' such that the vectors e-itHu, u E ims'l approach the singularities of1 the potential q(x) 
(q is sufficiently regular outside a compact region Q c IR" of measure zero) as t-+ ±oo and 
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Pif£' = WC;i, E8 WC.o±, That is, the set of scattering states is property contained in the set of 
absolutely continuous vectors of H. His results were extended to larger classes of potentials by 
CoMBESCURE/GINIBRE [1978a]. See also AMREIN/PEARSO:r.jWoLLENBERG [1980a]. 

WILcox [1973a] and AMREIN/GEORGESCU [1974a] gave an abstraction of the above definition 
of scattering states for arbitrary selfadjoint operators H: The operators Fr above are replaced 
by a fixed set of projections Qr with the property s-lim Qr = 1. This method can be considered 

r->oo 
as a special case of defining universal projections by systems d H of bounded operators with cer
tain properties (cf. Section 6.5.1, in particular Definition 6.65 and Prop. 6.66). In the present 
case the a priori given set of projections Qr of £' has to be associated to a fixed selfadjoint ope
rator H. Then the system {Qr} generates a system d H (as the minimal system with the defining 
properties of d H containing all Qr)· d H defines a universal projection via Prop. 6.66. Some 
asymptotic properties (with respect to the evolution of absolutely and singularly continuous 
vectors can be found in GusTAFSON [1974a], SIN:S:A [1977a] and AMREIN/PEARSON/WOLLENBERG 
[1980a]. See also the Notes and Remarks to Chapter 6. 

Paragraph 10.1. The definition of an abstract multichannel system with the help of a system 
of free Hamiltonians and the results in Sections 1 and 2 is due to BAUMGARTEL [1977a]. The idea 
of introducing a new Hilbert space to formulate the multiparticle scattering in a more transparent 
and economic way is more or less explicitly contained in the papers of E:KSTEIN [1956b], FADDEEV 
[1963a], and others. A first precise formulation was given by C:a:ANDLER/GIBSON [1973a]. See also 
PRUGOVECKI [1973a]. This idea was further exploited in GIBSON/CHANDLER [1974a], CHANDLER/ 
GIBSON [1977a], [1978a], [1980a], HOWLAND [1976a], JAFAEV (1978a] (in this paper he used the 
asymptotic equivalence of the multichannel identification operator with another identification 
operator), and KATO [1977a]. The new Hilbert space~ is sometimes defined in a slightly other 

~-~, r '4~ r 
manner, namely Yf = X Q;£' instead of X= X £'. Theorem 21 goes back to WoLLENBERG 
[1977b]. j=l j=l 

Multiparticle scattering. Unfortunately, because proofs for existence and completeness of wave 
operators for N-body systems are space-consuming, we are not able to present any details in 
this book. Besides the papers mentioned above and in the Introduction we cite some further 
relevant works: v. WINTER [1965a], HUNZIKER [1967a], JAKUBOVSKTI [1967a], COMBES [1969b], 
HEPP [1969a], GINIBREjMOULIN [1974a], THOMAS [1975a], MOURRE [1977a], GINIBRE [1977a], 
DElFT/SIMON' [1977a], SIMON [1977b], SIGAL [1978a], [1978b], and HAGEDORN [1978a], [1979a], 
[1980a]. 

Paragraph 10.2. The algebraic approaches to scattering problems were developed at the end of 
the sixties and at the beginning of the seventies. One approach working with 0*-subalgebras of 
the commutant of the unperturbed operator H 0 was originated by LAVINE [1970a], COMBES 
[1969a] and CoRBETT [1970a], and was further developed by LAVINE [1971a], [1972a], [1973b], 
THOMAS [1974a], and CORBETT [1975a]. 

The other approach working with W*-subalgebras of the commutant of H0 is due to AMREIN/ 
MARTIN/MISRA [1970a], and was further developed by MouRRE [1973a] and AMREIN/GEORGEScu/ 
MARTIN [1974a]; see also ZAc:S:ARY [1973a]. 

Since the only quantities of physical significance are the expection values of observables, one 
would like to replace the strong limit of eitH X e-itH by the weak one in the corresponding expres
sions. A discussion of this standpoint and some results can be found in PRUGOVECKI [1971a] and 
GEORGESCU (1977a]; see also BAUMGARTELjDEMUTH/WOLLENBERG [1978b]. 

To avoid the nonuniqueness of the generalized wave operators W ± (and that of the scattering 
operator}, one can try to define them by 

(eiiHX e-itHpac _ W ± eitHoX e-ltHoW ±)-+ 0 as t-+ ±=, (1) 

where X runs through a sufficiently large set d of operators not all contained in the commutant 
of H0• This point of view was advocated by PRuGOVECKI [1971a]. However, the details of such a 
theory have not been well worked out up to this date, and, furthermore, one has to remark that in 
physically interesting cases (potential scattering) the indeterminess of the S-operator has no 
effect on many scattering quantities (see DoLLARD [1969a], AMREIN/MARTIN/MISRA [1970a], 
P. MARTIN [1972a]). 
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For another approach to scattering problems using (1) with X E -~'t(Jt") and where the limit 
is to be taken in trace norm see JAUCH{MISRA/GIBSON [1968a]. 

The results of Sections 3 and 4 are essentially based on the papers of .rumEIN{MARTIN/MJiJRA 
[1970a] and TB:oMAS [1974a]. 

Usually one is only able to show that a certain 0*-subalgebra d of com H0 belongs to 
dom pH n dom p-H and not a W*-algebra. Then, the proof of the existence of generalized wave 
operators can use additional knowledge on the unitary equivalence of d 0 and p±H(d0) where d 0 

is some dense subset of d. This is the method used by T:a:oMAS [1974a] who proved the existence 
and completeness of generalized wave operators for H 0 = -L1, H = -L1 + V(x) and d = {set of 
all continuous bounded functions of the momenta P1 and angular momenta L1 on .V(IR3, dx)} 
with V(x) = V1(x) + V2(x) real-valued functions satisfying: 

(A) V1(x) = V1(r), r = JxJ, is continuously differentiable with V1(r) -+ 0 as r-+ oo and 
JdV(r)/drJ ~ c(1 + r)-Y, y > 1, 

(B) V2(x) = (1 + r)-Y (/p(x) + /oo(x)), y > 1, /00 E L00 (IR3, dx) and /p E LP(JR3, dx) for some 
p > 3/2. 
The proof uses results of LAVINE [1973b]. 

In the W*-approach one usually uses the fact that it is sufficient to construct modified free evolu
tions T 1± (see Section 4) for the proof of the existence of generalized wave operators for {H, H0, 

com H0}. For Schrodinger operators H = -L1 + V(x) with long-range potentials V(x) there is 
a procedure for constructing T 1± firstly developed by DOLLARD [1964a] who proved the assertions 
in Section 2.5 (II) concerning H = -L1 + cflxJ. The proof we used is essentially taken from 
ALsiiOLM/KATO [1973a]. Potentials V(x) = c JxJ-Y, y > 3/4 were studied by .rum.Em/MA.RTIN/ 
MJSRA [1970a], and potentials V(x) = c JxJ-Y, y > 0 were considered in BusLAEv{MATVEEV 
[1970a]. SAHNOVIO [1970a] also constructed the modified free evolutions T1± in the case that Ho 
is multiplication by x on L2(L1, dx) and H - H0 is an integral operator. 

For Schrodinger operators and more general differential operators with long-range potentials 
there is an extended literature on the existence and completeness of generalized wave operators 
using the approach with the modified free evolutions T1±. See in particular, ALSHOLM/KATO 
[1973a], HoRMANDER [1976a], ALsiiOLM [1976a], BERTIDER{CoLLET [1977b], and ENss [1979a]. 
There are also other approaches to the same problems for these classes of operators Hand H 0• 

See e.g. IKEBE [1975a], KrrADA [1976a], [1977a], [1978a], SAITo [1], and IKEBE/IsozAKI [1979a]. 
The idea to use an identification operator J to treat scattering problems with long-range 

potentials was introduced by MULHERIN/ZINNES [1970a] in case V(x) = cflxl (Coulomb scattering). 
For other long-range potentials this approach was used by MATVEEV/SKRIGANOV [1972a], GEOR
GESCU [1974a], CB:AN'DLER/GIBSON [1974a] (multichannel Coulomb scattering), KrrADA [1977 a] 
[1978a], and KAKo [1978a]. 

The Coulomb scattering was also treated by other methods in the literature: 
1. Another algebraic approach to Coulomb scattering was given by GROSSE/GRfut:M/NARN-

HOFER/THIRRING [1974a] using results of LAVINE [1970a]. -
2. An interesting method to solve the Coulomb scattering problem is to consider the Coulomb 

potential as a limit of screened potentials. For details see ZoRBAS [1974a], SEMON/TAYLOR [1975a], 
[1976a], GOODIIIANSON/TAYLOR [1980a] and literature cited there. 

One can also ask if the existenceofgeneralizedwaveoperators W ±for {H, H 0, d) or {H, H0, T 1±) 
implies the existence and equality with W ±of the corresponding generalized wave operators for 
{~(H), ~(H0), d} or {~(H), ~(H0), Tf.,.} for certain functions~- From the statements of Section 8.2.2 
this follows immediately if we consider the IAJ-lim and the class of admissible functions (see Defi
nition 8.1"6). For the strong limit there exist some sufficient criteria. The strongest results are con
tained in CHANDLER/GIBSON [1976a], [1979a]. See also the earlier papers of MATVEEV [1971a] 
and SAHNOVIO [1971a]. · 

Paragraph 10.3. Scattering theory for the perturbed wave equation was studied in the frame
work of Hilbert spaces by LAx/PHILLIPS [1962a], [1964a], [1], BIBMAN [1963a], WILcox [1966a], 
and KATO [1967a]. KATo [1967a] introduced the approach to second order equations described 
.in Paragraph 3. In the text we follow partly KATo [1967a] and partly REEn{SmoN [1977a] who 
simplified and improved this approach. Further literature to scattering of classical waves the 
reader can find in the Notes and Remarks to Chapter 12 and to the Klein-Gordon equation 
(Part IV), and in DElFT [1976a]. 
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Paragraph 10.4. For general references on quantum field theory, see: SEGAL [1], JosT [1], 
BoGOLJUBovfLoGUNovfToDOROV [1] and REED/SIMON [2, 3]. There one can also find historical 
remarks and further references. The Haag-Ruelle scattering theory was developed by HAAG 
{1958a] and RuELLE [1962a]. A presentation can also be found in the books cited above (except 
SEGAL [1]). An algebraic formulation of the Haag-Ruelle scattering theory appeared in ARAKI/ 
HAAG [1967a]. 

A central problem of the quantum field theory is to find a non-trivial quantum field, that is 
a quantum field with 8 =1= 1. This was succesfully solved for some models with two space-time 
dimensions; for details see SIMON [2]. Another approach uses the description of the quantum 
fields in terms of positive functionals, going back to BORCHERS [1962a] and UHLMANN [1962a], 
{1968a], to solve this problem. Details can be found in HoFMAN/LASSNER [1975a]. 

The idea to formulate the Haag-Ruelle scattering theory in the framework of a kind of a two
space scattering theory already appeared in Ko!!MANENKO [1974a]. See also Ko!!MANENKO [1975a], 
[1979a]. REED/SIMON [3, p. 321] gave a description closer to the usual two-space scattering 
theory. The two-space formulation of the Haag-Ruelle scattering theory given in the text is due 
to BAUMGARTEL. The details can be found in BAUMGARTEL/NEIDHARDT/REJiBERG [1983a]. The 
difference to the other two-space formulations is that the formulation in the text provides a 
naturalfactorization J = KJ 0 where J and J 0 correspond to the interacting and free quantum fields. 

It is also possible to rewrite the N-body nonrelativistic quantum theory as a field theory and 
to rewrite its corresponding scattering theory in a form analogous to the Haag-Ruelle scattering 
theory. This was shown by HEPP [1965a] and SANDHA.S [1966a]. 

Note that there are approaches to relativistic quantum scattering problems without quantum 
fields. Some references are: JoRDAN [1964a], CoESTER [1965a] and RuiJSENAARS [1980a] (and 
references cited therein). 

Okapter 11. The problem to characterize the class of strong wave operators for a pair H0, H 
within the more general class of intertwining operators for H 0 , H was proposed by KREIN [1964a] 
and solved by BAUMGARTEL [1973a]. The latter paper was also the main starting point for the 
development of the theory of asymptotic constants. The obvious generalization of the charac
terization of strong wave operators to Abel ones was given by 0BERMANN [1977a]. 

Inverse problem. The essential results of Paragraph 2 go back to WoLLENBERG [1977b], [1978a]. 
There are extensions to a more general scattering theory for unitary representations of1R" (n> 1): 
see the Notes and Remarks to Chapter 7; for details we refer to REHBERG [1979a] and BAUM
GARTEL/REHBERG/WOLLENBERG [1982a]. A characterization of the wave operators in terms of 8 
and elements of the wave algebra using the solution of the inverse problem can be found in 
WoLLENBERG/Ko!!MANENKO [1979a]. A description of the class of selfadjoint operators H leading 
to the same scattering operator 8 for fixed H 0 was already given by EKSTEIN [1960a], COESTER 
{1965a], CoESTER/COHEN/DAY/VINCENT [1970a], and SAENZ/ZACHARY [1976a]. Earlier Ko!!MA· 
NENKO [1976a] was able to show that the inverse problem has always a solution H for given 
H 0 , 8 (one-space theory), but in his scattering theory the solution His in general a bilinear func
tional and not an opera tor. 

That the assumptions of Theorem23 are satisfied for many-body systems with finitely many 
scattering channels was proved in WoLLENBERG [1977b]. For two-body channels a.:, {J, CoMBES 
[1969b] already proved that Q~QfJ are compact operators and thus p.±H~(QpQ~) = 0 (under slight 
additional assumptions on the Hamiltonians). 

Inverse scattering problems under the additional assumption that H 0 is a differential operator 
and H- H0 is a multiplication operator has been extensively studied in the literature. For a 
survey see AGRANOVIC/MARcENKO [1], CHADAN/SABATIER [1], FADDEJEV [1974a] and DErET/ 
TRUBOWITZ [1979a]. 

Invarianr;e prinr;iple. The main points of the history of the invariance principle for wave opera
tors were already noted in the Introduction to this book. The proof of the strong invariance 
principle (Theorem 25) goes back to WOLLENBERG and was first published, in an improved form, 
in OBERMANN/WOLLENBERG [1978b]. An extension of Theorem 25 to a slightly more general 
class of admissible functions can be found in WoLLENBERG [1979b]. The weak form of this 
principle for two-space wave operators (Corollary 26) was first proved, under slight additional 
assumptions on J, in WoLLENBERG [1977d]. There are many papers which try to extend the 
strong invariance principle to strong wave operators under additional assumptions on {H, H 0 , J). 
The following list includes papers of this nature: SHENK [1968a], BIRMAN [1968a], KATO/ 
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KuRODA [1971a], DONALDSON/GIBSON/HERSH [1973a], VESELIC/WEIDMANN [1974a], CHANDLER/ 
GIBSON [1976a], [1979a], MuLLIN [1976a], DoLLARD [1976a], DOLLARD/FRIEDMAN [1979a], and 
ScHECHTER [1979b]. For nonselfadjoint perturbations, see GoLDSTEIN [1971a], KAKO/YAJIMA 
[1976a], and for generalized wave operators see the Notes and Remarks to Chapter 10. See also 
the Notes and Remarks to Part IV. 

Chapter 12. All essential definitions and results go back to LAx and PHILLIPS. In particular, see 
their book LAX/PHILLIPPS [1] which contains further details and some applications to scattering 
problems of waves and to quantum scattering. 

Theorem 3 was first proved by SINAI [1961a]. 
In the literature scattering of waves by obstacles has been extensively studied with the help of 

the Lax-Phillips approach by LAx/PHILLIPS [1], [1977a], [1978a], MAJDA [1976a], [1977a], and 
others. 

ADAMJAN/ARov [1965a], [1965b], LAxjPmLLIPS [1973a], ARov [1974a], and FoiAs [1975aJ 
extended the Lax-Phillips theory to contractive semigroups. These works have relations to the 
scattering theory for nonselfadjoint operators. Special problems and applications of the Lax
Phillips theory were conside1ed in LAxjPmLLIPS [1978a], [1978b], PAVLOV [1979a] and AMREIN/ 
WOLLENBERG [1981a]. 

There are also scattering problems connected with automorphic functions where the Lax
Phillips approach can be used. For details see PAVLOV/FADDEEV [1972a] and LAx/PHILLIPS [2]. 

For scattering problems with acoustical and electromagnetic waves the reader may consult 
the following books and papers: LAX/PHILLIPS [1], WILCOX [1], REED/SIMON [3], DEIFT [1976a], 
HELTON/RALSTON [1976a], PICARD [1977a], DEIFT [1978a], CHEN/YANG [1978a], LYFORD 
[1978a], STRAUSS [1979a]. 

Chapter 13. The development of the stationary theory of the wave operator is tightly connected 
with the development of special stationary methods for proving the existence of and constructing 
the wave operators (for literature on stationary methods, see theNotes and Remarks to Chapter 14). 
Some elements of the stationary theory are already contained in the first papers on scattering 
problems: KATO [1957a], DE BRANGES [1962a], BIRMAN [1963a] and KuRODA [1963a]. Later 
BAUMGARTEL [1967a], [1969a], [1974b], AMREIN/GEORGESCU/JAUCH [1971a], and PEARSON 
[1971a] derived stationary expressions of wave operators in terms of spectral integrals. This were 
the first steps towards a pure stationary description of the wave operators. The solution of this 
problem goes back to BAUMGARTEL and it was first published in BAUMGARTELj0BERMANN/ 
WoLLENBERG [1979a]. The presentation of the stationary theory in the text follows essentially 
the last mentioned paper. The stationary description of the completeness property (Paragraph 5) 
is also due to BAUMGARTEL [1982a]. We remark that the presented theory uses some ideas from 
KATO/KURODA [1970a], [1971a], HOWLAND [1967a], [1976a] and KATO [1977a], [1977b]. In 
particular, Prop. 4, Lemma 5, Lemma 6 (with w-lim) and Lemma 12 are due to HoWLAND [1976a]. 

We close the Notes and Remarks to this part with a brief description of some of the scattering 
theories which we have not treated in the text: 

(1) Time-dependent perturbations. If the selfadjoint operators H 0 and H, acting on Yl'0 and Jl', 
depend on the parameter t (time), then it is also possible to define wave and scattering operators. 
We briefly describe the essential ideas. Let u 0(t) and u(t) be the solutions of the equations 

u0'(t) = iH0(t) u0(t), u'(t) = iH(t) u(t) 

with the initial values u0(s) and u(s) at t = s. Associated with these equations are 2-parameter 
families U0(s, t) and U(s, t) of evolution operators, sometimes called propagators, defined by 
U0(s, t) u0(s) = u0(t) and U(s, t) u(s) = u(t) for all solutions u0(t), u(t). The propagators obey the 
identities U0(s, s) = U(s, s) = 1, U0(r, t) U0(s, r) = U0(s, t) and U(r., t) U(s, r) = U(s, t). The 
wave operators are defined by 

W ±,8(H, H 0 ; J) := IAI-lim U(t, s) JU0(s, t) P, 
t_,± 00 

when these limits exist. They depend, in general, on the initial time s. Further, in general, it is 
not clear which projections P is to be taken because the absolutely continuous part of H 0(t) may 
depend on t. If H0(t) is independent oft, which is usually satisfied, then one takes P = P 0". In 
particular, see Scl{MIDT [1975a] for more details. 
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Usually one studies two kinds of time-dependent perturbations. The first considers the case 
that H 0(t) is independent of t and V(t) = H(t) J- JH0 goes to zero as ltl -J> oo in any sense. 
The second investigates the case that V(t) is periodic in time. For general properties of wave and 
scattering operators in these cases and existence criteria, in particular see the papers of HoWLAND 
[1974a], [1979a] and ScHMIDT [1975a]. 

HoWLAND [1974a] introduced the method of using the Hilbert spaces % 0 := L2(IR, dt; £ 0) 

and :f := L 2(IR, dt; £)to change time-dependent operators H 0(t) and H(t) into time-independent 
ones. Define the selfadjoint operators K 0 := -i(d/dt) + H 0(t) and K := -i(djdt) + H(t) on % 0 

and :f, respectively. Then the unitary groups V0(t) = e-itK, and V(t) = e-itK are connected with 
the propagators of H 0(t) and H(t) by the relations ( V0(s) u0 ) (t) = U0(t, t - s) u0(t - s and 
(V(s) u) (t) = U(t, t- s) u(t- s). HoWLAND proved (in case J = 1) that the wave operators 
W ±, 8(H, H 0) exist if the wave operators W ±(K, K 0 ) :=s-lim eitK e-itK,p0 exist. For more 

!--+± 00 11 
details about the connection between propagators and unitary groups we refer to NEIDHARDT 
[1981 b ], [1981 c]. For additional work on scattering theory for time-dependent operators, we 
cite the following: INOUE [1972a], [1973a], [1974a], MONLEZUN' [1974a], DAVIES [1974a], J. GoLD· 
STEIN [1975a], J. GOLDST.EIN/MONLEZUN [1976a], EVANS [1976b], YAJIMA [1977a], KuRODA/ 
MoRITA [1977a], Sorm [1978a] andKoROTJAEV[1979a]. See also PRUGOVECKI/TIP[1974a], [1974b], 
and HENDRICKSON [1975a], [1976a]. Note also the work on the adiabatic wave operator: DoLLARD 
[1966a] and 0BERMANN [1982a]. 

(2) Scattering for particles in classical mechanics. We shortly describe the scattering theory for 
a classical particle moving in an external force field F(x). The states of such a particle are points 
in the phase space, that means pairs {x, v) E IRS where x represents the position and v the velocity 
of the particle. The particle obeys the Newtonian equation x(t) = F(x(t)). If {xo, Vol= {x(O), v(O)}, 
then the free dynamics T 1° is defined by T/{x0 , v0} = {x0 + v0t, v0) and the interacting dynamics T 1 

by Ttlx0, v0) = {x(t), v(t)} where x(t), v(t) are solutions of the Newtonian equation with the initial 
values x0, v0• Now let Q =IRS and Q 0 =IRS""- {Ia, b) E IRS; b = 0}. Then the classical wave 
opera tors W ± are defined by 

W ±U :=lim T_1T 1°u, 
t--+±oo 

This approach defining the wave opera tors as maps on the phase space was used by SIMON [ 1971 a]. 
See also REED/SIMON [3] and THmRING [1]. Under continuity and falloff conditions on F(x) one 
can show that W ± exist and have the usual properties as the wave operators in Hilbert spaces. 
CooK [1967a], HuNZIKER [1968a], and PROSSER [1972a] introduced wave operators in a way 
similar to 'the one described in this book. They work in the Hilbert space £ 0 = L2(Q, dx dv) 
and define unitary groups U0(t), U(t) by ( U0(t) /) (x, v) := f(T1°{x, v) ), ( U(t) /) (x, v) := f(Ttlx, v) ). 
Then the wave operators are defined as usual in the Hilbert space framework. 

For a third type of defining wave operators in classical mechanics, slightly different from the 
latter, we refer to SoKOLOV [1979a]. See also S.nmoKov [1979a] and ANTONEC [1978a]. 

(3) Nonlinear scattering. There exists also a scattering theory for pairs H 0 , H where H - H 0 

is now a nonlinear operator. This scattering theory is usually connected with concrete equations 
as Utt - Llu + m2u = gun, u E L2(IRn, dx) (nonlinear wave equation,) or iu1 = ( -LI + m) u + f(u) 
(nonlinear SchrOdinger equation). The following list includes papers on this subject: SEGAL 
[1965a], CHADAM [1972a], [1972b], MoRAWETzjSTRAuss [1972a], [1973a], REED [1976a], WrcH
NOWSKI [1976a], LrnjSTRAUSS [1978a], GINIBRE/VELO [1978a], [1978b], [1979a], [1980a], and 
GROSSE [1979a]. In particular, see STRAUSS [1974a] and Run [1]. 

(4) Nonselfadjoint operators. In principle the two-space scattering theory is also a theory for 
certain nonselfadjoint perturbations of the selfadjoint operator H0• Namely assume that H is 
similar to a selfadjoint operator fi. Then there is a bounded invertible operator J 1 such that 
J1- 1HJ1 = Hand this gives 

eitHJ e-itH, = J!l e-itH(J1J) e-itHo, 

that is the scattering theory for {H, H 0 , J) with H nonselfadjoint is equivalent to the one for 
{fi, H 0 , J 1J) with fi selfadjoint. The literature on scattering theory for nonselfadjoint pertur
bations can be found in the Notes and Remarks to Part IV. 
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(5) Scattering theory for groups on a HilJJert spac,e and for automorphisms on 0*-algebras. The first 
scattering theory compares two unitary group representations of IR" (n > 1) asymptotically, and 
the second studies limits of ex_1 o exf(A) on 0*-algebras d ~A where ex1, exf are two automorphism 
groups on d. See REHBERG [1979a], VoiGT [1977a], NARNHOFER [1979a], and Notes and 
Remarks to Paragraph 10.2. 



Part IV. Existence and Completeness of 
Wave Operators 

Whereas in the preceding part the general properties of wave operators and scattering 
operators were derived, in general only under the assumption that these objects exist 
(except a part of Chapter 13), the aim of this part is to develop several methods leading 
to simple and powerful criteria for the existence and/or completeness of wave operators. 
The two basic methods are the stationary theory, working with the resolvents of H 0 

and H, and the time-falloff method, using the integrability of j(u, e11H Ve-ItH, v)j, 
where V := HJ- JH0 is the perturbation of H 0• Naturally there are lots of systems 
{H, H0, J} where both methods work. 

Furthermore, trace class perturbations and smooth perturbations are treated. In 
particular, the trace class method, using that some function of H, H 0 and J is a trace 
operator, is very effective and wide ranging. It has the great advantage that it leads 
to the existence of wave operators without detailed knowledge of the operators H, H 0 

and J (clearly, the verification of the trace class property of some function of H, H0 and 
J requires some information about H 0 and V, but this is often not very hard). The 
smooth perturbations can also be handled with time-falloff methods, in principle. But 
the smoothness method gives additional information about the spectrum of H that can 
not be extracted from the time-falloff one in this case. 

H one restricts oneself to the special case in which J is a unitary operator and the 
absolutely continuous spectrum of H 0 has not infinite multiplicity, then one obtains 
the following picture concerning the existence and completeness of wave operators 
W:(H, H 0 ; J): 

Stationary Methods Time-Falloff-Methods 

t 
Trace Class Methods 

t 1 
Smoothness Methods 

The arrow points from the more general to the more special method. 
Except for the stationary ones, these methods always provide criteria for the wave 

operators to exist even in the strong sense. This is not very surprising because we have 
already seen in Part II (see Lemma 6.17) that the difference between the strong limit 
and the absolute Abelian one (time-average limit) is not very "large". 

H we look at the formula (see e.g. (9.23)) 

I 

(eiiHJ e-IIH, _ J) u = i J elaHV e-laHou ds, 
0 
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then we see that the difference between the strong limit and the time-average limit 
(Cesaro-limit) of the left side arises only from "oscillations ins" of the integrand which 
cancel each other. 

In this part we mostly restrict ourselves to the case in which the wave operators 
are defined with the projection ~c onto the absolutely continuous subspace, that is, 
the universal projection is always p~c unless otherwise stated. It is easy to change 
the statements into statements with other universal projections, in particular with 
p~c replaced by EA(Ll) p~c, L1 some subset of lR, or by P~ (in time-falloff methods). 

Applications of the methods developed in this part are given to perturbations of the 
multiplication operator by integral operators, to potential scattering and to some 
other scattering problems. As was already remarked in the Preface we prefer simplicity 
to generality in the applications. 

In the present part H 0 and H always denote selfadjoint operators acting on separable 
Hilbert spaces .1!'0 and .1!', and J denotes a bounded operator from .1!'0 to .1!'. Further, 
for convenience, we use the notations E 0( ·):=En.(·), E( ·) := EH( · ), p~c :=Po;:' •• 
pac := P';J, R0(z) := Rn.(z) and R(z) := RH(z). 



14. Stationary methods 

14.1. Stationary methods with auxiliary manifolds 

In this chapter our starting point are the stationary necessary and sufficient criteria 
for the existence and for the completeness of the (partially isometric and H 0-semi
complete) wave operator W ±(H; H 0 ; J). These criteria (see Theorem 13.35 and Theorem 
13.42) refer to the seminorm l·lv = ( ·, E( d).)· )/d). and to approximate spectral 
integrals. The universal projection is P"t_. For example, the essential assumption of 
Theorem 13.35 is that (J- (HJ- JH0 ) R0(z)) u tends to a limit as z goes to the real 
axis in the sense of convergence in measure and with respect to I·IE.< for a certain set 
of vectors u E ~0• Sometimes the verification of this condition is possible by the follow
ing method: First, one introduces an auxiliary manifold [![ with its own topology and 
shows the existence of the limit of the expression mentioned above with respect to the 
topology of :!C. Second, one shows that the seminorm I·IE.A is continuous with respect 
to this topology. 

The properties centered around the concept of such an auxiliary manifold are closely 
connected with the concepts of spectral forms and spectral manifolds. 

14.1.1. Spectral forms and spectral manifolds 

Recall the concept of a spectral form (Section 4.5.1) and of a spectral manifold (Sections 
3.5.5 and 5.2.4). In the present case we are interested only in P"A.c~ and p = 1·1· But 
for applications it is convenient to start with an arbitrary manifold :!C c: ~. For this 
reason we give a slightly changed definition of a spectral form for r = IR and for a 
given spectral measure E( ·)on~ (H = J ).E(d).)). 

Definition 1. Let [![ c: ~ be a linear manifold. A family of semiscalar products 
s(). ; f, g), defined on IR X :!C X :!C, is called a spectral form with respect to E ( · ) if s(). ; f, g) 
is integrable on IR with respect to 1·1 for all /, g E [![ and if 

J s(A; f, g) d). = (1, E(Ll) pacg), L1 c: IR Borel set; f, g E [![, (1) 
L1 

is valid. 
Note that an equivalent description of sis given by 

s().; f, g) = (1, E( d).) g)jd). a.e. mod I ·I, I, g E :!C, (2) 

where the exceptional set for the derivative on the right-hand side may vary with f, g. 

Then Prop. 4.21 has to be changed into the following form: 

If pac [![ c pac ~ is generating with respect to pac £' and H and if s(). ; · , ·), ). E L1 

(Ll c IR Borel set) is a spectral form on :!C with respect toE(·) in the sense of Definition 1, 
then E(il) pacyt' ~ L 2(Ll, d}.; !f,), where ft, is defined as in Section 3.5.5. 
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If s(J.; f, f) = 0 for IE PIn (Pac).L ;//', then one can define on pacE[ the expression 
s0(J.; pact, pacg) := s(J.; f, g), f, g E PI, which turns out to be a spectral form in the sense 
of Section 4.5.1 on r = specc (HI pacl/t'), if pacf£ is generating with respect to pacl/t' 
and H. 

Further recall the concept of a spectral manifold PI (note that in Section 3.5.5 the 
definition is restricted to the case PIc: pac;/('): 

Definition 2. Let PI c: ;//' be a linear manifold. PI is called spectral with respect 
toE(·) if there is a Borel set A0, lAo I = 0, such that (/, E( dJ.) g)/dJ. exists for allf, g E PI' 
if J. E 1R. '- Ao· 

If PI is spectral, then one can define on PI a spectral form by 

8(J.; f, g) : = (1, E(dA) g)fdJ., f, g E PI. (3} 

Sometimes in this case we refer to 8 as the canonical spectral form on a spectral manifold. 
Note that if f E PIn (Pac).L ;//', then (f, E(dJ.) f)/dJ. exists on 1R. '- Ao and equals 0 a.e. 
(mod 1·1). 

Note further that not necessarily pacf£ is a spectral manifold iff£ is a spectral mani
fold. 

In the following the linear manifold f£ c: ;//' is assumed to be spectral, where 8 is the 
canonical spectral form. 

14.1.2. Approximate spectral forms and auxiliary manifolds 

Let PIc:;//' be a spectral manifold with exceptional set A0 c: lR., lAo I = 0. 

Definition 3. A function f,(J.; u, v): (0, e0) X 1R. X PI X f£ ~ <C, e0 > 0, is called an 
approximate spectral form for (H, PI, A0} if lim f,(J.; u, v) =: f +(J.; u, v) exists and equals 

~+O 

(u, v)E,A := (u, E(dA) v)fdJ. for all u, v E PI and J. E 1R. '- A0• 

An example for an approximate spectral form for (H, f£, 0} is given by:;//' = L2(1R., dx). 
H is the multiplication operator by x, 

f£ = L2(1R., dx) n O(lR.), f,(J.; u, v) : = (e/n) (R(J. + ie) u; R(J. + ie) v). 

First, f£ is spectral and (f, E(dJ.) g)fdJ. = (/, g)B,A = f(J.) g(J.). That is; the canonical 

spectral form is simply given by /(J.) g(J.). Second, 

00 

lim (e/n) (R(J. + ie) u, R(J. + ie) v) =lim J ~.(J. - x) u(x) v(x) dx 
s-++0 ~+0_ 00 

= u(J.) v(J.) for all ;. E 1R., 

according to Prop. 3.16. 
Note that the function 

f,H(J.; u, v) := (e/n) (R(J. + ie) u, R(J. + ie) v) (4) 
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is always an approximate spectral form for any spectral manifold !r c: :71'. This follows 
from Prop. 3.16. Sometimes this function is called the canonical approximate spectral 
form. Note that j.H(J,;·, ·)itself is a scalar product for all e > 0, A. E JR. 

Finally, we assume the spectral manifold !r c: :71' to be a topological space with its 
own topology. If there is an approximate spectral form /.(A.;., ·) on ;r which is equi
continuous with respect to e > 0 on !r X !r for each A. E 1R. '\.. A0 , then the canonical 
spectral form is continuous on !r x !r with respect to the topology of ;r. 

Proposition 4. Let !r be spectral and a topological space. Further, let j.(A.; ·, ·) be an 
equicontinuous approximate spectral form for {H, !r; A0} wiih respect to e > 0 for each 
A. E 1R. '-..A0• Then the canonical spectral form ( ·; ·)E,l is continuO'I.IiJ on !rX!r for each 
A. E 1R. '-..Ao. 

Proof. Obvious. I 

In the example considered above the canonical approximate spectral form is equi
continuous with respect toe> 0 if the topology in!r is defined by Hull$:= sup !u(x)!. 
In this case we obtain zER 

00 

(e/n) !lR(A. + ie) u!l2 = (e/n) J ((A.- x)2 + e2)-1 !u(x)!2 dx ~ !lui\~, e > 0, 
-00 

hence the equicontinuity in e > 0 follows. 
In the following we use spectral manifolds which are topological spaces such that 

an equicontinuous approximate spectral form can be introduced. We call them auxiliary 
manifolds. 

Note that not only the canonical approximate spectral form is of interest. In this 
connection we present an implication of one of our main assumptions 

J~W; 
Ho 

W*W =Poe 

(which implies partial isometry and H 0-semicompleteness of the wave operator) with 
respect to g.0(A.; u, v) := (e/n) (JR0(A. + ie) u, JR0(A. + ie) v). 

Lemma 5. Let J E .!R(Jt'0 , :71') be asymptotically equivalent (with respect to H~c) to a 

partial isometry W wiih initial subspace pt,c.Tt'0 ~ i.e. J ~ W, W*W = pt,c. Then 
Ho 

m-lim {f.H•(A.; u, u)- g.0(A.; u, u)} = 0 
e-++0 

for all u E .Tt'0 (m-lim with respect to I·!). 

Proof. First we note that 

(5) 

(e/n) ![JR0 (A. + ie) (Poc).L u\[2 ~ IIJII2 (e/n) I!R0(A. + ie) (P~c).L u!l2 ~ 0 (6) 

as e ~ +0 a.e. (mod I·!) because of Prop. 3.16 (note that (/, E0(dA.) /)fdA.= 0 a.e. 
(mod I·!) if f E (P~c).L .Tt'0). Thus it suffices to consider (e/n) !lJR0(A. + ie) p~culf· 
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instead of g,0(.1; u, u). According to NATANSON [1, p. 177] now (5) follows from 

00 

lim J Jj,H•(J.; p~cu; p~cu)- g,0(.1; p~cu, p~cu)J d).= 0, 
•-->-+0 -00 

u E .?'1'0 • 

But this follows from (f~·(J.;v) := /~•(.1; v,v), g~(J.;v) := g~(J.;v,v)) 

00 00 

-00 -00 

and Prop. 13.26. • 

14.1.3. Existence and completeness of wave operators 

In this section we first prove the existence of W +(H; H 0 ; J) by means of auxiliary 
manifolds under continuity assumptions on G,(J.) := G(J. + ie) := J- VR0(J. + ie), 
V = HJ- JH0 ; J dom H0 ~ dom H, and under the assumption that the canonical 
approximate spectral form j,H(J.; ·,·)is equicontinuous. Note that 

G(z) = J + JH0R0(z) - HJR0(z) = J(z - H 0 ) R0(z) 

+ JH0R0(z) - HJR0(z) = (z- H) JR0(z), 

hence we obtain 

JR0(J. + ie) = R(J. + ie) G(J. + ie) 

and therefore 

(7) 

(8) 

Theorem 6. Let fl£ 0 c .Yt' 0, fl£ c .Yt' be linear manifolds equipped with their own topo
logies. Suppose that : 

(I) J R::J W where W*W = p~c. 
Ho 

(II) p~cfl£0 is generating with respect to p~c.Yt'0 and H0, fl£ is spectral with respect to 
E( ·),and fl£0 is spectral with respect to E0( • ). 
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(III) f,H().;., ·)is equicontinuous with respect toe> 0 for {H, f!£, A} (where A denotes 
the exceptional'"Bet A c:: JR. of the spectral manifold f!£). 

(IV) G,().) maps f!£0 into f!£ continuously for all e > 0,). E JR. "'-A, and G,().) is equi
continuous with respect to e > 0 for all ). E JR. ""- A. 

(V) For every). E JR.""- A and u E f!£0, G,(A.) u is a Cauchy net in f!£ as e __,.. +0. 

Then the Abel wave operator W+(H, H0 ; J) exists, is partially isometric and H0-semi
complete. 

Proof. The assertion is proved if we are able to verify the conditions of Theorem 
13.35. First we note that 

lim f,H(A.; u, v) = (u, v)E,A, 
•-->-+0 

u, v E f!£, A. E lR "'-A. (9) 

Then (III) ensures the continuity of (u, v)v for all ). E JR.""- A with respect to the f!£
topology. Therefore (u, v)E,A may be extended by continuity to clo f!£, i.e. it is well
-defined also for the ideal elements (limits of Cauchy nets) of clo f!£; which do not belong 
to f!£ (and£). Furthermore, the relation (9) is true also for the ideal elements of clo f!£. 
Now let u E f!£0, ). E JR.""- A. Then, according to (V), G,(A.) u is a Cauchy net with respect 
to the f!£-topology, hence it is also a Cauchy net with respect to I·IE,A· Therefore 

lim IG,().) u - G,.().) uiE,A = 0 for all ). E JR.""- A and this implies m-lim !G,().) u 
:e,s'~+o s.e'----+-+0 
- G •• (A.) uiE,.t = 0. Furthermore, (IV) and (V) imply the existence of G+().) u 
:=lim G,().) u, u E f!£0, ). E JR.""- F with respect to the f!£-topology as an element of 

a-->-+0 

clo f!£, and G+().) is a continuous operator from f!£0 into clo f!£. Moreover, lim !G,().) uiE,A 
• a-->-+0 
exists and we have lim IG,().) uiE,A = IG+().) uiE,A• Now we obtain the existence of 

a-->-+0 

lim f,H().; G,().) u, G,(A.) u) for all ). E JR.""- A, u E f!£0 and its equality with !G.(A.) uih 
-.+o 
from the estimate 

1f,H(A.; G,().) u, G,(A.) u)112 -IG+(A.) uiE,Ai ~ f,H(A.; G,(A.) u- G+(A.) u; G,().) u- G+().) u)1' 2 

+ lf,H().; G+().) u, G+(A.) u)1' 2 -IG+().) uiE,Ai· 

The first term on the right-hand side tends to 0 as e __,.. +O for ). E JR. ""-A because of 
{III) and (V), the second term tends to 0 as e __,.. +0 for ). E JR. "'-A because of (9). Now 
{8) implies lim g,0().; u, u) = IG+().) ui~ .•• and the spectralityof f!£0 implies lim f,H•().; u, u) 

a-.+o .--..+o 
= luli,,.t for all). E JR. "'-Ao (A0 the exceptional set forf!£0). Applying Lemma 5, we obtain 
m-lim !G,(A.) uiB,A = iuiE,,A• i.e. all conditions of Theorem 13.35 are verified and this 

e-->-+0 

·concludes the proof. • 

Remark 7. It can be easily seen that if we replace f,H().; ·, ·) and G,().) by - fl_!_,().; ·, ·) 
and G_,().) respectively, and (I) by J ~ W, W*W =Poe, then the modified assumptions 

-Ho 
of Theorem 6lead to the corresponding assertions for W_(H, H0 ; J). 

20 Baumgl1rtel/Wollenberg 
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Preparing the next theorem on the completeness of wave operators, we state the 
following formula: Let u, v E £'0, lX E Lco(lR., E0). Then 

co 
lim (e/n) J lX(l) (R0(l + ie) u, R0(l + ie) v) dA = (u, lX{H0) v). 

a-->-+0 -co 

The proof uses similar estimates as the proof of Prop. 13.4. Note that (10) implies 

co 

lim J f. Ho(J.; lX{H0) v - lX(A) v) dA = 0 
e-++0 -co 

where we use the notation f,H•(l; u) := f,H•(l; u, u). This follows from 

f,H•(l; lX(H0) v- lX(.'.) v) = f,H•(l; lX(H0) v) + I~X(l)l 2 f,H•(J.; v) 

-~X(.'.) f,H•(l; lX(B0) v, v) -~X(.'.) f,H•(l; v, lX(H0) v) 

(10) 

(11) 

and J f,H•(l; ~X(B0) v) dl = II~X(Bo) vll2• 

Hone wants to prove the completeness of the wave operator, one way to do this 
is to add to the assumptions of Theorem 6 the corresponding ones for {H0, H; J*}. 
However, in applications the situation is often so that either it is difficult to verify 
these additional assumptions or even they are not true. For this reason the following 
completeness theorem may be useful, which can be proved by application of Theorem 
13.42 (or Corollary 13.43). 

Theorem 8. Assume that the Abel wave operator W+(B, H0 ; J) exists, is partially iso
metric and H 0-semioomplete. Let ~0 c £'0 and~ c £'be linear manifolds equipped with 
their own norms. Suppose: 

(I) pac~ is generating with respect to pacjt> and H, ~0 is spectral with respect to E0( ·) 

(with exceptional set A0 c JR., IAol = 0) and p~c~o is generating with respect to Poc£'0 

andH0• 

(II) f,H•(l;·, ·)is equicontinuous with respect toe> 0 for {H0,~0,A0}, moreover it 
satisfies the uniform estimate 

l ELl c 1R '\.A0 

where Ll is an arbitrary wmpact set. 
(III) There is a family F.(l): ~--;.. ~0 of continuous operators for l E JR., e E (0, e0), 

e0 > 0, such that F,(l) E !l'(£', £'0) and F,(l) u is strongly continuous inlfor all e > 0 
with respect to £'0• Further F,(l) u is a Cauchy net with respect to ll·ll.f",for alll E 1R '\.A0 

and all u E ~. it is continuous in A. with respect to ll·ll.f",for all e E (0, e0) and satisfies the 
uniform estimate 

l E Ll c 1R. '\.Ao, 

where Ll is an arbitrary compact set. Finally 

R(l + ie) u = JR0(A. + ie) F,(l) u, u E ~, A. E 1R, e > 0. 

Then the wave operator W+(B, H0 ; J) is complete. 
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Proof. The assertion is proved if we are able to verify the conditions of Corollary 
13.43 for each compact set L1 c lR. '-..A0• First we show that II j E 0,,(dA.) F.(A.) u '' is 

uniformly bounded with respect toe> 0 for all u E [!{.Let g E£'0• Then 

I (g•j E0,,(dA.) F,(A.) u) I =If (e/n) (R0(A. + ie) g, R0 (A. + ie) F.(A.) u) dA. I 
=I J f,H•(A.; g, F,(A.) u) dA. I ;;::;; j jf,H•(A.; g, F,(A.) u)j dA. 

;;::;; J j,H•(A.; g, g)ll2f,H•(A.; F,(A.) u, F,(A.) u)l/2 dA. 
Ll ;;::;; (! f,H•(A.; g, g) d.Ar2 (! f,H•(A.; F,(A.) u, F,(A.) u) dA.r2· 

But J f,H•(A.; g, g) d.A;;::;; !lg\12 and J f,H•(A.; F,(A.) u, F,(A.) u) dA.;;::;; c"'d"'2 JLIJ, lluJJ} hence 
Ll Ll II J Eo .• (dA.) F.(.A) u lr ~ cLidA2JLIJ\Iull}· That is, in ordertoprovetheweakconvergenceof 

Poe f E 0,,(d..1) F,(A.) u it is sufficient to prove the convergence of (g·/ E 0,,(dA.) F,(A.) u) 
for a generating set of vectors g of Poc£0• We take the set {E0(B) Pocv; v E [!{0 , B Borel 
set} as such a generating set. That is, we have to consider (Poe= E0(LI~c)) 

and we have to show the convergence of (12) as e-+ +0. We compare (12) with the 
expression 

J XBnLI,••(A.) f,H•(A.; v, F,(A.) u) dA. = J f,H•(.A; XBnLI, .. (A) v, F,(A.) u) d.A (13) 
Ll Ll 

and show that the difference tends to 0 as e-+ +O (this means that it is sufficient to 
prove the convergence of (13)). We obtain by an easy calculation, using Schwarz' 
inequality 

If f,H•(A.; E0(B n Ll~c) v, F,(A.) u) d.A -/ f,H•(A.; XBnLI,••(A) v, F,(A.) u) d.A I 
;;::;; J jf,H•(A.; E0 (B n Ll~c) v- XBnLI,••(A.) v, F,(A.) u)j d). 

Ll 

;;::;; (! f,H•(J.; Eo(B n LJ~C) v - XBnLI,••(J.) v) dA.r2 (/ f,H•(J.; F,(A) u) dA.r2· 

Since the second factor is uniformly bounded with respect to e > 0, it is enough to show 
that the first factor tends to 0 as e-+ +0. But this is true because of (11). 

Now we prove the convergence of ( 13) as e -+ +0. First, (III) implies the existence 
of s-lim11 •11 F,(.A) u =: F+{A.) u E clo11 • 11~ f!l0• By a similar extension argument as in the 

,___,.+0 ~. • 
proof of Theorem 6 the semiscalar product (u, v)E,.l can be extended to cloli·ll~.f!C0 and 

20* 
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(u, v)E,,.t = lim/. H•(A.; u, v) turns out to be true for all elements of clo11•11 ,.. fr0• Therefore 
.-..+o ""'• 

the existence of lim f,H•(A.; v, F,(A.) u) and its equality with (v, F +(A.) u)E •. .t follows from 
the estimate ....... +o 

jf,H•(A.; v, F,(A.) u) - (v, F+(A.) u)E,,.tl ~ jf,H•(A.; v, F,(A.) u) -f,H•(A.; v, F+(A.) u)j 

+ jf,H•(A.; v, F+(A.) u)- (v, F +(A.) u)E •. .tl 

and from (II). Second, if,H•(A.; v, F,(A.) u)j ~ e.1 d<~llvll£'.11ull~ •• hence the existence of 
the limit of ( 13) follows from Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem and we 
obtain 

lim (E0(B n L1~c) v, f E 0,,(dA.) F,(A.) u) = f XBn<~.••(A.) (v, F+(A.) u)E,,.t dA . 
....... +o .1 .1 

Now the last step of the proof proceeds as follows: (u; v)E,,.t is the canonical spectral 
form on fro (in the sense of Section 1). Therefore, according to Section 1 (cf. Sections 
4.5.1 and 4.1.2), we have the isomorphy E 0(L1) P'tJc.;f'0 ~ L2(L1, dA; !t0,2). 

Note that the ideal element s-lim11•11IE V11 E clo11•11 ,.. fr 0 ( V11 E fr 0 a Cauchy sequence) can be 
f'l-+00 0 w • 

identified with s-limH V11 (mod ker I·IE ,t) from :10 2 because of I viE 2 ~ 0.1 llvlltE , 
~ Bo.l •• ' 0• 0 

v E fr0• Hence F+(A.) u can be identified with the limit of the Cauchy net F,(A.) u with 
respect to 1·1 E,,A (mod ker I·IE •. .t), i.e. F +(A.) u E :1 o,.t for all u E fr 0 and all A. E 1R '- Ac,. 
Further we obtain 

lim j (F,(A.) u, E 0,,(dA) F,(A.) u) = lim j f,H. (A.; F,(A.) u, F,(A.) u) dA. 
•-++o .1 ....... +o .1 

= J {F+(A.) u, F+(A.) u)E,,.t dA. . 
.1 

This follows from lim f,H•(A.; F,(A.) u) = (F+(A.) u, F+(A.) u)Eo,.t for all A. E 1R '- Ao, which ........,., 
is implied by the estimate 

jf,H•(A.; F,(A.) u)t/2- IF+(A.) uiEo,al ~ jf,H•(A.; F,(A.) u)t/2 -f,H•(A.; F+(A.) u)jt/2 

+ jf,H•(A.; F+(A.) u)112 - JF+(A.) uJEo,.tl 

< f,H•(A.; F,(A.) u- F +(A.) u)t/2 + !f.H•(A.; F+(A.) u)t/2 

- IF +(A.) uiEo,.tl • 

and from the estimate f,H•(A.; F,(A.) u) :::;;; e.1 d.12 llull} (use Lebesgue's dominated con
vergence theorem). 

Simultaneoulsy we have shown J (F +(A.) u, F +(A.) u)Eo,.t dA. < oo, that is F +( ·) belongs 
.1 

to L 2(L1, dA.; :l'o,.t) so that this function represents a vector from PocE0(L1) .;f'0, which 
we denote by Z+u. Thus we have 

w-lim P'tJC J Eo .• (dA) F,(A.) = z+ 
....... +o .1 

and 
lim J (F,(A.) u, E 0,,(dA.) F,(A.) u) = I!Z+ull2 • 

•-++0 .1 
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The third condition of Corollary 13.43 (Formula ( 13. 77)) is obvious. This concludes 
the proof. • 

Remark 9. (I) The assumption that P'tJ0~0 is generating with respect to ptfJf'0 

and H 0 is not essential. H P'tJ0~0 has not this property, then we can always extend f£0 

to a normed linear manifold ~0 c Jf'0 which is generating, without changing the other 
assumptions of this theorem. However, the assumption that pac~ is generating with 
respect to pacJf(' and His essential as can be seen from Corollary 13.43 (or Theorem 
13.42). 

(II) The identity R(z) = JR0(z) F(z) is the key assumption in this theorem. Un
fortunately, it is rather implicit, in fact, F(z) is not uniquely determined because J 
need not to be injective. Only the relation G(z) F(z·) = 1 is true but not the converse, 
in general. When J is bijective, then F(z) is unique and given by 

F(z) = J-1(1 + (H- JH0J-1)) R(z) = (z- H 0) J-1R(z). 

The next statement is a combination of Theorem 6 and Theorem 8 giving the existence 
and completeness of the wave operator. The reason for this combined statement is to 
eliminate assumption 

(III) in Theorem 6 on the equicontinuity of f,B(J..;·, ·) which is sometimes not so 
convenient in applications. 

Proposition 10. Let ~0 c Jf'0 , f£ c Jf(' be linear manifolds equipped with their oum 
norms 11·11~. I[ ·II~· Let f£0, fl' be spectral wiih respect to E0( • ), E( ·) and let P'tJ0[£0, pacf£ 

be generating wiih respect to P'tJ0Jf'0, pacJf(' and H0, H respectively. (A = A0 is assumed, 
wiikout loss of generality.) Suppose tkat assumptions (I), (IV), and (V) of Theorem 6 are 
satisfied. Further, suppose tkat assumptions (II) and (III) of Theorem 8 are satisfied. 
Then tke wave operator W,..(H, H 0 ; J) exists, is partially isometric and complete. 

Proof. The assertion is proved if we are able to verify the condition (III) of Theorem 
6. Because of R(A. + ie) u = JR0(A. + ie) F,(A.) u, u E fl', we obtain 

u, v E fl'. 

It is sufficient to show the equicontinuity for f,B(A.; u, u). We have 

f,B(J..; u, u) = g,0(J..; F,(J..) u, F,(J..) u) = (e/n) I!JR0(J.. + ie) F,(J..) ull2 

~ IIJII2 (e/n) IIRo(J.. + ie) F,(J..) ull2 = I[JII2 .f,B•(J..; F,(J..) u, F,(J..) u) 
~ IIJII2 c" IIF.(J..) ull!£. ~ I[JI[2 c" di !lull} 

if J.. ELl (Ll compact), L1 c 1R. '-A0 ; that is for each J.. E 1R. '\_ A0, and thus condition 
(III) of Theorem 6 is verified. This concludes the proof. • 

Remark 11. Note that it is also possible to omit the assumption"~ is spectral with 
respect toE(·)" andtoworkwithlim f,B(J..; u, v), u, v E fl', whichexistsforallJ.. E 1R. '\_A0 

e->+0 
and equals (u, v)E,A a.e. (mod 1·1> (where the exceptional set may vary with u and v). 
In this case the application of Theorem 13.35 is also possible. 
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14.1.4. Existence of strong wave operators 

In this section we complete the assumptions made in Section 1.3 in such a way that the 

wave operators exist even in the strong sense. The essential assumptions are: (1) The 

auxiliary space f!l' is even a separable Hilbert space, (2) G,(J.) has limits with respect 

to the (!['0, (!['-topologies as e- +0 and as e- -0. Before coming to the theorem, we 

need some formulas. Let u, v E :K0, IX E L00(lR., dJ.), 1X(H0) v E p~c;K0• Replacing 

tX(A.) by x;t{A.) tX(A.) in formula (10), where L1 is a Borel set, we obtain from (10) 

lim (8/n) J tX(il) (R0(il + i8) u, R0 (J. + i8) v) d). = J tX(J.) (u, Eo(dil) v) dil. (14) 

·-+o Ll Ll d). 

Note that tX(J.) [(u, E0(dil) v)fdJ.) is absolutely integrable. From this fact and (14) we 

obtain, using a famous statement of Lebesgue (see NATANSON [1, p. 174]), that the 

functions tX(J.) (e/n) (R0(J. + i8) u, R0(J. + ie) v) have equiabsolutely continuous integrals, 

that is, for each <) > 0 there is 1J = 1J( ~) > 0 such that 

sup I J (8/n) tX(J.) (R0(J. + i8) u, R0(J. + i8) v) d). I<~. if IL11 < 1J· (15) 
•>0 Ll 

Theorem 12. Let f!l'0 c ;K0 , f!l' c :K be linear manifolds equipped with their oum 

topologies. Suppose that: 

(I) J dom H 0 ~ dom H. 
(II) J ~ W (for both signs), where W*W = p:;c. 

±Ho 
(III) Let tP be an admissible function (see Section 8.2.1) with the property: 

lim IIJ e-it(fl(Hol?ocull exists and equals ll?ocul[ for all u E :K0 (and both signs). 
f-->.±00 

(IV) Pocf!l'0, pa.c(!l' are generating with respect to p:;c:K0 , pa.c;;t{' and H 0, H respectively. 

(V) f!l' is spectral with respect to E( ·) (exceptional set A) and f!l' is a separable Hilbert 

space. 
(VI) f,H(A.;·, ·)and i.H(il;·, ·) = -fl!_.(il;·; ·)are equicontinuous with respect to 8 > 0 

for (H; f!l', A}. 
(VII) G,(il) and G_.(il) map f!l'0 into f!l' continuously for all 8 > 0, il E lR. '-.A and are 

equicontinuous with respect toe> 0 for all;. E lR. '-.A. 
(VIII) For every A. E lR. '-.A and u E f!l'0 , G,(J.) u and G_,(A.) u are Cauchy nets in f!l' as 

e-+0. 
Then the strong wave operators W+((])(H), (])(H0); J) and W_((])(H), t/>(H0); J) exist, are 

partially isometric and H0-semicomplete. 

Proof. 1. By Theorem 6 and Remark 7, the assumptions imply that the wave ope

rators W+ = W+(H, H 0 ; J), W_ = W_(H, H 0 ; J) exist, are partial isometrics and H 0-

semicomplete. Then the invariance principle (see Section 11.3.2) says that also 

W,((])(H), t/>(H0); J) exist and coincide with W±. Now we consider the relation 

ltei~(HIJ e-it+!Hl?ocf- W+/1[2 = l[eit+IHIJ e-li~(Holp:;cfll2 + llW+fll2 

_ (eii+CHI J e-ii+IHo)p:;cf, W+f) _ ( W+f, eii+IH) J e-tt+(Ho)p:;cf) 

= llJ e-it+IHol?oc/112 + ll?ocflt2 _ 2 Re (eii+CHIJ e-lt+CHolp:;cf, W+f). 
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Using (III), it follows that it suffices to prove that the limits 

lim (eii4>1HlJ e-114>1Holl, g) = ( W+l, g) 
t--.±oo 
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exist for a set of vectors I, g being generating in Poc.n"0, pac,n" respectively. In the fol
lowing we prove this only for t -+ oo. As generating sets we take the sets I = 1X(H0) p~cu, 
g = {3(H) pacv, u E fr0, v E fr, IX, {3 E L00(lR, dx) with compact supports (note that 
p~c = E0(L1~c), pac = E(LJac), hence I = (1XXA,••) (Ho) u, g = (f3XAao) (H) v). 

2. Next we derive a formula for (g, (J - W+) 1X(H0) u); g E .n", u E fr0; IX E L 00(lR, dA.) 
with compact support. Using the relation JR0(z) = R(z) G(z), we get 

J(R0(z)- R0(z)) - (R(z)- R(z)) G(z) = R(z) (G(z)- G(z)). 

This implies 

(g, (e/n) JR0(A.- ie) R0(A. + ie) u) - (g, (e/n) R(A.- ie) JR0(A. + ie) u) 
= -(1/2in) (g, R(A. - ie) D(). + ie) u) 

where D(). + ie) := G(). + ie) - G().- ie). Multiplying this equation by IX{).) and inte
grating in ). over lR we obtain 

00 

(e/n) ( 1X(A.) (R0 (A. + ie) J*g, R0(J. + ie) u) dA. 
-00 

00 

- (e/n) J 1X(A.) (g, R(). - ie) JR0(). + ie) u) d). 
-oo 

00 

= -(1/2in) J 1X(A) (R(). + ie) g, D(). + ie) u) d).. (16) 
-00 

From (10) we get that the first term on the left side tends to (J*g, 1X(H0) u) as e-++0. 
Concerning the second term on the left side we assert; for IX().) with 1X(J.) =IX().) X;~, .. ( A.). 

00 

lim (e/n) J IX( A.) (g, R(). - ie) JR0(). + ie) u) d). = (g, W+1X(H0) ~). 
•--.+o -oo 

00 

Namely, we have (g, W+1X(H0) u) =lim (e/n) J (g, R(A. - ie) JR0(A. + ie) 1X(H0) u) d). 
and .--.+o -oo 

00 

(e/n) J I(R(A. + ie) g, JR0(A. + ie) (IX( A.) - 1X(H0)) u)j d). 
-oo 

00 

~ (e/n) J IIR(A. + ie) giiiiJiliiRo(A. + ie) (1X(A.) - 1X(H0)) ull dA. 
-oo 
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but this tends to 0 as e ~ +0 according to (11). Therefore we obtain the existence of 
the limit on the right side of ( 16), if cx(A) = ex( A) XA.•c(A), and the equation 

"" 
lim -(1/2in) J cx(A) (R(A + ie) g, D(A + ie) u) dA = (g, (J- W+) cx(H0) u). (17) 

s->-+0 _ 00 

00 

Moreover, from (J*g, cx(H0) u) = J cx(A) [(J*g, E 0(dA) u)fdA] dA, (W+*g, cx(H0) u) 
"" -oo 

= J cx(A) [(W+*g, E0(dA) u)/dA) dA, we obtain that the integrands on the left side of (16) 
-co 

have equiabsolutely continuous integrals with respect to e. Thus also the integrand 
on the right side of (16) obeys for each~> 0 

I ( 1/2in) J ex( A) (R(A + ie) g, D(A + ie) u) dA I < ~ if JLIJ < "'( ~). ( 18) 

Now we consider the integrand of the left side of (17) for g = {J(H) v, v E f£, fJ E L""(1R, dA) 
with compact support and with the property {J(A) = {J(A) XAac(A). First we have 

(R(A + ie) {J(H) v, D(A + ie) u) = j ~ (E(dx) v, D(A + ie) u). 
-co A- Ie- X 

(19) 

According to the assumptions (V) and (VI), (w, E(dA) w')/dA, w, w' E f£, A E 1R '.A, 
is a continuous sesquilinear form on f£ X f£; hence we have (w, E(dA) w')/dA 
= (w, H(A) w'),qc where H(x) E .!l'(f£) and H(x) ;;:;;_; 0 for all x E 1R '.A. Inserting this 
into (19), we obtain 

(R(A + ie) {J(H) v, D(A + ie) u) = ( J {J(x) ~(x) v dx, D(A + ie) u) • (20) 
-co A + Ie - X PC 

00 

We put /,(A):= /(A+ ie) := J (A+ ie- x)-1 {J(x) H(x) v dx. Now without loss of the 
-oo 

assumption for the vectors {J(H) v to be generating in pac£, we can restrict ourselves 
to functions fJ such that {J(x) IJH(x)JI_p(P£l is uniformly bounded in x. Then 
p(x) := {J(x) H(x) v is a member of L 2(1R, dx; f£). From Prop. 1.2 we obtain that 

00 

f+ (A): = s-lim J (A + ie - xt1 p (x) dx exists a. e. (mod I· J). Then, using assumption 
s->--0 _ 00 

(VIII), it follows that lim (R(A + ie) {J(H) v, D(A + ie) u) exists a.e. (mod I· J) and 
s-..+0 

equals (f+(A); D(A + iO) u),qc· Therefore, applying (18) and the Vitali convergence 
theorem, from ( 17) we obtain 

00 

(fl(H) v, (J- W+) cx(H0 ) u) = -(1/2in) J cx(A) (f+(A), D(A + iO) u),qc dA (21) 
-oo 

3. Next we estimate the right side of (21). First note that according to Section 1.2.5 
(in particular Prop. 1.6), /(A+ ie) is from the Hardy class Jf'+2(1R, dl; _q[) and the 
L 2-norm of/+(·) is given by 

( 

00 )1/2 
llf+(·)IIL'(lR..dA;P£l =2n jllq,(s)JJ~ds . 
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Without loss of the assumption for the vectors tx(H0 ) u to be generating in P"Qc£'0~ 
we can restrict ourselves to functions IX with the property !tx(A.)!I!D(A. + iO) ull~ ;£ c0, 

uniformly in A. E JR. Putting c0 !supp IX = c!1' 2 we obtain 

or, replacing v by e-it4>1Hlv, u by e-lt4>1Ho)u, s by -s, 

j(P(H) v, e114>1Hl(J- W+) e-1t4>1Hol1X(Ho) u)l2 

;£ 2nc2 J dsll j eisz e-11</>lzl!p(x) dx 11
2 

. 
-oo -oo ~ 

(22) 

Because of Lemma 8.19 and assumption (III) the limit of the right side of (22) tends 
to 0 as t -+ oo if !J'(X) = X[c,dJ(x), Lf is a finite interval. Since 

J dsll j eisz e-11</>l.zol!J'(X) dx 12 = 2n liEF* e-ii<I>IAl!J'IIhJR..ds;~l 
-00 -00 ~ 

where A is the multiplication operator with x, F is the Fourier transformation and E 
the projection of multiplication by Xt-oo.oJ(s), the result extends to all !J' E L2(lR., dx; El'). 
This concludes the proof. • 

Remark 13. (I) The assumption that pac_q[ is generating with respect to pac_q[ and H 
is not essential. If this property is not satisfied; then one can find an extension §; 
such that !!t has this property and f,9 (A.; ·, ·), -fl!...(A.; ·, ·) are also equicontinuous 
approximate spectral forms on !!t X !!!. The other assumptions do not depend on this 
extension. 

(II) Also the assumption ",q[ is spectral with respect to E( · )" is not essential (see 
Remark 11). Moreover it is not essential that we start with the canonical approximate 
spectral forms ±n.(A.; ·, ·) to be equicontinuous for {H, El', A}. The heart of the proof 
is the fact that there is a family g(A.; ·, ·) of continuous sequilinear forms on 
,q[ X El' (A. E lR. "-..A, !AI = 0). such that g(A.; u, v) = (u, v)E,.l a.e. (mod 1·1) (where the 
exceptional set may vary with u and v). For example, it would be also possible to start 
with the approximate spectral forms ±!~~(A.; F,(A) ·, F,(A) ·)where F,(A) is the family 
of operators from Theorem 8. 

Thus, the following proposition is true, its proof is left to the reader. 

Proposition 14. Let the assumptions of Theorem 12 except (VI) be satisfied. Instead of 
(VI) suppose that: 

(VI') El'o is a linear normed space and it is spectral with respect to E0( ·) (exceptional set 
A0); f,H•(A.; ·, ·) and -fl!..•.(A.; ·, ·) are equicontinuous approximate spectral forms for 
{H0, El'0 , A0} satisfying the uniform estimate lf~'.(A; u, v)l ;£ C,-1 !lull~. l!vll~. for all A. ELf 
where Lf is an arbitrary compact subset oflR. "-.. A0• There) are two families F ±s( A) : El' -+ El' 0 

of continuous operators for A E lR., e E (0, e0), e0 > 0. F ±e E !!'(£', £'0) such that F ±e(A.) 
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are strongly continuous for all e E (0, e0) with respect to .;tt'0, F ±e(A.) are Oauchy nets with 
respect to II·IIEt, as e - +0 for all A. E 1R '- A0 and all u E fr and satisfy the uniform 
estimate IIF ±e(A.) ui!Et. ~ dJ !IuilE(, A. E Ll c: 1R '- A0 where Ll is an arbitrary compact set. 
Furthermore, R(A. ± ie) = JR0(). ± ie) F ±e().) u, u E fr, 

Then the strong wave operators W ±(cf>(H), cf>(H0 ); J) exist, are partial isometries and 
complete. 

In the next paragraph we present examples where fr is a separable Hilbert space. 

14.2. Factorization method 

14.2.1. The perturbation V and auxiliary manifolds 

In Paragraph 1 we did not specify the linear manifolds fr 0, fr in dependence on the 
operators H, H 0 and J. In this paragraph we deal with special constructions of the 
auxiliary manifolds fr0 , fr with the help of the perturbation V := HJ- JH0 under the 
assumption J dom H 0 ~ dom H such that Vis defined on dom H0• 

If one wants to define fr 0 and fr by 

fr :=ima V, 

fro~ supp V, clo11.11Jf'. fro= supp V, 

(23) 

{24) 

then it is immediately obvious that the requirements "P0acfr0 is generating with respect 
to pt,c.Yt'o and H 0" and/or "pacfr is generating with respect to pacyt' and H" are, in 
general, not satisfied. 

In the following it is pointed out that, without loss of generality, we can restrict H 
and H 0 to suitable subspaces of .Yt' and .;tt'0 respectively, such that these requirements 
are satisfied. 

We denote by P0 the projection onto clo spa {E0(Ll) v; v E supp V, Ll c: JR.} and by P 
the projection onto clo spa {E(Ll) v; v E ima V, Ll c: JR.}. Then obviously P0 E com H0 , 

P E comB and 

PVP0u = Vu, u E domH0 • (25) 

Lemma 15. W+(H, H 0 ; J) exists iff W+(H, H 0 ; PJP0 ) exists, and in this case the 
equation 

is valid; in particular JP0 J. P't,c is intertwining for H, H0• 

Proof. For f E dom H 0 we have 

hence 

(26) 
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Thus the first part of Lemma 15 is proved. (26) is obtained by setting t1 = 0, t2 ~ +oo, 
/ E Poc£0• JP0 ~Poc is intertwining because of W+(H, H 0 ; J) P0 ~ = JP0 ~P~c. • 

Concerning semicompleteness and completeness we obtain the following statement. 

Lemma 16. Let J ~ W where W*W = p~c and let W+(HP, HP0 ; PJP0 ) exist. Then: 
H, 

JP0~P0ac is partially isometric with initial projection P0 ~Poc and the HoP0-

semicompleteness of W+(HP, H 0P0 ; PJP0 ) implies the H 0-semicompleteness of 
W+(H, H 0 ; J). Furthermore, if pacp~JP0P~c = 0 and the final projection of JP0 ~Poc 
is P~P"'c, then the completeness of W+(HP, H 0P0 ; PJP0 ) implies the completeness of 
W+(H, H 0 ; J). 

Proof. The first part follows from PJP0 ~ PWP0 and (26). If W+(HP, H 0P0 ; PJP0 ) 
Ho 

is complete, then' its final projection is ppac. Further, the final projection of JP0 ~ Poe 
is p~pac and p~pacJP0Poc = 0. Hence W+(H, H 0 ; J) is complete. • 

Now, if we restrict ourselves to the consideration of H0 in P 0£ 0 and H in P:Yf', then, 
by construction, pac!!{ is generating with respect to pacp:Yf' and H and Poc!!t0 is gene
rating with respect to P 0acP0:Yf'0 and H0• In other words, without loss of generality, we 
may assume P = 1 .rt• P0 = 1;r, if !!{0 and!!{ are defined by (23) and (24). 

Of course, there are many other possibilities for the definition of !!{0 and!!{. 
For example, if!!{ is defined by (23), then another possibility to define !!{0 is given by 

(27) 

(where J-1!!{ denotes the inverse image of!!{ with respect to J) provided ima J n ima V 
is large enough. In particular, this is the case if the inverse operator J-1 exists and is 
bounded (then ima J = £). 

If V is bounded, then the norm in !!{ can be defined by 

!lull~:= 11/ll;r, uE!!t, (28) 

where u = Vf and f E supp V. In this case !!{ is a separable Hilbert space. If f'£0 is 
defined by (27), then the norm on f'£0 may be defined by 

(29) 

Thus f'£0 is also a separable Hilbert space. 
If Vis not bounded, one may assume that Vis factored in the form 

V=B*A (30) 

with B* E .P(f, :Yf'), f a third separable Hilbert space, where A: :Yf'0 ~ f has the 
property dom H 0 ~ dom A. In such a case one can put 

!!( := ima B*, (31) 

and it is possible to define the norm in f'l' by 

llull~ : = 1!/IIJr, uEf'l', (32) 

where u = B*f, f E supp B*. Also in this case f'l' is a separable Hilbert space. 
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Of course, in all such cases a similar discussion like that at the beginning of this section 
on suitable restrictions of H and H 0 such that the assumptions regarding the genera.ting 
properties of !'£0 , !'£ are satisfied is required (in the case (23), (24) this discussion leads 
to Lemma 15 and Lemma 16). 

14.2.2. Existence of wave operators under factorization assumptions 

In this section we use Theorem 12 and the concepts of Section 1 to prove an existence 
result for strong wave operators. For simplicity we assume£'= £'0, J = 1. 

Theorem 17. Let A, B be defined by (30). Suppose that: 
(I) w-lim (e/n) BR(J.. - ie) R(J.. + ie) B* exist for all ). E 1R '-.A and both signs, + 

s--.±o 
and -, where A is a null set, IAI = 0. 

(II) s-lim AR0(J.. + ie) B* =: Q±(J..) exist for all ). E 1R '-.A and both signs + and - • 
.--.±o 

Then the strong wave operators W+(H, H 0), W_(H, H 0) exist. 

Proof. 1. We apply Theorem 12. In the present case we have 

H=Ho+ V (33) 

and we define !'£by (31), !'£0 by (27), that is we put !'£0 = !'£, P 0, Pare defined as in 
Section 1. In this case it turns out that P 0£'0 is the smallest subspace reducing H 0 and 
containing ima V and that P£'0 is the smallest subspace reducing H and containing 
ima V. Hence, because of (33), it follows P = P 0 and we may restrict Hand H0 to 
P 0£'0• That means (IV) is satisfied. !'£is a separable Hilbert space} that is (V) is satis
fied (note that the assumption!'£ is spectral can be omitted according to Remark 13). 

(I) is satisfied because of V = B* A and dom H 0 ~ dom A. (II) and (III) are obvious 
because of J = 1. Thus is remains to prove (VI), (VII) and (VIII) of Theorem 12. 

2. Let u, v E !'£, that is u = B*f, v = B*g, f, g E £'0• Then 

f.H(J..; u, v) = (e/n) (R(J.. - ie) R(J.. + ie) u, v) 

= (e/n) (BR(J..- ie) R(J.. + ie) B*f, g). 

From (I) we obtain: the family of operators (e/n) BR(J..- ie) R(J.. + ie) B* is uniformly 
bounded in e > 0 for all ). E 1R '-. A by the principle of uniform boundedness. This 
implies the equicontinuity of f,H(J..; ·,·)on!'£ X!'£ in e > 0. Further, by (I), we obtain 
the existence of the limits off,().; u, v) as e --+ +O for all ). E 1R '-.A. Similarly we get 
the same result for -fl!_.(J..; u, v). The equality of theselimitswith (u, v)E,A a.e. (mod 1·1) 
is obvious. This ensures thatf,H(J..; ·,·)and -fl!_.(J..; ·,·)are approximate spectral forms 
for {H, !'£,A}. 

3. By definition, G,(J..) = 1 - VR0(J.. + ie) = 1 - B* AR0(). + ie). Then we have, 
with !'£ ~ u = B*f, 

IIG.(J..) u - G,.(J..) ull~ = t[AR0(J.. + ie) u - AR0(J.. + ie') ull 

= IIAR0(J.. + ie) B*f- AR0(J.. + ie') B*fl[. 
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This implies, by (II), that the right side tends to 0 as e, e' ~ ±0 for all A E 1R. '-..A. 
Thus (VIII) of Theorem 12 is satisfied. The equicontinuity (VII) follows from the esti
mate 

I!G,(A) ull~ ~ lfull~. + IIAR0(A + ie) B*llllull~. 

where we have used llfll = llulf~ = lfull~. andthefactthat IIAR0(A + ie) B*llis uniformly 
bounded in e ~ 0 because of the existence of the strong limits and the principle of 
uniform boundedness. This concludes the proof that the assumptions of Theorem 12 
are satisfied. • 

If the assumptions (I) and (II) of Theorem 17 are assumed only for e ~ +0, then we 
obtain, according to Theorem 6, the existence of the Abel wave operator W+(H; H0) 

(correspondingly W_(H, H 0) fore~ -0). 

14.2.3. Completeness of wave operators under smallness 
and compactness assumptions 

Often it is necessary to have criteria which make no explicit use of the perturbed ope
rator H. Naturally, this requires stronger hypotheses on the perturbation V. First we 
consider a smallness condition and assume that the limits of AR0(A + ie} B* exist and 
are sufficiently small. Again we put l/e = ;/{>0, J = 1. 

Theorem 18. Let A, B be defined by (30). Suppose that: 

(I} w-lim (e/n} BR0(A - ie} R0(A + ie} B* exist for all A E 1R. '-..A, uniformly on com-
~--+±0 

pact BubBetB of JR. '-..A, where A iB a null Bet, and both signB, + and -. 
(II) There iB 1 > 1J > 0 and 80 > 0 Buck that IIAR0(A ± i8) B*ll ~ 1J for all A E 1R. '-..A, 

8 E (0, eo) and both signB. 

(III} Q±(A} : = s-lim AR0(A + ie} B* exists for all A E 1R. '-..A and both signB. 
~--+±0 

Then the strong wave operators W+(H, H0) and W_(H; H0) exist and are complete. 

Proof. 1. For the proof we use Prop. 14. !:!(is defined by (31), !:!(0 by (27), V = B* A 
according to (30). Thus assumption (I) of Prop. 14 is satisfied. (II) and (III) are ob
vious. (IV) and (V) are satisfied (cf. the corresponding arguments in the proof of Theo
rem 17). Therefore it remains to prove the assumptions (VI'), (VII), and (VIII). 

The proof that G,(A) map !:!(0 into !:!( continuously for 8 > 0 and G.(A) u, G_.(A) u 
are equicontinuous and Cauchy nets in !:!( as e ~ +0 for all A E 1R. '-..A is the same as 
in Theorem 17 (use (III)). Hence (VII) and (VIII) are satisfied. 

2. Now we prove (VI'). Let u, v E !:!(0 and let u = B*f, v = B*g with f, g E $ 0 • 

Then 

f,H•(A; u, v) = (8/n) (R0(J.- i8) R0(A + i8} u, v) 

= (e/n} (BRo(J.- ie} R0(1. + ie} B*f, g). 

This relation and assumption (I) imply that the limit of f.H•(J.; u, v} exists as e ~ +O 
for all ;. E 1R. '-..A. f,H•(J.; ·, ·) is equicontinuous on !:!(0 X !:!(0 for ;. E 1R. '-..A, and 
if,H•(J.; u, v)l < cLIIIull~.llbll~. on compact subsets Ll of 1R. '-..A (use similar argument 
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as in the proof of Theorem 17). Similarly we obtain the corresponding assertion for 
-tl!.·.(A; ·, . ). 

It remains to show the existence of the operator functions F,(A), F_,(A) with the pro
perties of (VI'). We have G±.(A) = 1 - B* AR0(A ± ie). By 

liB* AR0(A ± ie) ull~ = IIAR0(A ± ie) B*fll ~ IIAR0(A ± ie) B*ll IIIII 

= IIAR0(A ± ie) B*ll !lull~. 

and (II) we get liB* AR0(A ± ie)ll~ ::;: 'YJ for all A E JR."- .A. That is, the operators 
1 - B* AR0(A ± ie) are bounded invertible for all e E ( -e0, 0) u (0, e0) and A E JR. '\_.A, 
and the limits 1 - Q±(A) also define bounded invertible operators from f£0 into f£ for 
all A E JR. "-.A. From R(A + ie) G,(A) = R0(A + ie) we find 

R(A ± ie) = R0(A ± ie) G±,(A)-1 

where the operators G±<(A)-1 are boundedfromf£ into f£0 (note that in our case f£ = f£0 ). 

The properties of G±<(A) imply that the operators G±<(At1 are uniformly bounded in 
e E ( -e0, 0) u (0, e0) with respect to the fi(f£0)-norms and that they are Cauchy nets 
as e ~ +O for all A E JR. '\_.A. This proves that the operators F±e(A) := G±.(At1 have 
the desired properties, i.e. (VI') is satisfied. This concludes the proof. • 

Second we consider the case that the limits of AR0(A ± ie) B* exist even in norm 
sense and that these operators are compact. This allows to avoid the smallness assump
tion in Theorem 18. For preparation of the corresponding theorem we need a technical 
lemma. 

Lemma 19. Let o.Y be a Banach space and let A(z) E !l' 00(0§), Im z ;;;:;: 0, satisfy the 
following conditions: 

(I) A(z) is holomorphic in z, Im z > 0, and norm continuous in z, Im z ;;;:;: 0. 
(II) 1 + A(z) is bounded invertible for every z, Im z > 0. Then the set .A = {A E JR.; 

1 + A(A) is not invertwle} is a closed null set. 

Proof. H 1 +A(A) is invertible; (1 + A(A))-1 is bounded; since the inversion is 
continuous, .A is closed. Thus it remains to prove that !.AI = 0. Now let A E JR. and 
(!A > 0 such that (spec A(A)) n {w; jw + 11 < e•} contains at most the point -1 itself. 
Then the Riesz' projection 

P(z) = (1/2in) J (w- A(z))-1 dw 
lw+li=~A 

is well-defined for some neighborhood <1/A = {z; jz- AI < 'f/A, Im z;;;:::: 0} of A. Then for 
z E <1/A the operator 1 + A(z) is invertible iff (1 + A(z)) I P(z) {!/is invertible. But this 
is the case iff det (1 + A(z)) I P(z) o.Y =l= 0. Now we have det (1 + A(z)) I P(z) qy =l= 0 
for Im z > 0 and it has continuous limits on the border. Therefore (see MuscHELISCH
WILI [1, I.A. § 10]) this function can vanish only on a closed null set on the border, that 
means det (1 + A(A)) I P(A) o.Y can only vanish on a null set LJ,. Now let A E [a, b] from 
a compact interval, then there is a finite set <Ft,,, <11,,, ••• , <1/AR which covers [a, b], 

11 

hence .An [a, b] = U LJ,. and a fortiori .A itself are null sets. • 
e=I · 
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Theorem 20. Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 18 except (II) and (III) are BatiBfied, 
with A = ~. Further 8WJYPOSe: 

(II') .ARo(A. + ie) B* iB compact for e =f: 0 and all A. E JR., 
(III') the limitB n-lim .AR0(A. + ie) B* exist uniformly on compact 8Ub8et8 of 1R for 

~±o 

both Bigns, + and -. 
Then the strong wave operator8 W+(H, H 0) and W_(H, H 0) exist and are complete. 

Proof. The only point which is different from the proof of Theorem 18 is the existence 
of the limits of F±.(A.) := G±,(A.t1• From (II') we obtain that B*.AR0(z) is compact 
on [!£0 with the same properties as .A.Ro(z) B. This follows from the fac,t that the opera
tor B* acts as an isometric map from supp B* onto f£0• Now we can apply Lemma 19 
to G,(A.) = 1 - B*.ARo(A. + ie) = 1- VRo(A. + ie). It is easy to see that G,(A.) is 
bounded invertible for all e =f: 0 from the relation R(A. + ie) G,(A.) = R0(A. + ie). Thus 
from Lemma 19 we get that G±(A.)-1 exist for all A. E 1R '\.A where A is a closed null 
set and, by the continuity of the inverse operation this proves that G,(A.t1 tends con
tinuously with respect to the f£0-norm to G±(A.t1 for all A. E 1R '\.A. Because of 
R(A. + ie) = R0(A. + ie) G,(A.t1 we therefore get that F,(A.) := G,(A.)-1 has the desired 
properties (see assumption (VI') of Prop. 14). • 

14.3. .Applications 

14.3.1. Multiplication operator perturbed by integral operators 
(small gentle perturbations) 

Let H0 be the multiplication by x on .K0 = L 2 (LI,dx; Jt"0 ) where Ll is an interval. Let J be bi
jective and assume that J- We .ft'n •• J1: (.K0, .K)a n !l' -H,.P'/: (.K0, .Kla (cf. Section 6.5.2) with 
W*W = P(,•. Further, suppose that V := J-1 V = J-1HJ- H 0 is an integral operator in .K0 

with the kernel v(x, x') satisfying a certain smoothness and smallness condition. Then we want to 
show that the wave operators W ±(H, H 0 : J) exist, are partially isometric and complete. For the 
proof we shall use Prop. 10. 

1. First we say precisely what we mean with smoothness and smallness of V. Recall the defini
tion of the Holder continuous kernels with the SO· called gentleness norm 11·11~./l (see 7 .4.4). Here we 
only consider the special case that ex = p. Then the ll·llr·norm of a function v( ·, ·): IR X IR -+ .ft'(Jr0} 

is defined dy 

with 

llvllr := sup sup II(Al,Al.v) (810 82)11 
oo0l;ll1,111 >0 oo>a1,a1>-oo 

(Al,v) (81, 82) = ~-r(v(81 + k1, 82) - v(8v 81)), 

(A11v) (81, 82) = k2-Y(v(8v 82 + k2) - v(8v 82)) 

for k1, k2 =I= oo and 

(A~v) (8v 82) = (1 + j81 j7) v(81, 82), 

(A~v) (81, 82) = (1 + J82 JY) v(s1, s2). 

(34) 

Now the smoothness of v(x, x') means that JJv!lr < oo (if Ll c IR, then we set v(x, x') = 0 on 
IR x IR '\. L1 x Ll), and the smallness meaus that JJvllr is sufficiently small. 

According to this norm of !l'(Jr0)·valued functions we introduce the norm J·lr for functions 
u( ·): IR -+ Jr 0 by 

Julr := sup (1 + JxJY) IJu(x)ll + sup k-Y Jlu(x + k) - u(x)!l. 
zeJR zEJR,II>O 

(35} 
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It is easy to see that l·lr is a norm. If y > 1/2, then [ulr < oo implies u E L 2(IR, dx; .Jf"0). In the 
following we assume that y > 1/2 and llv(·, ·)llr < oo, and prove only the assertions for 
W+(H, H+; J). The proof for W_(H, H0 ; J) is the same. 

2. Next we introduce the auxiliary spaces f£0, fl" and consider the expression f,H•(A; ·,·).Let f£0 

denote the set of functions u: lR ~ .Jf"0 which are continuously differentiable and have compact 
support in Ll. Then f£0 c £2(LI, dx; .Jt"0) and we get that u E f£0 implies [ulr < oo. The completion 
clo f£0 of f£0 with respect to the l·lr·norm belongs also to L 2(LI, dx; f 0 ) (see the remark after 
(35)). fl" is defined by fl" := Jf£0 and the fl"-normis given by llull.ar := IIJ-lull.ar, = [J-lulr· Since .a£0 

is dense in .71' 0 and .a£ is dense in .71' (J is bijective), the assumptions about the generating property 
.of these sets in Prop. 10 are satisfied. Now we show that f,H•(A; ·,·)is anequicontinuous approxi
mate spectra!_form for {H0, .a£0, .9'} and satisfies the estimate lf,H•(A; u, v)[ ~ c1 [ulr [vir on com
pact subsets Ll of Ll for u, v E .a£0• We have 

f,H•(A; u, v) = (1/2in) ([R0 (A + ie) - R0 (A - ie)] u, v) 
co 

= (1/2in) J [(A - ie - x)-1 - (A + ie - x)-1] (u(x), v(x)) dx 
-co (36) 

co 
= J <5,(A- x) (u(x), v(x)) dx. 

-co 

Hence 

[j,H•(A; u, v)[ ~ l(u( · ), v( · l)ILco ~ l(u(·), v( • l)lr ~ [u( · llr [v( · llr 

for all A E IR, e > 0, where the last inequality is easily obtained from (35) for [u[y < oo, [vlr < oo. 
Thus f,H•(A; ·, ·) is an equicontinuous approximate spectral form with respect to e > 0 for 

{Ho, fl"o, .9'}. 
Moreover, f+ Ho(A; u, v) is Holder continuous in A. 
3. Now we prove that th,!l operator function G,(A)is equicontinuous on f£0 in e and has strong 

limits. By G,(A) = J - JV R0(A + ie), we have to study the properties of the clo f£0-valued 
function 

co 
v1,,(x) := J (A - x' + ie)-1 v(x, x') u(x') dx', 

-co 

that is, we must show that [v1,,( • )lr < oo and V.<,e tends to limits in clo .a£0• Again we split up the 
integral in two terms, one over the region[).- x'[ > 1 and the other over the region [A-x'[ ~ 1. 
Then 

II J (). - x' + ie)-1 v(x, x') u(x~) dx' II 
ll-x'l>1 .Jf"0 

~ llvllr (1 + lxlr)-1 [ulr J lA - x'[-1 (1 + [x'[2Y)-1 dx' ~ c llvllr lulr (1 + [x[Y)-1 

l.l-x'l>1 

with c independent of A, e. The other term can be estimated by 

f t•(x, x') u(x') - 11(x, A) u(A) dx' + f 11(x, A) u(A) dx' 
A-~+b A.-~+b 

l.l-x'l:::a;l l.l-x'l:::a;l f 0 

~ lulr llvllr (1 + [x[Y)-1 { J 2 [x' - A[r dx' + J 1 . dx'} 
lA - x'l A - x' + 1e 

l.l-x'l;:;;1 ll-x'l;:;;l 

~ c'[ulr l[v[[y (1 + [x[Y)-1 • 

Thus the vector v,,,(x) satisfies the uniform estimate in). and e 

sup (1 + [x[Y) llv.<,,(x)ll~ ~ c1 < oo· 
xEIR. • 

(37) 
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In a similar way we can estimate 

(38) 

with e2 independent of l E JR. and E ~ 0. (37) and (38) show that I!G.(l) ullgr ~a lulr• that is, 
G.(l) is equicontinuous in E and moreover, II( G.(l) - J) ullgc ~ a1 llvllr lulr where the constants a1 
and a are independent of land u. By using similar estimates one can verify that !vA,e(.) - vA •• •( • )lr 
~ 0 as E, E' ~ + 0 proving that G.(l) u has a strong limit as E ~ + 0. 

4. It remains to show the existence of an operator-valued function F.(l) with the properties 
described in Theorem 8. That is, we must verify that R(l + iE) = JR0(l + iE) F.(l) for all 
e E (0, E0 ) with some Eo> 0, that F.(l) maps clo gc into clo g(0 and is strongly continuous for all 
e E (0, E0 ) and l E JR., and that F.(l) u has limits in g{0-norm as E ~ +O for all u E clo gr_ 

From IIG.(l) - Jullgc ~ a1 llvllr lulr and the fact that J is bijective we obtain that for all suffi
ciently smallllvllr• G.(l) is boundedinvertiblefor alll E JR. andE E (0, oo). Because of R(l + iE) G.(l) 
= JR0(l + iE) we find that F.(l) := G.(l)-1 satisfies the relation R(l + iE) = JR0(l + iE) F.(l). 
Since G.(l) is equicontinuous in l E JR. and E > 0 on clo g{0, we see that F.(l) maps clo gc into 
clo g{0• The existence of the limits of G.(l) u in g{.norm and the uniform boundedness of G.(l)-1 
imply that also the limits of F.(l) u = G.(l)-1 u exist in g(0-norm for all l E JR. and u E clo !I 
(for the proof of all these properties of G.(l)-1 one can use that G.(l)-1 can be developed in a 
_!l'(g{0)-norm convergent power series of J-1G6 (l) - 1. 

14.3.2. One-dimensional perturbation 

Let Jlt'0 = Jlf and assume that V = H- H 0 is a one-dimensional selfadjoint perturbation, i.e. 
V has the form V = etp(rp, ·)witheE JR., rp E Jlt'0 and llrpll = 1. We shall use Theorem 17 to prove 
that the strong wave operators exist and are complete. Set A= rp(rp, ·)and B = B* = erp(rp, ·). 
We must show that 

w-lim (E/n) BR(l - iE) R(l + iE) B 
.--..±0 

exist for alll E JR. '- A with IAI = 0 and that 

s-lim AR0(l + iE) B 
.-..±o 

exist for alll E JR. '- A. In this case (39) is a consequence of 

s-lim AR(l + iE) B exist for alll E JR. '- A 
.-..±o 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

because of B =eA. Furthermore, (40) and (41) follow from Prop. 3.15. This concludes the proof 
of the assumptions of Theorem 17. Therefore the strong wave operators W ±(H, H0) exist. Since 
the assumptions are symmetric with respect to Hand H0, we get also the existence of W ±(H0, H). 
By Prop. 9.40 this implies the completeness of the wave operators. 

21 Baumgirtel/Wollenberg 



15. Time-Falloff Methods 

15.1. Existence of wave operators 

15.1.1. Some abstract criteria 

Our goal is to prove some statements about the existence of wave operators W +(H, H 0 ; J) 
under falloff conditions on (v, e11H(HJ- JH0) e-11H•u) in t. First we derive a technical 
lemma. 

Lemma 1. Let f(t) be a nonnegative function on [a, oo), a E JR. Suppose f(t) is uniformly 
co 

continuous in t E [a, oo) and J f(t) dt < oo. Then f(t) goes to zero as t--,)- oo. 
a 

Proof. Assume f(t) -++- 0 as t--,)- oo. Then there exist a number c > 0 and a sequence t,. 
such that t,.--,)- oo as n-:)- oo, t,. E (a, oo), t,. > tn-l + 1 and f(t,.) > c > 0 for all n E lN. 
f(t) is uniformly continuous. Thus lf(t) -f(t')i < e, e > 0, for all It- t'i < 'YJ with 

co 

t, t' E (a, oo). This implies that f(t) ;;?; c/2 for all t E L1 := U [t,. - 'YJ, t,. + 'YJ] with a 
n=l 

suitable positive number 'YJ· Further, we may choose 'YJ small enough so that t1 - 'YJ >a 
and t,. + rJ < tn+l - 'YJ· Then 

co 

J f(t) dt ;;::: J f(t) dt .~ (c/2) J dt = (c/2) JL1J = oo 
a A A 

shows that the assumption f(t) -++- 0 as t--,)- oo leads to a contradiction. Thus the lemma 
is proved. • 

Theorem 2. Suppose there exist two sets ~0 ~ l/1'0 and~~ l/t' such that: 

(I) ~0 ~ dom H0 and ~0 is generating 'IJJiih respect to P':J0l/t'0 and H0 , 

(II)~~ dom Hand~ is dense in l/t', 
(III) Defining (v, e18H(HJ- JH0) e-laH•u) := (He-18Hv, J e-iaH•u) - (e-18Hv, JH0 

co 

x e-laH•u) the integrals J l(v, e18H(HJ- JH0) e-laHou)l ds, u E ~0, v E ~. exist and 
0 

are uniformly convergent with respect to v E ~. J[vJ[ = 1, that is 

t 

sup J l(virH, ei•H(HJ- JH0 ) e-I<Hou)l d-r--,)- 0 
vePi).ll~ll=l 8 

for t > s, s --,)- oo. 

Then the strong wave operator W+(H, H 0 ; J) exists. 

Proof. For u E ~0 ~ dom H 0 and v E ~ ~ dom H, eiiHv and eitHou are strongly 
differentiable in t and the derivatives are uniformly bounded. This gives the existence 
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of 

:e (v, e11HJ e-iiH•u) = d~ (e- 11Hv, J e-ltH,u) = (v, eltH i(HJ- JH0) e-iiH•u) 

and its uniform boundedness. Thus 

Then 

t 
(v, eiiHJ e-ltHou _ eisHJ e-lsHou) = i J (v, elt'H(HJ _ JHo) e-II'Hou) dt'. 

8 

IJeiiHJ e-iiHou _ elsHJ e-lsHouiJ = sup [(v, ei'HJ e-ltH,u _ elsHJ e-lsH•u)[ 
~E~,IJIIIJ=l 

' 
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~ sup J [(v, elt'H(HJ- JH0 ) e-It'Hou)l dt' 
IIE~,IJIIIJ=l 8 

because !!lJ is dense in .11'. This inequality and (III) imply that s-lim eltHJ e-un,u exists 
t--xx~ 

for all u E !!);0• By Lemma 9.13 this leads to the existence of W+(H, H0 ; J) in the strong 
sense. • 

This assertion has the disadvantage that it includes the perturbed unitary group e11H 

in its assumptions. To avoid this one can take the norm of the vector function 
eltH(HJ- JH0) e-ltHou under the integral in (III) instead of the scalar product. This 
leads immediately to 

Corollary 3. Suppose that HJ- JH0 is well-defined on a set !!);0 ~ dom H0 such that 

(I) e-iiHa!!lJ0 ~ !!lJ0! for all t E 114 and !!);0 is generating with respect to P{,c$0 and H 8, 

"" 
(II) J [[(HJ - JH0 ) e-itHou[[ dt < oo, u E !!);0• 

0 

Then the strong wave operator W+(H, H 0 ; J) exists. 

The following theorem is in particular useful if the perturbation HJ- JH0 is un
bounded or not well-defined. 

Theorem 4. Suppose there exist a set !!lJ ~ .11'0 and z0 E res H0 n res H such that 

(I) !!); is generating with respect to Pc,c.11'0 and H 0, 

"" 
(II) J II(R(z0) J- JR0(Zo)) e-IIHoull dt < oo, u E !!);. 

0 
Then the strong wave operator W+(H, H0 ; J) exists. 

Proof. Set J' := R(z0) J and !!);0 :=spa {R0(z0) e-un,u, u E !!);, t E JR.+}. Further 
we have R(Zo) J- JR0(z0) = R(Zo) (HJ- JH0) R0(Zo) = (HJ' - J'H0) R0(Zo)· From 
Corollary 3 it then follows that s-lim eltHJ' e-ltHap~c =s-lim eUHR(Zo) J e-ltH,p~cexists. 
Now we have the identity ~--xx> ~--xx> 

R(Zo) eiiHJ e-ltH,- eltHJ e-itH•Ro(zo) = e1tH(R(Zo) J- JRo(Zo)) e-ltH,_ 

From (II) and Lemma 1 it follows that the right side of this identity tends strongly 
to zero as t ~ oo for all u E !!);. This and the existence of s-lim R(z0) e11HJ e-un,Poc 

1--xx> 

21* 
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prove that 

s-lim eitHJ e-itH•R0(z0) u 
t-..oo 

exists for all u E ~.thus the strong wave operator W+(H, H 0 ; J) exists since ~0 = R0(z0 ) 

x ~is generating with respect to ~c£0 and H 0, by (I). • 
Sometimes it is useful to write this theorem in a form in which the perturbation 

HJ- JH0 is factored. For example, set A:= (R(z0) J- JR0(z0)) (z0 - H 0) and 
B := (z0 - H). Then we have B*A = HJ- JH0 in the form sense (this means that 
there exist two sets ~0 ~ dom H 0 , ~ ~ dom H dense in £ 0, £,respectively, such that 

(Au, Bv) = (Ju, Hv) - (JH0u, v) 

for all u E ~0, v E ~)and R(z0) B*A =A. Thus, for u E dom H0 n p~c£0, 

!!A e-itH•u!l = II(R(z0) J- JR0(z0)) e-itH•(zo- Ho) ull 

= II(R(zo) J- JR0(z0}) e-itH•uoll 

with u0 = (z0 - H 0) u. This shows that (II) of Theorem 4 implies the integrability of 
!!A e-itH•u!l for a set ~0 ~ u which is generating with respect to Poc£0 and H 0• Con
versely, we obtain that the integrability of !lA e-itH•u!l implies (II) of Theorem 4. We 
extend this to the following statement. 

Proposition 5. Let (Ju,Hv)- (JH0u, v) = (Au, Bv) foreveryu E domH0 and v E domH 
where A denotes an operator from £ 0 to a Banach space:% with dom A~ dom H0 and 
B denotes an operator from £ to :%* (the adjoint space of f) with dom B ~ dom H. 
Further suppose that 

(I) B isH-bounded, 
(II) there is a set ~0 ~ dom H 0, which is generating with respect to Poc£0 and H0 , 

00 

such that for each u E ~0 there is t,. > 0 so that J !!A e-itHull dt < oo. 
!u 

Then the strtmg wave operator W+(H, H0 ; J) exists. 

Proof. From the definition of A and B we get 

R(z0) J - JR0(z0) = (BR(z0}*)* AR0(z0). ( 1) 

Since B isH-bounded, (BR(z0)*)* is a bounded operator from:%** to£. A has range 
~nf and we have the canonical embedding of:% in:%**· Thus the expression (1) 
makes sense. Let u E ~0• Then we obtain; by the boundedness of (BR(z0)*)*, 

00 

J II(R(Zo) J- JR0(zo)) e-itHo(zo- H 0) ull dt 

00 00 

= J II(BR(z0)*)* A e-itH•ull dt S II(BR(z0)*)*11 J !lA e-ttH. u!ldt. 
t,. 
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This shows that for u' = (z0 - H0) u 

00 

J II(R(zo) J- JRo(zo)) e-iiH•u'll dt :;:;; tu IJR(zo) J- JRo(zo)l!l!u'l! 
0 

00 

+ II(BR(z0)*)*1l J IIA e-iiHouU dt < oo 
tu 

because of (II) and the boundedness of R(z0) J - JR0(z0 ). Thus (II) of Theorem 4 is 
fulfilled for all vectors u' E ~ := (z0 - H 0) ~0• Since ~ satisfies (I) of Theorem 4, we 
get that the wave operator W+(H, H0 ; J) exists in the strong sense. • 

An especially simple factorization is given by B = 1 and A = HJ - JH0• dom A 
~ dom H0 is then satisfied if J(dom H0) ~ dom H or if we know that A is H 0-bounded. 
This provides Corollary 3 again. 

Remark 6. Because A is not assumed to be H 0-bounded or closable, I!A e-itH, uj[ may 
not be !·!-measurable in t. Therefore, in general, the integral in (II) should be taken in 
the sense of an upper integral. 

Remark 7. It is easily· to extend Prop. 5 to the case where (Ju, Hv)- (JH0u, v) 
II 

= .E (A 1u, B 1v), A 1 are operators from ,Yt>0 to Banach spaces~~ with dom A; ~ dom H0 
i=1 

and B 1 are operators from Jt> to ~~ with dom B 1 ~ dom H. Assumptions (I) and (II) 
are to replace by the corresponding ones for the operators A 1 and B1• 

It is not hard to show that all statements of this section remain true if we take 
another universal projection P n, :;:;; P~. in place of p~c because we did not need the 
absolute continuity of the vectors u in the proofs. Furthermore; we see that the state
ments give the existence of the strong wave operators W_(H, H0 ; J) if we only replace 
'he integrability of the corresponding expressions over (a, oo) by the one over (-oo, -a). 

15.1.2. Application: Short range perturbations of the Laplacian 

Let H 0 denote the natural selfadjoint extension of -Ll = J: (-i 2....)2 on .Jft'0 = L2(lR11, dx), 
• ~1 a~ 

n ~ 3. Let H denote a selfadjoint operator on the sa me space given by 

(Hu) (x) = {. E (-i ~ + bj(x)) aj,k(x) (-i ~ + bk(x)) + q(x)} u(x). 
J,k=1 Bxi Bxk 

Thus H = H0 + V with V defined by 

(Vu)(x)= 1.: (!5j,k-aj,k(x))--u(x)+.I.:di(x) -i-u(x) +c(x)u(x) II 02 · II ( 0 ) 
j,k=1 oxi Bxk 1 =1 Bxi 

with 

and 
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We assume that the functions q, bk, and (a;,k - ~;k) are vanishing sufficiently rapidly at infinity. 
More precisely, we require that the functions d1(x), (a;,k(x) - ~;k) and e(x) are uniformly bounded 
and square integl'able outside a finite ball :K R := {x E R"; lxl ;;;; R} with some R > 0. 

Our goal is to prove the existence of the strong wave operators W ±(H, H0). For this aim we 
choose a suitable identification operator J which is asymptotically equivalent to 1 in the strong 
sense, and for which we can prove the existence of the strong wave operators W ±(H, H 0 ; J) with 
the help of Prop. 5. Then, by Prop. 9.45 we get the desired result for W ±(H, H0). 

Let J be a multiplication operator by j(x) on .V(R" dx) with the following properties: 1. j(x) 
is infinitely differentiable, 2. j(x) = 0 on :K R• 3. j(x) = 1 for all x with !xl > R' > R. From 
Theorem 7.38 we get that J - 1 E ker p 8H• n ker p 8-H•. Thus it remains to prove the existence 
of W ±(H, H 0 ; J) in the strong sense. 

Set B = 1 and A = HJ- JH0 • From the form of V and the properties of J it follows that A 
has the form 

(Au) (x) = { E e;,k(x) 2_ + E f;(x) 2._ + g(x)} u(x) 
j,k=l ox1 fJxk i=l ox; 

where all functions e;,k• t1 and g are uniformly bounded and square integrable. From this it is 
not hard to show that A is H0-bounded. Thus dom A~ dom H0• Next we prove the integrability 
of IIA e-itH•ull for all u E !Jd0 = 0 000(R"). Clearly, !Jd0 is dense in .V(R", dx) and furthermore 

( i 2....)m !Jd0 ~ !Jd0 for all m E N and i = 1, 2, ... , n. Using this and that (i - 0-) commute with 
~ ~ 

e-itH,, we see that in order to prove the integrability of IIA e-11H•u!l, u E !Jd0, it is sufficient to 
verify that IIG e-iiHoull is integrable in t for all u E !Jd0 , where G denotes a multiplication operator 
by a function g(x) from L2(R", dx). 

For the unitary group e-flHe we have the integral representation (see REED/SmoN' [2, p. 59]) 

(e-iiHou) (x) = (4im)-ll/2 J eii.Z-1111/41u(y) dy. (2) 
R" 

This gives, for u E !Jd0, 

IIGe-itHoull2 = J dx lg(x)l214ntl-" I J dy etlz-ul1/41u(y)l21 
R" R" 

;;;; 14m!-" J dx lg(x)l2 ( J !u(y)l dy)2 = 14.1l:tl-" IIYII2 IIuii2L'IR",dzl. (3) 
R" R" 

Since u belongs to !Jd0 c L1(R", dx), this proves that IIG e-itH•ull is integrable in t for n ;;:;; 3. This 
concludes the proof that A satisfies the assumptions of Prop. 5 and therefore that the strong 
wave operator W+(H, H 0 ; J) exists. Since IIA e-itH•ull is also integrable over (-co, 0), we get also 
the existence of the strong wave operator W_(H, H0 ; J). 

In particular, this result shows that for the scattering of a quantum mechanical particle by a 
short range potential with local singularities the strong wave opera1lors exist (under some additio
nal technical assumptions). The assumption that the functions are bounded outside a finite ball 
is not essential. We have used it only for the proof that dom A~ dom H0• But this can be 
shown under weaker assumptions. 

15.1.3. .Application: Schrodinger operators with hard core potential 

Let If c R 3 be an open set such that R 3 '\... If is compact and connected. Further assume that the 
boundary fJ(f is smooth. Let - H0 on L2(R 3, dx) and - H on L2(1f, dx) denote selfadjoint extensions 
of the Laplacian L1 defined on 9'(R3) and 9'(1f) respectively (for example, assume the boundary 
condition u(x) = 0 on o(f for -Lf on .V(~, dx)) (see e.g. KATo [1, p. 299]). Further, let J be a 
bounded operator from £'0 = L2(R3, dx) to£'= L2(1f, dx) defined by 

(Ju) (x) = xlii(x) u(x). 

We want to prove that the strong wave operators W ±(H, H 0 ; J) exist, are partially isometric and 
H 0-semicom plete. 
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Let@' c@ where dis (8@, @') > 0 and IR3 "' @'is compact. Define an operator J from £'0 

to£' by 

(J u) (x) = j(x) u(x) 

where j(x) is infinitely differentiable, j(x) = 0 on IR3 "'@ and j(x) = 1 on@'. From Theorem 7.38 
we get that 

s-lim (J- J) e-itHo = 0. 
1->-±00 

Therefore, by Prop. 9.35 and Prop. 9.45, it is sufficient to prove the existence of W+(D, D0 ; J) 
in the strong sense to show that J is asymptotically equivalent to a unitary operator U (in the 
strong sense). 

For vectors u E £'0 such that u(x) has support in @' one has Du = D 0u. Using this we obtain 
that V := DJ- JD0 has the form 

3 8 
·v0(x) + ,E vi(x)-

j=l 8xi 

where the functions vi are bounded and vanish outside the bounded region IR3 "' @'. It is easy to 

show that V is D 0-bounded (~ is D 0-bounded) and thus dom V ~ dom D0• For an operator 
8xi 

of the form of V and vectors u E 0 000(JR3) we havealreadyproved in Section 2 that JIVe-iiHouJI 
is integrable_ in t. Then Prop. 5 with B = 1 a~d A= V shows that the strong wave operators 
W ±(D, D 0 ; J) exist. It remains to verify that J is asymptotically isometric. 

Let @1 c @'with dis (8@', @1 ) > 0 and IR3 "' @1 compact. Define a unitary operator U from 
£'0 onto £' by Uu = Ju for all u E £2(~\. dx) c L2(1R3, dx) and let U I L2(JR3 "' @1, dx) be an 
isometry with the final subspace £2(@ "' @1' dx) c L2(@, dx). By definition, U is unitary and 

U- J = (U- J) Xt1 (4) 

where XtJ is the multiplication operator by the function XtJ(x) on £'0 = L2(JR3, dx) with L1 = IR3 "' @r 

.LI is compact and thus, by Theorem 7.38, XtJ E ker tt,H' 11 ker lls-H'. Then, as a consequence of (4), 
we find that J is asymptotically equivalent to U, i.e. J R:l U. This concludes the proof of the 
D 0-semicompleteness and partial isometry of W ±(D, D 0 ; J). ±Ho 

Physically, this example is used to describe the scattering of a quantum mechanical particle 
by a potential that is very strong (in the limit infinitely large) in a small space region and approxi
mately zero outside it. 

15.1.4. Application: SchrOdinger operators with rapidly oscillating potentials 

This example is to illustrate again the use of asymptotically equivalent identification operators 
in proving the existence of wave operators with the help of Prop. 5. Furthe1more, it shows that 
for rapidly oscillating potentials the falloff in fxf may be arbitrarily slow. 

Let D 0 and D be selfadjoint operators on £'0 = L2(JR3, dx) defined by 

(D0u) (x) = -(Liu) (x), (Du) (x) = -(Liu) (x) + q(x) u(x) 

where q(x} is a real-valued function given by 

q(x} = cfx[-~ sin (afx!r), c E JR., £XE[0,1] and £X+y>2, iX > 0. 

Clearly, then y > 1. We have dom H = dom D0 ~ 9"(1R3} because q(x) is the sum of a function 
from £2(JR3, dx) and a function from L00(1R3, dx) (see KATO [1, p. 303]). Our goal is to show that 
the strong wave operators W ±(D, D 0 ) exist. 
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For this we prove the existence of W ±(H, H0 ; J) in the strong sense with the help of Prop. 5 
where J has the form 

(Ju) (x) = eu<x>j(x) u(x). 

j and g are functions from C""(IR.3 ) such that j(x) = 0 in a neighborhood of x = 0, j(x) = 1 for 
jxj ~ 1, and g(x) = b jxj-il sin (a jxjY) for jxj ~ 1 with b = -c(ay)-2 and P = cx + 2y - 2 > y > 1. 
Since jg(x)j ~ 0 as jxj ~ oo, eu<x>j(x) ~ 1 as jxj ~ oo. Thus, by Theorem 7.38, 

s-lim (J- 1) e-iiHo = 0. 
1-->-±oo 

This proves that W ±(H, H 0 ; J) = W ±(H, H 0 ) and that the existence of the left side in the strong 
sense implies the same for the right side. 

Next we calculate V := HJ- JH0• First we note that Vis an operator of the form 

3 0 
.E vi(x) - + v0(x) 
j=l oxj 

where the functions V8(x) are continuous and bounded. For jxj ~ 1 these functions can be ex
plicitly calculated. We have 

((HJ- JH0 ) u) (x) 

= eu<x> q(x) - . .E - 2 g(x) - 2_.E - g(x) - - - g(x) u(x) { 3 oZ 3 ( 0 ) 0 ( 0 )2 } 
1=1 OXj J=l oxj oxi oxi 

for jxj ~ 1. Since g(x) = g(jxj) for jxj ;;;;; 1, we get, with jxj = r, 

0 
-g(r) = g'(r) xr1 and (Lfg) (x) = g"(r) + 2r1g'(r). 
OXJ 

Further we have 

g'(r) = bayrr-P-1 cos (arY) - bfJrP-1 sin (arY), 

g"(r) = -b(ay)2 r2r-z-P sin (arY) - aby({J + 1 - y) rr-2-P cos (arr) 

-ab{Jyrr-z-(1 cos (arY) + b{J({J + 1) r-2-/l sin (arY). 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

By fJ = ex + 2y - 2, we have fJ + 1 - y = ex + y - 1 > 1 (ex + y > 2 by assumption), 
P + 2 - y > 2 and fJ + 2 - 2y = ex. Using this, (6), and (7), we obtain from (5) that the term 

-b(ay)2 r2r-z-(l sin (arY) = cr-~ sin (arY) 

from (Lfg) (x) cancels exactly the term q(x). All other terms give contributions to v8(x) which 
vanish like jx-!l+elj, s > 0. Thus v8(x), s = 0, 1, 2, 3, are continuous functions of x with the 
asymptotic behavior jv 8(x) ~ c8 jxj-U+•>, s > 0. From these properties of the functions v8(x) it 
is easy to see that Vis H 0-bounded and dom V ~ dom H0 • Therefore Prop. 5 is applicable to the 
system {H, H0 , J} with B = 1, A = V and ~0 = C000 (1R3 ) if we can show that 

00 

J IIV e-itH•ull dt < oo, 
-00 

From the concrete form of V, the commutativity of~ with H0 and....!!__ C000 (1R.3) ~ C000(1R.a), 
we see that it suffices to prove oxi oxi 

00 
J IIW e-itHoull dt < oo 

-oo 
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for a multiplication operator W by w(x) where w(x) is bounded and vanishes at infinity as lxi-U+•) 
at infinity. 

For this aim we first prove an estimate for the unitary group e-i!Ho. Set 

(V1u) (x) := (2it)-3/2 e1z'J41'12(xf2t). 

It is an easy calculation to show that V1isunitary for eacht E IR. By (2}, we have, font E 0 000(IR3), 

(e-i!Hou _ V,u) (x) = (4int)-3/2 eiz'/41 J (eill'/41 _ 1) e-izy/21u(y) dy. 

IR' 

Set v1(y) = (e111'i41 - 1) u(y). Then 

IIW(e-iiHou- V1u)ll2 = f dx lw(x)l2 (2t)-3 11l1(x/2t)l2 

IR' 

= J dx lw(2xt)12 11J1(x)l2 
IR' 

= J lw(2xt)l2 11l1(x)l2 dx + J dx lw(2xt)l2 11l1(x)l2. 
Jzl>l Jzl<l 

(8} 

Now we use that lw(x)l ~ c1 lxl-<l+•l, e > 0, 11l1(y)l is uniformly bounded in t, and J dy lil 1 (y)p~ 
IR' 

~ c2 < oo with c2 independent of t. These properties of v1 follow from its special form and from 
the assumption that u(x) is a 0 000-function. This gives 

II W(e-iiHou - v,u)ll2 ~ J c12 12tl-2(1+e) 11l,(x)l2 dx 
JzJ;;;;l 

+ J Cac12 12xl-2(1+e) lti-2U+e) dx 
Jzl<l 

~ c2c12 12ti-2U+e) + J r 2•4nc3c12 12ti-2U+e) = K ltl-2(1+e) (9) 
r<l 

where r = lxl and j{)1(x)j ~ c3• Using this estimate and the boundedness of W, we get 

IIW e-itHoull ~ IIW(e-i!Hou- v,u)il + IIWV,ull 

~ VK IWU+s) + nwv,un. 
Further, we have 

IIWV1ull2 = J dx lw(x)l2 (2t)-3 l'12(xf2t)l2 
IR' 

~ J dx lw(x)l2 (2t)-(2+•l(bl-•)2 lxl-(1-e) ~ b' ltl-(2+sl 
IR.· 

(10) 

where we have used that u E 9'(1R3 ) and therefore l'll(x/2t)l ~ b«(l2t/xi)« for arbitrary lX > 0 (here 
2tX = 1 - e) and that w(x) is bounded and lw(x)l2 lxl-(l-el ~ c' lxi-<3+•'l, e' > 0. This together 
with (10) proves that II W e-itHoull is integrable in t, and thus concludes the proof of the existence 
of the strong wave operators. 

We note that the last step in the proof, namely that L IIW e-itHoull dt < oo, also shows that 
the strong wave operators W ±(H, H 0 ) exist for H = H0 + W. This extends the result of Section 2. 
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15.2. Completeness of wave operators 

15.2.1. Completeness from spectral assumptions on H 

In Section 1.1 we proved the existence of strong wave operators W±(H, H0 ; J) under 
the assumption that i[(HJ - JH0) e-ltHouii or similar expressions are integrable in t. 
Now we are interested in the completeness problem. That is, we want to get information 
about the image (range) and the support of the wave operators. In principle one could 
solve it by proving that the wave operators W ±(H0,H ;J*) exist, provided that J*J ~ 1-

±Ho .n; 0 

and JJ* ~ 1 Jt" (see Prop. 9.48). In applications the asymptotic properties of J*J and 
H 

J J* are often easy to verify. But the proof of the existence of W ±(H0 , H; J*) with the 
help of the method of Section 1.1 requires knowledge about the unitary group e-11H, 

and clearly this is in general not available. Sometimes one has additional information 
on the spectrum of H. Then it is possible to get completeness of wave operators by 
means of 

Proposition 8. Assume the wave operator W+(H, H0 ; J) exists, is partially isometric 

and H0-semicomplete. Further, suppose there exist decompositions 
N 

Jl' = ffi Jt'1, N ~ oo, such that for alll E {1, 2, ••• , N} 
1=1 

(I) .Yt'01 reduces H0 and Jt'1 reduces H, 
(II) J .Yf'o1 ~ .Yt',, 
(III) specc (H0 I J'Bo0.Yt'01) ~ specc (HI pacJ{'1) 

N 

.Yt' o = ffi .Yt' 01 and 
1=1 

(IV) The multiplicity of H 0 I .Tt'01Pgc is finite and it is not smaller than the mvltiplicay 
<J/ HI pacJ{'1• 

Then the wave operator W+(H; H0 ; J) is complete. 

Proof. From (I) and (II) it follows that W+.Yt'o1 ~ Jf'1. Thus W1 = W+Q10 (Q10 

denotes the projection from .Yf'0 onto .Yf'01) is an intertwining operator for H0 I J{'01 and 
HI Jt'1 with W1*W1 = J'Bo0Q10 and P1 := W1W1* ~ PacQ1 (Q1 denotes the projection 
from Jt' onto Jt'1). Hence 

specc (H0 I J'Bo0.Yf'01) ~ specc (HI pacJ{'1) 

and because of (III) we obtain 

specc (H0 I Po0.Yf'01) = spec0 (H1 1 pacJ{'1) =: A0 • 

Further: H0 I P~0.Yf'01 is isomorphic to the part HI P1Jt' of HI pac.Yf'1• Therefore from 
(IV) we obtain 

mul (H0 I Poc.Yf'01) = mul (HI pac.Yf',) =: n < oo 

and HI P1Jt'1 "'HI pacJ{'1 because both operators are isomorphic to the multiplication 
by .A in L2(A0, dA; f), where dim f = n. From n < oo now we obtain P1J{'1 = pac.Yf', 
i.e. P1 = pacQ1 and W1W1* I J{'1 = pac;t1• This proves W+W+* = pac. • 
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In a similar way as we have proved the completeness of the generalized wave opera
tors for H 0 = -Ll, H = -Ll + q(x) where q(x) is the Coulomb potential we can verify 
the completeness of wave operators for scattering with short range potentials. 

Example 9. Let H0 and H denote the natural selfadjoint extensions of -LI and -LI + q(x) on 
L2(IR.3, dx) where q(x) = q(lxl) is bounded outside a finite ball fn = {x E IR.3 ; lxl ~ R} and 

00 

q E L2(IR.3, dx). Since q(x) is spherically symmetric, we can use the decomposition;/('= EB EB :/t'1,m 
1=0 lml:;ol 

(see Section 10.2.5) where the subspaces :/t'1,m belong to the spherical harmonics Y 1,m(O, !p). 
Each :/t'1,m reduces H 0 and H. Further, we know that H0 I :/t'1,m is absolutely continuous on 
(0, oo) and is simple. By the result of WEIDMANN cited in Section 10.2.5, HI :/t'1,m has also simple 
spectrum in (0, oo) and is absolutely continuous in (0, oo). Thus we can apply Prop. 8 and obtain 
that the wave operators W ±(H, H0 ) (which exist and are partially isometric, see Section 1.2) are 
complete. 

10.2.2. Completeness by time-falloff conditions 

In this section we strenghten the assumptions on expressions like ll(HJ- JH0) e- 11H•uii 
to get additional information about the image of the wave operators and therefore also 
about the spectrum of the perturbed operator H. First we introduce special classes of 
functions. By 0 00(IR. ".F) we denote the set of all functions f E 0 00(IR.) with /(x) = 0 
for all X E F. 

Definition 10. Let F be a closed countable set. Then a set d r ~ O(JR.) of functions is 
called multiplicative-generating for 0 00(IR. ".F) if the set spa(/; /(x) = a(x) g(x), a E d r, 
g E 00""(1R. ".F)} is dense in 0 00(1R. ".F) (with respect to 1·1). 

The following lemma provides examples for such multiplicative-generating sets. 

Lemma 11. (i) If q; E O(IR.) and q;(x) =l= 0 for all x E JR. ".F, then dr:= (q;} is multi
plicative generating. 

(ii) If q; E O(lR.andq;(x) =!= Oforallx E JR. ".F, then the set 1/;f(x) = q;(x) a(x), a E dr} 
is multiplicative generating, where d r denotes a multiplicative-generating set of functions. 

Proof. (i) follows from (ii) if we can show that the function a(x) == 1 generates a set 
d r for arbitrary F. By Definition 10, this means to show that 0 0 ""(JR.". F) is dense in 
0 00(IR. ".F) with respect to 1·1, but this isawell-knownfact. The proof of (ii) is obvious. • 

An important consequence of Definition 10 is 

Lemma 12. Let d r be multiplicative generating. Then 

P'if$1' = clo spa {q;(H) u; u E P'if$1', q; E dr}· 

Proof. We have to show that spa (q;(B) u; u E P'if$1', q; E dr} is dense in P'if$1'. 
Now we can take vectors u such that u = 1p(B) u' with 1p E 0 0 00(1R. ".F) and u' E P'if$1'. 
This and Definition 10 show that it suffices to verify that {1X(H) u; u E P'if$1', IX E P} 
is dense in P'if£' where Pis some set of functions dense in 000(1R. ".F) (with respect 
to 1·1). 

Now there is a sequence ffJn E 'l' such that lim rp11(x) = 1 for all x E 1R. ".Fand jq;11(x)l ~ 2 
11-+00 

for all x E JR. and n E lN. Thus, it is enough to show that for each u E P'ifJ!e the relation 
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lim llu- f!Jn(H) u!l = 0 holds. We have 
n--.oo 

00 

llq;n(H) u- ull2 = J 11 - f/Jn(x)l 2 (u, E(dx) u). 
-co 

Since lf!Jn(x)l ~ 2, the integrand is uniformly bounded in x with respect to the measure 
(u, E(A) u). Since r is countable, 11 - f!Jn(x)l 2 tends to zero a.e. with respect to the 
continuous measure (u, E(A) u). Then the dominated convergence theorem proves 
that iiu - f!Jn(H) ui[-+ 0 as n -+ oo. • 

As a preliminary to the completeness statements we need 

Lemma 13. (i) Let K E .!l'(;;t', .71'0 ) andR0(i) K- KR(i) E .!l' 00(.71', .71'0). Then for each. 
IX E {}00 (JR.), we have 

1X(H0) K - K~X(H) E .!l' 00(.71', .7t'o). 

(ii) Let K E .!l'(;;t', .71'0) and R 0(i) K- KR(i) E .!l'n.P']z(.7f, .71'0) 8 • Then for each. 
IX E O(JR) we have 

1X(H0) K- K~X(H) E .!l'n,P'],(.71', .7t'o)a• 

Proof. The proof is the same in both casesfor000-functions. One uses that .!l' 00(.71', ;;t9) 
and .!l'n.P']z(.71', .71'0) are left invariant under .!l'(.71'0), right invariant under com H, and 
norm closed (see Section 1.3.4 and Prop. 6. 70). The extension to all continuous functions 
in case (ii) is possible by a density argument. We prove only (ii). 

Let Im z =t= 0. Then R0(z) (H0K- KH) is well-defined on dom H if it is interpreted 
as H0R0(z) K- R0(z) KH. From the above mentioned properties of .!l'n,P'],(.7f, .71'0),._ 

and the identity 

R 0(z) (H0K- KH) R(z) = [1 + (i- z) R 0(z)] R 0(i) (HoK- KH) R(i) [1 + (i- z) R(z)J 
(11) 

we obtain that R0(z) (HoK- KH) R(z) E .!l'n.P']z(.7f, .71'0)8 for all z with Im z =f= 0. 
Hence 

R0(z) K- KR(z) = R0(z) (HoK- KH) R(z) E .!l'n.P']z(.7f, .71'0) 8 • (12) 

Furthermore, one has the identity 

KR(z)m R(~)"- R0(z)m R0(;)" K 

= (KR(z)m- R0(z)m K) R(~)" + R0(z)m (KR(~)" - R0(~)" K). (13) 

Setting in (13) z = ~ and n = N - 1, we obtain by induction that KR(z)N - R0(z)N K 
E .!l'n.P'].(.71', .7t'o)a for each N = 0, 1, 2, ..• Therefore from (13) one concludes that 

KR(i)m R( -i)" - R0(i)m Ro( -i)" K E .!l' H,P'].(£, .Yeo)a 

for all m, n = 0, 1, 2, ... By the complex Stone-Weierstrass theorem (see the formu
lation in the proof of Prop. 7.27), we get that each IX E 0 00(1R) is the uniform limit of a 
sequence of polynomials in (i- x)-1 and ( -i- xt1 • Hence K~X(H) - 1X(H0) K is the 
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norm limit of a sequence of operators from !l' H.P'k(.!lf', .!lf'o)a· This proves (ii) for all 
<" E 0 00(1R.). 

Now let tX E O(IR). Then tX(x) (i- x)-1 is a function from 0 00(lR). We have 

(1X(H0) K- KtX(H)) R(i) = (1X(H0) KR(i)- 1X(H0) R0(i) K) 

+ (tX(H0) R0(i) K- KtX(H) R(i)) 

= 1X(H0) (KR(i)- R0(i) K) + (1X(H0) R0(i) K- KtX(H) R(i)). 

The second term on the right side belongs to !l' H.P'1(.!1t', .!lf'o)a because tX(x) (i - x)-1 

belongs to 0 00(lR). The first term on the right side is an element of !l'n,P'1(.!1f', .!lf'o)a 
since KR(i) - R0(i) K has this property. This proves that the left side belongs to 

2 n.~(.!lf', .!lf'o)a and, since R(i) .!If' is dense in .!If', that 1X(H0) K- KtX(H) E !l' H,P'1(.!1t', .!lf'0) 3 • 

This concludes the proof. • 

Remark 14. With a similar argumentation as in the last step of the proof of Lemma 13 

one can show: If tX(H0) K- KtX(H) E !l'n.P'J/.!If',.!lf'0). for all functions tX E 0 0""(IR '-..F) 
where Fis a countable closed set, thentX(H0) K- KtX(H) E !l'n,P~(.!If', .!lf'o)a is true for 
all functions tX E O(IR). 

Now we come to the main result of this section. 

Theorem 15. Suppose there exist two selfadjoint operators F+, F _ E !l'(.!lf'0 ), an operator 
Z E !l'(.!lf', .!lf'0) with a bounded inverse and a set .91 r of multiplicative-generating functions 
such that the following conditions are satisfied: 

(I) F+ + F_ = J>'t/, F+ E ker p,;n• and F_ E ker p,{!•, F+ = F+Poc = PocF+, 
(II) (1 - p~c) 1X(H0) E !l' 00(.!1f'o) for all tX E .91 r, 

(III) I fli(R(i) J - JR0(i)) 1X(H0) e-iiH,F ±II dt I < oo for all tX E .91 r and both signs, 

(IV) R0(i) J* - J* R(i) E !l' H.P~(.!If', .!lf'o)a n !l' -H.P~(.!If', .!lf'o)., 
(V) (J*- Z) E !l'n.P~(.!If', .!lf'o)a n !l' -H,P~(.!If', .!lf'o)a. 

Then the strong wave operators W+(H, H0 ; J), W_(H, H0 ; J) exist, H and H0 have no 
.singularly continuous spectrum, and clo (W+.!If'o) = clo (W_.!If'0) = P•c.!lf'. If J is 
asymptotically equivalent to a partial isometry V with V*V = p~c (with respect to H0P~c 

and -H0Poc) i.e. J- V E !l' H.P~(.!If'0, .!lt')a n !l' -H.P~(.!If'0, .!If')., then the wave operators 
are partially isometric and complete. 

Pro of. 1. First we prove the existence of the wave operators in the strong sense. 
This is already a consequence of (I) and (II). We begin by showing that the set 

!$+ := {tX(H0) eisHoF+ e-isHou; u E p~c.!lf'0, s ~ 0, 1X E dr} 

is generating in Poc.!lf'0 • Let u E p~c.!lf'0 and set 

By (I), F+- p~c E ker p,?f• and this implies that, by Lemma 6.17, there is a sequence 
.Sn-+ oo such that f +s,.-+ u strongly. Thus, the set of vectors {eisHoF+ e-isHou; u E Poc.!lf'0 , 

s ~ 0} is dense in pgc.!lf'0 • From Lemma 12 we immediately obtain that the set 
{tX(H0 ) u; u E p~c.!lf'0, tX E dr} is generating in pgc.!lf'0• Both together imply that !$+ 
is also generating in p~c.!lf'0 • 
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Now let v E ~+· Then v = 1X(H0) e18H•F+ e-lsHou with u E Poc.l/t'0• Thus 

~ ~ 

J dt II(R(i) J- JR0(i)) e-itH•vll = J dr II(R(i) J- JR0(i)) e-lrHo1X(H0) F+ e-isH•ull 
0 -s 

~!lull {l dr II(R(i) J -JRo(i))e-lrHoiX(Ho) F+ll + si[R(i) J- JR0(i)III[1X(H0) F+ll}. 

By (III) and the boundedness ofF+ and R(i) J- JR0(i), the left side is finite. There
fore, by Theorem 4, the strong wave operator W+(H, H 0 ; J) exists. Similarly, we can 
prove the existence of the strong wave operator W_(H, H 0 ; J). 

2. The next point is to show that 

(14) 

for all IX E .r.i r where .r.i r :={IX; 1X(x) = (i + xt1 &(x), .X(·) E dr}· By Lemma 12, we 
have (use that .r.i r is multiplicative generating as a simple calculation proves) 

P'Jr,.l/t'' = clo spa {1X(H') u; u E P'jl'.lll'', IX E .r.i r} 

for each selfadjoint operator H' on .7/t'', in particular for H' =Hand H' = H 0• Because 
of (IV) and Lemma 13, 

A±(s) := F±IX(Ho) elsH•(e-lsHoJ* _ J* e-lsH) 

= F ±1X(H0) (J* - e18H•J* e-lsH) E .P n,P'j,(.lll', .lll'o)a n .P -H,P'j/.lll', .lll'o)a 

for each function IX E O(IR). Clearly, the weak limits of A±(t) exist as t --7- ±oo and 
coincide with the operators in ( 14) since the strong wave operators W ± exist. Thus it 
remains to show that the limits of A±(t) as t---? ±oo also belong to .P ±H,P'i!(.lll', .lll'o)a 
respectively. For this it is sufficient to verify that A±(t) R( -i) tend in norm to limits as 
t --7- ±oo. 

Assume 1X(x) = (i + x)-1 1X1(x) with iX1 E d rand thus IX E .r.i r and IX E O(IR). Then 
from (III) we get the estimate 

II(A±(t)- A±(s)) R( -i) ull = J[F±IXI(Ho) R0(-i) (eiiHoJ* e-itH 

_ elsHoJ* e-isH) R( -i) ull 

t 

~ J dr{F ±1X1(H0) e1tHo[R0( -i) J* - J* R( -i)] e-lrH u} 
8 

t 

~ J dr IJ[R(i) J- JRo(i)] iX1(Ho) e-lrHoF±IIIIull < c < oo 
8 

for all s, t > 0, or s, t < 0, respectively. This proves that A±(t) R( -i) tend in norm to 
limits as t---? ±oo for all functions IX E .r.i r· 

3. The last point is to show that clo ( W ±.7/t' 0) = P~.l/t'. Because of clo ( W ±.lll'o) ~ pac.l/t' 
(see Prop. 9.20) this implies that the singular continuous spectrum of H is empty; 
P'fi. = 0 follows from (II), because according to (II) we have (P"f/)L1X(H0) E .P ~(.lll'0) for 
all IX E dr, hence (P~c)J.1X(H0) g(H0) E .P00(.:/t'0) for all g E 0000(1R '-F). This implies 
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(Foe) .L E H.(.d '-....F) E !l' 00(£0) for each compact setLI, hence (Foe) .LE H,(LI '-...F) and a fortiori 
(Foe).LEH.(L1'-....F) is finite-dimensional for each compact set Ll, which implies P";}, = 0. 

Assume u E PB:£ and u _lima W+. Then we must verify that u = 0. For this we 
use 

T 

llull = ne-ltHul[ = lim T-1 J dt nz-1Z e-iiHull 
T~ 0 

~ IIZ-111 {lim T-1 [! dt I!(Z- J*) e-itHull + J dt IIJ* e-ItHull]}· 
T-..oo 0 0 

T 

By (V), u = 0 if lim T-1 J dt UJ* e-itHull = 0. From the fact that the set {1X(H) u; 
T~ 0 

u E PH£, IX Ed r}j is generating in PB:£(see the remark at the beginning of 2.) it 
follows that it is enough to prove 

T 

lim T-1 J dt llJ* e-11H1X(H) ull2 = 0, 
T-ao 0 

We have the identity 

J* e-IIHIX(H) u = (J*1X(H) - 1X(H0) J*} e-ltHu 

+ (1- F+- F_) 1X(H0) J* e-IIHu + F+1X(H0) (J*- W+*) e- 11Hu 

+ F_1X(H0) (J*- W_*) e-11Hu + F+1X(H0) e-11H•W+*u. 

+ F_1X(H0) e-11H•W_ *u. 

(15) 

The first four terms on the right side vanish in the IAI-lim because they contain operators 
t-+oo 

belonging to !l' H,P'].(.n", ~o)a by (IV) and Lemma 13, by (I) and (II), and by (14). The 
fifth term is identically zero since u _l W+£, by assumption. The sixth term vanishes 
in IAI-lim since F_ E ker p,f!• and W_ *u E Foe£0• Thus the right side goes to zero in 

t-+oo 

the absolute Abelian limit and this proves (15). This concludes the proof of the theorem. • 

Remark 16. The assumption that the operators F ± are selfadjoint is not necessary· 
One sees from the proof that it suffices.to assume (F+ + F_ -Poe) 1X(H0) E !l' 00(£0), F+ 
and F+* are elements of ker p,f!•, and F_ and F_* are elements of ker p,;;H•. 

Remark 17. If we can factor the perturbation V = HJ- JH0 = B*A such that B 
isH-bounded and A is H 0-bounded, then 

R(i) J- JR0(i) = R(i) B*AR0(i) = (BR( -i))* AR0(i) 

and (BR(-i))* is bounded. Thus assumption (III) can be replaced by the other 

±co 
f dt I\A1X(Ho) Ro(i) e-11H•F ±II < oo 
0 

where IX E .91 r· (In general the integrals here and in (III) are upper integrals.) 
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Remark 18. In practice, (IV) and (V) are often verified via compactness arguments. 
For example; (IV) is a consequence of the assumption: 1X(H0) J*- J*IX(H) E !L' 00(Jf, .ff0) 

for all IX E Og"(lR '\.. T) where r is any countable closed set (see Remark 14). 
At first sight this theorem looks a little complicated since it includes some auxiliary 

objects such as the operators F ± and Z and the funetions IX E .s;l r· Obviously, the use 
of the freedom in the choice of the set .s;l r and the operators F ±• Z is to make this 
statement flexible. That assumption (III) must contain some operators F ± is clear 
because without these operators (III) is only true in the trivial case that J is an inter
twining operator for H and H 0• Such operators F ± were already introduced in Section 
7.1.2. They are asymptotically equivalent to Poe with respect to ±HoP~c. Without (V) 
we would get only the existence of the strong wave operators W±(H, H0 ; J) and that 
JAI-lim J* e-itHu = 0 for all u E P~Jf n ( W ±.Yfo) .L. In applications (V) is mostly 

t~±oo 

harmless. Assumption (IV) is not very restrictive. For instance, consider the case 
£ = Jt7 0 and J = 1. Then (IV) is a necessary condition for the existence of the complete 
wave operators W±(H, H0) (see the remark at the end of Section 7.3.3). 

Under compactness conditions and under the restriction to the special case Jt7 = Jt7 0 

and J = 1 we obtain from Theorem 15 and its proof a somewhat stronger result. 

Corollary 19. Assume Jt7 = .ff0 and J = 1. FurthEir suppose that there exist two self
adjoint operators F +• F _ and a set .s;1 r of multiplicative-generating functions with the 
following properties: 

(I) F+ + F_ =Poe, F+ E ker tt;:H• and F _ E ker #~', 
(II) (1 -Poe) 1X(Ho) E !L' 00(.ffo) for aU IX E d r, 
(III) R0(i) - R(i) E !L' 00(.ffo) 

(IV) I /00 
II(R0(i) - R(i)) e-UH,1X(H0) F ±II dt I< ex> for all IX E .s;l r and both signs. 

Then the strong wave operators W+(H, H0), W_(H, H0) exist and are complete. Further, 
Hand H0 have no singularly continuous spectrum and each eigenvalue of Hand H0 in 
1R. '\.. r is of finite multiplicity and these eigenvalues at:cumulate at most at points of r or 
at ±oo. 

Proof. From Theorem 13 we get all results except the assertion on the eigenvalues 
of H. In the course of the proof of Theorem 15 we have verified that 

F±1X(H0) (1- W±*) E !L' ±H,J"k(.Yfo, .ffo)a 

for .xEd r :={IX; .x(x) = (i + xt1 1X1(x), .x1(·) E .ri' r}· In the same way we can show 
under the compactness assumption (III) that 

F ±1X(H0) (1 - W± *) R( -i) E !L' 00(.ffo)· 

Now let A. E 1R. '\..T and assume there is an infinite orthonormal sequence of eigenvectors 
ofH, lfnh00 , withHfn = A.nfn An E 1R '\..T, whereA.n -+A..Choose.xE .ri' rsothat ]1X(A.)I > 0 
(such function exists because of Definition 10). One has w-lim fn = 0 and lim \\IX{ H) 
R(-i) /nil= IIX(A.) (i + A.t1l > 0. Since W±*fn = 0, we obtain~ ~ 

IX{ B) R( -i) In = (IX( H) - 1X(Ho)) R( -i) In + (1 - F+ - F _) 1X(Ho) R( -i) In 

+ F+IX(Ho) (1- W+*) R(-i) In+ F_IX(Ho) (1- W_*) R(-i) In· 
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Since all operators appearing on the right side are compact (we have 

(1- F+- F_) rx(Ho) = (1- p~c) Ro(i) rx1(H0) = (<i1(H0) (1- Poe))* R0(i) 

with <i1 E d r) and w-lim In = 0, we get lim llrx(H) R( -i) fnll = 0. But this contradicts 
(see above) n---+oo n---+oo 

lim llrx{H) R( -i)/nil = lrx(..l) (i + ..t)-11 > 0. 
n---+oo 

Thus there does not exist such a sequence of eigenvectors. This proves the assertion 
Qn the eigenvectors of H. • 

15.2.3. Application: Differential operators of first order 

Let H 0 andH denote the natural selfadjoint extensions of -i(d/dx) and of a(x) ( -id/dx) a(x) + b(x) 
respectively, where a(x) is continuously differentiable and b(x) is continuous and real-valued. 
Further, assume that a(x) = 1 for jxj > R > 0 and b(x) = 0 for jxj > R, and assume that 
dom H = dom H0 (which holds for instance if sup (ja(x)/ 2 - 1) < 1). 

zEIR. 
Now we study the question if complete strong wave operators exist for these simple operators 

H and H 0 • We shall do this with the help of Theorem 15. In our case J = 1 and .;(> = .;(>0 
= L2(1R, dx) and P0 = 1. We choose d r = {rx; rx(x) = 1). F+ and F_ are defined to be the 
multiplication operators by X!O.oo)(x) and X(-oo,oJ(x) respectively. From the proof of Theorem 7.4 
we get that F+ satisfies (I) of Theorem 15. The perturbation V = H - H 0 is given by 

ia1(x) ~ + b1(x) = a1(x) (i + i ~) + b2(x) 
dx dx 

where the functions a1(x), b1(x) and b2(x) are continuous and vanish for /xi > R. From this form 
of Vitiseasytoseethatdom V ~ dom H 0 and VisH0-bounded (theassumptiondom H = dom H0 
was not used for the proof of this assertion). 

First we show that Vis H02-compact or what is the same that VR0(i)2 is compact. This implies 
.also that VR(i)2 is compact because of dom H = dom H 0 (see WEIDMANN [1, p. 261]). Clearly, 
VR0(i)2 is compact if we can prove that AR0(i) E !l'2(Ji>0 ) where A is multiplication by a continuous 
function g(x) with compact support in ( -R, R). 

Now the resolvent R0(i) = (i + i(d/dx))-1 has the form 
.., 

(R0(i) u) (x) = -i J ell-"'u(y) dy 
-co 

.as a straightforward calculation proves. Thus 

IIAR0(i)ll22 = J dx ja(x)l21 f dy eu-z 1
2 

lR -00 

~ J~x e-zz ja(x)l2j_l dy elll
2 < oo 

(16) 

because of the support property of the function a(x). Hence VR(i) 2 is compact and therefore 

Since R0(i)- R(i) is bounded, this proves that 

jAJ-lim eiiH(R0 (i) - R(i)) e-itHPi£u = 0 
t---+±00 

22 Baumgartel/Wollenberg 
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on the dense set fl# = R(i) Jlt'0, and also for all of Jlt'0• That is, R0(i)- R(i) E .!l'n,P'H(Jit'0)a 
n .!l' -H.P'H(Jit'0)a· Thus assumption (IV) of Theorem 15 is fulfilled. 

It remains to prove assumption (III) of Theorem 15. We prove it only for the + sign. The 
other case is similar. We have 

II(R0(i)- R(i)) e-ltHoF+\1 ;£; \IVR0(i) e-ltHoF+\1 

;£; JJA1 e-IIHoF+ eitHoll + HB2R0(i) e-ltHoF+ eitHoll (17) 

where A1 and B2 are the multiplication operators by a1(x) and b2(x) respectively. The operator 
e-itHoF+ eiiH, is the multiplication operator by the function X!O,oo)(X- t) = Xlt,oo)(X) (recall 
(e-ltHou) (x) = u(x - t)). Thus A1 e-IIHoF+ eitH, is the multiplication operator by the function 
a1(x) Xlt,ooJ(X) which is zero, fort> R because of supp a1 ( ·) ~ [ -R, R]. From (16) we obtain that 

(B2R0(i) e-IIHoF+ e!tHo) (x, y) = -ib2(x) eii-111X(-oo,a:J(Y) X!t,oo)(y), 

which is zero if t > x. Since supp b2( ·) ~ [ -R, R], this implies that B2 e-itH, = 0 for t > R. 
Thus (17) is integrable in t over the region [0, co) and this proves that (III) of Theorem 15 is 
fulfilled. This finishes the proof that the strong wave operators W ±(H, H 0) exist, are complete 
and H has no singularly continuous spectrum. 

16.2.4. Application: Potential scattering 

Let H0 = -LI and H = H0 + V on Jlt' = Jlt'0 = L2(1R8, dx) where V denotes a multiplication 
operator by the functionq(x). Assume q(x) = q1(x) + q2(x) with q1 E L00(1R.3, dx) and q2 E L2(JR.S, dx). 
Further, assume Jq(x)l ;£; c Jxj-1-• for Jxj > R0 > 0 and some e > 0, c > 0. We want to prove that 
H, H0 satisfy the assumptions of Corollary 19 and thus that the complete strong wave operators 
W+(H, H 0), W_(H, H 0) exist. 

Let F denote the unitary operator on Jlt' which transforms the function u( •) E L2(JR.S, dx) into 
i,ts Fourier transform 1l(·)EL2(1R.8,dk). We haveF.Yt'=Je'=L2(1R.8,dk) and FH0F*=ho 
where b 0 is the multiplication operator by k2 in L2(!3, dk). Set k = (i., ro) with i. = Jkl and 
w = k/JkJ, and let[} denote the unit sphe!e in IR.3• Set Jt' := LZ(JR.+,di.; ~)with~= D(D, dro), 
and let U be the unitary operator from :tf to ~ given -by 

vE:i'. 

Tjlen it is ~asy to see that U!i0 U* = h 0 where fi0 denotes the multiplication operator by i. in 
Jt'. Thus :tf gives a spectral representation for H0• 

Next we come to the definition of the operators F ±' We can embed L2(JR.+, di.; ~) into 
D(IR., di.; ~)and denote the projection onto L2(1R.+, di.; ~)by Z+. Let F 0 bethe unitary operator 
on D(IR., dA; ~) defined by 

(Fou) (p) = 'll(p), u E L2(1R., dp; ~) . 

Further, let K 0 and K be selfadjoint operators on L2(1R., dp; ~)given by p and -idfdp respec
tively. Then we have F0*K0 = KF0* and Z+flo = K0Z+. Now we define 

F ± := Z~oX±F0*Z+ 

wherex± are the multiplication operators by thecharacteristicfunctionsxJR.±(P) on D(IR., dp; ~). 
This gives 

F ± e-itH, = Z+Fo(X± e-ltK) F0*Z+. 

From theproofoi"Theorem 7.4weobtains-limx± e-ltK = 0. ThusF + E ker p8 -HoandF _ E ker p8Ho.• 
t-+±00 

Then the operators F ± := F*UF ± U* F have the desired asymptotic properties F ± E ker p 8'f'Ho, 
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and F+ + F_ = 1 follows from X++ X-= 1 since F, U and F 0 are unitary operators and Z+ 
is unitary on L2(1R.+, dp; .?t'"). 

From the properties of the function q it follows immediately (see KATO [1, p. 304]) that V is 
H 0-compact and thus Vis also H-compact (see WEIDMANN [1, p. 258]). That means R0(i) - R(i) 
= R(i) VR0(i) is compact and thus (III) of Corollary 19 is satisfied. Now we factor V = B* A 
where A is the multiplication operator by the function a(x) = (1 + lxJ)-1-e/2. Then B* corresponds 
to a function b(x) that is again a sum of a function from L 00(1R. 3 , dx) and of a function from 
L00(1R3, dx) and satisfies lb(x)l ~ c(1 + lxl)-•12 for lxl > R 0• This shows that R(i) B* = (BR( -i)}* 
is compact because of the same statements which say that Vis H-compact. Thus we can use the 
estimate 

II(R(i)- R0(i)} rp(H0) e-itHoF±ll = IIR(i) V R0(i) rp(H0) e-itHoF±II 

~ IIBR( -i)IIIIAR0(i) rp(H0 ) e-ttH,F ±II (18) 

in proving the existence of the integrals in t (Assumption (IV)). 
Let Baltl denote the multiplication operator in L2(1R3, dx) by the characteristic function of the 

set {x E 1R3 ; lxl <a ltl} with a> 0. Clearly, Baltl is a projection. Split A into 

A= ABaltl + A(Baltl)l.. (19) 

Now IIA(Baltl)l.ll ~ (1 +a ltl)-l-•i2. This proves that 

IIA(B,.Itl) J. Ro(i) rp(Ho) e-itH,F ±II ~ IIA(Baltl) J.llllrp(Ho)III!F ±fl 

is integrable in t. Thus, by (18), (19), and liABaltiDtll ~ IIAIIIIBaltiDtll, it is sufficient for the proof 
of assumption (IV) to show that 

(20) 

for some a > 0 where a may depend on q;. As set .9/ r we choose the set of functions q; that belong 
to C000 (1R.) and which vanish in a neighborhood of 0. Clearly, tp(H0) = R0(i) rp(H0} is then such a 
function as well. It is easy to verify that (20) follows from the estimate 

(21) 

for lxl < at, t > 0, and arbitrary l E lN where c' depends on l and tp. Therefore the last step in the 
proof is to show (21). We shall prove (21) only for the upper sign. The other case can be treated 
similarly. 

For the proof of (21) we need the following elementary 

Lemma 20. Let 1p E C000(.1R) with supp 'P ~ [a, b], 0 < a< b < oo. Let IYI < 2-1alsl. Then for 
every l E lN the estimate 

(22.) 

is valid where the constant c1 depends only on 'P and l. 

Proof. Set ys-1 = x, A.+ x =!?·Then the left side of (22) is equal to 

I ! eise'tp((? - x) de I = I ! eise'tp(!? - x) d(? I = 12-1 i eiAStpz(A) d)., (23) 

where 'Pz(A) = A,-1/2tp(A.lf2 - x) and we have used the support property of 'Y' and \a\-1 y < 2-la. 
From this equality, the fact that the support of the functions VJz(A) lies in a common interval 

22* 
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because of Jxj < 2-1a and the fact the derivatives of 'l'z(A) can be estimated by constants indepen
dent of x we obtain the desired estimate (22) by integration by parts on the right side of (23). • 

Now we have 

( e-iiHo!JI{Ho) u) (x) = (2n)-3/2 I dk e-lzk-ik't'P(k2) 12(k) 
JR." 

00 

= (2n)-3/2 I dw I dl.l.1 e-Uzw-U"t'I'(A') 12(1., w). 
IJ 0 

(24) 

Set u = F+v, 12 = U* Fu, 12 = Fu, v = U* Fv. Then by definition of F +• we get 12 = UZ~0w 
with w = X+F0*Z+v. Using the definition of U, Z+ and F0, we obtain 

00 

12(1., w) = n-1/2).-1/2 I e-u•aw(8 , w) d8 • 

0 

Inserting this expression in (24), we have 

(e-UH•1JI(H0 ) F+v) (x) 

= 2-3/2n-2 I dw { j d8W(8, c.o) j e-uz .. -u•<t+al).3/Z1JI(A2) <U}. 
IJ 0 0 

Now suppose supp!JI c [a, b] with 0 <a< b < oo and JxJ <at. Further, set y = -2-1xw, 
00 

p = -(t + 8) and write tp(l.) = 1JI(A2) 1.3/1. With these notations the integral I {-} dA. in the above 
0 

expression satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 20 (replace 'I'• 8 by tp, p). Thus this integral does 
not exceed c1.'l'lt + sj-1 where l E lN is arbitrary. Using this and the Schwarz inequality in the 
integral over w and s, we obtain 

00 00 

l(e-i1Ho'P(H0) F+v) (x)l2 ~ ci.'l' I dw I dsjw(s, c.o)J2 I ds(s + t)-21. 

00 

I dw I dsjw(s, c.o)J 2 ~ 1Jv1J2 • 

IJ 0 

IJ 0 0 
(25) 

This and an elementary calculation in (25) show that (21) is valid and completes the proof that 
the strong complete wave operators for H, H0 exist. Moreover, by Corollary 19, H has no singular 
continuous spectrum and the eigenvalues of H can accumulate at most at the point zero. 

15.3. An invariance principle 

In Part III it was shown that the existence of the wave operators W ±(H, H0 ; J) implies 
the existence of W±(cx(H), cx(H0); J) for a wide class of functions. Here we prove a 
slightly stronger result under additional assumptions, namely that the falloff condition 

e> 0, 

on a special dense set p) 3 u implies the existence of the wave operators 
W ±(cx(H), cx(H0); J) in the strong sense. 
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Theorem 21. Let IX be a real-valued funetian an :JR. Assume there is a decampositian of 
N 

1R., 1R = U In with In =(am an+d such that IX is strictly increasing and twice canti'fiiUOUsly 
"n=l 

dilferentiahle an each (an, an+l)· Let!» be a generating set in P{,0.71'0 such that!»~ ...I/00(H0) 

and for each u E !», u E E0([c, d]) .71'0 with [c, d] contained in any interval (an, an+1), 

n E {1, 2, ... , N}. Bwppose {R(i) J - JR0(i)) R 0(i)n E .It' co (.71'0, .71') for some n E Nand 

II{R(i) J- JR0(i)) e-iiHoull ;::;;; c.!Wil+•l 

for some positive canstants e and c. where c. may depend an u. Then the strong wave ope
rators W±{IX(H), 1X(H0); J) exist and are independent of IX. 

Proof. 1. First we note that {H, H 0, J} satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 4. Thus 
the strong wave operators W± = W±(H, H 0 ; J) exist. Further, set 

A(t) := eiiHJ' e-ltHo, J' := R(i) JRo(i). 

Then A(t) is strongly differentiable and we obtain 

~ A(t) = e11H(H J'- J'H0) e-ltH, = i eiiHR(i) VR0(i) e-IIH, 
dt 

= i e11H(R(i} J- JRo(i)) e-un,, 

with V := HJ- JH0• 

(26) 

(27) 

2. In the following we prove the statement only for the + sign. The other case is 
similar. Let us consider the vector function 

l 8 (t) := R(i) [e11«1HIJ e-lf«IHol- W+] R0(i} u 

= R(i) eii«IHI(J- W+) e-li«(H,IRo(i) u = elt«(HI(J' - W/} e-li«(Holu 

where W/ = R(i} W ~0(i} and u E !». Here we have used the intertwining relation 
HW+ = W ~0• We claim that 

s-lim I 8 (t) = 0, uE!». 
t-co 

This implies first that 

s-lim R(i} (eit«IHIJ e-it«IHol- W+} u = 0 
t-eo 

(28) 

(29) 

for all u E !»' = R0(i) !», and since !»' is generating in P(,0.71'0, for all u E pt;'.71'0• 

Now we have 

s-lim e11«1Hl(R(i} J- JR0(i)) e-lt«IHolpt,c = 0 (30) 
~~ 

because (R(i) J - JR0(i)) R0(i)n is compact. Using this and the intertwining relation 
R(i) W+ = W+R0(i), we obtain from (29) the existence of 

s-lim elt«(HIJ e-ii«(Ho)Poc = W+, 
t-eo 
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that is, the desired result about the existence of the strong wave operators 
W ±(IX{ H), 1X(H0); J). 

3. The last step is to prove (28), that is 

s-lim (J'- W/) e-11"!Holu = 0, u E ~. 
t--+OO 

For this we use the notations and the results of the proof of Prop. 8.28. Let supp u 
E [c, d] c (a11 , a 11+1)· Take a function {J that is twice continuously differentiable with 
compact support in (a11 , a11+1) such that {J(x) = 1 on [c, d]. Then {J(H0) u = u. This gives 

00 

(J' - W/) e-1t"(Hoi(J(H0) u = J dsg(t, s) (J' e-isH,- e-lsHW+') u 
-oo 

00 

= J dsg(t, s) e-lsH(A(s) - W +') u. (31) 
-oo 

Because A(s) is strongly differentiable with a derivative which is uniformly bounded 
and can be estimated by cuJtJ-<1+•1, e > 0, we can use the same argument as in the 
proof of Prop. 8.28 to prove that (31) tends strongly to zero. • 

To illustrate the use of this statement we consider the following simple example 

Example 22 (relativistic potential scattering). Let £ 0 = :ff = L2(1R3, dx) and let J = 1. 
Assume that H and H 0 are selfadjoint operators given by the expressions Y -LI + m 2 and 
Y -LI + m2 + q(x) respectively, where m is a nonnegative number. Further assume that q(x) ;;;;; 0 
and q E L00(1R.3 , dx) n L2{1R.3, dx). This gives that H 0 and H .are nonnegative operators and thus 
H = {92)112, H 0 = {H02)11 2• Set K 0 = H 02 and K = 92. Then we shall prove the assumptions of 
Theorem 21 for H 0, H replaced by K 0 , K. Since the function IX{x) defined by IX(X) = f; on JR.+ 
and IX{ X) = - Yfxj on lR._ satisfies the assumptions in Theorem 21 and 1X{K0 ) = H 0, 1X(K) = H, we 
then obtain the existence of the strong wave operators W ±(H, H0). 

We have K0 = -LI + m2 and K = K0 + Kli2Q + QK0112 = K0 + V where Q denotes the 
bounded multiplication operator by q{x) and where ima Q ~ dom H is assumed. Thus 

II(RK{i)- Rx,(i)} e-iiKoull = IIRx{i) VRx,(i) e-itKou!l 

;:;;; IIRK{i) Kli2IIIIQ e-IIKoRK,{i) ull + IIRx<OIIIIQ e-iiKoK01f2Rx,{i) ull· {32) 

Let f!JJ be the set of all u(·) E L 2{1R.3 , dx) so that u(·) E Gg"(lR.3"'{0}). Thus f!JJ satisfies the 
conditions of Theorem 21. If u E f!JJ, then u1 = RK,(i) u and u2 = K0112RK,(i) u are also elements 
of f!JJ. Furthermore, it is obvious that RK{i) Kl/2 = (Kli2RK(-i))* is bounded. (32) shows that it 
is therefore enough to prove that IIQ e-itKoull ;:;;; eu ltl-!1+•1 for all u E f!JJ to fulfil the estimate 
in Theorem 21. But we have already proved in Section 1.2 {see (3)) that this is satisfied fore = 1/2 
and all u with u( ·) E L1{1R.3, dx) and therefore also for all u from the smaller set f!JJ. This concludes 
the proof that the wave operators W ±(H, H0) exist in the strong sense; the compactness of 
(RK(i) - Rx,{i)} RK,(i)n follows easily from 

RK(i) - RK,(i) = RK(i) (K112Q + QKA'2) Rx,{i) 

and q E L2{1R.3, dx) {see Lemma 16.8). 
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16.1. Wave operators for trace class perturbations 

16.1.1. A general theorem about trace class perturbations 

In this section we want to derive the existence of strong wave operators under the 
assumption that HJ- JH0 is a trace operator. In the next section this result is used 
to obtain further useful statements on trace class perturbations of more general kind. 
The proof of the following theorem needs only the well-known Rosenblum lemma on 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators (see Prop. 3.24) and the fact that for compact operators 0 
the expression 0 e-IIHop~c converges strongly to zero as t ~ ±oo. Further recall the 
concept of admissible functions (cf. Definition 8.16). 

Theorem 1. Suppose that V := HJ- JH0 E !l\(.71'0 , .7/') (in the form sense). Then for 
each admissible function lP the strong wave operators W+(lP(H), fP(H0); J), W_(lP(H), 
~(H0); J) exist and are independent of lP. In particular, the wave operators W+(H, H0 ; J), 
W _(H; H0 ; J) exist in the strong sense. 

Proof. We give the proof only for the+ sign. Set W1 := e11HJ e-iiHo, By the uniform 
boundedness of W, it suffices to prove that 

(1) 

for all u E .,H00(H0) in order to show that W+(H, H 0 ; J) exists in the strong sense. The 
idea of the proof is to write 

\\(W1 - W.) u\12 = (u, W 1*(W1 - W.) u)- (u, W.*(W1 - W 8 ) u), (2) 

that is to write the strong limit as a weak one and to transform the operators on the 
right side of (2) into integrals over terms of the form e1PH•X1,8 e-lpn., where X, .• is 
uniformly bounded in t and s and of trace class. The last step is then to use Prop. 3.24. 

1. For fixed t and s we have 

t 
W1 - W8 = i J e1PHV e-IPHo dp. 

8 

Since Vis compact, we get that W,- w. and W,*(W,- W.) are compact (note that 
the integral is norm convergent and the values of the integrand are members of 
!l' 00(.71' 0, .7/'). Thus, by Prop. 6. 70, 

s-lim W,*(W1 - W 8 ) e-laHou = 0. (3) 
a-+oo 
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Inserting this into (2), we find 

\l(W1- W8 ) u\\2 =lim {(u, W1*(W1 - W8 ) u)- (u, e1aH,W1*(W1 - W8 ) e-laHou) 
a ->CO 

- (u, W.*(W1 - W8) u) + (u, e1aH•W.*(W1 - W8 ) e-laHou)} 

=lim [(u, IW1*(W1 - W.)- eiaH,W1*(W1 - W8 ) e-laH•} u) 
a->oo 

Now we have 

a 

W,*W.- eiaHoW,*W. e-laH, = -i J e1PHo(HoW,*W.- W,*W.Ho) e-lpH. dp 
0 

and we can express H0W1*W8 - W1*W.H0 by V and V*: 

H0W,*W8 _ W,*W.Ho = e1tH,H0J* e-itH ei•HJ e-lsH, _ eiiHoJ* e-itH ei•HJHo e-lsH, 

= eitHo(HoJ* eHs-tlHJ _ J* eHs-llHJHo) e-isH, 

= eitHo((- V* + J*H) eHs-llHJ- J* eHs-t)H(HJ- V)) e-isHo 

= eltHo(- V* eHs-llHJ + J* eHs-tlHV) e-isHo. 

For abbreviation we put 

and 
a 

Fa(X) := -i J e1PH•X e-ipH, dp, 
0 

Then we have 

X E 2(£'0). 

\l(W1 - W.) ul!2 =lim (u, Fa(X1,1 - X,,.- x •. t +X •.• ) u). 
~ 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

2. Formula (6) shows that it is sufficient for the verification of (1) to estimate the 
terms (u, Fa(X1, 8 ) u) uniformly with respect to a and to get the bounds small if t and 8 

are sufficiently large. First, by Schwarz' inequality we obtain a simple estimate for 
(u, Fa(eitH•X*Y e-1• 9 •) u) with X, Y E 2(£'0): 

a 

!(u,Fa(eiiH,X*Y e-i•H•) u)l ~ J \(X e-W+PlHou, y e-Hs+p>H•u)\ dp 
0 

( a+ I )1/2 (a+s )1/2 
~ ! !!X e-lpH•ull2 dp I \JYe-iPH•uii2 dp 

(7) 

Obviously it is sufficient to consider one of the four terms of (6), for example X 1, 8 • 

Because the arguments are the same it is enough to consider one of the two terms of 
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X 1,8 , for example J* e1<•-tlHV. In this case we put 

Then, by (7) and Prop. 3.24, we obtain 

Once more using Prop. 3.24 we obtain the existence of W+(H, H0 ; J) in the strong 
sense. 

3. It remains to show the existence of W+(tt>(H), tl>(H0 ); J) in the strong sense. For 
this it is enough to prove that 

!IW+u- eWI'<HlJ e-iq<li(HoluJI = JI(W+- J) e-iq<li(Holu\\-+ 0 as q-+ oo for u E .A00(H0). 

Now we have 

\[(W+- J) e-iq<li(HoluJI =lim JI(W1 - J) e-iq<li(Holull. 
l-400 

Using (6) with s = 0 and replacing u by e-iq<l><Holu, from (6) and (8) we obtain 

ll(W+ _ J) e-lq<li(HoluJI2 

;:;;;; 8(2n)1/211J\I· II \V\1/2112. [1\u\1\oo (1 dp II \V\1/2 e-ipH. e-iq<li(Holu[[2r
2 

= COnSt ( ~ fln l dp \(tpn, e-iPHo e-iq<li(Holu)\2r/2' (9) 

where \VI = E fln'Pn('Pn• ·), 1\tpn\l = 1, {tpn} an orthonormal system. Because tP is admis-
• 

sible, we get from Lemma 8.19 (cf. formula (14.22)) that the integral converges to zero 
as q -+ oo for each n. Since the integrals are uniformly bounded in n and E fln < oo, 

n 
we get that the right-hand side tends to zero as q-+ oo. This concludes the proof. • 

Remark 2. Relation (8) also gives the speed of convergence of W1 to W+ for the 
vectors u from .A 00(H0). Furthermore, from (9) we obtain the estimate 

Remark 3. From HJ- JH0 E .cl'1(.:Yl'0 , .:Yl') it follows that H0J* - J*H E .cl'1(.:Yl', .:Yl'0 ) 

and thus the triple {H0, H, J*} in place of (H, H0 ; J} also satisfies the assumptions of 
Theorem 1. Hence the strong wave operators W ±(tt>(H0), tl>(H); J*) exist as well, and 
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this together with our usual assumption on J and J* (J is asymptotic left inverse 
to J* and J* is asymptotic left inverse to J, see Prop. 9.39 and 9.40) may be used to 
get the completeness of the wave operators W±(cJ>(H), cJ>(H0); J). 

16.1.2. Other trace class results 

Often HJ- JH0 is not a trace operator, but some function of H, H 0 and J is. Then it 
is also possible to prove results as strong as those in Theorem 1. The next statement 
uses the semiboundedness of H and H0 as additional assumptions. 

Proposition 4. Suppose that the operators H, H 0 , J satisfy the following assumptions: 

(I) H 0 ~ -(c- 1) and H ~ -(c- 1) for some c ~ 0. 

(II) (H + c)-n J- J(H0 + ct"' E 2'1(£0 , Jlt') for some n E lN. 

Then the strong wave operators W+(cJ>(H), cJ>(H0); J), W _(cJ>(H), cJ>(H0); J) exist for each 
admissible function(/), 

Proof. Define 'i'(x) by 'i'(x) = ( -x)-l/n - con ( -oo, 0) and P(x) = x - c on [0, oo). 
Let P 1(x) = -(x +c)-non ( -c, oo) and 'i'1(x) = x +con ( -oo, -c]. T_?en P(P1(x)) = x 
on ( -c, oo). Now let(/) be an admissible function. Then the function (/J(x) := (/J('i'(x)) is 
welldefined, and it is easy to verify from P'(x) = (1/n) ( -xt<t+t/nl > 0 on ( -oo, 0), 
P'(x) = 1 on [0, oo) and from the fact that Pis twice continuously differentiable on 
( -oo, 0) u (0, oo) that i> is admissible. Further, we have 'i'1(H0) = -(H0 + ct"', 
'i'1(H) = -(H + c)-"'. Thus we obtain 

(10) 

Using Theorem 1 with H, H 0 replaced by -(H0 + c)-"', -(H + c)-n, we obtain that 
the strong wave operators W ±(i>( -(H0 + c)-"), &( -(H + c)-"'); J) exist. This together 
with (10) gives the desired result. • 

Sometimes one can factor the perturbation V := HJ- JH0 in the form V = B*A 
such that BR(i)" and AR0(i)" are Hilbert-Schmidt operators for some n E lN. Then the 
following theorem is useful. 

Proposition 5. Suppose that V = B*A (in the form sense) such that: 

(I) B isH-bounded and A is H 0-bounded. 
(II) BR(z)" E 2'.,(£, £ 0) and AR0(z)" E 2'.,(£0, £ 0) for some z E res H n res H 0, 

n E lN and r 1, r 2 E lN u { oo} with r 1- 1 + r 2 - 1 = 1. Then the strong wave operators 
W±((/J(H), cJ>(H0 ); J) and W±(cJ>(H0 ), cJ>(H); J*) exist for each admissible function cJ>. 

Proof. Set J' := R(z)2" JR0(z)2". Then 

HJ' - J' H 0 = R(z)2" HJR0(z) 2"' - R(z)2n JH0R 0(z)2n 

= R(z)2" (HJ- JH0 ) R0(z)2" = R(z)2"' VR0(z)2n 

= R(z)" (BR(z)"')* ( AR0(z)") R 0(z)"'. (11) 
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Since BR(z)" E !l',,(.?/t, .?/t0) implies (BR(z)")* E ~,,(£0, .7/t) and since 0 E !l',,(£0, .7/t), 
D E !l',.(£0, .?/t0) implies CD E !l'1(.?/t0, .7/t) (see Section 1.3.4), we obtain from (11) 
that HJ'- J'H0 E !l'1(.?/t0, .7/t). From Theorem 1 we then get that the strong wave 
operators W ±(4>(H), 4>(H0); J') exist. Because of the definition of J' this result and a 
density argument prove that 

s-lim eitlfi(H)R(z)2" J e-lt!ti(Holp~c 
1-?±oo 

also exist. Now we claim that 

s-lim (R(z)2fiJ- JR0(z)2") e-lt~t~(HolPoc = 0. 
1-->-±00 

{ 12) and ( 13) then imply that 

s-lim eltlfi(HIJ e-lt!ti(H,)Pocu 
1-->-±00 

(12) 

(13) 

exist for all u E ~ : = R0(z)2fl .7/t 0• ~ is dense in .7/t 0 and thus this gives the existence 
of the strong wave operators W±(4>(H), 4>(H0); J). It remains to prove (13). Using 
succesively R(z) J- JR0(z) = R(z) VR0(z) we find 

2fl 

R(z)2fl J = JR0(z)2" + I: R(z)1 VR0(z)2n+l-l 
1=1 

2fl 

= JR0(z)2fl + I: (BR(z)l}* AR0(z)2n+l-l. 
1=1 

Clearly either Z or 2n + 1 - Z is greater or equal to n. Thus each term in the finite 
sum is an operator from !l',(.?/t0 , .7/t) with r =max {r1, r2} because of our assumptions 
on AR0(z)", BR(z)" and the fact that AR0(z)" E !l',.(.?/t 0, .7/t 0) implies AR0(z)" E !l',,(.?/t 0, .7/t 0) 

as a simple calculation with resolvents shows. Hence R(z)2"J - JR0(z)2" is compact 
and this proves, by Prop. 6. 70, that ( 13) is true. Since the assumptions are symmetric 
with respect to H and H0 , we also get the existence of the strong wave operators 
W±(4>(H0), 4>(H); J*). • 

Remark 6. From the proof of this statement we see that the assumptions can be 
replaced by R(z)" VR0(z)" E 2 1{.?/t0, .7/t) and R(z) VR0(z) E !l' 00(.?/t0, .7/t). 

16.2. A stationary proof of a trace class theorem 

Because of the importance of the trace class methods on the one hand, and in order 
to illustrate that the assumptions of the general stationary criterion for the existence 
of wave operators can be verified without great difficulties on the other hand, we 
present here a stationary proof of a statement like Theorem 1. The essential elements 
of the proof are some results from Part I for operators A e11H, AR(A. + ie), AE(Ll) and 
j E(dA.) AI·} where A is in the Hilbert-Schmidt class. 

A 
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Theorem 7. Suppose V := HJ -/H0 E !l'1(;tt'0 , ;tt') (in tke form sense). Then tke 
strong wave operators W+(H, H0 ; J), W_(H, H0 ; J) exist. 

Proof. We give the proof only for the + sign. It requires several steps. First we· 
deduce with the help of Theorem 13.22 that s-lim pac!J;Poc exists. Second we show that 

•-++0 
s-lim E(A) D.P~c = 0 for null sets A, which implies that we may omit in s-lim pacQ.P~c-
<-++O <-++0 
the projection pac ((pac).l. = E(A) for some null set A), i.e. the second step yields the 
existence of s-lim D.P~c = Q+. The last step is to verify that s-lim (D+- J) e-ltH,p~e 

<-++O 1-+oo 

= 0, where we use the fact that 
00 

D+- J = -s-lim J pacE(<U) VRo(.?. + ie) p~c 
<-++0 -oo 

(see Prop. 13.2). By Prop. 9.42 this proves that the strong wave operator W+(H, H0 ; J) 
exists. 

1. First we claim that IIE(A) pac e11HJ e-1tHouU2 is equiabsolutely continuous, that is 

lim sup IIE(A) pac eliHJ e-1tH•ull2 = 0 
J<II-+O 1;;;0 

(14) 

for all u E .,II 00(H0 ). This then implies that IIE(A) pacQ.Po0ull is equiabsolutely con
tinuous in e E (0, 1) for all u E .,II 00(H0) because of the estimate 

00 

sup IIE(A) pacQ,P~0ull ~ sup J dt e e-''IIE(A) pac e11HJ e-UH,Pocull 
tE(O,l) sE(O,l) 0 

<sup llE(A)paceuHJ e-ltH,p~oul!. (15} 
e;;;o 

Since .,II 00(H0) is dense in P~0;tt'0 and D, is uniformly bounded in e, this result can be 
extended to all vectors u E Poe ;tt' 0• 

Now we verify (14). We do this by <;leriving of an estimate for the function 

Y<~(t) := I[E(A) J e-11H•ul!2 = (u, eliHoJ*E(A) J e-UH•u). 

Using gi(t) = i(u, e11H•(H0J*E(A) J- J*E(A) JH0) e-ltHou), we get 

Y<~(t) = (u, J*E(A) Ju) 
I 

+if (u, elrHo(H0J*E(A) J- J*E(A) JH0 ) e-trH•u) dT. 
0 

An elementary calculation using V = HJ- JH0 and V* = J*H- H0J* gives 

H0J*(E(A) J)- (J*E(A)) JH0 =-V*E(A) J + J*E(A) V. 

Inserting this into (16); we obtain 

I 

g.1(t) = IIE(A) Jull2 - i J d•(u; elrH•(V*E(A) J- J*E(A) V) e-irHou) 
0 

t 

= IIE(A) Jull2 - 2 Im J d•(u, elrH•J*E(A) V e-lrH•u) 
0 

(16) 
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where we have used that V*E(LI) J = (J*E(LI) V)*. Factoring V = B*A with 

A = JVIl/2 E !l'2(.?e0) and B* = (sgn V) JVI 1' 2 E !1'2(:11'0, .?e), using the Schwarz 

inequality and Prop. 3.24, this equality gives 

t 

g.!l(t) ~ IIE(LI) Juii2 + 2 J I(BE(LI) J e-i•H•u, A e-iTHou)l d-r 
0 

I 

~ IIE(LI) Juii2 + 2 J IIA e-hHoull· IIBE(LI) J e-hH•ull d-r 
0 

~ I!E(LI) Juii2 + 2 (i I!A e-hH•ull2 d-r] i!BE(LI) J e-hH•ull2 do r2 

:S IIE(LI) Juii2 + 4n IIAII2111uiii2 IIBE(LI) Jll2· (17) 

In particular we obtain from ( 17) 

.By Prop. 3.28; I!BP.cE(LI)Ib is absolutely continuous. Thus (15) is proved. 

To prove the existence of s-lim pac!J,pgc it remains to verify that 
<-++0 

is convergent in measure to zero as e1, e2 -+ +O with respect to A. E JR. (recall the defi

nition of l·ls,.< in Section 3.5.5, and recall Prop. 13.3). We have, setting R., .• ,(A.) 

: = R0(A. + ie1) - R0(A. + ie2}, 

d,, .• ,(A.) = (VR.,,,,(,1.) u, E(dp,) VR., .• ,(A.)u)fdp,l,.=1 

= (AR,,,,,(A.) u, {(BE(dp,) B*)/dt-t} AR.,,.,(A.) u)l,.=1 

~ II(BE(d.A.) B*)/d.A.II· IIAR,,,.,(,1.) ul[2. 

'The first factor on the right-hand side exists a.e. (mod I· I) (see Prop. 3.13) and the 

second is a Cauchy net as e1, e2 -+ +O for almost all ,1. (mod I· I) (see Prop. 3.15). This 

implies the desired result and, applying Theorem 13.22, we obtain the existence of 

s-lim pac!J,p~c . 
. -e-++0 

2. The second step requires to prove that s-lim E(LI) !J,p~c = 0 for null sets Ll. For 

this it is sufficient to show that e......+o 

s-lim E(LI) J e-itHop~c = 0, ILII =0. 
t-+oo 

For the proof of ( 18) it is enough to show that 

s-lim E(F) J e-1tHop~cE0(JR. '\.F) = 0 
t-+OO 

(18) 

(19) 

for each open set r, since we can associate to a null set Ll a sequence of open sets Fn ::::> Ll 
00 

.such that IFni-+ 0 as n-+ oo and the set of vectors u E U E(1R '-.Fn) p~c;/1'0 is dense 
n=l 
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in P~0;K0• First we prove (19) for open intervals (a, b). It is sufficient to prove this 
relation for all vectors of the form u = E0(M) u with some closed set M c lR. '\..[a, b], 
because this set of vectors u is dense in Po0E0(IR. '\..(a, b)) ;?t'0• Then dis (M, (a, b)) > 0. 
Now an easy calculation yields 

b 

E((a, b)) JE0(M) = f E(dA) f (A- pt1 VE0(dp). 
a M 

Since V E !t'1(:?t'0, :?t') c !t' 00(:?t'0, :?t') and the operator spectral integrals are con
vergent with respect to the operator norm (cf. Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2), we obtain 
E((a, b)) JE0(M) E !l' 00(:?t'0, :?t'), i.e. (19) is valid for open intervals. Then it easily 
follows that ( 19) is also true for open sets F being a union of finitely many disjoint 
open intervals. Now let F be arbitrarily open. Then there exists a decomposition 

00 R 

F = U (ae, be), where (ae, be) are disjoint intervals. We put F. = F'\.. U (ae, be)· For r 
e=l a e=l 

replaced by U (ae, be), (19) is true. Thus the proof of (19) for F can be reduced to the 
e=l 

question wether 

lim sup liE( F.) J e-IIH,PocE0(IR. '\..F) ull = 0 
R-+00 101;0 

(20) 

for a dense set of vectors u in P~0;?t'0• For this set we take Jl 00(H0). From the estimate 
( 17) we obtain 

sup IIE(F.) J e-ltHop~cEo(IR. '\..F) ull2 ~ IIE(F.) JP~0Eo(IR. '\..F) ull2 

150 

+ 4n 1!.AII2 lllulll 2 IIJII· IIBE(F.)If2· 

Since s-lim E(F.) = 0 this implies (20) (note that IIBE(F.)II22 = !!E(F,.) B*!ka 
R->00 

= 1: I!E(F.) B*eell2 ~ 1: IIB*eell2 with some orthonormal basis). Thus (19), hence also 
e e 

(18), is proved. 
3. The last step is to prove s-lim (.Q+ - J) e-IIH,p~o = 0. We put .Q+ - J = Y +· 

l-+00 

Because of (18) s-lim Y+ e-IIHop~o = 0 is equivalent with s-lim pacy + e-IIH,Poc = 0. 
t-oo 1-+eo 

We prove the latter relation. Let L11 c L1 2 c ··· be a sequence of Borel sets with 
IIR '\..L1.1 ~ 0 as N ~ oo. Further properties of this sequence are fixed later. Then we 
can write 

Now it suffices to show that the first term on the right side tends strongly to zero for 
each fixed N and the second term goes to zero uniformly in t as N ~ oo. For the second 
term we use again the estimate (17) for u E J/00(H0), leading to 

llpacE(IR. '\.. L1N) Y+ e-iiHoulf ~ llpacE(IR. '\.. L1N) .Q+ e-IIH•ull + IIPacE(IR. '\.. L1N) J e-IIH•ull 

~ llpacE(IR. '\..L1N).Q+ull + (IIE(IR. '\..L1N)pacJull2 + 4n II.AII2IIIulll2 1lJII· IIBPacE(IR. '\..L1N)II}1/2 
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Since llR 'LIN I ~ 0 as N ~ oo the right side tends to zero as N ~ oo. For the first 
term we specify the sequence LIN: Let 

LIN= {A. E JR.; II{BPacE(dA.) B*)/dA.II ~ N}. 

Because II(BPacE(dA.) B*)/dA.jj < oo a.e. (mod I· I) we have llR 'LIN I ~ 0 as N ~ oo. 
For u E J( 00(H0) we get 

pacE(LIN) y+ e-IIHou =-lim J pacE(dA.) B*ARo(A. + ie) e-IIHou. 

~+0 .JN 

By Prop. 5.16, J pacE(dA.) B*l·} is a bounded operatorfrom L2(1R, dA.; .n"o) into ,n" • 
.JN 

On the other hand, according to Remark 3.26, AR0(A. + ie) e-11H•u is a member of the 
Hardy-class .n" + 2(1R, dA.; .n" 0) and (3.39) yields 

00 00 

lim J dA. iiAR0(A. + ie) e-IIH•ull2 = J dA. IIAR0(A. + iO) e-itH•ull2 
~+O -oo -oo 

00 

= 2n J IIA e-llt+s1Houll2 d8 • 
0 

Clearly, this tends to zero as t ~ oo. Thus, this and the boundedness of J pacE(dA.) B*l·} 
.JN 

i~ply that the first term on the right side of (21) tends to zero as t ~ oo in the strong 
sense. This concludes the proof of the last step. • 

16.3. Applications 

16.3.1. Wave operators for H = H1 + H2, H0 = H1 E9 H2 

Let H1, Ha be two bounded seHadjoint operators on the Hilbert space ft. Suppose that H1H2 is 
a trace operator. Define H := H1 + H2 on ff and H0 := H1 X H2 on ff, := ff xff. Clearly, 
Hand H0 are again selfadjoint operators. From H 1H 2 E 9'1(ff) we easily get that 

(22) 

for each Borel set Ll ~ ( -oo, -e) u (e, oo), e > 0. 
We want to'show thatthe absolutely continuous parts of H0 and Hare unitarily equivalent. 

For this we shall prove that the strong wave operators W ±(H, H0 ; J) exist, are partially isometric 
and are complete where the identification operator J: ff 0 1-+ ff is defined by 

(23) 

First we define J: ff 0 1-+ ff 0 by J u = {u1 + u2, 0} with u = {u1, u2} E ff 0• Then the existence, 
completeness and partial isometry of W ±(H, H0 ; J) follow from the corresponding properties of 
the wave operators W ±(H X 0, H0 ; J), where H X 0 is a selfadjoint operator on ff0 given by 
(H x 0) u = {Hu1, 0} with u = {'ftt, u2}. Note that for the proof of these properties of W ±(H X 0, 
H0 ; J) it suffices to show that 

W ±(Lf) := s-lim eit(HXOI Je-IIHoJ'OEo(LI) 
1->-±oo 

(24) 
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exist and W±(LI)* W±(..d) = J>O'E0(LI), W±(LI) W±(LI)* = PiixoEHxo(LI) for every set Ll = Ll(e) 
= lR' ( -2e, 2e) with e > 0 arbitrary but fixed. Further, let J(LI) = .1f'0 - .1f'0 be defined by 

with Ll0 = lR' ( -e, e) (the same e as in the definition of Ll). Then 

(J(LI)- J) E0(LI) = (J(LI)- J) (EH,(LI) X EH.(LI)) 

= (0 -EH,(LI0) EH1(LI)) E !£1(.1f'o) 
0 EH,(LI0) EH.(LI) 

because of (22). This f!hows that s-lim (J(LI)- J) e-UHeJ>OE0(LI) = 0 and therefore we can 
~:I: co 

replace J in (24) by J(LI). Next we introducetheoperatorsH1A = H1EH,(LI0), H1 A = H8EH1(LI0), 

HoA = H1 A X BaA= H0E0(LI0), T A= H8EH1(1R 'LI0) + EH1(1R 'LI0 ) H1EH,(lR 'LI0 ) EH1(1R 'LI0) 

and floA = H1 A X (BaA + T A)· Clearly all these operators are selfadjoint and we have that 

This follows from the fact that BoA = H1 A X BaA and 0 X T J are different from zero only in the 
mutually orthogonal subspaces E H,(LI0).1f' X E H.(LI0) .1f' and {0} X E H1(1R 'LI0) .1f' and from 
liT .<~II ~ 2e. Namely, if P = E H,(LI0 ) and Q denote the projections onto these subspaces, we have 

1: Borel set, 

where Eox TA((-2e, 2e)) Q = Q. Hence E.&0A(LI) = EHoA(LI) P = EHoA(LI) = EH,(LI0) EH,(LI n LI0)X 
E H,(LI0) = EHoA(LI). Summing up these remarks, we find that in (24) one can replace H0 by f10A 

and E H,(LI) by E .&0A(LI ). Thus, for the verification of the _properties of W ± (LI) it is sufficient to show 
that the complete strongwaveoperators W±(HxO,B0 .,.;J(LI)) exist and are partial isometries 
for each Ll. A simple calculation shows, that J(LI) is unitary on .1f'0• Therefore these assertions 
iollow from Theorem 1 combined with Remark 3 provided that 

V := (H X 0) J(LI) - J(LI) floA E f£1(.1f'0). 

We have 

V = (HzEH,(Lio) (Hl + Ha) EH,(lR 'LI0) - EH,(lR 'LI0 ) (H1.,. + T A))· 
0 -EH,(LI0) (H2A + T A) 

Then V E !£1(.1f'0) follows from (22) together with the relations 

EH,(LI0) (H1A + T A)= EH,(Lio) Ha- EH,(Lio) EH1(LI0 ) H1EH,(lR 'Lio) EH1(1R 'LI0), 

(H1 + H2) EH,(lR 'LI0 ) - EH,(lR 'Lio) (H2.11 + T .<~) 

= H2 - H2EH,(LI0 ) + EH,(lR,Lio) H1 - H8 + EH,(LI0 ) H2 - EH,(lR 'LI0) H1EH1(1R,LI0) 

+ E HJlR 'Lio) E H1(Lio) H1EH1(1R 'Lio) - E1(lR 'Lio) EH1(LI0) H1EH,(LI0) EH1(1R 'LI0) 

=F.,. + EH.(JR. '\..LI0 ) (H1 - H1EH1(1R '\..LI0)) 

=FA+ EH,(lR,Lio) H1EH1(LI0 ) 

where r A is a sum of terms which clearly belong to!£ 1 (J'f'). This concludes the proof of the existence 
of the strong complete wave operators W ±(H, H0 ; J). 
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16.3.2. Wave operators for Dirac operators 

this space are 4-tuples u = {ui, u2, u3, u4}. Further, let Di be the selfadjoint operators given by 

(D;u) (x) = -i{(ofoxi) ui(x), ... , (ofoxi) u4(x)}, j = 1, 2, 3 and x = {x1, x2, x3}. 

The free Dirao operator H0 is then defined by 

3 

(H0u) (x) = E 1Xi(D; u) (x) + Pu(x) 
j=l 

where IXi and p are the following symmetric matrices: 

(
1 0 0 0) 
0 1 0 0 0 Gj 0 1 0 

p = 0 0 -1 0 '1Xj = (Gj 0). G1 = (1 o)• G2 = (i 
0 0 0 -1 

-i) (1 0) 
0' Ga = 0 -1 · 

(25) 

H 0 is essentially selfadjoint on 00 00 (1R.3) 4 (see WEIDMANN [1, p. 310]). A simple calculation shows 
that 

(26) 

Now we consider perturbations of H 0 by symmetric matrix functions V = {q;i(x)}. For simplicity 
we assume that the functions %(x) are once continuously differentiable and q;i(x) and ( ofox8 ) %(x) 
are uniformly bounded. Further we assume that q;i( ·) E £I(JR.3, dx). This ensures that Vis bounded, 
dom H = dom H 0 with H = H 0 + V and also that H 2 = H02 + Q where Q has the bound zero; 
therefore dom H 2 = dom H 02• This proves that (z- H 02) (z- H 2)-1 is bounded for each z with 
Im z =!= 0. Further, it is obvious that (z - H 02) (z - H0)-2 is bounded. These two facts together 
show that 

(z - H)-2 = (z - H)-2 (z - H 2) (z - H 22)-1 (z - H02) (z - H 02)-1 = Gz(z - H02)-I 

where Gz is a bounded operator. Using this, we get 

(i - H)-2 V(i - H 0 )-• = G1(i - H 02)-1 V(i - H 0)-2 

= Gt[(i- H 02)-1 Vr] [V2(i- H 02)-1] (i- H0 2) (i- H0)-2 

where V = VI V2 is such that VI is a multiplication operator by a function qi( ·) E £2(1R.3, dx) 
and the matrix operator V2 = {q;i(x)} contains functions q;i( ·) E L2(JR.3, dx). Such a factorization 
is possible because q;i( ·) E £I(JR.3, dx). For the proof of the existence of the strong wave operators 
w ±(H, Ho) and their completeness it suffices, by Prop. 5, to show that (i- H)-2 VI, v.(i- Ho)-2 

are Hilbert Schmidt operators, and this is equivalent to (i- Ho2)-1 VI, v.(i- Ho2)-I E 2'.(£'). 
Let F denote the Fourier operator on L2(1R3, dx). Then (i-H02)-I = F 0fF0-I where 
F0u = {Fui, .. . , Fu4} and (fu) (x) = {f(x) ui(x), ... , f(x) u4(x)}. Clearly, /( ·) E L2(1R3, dx). Now we 
have 

Lemma 8. Let f, g E L2(lR", dx). Then the operator A:= fFgF-I, where f, g are the multiplication 
operators by the functions f(x), g(x) and F is the Fourier operator on £2(JR. ", dx), belongs to 

2'2(L2(lR ", dx) ). 

From this lemma, the properties of the functions q1 and ilii• and/(·) E L2(JR.3, dx) we easily get 
that (i-H02)-1 VI> V2(i-H02)-1 E 2'2 (£')which proves thedesiredresult,namelytheexistence and 
completeness of the strong wave operators W ±(H, H0). 

Proof of Lemma 8. We have 

(Au) (x) = f(x) (2n)-"i 2 J dk e-lkx g(k) u ( -k) = (2n)-fl J dx'f(x) {}( x - x') u(x') 

23 Baumglirtel;Wollenberg 
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that is, A is an integral operator with the kernel a(x, x') = /(x) (j(x- x') (2:n:)-". Now 

g( ·) E L2(1R'', dx) implies (j( ·) E L2(1R", dx). Thus 

(2:n:)2" jla(x, x')l 2 dx dx' = J dx l/(x)l 2 J dx' l(i(x- x')i2 

~ 110112 J dx l/(x)l2 ~ 11/UZ ·llgll2 < oo. 

This proves that A E 2 2(L2(1R", dx)). • 

16.3.3. Wave operators for a weakly uniformly propagative system 

In this section we present an existence result within the framework of weakly uniformly propaga

tive systems (see Section 9.7.2). Here we use the weighted L 2-space L 62(1R", dx) consisting of all f 
such that 11{(1 + jxl2)6i2 /(x)}IIL'<JR.n.dr) < oo. 

Theorem9. Let H0 be weakly uniformly propagative, and assume that H 0 has no zero energy mode 

(that is, H 0 has no eigenvalue 0). Further, let H be defined by (9.67) and suppose that E(x) satisfies 

(9.70) and (E(x) - 1 )i.j E L~n+ll/2 (1R", dx) for each index pair i, i E {1, ... , p}. Then the strong wave 

operators W ±(H, H0 ; J) exist, are partially isometric and complete. 

First, recall that .Yt'0 = L2(1R", dx; q::P), u E Jt' if u f' .Yt'0 and llull is defined by llull2 = J dx(u(x), 

E(x) u(x)) where E(x) is a symmetric strictly positive matrix-valued function satisfying: 

0 < E 1 ~ E(x) ~ E 2 < oo, IIE(x) - 1llq::"-* 0 as jxl-* oo, 

(E(x) - 1);.i E L62(1R", dx) for some 6 > n/2. 

" Further, recall that H 0 = -i}.; Ai Bfoxi where Ai are symmetric matrices in q:P, independent 
j=l 

of x, and that H = E-1JH0J-1 on Jt' where J: .Yt'0 -* Jt' is given by Ju = u and E-1 is the ope

rator in Jt' corresponding to the matrix-valued function E(x)-1• Under the assumptions of Theo

rem 9, PO= 1. Further note that J is asymptotically equivalent (with respect to H0) to the 
isometric operator J 2, J R:J J 2 (see Section 9.7.2). This ensures that the wave operators W ±(H,H0 ; J) 

±Ho 
provided they exist, are partial isometries with initial subspaces .Yt'0 • From the definition of J 

it follows that J* is given by (J*u) (x) = E(x) u(x). Thus J* is bounded invertible and this 

shows that the initial subspace of the wave operators W ±(H0, H; J*) is pacJ(', provided they 

exist. All these facts together imply that the existence of the wave operators W ±(H, H0 ; J), 

W ±(H0 , H; J*) already leads to their partial isometry and completeness. 
Thus it remains to prove the existence ofthe strong wave operators W ±(H,H0 ;J), W ±(H0,H ;J*), 

and this will be done with the help of Prop. 5 and Remark 6. That is, we shall show that 

R(i) VR0(i) E 2 00 (.Yt'0 , .Yt') and VR0(i)m E 2 1(.Yt'0, Jt') with m = n + 2. 
We have V = HJ- JH0 = E-1JH0J-1J- JH0 = (E-lJ- J) H 0• Now Ju = u and 

(E-1u) (x) = E-1(x) u(x) imply that E-1J = JE-1, where E is given by the same matrix-valued 

function as E, i.e. (Eu) (x) = E(x) u(x), u E .Yt'0• This gives 

V = J(E-1 - 1) H0 = JE-1(1 -E) H0 • (27) 

Thus, to prove VR0 (i)m E 2 1(.Yt'0 , .Yt') it suffices to prove that (1 - E) H 0R0(i)m E 2 1(Jt'0), or 

equivalently that (1 -E) R0(i)m-1 E 2 1(.Yt'0). For this we use (9.69) which says that 

l 

(R0(i)i u)" (k) = ((i- H0)-i u) 11 (k) = }.; (i- Aq(k))-i Pq(k) u(k) 
q=l 

l 
= }.; (i- lkl .Aq(~))-i uq(k) 

q=l 
(28) 

with lluqll = iiPqull ~ llull and ~ = kflkl. Because of our assumptions in the theorem, all roots 

Aq(k) satisfy the estimate 0 < a1 ~ Aq(~) ~ a2 < oo for all 1~1 = 1. This shows that the functions 
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{/q(k}} := {(i - lkl Aq(~)l-m-ll)} E Lfn+l)J2(lR••, dk). By assumptiol!! (1- E( · });,; E Lfn+ll/2 fiR", dx). 
Thus, from (27) and these relations we see that the inclusion (1 - E) R0(i)m-1 E .!l'1(Jt"0) is a simple 
consequence of the following lemma. 

Lemma 10. Let f( · ), g( ·) E Ld2(1R", dx) with some ~ > n/2. Further, let F denote the Fourier 
operator on L 2(1R", dx) and let f, g denote the multiplication operators by f(x), g(x) on L 2 (1R.11, dx). 
Then fFgF-1 E .!l'1 (L2(1R", dx)). 

Proof. See the Notes and Remarks. • 

The last step is to show that R(i) VR0(i) E .!l' 00(£'0 , Jt"). A simple calculation leads to 

(i - B)-1 = (iE - J H 0J-1)-1 E = J(iE - H0)-1 J-1E. 

This yields 
R(i) VR0(i) = J(iE- H0)-1 J-1EJE-1(1 -E) B 0(i- B 0)-1 

= J(iE- B 0)-1 (1- E) B 0(i- B 0)-1 • 

Since E is a bounded operator, (iE- H0)-1 (i- H0) is bounded. Using this and the equality 
above, we get 

R(i) VR0(i) = (J(iE- B 0)-1 (i- B 0}) (i- B 0}-1 (1- E) (B0(i- B 0)-1). 

Thus, it suffices to prove (i- H0)-1 (1 - E) E .!l' 00(£'0 ). The same reasoning as above for proving 
that VR0(i)m E .!l'1(Jt"0 , Jt") with the help of (28) can now be used to show that it is enough to 
prove fFgF-1 E .!l' oo(L2(1R", dx)), where f, g are multiplication operators by bounded functions 
f(x}, g(x) vanishing at infinity and where F is the Fourier operator on L2(1R", dx). Since f and g 
can be approximated in norm by functions fm, Ym E L2(1R",dx}, since fmFgmF-1 E .!l'2(L2(1R", dx)) 
by Lemma 8, and since fmFgmF-1 -+ fFgF-1 in norm and the norm limit of Hilbert Schmidt 
operators is compact, fFgF-1 E .!l' 00 (£2(1R.", dx)). This concludes the proof of the existence of the 
strong, partially isometric and complete wave operators W ±(B, B 0 ; J). 

23* 



17. Smooth Perturbations 

17 .1. Smooth operators 

17 .1.1. Basic notions 

First we introduce the basic definition for this chapter. 

Definition 1. Let X be a closed operator from .¥!' to another Hilbert space .?It" with 
dom X dense in ;Ye. X is called H-smooth if and only if for each u E .¥/'and each e =1= 0, 
R(). + ie) u E dom X for almost all). E 1R (mod I· I) and 

00 

IIXIIH2 := sup (2nt2 J liiXR(). + ie) uil2 + I[XR().- ie) ul!2} d).< oo. (1) 
lluJI=l,s>O -oo 

Note that this definition is symmetric with respect to H and -H, i.e. IIXIIH < oo 
implies IIXII-H < oo and the equality of these two numbers. Later we shall consider 
some examples showing that the class of H-smooth operators is not empty if pac > 0. 

Next we prove that one can weaken the assumptions in Definition 1. 

Proposition 2. Let X have the properties given in Definition 1 except (1). Suppose that 
for each vector u E .Ye 

00 

sup J IIIXR(). + ie) u\[2 + llXR().- ie) ull2} d). ~ c" < oo. 
•>0 -00 

(2) 

Then relation ( 1) is also true. 

Proof. 1. For fixed e > 0, D,± := XR(). ± ie) considered as operators from .Ye into 
L2(1R d).; .Ye') are defined on the whole Hilbert space.¥!' because of (2). Now we show 
that D,+ is closed, and this implies then that D/ is bounded because of the c1osed 
graph theorem (see WEIDMANN [1, p. 94]). 

Let Un E .¥/' be strongly convergent to u E .¥/'. Assume further that D/un converges 
strongly to v E L2(1R., d).; .¥/''). This implies that there exists a subsequence unk such 
that (D/unk) (A.) converges strongly in .Ye' to v().) a.e. (mod 1·1) (see NATANSON [1, 
p. 185]). On the other hand; there is a null set A0 , lAo I = 0, so that R(). + ie) unk E dom X 
and R(A. + ie) u E dom X for all). E JR.'. Ll 0 and nk. Therefore 

XR(). + ie) unk = (D/unk) (A.), XR(). + ie) u = (D/u) ().) are defined for 

). E JR.'. A0 , and for these values of). we have XR(). + ie) unk---+ XR(). + ie) u strongly; 
i.e. (D,+unk) ().) converges a.e. (mod 1·1) to (D/u) {).). Thus (D,+u) (A.) = v().) a.e. 
(mod 1·1}; and this implies D,+u = v =s-lim D/un. But this means precisely that D,+ 

n~oo 

is closed. Similarly we can prove that D,- is closed and thus bounded. 
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2. By (2) we have for each vectoru that IID,±ull ~ c,. < oo for all e > 0. Applying the 
principle of uniform boundedness to the family of bounded operators D,±, we get that 
IID,±J[ ~ c < oo for all e > 0, and this is relation (1). • 

Note that (2) implies thatXR(A ± ie) u are elements of the HardyclassJt?(1R, dA; Jf''). 
In particular, this ensures that the limits s-lim XR(A ± is) u exist a.e. (mod 1·1), u E ;f, 

.-+o 
and these limits are elements of L2(1R, dA; Jf'') (see Section 1.2.3). The next proposition 
gives a definition of H-smoothness in terms of the unitary group e-un, i.e. a so-called 
time-dependent definition. 

Proposition 3. X isH-smooth if and O'Yily if for all u E Jf', e-itH u E dom X for almost 
all t(mod 1·1} and 

00 

c0 : = sup (2n}-1 J IIX e-itHull2 dt < oo. 
Jlull=l _ 00 

Then c0 = IIXllk· 

Proof. The statement is a simple consequence of the equations 

oo ±oo J IIXR(A ± is) ull2 dA = ±2n J e-2•1tl !IX e-1tHull2 dt 
-oo 0 

or e > 0 and all u E Jf' (see (3.39)) and (3.40)) and Definition 1. • 

Remark 4. Looking at the proof above, we see that 

00 

j (IIXR(A + is) ul\2 + IIXR(A - is) ull2) dA 
-oo 

(3) 

is a monotone decreasing function in e. Consequently, it suffices to consider the sup
remum in Definition 1 over e E (0, Eo} with Eo > 0 arbitrary. 

Now we are able to prove some simple properties of H-smooth operators. 

Theorem 5. If X is H -smooth, then 

(i) X isH-bounded with relative bound zero, 
(ii) ima X*~ pac)f', i.e. Xu= 0 if u E (P00)1.£>, 

Proof. (i) From (3.8) we obtain, for u' E dom X* 

00 

i(X*u', R(A +is) u) = J (X*u', e- 11Hu) ellA e-et dt. 
0 

Using the Schwarz inequality and Prop. 3, we find 

00 

j(X*u', R(A +is) u)j2 ~ (2E)-1 J !(X*u', e-1tHu)l2 dt 
0 

00 

:::; (2e)-1 1!u'Jl2 f I!X e-1tHull2 dt ~ (n/s) llu'\12 \\Xn\\2 1\ul\2 • 

0 

(4) 
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(4) shows that R(). +is) u E dom X**= dom X and therefore that dom X~ dom H. 
Furthermore, the estimate ( 4) yields 

i1XR(2 + is)ll2 ~ (n/s) IIXII~· (5) 

Setting in (4),). = 0 and u = (H +is) v, we get 

leading to !!X vii ~ n1i2 1!XIIH (s-1i21!Hvil + s1i2 llvll). Since the set of admissible vectors 
v (in this estimate) equalsdom Hands> 0 is arbitrary, X isH-bounded with H-bound 
zero. 

(ii) Let u E dom X*. Then, using the first resolvent identity, 

b 

J lim (X*u, R(2 +is) X*u}j2 d). 
a 

b 

= 1/4 f !(u, XR(2 +is) X*u) - (u, XR(2 -is) X*u}j2 d2 
a 

b b 

= s2 J i[R(). + is) X*ull4 d). ~ s2 J IIR(). + is) X*ll4 llul[4 d).. 
a a 

By (5), this gives the estimate 

b 

J lim (X*u, R(). +is) X*u)l2 dA. ;;:;; ib - al n2 1lXIlH4 1lull4 , 

a 

proving, similarly as in the proof of Prop. 3.21, that for each bounded intervall (a, b), 
E((a, b)) X*u E pac;Yt'. Since this is true for each vector u E dom X* and interval 
(a, b), we obtain the desired result ima X* ~ pac:Yf'. • 

This theorem states that the set of H-smooth operators is defined on dom Hand that 
only the absolutely continuous part of H is important. If H is bounded, then it is 
obvious that all H-smooth operators are bounded. 

It is also easily verified that the set of H-smooth operators with the same final 
space £'' forms a Banach space with the norm ll· IIH· 

The following statement says that there are many equivalent definitions of 
H -smoothness. 

Theorem 6. Let X be a closed operator from £' to another Hilbert space £''. Then the 

following statements are equivalent: 

(i) X isH-smooth, 
IIXE((a, b)) ull2 

(ii) dom H ~ dom X and c1 := sup < oo, 
IJuiJ=l,-oo<a<b<oo b - a 

... IIE((a, b)) X*ujj2 
(m) c2 := sup < oo, 

UEdomX•,JiuiJ=l b - a 
-oo<a<b<oo 
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(iv) c3 := (2n)-1 sup l(X*u, (R(z)- R(z)) X*u)l < oo, 
uedomx•. 
IJu!I=I,z~JR 

(v) c4 := n-1 sup IIR(z) X*uj[2 jim zj < oo, 
uedomx•. 
IJuiJ=I,z~JR 

(vi) dom H ~ dom X and c5 := n-1 sup IIXR(z) ujj2 jim zj < oo, 
IJuiJ=I,z~JR 
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(vii) dom H ~ dom X and c6 := n-1 sup {jjXR(z) ull2 + IIXR(z) ull2} jim zj < oo. 
IJuiJ=I,z~JR 

Moreover, if any (and thus all) of the nurnhers ci, c2, ... , c6 is finite, then all C; are equal 

to 11XIIn2• 

Proof. 1. First we show that sup IIXBuj[/j[ull =<XI is equal to cx2 :=sup liB* X*u'll/llu'll 
ueJft' u' edomx• 

for BE !l'(.?t'), ima B ~ dom X, and X closed. If cxi < oo then j(u, B* X*u')l 

= !(XBu, u')j ~ cx1 l[ull · j[u'j[ for any u E .?t' and u' E dom X*. Hence j[B* X*u'l[ ~ cx1 llu'll 

and cx1 ~ cx2• If <X2 < oo then j(Bu, X*u')l = j(u, B*X*u')l ~ cx2 j[ull·llu'll· Thus 

Bu E dom X** = dom X with IIXBuj[ ~ cx2 j[ull so that cx1 ~ cx2• This gives the desired 

relation cx1 = cx2• 

2. From cx1 = cx2 we get that c1 = c2 and c4 = c5 • Further, we have that 

(X*u, (R(z)- R(z)) X*u) = -2 i Im z IIR(z) X*uj[2 • 

This proves c3 = c4• Thus it is sufficient to verify the relations IIXII~ ~ c3 ~ c2 ~ IIXII~ 

and c3 ~ c6 ~ I!XIIn2• 

3. j[Xj[~ ~ c3• We may assume c3 < oo. If Im z < 0, then the operator 

(2ni)-1 (R(z) - R(z)) = -n-1 Im z R(z) R(z) 

is symmetric and nonnegative. Let K(z) be the nonnegative square root of this operator. 

Then 

IIK(z) X*u'll 2 = (2nit1 (X*u', [R(z)- R(z)] X*u') ~ c3 1[u'j[2 • 

By the relation cx1 = cx2 in 1., we have that for every u E .?t', XK(z) u E .?t'' exists and 

(6) 

Further, 
00 

J I[X(R(J.- ie)- R(J. + ie)) ull 2 d.i. 
-00 

00 00 

= 4n2 J j[XK(J.- ie)2 ull2 d.i. ~ 4n2c3 J !!K(J.- ie) ull2 d.i. 
-co -oo 

00 

~ 4n2c3(2ni)-I J (u, (R(J.- ie) - R(J. + ie)) u) d.i. = 4n2c3 ll1tll2 (7) 
-00 

because of the first resolvent identity and (3.10). Now by (3.8), 

00 

X(R(}.- ie)- R(J. + ie)) u = i J e-•ltl eiAIX e-ltHu dt. 
-oo 
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Then Parseval's equation says that 

~ ~ 

J IIX(R(A.- ie)- R(A. + ie)) ull2 dA. = 2n J e-2•1111[X e-1tHu!l2 dt. (8) 
-oo -oo 

By Prop. 3 and (7), we get !lXII~ ~ c3• 

4. c3 ~ c2• We have 

~ 

R(A.- ie) - R(A. + ie) = J 2ie(e2 + (A. - A.')2)-1 E(dA.'). 
-~ 

This gives for u' E dom X* 

~ 

(X*u', [R(A.- ie)- R(A. + ie)] X*u') = 2i J e(e2 +(A.- A.')2)-11lE(dA.') X*u'!ll. 
-~ 

We may assume ~ < oo. Then !IE(LI) X*u'll2 ~ ~ ILIII[u'll2 and so llE(dA.) X'l'u'!l2 

~ c2 Hu'l[2 dA.. Thus the expression above taken in absolute value is smaller then or 
equal to 2n~ !lu'!l2• This proves the relation c3 ~ ~· 

5. c3 ~ c6 • Since c3 = c, = c5 and c4 ~ c6 is obvious, this relation is verified. 
6. c2 ~ I[XII~· Let u E dom X*. Suppose that a and bare not eigenvalues of H. Then, 

by (3.16), 

I(X*u, E((a, b)) u')l2 = (4n2)-1 lim I j (X*u, [R(A.- ie) - R(A. + ie)] u') dA.I
2 

e-++0 a 

~ 

~ (4n2)-1 l[u1[2jb- aj lim J IIX(R(A.- ie) - R(A. + ie)) u'll2 dA. 
e-++0 -~ 

~ ib - aji!XIln2 lfull2 llu'll2 

where we have used (8) and Prop. 3 in the last step. By a limit process we can extend 
this relation to the case where a and/or bare eigenvalues. This gives c2 ~ I[X!In2• 

7. c6 ~ llXII~· We have (see (3.8)) 

±~ 

-i(X*u', R(A. ± ie) u) = J (X*u', e- 11Hu) eitA e-•111 dt. 
0 

Using the Schwarz inequality and integrating the first factor, we obtain 

±~ 

I(X*u', R(A. ± ie) u)jZ ~ (2et1 !lu'll2 J !IX e-1tHu!l2 dt • 
0 

Summing up the two terms, for the + and the - sign, we obtain 

~ 

HXR(A. + ie) u!l2 + !IXR(A. - ie) ull2 ~ (2e)-1 J !IX e-11Hu!l2 dt. 
-~ 

From Prop. 3 and the definition of c6 the desired relation follows. • 
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17.1.2. Representation as integral operators 

This section is devoted to the proof that for each H-smooth bounded operator X the 
operator X* X is an integral operator with L""-kernel with respect to a spectral re
presentation of H. The proof will be done in several steps. 

Lemma 7. Let .Yl' = L2(Ll, dx; f 0), H be the multiplication operator by x in .Yl', and 
let X E !l'(.Yl', .Yl'') beH-smooth. Thenthereisan !l'(.Yl'', f 0)-valuedstrongly 1·1-measurable 
function F(x) defined on Ll such that i!F(x)ll ~ llXIIn and (X*u') (x) = F(x) u' for every 
u' E .Yl''. 

Proof. Let u' E .Yl'' and set v := X*u' E Jlt' and 

w(l) := J v(x) dx E f 0 , (9) 
InLI 

where v(x) is the representer of v with respect to .Yl' = L2(Ll, dx; f 0) and I runs through 
all finite intervals. Then 

llw(l)ll ~ J llv(x)ll dx ~ 1111' 2 { J llv(x)ll2 dx)1' 2 

InLI InLI 

= 1111' 2 11En(I n Ll) vii= 1111' 2 11En(I) X*u'll 

~ Ill · I!XIIn llu'll, (10) 

by Theorem 6. Now the derivative w'(x) =s-lim w(Iz,e)/ llz,el• Iz,e = (x- e, x +e) 
e-++0 

exists a.e. (mod I·!) (set v(x) = 0 on IR. '- Ll and use the results of Section 1.2.4). Choose 
a countable dense set of vectors u, in .Yl''. Such a set exists because .Yl'' is separable. 
Furthermore, define the corresponding quantities v,., w,(I) and w,.'(x) as above. Ob
viously, there is a null set F0 such that w,.'(x) exists for all n if x E IR. '- F0• Let u' E J't'' 
and x E IR. '-F0• For any e > 0 we can find a vector u, so that llu' - u 11 11 < e. Then we 
have, by (10) 

llw(I) - w,.(I)!I ~ IIXIIn Ill e 

and therefore 

Thus 

lim sup Ill/ z.al-1 w(I z.a) - w,.'(x)ll ~ e llXIIn. 
,_..+0 

x E IR. '- F0 • 

lim sup 1111 z.a,l-1 w(I z.a,) - !I z.a,l-1 w(I z.a,)ll ~ 2e IIXIln · 
6,,6,--++0 

Since e > 0 was arbitrary, the left-hand side must vanish. This means that w'(x) exists 
for all x E IR. '-Fo and u' E .Yl''. Clearly, w'(x) dependslinearlyonu' and llw'(x)ll ~ IIXIIn X 
!lu'll, by (10). Thus setting F(x) u := w'(x) for x E IR. '-Fo and F(x) u = 0 for x E F0, 

we get an operator F(x): .Yl'' ~ f 0 for x E IR. with IIF(x)ll ~ IIXIIn· Since F(x) u = w'(x) 
= v(x) = (X*u') (x) a.e. (mod I·!) and v(x) is 1·1-measurable, F(x) is also strongly 
!·!-measurable. This concludes the proof. • 
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Lemma 8. Under the assumptions of Lemma 7 one has 

Xu= J F(x)* u(x) dx for u E dom H. 
Ll 

(11) 

Proof. Note that F(x)* E !l'(.:f0 , Jt'') so that F(x)* u(x) E Jt'' for each x E L1 and 
u E Jt' = L 2(L1, dx; .:f0). F(x)* u(x) is !·!-measurable because F(x) is strongly !·!
measurable and u(x) is !·!-measurable. Since 

I[F(x)* u(x)l!~. ~ IIXiin l!u(x)ll~., 

by Lemma 7, F(x)* u(x) is Bochner integrable for u E dom H. This follows from u(x) 
= (x + iet1 u(x), u E Jt' because of u E dom Hand the fact that u( ·) E L 2(L1, dx; ;f0) 

and ( · + ie)-1 E L 2(1R, dx). Now (11) follows from 

J (F(x)* u(x), v) dx = J (u(x), F(x) v) dx 

=(u,X*v)=(Xu,v) for uEdomH, v E Jt''. • 

Lemma 9. Under the assumptions of Lemma 7, D :=X* X is an integral operator with 
kernel D(x, x') such that 

(Du) (x) = J D(x, x') u(x') dx', 
Ll 

u E dom H, 

and IID(x, x')ll ~ 11XIIn2 a.e. (mod I· 1). 

Proof. It follows from Lemma 7 and Lemma 8 that if v = X*Xu, u E dom H, then 

v(x) = F(x) Xu = F(x) J F(x')* u(x') dx' = J D(x, x') u(x') dx' 
Ll Ll 

a.e. (mod I· I) with D(x, x') := F(x) F(x')*. Further 

IID(x; x')ll = IIF(x) F(x')*ll ~ IIF(x)ll · IIF(x')l! ~ 11XIIn2 

a.e. (mod I· I) because of Lemma 7. This proves the lemma. • 

Lemma 10. Let Hand Jt' be as in Lemma 7. Further, let D be a bounded nonnegative 
operator on Jt' = L 2(L1, dx; .:f0) of the form 

(Du) (x) = J D(x, x') u(x') dx' 
Ll 

for u E dom H, with ess sup I[D(x, x')ll = b < oo. Then D112 is H-smooth with IIDI/2j[n 
= bl/2. z,z'ELI 

Proof. Let u E E(I) Jt' so that u(x) has support in L1 n I where I is a finite interval. 
Then 

i(Du, u)i = J J (D(x, x') u(x'), u(x)) dx dx' 
Ll Ll 

~ b J ilu(x')ll dx' J llu(x)ll dx ;:£ b (f l!u(x)ll dx}2;£ b IIII[u1[2• 
Ll Ll 1 
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Thus \ID1i2ull2 = \(Du, u)l ~ b 1111\u\12 for each u E E(J) :If'. This gives \ID112E(J)I\ ~ b Ill 
and therefore that Dl/2 isH-smooth by Theorem 6. On the other hand, by Lemma 9, 

we have 

ess sup 1\D(x, x')\1 = b ~ I\Dli2Jl~. 
x,x'ELI 

Thus 

IID1/21\H2 = b = ess sup 1\D(x, x')ll· • 
x,x'ELI 

Remark 11. From Lemma 10 we get that in Lemma 9 one can replace \[D(x, x')\l 

~ \[XI\H2 by ess sup 1\D(x, x')\1 = [[XI\H2• 

x,x'ELI 

Because of Theorem 5 we can restrict ourselves to the case where H is absolutely 

continuous. Let x, L2(L1, dx; :f x; 9") be a spectral representation of H, :If' (9" separable). 

Then one can assume without loss of generality that all :f x ~ :lf'0 where :lf'0 is any 

separable Hilbert space. Thus :If' = L2(L1, dx; :f x; 9") may be regarded as a subspace 

of :it = L 2(L1, dx; :/f'0) and H as a restriction of the multiplication operator f1 by x 

in this space, i.e. H =ill :If'. Further, let X be an integral operator in :If' = L2(L1, dx; 

:% x; 9") with the kernel X(x, x'). Then X can be regarded as a restriction to :If' of an 

integral operator X in :it with X =X on :If' and X = 0 on :it 8 :If'. Thus 

ess sup IIX(x, x')\1 = ess sup IIX(x, x')\l. Furthermore, X isH-smooth iff X is 11-smooth, 
z,z'E.1 z,z'E.d 

and 1\XIIH = \\XI Iii· These considerations reduce the general case to the special one treated 

in the lemmas. Then the following theorem is an easy consequence of the lemmas. 

Theorem 12. Let H be absolutely continuous and X E !l'(:lf', :If''). Then X isH-smooth 

if and only if D : = X* X is an integral operator given by 

(Du) (x) = J D(x, x') u(x') dx', u E domH, 
Ll 

with respect to a spectral representation x, L2(L1, dx; fx; 9") of H, :If' (9" separable) 

such that ess sup\\D(x, x')\1 = b < oo. Furthermore, one then has b = \\XI\H2• 

x.x'ELI 

Proposition 13. If H is bounded and HPac has no part with infinite multiplicity, then 

each H-smooth operator is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. 

Proof. It is sufficient to treat the case in which His simple and is absolutely conti

nuous. Then, if X isH-smooth, X* X is an integral operator with kernel D(x, x') with 

respect to the spectral representation x, L 2(L1, dx) of H, :If'. Thus 

J J \D(x, x')\2 dx dx' ~ ess sup \D(x, x')\2 \.1\2. 
Ll Ll x,x'ELI 

Since \L1\ < oo (His bounded) and ess sup \D(x, x')\ < oo (X isH-smooth), this proves 
x,x'ELI 

that the right side is finite and therefore X* X E 2'2(L2(L1, dx) ). • 
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Remark 14. For each selfadjoint operator H there is a sequence of projections P,. 
such that P,. E com H, E P,. = 1 and HP,. are bounded and simple. This shows that 

II 

every H-smooth operator X is "locally" a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, where "locally,. 
means that XP,. are Hilbert-Schmidt operators. 

17.1.3. Local smoothness 

In this section we want to generalize the notion of H-smoothness. The reason is that in 
applications the requirement that X isH-smooth is often too strong. 

Definition 15. A closed operator X from :;( to another Hilbert space ;;(' is called 
H-smooth in Ll, Ll a Borel set, if XE(LI) isH-smooth. 

Definition 16. Let X be a closed operator from:;( to another Hilbert space ;;t'. Assume 
there is a decomposition -oo = a 1 <~< ... <a,.= oo such that X isH-smooth on. 
each closed interval Ll contained in any set (a7, a;+1), i = {1, 2, , .. , n- 1}. Then X is 
called locally H -smooth. 

Remark 17. From this definition it immediately follows that the set of locally 
H-smooth operators with the same final space forms a linear space. 

The next theorem states that local H-smoothness is invariant with respect to changing 
H into 1X(H) where IX are certain real-valued functions. 

Theorem 18. Let X be a locally H-smooth operatm'. Let IX(·) be a real-valued differentiable· 
function such that there is a decomposition -oo = c1 < c2 < ... < c,. = oo, n E lN, 
with the property that 1X'(x) > 0 (m' IX'(x) < 0) on each open interval (c;, c;+l)· Then X is 
also locally 1X(H)-smooth. 

Proof. 1. It is obvious that XE(LI) is locally H-smooth for each Borel set Ll if X is 
locally H-smooth. Now 

X= ;~1 XE((c;, c;+1)) + XE C9: {c;})· 

(11-1 ) (11-1 ) Thus each summand is also local;~1 H-smooth. It holds E 1~2 {c;} ;;;;; E~IHI 8~1 {d8} 

with n1 E lN andd8 E JR. Thus XE c~2 {c;}) is also locally 1X(H)-smooth. By Remark 17, it 

therefore suffices to show that each operator XE9 ((c;, c;+l)) is locally 1X(H)-smooth, 
i E {1, 2, ... , n- 1}. 

Now we have EH((c;, C;+l)) ;;;;; Ea(H)(1X((c;, c;+1)). Thus Y; := XEH((c;, C;+l)) is 1X(H)
smooth on 1R '\.. IX(c;, c;+l)). It remains to show that there exists a decomposition 1X(c;) 
= a1 < a2 < .. · < a8 = 1X(C;+l) such that XE•(H)([a, b]) is IX( H)-smooth for each 
interval [a, b] c: (ar, arH), j' E {1, 2, ... , s- 1}. Since X is locally H-smooth, there is a 
decomposition c; = e1 < · · · < eP = c;+l such that XE ([a', b']) is H-smooth for each 
interval [a', b'J c: (e1,, er+tl• f' E {1, 2, ... , p - 1}. Now we set a8 := 1X(e8 ). Then 
E([a', b']) :S:: Ea(H)(1X([a', b'])) = Ea(H)([a, b]) with 1X(a') =a, 1X(b') = b and [a, b] 
(a;'.• af+l) ~ (1X(C;), 1X(C;+l)). Set X I E([a.', b']) :;(=X, E([a', b']) :;( = ;/1' and 1X(H) 
= 1X(H) I E([a'; b']) :;f. Then we see that the proof of local 1X(H)-smoothness of X is 
reduced to the question: 
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Suppose that the selfadjoint operator 11 on .it is bounded and absolutely continuous, 
that X is 11-smooth, and that iX'(x) > 0 on the spectrum of 11. Does it follow that X is 
1X(11)-smooth1 The case iX'(x) < 0 is similar since H-smoothness is invariant with 
respect to changing H into -H. 

2. Now we prove that the answer to this question is yes. By using the spectral re
presentation of 11, .it and Theorem 5 it is easy to see that it is enough to consider the 
special case in which 11 is the multiplication operator by x on the Hilbert space 
:it= L2([a', b'], dx; Jlf'0). Then we know from Theorem 12 that X* X is an integral 
operator with a kernel D(x, x') such that IID(x, x')ll ;;;;; \lXII~ < oo a.e. (mod I· 1). For 
the proof of the iX(H)-smoothness of X it is sufficient, by the same theorem, to show 
that X* X is an integral operator with respect to the spectral representation of iX(H), 
:it such that its kernel D.(x, x') is essentially bounded. Now the transformation from H, 
:/1 to the spectral representation of 1X(I1), :/1 is given by 

u(x) --7 u(x) = u(iX-1(x)) (1X'(iX-1(x)))-1/2, 

Then the integral operator X* X with the kernel D(x, x') goes over into an integral 
operator with the kernel 

under this transformation. Thus,notethat:/1--7 L 2(1X([a', b')) dx; Jlf'0), ess sup IID.(x, x'))l[ 
z,z' Eo([a',b']) 

;;;;; ess sup IID(x, x')ll ess sup ( 1X'(x) 1X'(x') )-112. The right side is finite because IX'(x) > 0 
x.z'E[a',b'] .zo,x'E[a',b'] _ 

on [a', b'] and IID(x, x')\1 ;;;;; ![XII~< oo a.e. (mod I· 1). This proves the theorem. • 
It is possible to generalize the class of functions in this statement. One can also 

formulate such a theorem for H-smooth operators, but then the class of admissible 
functions is much smaller. For example, if X isH-smooth, then X is in general not 
H 2-smooth. 

Proposition 19. Let X be a closed operator from .?/1' to another Hilbert space .?/1''. Suppose 
that dom X ~ dom H and let L1 ~ JR. Further suppose that 

(I) sup lei IIXR(A + is)ll2 < oo, s0 > 0, 
o<l•l<•o.AELI 

(II) sup iiXR(A + is) X* II < oo, s0 > 0. 
0<•<•0,AELI 

Then X is H -smooth on clo Ll. 

Proo.f. (1) For each s =!= 0, IIXR(A + is)\1 is continuous in A, so the bound c := sup 
I.ELI,O< 1•1 <eo 

jsJilXR(A + is)J\2 extends to all A E clo Ll. Now assume that A E 1R "- clo Ll. Choose 
10 E clo Ll such that \A - A0 \ = dis(A, clo Ll). Then 

jsJIIXR(A +is) E(clo Ll) ujj2 

= JsjjjXR(A0 +is) (1 -(A- A0) R(A +is)) E(clo Ll) ujj2 

;;;;; jejjjXR(A0 + is)ll2 ll(1 -(A- A0) R(A +is)) E(clo Ll) u1J2 

;;;;; 4 jsj1JXR(A0 + is)il2 llull2 
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where we have used the first resolvent identity and 1?. - ?.01 · 1?. + ie - xJ-1 < 1 for 
any x E clo Ll. Thus 

sup leJifXR(J. + ie) E(clo Ll)l\2 < oo 
.!ElR.,O<I•I<•o 

and this proves, by Theorem 6 and Remark 4, that XE(clo Ll) isH-smooth. 
(2) Since (XR(J. + ie) X*)* = XR(J. - ie) X*, we get from (II) that 

c := sup JJXR(J. + ie) X*lf < oo • 
.!ELI,O<I•I<•o 

Thus 

sup \eiiiR(?. + ie) X*\1 2 = sup lei\IXR(J. + ie) R(J. - ie) X*ll 
.leLI,O<I•I<•o .!ELI,O<I•I<•o 

sup (1/2) IIX[R(J. + ie)- R(?.- ie)] X*\1 ~ c < oo • 
.!ELI,O<I•I<•o 

By i]R(?. + ie) X*ll = IIXR(?. - ie)\1, this implies that assumption (I) holds, and there
fore XE(clo Ll) isH-smooth. • 

The next proposition relates positive commutators to H-smooth operators and 
absolute continuity of H. 

Proposition 20. Let A be a bounded selfadjoint operator on :/1'. Suppose that there is a 
closed operator 0 such that 0 = i(HA - AH) ~ 0 in the form sense. Then 0 112 isH-smooth. 
In particular, if ker 0 = 10}, then His absolutely continuous. 

Proof. From the definition of 0, (u, Ou') = i[(Hu, Au') - (Au, Hu')] for 
u, u' E dom H, we find that dom (Jl/2;;;;? doin H. Now, for u E dom H, 

Thus 
t J (u, elrHO e-lrHu) d-r = (u, eltH A e-IIHu) _ (u, ei8H A e-isHu). 

8 

This gives 

t 

J 1101/2 e-lrHu\12 d• ~ 211AII· \lull2 • 

8 

Since sand tare arbitrary, we obtain for u E dom H 

00 

2 /lA// · /lu/12 ~ J e-2•111 /101/2 e-iiHu/12 dt 
-co 

00 

-oo 
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By taking the supremum of the right side over e > 0 and !lull = 1, we find that 0 112 

satisfies the assumptions of Definition 1, that is, 0 112 isH-smooth. Here we have used 
that the right side is defined for all u because dom 0 112 ~ dom H. The other statement 
of this proposition follows from Theorem 5. • 

To illustrate that the theory of H -smoothness is not empty, we present some simple 
examples. 

Example 21. Let H be the multiplication operator by x on£'= L2([a, b], dx). Assume that X 
is an integral operator with a uniformly bounded kernel X(x, x'), i.e. 

b 

(Xu) (x) = J X(x, x') u(x') dx' and sup IX(x, x')l = c <co. 
a x.x'E[a,b] 

Then X isH-smooth. This follows from the fact that X*X then also has a uniformly bounded 
kernel and from Theorem 12. When X(x, x') is not uniformly bounded but sup IX(x, x')l < co 

xE[a,b],x'€.1 
for all closed intervals L1 c (a, b), then X is locally H-smooth. This is a consequence of the fact 
that XE(L1) is H-smooth for each closed L1 c (a, b) since the kernel of the integral operator 
XE(L1) is given by X(x, x') X.1(x'). 

Example 22. Let H = -i djdx on£'= L2(lR, dx). Let X be the multiplication operator by 
the function a(x) with a(·) E L2(lR, dx). Then we have 

00 00 00 

J IIX e-itHujj2 dt = J dt J dx ja(x) u(x - t)j2 (12) 
-oo -00 -00 

because of (e-itHu) (x) = u(x - t). Now 

00 00 

J dx J dt ja(x)J2 Iu(x- t)l2 = llall2 llull2 • 

-oo -oo 

By Fubini's theorem, we get that the integral (12} also exists and equals llall2 llull2 < co. By 
Prop. 3, this proves that X is H-smooth. Furthermore, by Theorem 18, we get that X is also 
locally H2-smooth. By a more careful consideration one can see that X is H2-smooth on each set 
L1 c JR. with L1 n (-e, e)= H for some e > 0. 

17 .2. Existence of wave operators 

17 .2.1. Symmetrical case 

In this and the following section we apply the smoothness theory to the questions of 
existence and completeness of wave operators for the triple {H, H 0 , J}. Moreover, the 
assumption that the perturbation V = HJ- JH0 is in a certain sense smooth with 
respect to H 0 and H will provide us with additional information about the singular parts 
of Hand H 0• 

Theorem 23. Suppose that: 

(I) V := HJ- JH0 = B*A in the form sense. 
(II) A is H0-smooth and B isH-smooth. 
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Then the limits 

s-lim eiiHJ e-iiHo' 
I_,.± co 

s-lim eltHoJ* e-ltH 
I_,.± co 

exist for both signs, + and -. In particular, the strong wave operators W±(H, H 0 ; J), 
W ±(H0, H; J*) exist for both signs. 

Proof. By (II) and Theorem 5, dom B ~ dom H and dom A ~ dom H0• Thus the 
expression 

w(t) := (v, e11H(HJ- JH0) e-IIHou) = (B e-11Hv, A e-11H•u) 

is well-defined for all u E dom H0 n PocJt"0 and v E dom H. This gives, using the 
Schwarz inequality and Prop. 3 

t { I I }1/2 
sup J !w( -r)l d-r ~ sup J liB e-lrHvll2 d-r J ![A e-l•H•uii2 d-r 

vedomH,IIt~ll=l 8 vedomH 8 8 
111111=1 

Thus, the system {H, H0, J} satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 15.2 with ~0 = dom H0 

n ~.T/'0 and~= dom H, and this implies that the limit s-lim eitHJ e-UHoPoc exists. 
l_,.oo 

By Theorem 5 and (II), A(Po0)~ = V(Poc)~ = 0. This implies according to Lemma 
14.15 the existence of s-lim e11HJ e-11H•(Poc)~ = J(Po0)~. Therefore the strong limit 

t_,.oo 
of e11HJ e-IIH, exists. Similarly, we can prove the existence of the other limits. This 
concludes the proof. • 

Remark 24. Assume the homogeneous parts of H0 I Po0Jt"0 and HI pacJt> have finite 
multiplicity. Then we see from Prop. 13 that {II) implies E(A) (HJ - JH0) E0(A') 
E !l\(.T/'0, .Tt') for all finite intervals A, A'. Thus, as far as the existence of wave ope
rators is concerned, smooth perturbations can also be treated by trace class methods. 

Corollary 25. In addition to the assumptions of Theorem 23 assume that J is bounded 
invertible and A-lim iiJ e-ltH•ul!2 = l!ull2 for all u E Jt"0• Then H and H0 are unitarily 

,_,.±co 
equivalent and the wave operators W+(H, H 0 ; J) and W_(H, H 0 ; J) are partial isometries 
and complete. 

Proof. From Theorem 23 we obtain the existence of the limits 

J± :=s-lim eltHJ e-itHo, 
,_,.±co 

J ± :=s-lim eiiHoJ* e-IIH, 
,_,.±co 

Further we have J ± * = J ±because of (e11HJ e-11H•)* = e11H•J* e-IIH, Since J, and thus 
also J*, is bounded invertible. Prop. 9.39 implies that the operators J± and J± have 
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support £'0 and£' respectively. Further, 

t__,.±co t__,.±co 

yields that J ±are isometric and thus even unitary operators (supp J ± * = supp J ± = £'). 
By Prop. 9.10 (P•x = 1 here) we obtain that J± are intertwining operators for H, H 0 ; 

i.e. Hand H0 are unitarily equivalent. Now W±(H, H0 ; J) = J±Poc and W±(H0, H; J*) 
= J ±pac. Then the unitarity of J± leads to the assertions about the wave operators. • 

Theorem 26. Let L1 be a bounded open interval. Suppose that: 

(I) V := HJ- JH0 = B*A in the form sense. 
(II) A is H 0-bounded and B is H -bounded. 
(III) A is H 0-smooth on L1 and B is H -smooth on L1. 

Then the limits 

W± A:= s-lim eitHJ e-itHoEo(L1)' JV ±A:= s-lim eitHoJ* e-itHE(LJ) 
t__,.±co t__,.±co 

exist for both signs, + and-, and (W± £1)* = W ±£1· In particular, the strong wave operators 
W±(H, H0 ; JE0(L1)), W±(H0 , H; J*E(L1)) exist for both signs and W±(H, H0 ; JE0(L1))* 
= W±(H0 , H; J*E(L1)). 

Proof. By Theorem 23, the limits 

s-lim e11HE(L1) JE0(L1) e-itHo, 
t__,.±co 

exist. Now we claim that 

s-lim eitHoEo(L1) J*E(L1) e-itH 
t__,.±co 

s-lim E(IR. "'- ,1) eiiHJ e-1tHoE0(L1) = 0. 
t__,.±co 

(13) 

Clearly, this implies that W±£1 exist. Because of the symmetry in our assumptions we 
then get the existence of W ±.1· Furthermore, W±Ll£'0 ~ E(L1) £'and W ±Llyt ~ E 0(LI) £'0 
(see Prop. 9.20). This and 

w-lim Eo(LI) eitHoJ* e-itH = w-lim Eo(LI) eitHoJ* e-itHE(L1) = (W±LI)* 

(following from the existence of W±LI) imply (W±Ll)* = JV±LI· The assertions about the 
wave operators follow from these statements and W±(H, H0 ; JE0(L1)) = W±.1Poc, 
W±(H0,H;J*E(L1)) =lf±Llpac. 

It remains to prove (13). First, we note that it suffices to prove (13) with E 0(L1) 
replaced by E0(a) where a is any arbitrary closed subinterval of the open interval Ll. 
Let C(f be a contour enclosing a and have a nonvanishing distance to a and IR. '\._ L1. 
Then 

E(IR '\._ Ll) eitHJ e-11H•E0( a) u 

=. -(2nitl p E(IR. '\._ Ll) (z- Ht1 e11HJ e-itHoE0(a) u dz 
'6' 

+ (2nit1 p E (IR '\._ Ll) eltHJ e-itHo(z- H0t 1 E0(a) u dz 
'6' 

= -{2ni)-1 p E(IR. "'- Ll) eitH(R(z) J - JR0(z)) e-~tH•E0(a) u dz 
'6' 

24 Baumglirtei/Wollenberg 

(14) 
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where we have used the operator version of the Cauchy integral formula 

(2 • -1 ,+. ( 1 -1 d { 1 if Z1 iS in the interior Of rt/, 
:m) 'j.l z- z) z = 

'lf 0 if z' is outside of rc' 

and the fact that the spectrum of H 0E 8 ,(a) is in the interior ofrt/ and that of HE9 (JR. "-.d) 
is outside of <'C. 

Because the integrand on the last line of (14) is uniformly bounded on rc it suffices 
to prove 

s-lim (R(z) J- JR0(z)) e-118•E0(a) = 0 
t--+±oo 

for all nonreal z. But this follows from the estimate 

l(v, (R(z) J- JR0(z)) e-ttHoE0(a) u)l = I(BR(z) v, ARo(z) e-ttH•E0(a) u)l 

~ \lv\l\lBR(z)\l\lAE0(a) e-118•R0(z) u\\ 

if we use that BR(z) is bounded and AE0(a) is H 0-smooth. Then by Prop. 3, 
\IAE0(a) e-118•R0(z) u\12 is integrable in t and furthermore, it is uniformly continuous 
in t because AR0(z) is bounded and e-ttHou is uniformly continuous. Thus, by Lemma 
15.1, \IAE0(a) e-118•R0(z) u\\2 ~ 0 as t ~ oo. This concludes the proof. • 

Proposition 27. Suppose that assumptions (I) and (II) of Theorem 26 are satisfied. 
Further suppose that 

(III') A is locally H0-smooth and B is locally H-smooth. 
Then the limits 

s-lim eltH J e-ltHo P'JI,' 
1--+-±00 

s-lim eltHoJ* e-ttHp'JI 
1--+-±00 

exist for both signs. In particular, the strang wave operators W:(B, H0 ; J), W.,(H0, H; J*) 
exist for both signs. 

Proof. By definition of local-H-smoothness, there exist two decompositions 
-oo = a1 < a2 < ··· < a11 = oo and -oo = b1 < ··· < bn = oo such that A is 
H 0-smooth on each closed interval L1 c (a;, ai+l) and B is H-smooth on each closed 
interval Ll' c (b1, b1+1)· Clearly, there is a common decomposition, -oo = c1 < ... <em 
= oo such that A is H 0-smooth and B is H-smooth on each closed interval from 
(c;, c;+I)· By Theorem 26, the strong limits of 

exist for all u E ~0 = {u; u E E0(LI) P'JI,£'0 , L1 closed interval in (c1, ci+1), j E {1, 2, ... , 
m- 1}} and v E ~ = {v; v E E(LI) P'JI£', L1 closedintervalin (c1, ci+I) with j E {1, 2, ... , 
m -1}}. 

These sets are generating in P'JI.£' 0 and P'JI.Tt' respectively. Thus by the uniform 
buondedness of the operators eitHJ e-ttHo and ettH"J* e-ltH the strong limits exist 
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also for all vectors from P'JI,.Yt'0 and P'JI.Yt' respectively, proving the assertions of this 
propositon. • 

From this statement we easily get the following 

Corollary 28. In addition to the assumptions of Prop. 27 assume that J is bounded 
invertt"ble and A-lim I!J e-itH•P'JI,uil2 = llul!2• Then HP'JI and HoP'JI. are unitan1y equi-

t--+±oo 
valent and the wave operatorB W+(H, H0 ; J), W_(H; H0 ; J) are partiallyiBometric and com-
plete. 

Proof. From Prop. 27 we get that the limits 

W± :=s-lim eltHJ e-ltH,P'JI,; 
f--+±00 

W ±:=s-lim eltHoJ* e-lfHP'JI 
f--+±co 

exist. Since J, and thus also J*, is bounded invertible, the supports of W ± and W ± 

are P'JI • .1'f'0 and P'JI.Yt' respectively. Furthermore, from A-lim l[elfHJ* e-itH•P'JI,uilz 
f--+±00 

= UW±ull2 = P'JI,uil2 it follows that W± are partially isometric with initial subspaces 
P'JI,.Yt'. Since W ± and W ± exist, this gives 

w-lim P'JI, eltHoJ* e-ltH = w-lim P'JI, e118•J* e-ltH P'JI = W ± * 
1--+±oo f--+±oo 

=s-lim P'JI, e118•J* e-ltHP'JI = P'JI.W ± = W ±· 
f--+±CO 

Thus the final subspaces of W ± are equal to the initial subspaces of W ±• which coincide 
with P'JI.Yt'. This proves that the intertwining operators W± for Hand H0 are partial 
isometries from P'k,.Jtf'0 ontoP'JI.Jtf'. Therefore HP8 cand HoP'k. are unitarily equivalent. 
The assertions about the wave operators follow from the properties of W ±• • 

17 .2.2. Smallness condition 

Since it is often difficult to verify the H -smoothness of the operator B from the fac
torization V = B* A, we want to avoid this assumption by stronger requirements on 
A, B with respect to H 0• The way to do this is similar to that in the general factorization 
method (see Section 14.2.3). 

Theorem 29. SuppOBe that: 

(I) J is bounded invertible, 
(II) V := HJ- JH0 = B*A in the form 8er&8e with A: dom A 1-+ .Yt'0, 

(III) A iB H0-bounded and B is bounded, 
(IV) A and BJ Batisfy assumption (I) of Prop. 19 with req>ect to H0 and for an open 

interval L:l. Further, sup IIAR0(A + ie) J-1B*Il < 1for some e0 > 0. 
Then the limits lE<I,O<I•I<•• 

W±J :=s-lim eltHJ e-lfHoEo(L:I), 
f--+±00 

W ±A:= s-lim e118•J* e-if8 E(L1) 
f--+±00 

exiBt for both signs. Further, (W/1)* = W ±"• the support of W±" is E 0(L1) .Jf'0 and clo ima 
W±" = E(L:I) J{'. ImparticularthewaveoperatorB W ±(H, H0 ; JE0(L1)), W±(H0, H; J*E(L:I>) 

24* 
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exist in the strong sense, their supports are E0(L1) Pt/20, E(L1) pac.Y(' respectively, and 
we have W±(H, H 0 ; JE0(L1))* = W±(H0 , H; J*E(L1)). 

Proof. For the proof we use Theorem 26. Thus, we have to verify that B isH-smooth 
on .1. Using the second resolvent identity, we obtain (formally) 

00 

R(z) J = JR0(z) + JR0(z) J-IB* J: (AR0(z) J-IB*)" AR0(z). (15) 
n=O 

By (IV), this sum is convergent in norm and it is easy to show that the right side equals 
the left side. Now we multiply from the left with B. This gives 

BR(z) J = BJR0(z) (1 + X(z)) AR0(z) (16) 

where X(z) is an operator-valued function satisfying IIX(A. + ie)ll < c < oo for all 
A. E L1 and 0 < lei < e0• Using (IV) and Prop. 19 we easily obtain from this equation 
that B isH-smooth on .1. Thus, from Theorem 26 we get that W±LI and w±LI exist and 
( W ± Ll)* = W ±Lt. The assertion on the supports of these operators follow immediately 
from (I). Then the wave operators clearly exist and 

W±LI~c = W±(H, H0 ;JE0(Ll)), jf±Lipac = W±(H0 , H; J*E(L1)). 

This gives the other assertions about the wave operators. • 

This statements says, among other things, that HoE0(L1) and 1lE(L1) are unitarily 
equivalent because of the intertwining property W±LIH0 = HW±LI and the assertion 
on the supports of W±LI and (W±LI)*. 

When J is unitary, the theorem is considerably simpler. Then J-I V = J*V = J*HJ 
- H0 is selfadjoint. Thus the polar decomposition of J-I V is W I VI = I VI W with 
W = W*, as a simple calculation and the properties of the polar decomposition of self
adjoint operators (see K.ATO [1, p. 335]) show. Now take the factorization V = B* A 
= B* 1Vl1' 2• Therefore J-1B* = J*B* = W iVIl/2 = IVI 1' 2 W = BJ. This gives 

sup IIAR0(A. + ie) J-1B*Il = sup Ill Vl 1' 2 R0(A. + ie) I Vll/21\. 
Ae.d,O<I•I<•o AeLI.O<I•I<•o 

Thus; if this expression is finite, A = I Vll/2 and also BJ = W I Vl 112 satisfy assumption 
(II) (hence also assumption (I)) of Prop. 19 (i.e. this implies that A, BJ are H 0-smooth 
on .1). That is, it suffices to replace (IV) in Theorem 29 by the condition sup Ill Vl 112 

AeLI,O<I•I<•o 
X R0(A. + ie) I Vl 1' 21l < 1. Moreover, in this case the condition that B is bounded in 
(III) of Theorem 29 can be omitted, as one can see from (15), (16) and BJ = J-1B* 
=WI Vll/2· Naturally, the wave operators W±(H, H 0 ; JE0(L1)) are partially isometric 
and complete in this case. 

Corollary 30. Suppose that assumptions (I)- (III) of Theorem 29 are satisfied. Further 
suppose that 

(IV) A and BJ satisfy assumption (I) of Prop. 19 on S and 

sup I!AR0(A. + ie) J-IB*II < 1 for some e0 > 0 
AES,O<I•I <•o 

N 

where 8 = U (a0 , an+l) with -00 = a1 < fLa < • • • < aN = 00. 
n=l 
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Then the limits 

J± :=s-lim eitHJ e-itHop~•' J ±:=s-lim eitHoJ* e-itHp~ 
t---+±00 t->-±00 

exist. Further, J ± * = J ±• the support of J ± is P~ .£ 0 and clo ima J ± = PJ1.Yt'. In parti
cular, the strong wave operators W±(H, H0 ; J) exist and are complete. 

Proof. The proof is a simple consequence of Theorem 29 and the fact that 
P~ = En(S) P~, P'i£. = E n.(S) P'i£.- • 

Sometimes it is useful to replace the estimate of a sandwiched resolvent AR0(z) A* 
by the corresponding estimate for the sandwiched evolution A e-itH•A*. 

Proposition 31. Let C E '6'(£0 , £).Suppose that dom C ~ dom Hand 

00 

J 110 e-itHoC*II dt ~a< oo. 
-00 

Then sup IICR0(J. + is) 0*11 < a, s0 > 0, and C is H0-smooth. 
lEJR,O<I•I<•o 

Proof. The proof is a simple consequence of the equation (use (3.8)) 

±oo 
(CR0(}. +is) C*u, u') = i J e-•ltl e-iU(C e-itH. C*u, u') dt 

0 

and Prop. 19. • 

17.3. Applications 

17.3.1. Smooth perturbations of -i(dfdx) 

Let H 0 = -i(dfdx) on £'0 = L2(1R, dx). Further, let V be a symmetric integral operator with 
kern!.'! v(x, x') satisfying 

00 00 

J dx J dx' lf(x)-112 lf(x')-1 12 lv(x, x')l 2 ~ c < oo (17) 
-oo -oo 

where f(x) = (1 + lxl)-(l+e) with some e > 0. From this assumption we conclude that v(x, x') 
is square integrable, and thus V is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Therefore H. = H 0 + ex V is 
selfadjoint on the same domain as H 0 for all ex E IR. We want to prove that the complete wave. 
operators W ±(H., H0 ) exist and are unitary for all sufficiently small ex (here we have P(/ = 1). 

First we factor the perturbation V = B* A where B* = B is the multiplication operator by 
f(x) on L2(lR, dx) and we verify that sup IIAR0(A. +is) Bll < c1 < oo. This will be done with the 
help of Prop. 31. 'Ve have lEJR,O<I•I<•• 

J dt IIA e-itHoBul! = J dt(f dx JJ dx' f(x)-1 v(x, x') f(x' - t) u(x' - tW)112 

~ J dt (f dx J J dx' llf(x)-11· lf(x')-11· i·v(x,x')l} {if(x') f(x'- t) u (x'- t)\} )112 

~ J dt (f dx J dx' 1/(x)-1 \2 if(x')-112 /v(x, x')l2 J dx' lf(x') f(x' - t) u(x' - tW)* 
~ (c J dt (f dx' lf(x') f(x' - t) u(x'- t)1 2}lf2 

where we have used the Schwarz inequality and (17). Furthermore, 

f(x') f(x' - t) ~ 11 + Jx'l + Jx' - tJj-U H) ~ (1 + ltl)-(l+e). 
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Inserting this in the right side of the inequality above, we obtain 

J dt IJA e-iiHoBull;::;; Vc J dt 11 + ltll-{l+e) llull;::;; b < oo 

proving that, for sufficiently small cx, sup cx IIAR0(A. + is) Bll < 1. Thus, according to the remarks 
AEIR..O<I•I<•o 

after the proof of Theorem 29, the assumptions of Theorem 29 for Ll = IR and H, V replaced by 

H~, cx V are satisfied for all cx E [0, cx0) with some cx0 > 0. This proves that the strong wave operators 

W ±(H~, H0) exist for cx E (0, cx0), are partially isometric and have final subspace£. Thus, the wave 

operators are also unitary. This in turn implies that H~ is absolutely continuous for all cx E (0, cx0). 

17 .3.2. Potential scattering 

Let H0 = -Ll on £ 0 = :Yf' = L 2(IR3, dx). Further let V be the multiplication operator by the 

real-valued function q( ·) E L2(1R2, dx) n Ll(IR3, dx). Then H"' := H0 + cx V, cx E IR, is selfadjoint 

with dom H 0 = dom H~. We want to prove that the strong wave operators (W ±H~, H0 ) exist 

and are unitary for all sufficiently small cx. 
Let V = B*A where A is multiplication by the function lq(x)ll/2 which belongs to L2(IR3, dx). 

Then A= A* and B = B*. For the proof that the unitary strong wave operators W ±(H~, H 0) 

exist, we use Theorem 29 and the remarks after it. In our case Ll = IR; H = H"' and Vis to replace 

by cx V. First we note that (IV) implies that A is H 0-bounded; namely (IV) implies that A is 

H 0-smooth in case Ll = IR and H 0-smoothness provides H 0-boundedness (see Theorem 5). Naturally 

B = (sgn V) A= A(sgn V) is also H 0-bounded. It remains to show that sup IIAR0 (A. +is) A *II< oo 

for some e0 > 0. By Prop. 31 we can replace this estimate by AEJR,O<I•I<•o 

00 

J IIA e-iiHoA*II dt;::;; a< oo (18) 
-00 

and dom A ~ dom H 0• dom A ~ dom H 0 is fulfilled since A is multiplication by a square inte

grable function (see KATO [1, p. 302]). It remains to verify (18). Now formula (15.3) says that 

JIA e-itHoull2 ;::;; 14:ntl-3 111q( · )Jlf2lll•llull1' where u E Ll(IR3, dx) n L2 (IR3, dx). Set u = A*v with 
v E L2(IR3, dx). Then u E Ll(IR3, dx) and 

llull1' = IIAvlll' = (J. dx lq(x)l 112 lv(x)l r 
;::;; J dx lv(x)J2 J dx lq(x)l = llvll 2 llqiiL'· 

IR' IR' 

Inserting this into the estimate above, we obtain 

This shows that (18) is satisfied and concludes the proof that the strong wave operators W ±(H~,H0) 
xist for all lcxl < cx0, with some cx0 > 0, and are unitary. 

Notes and Remarks to Part IV 

The general historical development of the methods for proving existence and completeness of 

wave operators was already described in the Introduction. Here we present further details. 

Chapter 14. Stationary methods date back to FRIEDRICIIS [1938a], [1948a] who constructed 

intertwining operators for a pair H 0 , H = H 0 + V by studying solutions !2+ of the equation 

00 

Q+ = 1 + Fn( VQ+) := 1 + i J eiiHo J!Q+ e-iiHo dt 
0 
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(for Fa see Section 7.4.1) and proving the existence of the limits of VR0 (A. ±is) as s -i>- +O in 
a certain sense. Here H 0 is multiplication by x on L2 (LI, dx; Jf"0 ) and V is an integral operator 
satisfying a smallness condition in a so-called gentleness-norm (an example of a gentleness-norm 
is the norm ll·ll •. p. see Section 7.4.4). Since Q+ coincides with the wave operator W+(H, H 0), FRIED
Rrmrs indirectly gave the first nontrivial example for the existence (and also completeness) of a 
wave operator (indirectly in the sense that the notion of the wave operator was not rigorously 
defined at the time and did not appear in his paper). Applications and generalizations of the theory 
of gentle perturbations were given by LADYZENSKAJA/FADDEEV [1958a], Sc:S:WARTZ [1960a], 
REJTO [1963a], [1964a], FADDEEV [1964a], FRIEDRIC:S:s [1], UsmJIMA [1966a] and MocmzuKI 
[1967 a]. An abstract version of FRIEDRICHS' method leading to intertwining operators for a pair 
H 0 , H, but in general not to wave operators, can be found in DUNFORD/ScHWARTZ [3]. LIN [1969a], 
[1969b] showed that some types of gentle perturbations can be included in the class of smooth 
perturbations studied in Chapter 17. 

Another type of stationary theory was proposed by REJTO [1967a], [1967b], [1969a] and inde
pendently, by HoWLAND [1967 a]. The essential idea is the introduction of a Banach space f£ 
with f£ n .7f'0 dense in £ 0 and f£ such that the resolvents R(A. ±is), R0(A. ±is) have weak limits 
and VR0 (A. ±is), V R(A. ±is) have strong limits in the space f£. See also HOEGH-KROHN [1968a], 
[1968b]. 

A third concept of stationary methods has its origin in the papers of KATO [1957 a] and KuRODA 
[1963a], [1967 a] who used certain spectral representations of H 0 and H and culminated in two 
important works of KATO/KURODA [1970a], [1971a]. This stationary theory includes the former 
ones and is applicable to gentle, smooth and trace class perturbations (see KATo/KuRODA [1971 a]). 
It is based on the notion of a spectral form and uses auxiliary manifolds f£0 , f£ on which the 
operators VR0(A. +is), VR(A. +is) have limits as s -i>- ±0. Modifications (with special attention 
to multichannel systems and two-space theory), improvements and applications can be found in 
HOWLAND [1976a], KATO [1977a], [1977b] and YAJIMA [1978a]. In the text we essentially present 
a variant of KATO/KURODA [1971a] and KATO [1977b] using the abstract stationary theory 
developed in Chapter 13. 

The factorization method as described in Paragraph 2 has its roots in the paper of ScHWARTZ 
[1960a]. There the perturbation V was factored in the form V = B*A and it was assumed that 
AR0 (A. +is) B* has limits as s -i>- ±0. Is was further developed and applied to some scattering 
problems by KuRODA [1967a], KATO/KURODA [1970a], [1971a] and in the two-space framework 
by DEIC [1973a] and ScHECHTER [1974b]. See also WEDER [1978a], SCHEC:S:TER [1979c], [1979d], 
and DEicfJAFAEV [1980a]. In the papers of ScHECHTER [1974b], [1979c] one can find a little more 
general statements than ours in the text. The factorization of the perturbation V is widely used 
as a technical tool in scattering theory also outside stationary methods. For example, see its use 
in the other chapters of this part. Lemma 19 is already to be found in KuRODA [1967 a]. The proof 
given in the text follows the one in KATojKuRODA [1971a]. 

Another variant of the stationary methods, more connected with the approach to scattering 
problems which one finds in more or less old quantum mechanics books (see e.g. LANDAU/LIF
scmTz [1]) constructs the wave and scattering operators via generalized eigenfunctions for the 
continuous spectra of the perturbed and unperturbed operators (for eigenfunctions of the con
tinuous spectra of differential operators see e.g. TITCHMARS:S: [1, 2]). This method gives detailed 
results for differential operators and was first used by PovzNER [1955a] and IKEBE [1960a], 
[1970a]. It was further developed and applied to some differential operators by SHENK [1966a], 
THOE [1967a), I:KEBE (1967a), (1968a), GOLDSTEIN [1969a), (1969b), SHENK/THOE (1971a), 
ALsHOLM/SCHMIDT [1971a], Sc:S:ULENBERGER/WrLcox [1972a], T:S:OMPSON [1972a], SAITO [1972a], 
AGMON [1975a], Sc:S:ECHTER [1976c], and others. This approach leads to additional results about 
the absence of the singular continuous spectrum and about the position and multiplicity of the 
eigenvalues. For details see in particular AGMON [1975a] and Sc:S:ECHTER [1976c]. It should be 
remarked that this method gave for a long time the best results for SchrOdinger operators. Later 
the more abstract methods of the stationary theory and the new approach of ENss (see the Notes 
and Remarks to Chapter 15) led to the same results. The eigenfunction method is connected with 
the so-called Limiting Absorption Method which studies the limiting behavior of solutions ua;. 
of (H- (A.± is)) uHie = f ass -i>- +O (the results are often called a Principle of Limiting Absorp
tion). For details and further literature we refer the reader to V AINBERG [1966a] and GusTAFSON 
(1978a]. 
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In the framework of the stationary theory working with auxiliary manifolds !E0 and !E one can 
introduce perturbed generalized eigenfunctions and eigenfunction expansions in an abstract 
setting if generalized eigenfunctions are given for the unperturbed operator H0• The generalized 
eigenfunctions can then be interpreted as elements of the dual spaces of fEu and !E. For details 
we refer to KURODA (1967b], HOWLAND (1968a], KATO/KURODA (1970a], [1971a] and KURODA 
[1973a], [1973b]. See also YAJiliiA [1975a]. 

In Section 1.4 it was shown that the wave operators W ±(H, Bu; J) even exist in the strong 
sense when the auxiliary manifold !Eisa Hilbert space. l'here are other criteria which ensure that 
the wave operators (whose existence is proved with the help of statements from Paragraph 1) 
exist in the strong sense. For instance, assume that there is a subset P}u of fl"u such that P0!7)u 
is generating with respect to PO'Jft'u and Bu and/+ Ho(A., u; v), u E P}u and v E fEu is locally Holder 
continuous on lR ""- Fwhere Fis a closed null set (see Section 1.1 for f+H• and F). Then W+(B,Bu;J) 
exists even in the strong sense. This is a trivial two-space generalization of a result of HOWLAND 
[1967a]. For other criteria, see HowLAND [1967a] and OBERMANN'/WOLLENBERG [1978a]. 

Stationary methods were also used for trace class perturbations (see e.g. KATO [1957a], KURODA 
[1963a], BmMAN/ENTINA [1964a], [1967a] and smooth perturbations (see KATO [1966a]). KURODA 
[1967a] showed that trace class perturbations and smooth perturbations (at least in the unsym
metlioal case), in case Jft' = Jft'u and J = 1, can be treated with stationary methods. In Section 3.1 
it was shown how one can treat gentle perturbations in the framework of the stationary theory. 

Non8elfadjoint perturbation8. The stationary methods can also applied to nonselfadjoint per
turbations V. For gentle perturbations, see FRIEDRICHS (1948a], SCHWARTZ [1960a], MOCHIZUKI 
[1967b], and DuNFORD/SCHWARTZ [3]. For the stationary methods working with auxiliary spaces, 
see for example GoLDSTEIN [1970a], [1971a]. Eigenfunction methods were used by MOCHIZUKI 
[1967a], [1968a], SuZUKI [1973a], and SAITO [1974a]. 

Chapter 15. Corollary 3 appeared first in CooK's paper [1957a] in the concrete situation: 
Jft' = Jft'u = L2(1R3, dx), Bu = -Ll, H = H 0 + V(x). This statement was extended to a variant 
of Prop. 5 by ScHECHTER [1977a], [1979o], [1979d] and SmoN [1977a]. Mter that KATO [1979a] 
gave a simple and beautiful proof of Theorem 4 (and Prop. 5) that includes all former versions as 
special oases. 

The applications of the abstract criteria presented in Sections 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4 are simplifica
tions or modifications of results to be found in the literature: (a) The example in Section 1.2 in 
the special case V = q(x) is already contained in KuPSCH/SANDHAS [1966a] who first showed 
that local singularities in potential scattering are unessential when one only considers the existence 
of wave operators. The generalization to more general V as in the text is trivial. (b) The result 
of Section 1.3 can be found in numerous papers about hard core potentials (or perturbations of the 
boundary conditions of the Laplacian). See e.g. HuNZIKER [1967a]. (c) For some values of the 
parameters cx andy the result of Section 1.4 is contained in MATVEEvjSKRIGAN'OV [1972a] whose 
idea of proof, namely the construction of a suitable identification operator, we have taken over. 
It is likely that our example for all values of cx andy can be fitted in the more general assumptions 
on the potential in the papers about oscillating potentials but we have not checked it. 

The general statements of Section 1.1 have been successfully applied to many scattering prob
lems, in particular to problems in which Bu is a constant coefficient differential operator and V 
is multiplication by a function. In the last mentioned situation one can use stationary phase 
methods for estimating (e-itHou) (x) by using the Fourier transform. Besides the papers of Coox: 
[1957a] and KuRODA [1959a] we note the papers of HACK [1958a] (who extended CooK's result 
to potentials with jl'j-U+sl falloff), BROWNELL [1962a] (who gave an extension ton space dimen
sion), HACK [1959a] (an extension to n-body systems), JAUCH/ZINNES [1959a], and LUNDQUIST 
[1967a]. More general perturbations of constant coefficient differential operators were treated, 
with the help of falloff methods, by IKEBEjTAYOSRI [1968a], JORGENS/WEIDMANN [1973a], 
VESELicjWEIDMANN [1973a], (1974a], SCHECHTER [1977a], AVRON/HERBST [1977a], BERTRIER/ 
CoLLET [1977a], and others. 

Prop. 8 is a simple copsequence of the intertwining property of the wave operators and the 
spectral assumptions. Tlla,basic idea already appeared in KuRODA [1959a] and is to be found (in 
slightly weaker form) in different papers and books on scattering theory. For example, see AMREIN/ 
JAUCH/SINHA [1]. 

The approach to the completeness of wave operators via time-falloff conditions described in 
Section 2.2 was introduced in the concrete situation of potential scattering and in a less general 
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formulation, by ENss [1978a]. This approach allows to treat the completeness of wave operators 
in a direct time-dependent way without using stationary methods (included trace class and smooth 
methods). The new concept was further developed and applied to different scattering problems 
by ENSS [1979a], [1979b], MOURRE [1979a], JAFAEV [1979b], DAVIES [1980b], and PERRY 
[1980a]. In particular, see the important work of SIMON [1979a] which contains extensions and 
simplifications of ENss' paper and numerous applications (e.g. Dirac operators and Schrodinger 
operators with absorption). In our presentation of this approach we essentially follow the abstract 
version developed in AMREIN/PEARSON/WOLLENBERG [1980a] which also contains applications 
to strongly singular potential scattering. 

The proof in Section 2.4 is taken from JAFAEV [1979b]. 
The invariance principle of Paragraph 3 is due to CHANDLER/GIBSON [1976a], [1979a]. A 

slightly weaker result was proven earlier by DONALDSON/GIBSON/HERSH [1973a]. Further refer
ences to invariance principles appear in the Notes and Remarks to Chapters 10 and 11. 

Strong continuity of the wave and scattering operators in the perturbation HA - H0 = V2 

under time-falloff conditions was proved in NARNROFER [1975a]. 
NonBelfadjoint perturbationB and time-dependent perturbation8. It is not hard to see that if we 

replace e1tH in e11HJ e-itHo by a semigroup uniformly bounded in t or by the propagator U(t, 8) 

for a time-dependent selfadjoint operator H(t), then we can also use the time-falloff criteria for 
the existence of the strong limits of the corresponding expressions. The first paper using this 
idea is STA.NKEVIC [1965a]. Other works are ScHMIDT [1975a], YAJIMA [1977a], KURODA/MORITA 
[1977a], SIMON [1979a], and DAVIES [1980a]. 

Chapter 16. The idea of using resolvents in proving the unitary equivalence of HoP0•, HPac 
is due to PuTNAM [1957a]. The Rosenblum-Kato theorem on trace class perturbations (see the 
Introduction) was extended to cases where R0(z)- R(z) is a trace operator by BmMAN [1962b] 
(H0 and Hare bounded from below), BmMAN/KREIN [1962a], DE BRANGES [1962a], and BmMAN 
[1963a]. Extensions of the trace class theorems to the two-space situation were given by BELO
POL'sKi/BmMAN [1968a], BIBMAN [1970a], JAFAEV [1974a], LYFORD [1975a], and BELOPOL'SKU 
[1975a]. The general two-space version of the RoSENBLUM-KATO theorem (Theorem 1) was 
proved by PEARSON [1978a] and NEIDHARDT [1978a]. See also DElFT [1976a]. 

The proof of Theorem 1 is taken from PEARSON [1978a] who used suggestions by J. GINIBRE 
and T. KATO. The proof of Theorem 7 uses some ideas from the paper of NEIDHARDT [1978a]. 
Prop. 4 and 5 (n = 1) in case£ = £ 0 and J = 1 go back to KURODA [1959b]. See also STANKE
VIC [1962a]. 

Sometimes the following local trace class theorem using the notion of "subordination" is useful: 
Suppose that Hand H0 are selfadjoint operators acting on the same Hilbert space£. Assume 
that 

(I) E(LI) (H- H 0) E0(LI) E -~\(£)for each bounded interval Ll, 
(II) H and H0 are mutually subordinate. 

Then the strong wave operators W ±(H, H0 ) exist and are complete. Here "mutually subordi
nate" is defined as follows: His Bubordinate to H0 if there are continuous functions f and g on JR. 
with f(x) ~ 1, g(x) ~ 1 and lim /(x) = oo such that dom g(H0 ) ~ dom /(H), hence f(H) g(H0)-1 

lzl-+oo 
is bounded. If His subordinate to H 0 and H 0 is subordinate to H, then we say they are mutually 
8ubordinate. For instance Hand H0 are mutually subordinate if dom H = dom H0• The proof of 
this local trace class theorem and the notion of subordination go back to BmMAN [1968a]. See also 
the paper of PEARSON [1972a] where the assumption of mutual subordination is replaced by an 
asymptotic condition. 

One can show that the factorization method of Paragraph 14.2 includes the trace class results, 
at least in the case where J is bijective and is asymptotically equivalent to an isometric operator 
(with respect to H0P0°), using the same ideas of proof as KURODA [1967a] in case £ = £ 0 

and J = 1. The first proofs of trace class results were of stationary nature. A proof of Theorem 1 
(in case£= £ 0 and J = 1) which uses time-falloff methods were first given in KATO [1, first 
edition 1966]. 

Formulas for wave and scattering operators under trace class conditions can be found in KATo 
[1957a], KURODA [1963a], BmMAN/ENTINA [1964a], [1967a], and ENTINA [1971a], [1972a]. See 
Sections 9.7.1 and 19.1.1. 
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In connection with trace class perturbations one should note the important result of KuRODA 
[1958a], which extends a known result of v. NEUMANN [1935a], that Theorem 1 cannot be extended 
to trace classes !l' p(£'0 , £') with p > 1, because for every selfadjoint H0 and p > 1, one can 
find a selfadjoint operator H on the same space with pure point spectrum such that H - H 0 

E !l'p(£'0). Note also the paper of CAREY/PINCUS [1976a] on unitary equivalence modulo trace 
operators. 

The first application of trace class results to a physically interesting case is due to KuRODA [1959]. 
He applied a version of Prop. 5 to the question of the completeness of wave operators in poten
tial scattering (the potential q satisfies q E L1(IR3, dx) n L2(1R3, dx). Other applications are given 
by PuTNAM [1957a], [1960a], RosENBLUM [1960a], BIRMAN [1962a], [1969b], [1971a], IKEBE/ 
TAYOSHI [1968a], CoMBES [1969a], LAVINE [1970a], DEIC [1971a], ScHULENBERGER [1972a], 
DElFT [1976a], REED/SIMON [1977a], DAVIES [1979a], and SusLOV [1979a]. From the last paper 
we have taken the proof in Section 3.1. It contains another proof of a theorem of IsMAGILOV 
[1963a]. 

The result on Dirac operators in Section 3.2 is not very strong. Better results with other methods 
were obtained by EcKHARDT [1974b]. Lemma 8 needed in the proof is a special version of a more 
general theorem proved in SEILER/SIMON [1975a]. See also REED/SIMON [3, Appendix 2 to Xl.3]. 
The results and the method of proof in Section 3.3 are taken from DElFT [1976a] whose paper 
contains considerably stronger results on scattering for classical systems. Lemma 10 is an easy 
consequence of a more general result of BIRMA:N/SoLOMJAK [1969a]. See also REED/SIMON [3, 
Appendix to XI.3]. 

Further criteria for operators to be trace class can be found in GORBERG/KREIN [1] and SIMON 
[3]. We remark that there is an approach which uses the Wiener path integral and the Feynman
Kac formula to prove that some functions of H and H0 are trace operators and applies this to 
scattering problems. The first paper in this direction is ARSEN'Ev [1968a]. Later and independently 
of this paper DEIFT/SrMON [1976a] and BAUMGARTEL/DEMUTH [1979a] used this approach for 
the proof of the existence of complete wave operators in potential scattering in the case of strongly 
local singularities of the potentials. Further applications can be found in DEMUTH: [1980a]. See 
also SIMON [ 4]. 

That the wave operator W+(H,, H 0 ) is strongly continuous in ;. if H, is continuous in trace 
norm can be found in KATO [1, p. 553]. A corresponding result for the two-space wave operator 
<:an be easily obtained from Remark 16.2. 

Non8elfadjoint and time-dependent perturbation8. 1'heorem 1 in the special case J = 1 was ex
tended to the case where H 0 is selfadjoint and -i(H - H 0 ) ~ 0, i.e. H is dissipative, by STANKE
VIC [1965a] (under additional assumptions on H) and by SA:S:NOVIC [1968a]. A special version of 
Theorem 1, namely the one in which J is bijective, was first proved by SAHNOVIC [1968b]. Recall 
that the two-space theory includes the scattering theory for nonselfadjoint operators which are 
similar to selfadjoint ones. NABOKO [1977 a], [1980a] proved the existence of strong wave operators 
for Hand H 0 where H0 is selfadjoint and H - H 0 E !!'1(£'0) under small additional assumptions. 
Here His not necessarily dissipative. DAVIES [1978a] proved the existence of the wave operator 
s-lim eitHoJ e-itHpac under the assumption that JH- H 0J E !!'1(£', £'0 ) and e-itH is a contrac
t~ 

tion semigroup. See also DAVIES [1980a]. Note that the definition of the absolutely continuous 
subspace of H in the papers of NABOKO [1977a] and SAHNOVIC [1968a], [1968b] is different from 
the one in the works of DAVIES [1978a], [1980a] and SIMON [1979a], and it is not clear if they 

00 

agree. DAVIES defines Pfi as the projection onto the subspace clospa {uEYt';J J(e-itHu,v)J 2 dt 
0 

~ Cu llvJJ2 for all v E £'}. An extension of the results of SAHNOVIC, NABOKO and DAVIES can be 
found in NEIDHARDT [1981a]. 

Time dependent perturbations with trace class assumptions were treated by Sc:S:MIDT [1975a] 
and HoWLAND [1979a]. 

Chapter 19. The presentation of the smoothness theory except Theorem 18 is essentially taken 
from the basic papers of KATO [1966a], [1968a] and LAVINE [1971a], [1972a]. 

The assertion that His absolutely continuous in Prop. 20 (0 bounded) is due to PuTNAM [1]. 
Prop. 20 and its proof go back to KATO [1968a]. Especially LAVINE [1969a], [1971a], [1972a], 
[1973a] extended this statement and found useful applications to SchrOdinger operators. See also 
ARAI [1972a]. 
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The smoothness theory was applied to problems in potential scattering by LAVINE (see the 
papers cited above and [1973b)], KATO [1966a], GINIBREjMOULIN [1974a], ROBINSON [1974a], 
FERRERojPAZZisjRoBINSON [1974a] and NAJMAN [1979a]. Smooth perturbations of -id/dx 
were considered by LIN [1969a]. This paper contains stronger results than ours in Section 3.1. 
Certain smooth perturbations of the multiplication operator by x on L2(Ll, dx; Jt") (gentle per
turbations) were also studied by LIN [1969b]. 

In a certain sense the papers of ScB:WARTZ [1960a] and PROSSER [1964a] already contain some 
ideas of the smoothness theory. PROSSER [1964a] used the estimate 

00 

sup J dt Ill Vllf2 e-itHo I Vll/2 ull < oo 
llull=l -oo 

for certain potentials V (see Prop. 31). 
Continuity of the wave operators W ±(H., H 0 ) in norm, under certain assumptions on the con

tinuity of H;. - 110 in the smoothness norm, was already proved by KATO [1968a]. Such asser
tions can easily be extended to two-space wave operators. 

Nonselfadjoint and time-dependent perturba.tions. From the beginning the smoothness theory 
was developed for not necessarily selfadjoint operators H and H 0 (see KATO [1966a]) in Hilbert 
spaces. LIN [1969a] extended it to semigroups in Banach spaces. See also EvANS [1976a]. DAVIES 
(1974a] and EvANS [1976a] applied this theory to scattering theory for time-dependent pertur
bations. See also MocB:IZUKI [1967a] and KAKO/YAJIMA [1976a]. 

Spectral properties of wave operators. In case£' = £' 0 and J = 1 spectral properties of W ± (H,H0 ) 

were also treated in the literature. In particular, we refer to PuTNAM [1962a], [1963a], [1964a], 
[1]. Spectral properties of the scattering operator can be found in Part V. Some methods of this 
part can also be used to obtain spectral properties of wave operators. 

Scattering theory for differential operato1·s. There is an extensive literature on scattering problems 
for differential operators, in particular those related to potential scattering in quantum mechanics. 
Partly, we have cited some works in connection with the methods presented in the text. In what 
follows we give some further references to this subject. 

(a) General differential operators: BIRMAN [1962a], [1969a] [1971a], KuRODA [1973b], ScilECil
TER [1974a], [1975a], [1976a], H6RMANDER [1976a], WEIDMANN [1977a], BERTillER/CoLLET 
[1977a], AGMON [1979a], and MURATA [1979a]. 

(b) Potential scattering: AGUILAR/COMBES [1971a], PEARSON/WB:OULD [1973a], PEARSON 
[1975b], DEIFT/SIMON [1976a], BALSLEY [1976a], ENSS [1978a], SIMON [1979a], and JENSEN/ 
KATO [1979a]. See also SIMON [1] and REED/SIMON [3]. 

(c) Strongly singular potentials: BERTOccmjFuBINI/FuRLAN [1965a], KuPSCH/SANDHAS 
(1966a], HUNZIKER [1967a], ABSEN'EV [1968a], [1], AMREIN/GEORGESCU [1974a], PEARSON 
[1974]a, [1975b], SEMENOV [1977a], COMBESCUREjGINIBRE [1978a], AMREIN/PEARSON/WOLLEN
BERG [1980a]. 

(d) Oscillating potentials: MATVEEVjSKRIGANOV [1972a], SCHECHTER [1977b], COMBESCURE/ 
GINIBRE [1976a], BAETEMAN/CHADAM [1976a], ScB:ECHTER [1977b], DOLLARD/FRIEDMAN [1978a], 
BouRGEOIS [1979a], PEARSON [1979a], AMREIN'/PEARSON [1980a]. 

(e) Anisotropic potentials: DEicjKoROTJAEFjJAFAEV [1977a], RUIJSENAARS/BONGAARTS 
[1977a], DAVIES [1977b], DAVIES/SIMON [1978a]. 

(f) Potential scattering with electric andfor magnetic fields: HERBST [1977a], AvRON/HERBST 
[1977a], VESELIC/WEIDMANN [1977a], AvRON/HERBST/SIMON [1978a], [1978b], HERBST [1979a], 
YAJIMA [1979a], HUNZIKER [1980a] (and papers cited therein). 

(g) Dirac operator: PROSSER [1963a], MOCHIZUKI [1964a], YAMADA [1973a], [1976a], GUILLOT/ 
SCHMIDT [1974a], EcKI(ARDT [1974a], [1974 b], NAJMAN [1976a], PEARSON [1977 a]. 

(h) Klein-Gordon equation: STRAUSS [1963a], CHADAM [1969a], [1970a], VESEI,IC [1970a], 
LuNDBERG [1973a], ScHECilTER [1976b], [1980a], WEDER [1978a], DErcjJAFAEV [1980a]. See 
also DEIFT [1976a] and the references in the Notes and Remarks to Chapter 12. 

(i) Scattering in crystals: KuRODA [1969a], TB:OMAS [1973a], TROIANIELLO [1974a], BENTOSELA 
{1976a]. 

(j) Boltzmann equation: HEJTMANEK [1974a] first considered wave operators for the BoLTZ
MANN equation. Further papers are SIMON [1974a], PROTOPOPESCU [1976a], VOIGT [1977a], and 
HEJTMANEK [1979a]. 



Part V. Some Properties of the 
Scattering Operator, the Scattering Matrix, 
and the Scattering Amplitude 

In this part we derive representations of the scattering operator for a scattering system 
{H, H 0 ; J 0} within the framework of the stationary theory developed in Chapter 13. 
Further, under additional assumptions on the scattering system (e.g. smoothness con
ditions) explicit formulas for the scattering matrix S(J.) are established when a represen
tation of Foc£'0 by a direct integral with respect to H0 is given. Starting with such 
formulas, the behavior of the so-called scattering amplitude 1'(.1) := S(J.)- 1Jt"A is in
vestigated, for example conditions for the analytic continuation are discussed. Also 
the resonance problem is pointed out, in particular for the Friedrichs model. Further, 
we present properties of 1'(.1) within the framework of trace class perturbations (see 
Chapter 16), for example in this case we have 1'(.1) E .!&'1(£',). Moreover, the property 
1'(.1) E .!l'p(.Yt',), p > 1, is proved in other cases, for instance within the framework of 
time-falloff methods (see Chapter 15). In particular, the property 1'(.1) E .!l'2(£'A) is of 
interest in physical applications because in this case the physical important quantity 
a(J.), the total scattering cross section, is finite. 

As in Parts III and IV, H 0 and H always denote selfadjoint operators acting on 
separable Hilbert spaces £'0 and£', and J denotes a bounded operator from £'0 to£'. 
Further, we use the notations E0( ·) := EH,( · ), E( ·) := EH( · ), pt,c := .P"J,, pa.c := PH', 
R0(z) := RH,(z) and R(z) := RH(z). In the present part we use direct integral represen-

N 

tations of pt,c£'0 with respect to H0 of the form L2(Ll0, dA; .Yt',; f/) =X L2(Ll, dJ.; :1{"1) 
1=1 

or L2(Ll0 , dA; £',; f/) = L2(Ll0 , dA; Jf",), with[/ separable. Sometimes we also use the 
notation .;tt', (as value space) for Jf"., e.g. in relations as 1'(A.) E .!l'p(.Yt',). Throughout 
this part we assume that the wave operators W+ = W+(H, H 0 ; J), W_ = W_(H, H0 ; J) 
exist, are partially isometric and complete (some or all of these assumptions often follow 
from the other assumptions of the corresponding statements in this part), unless other
wise stated. The scattering operator, the scattering matrix and the scattering amplitude 
for the scattering system {H, H0 ; J} are denoted by 8, S(J.) and 1'(.1). 



18. Representations of the Scattering Operator 
and the Scattering Amplitude, and 
Analyticity Properties of the Scattering 
Amplitude 

18.1. General formulas and properties for S and T().) within 
the framework of the stationary theory 

18.1.1. Scattering amplitude and total scattering cross section 

Let S(A.) be the scattering matrix of a scattering system {H, H 0 ; J}. Then the operator 
function 1'(A.) := S(A.) - 1Jf'1 is called the scaUering amplitude. Its definition, like that 
of S{A.), depends on the special direct integral representation of P'fJ0l/t'0 with respect to 
H 0• A scattering system is called trivial if S(A.) = 1Jf'1 for all A. E Ll0 = specc (H0 I P'fJ0l/t'0). 

The scattering amplitude 1'(A.) describes the deviation of the scattering system {H, H 0 ; J} 
from a trivial one. 

A physical important quantity is the total scattering cross section a(A.) tha.t is propor
tional to 111'(A.)II22• In potential scattering a(A.) = (n/A.) 111'(A.)II22 and in other scattering 
situations a(A.) = (n/IX(A.)) 111'(A.)II22 where IX is a nonnegative increasing function on Ll0 

(for details see the literature cited in the Notes and Remarks). Therefore, to know that 
a(A.) is finite, it is important to verify that 1'(A.) E 9'2(;/1'1). In particular, this is true if 
1'(.il) E 9'1(;/t',). In this case we have 

111'(A.)II22 = tr (1'(A.)* 1'(A.)) = -tr (1'(.il)* + 1'(A.)) = -2 Re (tr 1'(A.)) (1) 

which is a consequence of the unitarity of S(.il), namely of 

1Jf'1 = S(A.)* S(..t) = (tJt<'1 + 1'(.il))* (tJf'1 + 1'(-t)) 

= 1Jf'l + 1'(A.)* 1'(A.) + 1'(A.)* + 1'(.il). 

(1) shows that the behavior of the total scattering cross section is also determined by 
that of tr 1'(A.). Obviously, a(A.) is independent of the special direct integral represen
tation of P(,0 l/t' 0• 

18.1.2. A representation of the scattering operator by a spectral integral 

Let a scattering system {H, H0 ; J} be given. In order to get a representation of the 
scattering operator 8 (as a double limit of an operator spectral integral) we prove 

Lemma 1. Let g( ·): JR. -+ l/t' be a function suck that g( · ), g' ( ·) are strongly continuouB 
00 

on JR. and J E(dx) g(x) exists. Then for each finite interval [a, b) the vector 8pectral integral 
-oo 
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b 

J E0(dA.) J*eR(A. + ie) g(A.) exists for all e > 0 and the relation 
a 

w-lim {?oe j E0(dA) J*eR(A. + ie) g(A.) 
r;'...-++0 a 

b 00 } - ?oe f E0(dA.) J*eR(A. + ie~£ E(dx) g(x) = 0 

is valid. 
b 

Proof. Note that for operator(vector-) spectral integrals J := J (cf. Section 5.1.1). 
a [a,b) 

The existence of the vector spectral integrals which appear above is obvious (see 5.1.2). 
Further, we have 

b 

s-lim J E0(dA) J*eR(A. + ie) J E(dx) g(x) = 0 
•-->-+Oa <I 

b 

if L1 is a finite interval with dis (.1, [a, b]) > 0. Recall that i J E0(dA) J*eR(A. + ie) 

= E0([a, b)) D.* and thus II/E0(dA.) J*eR(A. + ie)ll ~ IIJII (see 13.;). Therefore, applying 

also Lemma 13.6 for A = {b}, it is sufficient to prove. 

w-lim {?oe / E0(dA.) J*eR(A. + ie) g(A.) 
•--t-+0 a 

b b } - Poe J E0(dl) J*eR(,t + ie) J E(dx) g(x) = 0. 
a a 

Using the definition of vector spectral integrals and the formula for E0([a, b)) D,* 
cited above, we easily get 

b II { II } Poe J E0(dA.) J*eR(A. + ie) g(A.) = ~ j E0(dA) jE0(dx) J*eR(x + ie) g(A.) 

b 

= -i?oe J E0(dl) D,*g(A.). (2} 
a 

Further we have 

b b 

P ~ej E0(dA.) J*eR(,t + ie) J E(dx) g(x) 
a a 

b 

= -i?oe E0([a, b)) D.* J E(dx) g(x). {3) 
a 
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Subtracting the right side of (3) from the right side of (2) and integrating by parts tsee 
(5.5)), we get 

-iPocE0([a, b)) {j E0(dJ.) .Q,*g(J.)- .Q,* j E(dx) g(x)} 

= -iP~cE0([a, b)) {[E0(b) .Q.*- .Q,*E(b)] g(b) - [E0(a) .Q,*- .Q,*E(a)) g(a) 

-)[E0(J.) .Q,*- .Q.*E(J.)] g'(J.) dJ.}. (4) 

Since s-lim .Q,Poc = W+(H, H 0 ; J) exists, we have that w-lim p~c.Q,* exists and 
e-..+o ~+O 

is intertwining. Applying this and the estimate jj(E0(J.) .Q,*- .Q,*E(J.)) g'(J.)jj 

~ 2\IJil·\lg'(J.)i[ to the right side of (4), we obtain, with the help of Lebesgue's domi
nated convergence theorem, that the left side vanishes in weak sense as e __.,.. +0, and 
this implies the desired assertion. • 

From the proof of Lemma 1 we see that one can replace the weak limit in the assertion 
by the strong one if either s-lim Poc.Q,* exists or s-lim .Q,*Pac exists and g(J.) = pacg(J.). 

,_,.+O e-..+O 
The latter case is given if not only the wave operators W ±(H, H 0 ; J) but also W ±(H0,H; J*) 
exist. Thus we obtain 

Corollary 2. In addition to the assumph'ons of Lemma 1 assume that the wave operators 

W±(H0 , H; J*) exist. Then 

lim II J E0(dJ.) J*sR(J. +is) pacg(J.) 
s-..+o a 

- j E 0(dJ.) J*eR(J. +is) pa~[ E(dx) g(x)ll = 0. 

Note that if £'0 =£'and J = 1, then the existence of W±(H0, H) follows from the 
existence and completeness of W±(H, H 0 ) (see Section 9.3.2 for other criteria). 

Further from the proof of Lemma 1 we can easily see that the following corollary 
is valid. 

Corollary 3. In addition to the assumption of Lemma 1 assume that J llg'(J.)I[ dJ. < oo. 
Then the vector spectral integral J E 0(dJ.) J*sR(J. +is) g(J.) exists and we have 

w-lim {p~c j E 0(dJ.) J*eR(J. +is) g(J.) 
e-..+o -oo 

- P~~[E0(dJ.) J*eR(J. +is~[ E(dx) g(x)} = 0. 

With the help of Lemma 1 (Corollary 3) we are able to derive an important represen
tation of the scattering operator. 
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Theorem 4. Assume J dom H0 ~ dom Hand put V := HJ - JH0• Then 

S- p~c = s-lim w-lim {- j P~0E0(d.A.) (J*V + V*R(A. + ie) V) (R0(A.- ib) 
6~+o e--•+O _ 00 

- Ro(A. + ib)) Pol (o) 

Proof. We haveS- p~c = W+*W __ - W+*W+ = W+*(W __ - W+)· Using the inte
gral representations for W± and W±* (see (13.2) and (13.3)), we get 

S- Poe = w-lim{ip~c l E0(d.A.) J*eR(A. + ie)} s-lim {-ij E(dx) Jb(R0(x-ib) 
e~+O _ 00 6~+0 -co 

+ R0(x + ib)) p~c} 

=s-lim w-lim {P0ac j E0(dA) J*eR(). + ie) l E(dx) Jb(R0(x- ib) 
~+O •~+o -co -co 

+ Ro(X + ic5)) P0a.c}· 

Applying now Corollary 3, we obtain 

S- P 080 =s-lim w-lim{Poc j E0(d.A.) J*eR(A. + ie) Jb(R0(A.- ib) 
6~+0 ~+O -oa 

+ R0(i. + ib)) Pol 
Because of J*eR(A. +is) = -i(J* + (J*H - M*) R(A. + ie)) and the fact that in 
the spectral integral we can replace A. by H 0 (see Prop. 5.11), 

S- Poe =s-lim w-lim {-iFo j E0(d.A.) (J* + V*R(A. + ie)) J(bR0(A.- ib) 
~+O ~+O -co 

+ bR0(A. + ib)) p~c}· 

Now without changing the value of w-lim {·}we can replace c5R0(A.- ib) + bR0(A. + ib) 
~+O 

by (b +e) R0(A.- ib) + (d -e) R0(A. + id) = -i(A. + ie- H 0) (R0(A.- ib)- R0(A. + ib)). 
Thus 

S - p~c =s-lim w-lim {-P~c j E0(d.A.) (J* + V*R(A. + ie)) J(A. + ie-H0) 

6~+0 •~+O -co 

X { R0(A.- ib) - R0(A. + ib)) p~c} 

25 :Baumgirtel/Wollenberg 
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Therefore, in order to prove the assertion, we have to manipulate the expression 
(J*+ V*R(A. + ie)) J(A. + ie- H 0) = J*J(A. + ie- H 0) + V*R(A. + ie) J(A. + ie-H0). 

For the second term on the right side we get 

V*R(A. + ie) J(A. + ie- H0) = V*R(A. + ie) J(A. + ie)- V*R(A. + ie) (HJ- V) 

= V*R(A. + ie) (A.+ ie- H) J + V*R(A. + ie) V = V*J + V*R(A. + ie) V. (6) 

Concerning the first term, without changing the value of w-lim { · }, the summand 
~-++0 

ieJ*J can be omitted. Furthermore, the summand A.J*J can be replaced by H0J*J in 
the spectral integral. Thus J*J(A. + ie- H0) can be replaced by H0J*J- J*JH0 

= (J*H- V*) J- J*(HJ- V) =-V*J + J*V in w-lim { · }. This together with 
(6) implies the desired assertion (5). • ~-++0 

If not only the wave operators W±(H, H 0 ; J) exist but also W±(H0 , H; J*), then 
Corollary 2 is applicable. Thus in (5) we can replace w-lim by s-lim when we also 

~-++0 •--•+O 
replace J by pacJ. For instance, if .:;tt'0 = .:;tt' and J = 1, then the wave operators 
W ±(H0 , H) exist and we obtain the following result for the one-space scattering system. 

Corollary 5. Let .:;tt'0 = .:;tt' and J = 1. Assume that W :~;(H0, H) exist, dom H 0 ~ dom H 
and put V := H- H 0• Then 

S - Poe = s-lim s-lim {-P~0 j E0(dA) (pacy + ypacR(A. + ie)) V(R0(A. - id) 
6-++0 •-•+O -co 

- R0(A. + id)) P~oJ. (7) 

It is also possible to derive representations of S with the help of the other type of an 
operator spectral integral, namely J B(A.) E0(dA.). For example the analog of Corollary 5 
is given by 

S - P~0 =s-lim s-lim {-P~c j (R0(A.- id) - R0(A. + id)) (Vpac 
ol--•+0 •--•+O -co 

+ ypacR(A. + ie) V} E0(dA.) p~c}· 

The representations of the scattering operator given by expression (5) and (7) are 
not yet useful enough for the purpose to obtain formulas for 1'(A.). The main defect of 
these expressions is that S is not represented by an operator spectral integral but by a 
(double) limit of such an integral. Therefore we have to look for conditions which allow 
to interchange limit and spectral integration. 

18.1.3. A general formula for T(A.) 

In spite of the foregoing remark in the preceding section we can derive from (5) or (7) 
a formula for the scattering amplitude which is, however, rather abstract. The deri
vation proceeds similarly as the one for the wave matrix (see Section 13.4.3). For 
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simplicity we give this formula only in the special case J = 1, that is, the starting point 
is (7). Note that in the case of (5) we need the formula with strong limit in t5 as well as 
in e. We put 

00 

Tb,e = j Eo(dJl) T6,.(Jl) 
-oo 

where 

T6,.(Jl) = -P~"(pacy + ypacR(Jl + ie) V) (R0(Jl- it5) - R0(Jl + it5)) p~c. 

Then we obtain, for IE ;1'0 and with T = S- P~", 

00 

IIT6,./ - Till = J IT6,.(A) I - Tli~ •. A d)., 
-oo 

hence, by Corollary 5, 

m-lim m-lim IT6,.(A) I - TliE,,A = 0. 
~+O £-++0 

Similarly as in Section 13.4.3 we get 

m-lim m-lim iD,[T6,.(}.) I} -1'().) /(A)IE.,A = 0 
~+O £-++0 

where 1'(A) denotes the scattering amplitude with respect to a representation of P~0;1'0 
by L2(L10, dJl; :%4), /().)denotes the representer off in this representation and D 1 denotes 
the value-operator. Hence, if I is fixed, then there are sequences e11 ~ +0, "11 ~ +O 
such that 

s-lim s-lim D,{T6,. •• ,.(Jl) I} = 1'(A) /(Jl) a.e. mod 1·1 
a,.~+o • .. ~+o 

(strong convergence in the value-space:%,). 

18.1.4. An explicit formula for T(l) 

The starting point in this section is a factorization of the perturbation V, V = B* A 
where A E 9'(;1'0, Jt"), BE !l'(:K, %) with .;(" some Hilbert space, and certain c.on
vergence conditions with respect to the resolvents R, R0• We begin with a few prepa:
ratory remarks. 

Let J( c P~":K0 be a spectral manifold with respect to E0( • ), that is, (k, k')E,,A 
= (k, E0(d).) k')fdJ. exists for all k, k' E .A and all ). E A ~ ,10, where A denotes the 
associated spectral core. Recall the definitions of .A A = cloHa •. A (.A mod (ker l·la,1)), 

~ •• ~h D, and the relations .A1 ~ ~ .. D.tk E ~AJ (k, k')e,,A = (D1k, D,k')..J4 for 
k, k' E J( (see 3.5.5 and 5.2.4). When .A is also generating with respect to P~0;1'0 
and H0 , then we obtain the direct integral representation L2(A, dJ.; .A,) of Fo":Ko with 
respect to H0• Moreover, D,k, k E .A can be regarded as element of .A, and can be 
identified with the "value" k(Jl) of the representer k( ·) of kat II. with respect to this 
direct integral representation (cf. Prop. 5.15). 

25* 
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In general, if we have a direct integral representation L2(L10 , dA; l/1'1 ; 9"), 9" sepa
rable, of Po0l/t'0 with respect to H0 and an arbitrary spectral manifold .,1( c Po0l/t'0 

(with corresponding spectral core A) then, without loss of generality, we may assume 
l/1'1 c ~.and, moreover, we have 

Dd = f(A), /EJt, 

a.e. (mod I· 1), where f(A) denotes the representer off with respect to L2(L10, dA; l/1',; 9"); 
the exceptional set may vary with f (but note that the left side D,f is well-defined for 
all A E A and all f E Jt). This means that D1/ is nothing else than the value of the 
representer of f at A.. 

We omit details of the proof; note that it is sufficient to consider the caseL2(L10, dA; f), 
where f is a fixed Hilbert space and where L10 is compact. In this case the injective 
embedding f c ~. for all A. E L10 is obvious: the element kEf corresponds to the 
f-valued function k(A.) = k for all A. E .10, which belongs to ~A mod (ker [ · ]E,,A) and 
equals 0 only if k = 0. The equality D1f = f(A.) a.e. mod 1·1 (as an equation in ~1 ) can 
be proved similarly as Prop. 5.15. 

Furthermore, if .,1( is generating with respect to P~0;/f'0 and H 0 , without loss of 
generality we may assume that {D1/; f E Jt} is a submanifold of l/1'1 and dense in l/1'1 

for almost all A. E L1 0 (mod I· 1). 
Let 0E!l'(l/t'0,f) and assume imaO*~Jt. Consider the map Fc{A):f-+l/1'1 

given by 

I E f and A. E A. (8) 

Now we obtain 

Lemma 6. Let 0 E !l'(l/1'0, f), ima 0* ~ .,1( and Fc(A) E !l'(f, l/1'1) for all A EA. 
Then: 

{i) For each f E .,1( and all A. E A, there is a vector from f, formally denoted by 
(OE0(dA.) /)fdA. such that (g, (OE0(dA) 1)/dA) = (g, OE0(dA) /)fdA, g E f. 

{ii) For fixed A E A the vector (OE0(dA.) f)/dA. depends only on D1/ (when f runs through 
.I). 

(iii) The operator G(A): l/1'1 -+ f given by G(A.) D1/ = (OE0(dA) f)/dA coincides tuiih 
Fc{A)* on the set {D,f; IE Jt}, A. EA. 

Proof. First note that (g, OE0(dA) f)/dA = (O*g, E0(dA) f)/dA exists for all g E f, 
f E Jt and A. E A because O*g E .I. Furthermore, we immediately obtain 

(O*g, E0{dA) /)/dA. = (O*g, f)E,,A = (D•O*g, DA/).1(>1 , A EA. 

This equation says that the left side depends only on D,f for fixed A. and O*g. Moreover, 
since D10*g = Fc(A.) g and Fc{A.) E !l!(f, l/t'A), the left side defines a continuous linear 
functional with respect to g. Hence, according to Riesz' theorem (see e.g. WEID
MANN [1, p. 64]), we get a vector from f, denoted by (OE0(dA) f)/dA, such that 
(u• (OE0(dA) /)fdA.) = (g, OE0(dA) f)/dA. 

Finally, we have (g, (OE0(dA.) f)/dA.) = (Fc(A.) g, D,/).1(>1• This means that G(A.) = Fc(A.)* 
on the set of vectors D1f, f E .,/(. • 
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Since F c(.A.)* is bounded and the set {Dd; f E .A) is dense in £ 1 for}. E A, G(.A.) can be 
extended to a bounded operator from £ 1 to f again denoted by G(.A.). 

Now we are able to prove an explicit formula for the scattering amplitude. 

Theorem 7. Assume that J(dom H 0 ) ~ dom H and put V = HJ- JH0• Let V be 
given in the form V = B* A with A E !l'(£0 , f), B E !l'(£, f) and assume that A 
and BJ (in place of 0) satisfy the conditions of Lemma 6. Further, assume that 

(I) sup IIBR(}. + ie) B*ll ;;;;; .x(.A.) where .x(A) < oo a.e. mod 1·1 on Ll0 , 
t>O 

(II) s-lim BR(A + ib) B* =: BR(}. + iO) B* exists a.e. mod 1·1 on Ll0 , 

.5-->-+0 
(III) s-lim A(R0(A - ib) - R 0(A + ib)) f exists a.e. mod 1·1 on Ll 0 , f E .A . 

.5-->-+0 
00 

Then there is a sequence Ai, A1 ~ A2 ~ • ··, with U Ai = Ll 0(mod 1·1) such that for each 
compact set Ll c: JR. we have i=l 

(u, E 0(LI) (S- p~c) v) = -2in_lim J {(F BJ(A)* D 1u, FA(.A.)* D 1v)Jt" 
:t->00 .1 n A1 

+ (FA(.A.)* D1u, BR(}. + iO) B*FA(.A.)* D1v)Jt"} d}., u, v E.A. (9) 

Proof. Inserting the factorization V = B* A into formula (5), we obtain 

(u, E 0(LI) (S- p~c) v) =-lim j (BJE0(d.A.) u, A(R0(.A.- ib)- R 0(}. + ib)) v) 
.5-->-+0 .1 

-lim lim j (AE0(d.A.) u, BR(.A. + ie) B*A(R0(}.- ib)- R 0(}. + ib)) v) 
.5-->-+o ·~+o .1 

for u, v E .A~ p~c£0• Since Lemma 6 is applicable to A and BJ, this equation can 
be transformed in the following manner: 

(u, E 0(LI) (S - p~c) v) == -lim j {(BJE0(d.A.) u, A(R0(x- ib) 
.5-->-+0LI 

- R 0(x + io)) v)fd.A.I,=A} d}. -lim lim J {(AE0(d.A.) u, BR(x + ie) 
6~+0 •~+O .1 

X B*A(R0(x - io) - R 0(x + io)) v)fd.A.I,=1} d}. 

=-lim J ((BJE0(d.A.) u)fd.A., A(R0(A- io)- R 0 (.A. + io)) v) d}. 
.5-->-+0 .1 

-lim lim j((AE0(d.A.)u)Jd.A.,BR(.A.+ie)B*A(R0(.1-io) -R0(.A.+io))v)d2 
~+O•~+O .1 

= -lim j (FBJ(.A.)* D,u, A(R0(2- ib)- R0(2 + ib)) v) d}. 
.5-->-+0 Ll 

-lim lim j (FA(.A.)* D,u, BR(2 + ie) B* A(R0(}.- io) - R 0(2 + ib)) v) d.A.. (10) 
.5-->-+o •~+o .1 

From (III) it follows that (/, 2inAE0(d2) v)fd2 = lim (/, A(R0(2- io) - R0(2 + ib)) v) 
~+O 

exists, a.e. mod 1·1 on Ll 0 , f E f. This relation, (III) and Lemma 6 imply 

2in(AE0(dA.) v)JdA. =s-lim A(R0(A.- ib) - R 0(}. + io)) v a.e. mod\·\ on L1 0 • 

.5-->-+0 
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Put {J(A.) =sup IIA(R0(A. - ie) - R0(A. + ie)) vii· Then {J(A.) < oo a.e. mod 1·1 on Ll0• 
•>O 

Define Borel sets A,., n E lN, by A,. = {A. E Ll 0 ; max lfJ(A.), lX(A.), ![F BJCA.)*II, I!FA(A.)*II} < n}. 
Then we claim 

(u, E0(Ll nA,.) (8- Po0) v) = -2in J (FBJ(A.)* D,u, (AE0(dA.) v)fdA) d).. 
.dnA,. 

-2in j (FA(A.)* D,u, BR(A. + iO) B*((AE0(dA.) v)fdA.)) dA.. (11) 
.dnA,. 

But this follows from the estimates 

!(FBJ(A.)* D,u, A(R0(A.- i<5)- R0(A. + ic5)) v)l ~ {J(A.) I!FBJ(A.)* D,u![ ~ n2 IID,u!IJrA' 

!(FA(A.)* D,u, BR(A. + ie) B*A(R0(A.- ic5)- R0(A. + ic5)) v)l 

~ {J(A.) lX(A.) I!FA(A.)* D,ull ~ n3 IID•ui~Jr., 

! IID.ull.n"A d)..~ !Llil/2 (f IID,u!!~A dA.Y'2 ~ IL1il/211ull, 

the pointwise convergence of the integrand in (10) (a.e. mod 1·1 on .1 0) and the Lebesgue 
dominated convergence theorem. Replacing (AE0(dA.) v)fdA by FA(A.)* DA in (11) and 
observing that the sequence A,. satisfies the other assertions, we obtain (9). • 

Remark 8. The conditions (I) and (II) in Theorem 7 are obviously satisfied if 
n-lim BR(A. + ie) B* exists a.e. mod 1·1 on Ll0 • 

Note that a representation of the scattering amplitude it(A.) with respect to 
L2(Ll0, d)..; £"'A; .9') easily follows from (9). First, formula (9) may be extended to 
u, v E P~0£"'0 (note the remark after the proof of Lemma 6 and the proof of (9) itself). 
Second, 9' is separable, that is, there is a generating sequence u,. E P~0£"'0 (this means 
{'ll,.(A.), n = 1, 2, ... } is generating in £-'A for almost all ).. (mod I· I); see Section 4.3.1). 
Third, (u, E0(Ll) (8- P~0) v) = J ('ll(A.), 'I'(A.), 1)(A.)).n-A dA for each compact set Ll and 

.dn.do 

all u, v E P~0£"'0• Therefore we obtain 

Corollary 9. Let the assumptions of Theorem 7 be satisfied. Then 

i'(A.) = -2m(FBJ(A.) FA(A.)* + FA(A.) BR(A. + iO) B*FA(A.)*} mod 1·1 on Ll 0 (12) 

is valid for the representation of the scattering amplitude with respect to L2(Ll0, d)..; £-'A; .9'). 
If£"'= .Yt = £-'0 , J = 1 and V = BA = AB where A, Bare selfadjoint, then (12) can 
be written in the form 

'I'(A.) = -2inFB(A.) (1 + AR(A. + iO) B) FA(A.)* mod 1·1 on Ll 0 

provided that we replace BR(z) B* by AR(z) B in (I) and (II) of Theorem (7). 

(13) 

We conclude this section with the remark that Theorem 7 and Corollary 9 can be 
extended to unbounded perturbations V. For example, if we assume that AE0(Ll) and 
BJE0(Ll) are bounded for each finite interval Ll and satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 6 
(at least for a set of intervals whose union covers Ll 0 mod I· 1), then the assertions of 
Theorem 7 and Corollary 9 remain true. 
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18.4.5. An application to potential scattering 

Let.#'= .#'0 = L2(1R3 , dx), J = 1 and H 0 = -LI. Further, let V = BA = AB where Vis self
adjoint on .#'0 and A = I V[1i 2• We assume that V is multiplication by a real-valued function 
v( ·) E L00 (1R3 , dx) n L1(1R3, dx). Then A and Bare multiplication operators by real-valued func
tions a(·) and b( ·) belonging to L00 (1R3 , dx) n £2(lR3 , dx). Naturally, v( ·) is also an element of 
£2(JR3, dx). 

Now we take over the results of Sections 17.2.2 and 17.3.2 for the scattering system {H = H0 

+ "V, H 0} where" E lR obeys the estimate sup 1"1 ·IIAR0 (A + ie) B[[ < 1. Then we obtain: 
.IEJR,•>O 

(I) A and Bare H0-smooth. Hence, in particular s-lim AR0(A ± ie) f exists a.e. mod 1·1 for each 
f E .#'o. ._..+0 

(II) A is H-smooth. Hence s-lim AR(A. ± ie) Bf exists a.e. mod 1·1 for each I E .#'0 • 

...... +0 
(III) sup [[BR(l + ie) B*[l = sup [[AR(l + ie) B[[ < oo because of the equality 1 + "AR(A. + ie)B 

.IEJR,•>O .IEJR,•>O 
= (1 - "AR0 (A + ie) B)-1 and the estimate sup I"IIIAR0 (A + ie) B[[ < 1 (the last estimate is 
valid for a " > 0). .leJR,•>O 

(IV) The strong wave operators W ±(H,H0) exist and are unitary. The next step is to introduce 
a direct integral representation of .Jft'0 with respect to H 0 , a manifold .K c .;ft'0 and the operator 
DJ.. Let Q denote the unit sphere in lR3, and let A.= [p[2 and ru = pfJp[ for p E lR3• Then the map 

L 2(1R3, dx) 3 f( ·)--+ g( ·, ·) E L2(1R+, dA; L2(!J, dru)) 

with g(A, ru) = 2-1i 2 [p[1i 2 f(p) leads to the direct integral representation L2(1R+, dl; £2(!J,dru)) 
of .Jft'0 with respect to H 0 (see' also Section 15.2.4). Set .K = {IE .Jft'0 ; IE L1(lR3, dx)}. Then 
the operator D, : .K--+ :#'.1 = L2(!J, dru) is given by 

(DJ.f) (ru) = 2-l/2A,l/4(2n)-3/2 J e-IA""(w,zll(x) dx. (14) 
JR." 

To conclude the proof that the operators H, H 0, A and B satisfy the assumptions of Corollary 9, 
we must establish that A (and thus B = (sgn V) A = A(sgn V) obeys the conditions of Lemma 6. 
Clearly, ima A*~ .K since a(·) E L00(lR3, dx) n L2(1R3, dx). Further, for IE .;ft'0 we have 

(F..t(l) I) (ru) = (DJ.AI) (ru) = (1/4) l 1/ 4n-3/2 J e-iJ.11'1w.zla(x) l(x) dx. 
JR." 

Since a(·)/(·) E L1(1R.3, dx), (DAAf) (ru) is jointly continuous in A and ru. Further, we easily obtain 
that F..t(A) E !l'2(.Jft'0, L2(!J, dru)) and that F..t(A) is continuous in A E JR.+ with respect to 11·112• Thus 
we get the formula (13) for the scattering amplitude 1'(l) of the scattering system {-LI + "V, -LI} 
and moreover, we obtain that 1'(A) E !l'1(L2(!J, dru)) for all A E JR.+ and is continuous in A E JR.+ 
with respect to II·III· 

18.2. Smoothness conditions and the scattering amplitude 

18.2.1. Some formulas for the scattering amplitude 

The aim of this section is to derive formulas for S- p~c and T(.l.) under smoothness 
conditions. The considerations proceed similarly as the ones for Theorem 7 and Corol
lary 9. We start with 

Lemma 10. Let A E CC(~0, ~).If A is H0-smooth, then 

00 

j E 0(d.l.) A*{·} E 9'(L2(IR, d.l.; ~). ~0). (15) 
-00 
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Proof. Let f E L2(lR, dJ.; £')be piecewise absolutely continuous and let L1 be compact. 

Then, by Prop. 5.10, Prop. 5.14 and the fact that ima A* ~ P~0£'0 (A is H 0-smooth) 

and thus in (15) we can replace E 0(dJ.) by P~0E0(dJ.), we obtain 

II/ Eo(dJ.) A*f(J.)W = 1 (f(J.), AEo(dx) A*f(J.))jdxlx=• dJ.. 

Note that sup lb- al-1 !!AE0([a, b]) A*!!.= c < oo because of 
-oo<a<b<oo 

sup I\E0([a; b]) A*ul\2 =sup (E0([a, b]) A*u, E0([a, b]) A*u) 
J!ull=l l!ull=l 

and Theorem 17.6. Thus 

=sup (u, AE0([a, b]) A*u) = I\AE0([a, b]) A*!! 
llu!l=l 

II/ Eo(dJ.) A*f(J.) 112 ~ c 1 (f(J.), f(J.)) dJ. ~ c 1\fllhJR.d.l;Jt"l' 

This implies that ( E 0(dJ.) A*f(J.) exists and (16) is true for L1 = ( -oo, oo). • 

(16) 

Now we are able to prove an analog of Theorem 7 under smoothness conditions. 

Theorem 11. Assume that J(dom H 0 ) ~ dom Hand put V = HJ - JH0 • Assume that 

V = B* A (in the form sense) where A E ~(£'0 , .Jf'), BE ~(£', .Jf') and .Jf' is a separable 

Hilbert space. Further assume that for some Borel sets a ~ lR, A and BJ satisfy the con

dition (I) of Prop. 17.19 with respect to H0 and a and that sup 1\BR(J. + ie) B*l! < oo 
•<O,.IEa 

(then BE( a) is H-smooth and s-lim BR(J. + ie) B* =: BR(J. + iO) B* exists for all 

J. E a). Then H+O 

E0(a) (S- p~c) I = -2in j E 0(dJ.) E0(a) IJ*B* + A*BR(J. + iO) B*} 
a 

X ((AEo(a) Eo(dJ.) /)jdJ.), f E P~0£'0 • (17) 

Proof. The starting point is formula (5). But in our case, in (5), the left side is to 

replace by E 0(a) (S- p~c) and the right side by 

s-lim w-lim {-J E 0(dJ.) E 0(a) [J*B* + A*BR(J. + ie) B*] AE0(a) 
6--++0 •---++0 a 

(18) 

Here we have used that ima E 0(a) A*~ p~c£'0, ima E 0(a) J*B* ~ P~0.)f'0 and 

AE0(a) = AE0(a) p~c. We shall prove that in this expression we can replace w-lim 

by s-lim and that (18) agrees with the right side of (17). From the H 0-smoothness of 

AE0(a) and the H-smoothness of BE( a) we obtain the existence of 

2in(AE0(a) E 0(dJ.) f)/dJ. :=s-lim AE0(a) (R0(J.- ib)- R 0(J. + ib)) f, 
6--++0 

BR(J. + iO) B*g :=s-lim BR(J. + ib) B*g, 
6--++0 
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for almost all A E a (mod I· 1). Furthermore, note that this is also a L 2(IR, dA; f)

convergence (this fact follows from the smoothness definition). Then it follows from 
Lemma 10 and the uniform boundedness of I[BR(A +is) B*ll for s > 0 and A E a that 
(18), with s-lim in place of w-lim, exists and gives (17). • 

From ( 17) the following formula for the matrix elements of S - p~c is obtained: 
Let LJ c a and u, v E £ 0• Then 

(u, E0(LJ) (S- p~c) v) = -2in {! ((BJE0(a) E0(dA) u)jdA, (AE0(a) E0(dA) v)jdA}dJc 

+/ ((AE0(a) E 0(d/.) u)jdA, BR(A + iO) B*((AE0(a) E0(dJc) v)jdA}) dA}· 

Now recall the definitions and properties of .It, D,, Fc(A) and the direct integral re
presentation L2(LJ0 , dA; £,; 9') of P 0ac£0 with respect to H 0 (see Section 1.4). If we 
assume that ima E 0(a) A*~ .It and ima E0(a) J*B* ~.It, then it is not difficult to 

prove that FAE,(a)(A) E .!l'(f, £,) and FBJE,(a)(A) E .!l'(.Jf", £,) for almost all A E a 
(mod I· I) (for the proof proceed similar as in the proof of Lemma 6 and use the smooth

ness properties of AE0(a), BJE0(a); in case L2(LJ 0,dA;£,;9') =L2(LJ0 ,dA;:£0 ) 

Lemma 17.7 provides a proof). Thus FAE,(a)(A)* D,u = (AE0(a) E 0(dA) u)fdA and 
FBJE,<a>(Jc)* D,u = (BJE0(a) E0(dA) u)fdJc. Using these properties and the separability 
of 9', we can reproduce (12) from the formula above for (u; E0(LJ) (S- p~c) v): 

i'(A) = -2in{FBJE,(a)(A) FAE,(a)(A)* + FAE,(a)(A) BR(A + iO) B*FAE,(a)(A)*}. (19) 

18.2.2. A special case in the one-space theory 

In this section we assume that £ 0 = £, J = 1 and V = A*O A where A E .!l'(£0 , :£) 
and 0 E .!l'(:£). Further, we assume that A is H 0-smooth and moreover, sup 

lEJR,e>O 

1!AR0(Jc +is) A*ll < oo. Finally, we assume that n-lim AR0(Jc +is) A* exists a.e. 
mod 1·1· Because of •-..+o 

OAR(Jc +is) A*= (1- OAR0(A +is) A*)-1 - 1, 

for the existence of n-lim OAR(Jc +is) A*=: OAR(A + iO) A* it is sufficient to assume 
<--++0 

that 11011 is sufficiently small. Under these assumptions Theorem 11 is applicable. 
Further, we suppose that we have the special direct -integral representation 

L2(LJ0 , dA; fi,) of p~c£0 with respect to H 0 where .It= ima A* (the assumption that 

ima A* is generating with respect to p~c£0 and H 0 is made for simplicity, in general it 

suffices to assume .It;;;;;? ima A* for the following assertions). Then FA(A) = D,A* is 

well-defined and belongs to .!l'(:£, fi,) a.e. mod 1·1 (see the remarks at the end of the 
preceding section). Thus we obtain formula (19) which can be written in the form 

i'(A) = -2inFA(A) (0 + OAR(A + iO) A*O) FA(A)*. (20) 

Now we define M 0(Jc) := AE0(dA) A*/dA := (1/2in) (AR0(Jc- iO) A*- AR0(A + iO) A*). 
Clearly, M 0(A) is selfadjoint and nonnegative for all A where it exists. M0(A) is connected 
with FA(J..) by the following relation. 
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Lemma 12. Suppose that n-lim (1/2in) [AR0(A.- ib) A*- AR0(A. + ib) A* = M 0(A.) 
6--++0 

exists for all A. E Ll 1 ~ lR and FA(A.) E !£'(%,£',)for all A. E A~ JR. Then FA(A.)* FA(A.) 
= M 0(A.) for all A. E ;j 1 n A. 

Proof. FA(A.)* ]I'A(A.) u = FA(A.)* D,A*u = (AE0(dA.) A*u)jdA. (see Lemma 6). Further, 
(v, AE0(dA.) A*u)jdA. = (v; (AE0(dA.) A*u)fdA.) for all v E ::It and A. E A (A independent 
of v and u). Now 

(v, (AE0(dA.) A*u)jdA. =lim (v, (1/2in) A(R0(A.- ib)- R0(A. + ib)) A*u) 
6--++0 

for all A. where the left side exists (see Prop. 3.16). This implies the desired relation. • 
Now we can use the polar decomposition of the operators FA(A.) to get a representation 

of the scattering amplitude 1'(A.) in the Hilbert space £'0• From Lemma 12 it follows 
that FA(A) = (sgn FA(A.)) JFA(A.)I = (sgn FA(A.)) M 0(A.)l/2 a.e. mod 1·1· FA(A.) is an operator 
from .Yt onto :A, since FA(A.) = D,A* and ima A*= .A is, by definition; dense in .A,. 
Thus U, := sgn FA(A.) maps clo (ima M 0(A.)112) onto .A, a.e. mod 1·1· Then we obtain 
from (20) that 

1'(A.) = -2inU,M0(A.)l/2 (0 + CAR(A. + iO) A*O) M 0(A.)112 U,* 

a.e. mod 1·1 and that 1'(A.) is unitarily equivalent to the operator T(A.) on £'0 given by 

T(A.) = -2inM0(}.)1/2 (0 + OAR(A. + iO) A*O) M 0(A.)112 • (21) 

The advantage of this formula is that it is independent of any special direct integral 
representation of P~0£'0 with respect to H 0• (21) containsonly limits of "sandwiched" 
resolvents. Thus, if we are interested in assertions on 1'(A.) which are unitarily invariant, 
then it is senseful to use formula (21). T(A.) can be regarded as the scattering amplitude 
pulled back into £'0• 

18.3. Analyticity properties of the scattering amplitude 
and resonances 

18.3.1. General remarks 

The interest of physicists in analyticity properties of the scattering amplitude came 
from the more or less tight connection between analyticity and causality ("more or 
less tight" refers to the different physical theories). For instance, in the Lax-Phillips 
theory (Chapter 12) analyticity of the scattering amplitude arises naturally from the 
basic assumptions reflecting the causality of the corresponding system. In this para
graph we present two abstract results on the analyticity of 1'(A.); in both cases analyticity 
properties of sandwiched resolvents 0 1R0(z) 0 2 are used. 

Another interesting point is the appearance of nonreal poles in the analytic conti
nuation of the scattering amplitude 1'(A.) of the scattering system {H, H 0 ; J}. These 
poles are called resonances and one can sometimes prove that they agree with the poles 
of a certain sandwiched resolvent (called virtual poles). These virtual poles appear 
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when H0 has eigenvalues embedded in its absolutely continuous part and they are 
unstable with respect to the perturbation V = HJ- JH0• The motivation for the 
study of such scattering systems cotnes from the following facts: 

The measurement of cross sections, for example for nuclear reactions, shows that 
sometimes cross sections have sharp maxima near certain "resonance" energies A.0 

and that they can be represented in the simple form a(A.) ~ c((). - A.0) 2 + P)-1 near A.0• 

The usual physical interpretation of these maxima is that during the scattering process 
the particles form a weakly unstable system, a so-called compound system with the 
bound energy A.0 , which subsequently decays. Now the idea is to introduce a suitable 
selfadjoint operator H "'" which has the resonance energies as eigenvalues, and to 
study the scattering system {H, H 00 ; J} to get a better understanding of the behavior 
of the scattering amplitude for the original scattering system {H, H0 ; J}. The results 
in this direction are very meager and we restrict ourselves to the discussion of a special 
model. 

18.3.2. Analytic continuations of T(l.) 

For simplicity we consider the one-space case: :/e = :ff0, J = 1. We assume that 
Po0H 0 has constant multiplicity, and thus there is a direct integral representation 
L 2(LI0, dA.; :Jf"0) of P~0:/e0 with respect to H 0• Further we assume that H- H 0 = V 
= .A*O.A where .A E ~(;/e0, F), 0 E !l'(.F) and oF is some separable Hilbert space. 
With respect to L 2(LI0, dA.; :Jf" 0) we choose as in Section 1.4 a spectral manifold .A ~ Poe ;/e 0 

and assume without loss of generality that DA: .A-? :Jf"0 for all A. E Ll 0 such that 
D.k = k(A.), k E .A, where k (·)is the representer of k with respect to L 2(LI 0, dA.; :Jf"0). 

In the following we fix an interval (a, b) c 1R. and set Q := E0((a, b)) (P0P)~. Then the 
main assumptions of this section are: 

(I) .AQ is H0-smooth and .AQR0(z) .A*, Im z > 0, is analytic continuable into a region 
<§ ::::J (a, b) of the complex plane. 

(II) ima Q.A* ~.A (thus FAQ(A.) E !l'(.F, :Jf"0) for almost all A. E (a, b); see the remarks 
at the end of Section 2.1) and FAQ(A.) = D,Q.A* is holomorphic on (a, b) and has an 
analytic continuation into <§ u ?§ (?§ = {z; z E <§}). 

(III) For simplicity, we assume that eig H 0 n (a, b) = {).1, A.2 , ••• , A.,} with r < oo 
r 

and that P0 := E E0({A.8}) is finite-dimensional. (Note that this is an essential difference 
8=1 

to Section 2.2 where eigenvalues are excluded). 

(IV) The operator-valued function 

F+(z) := (1- O.AP0~R0(z) .A*)-1 , Im z > 0, (22) 

is meromorphic continuable into<§\ (1R \(a, b)) (e. g. if 110PlR0(z) .A*Il < 1). 
Note that the assumption of the analytic continuability in (II) is much stronger than 

the requirement that (Q.A*g, E0(dA.) Q.A*f)/dA. = (D,Q.A*g, D;.QA*f) is analytic 
continuable which is implied by (I). 

Now we have 
r 

(/)±(z) := O.ARo(z).A* = E (Z-A8)-1 0AEo(\A.8}) A* +OAP0~(z-H0)-1 A* (23) 
8=1 
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for Im z ~ 0. From (I) it follows that H 0 I do {E0(Ll) f; f E ima QA *, Ll Borel set} has no 
singular spectrum and moreover that tP+(z) is analytic continuable into the region 
l§o := l§ "\. {(IR "\.(a, b)) U {21, 22, •.. , ArJ}. 

An easy calculation shows that 

!l'+(z) := OAR(z) A* = F+(z) + F+(z) OAP0(H+(z)t 1 P 0A*F+(z) - 1, Im z > 0, (24) 

where H+(z) = (zP0 - H0P0 - P 0A*F+(z) OAP0 ) I P 0JI>0 is the so-called Livsic matrix 
and where 

(25) 

is the so-called partial resolvent. From (IV), we easily get that P+(z) is meromorphic 
continuable into the region l§. The poles of P+(z) are called virtual poles. If F+(z) is even 
holomorphic continuable into l§ (cf. assumption (IV)), then the virtual poles are precisely 
the poles of H+(z)-1 or, equivalently, the zeros of the determinant of the Livsic matrix. 
Under additional assumptions the real virtual poles form precisely the eigenvalue 
spectrum of H in (a, b). Nonreal virtual poles are not excluded, of course, they have 
necessarily a negative imaginary part. 

Proposition 13. Let the assumptions (I)-(IV) be satisfied. Then the scattering amplitude 
1'(2) (with respect to L 2(Ll0, d2; .Jf'0) is given by 

1'(2) = -2inFAQ(2) (0 + OAR(2 + iO) A*O) FAQ(2)*, 2 E (a, b), 

is holomorphic on (a, b) and meromorphic continuable into l§0• The poles of 1'(2) in l§fJ' 
are precisely the nonreal virtual poles. 

Proof. The representation of 1'(2) by the formula above follows from the results 
of Section 2.1. The holomorphy and the meromorphic continuability are implied by 
the corresponding properties of !l' +(2) and FAQ(2). It remains to show that the nonreal 
poles of !l' +(z) in l§ are also poles of T(z). For this it suffices to verify that the poles of 
!l' +(z) are poles of 

OFAQ(2)* T(2) FAQ(2) = -2inOFAQ(2)* FAQ(2) (1 + P+(2)) OFAQ(2)* FAQ(2). 

Recall that OFAQ(2)* FAQ(2) = n-lim (1/2in) OAQ{R0(2- ic5)- R 0(2 + i6)} A* for 
H+O 

almost all 2 E [a, b] (mod 1·1) under our assumptions (see Lemma 12). Thus, by 
n-lim QJ.(R0(2- ic5) - R0(2 + ic5)) = 0 for all}. E (a, b)"\. {21, 22, ••• , 2r}, we obtain that 

H+O 

OFAQ(2)* FAQ(2) = n-lim OA(R0(2- ic5)- R 0(2 + ib)) A*= $_(2)- IP+(2) 
6--++0 

for 2 E (a, b) (mod 1·1). Thus, for z E l§ with Im z < 0, 

OFAQ(z)* T(z) FAQ(z) = (IP_(z) -IP+(z)) (1 + P+(z)) (IP_(z)- IP+(z)). 

From 1 + P+(z) = (1- IP+(z))-1 we obtain 

IP+(z) P+(z) = !l'+(z) IP+(z) = P+(z)- IP+(z). 

Assume ~ is a nonreal pole of !l' +(z). Then 

!l' +(z) = (z - ~tm DE + O(z), DE=!= 0 and m ;:?; 1, 

(26) 
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and (z - ~)m C(z) n 0 as lz - ~~ _,.. 0. Then we obtain 

n-lim (z- ~)m (@_(z)- @+(z)) {1 + P+(z)) (@_(z)- @+(z)) 
Z-->li 

From (26) we haveD; =@+(~)DE= D¢@+(~) = @+(~) D<@+(~). Inserting this into the 
relation above we obtain 

n-lim (z- ~)m (@-(z)- @+(z) {1 + P+(z)) (@_(z)- @+(z)) 
Z-->/i 

= (1- @_(~)) D;(1- @_(~)))· (27) 

Now {1 - @_(~)) = 1 - CAR0(~) A* since Im ~ < 0. This operator-valued function is 
clearly bounded invertible, namely {1 - @_(~))-1 = 1 +CAR(~) A* for Im ~ < 0. Thus 
the operator on the right side of (27) is not the zero operator. This implies that 1'(z) at 
the point ~ has a pole of the order m ~ 1. • 

18.3.3. An application to potential scattering 

Let .Yt' = £'0 = L2(1R3, dx), J = 1 and H0 = -LI. Further, let V = A*CA where A is multi· 
plication by ~X(x) = e-dlxl, d > 0, Cis multiplication by a real-valued function c(.) E Loo(JR3, dx). 
Then Vis multiplication by v(x) = e-2dlxlc(x) and is selfadjoint. We want to show that the system 
H, H0 with the factorization H- H0 = V = A*CA satisfies the assumptions of Prop. 13. First 
we note that the complete strong wave operators W ± (H, H0) exist (see e.g. Section 15.2.4). Further 
we take the same manifold .,I(, the direct integral representation L2(1R+, dA; L 2(D, dw)) and D1 
as in Section 1.5. Then it is easy to see that FA(A) = D1A* = D1A is analytic continuable into the 
region"§= {z; Jim z1' 21 < d}. Next we verify that cJ>+(z) is analytic continuable into"§. 

Proposition 14. For Im z ~ JR+ the operator-valued function AR0(z) A* E 2'2(£'0) and it is analytic 
.continuable into "§. 

Proof. For Im z1/ 2 > 0 the kernel of AR0(z) A* is given by 

eiz'''lx-yl 
(AR0(z) A*) (x, y) = - e-dlxle-dlyl 

4nJx- Yl 
(see e.g. KA.To [1, p. 495]). For x =!= y the kernel is holomorphic on the Riemannian surface of 
zl/2, and for Im zl/2 > - a0 > -d we have the estimate 

J J !I(AR0(z) A*) (x, Yllll?W,dw) dx dy 
JR' JR' 

~ (1/16:rt2) J J e-2d(lxi+IYil dx dy { 
e-2Imz'1'1x-yl 

JR' JR' Jx- yJ2 

J e-2(d-a,)lyl e-2(d-a,)lxl 
~ (1/16n2) J dx dy < oo. 

JR' JR' Jx- yJ2 

Now the assertion is an easy consequence of this estimate. • 
From Prop. 14 it follows that (1 - CAR0(z) A*)-1 is meromorphic continuable into the region 

"§ since CAR0(z) A* has this property and is even a 2'2(£'0)-valued analytic function. 
Now we can apply Prop. 13 and obtain that T(A.) is meromorphic continuable into the region 
{z; Jim zli2J < d} and that the poles of T(A.) (if any exist) agree with the poles of CAR(z) A*. 
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18.3.4. The finite-dimensional Friedrichs model 

First we note the assumptions of this model: 

(I) spec H0 = spee80 H 0 = specc H0 =[a, b], P~. = 0 and H 0 I }1,0.7/'0 has constant 
multiplicity on [a, b]. There is precisely one eigenvalue .1.0 E (a, b) of H0, which has 
finite multiplicity n. We set P 0 = E0({J.0}). 

(II) Let F: Po.7f'0 -+ P 0 l.7f'0 be an operator with dim (ima F) = n. The extension of 
F onto .71'0 given by Fl P 0 J..7f'0 = 0 is also denoted by F. We assume that ima r is a 
generating manifold with respect to P~0.7/'0 and H 0, that is, P~0.7/'0 = clo spa {E0(LI) I; 
IE ima r, Ll c gjJR}• Obviously ima r is spectral and B(J.) := (F*Eo(dJ.) F)/d.?. exists 
for almost all A E [a, b] (mod J· J). 

(III) The selfadjoint operator His defined by H = H0 + F + F* on .7/'0• 

The system {H, H 0} is called a (finite-dimensional) Friedrichs model. 

From (II) it follows that L 2([a, b], dJ.; d'"A) with :/{" = ima F is a direct integral 
representation of P~0.7/'0 with respect to H 0 (see Chapter 4). In this case fA 
=:/{"mod (ker I·IE •. A) because themultiplicityofH0 IPo0.7/'0 turns out to ben. SinceH -HG 
= r + F* E ~1(.7/'0), the complete strong wave operators W±(H, H0) exist. Now we 
calculate the scattering amplitude T(J.) with respect to L2([a, b], dJ.; d'"A)· First, we note 
that F r•(J.) =DArE ~(.7/'0, d'"A) a.e. mod 1·1· This is a simple consequence of the fact 
thatima F = :/t" andima r is finite dimensional. Further, we have VPoc = F*Poc = F* 
and p~cv = Pocr =F. Thus p~cvp~c = 0. Then Theorem 4 provides 

S - p~c =s-lim w-lim {- j E0(dJ.) FR(J. + ie) F*(R0(J.- id) - R0(J. + id))} 
c!-->-+0 ~-++0 -00 

=s-lim w-lim {- j E0(pJ.) FPoR(J. + ie)P0F*(R0(J.- id)- R0(J. + id))}· (28) 
cl-->-+0 ~-++0 - 00 

Using that n-lim PoR(J. + ie) P 0 =: PoR(J. + iO) P0 exist a.e. mod 1·1 (dim Po.7f'0 < oo) 
~-++0 

and that s-lim F*R0(J. ± id) I exists a.e. mod I·J, we can make the same conclusions 
cl-->-+0 

as in the proof the Theorem 7 and Corollary 9. This leads to the formula 

P(J.) = -2inF r•(J.) P0R(J. + iO) P0F r•(J.)* (29) 

for the scattering amplitude P(J.). Note that PoR(A. + iO) P 0 is the partial resolvent 
introduced in Section 3.2., that is, 

P 0R(z) P0 I P~0 = H(z)-1 

where the Livsic matrix H(z) in this case is given by 

b 

H(z) = z - A.o - f (z - x)-1 B(x) dx = z - .1.0 - F*(z - H 0t 1 F. (30) 
a 
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Because H 0 I p~c.?lt'o is of constant multiplicity n; the direct integral representation of 
p~c.?lt'0 with respect to H0 can also be given in the form L2([a, b], dA.; f) with a fixed 
Hilbert space f of dimension n. According to the remarks at the beginning of Section 
1.4 we may assume that F ro(A.) = D,r E .P(.?It'0 , f) a.e. mod 1·1· Now the decisive 
assumption for analyticity assertions is: 

(IV) The operator-valued function F r•(A.) = D;.F: .?lt'0 ---?- f is holomorphic conti
nuable from [a, b] into a region '§ :::J [a, b] of the complex plane which is symmetric 
to the real line. 

Proposition 15. If assumptions (I)-(IV) are satisfied then H(z) is holomorphic con
tinuable (from~+) into the region~+ u '§'\..(JR.'\.. [a, b]). 

Proof. It follows from 

b 

(u, F*(z- H0)-1 Tv) = (ru, (z - H0)-1 Tv) = j (z- x)-1 (F r•(x) u, F r•(x) v}..¥ dx 
a 

and the well-known fact, that holomorphy of (F r•(x) u, F r•(x) v)..¥ implies the holo
morphic continuation of the Cauchy integral above. • 

From this statement immediately follows that H(zt1 is meromorphic continuable 
into the region~+ U '§ '\.. (IR.'\..(a, b]). In our case the virtual poles defined in Section 3.2 
coincide with the zeros of det H(z). For sufficiently small IIFil one can prove that 
det {H(z)} has zeros because of det H(z) = (z - A.0)'' in case r = 0 (the prooffor small 
llFII is a simple application of Rouche's theorem). Thus there exist virtual poles connec
ted with the eigenvalue A.0 of H 0• Either directly from (29) or with the help of Prop. 13 
we can easily prove 

Proposition 16. If assumptions (I)-(IV) are satisfied, then 1'(A.) is meromorphic con
tinuable into'§'\.. {JR.'\.. [a, b]} and 

1'(z) = -2inF r•(z) H(z)-1 F r•(z)*. 

~is a pole of 1'(z) in '§'\..{JR.'\.. [a, b]} iff ~is a virtual pole. 



19. Spectral Properties 
of the Scattering Amplitude 

19.1. Trace class conditions and scattering amplitude 

19.1.1. Calculation of the scattering amplitude lor trace class perturbations 

We begin with a representation of S- Foe by a vector spectral integral. 

Proposition 1. Let V := HJ- JH0 E !l't(.Yl'0 , .Yl') and let V = B*A with A E !l'2(.Yl'0,:>f"), 
B E !l'2(.Yl', :Jf") (:Jf" some separable H~"lbert space). Then there is a sequence An, A1 ~ A2 ~ • • • 

00 

and U An = 1R (mod I· J), suck that for each / E ..II 00(H0) 

n=l 

(8- p~c) / = ( -2in) s-lim j E 0(dA.) {J*B* + A*BR(A. + iO) B*} (AE0(dA.) //dA.). (1) 
~oo A,. 

Proof. Recall that BR(A. + i6) B* is 11·112-convergent as <5 ~ +O a.e. (mod I· J) with 
respect to A. (see Prop. 3.14). Further recall Prop. 5.16 and the fact that g'I(A.) 
= A(R0(A.- i1J) - R0(A. + i1J)) f is a member of L 2(1R, dA.; :>f") for all 1J > 0. Now we 
consider the expression A* BR(A. + i6)B* g'I(A.). 

Set p(A.) =sup IIBR(A. + i<5) B*l\ and .x(A.) = IIAE0(dA.) A*)/dA.II. Then p(A.) < oo and 
0<6~1 

.x(A.) < oo a.e. mod 1·1 (see Prop. 3.14). Define Borel sets An by max {.x(A.), tJ(A.)} :::;;: n 
and Ann specc (HoI (Po0.Yl'0).L) = f/J for all n E lN. Then E0(An) E0( ·) is an absolutely 
continuous spectral measure and we can apply Prop. 5.16. This proves the existence of 
the spectral integrals J E 0(dA.) A*BR(A. + iO) B*g'I(A.) and the relation 

A,. 

s-lim j E 0(dA.) A*BR(A. + i6) B*g'I(A.) = j E 0(dA.) A*BR(A. + iO) B*g'I(A.) 
cJ->.+0 A,. A,. 

for all n E lN and 1J > 0. Now recall that g'I(A.) tends strongly to 2in(AE0(dA.) 1)/dA. a.e 
mod 1·1 and also with respect to L 2(1R, dA.; :>f") as 1J ~ +0 (see Prop. 3.14 and Remark 
3.26). Thus the spectral integrals J E 0(dA.) A*BR(A. + iO) B*((AE0(dA.) /)/dA.) exist for all 

n E 1N and we have A,. 

s-lim s-lim J E0(dA.) A*BR(A. + i<5) B*g'I(A.) 
q-++0 cJ->.+0 A,. 

= 2in j E0(dA.) A*(BR(A. + iO) B*) AEo(dA.) f. 
A,. dA, 

(2) 

Similarly, introducing a corresponding sequence An'; we obtain 

s-lim J E 0(dA.) J*B*g'I(A.) = 2in J E 0(dA.) J*B*((AE0(dA.) f)/dA.)· (3) 
q-++0 A,.' A,.' 

Denote the sequence An n An' again by An. Then the relations above are true for this 
new sequence. 
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From Theorem 18.4 it follows that 

(S - p~c) / = s-lim Eo(An) (S - p~c) / 

=s-lim s-lim w-lim {-J E0(d.?.)[J*B* +A*BR(J.+ib)B*g~(J.)]}· 
n_,.oo <1---->-+0 ,___,.+0 A,. 

Inserting (2) and (3) into the right side, we get (1). • 
From Prop. 1 one can derive a formula for the scattering amplitude 1'(.?.). In order 

to prepare this formula, let us recall some facts on Hilbert-Schmidt and trace operators. 
Let £'0 = L 2(L1 0 , d.?.; $"0) and A E .9"2(£'0). Then A acts as an integral operator on 

.Yt'o, 
(A/) (x) = J A(x, y) f(y) dy, IE .Yt'o, 

"· 
where A(x, y) is a.e. (mod 1·1 in lR2) defined and belongs to .9"2($"0). Further, IIAII~ 
= J J IIA(x, y)ll~ dx dy. These facts follow easily from the Schmidt representation of 

"· "· A, Af = .E 1Xn(!ln• /)en, .E I1Xnl 2 < oo, l!ln} and len} orthonormal systems, the formula 
n n 

(A/) (x) = J .E 1Xn(!ln(y), /(y) ).Jt". en dy and the definition A(x, y): = .E IXn(!ln(y), · ).Jt". en(x), 
~ n n 

which implies 

IIA(x, Ylll22 = .E 1Xn2 ll!ln(Y)II~. llen(x)JI~.· 
n 

Further, recall that if A, BE .9"2(£'0), then the so-called iterated kernel T(x, y) 
corresponds to the product T =ABE .9"1(£'0) 

T(x, y) := (AB) (x, y) = j A(x, .?.) B(J., y) d.?.. 

"· 
Note that the kernel T(x, y) is well-defined for all (x, y} E LJ 0 "-.A xL1 0 "-.A where A is 
some null set, IAI = 0. In particular, the "diagonal elements" T(x, x) are well-defined 
by this procedure on L1 0 "-.A. We can also introduce the kernel T(x, y) via the Schmidt 
representation of T, namely if T = .E fln(!Jn; ·)en (l!ln}, (en} orthonormal systems, 

n 
E lflnl < oo); then we have T(x, y) = E fln(!ln(y), ·) en(x). From this definition the 
n n 

relation 

j IIT(x, x)l\1 dx ~ IITII1 (4) 
Ll, 

immediately follows; use the estimate J JIT(x, x)JI1 dx ~ E lflnl J ll!ln(x)JJJJen(x)JJ dx 
L1o n .do 

~ .E lflnl ( J ll!ln(x)JJ2 dx) 1' 2 ( J JJen(x)JJ 2 dx)1' 2 • Another interesting relation is 
n "• "• 

tr T = J (tr T(x, x)) dx. (5) 

The proof follows from 

tr T = E (en, Ten) = E fln(!ln• en) 
n n 

= £ fJn J (gn(x), en(x)).Jt", dx = J E fln(!ln(x), en(x))g, dx 
n Lio Lfo n 

26 Baumgartel/Wollenberg 
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and from the relation ({k8 } denotes an orthonormal basis in :11"0 ) 

tr T(x, x) = E (k., T(x, x) ks) = E Pn(Yn(x), ks) (k., en(x)) 
8 '·" 

= L Pn L (gn(x), k.) (k., en(x)) = L fJn(Yn(x), en(x))x-.· 
n s n 

Proposition 2. Let V = HJ - JH0 E .!l\(JF0). Assume that H 0 has homogeneous multi
pliciiy and that a spectral represeniation of p~c JF 0 with respect to H 0 is given by L 2( Ll0 , dA.; :It 0). 

Then the scattering ampliiude 1'(A.) (with respect to L 2(LI0, dA.; :11"0)) belongs to ..2"1(:11"0) 

a.e. mod 1·1 and is given by 

1'(A.) = -2in(P~0[J*V + V*R(A. + iO) V) p~c) (A., A.) a.e. mod 1·1· (6) 

Proof. First we introduce a specfalfactorization V = B*A with A E .2"2(;F0, P~0;F0), 
BE .2"2(JF, P~0JF0). Then the operators APoc, PocJ*B* and Po0A*(BR(A. + iO) B*) 
belong to !£'2(P~c;F0) and can be represented by integral operators with certain kernels 
with respect to L 2(LI0, dA.; :11"0). Let A(x, y) denote the kernel of AP~0• Then 
(AP~cE0(dA.) 1)/dA. = {AE0(dA) 1)/dA., f E p~c;F0 is represented by A(·, A.) j(A.) where 
j(A.) dentoes the representer of f in L 2(LI0 , dA.; :11"0). Therefore p~c{J*B* 
+ A*BR(A. + iO) B*} ({APocE0(dA.) f)/dA) is represented by 

J (Po0J*B* + p~cA*BR(A. + iO) B*) (x, e) A(e, A.) /(A.) de. 
Ll 

That is, we have to iterate the corresponding operators Poe J* B* + p~c A* BR(). + iO) B* 
and AP~c and obtain 

(P~0J*VP~0 + P~0 V*R(A. + iO) VP~c) (x, A.) f(),) 

for the representer of p~c{J*B* + A*BR(A. + iO) B*} ((AE0(dA.) 1)/dA). Now recall that 

if g = J p~cE0(dA.) h(A.), then the representer ~( ·) of P~0g with respect to the spectral 
representation L 2(LI0, dA.; :11"0) of Po0JF0 is given by ~(A.) = h(A.; A.), where h( ·;A.) denotes 
the representer of P~0h(.l.) (see Section 5.2.4 and note that L 2(LI0 , dA.; :11"0) is a special 
case of representations L 2(LI, dA.; .i";.)). Thus, using (1), we obtain that the representer 
of Tf, i.e. 1'(2) /(A.), is given by -2in (P~cJ*VP~c + p~cV*R(.I. + iO) VP~c) (.1., A.) /(A.) 
a.e. mod 1·1· • 

19.1.2. A trace norm estimate of the scattering amplitude 

Our aim in this section is to prove the simple estimate J IIT(A.)II1 dA. ~ 2n IIVII1• This 
llo 

estimate does not follow directly from ( 6). In order to derive it, we first prove an interest-
ing lemma. 

Lemma 3. Let A E .2" 1 (P~c JF 0 ) and let L2(LI0 , dA.; Jf' A ; 9') be a direct integral represen
tation of P~0JF0 with respect to H 0 (9' separable). Then 

00 

-oo < J (v, eitHoA e-itH•u) dt = 2n J {il(A.), A(A., A.) 'll(A.))£A dA < oo (7) 
-00 ~ 
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for all u; v E Jl 00(H0), where u( · ), v( ·) denote the correspondi'Tl{J representers in 
L 2(Llo, d.l.; .Yf',; Y'). 

Proof. Let u, v E Jl 00 (H0) and let A = B*C with B, C E .f£'2(P~c.Yf'0). Then (see 
Prop. 3.24) 

00 00 

J ( v, e11H•A e-iiHou) dt = J (B e-itHov, C e-iiH•u) dt 
-co -oo 

00 

= 2n J ((BE0 (d.l.) v)fdJ., (OE0(d.l.) u}/d.l.} d.!., 
-oo 

and this integral is finite. Now we manipulate ((BE0(dJ,) v)fdJ., (CE0(d.l.) u)fd.!.). 

Let B(x, y), C(x, y) denote the kernels of B, C with respect to L 2(L1 0 , d.!.; .Yf',; Y').; the 
existence of these kernels is implied by the considerations on Hilbert-Schmidt operators 
on p. 401 and by the fact that L~(L10, d.!.; .Yf' A; Y') is isomorphic to a direct sum 
X L 2(An, d.!.; X'"n)· Then the representers of (BE0(d.l.) v)fd.l., (CE0(d.l.) u)fd.l. are given 

n=l 
by B(·, .1.) v(J.), C(·, .1.) u(J.). Hence 

((BE0(d.l.) v)fd.l., (CE0(d.l.) u)fd.!.) = j (B(e, .1.) v(J.), C(e, .1.) u(J.)):tt>e de 
Ll, 

= (v(J.), f B(J., e)* C(e, .1.) deu(J.)) = (v().), A(J., J.) u(J.)):tt>,· • 
Ll, ;tt>). 

Corollary 4. The operator-valued function A(J.) := A(J., .I.) is uniquely determined 
mod 1·1 by (7), that is, if for all u, v E Jt 00(H0 ) j (v(J.), A(J.) u(J.)):tt>, d.!. = 0, then A(J.) 

= 0 mod 1·1· .1, 

Proof. !IA(.I.)II£, is finite a.e. mod 1·1· Define Borel sets An for each n E IN by 
IIA(.I.)II:tt>, ~ n. Then XAJ.) A(.) u(.) is from Jt oo(Ho) if u E Jt oo(Ho)· Hence we obtain 
j J[A(J.) u(.l.)ll£, d.!. = 0, that is, A(J.) u(J.) = 0 a.e. mod 1·1 on An for all u E J/00(H0). 

An 

Under our assumptions on L 2(L1 0, d.l.; .Yf',; Y') (see the Introduction to this part) there 
is a countable set of vectors Un such that Un(.l.) is dense in .Yf';. a.e. mod I· J. This implies 
that there also exists a countable set of vectors Vn E .A 00 (H0 ) with the same property. 
Thus A(J.) u(J.) = 0 a.e. mod 1·1 implies A(J.) = 0 a.e. mod 1·1· • 

Assume that the wave operators W± = W±(H, H 0 ; J) exist even in the strong sense. 
Then from the definition of W± and S- pgc = W+*(W_- W+) we easily obtain, for 
all u E dom H 0 and v E dom H0 n pgc.Yf'0 , 

00 

(u, (S- pgc) v) = -i J (u, eiiHoW+*Ve-iiHov) dt. (8) 
-00 

Clearly, this formula can be extended to all u E .Yf'0 , v E p~c.Yf'o for which the right side 

exists. 
Using formula (8), Lemma 3, and' Corollary 4, we can prove 

26* 
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Theorem 5. Let V = HJ- JH0 E .9\(.11'0 , .11') and let L2(Ll 0 , dA.; .11',; .9') be a spectral 
representation of p~c£0 with respect to H0• Then the corresponding scattering amplitude 

P(A.) obeys the estimate 

f llT(J.)\[1 dJ. ~ 2n IIVP~cll· (9) 
A, 

Proof. Setting A = W+ *VP~c E .!l'1 (P~c.11'0), we obtain from Lemma 3 and (8) that 

(u, (S- p~c) v) = -2in f (12(.1), A(J.) v(J.))£, dA.. 
A, 

On the other hand (u, (S- p~c) v) = f (12(.1), P(J.) v(J.))£, dJ.. Hence, because of 
Ao 

Corollary 4, we get T(A.) = -2inA(J., J.) a.e. mod 1·1· By (4), this implies (9). • 

If W + is not necessarily partially isometric, then II W +*II ~ !IJ!I. In this case (9) is to 

replace by J ![P().)\l1 dJ. ~ 2n I!Ji[ ![VP~cll~> where T: = S- Wt W +· 
A, 

Theorem 5 can be generalized to more general trace class perturbations. 

Proposition 6. Let £X 1, £X2 be uniformly bounded from lR. to <C. Suppose £X1(H) V £X2(H0) 

E 2 1(.11'0 , .11'). Let L2(Ll0 , dJ.; .11',, Y) be a spectral representation of p~c£0 with respect 
to H0• Then: 

(i) T(A.) E 2\(.11',) for almost all A mod !·! for which lX1(A.) lX2(A.) =!= 0. 

(ii) J \£X1(J.) lX2(J.)\!IP(J.)!lt d). ~ 2n \llXt(H) V lX2(Ho) p~c!lt· 

"'· 
Proof. It depends again on Lemma 3, Corollary 4 and (8), and it proceeds as the 

proof of Theorem 5. • 

19.1.3. Example (potential scattering) 

Let £ 0 = L2 (1R.3, dx), H0 = -Ll and H = H0 + V where Vis multiplication by the real-valued 
function v(x) with v E L1 (1R.3 , dx) n L2(1R.3 , dx). Then V is H 0-bounded with bound zero and 
therefore dom H 0 = dom H (see e.g. KATO [1, p. 302]). Further, let v(x) = b(x) a(x) with a(.), 
b( ·) E L2(1R.3, dx) and denote the corresponding operators by B, A. Thus the operators A and B 
satisfy the relation then V = BA = AB. The kernel of the integral operator AR0(~), Im ~1/2 > 0, 
is given by (see KATO [1, p. 495]) 

(AR0(;)} (x, y) = -(4n lx - yl)-1a(x) exp {i~l/2 lx - yl}. 

Hence 

fJ dx dy !(AR0(~)) (x, y}j2 = fJ Ja(x)i2 (4n lx- Yi)-2 exp{-2 Im ~l/2ix- yl) dx dy < oo, 

that is, AR0(~) E 2"2(£'0 ) (one can easily prove this result also with the help of Lemma 16.8). 
Similarly, we get BR0(~), R0(~) B, R0(~) A E 2"2(£'0 ). Since R(~) B = R(~) (~ - H0 ) R0(~) B and 
R(~) (~- H0 ) = ((€- H0) R(€))* is bounded (because of dom H = dom H 0 = ima R(€)), this 
implies R(.;) BE :£'2(£'0 ) and therefore R(.;) BAR0W) = R(;) VR0(.;') E :£'1(.n"0). 

According to Prop. 16.5 and Remark 16.6, this ensures (take lm ~ =F 0) that the wave operators 
W ±(H, H0 ), W ±(H0 , H) exi~t and are complete. Furthermore, Prop. 6 is applicable, with £X1().) 

= (~ - A.)-1 and £X2().) = (~ - A.)-1 for example. Thus, if we use the spectral representation 
L2(1R.+, dA.; L 2(Q, dw)) of £ 0 with respect to H 0 where Q is the unit sphere of IR.3 (see e.g. Section 
18.1.5), then the corresponding scattering amplitude T().) is a trace operator from 2"1(L2(Q, dw)) 
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for almost all A. E :R+ (mod J·l). Further, we have 

00 

f ((A.- Re ;)2 + (Im ;)2}-1 1iT(A.)II1 dA. ~ 2:>r IIR(;) VR0(~)111 < oo. 
0 

For example, let;- = i. Because of a(A.) = (:>r/A.) 111'(A.)II22 = -(2n/A.) Re (tr 1'(A.)} ~ (2n/A.) 111'(A.)II1 the 
above inequality yields 

00 

J A.(A.Z + 1)-1 a(A.) dA. < oo, 
0 

which provides information on the behavior of a(i.) for A.~ oo (in particular, if a(A.) is uniformly 
continuous in A., then a(A.) ~ 0 as A. ~ oo. 

19.1.4. The spectral shift and the trace formula 

In the present section we assume that .1't' = .1't'0, J = 1 and V = H- H 0 E 9'1(.1't'0). 

Our aim is to prove a theorem relating the notion of perturbatioo deterrninam and the 
notion of spectral shift. We begin with the definition of these notions. 

The perturbation determinant L1(z) (for H 0 , V) is defined by 

L1(z) := det (1- VR0(z)), Im z =F 0. (10) 

From det (1- AB) = det (1- BA) the relation L1(z) = L1(z) follows. Thus the forrimla 

( -1/n) arg L1(z) = ( -1/2in) (log L1(z) -log L1(z)) 

= (1/2in) (log Ll(z) -log L1(z)) = (1/2in) log (L1(z)/L1(z)) 

is valid. For the expression L1(z)/L1(z) we derive 

Lemma 7. The relatioo 

L1(z)/L1(z) = det (1- (V + VR(z) V) (R0(z)- R0(z))) 

is true for Im z =F 0. 

(11) 

Proof. From the second resolvent equation R(z) - R0(z) = R0(z) VR(z) it follows 
that (1- VR0(z)) (1 + VR(z)) = 1 + V(R(z) - R0(z)- R0(z) VR(z)) = 1. Thus 
det {(1- VR0(z)) (1 + VR(z))} = det (1- VR0(z)) det {1 + VR(z)) = 1 and this 
implies 

L1(z)/L1(z) = det (1- VR0(z)) det (1 + VR(z)) =det {(1 + VR(z)) (1- VR0(z))} 

= det {1 + VR(z)- VR0(z)- VR(z) VR0(z)}. (12) 

Now we have 

(V + VR(z) V) (R0(z)- R0(z)) = VR0(z) + VR(z) VR0(z)- VR0(z)- VR(z) VR0(z) 

= V(R0(z) + R(z) VRo(z)] - VR0(z)- VR(z) VRo(z) = VR(z)- VR0(z)- VR(z) VR0(z). 

This equality and (12) lead to (11). • 
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Now we define the spectral shift ~(2) (for H 0 , V) by 

~(2) :=lim {-(1/n) arg L1(2 + ie)}. (13) 
<->+0 

The following lemma states some properties of ~(2). 

Lemma 8. The spectral shift ~(2) exists a.e. mod 1·1 and can be calculated by 

~(2) = (1/2in) tr log {1- 2in(1 + AR(2 + iO) B*) (AE0(d2) B*/d2)} (14) 

where V = B* A, A, B E ~2(J/1'0 ). 

Proof. We have 

( V + VR(z) V) (R0(z) - R0(z)) = B*( 1 + AR(z) B*) A(R0(z) - R0(z)) 

and, by Lemma 7 and Prop. 1.8., 

( -1/n) arg L1(z) = (1/2in) log det {1 - (V + VR(z) V) (R0(z)- R0(z))} 

= (1/2in) trlog {1 - (V + VR(z) V) (R0(z)- R0(z))} 

= (1/2in) trlog{ 1- (1 + AR(z) B*) (A(R0(z)- R0(z))) B*}. (15) 

Recall that AR(2 + ie) B* is ~2(J/1'0)-convergent as e--+ +O a.e. mod 1·1, the limit is 
denoted by AR(2 + iO) B*, and that A(R0(2- ie)- R0(2 + ie)) B* is ~1(J/1'0)-con
vergent to 2in(AE0(d2) B*)/d2 a.e. mod 1·1 (see Prop. 3.14). Because of tr log (1 -C) 
= log det ( 1 - 0) and the continuity of det ( 1 - ·) with respect to ll·ll1 we obtain the 
existence of~(}.) a.e. mod 1·1 and formula (14). • 

The connection between ~(2) and L1(z) contained in definition (13) leads to the following 
statement. 

Proposition 9. The representation 

co 

log L1(z) = J (z - 2)-1 ~(2) d2, Im z =1= 0, (16) 
-co 

is valid. 

Remark 10. Note that L1(z) =1= 0 if Im z =1= 0. Further, we have IIR0(z)ll--+ 0 as 
jim zl --+ oo because of Jim zl I[R0(z)ll :;:;; 1. Hence for Im z > 0 it follows that 
I[VR0(z)ll1 --+0 as Im z--+ oo and therefore det (1- VR0(z))--+ 1 as Im z--+ oo, that is, 
L1(z)--+ 1 as Im z--+ oo. This shows that log L1(z) is uniquely determined by the 
convention lim log L1(z) = 0. 

Imz~oo 

Proof of Prop. 9. Let V = 1: Vn where Vn = Vn(/n, ·)In and 1/n} is an orthonormal 
n 

system. Clearly, I: lvnl = ll VIII < 00. Set HI = Ho + VI, H2 =HI + v2, . . . and 
n 

L1n(z) = det (1 - VnRHn_,(z)). Then, using the second resolvent equality and 
det ((1 -A) (1 -B)} = det (1 -A) det (1 -B), we obtain 

det ( 1 - c~ Vn) R0(z)) = L1 1(z) L1 2(z) · · · L1N(z). 
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00 

Since lim det (1 - ( E v,.) R0(z)) = det (1 - VR0(z)) exists; the product [] Ll,.(z) 
N-"oo n=1 n=1 

exists (for Im z =f= 0) and 

00 

log det (1 - VR0(z)) =log Ll(z) = L: log Ll,.(z). (17) 
11=1 

Now Ll,.(z) = 1 - v,.(f,., Rn,.Jz) /,.) = 1 - v,. J (z - A.)-1 a,.(dA.) where a,.(LI) 
= (/,., En.JLI) /,.). Therefore 

log Ll,.(z) =log {1- v,. J (z- A.)-1 a,.(dA.)}. 

Since Im Ll,.(z) = Im z) v,. J ((A.- Re z)2 + (Im z)2)-1 a,.(dA.), we get, for Im z > 0, 
either Im Lf 11(z) > 0 (for v,. > 0) or Im Ll,.(z) < 0 (for v,. < 0). Thus the imaginary part 
of log Ll,.(z); which is arg Ll,.(z), belongs either to the interval (0, n) or to ( -n, 0). Further
more, lim zl ILI,.(z) - 1 + v,./zi -+ 0 as Im z -+ oo. Hence 

lim zl !log Ll,.(z) + v,./zi -+ 0 as Im z -+ oo. 

For z = iy, y E JR., this implies 

liy log Ll,.(iy) + v,.l -+ 0 as y-+ oo, 

and therefore sup liy log Lf 11(iy)l < oo. Now we can apply a well-known theorem on the 
11>0 

representation of holomorphic functions (in our case log Ll,.(z) in the upper half plane 
(see e.g. AcmESER/GLASMANN [1, p. 192)). This provides 

log Ll,.(z) = J (z - A.t1 ~,.(A.) dA. 

where ~~~(A.) = -(1/n) arg LI,.(A. + iO), J l~n(A.)I dA = lvnl and J ~,.(A.) dA. = -v11• Thus, 
defining ~0(A.) by 

11=1 

where the convergence is a L1(1R, dA.)-convergence, we obtain 

log Ll(z) = J (z - A.)-1 MA.) dA. 

(18) 

and J IMA.)I dA. = I!VIl1• J MA.) dA = -tr V. From (13), ~0(A.) =~(A.) a.e. mod 1·1 follows. • 

In the course of the proof we have verified the relations 

00 00 

f I~(A.)I dA = IIVII1• f ~(A.) dA. = -tr v. (19) 
-oo -00 

19.1.6. Phase shift and spectral shift 

As in the preceding section weassumethatJf0 = Jf, J = 1, and V =H -H0 E .P1(Jf0). 

Further, we assume that the multiplicity of H0 in p~c;r0 is constant, and that 
L 2(Lf0, dA.; :%0) is a direct integral representation of PocJf0 with respect to H 0• According 
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to Prop. 2 the scattering matrix S(J.) with respect to L2(LI 0; dJ.; .Jf"0) is given by 

where (P0e(v + VR(J. + iO) V} P0e) (J., J.') denotes the kernel of the trace operator 
P0e(v + VR(J. + iO) V} P0e E .!£'1(P0e£0) with respect to the spectral representation 
L2(LI 0 , dJ.; .Jf"0), taken on the diagonal line A.= J.'. Recall that this operator is well
defined a.e. mod 1·1· Thus det S(J.) is well-defined and ldet S(J.)I = 1 a.e. mod 1·1 since 
S(J.) is unitary. 

Now we define the phase operator Il(J.) by 

(according to Dunford's calculus). Then 

S(J.) = exp 12inl7(J.)} 
and 

det S(J.) = exp 12in tr 17(1.)}. 

The phase shift b(J.) is defined by 

b(J.) := tr Il(J.) = (1/2in) tr log (1.?t'". + 1'(1.)) 

= (1/2in) log det (1~. + 1'(1.)) = (1/2in) log det S(J.). (21) 

Thus det S(J.) = exp 12inb(J.)}. 
Now it turns out that spectral shift and phase shift coincide. This is the content of 

the following famous theorem. 

Theorem 11. Let V = H- H0 E .!£'1(£0 ). Then 

;(J.) = b(J.) a.e. mod 1·1. (22) 

Proof. Let V = B* A with B, A E .!£'2(£0 , pge £ 0). Set M(J.) = AR(J. + iO) B*. 
Then from (21) and Lemma 8 we get that (22) is equivalent with 

tr log {10 - 2in(1 + M(J.) ((AE0(dJ.) B*}jdJ.)} 

= tr log { 1f. - 2in(P0e( V + VR(J. + iO) V) P0e) (J., J.)} (23) 

a.e. mod 1·1, where 10 is the identity on P0e.Yt'0• Note that (AE0(dJ.) B*)fdJ. 
= (AE0(dJ.) P0eB*)fdJ. a.e. mod 1·1· This follows from the fact that (E0(dJ.) (P0e) 1 f, f) fdA. 
exists and equals zero a.e. mod 1·1 (as derivative of a monotone function which con
tains no absolutely continuous part). Thus, in (23) we can replace (AE0(dJ.) B*)jdA. 
by (AE0(dJ.) P0eB*)fdJ.. 

In order to prove an equation of the form 

tr log ( 1 - C) = tr log ( 1 - D) , 

it is sufficient to prove (assume 1 E res C n res D) 

tr 0" = trD", n E lN. (24) 
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Namely, tr log (1 - za) and tr log (1- zD) are holomorphic in a neighborhood of 
z = 0 and the point 1 belongs to the region of holomorphy. If we can prove tr log ( 1-za) 
= tr log (1- zD) for some neighborhood of z = 0, then this equality holds in the 
whole region of holomorphy. But tr log (1 - za) = tr log (1 - zD) follows from (24) 
(for small z) and log (1- za) =}; (-z)" (}tljn. 

Next we calculate ";;:1 

tr a, 0 0 = tr a,APo0E0(x1) B* •·· a,APo0E0(x,.) B* ( AP80E (dA.) B*)". { 0" I } 
dA_ OX1 · • • OX,. z1=A 

= 0" ~ tr {ii (a,APo0Eo(xe) B*)}l (25) 
OX1 • • • OXn e=1 ze=A 

where a. = 2i:n:(1 + M(A.)). Note that the differentiation may be performed as .. 2\-diffe
rentiation. Now we have 

tr {£ (a.AEo(Xe) PocB*)} = tr {PocB*]f(a.AE0(xe) P~0B*)(a,AE0(x,.) Poe)} 

= tr {it (P~0B*a,APo0Eo(xe)+ 
Further, Po0B*a•APoc E !l\(P~0.Tt'0). The kernel of this operator (with respect to 
L2(L1 0, dA.; f 0) is denoted by KA(·, ·). Then the kernel of Po0B*a,AP~0E0(L1e) is given 
by 

KA,Ae(x, y) = K.(x, y) ztfe(y)' 
and we obtain 

Then 

(!ip~cB*a.AP~0E0(L1e)) (x, y) 

= J J · · · J KA,A,(x, 171) KA,A1('YJ~o '1]2) • • • K2,A,.('I]n-1• y) d111 d112 • • • d1Jn-1 

= J J · · · J KA(x, '1]1) KA('I11• '1]2) • • • KA(1J,.-1> Y) ZA,.(Y) d1]1 d1]2 • • • d'YJn-1• 
A, Ao An-t 

tr {Lt (P~0B*a•APo0E0(L1e))} i {tr (/J (Po0B*a.AP~0E0(L1e))) (x, x)}dx 
= J J · · · J tr {KA (x, '1]1) K,(1]1, '1]2) •• • K,(1Jn-h x)} d'YJ1 d112 • • • d11n-1 dx. 

A, Ao A,. 

Therefore we obtain 

011 tr {ll(P~0B*a.AP~0Eo(xe))}l = tr K,(A., A.)". (26) 
OX1 OX2 · · • OXn e=1 ze=A 

Now we have P~0B*a,APoc = 2i:n:Po0 (V +B*M(A.)A) Poe= p~c(V + VR(A.+iO) V) p~c. 
Thus (25), the definition of KA(A., A.) and (26) lead to 

tr ((a.AP~0E0(dA.) B*)fdA.)" = tr (2i:n:(P~0(V + VR(A. + iO) V) p~c) (A., A.))" 

which concludes the proof of (22). • 
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Remark 12. One can easily extend this theorem to more general trace class pertur
bations. For example, if there is a function ~X( ·) such that ~X-1( ·) exists and is admissible 
and ~X(H) - ~X(H0) E .!l\(.Ye0), then we can apply the invariance principle to the scat
tering systems {H, H 0} and {~X(H), ~X(H0)}. In particular, it says that the scattering ope
rators of these systems agree. Thus the corresponding scattering matrices S(J.) and 
S«(J.) are connected by S(J.) = Sa(~X(.i.)). Using this equation and applY:_ing Theorem 11 
to {~X(H), ~X(H0)}, we get a relation between ~(.I.) (for ~X(H0), ~X(H)) and log det S(J.). 

19.2. Time-falloff conditions and scattering amplitude 

Throughout this paragraph we assume that the wave operators W± = W±(H, H0 ; J) 
exist in the strong sense. 

19.2.1. Spectral properties of parts of S - P~0 

In the present section we use time-falloff assumptions on V e-ltH, (similarly as in 
Chapter 15) to prove that some parts of S- Poe are operators from !t'p(.Ye0). In par
ticular, in what follows, we are interested in p = 2 (Hilbert-Schmidt operators) and 
p = oo (compact operators). First we need a preliminary lemma. 

Lemma 13. Let G1, tELl ~ lR., be a Borel function from Ll into !t'p(.Ye0 , .Ye'), 
1 :S p ;2:; oo. Let H' be a selfadjoint operator on the separable Hilbert space .Ye'. Then 
G1(t) = eiiH'G1 and G2(t) = G1 e-itH, are Borel functions from Ll into !t'p(.Ye0, .Ye'). 

Proof. For 1 ~ p ~ oo, .!l'p(.Ye0, .Ye') is a separable Banach space (for a proof, use 
that .2"nn(.Ye0, .Ye') is dense in .!£' p(:;tt'0 , .Tt") with respect to \!-lip)· Thus (see Section 
1.2.1) it is sufficient to prove that eitH'G1 and G1 e-ltH, are weakly \·\-measurable. 
That is, we have to verify that tr {X eifH'Gt} and tr {XG1 e-ltH,} are Borel measurable 
where X E !t'q(.Ye', .Ye0) and q-1 + p-1 = 1 (if p = oo, then q = 1; if p = 1, then 
X E .!l'(.Ye', .Ye0)). Now let lfn} denote an orthonormal basis in .Ye0• Then 

tr {X eltH'Gt} =}; (fn, X eitH'Gtfn) = E (e-ltH'X*fn, Gtfn)• 
n n 

Since e-IIH'X*fn and Gtfn are Borel functions, their scalar product is Borel measurable 
and so is the sum E {·};i.e. tr {X e1tH'G1} is Borel measurable. Similarly we can prove 

n 
that tr {XG1 e-11H•} is Borel measurable. • 

Now we are in a position to prove some simple .!l'P-properties of S- p~c. 

Proposition 14. Let ~X17 ~X2 : 1R. -+<I:: be bounded Borel functions, and let P E .!l'(.Ye 0 ) with 
P = p~cp = pp~c and ~X2(H0) P(dom H 0) ~ dom H 0 n P~0.Ye0• Suppose that G1 

defined by G1 := W+*~X1(H) V~X2(H0) e-ltHop is a Bm·elfunction from 1R. into !t'p(.Ye0), 

1 ~ p ~ oo such that 

00 

f IIG1IIp dt < oo. (27) 
-co 
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Proof. If u, v E dom H0 , then x1(H0)* u E dom H0 and x2(H0 ) Pv E dom H0 n p~c£'0• 

Thus in (8) we can replace u and v by x1(H0)* u and x2(H0 ) Pv. This gives 

(u, cx1(H0 ) (S - p~c) cx2(H0) Pv) = -i J (u, eitH, W+ *cx1(H) V x2(H0) e-ttH•Pv) dt 

for all u, v E dom H0• From Lemma 13 it follows that eltH,at is a Borel function from JR. 
into !l' p(£'0 ). By (27), ettn,at is Bochner integrable (with respect to ll·llp) and the inte
gral J ettn,at dt defines an operator DE !l'p(£'0). Thus (u, cx1(H0 ) (S- p~c) cx2(H0 ) Pv) 
= (u, -iDv) for all u, v E dom H0• This implies the desired assertion. • 

Remark 15. A natural condition which ensures that at is a Borel f~nction from JR. 
into !l'p(£'0) is given by cx1(H) Vcx2(H0 ) E !l'p(£'0 , £'). The integrability of llatllP can 
often be obtained with the help of a suitable operator P. 

Proposition 16. Let ex: 1R.-+ <C be a bounded Borel function, and let P+, P_ E !l'(£'0) 

such that P+ = p~cp+ = p+p~c, P_ = p~cp_ = p_p~c, cx(H0 ) P+(dom H 0) 

~ dom H0 n p~c£'0 and cx(H0 ) P_(dom H0 ) ~ dom H0 n p~c£'0• Suppose that a/ 
and at-, defined by at+:= Vcx(Ho) e-itHop+ and at-:= Vx(Ho) e-itH,p_, are Borel funct

ions from JR.+ into !l'p(£'0 , £') and IR._ into !l'p(£'0 , £') for some p, 1 ~ p ~ oo, such 
that 

00 0 

f 11a/llp dt < oo, f i[adP dt < oo. (28) 

0 -00 

Further, suppose that P+*x(H0 )* (J*J- p~c) cx(H0 ) P_ E !l'p(£'0). Then P+*x(H0 )* 
X (S- p~c) cx(Ho) p- E !l'p(.Yt'o)· 

Proof. 1. Our starting point are the formulas 

00 

(u, (W+- J) p~cv) = i J (u, eitHV e-118•v) dt, 
0 

0 

(u, (W_- J) p~cv) = -i J (u, eii8 Ve-itH,v) dt 
-00 

for all vectors u E dom Hand v E dom H0 n p~c£'0, which can be easily verified. By 
our assumption on cx(H0 ) P±> we can replace v by x(H0) P+v or cx(H0 ) P_v in the above 
formulas. This gives 

00 

(u, (W+- J) cx(H0) P+v) = i J (u, e118at+v) dt, 
0 

0 

(u, (W_- J) cx(H0) P_ v) = -i J (u, e118a1-v) dt. 
00 

From Lemma 13 it follows that e1tHa1± are Borel functions from JR.± into !l'p(£'0, £'). 
00 0 

Moreover, they are Bochner integrable over JR.±. Thus J eit8 G/ dt, J eltHGt- dt define 
0 -00 

operators D+, D_ E !l'p(£'0 , £'). Because of (u, (W±- J) cx(H0 ) P±v) = (u, ±iD±v) 
for all v E dom H0 , u E dom H, we obtain (W±- J) x(H0) P± E !l'p(£'0 , £'). 
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2. The last relation implies that alsoP+ *rx(H0)* ( W+ - J)* E .Pp(£, £ 0). This fact, 
the assumption P+*rx(H0 )* (J*J- P0°) rx(H0) P_ E .Pp(£0) and the equality 

P+*rx(H0 )* (S- P 0°) rx(H0) P_ = P+*rx(H0)* [W+*W_- P 0c] rx(H0) P_ 

= P+*rx(H0 )* {[(W+- J)* + J*] [(W_- J) + J]- P 0°} rx(H0) P_ 

= P+ *rx(H0)* ( W+ - J)* { W_rx(H0 ) P_} 

+ {P+*rx(H0)* J*} (W_- J) rx(H0) P_ + P+*rx(H0 )* (J*J- P 0°) rx(H0) P_ 

imply the desired result. • 

The statement just proved makes assumptions similar to those in Section 15.2. The 
assumption P+ *rx(H0)* (J*J- P 0°) rx(H0 ) P_ E .Pp(£11) means that, roughly speaking, 
J*J is nearly a unitary operator on P0°£0• 

To illustrate the use of Prop. 14, we present an easy example. 

Example 17. Let H 0 = -idfdx on :Yf0 = L2(1R, dx; f 0) and let :Yf = :Yf0 , J = 1. Suppose 
that Vis represented by a continuous operator-valued function v(x) from lR into 2'2(f0 ) which 
has compact support. Further, suppose that v(x) = v(x)* for all x E IR. Thus V is selfadjoint 
and bounded, and we obtain dom H = dom H 0• Let rx(x) = (i - x)-1. Then rx E L2(1R, dx) n C00 (1R.) 
and rx(H0) :Yf0 = dom H 0 • Further, let P be a projection which is defined by (Pu) (x) 
= X[a,bJ(x) u(x), u E .Yf0• Our aim is to show, with the help of Prop. 14, that the scattering ope
ratorS for the system {H, H0} obeys the relation rx(H0 ) (S - 1) rx(H0 ) P E 2'2(.Yf0). 

First, we verify that the wave operators exist and are complete (in the strong sense) and that 
Vrx(H0 ) E 2'2(.Yf0) (the proof of these facts is similar to the proof of the corresponding ones in 
Section 15.2.3 where f 0 = «::. It uses that Vrx(H0 ) = VArx(H0 ) where A is multiplication by the 
characteristic function Xd(x), L1 is a finite interval). Recall that rx(H0 ) = (i - H 0)-1 has the form 

X 

(rx(H0) u) (x) = -i J eii-Xu(y) dy (see Section 15.2.3). Thus Vrx(H0 ) is an integral operator with the 
-oo 

kernel (Vrx(H0)) (x, y) = -ix(-oo,x)(Y) ell-xv(x) and 

J dx J dy I(Ve<(H0)) (x, y)l2 = J dxtlv(x)ll22 J dy IX(-oo,xJ(Y) eii-XI2 

X 

= J dx{!lv(x)ll22 J dy e211- 2x] = (1/2) J dx llv(x)ll22. 
d -00 d 

It is easy to see that the right side is finite because L1 is a finite interval. Hence Vrx(H0 ) E 2'2(.Yf0). 
The proof of the existence of complete wave operators (existing in the strong sense) can be done 
in the same way as in Section 15.2.3 and is omitted. 

The next step is to prove that Vrx(H0) e-itH,p is a Bochner integrable Borel function from IR 
into 2'2(.Yf0). From Remark 15 it follows that V rx(H0) e-itH, is a Borel function from lR into 2' 2(.Yf0). 
Further, we have 

{ X }* = J dt J dx !lv(x)ll22 J e211-2XX[a+t.b+tJ(Y) dy 
d -00 

{ 
min{x.b+t} }1/2 

~ (sup llv(x)l12) J dt J dx J e211-2x dy . 
xEd d min{x.a+t} 

The integrand under the integral J dt behaves like e1 for large negative values of t and is zero for 
all sufficiently large positive values of t. Thus the integral above exists and this shows that all 
assumptions of Prop. 14 are fulfilled for H, H 0 , rx = rx1 = rx2 and P. Hence R0(i) (S - 1) R0(i) P 
E 2' 2(.Yf ol· 
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19.2.2. The scattering amplitude for "locally" compact perturbations 

For simplicity of notations we assume in this and the following section that p~c £' 0 

has constant multiplicity and that there is given a spectral representation L2(LI0, dA.;:% 0) 

of Fo0£'0 with respect to H0• According to this representation we consider operators B 
on P~0£'0 having the form 

(29) 

if we use the representation L2(LI0, dA.; :%0) "'L2(LI0, dA) ® :%0 and where B0 is a 
bounded operator from 9'{L2(LI0, dA)). That is, we have (Bu) (J.) = (B0 f) (A.) e if u =/(A.) e 
with f E L2(LI0, dA.), e E :%0• Since clo spa {XLI( A.) (B0/) (A.); f E L2(LI0, dA.), Ll c 9#mJ 
= L 2(LIB, dA.) for some Borel set LIB~ Ll0, we obtain 

(30) 

with Ll B ~ Ll 0• In the following statements we shall use such operators B and the nota
tion LIB. 

Theorem 18. Let the assumptions of Prop. 14 be satisfied for H, H 0 , J, tXt> tX2, P and 
p = oo. Suppose further that P (in place of B) has the form (29). Then the scattering 
amplitude 1t(A.) belongs to !l' 00(:%0) for almost all A E LI«,(Hol«a!HolP (mod I·!). 

Proof. By Prop. 14, we have tX1(H0) (S- p~c) tX2(H0) P E !l' 00(£'0). Naturally, this 
implies {3(H0 ) tX1(H0) (S - p~c) tX2(H0) P E 9' 00(£'0) for all {1 E L00(1R, dA.). Let 
j E L2(LI0, dA.). Then we define A1 E 9'{:%0, L2(LI0, dA.; :%0)) by 

A~:= f(A.) e, e E :%0 • 

This implies A/ E !l'{L2(LI0, dA.; :%0), :%0) and 

(A/) (g( · )) = j f(A.) g(A.) dA., 
Llo 

Now we define T1.u E 9'(:%0), f, g E L2(LI0, dJ.) by 

T1.u := A/{J(Ho) tXl(Ho) (S- Po80) 1X2(Ho) PAu. 

Then, obviously, T1.u is a compact operator on :%0 and can be represented as a Bochner 
integral (with respect to II·IIJt",), P "' P 0 ® 1 Jt"o• 

T1.u = j f(A.) {J(A.) 1X1(A.) 1X2(A.) (Po!J) (A.) 1t(A.) dA. 
Llo 

since 1[1'(A.)IIJt". ~ 2 a.e. mod 1·1 and f( ·) {1( ·) tX1( ·) tX2( ·) (Po!]) ( ·) E Ll(LI0, dA.). Now we 
set {J(A.) = Xra.a+AJ(A.) with a E Ll 0 and h > 0. Then for each h > 0, h-1T1.u is compact 
and we obtain 

a+h 

h-1T1,g = h-l J f(A.) tX1(A.) 1X2(A.) (Pog) (A.) 1'(A.) dA 
a 

(/(A.), (P0g) (A.) and 1t(A.) are zero outside of Ll 0). The right'side tends to f(a) tX1(a) 1X2(a) 
x (P0g) (a) 1'(a) for almost all a E Ll 0 (mod I·!) in operator norm (see Section 1.2.4). 
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Thus, as limit of the sequence of compact operators h-1Tt.u• f(a) 1X1(a) 1X2(a) {P0g) (a) P(a) 
E .P 00(%0) for almost all a E Ll 0(mod J· J). Taking into account the support properties 
of 1X1(A), 1X2(A), (P0g) (A), we get the assertion. • 

Theorem 19. Let d be a set of functions from L00(1R, dx). Let the assumptions of Prop. 16 
be satisfied for H, H 0, J, P+> P_, p = oo and each function IX E d. Suppose further that 
the operators P+, P_ (in place of B) have the form (29) and that P~0.Tf'0 = clo spa{1X(H0)P±u; 
u E Po0.Tf', IX E d} for both signs. Then the scattering amplitude P(A) belongs to .P 00(%0) 

for almost all A E Ll 0(mod J·J). 

Proof. The proof is similar to the corresponding one for Theorem 18. We again intro
duce operators Tt.g E .P 00(.t'"0) by 

Tt.u := A~+,.x(H0)* (S- p~c) 1X(Ho) P _Au, f, g E L 2(Lio, dA), 

(T1,g E .P 00(f0) follows easily from this definition and Prop. 16). Then we can represent 
T1,g as a Bochner integral (with respect to the operator norm in .t'"0), 

Tf,g = J gl(A) g2(A) P(A) dA (31) 
Ao 

with g1(A) = (P+Of) (A) 1X(A), g2(A) = 1X(A) (P_oY) (A). The right side defines a compact 
operator for all f, g E L 2(LI0, dA). Because of our assumptions on the functions IX and 
operators P±, thefunctionsg1 and g2 run through a dense set of functions in L 2(LI0, dA). 
It is not difficult to verify that therefore the right side of (31) defines a compact operator 
for all g1, g2 E L 2(LI0 , dA). Taking a function g1(A) = xA(A) g1(A) and by reasoning as in 
the proof of Theorem 18, we obtain that g1(A) P(A) g2(A) E .P 00(.t'"0) for almost all 
A E Ll 0(mod J·J). Since g1, g2 can run through L 2(LI0, dA), this implies P(J.) E .P 00(.t'"0 ) 

a.e. (mod J·J). • 
To see how these theorems can be used in scattering theory, we consider the following 

two examples. 

Example 20. Let H, H 0 , P and cxasin Example 17, that is, H 0 = -idfdx on .Yl'0 = L2(1R, dx; f 0), 

Vis multiplication by v(x) E 2'2(f0), Pis multiplication by Xla.bJ(X) and cx(x) = (i - x)-1• It is 
easy to see that 

and thus .da(Hol«CH.lP = 1R = specc H 0• Since the system {H, H0, ex= cx1 = cx2, P} satisfies the 
assumptions of Prop. 14, we can apply Theorem 18 and obtain that the scattering amplitude 
1'(A) E 2' 00(f0 ) e.a. mod 1·1· 

Example 21 (potential scattering). Let H0, Hand P± = F± be as in Section 15.2.4. That is, 
H 0 = -.d on .Yl'0 = L2(1R3, dx) and V = H- H0 is multiplication by a real-valued function 
v(x). In difference to the assumption in Section 15.2.4 we make the stronger assumption that 
lv(x)l ~ c(1 + lxl)-(l+•l, e > 0, for all x E 1R3• This ensures that VR0(i) is compact (see KATo 
[1, p. 304]) and we can factor V = B*A where A is multiplication by cx(x) = (1 + lxi)-Cl+•l and 
B is bounded. Then the calculation in Section 15.2.4 shows that 

p E Cooo(JR3". {0}), 

is integrable in t over lR± respectively, and that the complete wave operators W ±(H, H0) exist 
in the strong sense. Thus the assumptions of Prop. 16 are satisfied for H, H 0, P+, P_ and the 
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functions tX(x) = (i - x)-1 p(x), p E 0 0 00 (1R. ""- {0) ). Note that the operators P ± = F ± constructed 
in Section 15.2.4 satisfy the other assumptions of Theorem 19. Then we obtain that the scattering 
amplitude t(J.) E .!&' 00(L2(.0, dro)) a.e. mod 1·1 on JR.+ where L2(1R+, dA; V(.Q, dro)) is the usual 
spectral representation of .tt'0 with respect to H0 = -LI. 

19.2.3. The scattering amplitude for "locally" Hilbert-Schmidt perturbations 

In the preceding section the main assumption was that V tX(H0) e-11Hop ± or 
rx1(H) V rx(H0) e-itHop is compact. Here we consider the case that rx1(H) V rx2(H0) e-itHop 

is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Usually this is a consequence of the assumption that 
rx1(H) Vrx2(H0) E !l'2(.Ye0, .Ye), this means that roughly speaking Vis "locally" (with 
respect to the spectral representation of H 0 and H) a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. 

Theorem 22. Let the assumptions of Prop. 14 be satisfied for H, H 0 , rxt> rx2, P and p = 2. 
Suppose further that P (in place of B) has the form (29). Then the scattering amplitude~(.?.) 
belongs to !l'2(.%0) for almost all J.(mod I· I) in LI",(Hol"siHolP (see (30) for LIB) and 

J jg(.l.)\2 11~(.1.)\1~ d). < 00 (32) 
Ao 

for all functions g E L 2(LI0, dJ.) given by (rx1(H0) rx2(H0) Pu) (J.) = g(J.) e where u runs 
through all vectors u with u(J.) = /(.?.) e, e E .% 0 and f E L2(LI0, dJ.). 

Proof. According to Prop. 14, we obtain (S - P~0 ) rx1(H0) rx2(H0) P E !l'2(.%0). Let 
u E .Ye0 with u(J.) =/(.?.)e. Then 

((S- pgc) rx1(H0) rx2(H0) Pu) (.?.) = ~(.?.) g(J.) e, 

g(J.) e = (rx1(H0) rx2(H0) Pu) (J.). 

Let 11/\l = 1 and {e8 } be an orthonormal basis in .%0• Then, denoting the vectors of the 
form/(.?.) e8 by u8 , 

00 

\\(S - Poe) rxl(Ho) rx2(Ho) Pjj~ ~ E i[(S - P~0) rxl(Ho) rx2(H0) Pu,ll2 

8=1 

00 

= E J ll~(J.) g(J.) e.i[2 dJ. = J \g(J.)\ 2 \l~(.l.)\1~ dJ.. 
s=l A, Ao 

The interchange of the integral with the sum is justified because the left side exists and 
the terms under the integral and sum are nonnegative. This estimate proves (32) and 
also ~(.?.) E !l'2(.%0) for almost all .?.(mod\·\) in LI",!Hoi"JHoiP because of the definition 
of this set and the definition of g(J.). • 

19.2.4. The scattering amplitude for a special scattering system 

N 

Let H0 denote the multiplication operator by A on .Yeo= EB L 2(LI0i, dJ.; .%0i) where Ll 0i 
j=l 

are mutually disjoint open intervals with \Lioil < oo. Let H be selfadjoint on 
M 

,71' = EB L 2(Liz, dJ.; .%1) and let J be a bounded operator from ,Yt>0 into .Ye. 
1=1 
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Suppose that VE0(LI 0i) := (HJ- JH0 ) E 0(LI 0i) E !l'2(£'0, £')for each j E {1, 2, ... ,N}. 
Then VE0(LI 0i) is an integral operator (see Section 19.1.1), that is, there are Borel 

functions Vki(A, A'): Llk X Ll 0i -+ !l'2(f0i, .:l{"k) such that 

M 

(VEo(Lioj) u) (A)= E J vkj(A, A') u(A') dA' 
k=I Ll,1 

(33) 

and 
M 

IIVEo(Lloi)lb2 = E j dA j dA' I!Vkj(A, A')ll~· 
k=l Ll, <los 

(34) 

Suppose further that each Vki(A, ·} is an absolutely continuous !l'2(foi• fk)-function; 

this means that there exists an operator W from £'0 into £' such that WE0(LI 0i) 

E !l'2(£'0, £') for each j E {1, 2, ••• , N} and for almost all A E Llk, A' E Ll 0i(mod 1·1) 

l' 

Vki(A, A') = j Wki(A, x) dx + Vg;(A), (35) 

•• 
where Ao is a fixed point from Ll 0i, the integral is a Bochner integral for the !l'2(.:1{"0i, .:l{"k)

valued function Wki(A, x) and V7k(A) E !l'2(f0i, .:l{"k) for almost all A E Llk and is inde

pendent of A'. 
Now we introduce a family of projections Pi(!!) in £'0 by 

(PM> u) (A):= e(A) J dA'e(A') u(A'), u E £'0 , (36) 

<los 

where e( ·) E 0 000(Ll0i), J dAI!!(A)I 2 = 1 and e( ·) is real-valued. Clearly, Pj(e) u 
E L2(Ll0i, dA; .:1{"0i) for all vectors u E £'0• The vectors ui1 with ui1(A) = e(A) ei1, {ei!} an ortho
normal basis in .:1{"0i, form an orthonormal basis of the image (range) of Pj(e). Thus, if 

we assume for a moment that (S- 1) Pj(e) E !l'2(£'0), we obtain 

li(S- 1) Pi(e)ll~ = E II(S- 1) ui1ll2 = J e(A)2 IIi'(A)I\~ dA < oo. 
1 <los 

411(37) 

The next step is to prove (S- 1) P1(e) E !l'2(£'0). From (8) we obtain the estimate 

00 

II(S - 1) Pi(!?)lf2 ~ J dt IIV e-itn.pi(!!)ll2· (38) 
-00 

Thus, if we can estimate the right side of (38), we have also an estimate for the expres

sions in (37). 
By the Schwartz inequality, we have 

(_[dt IIVe-iiHoP;(e)lbr ~_[ dt(1 + t2)-~[ dt(1 + t2) 1\V e-itHoPj(e)l\~ 

~ c Ll dt \\V e-un,pi(e)ll~ +_l dt t2 IIV e-itH,Pj(e)\1~} (39) 
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with a constant c < oo. Now we estimate both terms on the right side of (39). For the 
first term we get 

00 00 

-oo -00 

M oo 

= ~ J dt J dJ. J dJ.' le(2)121/ J dx e(x) Vki(J.', x)* e1x'JJ2 
1-1 -00 J,j Lll J,j 2 

M 

= E 2n J dA' J lle(x) vkj(J.', x)*ll~ dx ~ 2n le(. )j 2 JIVEo(Lioilll~ < 00 (40) 
1=1 J, J,j 

where we have used the Parseval equation with respect to the Fourier transform 
j dx elxt, J e(2)2 d). = 1, and JIVE0(LI 01)JI~ = IJE0(LI01) V*JI~· To estimate the second 
term on the right side of (39), we first write this term with the help of the kernel of 
VE0(LI0i) (as above) and then we integrate by parts with respect to x. Then we make 
the same transformations as above for the first term on the right side of (39). This gives 

00 00 

-00 -00 

= 2n 1 1 dA' 1 dx 11 _i_ [e(x) vkj(J.', x)*] 11
2 

1=1 • • dx 2 a, t.Jo:J 

M 

= 2n E f dJ.' f dx lle'(x) vkj(J.', x)* + e(x) Wk1(A', x)*ll~ 
1=1 J, J,j 

~ 4n(le'( · )I 2 11VEo(Lioi)ll~ + le( · )I 2 IJWEo(Lioi)ll~}, 

.and proves, together with (38) to (40) that (S- 1) P1(e) E 2 2(£0). Further we get 

f dJ. e(2)2 IIT(J.)II~ ~ c{I!VEo(Lioj)ll~ (2n le( · )1 2 + 4n le'( · )1 2) 
A'i 

is valid for all j. For the proof we have assumed that the strong wave operators 
W±(H, H0 ; J) exist, are partially isometric, and are complete. Note that the existence 
of the strong wave operators follows from the finiteness of the right side of (38) for 
all e (which we have proved) if we use Prop. 15.4. For the completeness and partial 
isometry of W± we need additional assumptions on H, H0 ; J. 

Notes and Remarks to Part V 

Chapter 18. Stationary formulas for the scattering operator like those given in Theorem 4 and 
Corollary 5 were developed first by AMREIN/GEORGESCu/JAuCH [1971a] and independently by 
PEARSON [1971a]; see also CHANDLER/GIBsoN [1972a]. Explicit formulas for the scattering 
amplitude in case of potential scattering have been known for many years. Usually they were 
derived by means of the generalized eigenfunctions of H = -LI + V(x). There are many papers 
on this subject. The following list includes some of them: GREEN/LANFORD [1960a}, GROSSMAN/ 
Wu [1961a], HuNZIKER [1961a], [1963a], KURODA [1962a], IKEBE [1965a], .ALSHOL:M/SCilMIDT 

27 Baumgartel/Wollenberg 
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[1971a], K.ATo [1971a], AGMON [1975a]. There are only few papers dealing with explicit formulas 
for the scattering amplitude of abstract scattering systems: BmMAN/ENTINA [1964a], [1967a] 
derived such a formula under trace class assumptions on H, H0 (see Section 19.1.1); under smooth
ness assumptions an expression for the scattering amplitude was given in the paper of BAUM
GARTEL/DEMUTH/WOLLENBERG [1978a]; in the framework of the stationary theory K.ATo [1978a] 
developed explicit formulas for the scattering amplitude similar to those in Section 1.4. 

The idea of using the operators F0 (J.) to obtain formulas for the scattering amplitude can 
already be found in AMREIN/JAUOH./SINHA [1] in the concrete situation: .7{'0 = L 2(IR3, dx), 
H0 = -Ll, H = -Ll + V(x). 

For the definition of the total scattering cross section and its relation to the scattering amplitude 
t(i.) the reader may consult AMREIN/JAUOH./SINH.A [1) and AMREIN/PEARSON' [1979a). 

Analytic properties ofi'(J.). A discussion of the physical aspects of analyticity can be found in 
the survey article of BRENIG/HAAG [1959a), in GOLDBERGER/WATSON [1), and in NEWTON [1). 
There one can also find many references concerning the earliest proofs of analyticity of the scat
tering amplitude in potential scattering. In particular, the result that i'(J.) is meromorphic con
tinuable if the potential T'(x) falls off exponentially (see Section 3.3) was proved by HUNZIKER 
[1961a] (spherically symmetric potentials), GROSSMAN'/Wu [1961a], [1962a], MuLDOWNEY 
[1965a], DoLPH/Me LEOD/TH.oE [1966a], HoWLAND [1969a] under more or less weak additional 
assumptions. Further results, concerning analytic properties of the scattering amplitude for one
channel and multichannel systems, were obtained by FEDERBUSH [1967a], RIAHI [1969a], JENSEN 
[1977a], BALSLEY [1978a], [1979a], HAGEDORN [1979a], and CHADAN/MARTIN [1979a). 

Abstract results about analyticity of the scattering amplitude are meager. HoWLAND's paper 
[1969a] contains some elements of an abstract approach to analyticity via the sandwiched re
solvent. This idea was abstracted and further developed in BAUMGARTEL/DEMUTH./WOLLENBERG 
[1978a]. 

Resonances. Resonances are not uniquely def4led in literature. Sometimes poles of certain 
matrix elements of the resolvent are called resonances (such poles we call virtual poles) whereas 
our definition is that resonances are nonreal poles of the scattering amplitude i'(J.). For a discus
sion of resonances, maxima of the scattering cross section and virtual poles we refer to BREN'IG/ 
HAAG [1959a], NEWTON' [1), SIMON [1973a], BAUMGARTEL [1977b], [1978a], [1981a], SHAMRA/ 
0GUNSULmE [1978a), and PARAVIOOINI/GORINI/SUDARSHAN [1980a). 

For virtual poles and their interpretation as "complex eigenvalues" of H, see GROSSMAN 
[1964a), HOWLAND [1969b], [1974b), [1975a), AGUILAR/COMBES [1971a), HORWITZ/MARCHAND 
[1971a), SIMON [1973a), BAUMGARTEL [1973b), [1974a), [1975a), [1976a), [1979a), SUDARSHAN/ 
Crou/GORIN'I [1978a], and BoHM [1979a]. See also DAVIES [1975a]. 

The equality of resonances and virtual poles was first established by LAX/PHILLIPS [1] in the 
concrete situation: .7{'0 = L 2(IR11, dx), n odd, H 0 = -Ll and H = -Ll with a Dirichlet boundary 
condition. The extension of this result to the case that H 0 = -Ll and H = -Ll + T'(x) (where 
V(x) falls off exponentially or has compact support) was given by SB:ENK/THOE [1972a], SIMON 
[1973a), BABITT/BALSLEY [1976a), JENSEN [1977a), and BALSLEY [1978a). See also C. GOLDSTEIN 
[1973a], RAuo:a: [1980a]. For corresponding assertions for multiparticle systems we refer to 
BALSLEY [1979a] and HAGEDORN [1979a]. Abstract results about the equality of resonances and 
virtual poles can be found in BAUMGARTEL/DEMUTB:/WOLLEN'BERG [1978a]. Prop. 13 is a slight 
generalization of some results of this paper. 

The content of Section 3.4 is essentially taken from BAUMGARTEL [1979a]. 

Chapter 19. The first result on trace class properties of i'(J.) appeared in BmMAN/KREIN [1962a] 
(i'(J.) E .!l'1(.7f0 ) if .R(z) - R0(z) E .!l'1(.7f0)). Prop. 2 is essentially due to BmMAN/E::NTINA [1964a], 
[1967a]. Lemma 3 and Corollary 4 were proved by JAuc:a:fSINH.A/MISRA [1972a] with other 
methods. Theorem 5 and Prop. 6 (in a slightly other form) were first derived by JAucafSnmA 
[1972a] and MARTIN/MISRA [1973a]. Applications of these statements to potential scattering and 
other scattering problems (e.g. relativistic potential scattering) can be found in the cited papers 
and in MARTIN/MISRA [1974a]. 

Spectral shift and phase shift. The notion of spectral shift first appeared in LIF!IIC [1952a]. 
KREIN [1953a], [1962a], proved and studied the relation tr (tX(H) - 1X(H0)) = f ~(J.) tX'(J.) dJ. for 
a class of functions IX. The content of Section 1.4 is essentially taken from KRJiJIN [1964a]. For 
other properties of ~(J.) see also BmMAN'/SoLOMJAK [1972a]. Theorem 11 first appeared in BmMAN/ 
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KREIN [1962a). This theorem was extended to more general scattering systems by KoPLIENKO 
[1977 a] (local trace class assumptions on H, H 0), [1979a] (two-space scattering systems). Relations 
between spectral shift and phase shift in potential scattering were proved by BusLAEV/FADDEEV 
[1960a], BusLAEV [1962a], BuSLAEV/MERKUR'Ev [1969a], BusLAEV [1972a], [1973a]. See also 
BuSLAEV [1970a], JAFAEV [1980a]. 

Scattering cross section and 2 p·properties (p > 2) of T(J.). The finiteness of the total scattering 
cross section in potential scattering has been the subject of many papers. Some relevant references 
are GREEN/LANFORD [1960a] (spherically symmetric potentials), HuNZIKER [1963a] (asymptotic 
behavior of a().) for smooth potentials), KURODA [1970 a ](he gave sufficient conditions for i'(J.) E 2 p) 
JAUCii/SI:NHA [1972a] (trace class methods), P. MARTIN [1972a], KuRODA [1973b] (a(A) is finite 
for potential I V(x) R:> c lxl-(2+•)), MARTIN/MISRA [1974a], A. MARTIN [1979a]. In a series a papers 
A.lllREIN/PEARSON ([1979a], [1979b], [1979c)] developed new approaches to the problem of the 
finiteness of the total scattering cross section and the 2 2-property of the scattering amplitude 
T(J.). In AMREIN/PEARSON [1980a] the methods were applied to scattering with oscillating poten
tials and in AMREIN/PEARSON/SINHA [1979a], to scattering in N-body systems. See also ENss/ 
SIMON [1980a]. 

Sections 2.3 and 2.4 are essentially taken from AMREIN/PEARSON [1979c]. Theorem 19 is an 
abstraction of a result from JAFAEV [1979b]. The result that i'(J.) E 2 00 for the scattering system 
H 0 = -Ll, H = -Ll + V(x) with I V(x)l ~ c(1 + lxl)-<1+•) (see Example 21) is a special case of 
a result of AGMON [1975a]. He proved it under the assumptions: V( ·)is locally L2-integrable and 
V(x) R:> c lxi<-I+•) for large lxl. 

Spectral properties of the scattering matrix for abstract scattering systems were also considered 
in KOPLIENKO (1971a) and in ROTFEL'D (1972a), (1974a). 

Levinson's theorem and time delay. We close the Notes and Remarks to this part with a brief 
description of two topics which we have not treated in the text. 

LEVINSON's theorem connects the number of bound states of a Schrodinger operator with 
spherically symmetric potential with t,he phase shift <'l(J.). More precisely, if H01 = -d2/dx2 

00 00 

+ l(l + 1) x-2 andHI = H 01 + T'(x)on£'0 = L 2([0, oo), dx),ifj IV(x)l xdx < ooand/IV(x)lx2 dx 
0 0 

< oo and if o1(x) denotes the corresponding phase shift for the scattering system H01 , H1; then 

o1(oo) - o1(0) = n(n + (1/2) y) 
where n =dim En, (eig H,) £'0 andy takes the values 0 or 1 (1 is only possible for l = 0 and if 
there is a so-called zero energy resonance). This theorem was proved by LEVINSON [1949a]. A 
detailed discussion can be found in NEWTON [1960a). A generalization for nonspherically symmetric 
potentials was given first by BusLAEV [1962a] ( V( ·) E .9"(lR.3) and no eigenvalue at 0) and later 
by NEWTON [1977a], WOLLENBERG [1977c], OSBORN/BOLLE [1977a], and DREYFUS [1978a), 
[1978b] under weaker assumptions on the potential. There were some attempts to extend LEVIN· 
soN's theorem to abstract scattering systems. The following list includes papers of this nature: 
JAUCH [1957a), MARTIN [1958a), BusLAEV [1970a], DREYFUS [1976a], WOLLENBERG [1977a), 
NEWTON [1977b]. 

In potential scattering a quantity can be introduced which measures the excess time that the 
particle spends in the scattering region compared to a free particle. This quantity is called the 
time delay. For the definition one needs the concept of a position operator which is not available 
in the abstract scattering theory. In the Lax-Phillips theory the scattering region is well-defined 
and therefore a concept of time delay can be introduced; for instance see LAx/PHILLIPS [1978b] 
and AMREIN/WOLLENBERG [1981 a]. It turns out that the time delay operator Q0().) can be written 

in terms of S(J.), namely Q0(J.) = -iS(J.)* (~~)). This is also true in potential scattering. For 

details we refer to JAUCH/SINHA/MISRA [1972a], AMREIN/JAucH/SINHA [1], SINHA [1978a], and 
BOLLE/OSBORN [1979a]. 
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